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JUVENILE JUSTICE, RUNAWAY YOUTH, AND
MISSING CHILDREN'S ACT AMENDMENTS OF
1984

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 19t4-1

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington. DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:35 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ike Andrews (chairman
of the :subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Andrews, Petri, and Chandler.
A!so present: Representatives Perkins and Kildee.
Staff present: Gordon A. Raley, staff director; Deborah La May

Hall, clerk; and Edward J. Larson, Republican assistant counsel for
human resources.

(Text of H.R. 4)71 follows:(
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H. R. 4971.s....oN

To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 to
authorize appropriations for fiscal years 198ti through 1989, and for other
purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FEBRUARY 29, 1984

Mr. ANottEws of North Carolina (for himself, Mr. PERKINS. Mr. PETRI, Mr.
SistoN, m I Ms SNowE) introduced the following bill; which was referred to
the Com,..,,,ee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Aet

of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1985
through 1989, and for other purposes.

it enacted by the Senate and House of nepresenta-

.) th's of the United States of America in congress assembled,

TITLE I-- GENERAL PROVISIONS

SHORT TITLE

Si;('. 101. This Act MON be cited as the "Juvenile Jus-

t lice, Runaway Youth, and Missing. Children's Act Amend-

Itteithz of 1984.
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2

1 FINDINGS

2 SEc. 102. Section 101(a) of the Juvenile Justice and

3 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601(a)) is

4 amended

(1) in paragraph (1)

6 (A) by striking out "account" and inserting
7 in lieu thereof "accounted", and

8 (B) by striking out "today" and inserting in
9 lieu thereof "in 1974 and for less than one-third

of such arrests in 1983",

11 (2) in paragraph (2) by inserting "and inade-

quately trained staff in such courts, services, and facili-
13 ties" after "facilities'',

14 (3) in paragraph (3) by striking out "the countless,

15 abandoned, and dependent", and

111 (4) in paragraph (5) by striking out "prevented"
17 and inserting in lieu thereof "reduced".

1$ PURPOSE

19 1(13. Section 102(a) of the Juvenile Justice and

90 Delinquency Preveution Act of 1974 (42 5(602(a)) is

21 amended--

(1) in paragraph (1) by striking out "prompt- and
23 inserting in lieu thereof "ongoing'',

nit 1471 111
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3

1 (2) in paragraph (4) by striking out "an informa-

tion clearinghouse to disseminate" and inserting in lieu

3 thereof "the dissemination of", and

4 (3) in paragraph (7) by inserting "and homeless"

5 after "runaway".

6 DEFINITIONS

7 Six. 104. Section 103 of the Juvenile Justice and De-

8 linquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5603) is

9 amended

(1) in paragraph (3)-

1 I (A) by striking out "control,",

12 (B) by striking out "for neglected, aban-

13 doped, or dependent youth and other youth", and

14 (C) by inserting "juvenile" after "prevent",

15 (2) in paragraph (6) strike out "services," and

1(i insert in lieu thereof "services),",

17 (3) in paragraph (14) by striking out "and" at the

18 end thereof,

19 (4) in paragraph (15) by striking out the period at

the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof "; and",

and

(5) by adding at the end thereof the following new

23 paragraph:

24 "WO the term 'valid court order' means a court

order given by a juvenile court judge to a juvenile who

1111 1971 111
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5

4

1 has been brought into court. In order to be in violation
2 of a valid court crder, the juvenile must first have been

brought into the court and made subject to a court
4 order. The juvenile in question would have to have re-

ceived adequate and fair warning of the consequences
Ei of violation of the order at the time it was issued. The
7 use of the word 'valid' permits the incarceration of ju-

veniles for violation of a valid court order only if they
9 received their full due process rights as specifically

enumerated by the United Stat '3s Supreme Court.".

11 TITLE IIJUVENILE JUSTICE AND

12 DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

tirricr. OF' JUVENILE JUNTICE AND DELINQUENCY

14 PREVENTION

15 SEC. 21' . Section 201 of the Juvenile Justice and De-

litimiencv Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.('. 5611) is

17 amended

Is (11 striking out subsection (e).

19 (21 by amending subsection (f) to read as follows;

"te I There shall 1w in the Office a Deputy Administrator
2 1 wu shall he appointed by the Attorney General and whose

0) function shall 1w to supervise and direct the National Insti-
23 otte tor .Imenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention estab-

24 lished by section 241 of this Act. The Deputy Administrator

21 'hall also perform such functions as the Administrator may

uac i4;1 III
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5

1 from time to time assign or delegate and shall act as the

2 Administrator during the absence or disability of the Admin-

3 istrator.", and

4 (3) by striking out subsection (g).

5 TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

6 SEC. 202. (a) Section 202(a) of the Juvenile Justice and

7 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5612(a)) is

8 amended by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu thereof

9 "the Administrator".

10 (b) Section 202(c) of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-

11 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5612(c)) is

12 amended-

13 (1) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu

14 thereof "the Administrator", and

15 (2) by striking out "his functions" and inserting in

16 lieu thereof "the functions of the Administrator".

17 CONCENTRATION OF FEDERAL EFFORTS

18 SE('. 203. (a) Section 204(a) of the Juvenile Justice and

19 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5(14(a)) is

20 amended by striking out "his functions" and inserting in lieu

91 thereof "the functions of the Administrator".

).) (b) Section 204(b)(2) of the Juvenile ,Justice and Delin-

queney Prevention Act of 1974 (42 1r.S.C. 5614(b)) is

94 amended

UK 1971 111
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1 (1) in paragraph (2) by striking out "he" and in-
2 serting in lieu thereof "the Administrator", and

(2) in paragraph (4) by striking out "he" and in-
4 serting in lieu thereof "the Administrator".
5 (c) Section 204(e) the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
6 Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5614(e)) is amended by
7 striking out "subsection ('1')" and inserting in lieu thereof
8 "subsection (1)".

9 (d) Section 204(f) of the Juvenile Justice and Denzi-
l() quencv Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5614(f)) is

11 amended-

12 (1) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu
1:1 thereof "the Administrator", and

14 (2) by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu
15 thereof "the Administrator".

16 (e) Section 204(g) of the Juvenile ustice and 'Min-
17 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 I T.S.('. 5614(g)) is

18 amended by striking out his functions" and inserting in lieu
11) thereof "the functions of the Administrator".

oti SO Suction 264(i) of the Juvenile ustiCe and Delin-
2 1 quenry Prevention Art of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5614(i)) is amend-
22

2:i (1) by striking out "title" and inserting in lieu
2-1 thereof "sw.tion-, and

Hit 11171 In
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7

1 (2) by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu

2 thereof "the Administrator".

3 (g) Section 204(1) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

4 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5614(1)) is

5 amended-

6 (1) in paragraph (1)-

7 (A) by striking out "section 204(d)(1)" and

8 inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (d)(1)", and

9 (B) iv striking out "section 204(f)" and in-

10 serting in lieu thereof "subsection (f) ",

11 (2) in paragraph (2)-

12 (A) by striking out "subsection ('1')" and in-

13 serting in lieu thereof "paragraph (1)", and

14 (B) by striking out "section 204(e)" each

15 place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "sub-

16 section (e)", and

17 (3) in paragraph (3)

18 (A) by striking out "him" and inserting in

19 lieu thereof "the Administrator", and

(B) by striking out "subsection (T)" and in-

serting in lieu thereof "paragraph (1)".

9%) (h) Section 204(m) of the Juvenile Justice and

23 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5( 14(m)) is

24 amended by striking out "7.5 percent" and inserting in lieu

):- thereof "4 percent...
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1 COORDINATING COUNCIL ON JUVENILE JUSTICE AND

2 DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

3 SEC. 204. (a) Section 206(a)(1) of the Juvenile Justice

4 and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C.
5 5616(a)(1)) is amended by striking out "Community Services

6 Administration" and inserting in lieu thereof "Office of Corn-

7 munity Services".

8 (b) Section 206(c) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

9 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5616(c)) is

10 amended by striking out "deliquency" and inserting in lieu
11 thereof "delinquency".

12 (c) Section 206(e) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

13 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5616(e)) is

14 amended by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu thereof
15 "the Administrator".

16 (d) Section 206(g) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

17 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5616(g)) is

18 amended by striking out "$500,000" and insert in lieu there-
19 of "$200,000".

20 NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

21 AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

22 SEC. 205. (a) Section 207(a) of the Juvenile Justice and

23 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5617(a)) is
24 amended

(1) in paragraph (2)

HR 4971 1H
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1 (A) by striking ou, "and persons" and insert-

2 Mg in lieu thereof "persons",

:3 (B) by inserting "the family," after "prob-

4 lems of", and

5 (C) by inserting before the period at the end

6 thereof the following: "; members of State adviso-

7 ry groups appointed pursuant to section 223(a)(3)

8 of this title; and local and State elected officials",

9 and

10 (2) in paragraph (3) by inserting after "(3)" the

11 following: "At least 2 of the individuals appointed as

12 members of the Advisory Committee shall he residents

13 of rural areas.".

14 (h) Section 207(b)(2) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

15 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5617(b)(2)) is

16 amended by striking out "may" and inserting in lieu thereof

17 "shall".

18 (e) Section 207(h) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

19 quenc Prevention At of 1974 (42 5617(h)) is

2() amended by striking out "$5(X),(100" and inserting in lieu

21 thereof "$200,000".

TF;(slINICA MviliNIMIENTS

2:1 Six. 206. (a) The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

24 Prevention Art of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5(101 et seq.) is amended

flit 4971
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1 by inserting after the heading for subpart I of part B of title

9 II the following new heading for section 221:

"AUTHORITY TO l'vld:L.ha GRANTS".

4 (b) Section 222(b) of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-

5 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5632(b)) is

6 amended-

7 (1) by striking out "and the T:ust Territory" and

inserting in lieu thereof "the Trust Territory", and

9 (2) by inserting ", and the Commonwealth of the

10 Northern Mariana Islands" after "Pacific Islands".

11 STATE PLANS

12 SEc. 207. (a) Section 223(a) of the Juvenile Justice and
13 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5633(a)) is

14 amended-

15 (1) paragraph (3)

16 (A) by amending subparagraph (C) to read as

17 follows:

18 "(C) which shall include (i) representatives of pri-

19 ate organizations, including those with a special focus

20 on maintaining arid strengthening the family unit, those

21 concerned with delinquency prevention and treatment
)0 and with neglected or dependent children, and those

23 concerned with the quality of juvenile justice, educa-

2.1 (ion, or social services for children; (ii) representatives

5 of organizations which utilize volunteers to work with
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1 delinquents or potential delinquents; (iii) representatives

9 of community based delinquency prevention or treat-

:3 ment programs; (iv) representatives of business groups

4 or businesses employing youth; (v) youth workers in-

5 volved with alternative yot h programs; and (vi) per-

t; sons with special experience and competence in ad-
v.7 dressing the problems of the. fan4y, school violence

8 and vandalism, and learning disabilities,", and

9 (B) in subparagraph (F)-

1() (i) in clause (ii) by striking out "para-

11 graph (12)(A) and paragraph (13)" and in-

12 serting in lieu thereof "paragraphs (12), (13),

and (14)", and

14 (ii) in clause (iv) by striking out para-

15 graph (12)(A) and paragraph (13)" and in-

1(3 serting in lieu thereof "paragraphs (12), (13),

17 and (14)",

I R (2) in paragraph (9) by inserting "special educa-

19 tin," after "education,",

(3) in paragraph (10)

21 ( A) in subparagraph (E) by inserting ", in-

chiding progruns to counsel delinquent youth and

23 other ymith regarding the opportunities which

2-1 education provides" before the semicolon at the

end thereof,
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1 (B) in subparagraph (F) by inserting "and

2 their families" before the semicolon at the end

3 thereof,

4 (0) in subparagraph (H)-

5 (i) in clause (iii) by striking out "or" at

6 the end thereof,

7 (ii) in clause (iv) by inserting "or" at

H the end thereof, and

9 (iii) by adding at the end thereof the foi-

l() lowing new clause:

11 "(v) involve 'parents and other family

19 members in addressing the delinquency-relat-

13 ed problems of juveniles;",

14 (I)) in subparagraph (I) by striking ow; "and"

15 at the end thereof,

111 (E) in subparagraph (J) by inserting "and"

17 at the end thereof, and

18 (F) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

it) ing new subparagoiph:

.)0 "(K) programs and projects designed to pro-

21 vide for the treatment of juveniles' dependence on

.).) or abuse of alcohol or other addictive or nonaddic-

23 tive drugs;",

24 (4) by amending paragraph ( 1 2) to read as fol-

lows:
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1 "(12)(A) provide within three years after submis-

2 sion of the initial plan that juveniles who-

3 "(i) are charged with or have committed of-

4 Tenses that would not be criminal if committed by

5 an adult;

6 "(ii) have committed offenses which are not

7 found to constitute violations of valid court orders;

8 or

9 "(iii) are such nonoffenders as dependent or

10 neglected children;

11 shall not be placed in secure detention facilities or

19 secure correctional facilities; and

13 "(B) provide that the State shall submit annual

14 reports to the Administrator containing a review of the

15 progress made by the State to achieve the deinstitu-

tionalization of juveniles described in subparagraph (A)

17 and a review of the progress made by the State to pro-

18 vide that such juveniles, if placed in facilities, are

19 placed in facilities which-

20 "(i) are the least restrictive alternatives ap-

21 propriate to the needs of the child and the com-

0) !nullity involved;

03 "(ii) are in reasonable proximity to the family

24 and the home communities of such juveniles, and

111{ 1911 10
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1 "(iii) provide the services described in section
2 103(1);".

3 (5) by amending paragraph (14) to read as

4 follows:

5 "(14) provide that, begil ling after the 5-year
6 period following December 8, .980, no juvenile shall
7 be detained or confined in any ail or lockup for adults,

8 except that the Administrator tall, through 1989, pro-
9 mulgate regulations which make exceptions with

regard to the detention of juveniles accused of non-

11 status offenses who are awaiting an initial court ap-
12 pearance pursuant to an enforceable State law requir-
13 ing such appearances within 24 hours of custody (ex-

14 eluding weekends and holiday:,) provided that such ex-
15 ceptions are limited to areas which--

16 "(i) are outside a Standard Metropolitan Sta-

17 tistical Area,

18 "(ii) have no existing acceptable alternative
19 placement available, and

20 "(iii) are in compliance with the provisions of
21 paragraph (13).".

22 (6) in paragraph (18)

(A) by striking out "arrangements are made"
24 and inserting in lieu thereof "arrangements shall
"0 be made",
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1 (B) by striking out "Act. Such" and inserting

2 in lieu thereof "Act and shall provide for the

3 terms and conditions of such protective arrange-

4 meats established pursuant to this section, and

5 such",

(C) in subparagraph (I)) by inserting "and"

7 at the end thereof,

(D) in subparagraph (E) by striking out the

9 period at the end thereof and inserting in lieu

thereof a semicolon, and

11 (E) by striking out the last sentence of such

paragraph,

13 (7) by striking out the last sentence thereof,

it (8) by redesignatiag paragraphs (17), (18), (19),

15 (20), (21), and (22) as paragraphs (18), (19), (20), (21),

1t3 (22) and (23), respectively, and

17 (9) by inserting after paragraph (16) the following

I new paragraph:

19 "(17) providt assurance that consideration will be

f) given to and that assistance will 1w available for ap-

2 I 'mlches designed to strengthen and maintain the

family units of delinquent and other youth to prevent

juvenile delinquency. Such approaches should include

2 I the 111\AVVIllellt of grandparents or other extended

family nwinhers when posgible and appropriate;".
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1 GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

2 SEC. 208. Section 224 of the Juvenile Justice and De-

3 linquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601 et seq.) is

4 amended to read as follows:

5 "AUTHORITY TO MAKE GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

6 "SEC. 224. (a) From not less than 15 percent, but not

7 more than 25 percent, of the funds appropriated to carry out

8 this part, the Administrator shall, by making grants to and

9 entering into contracts with public and private nonprofit

10 agencies, organizations, institutions, or individuals to do each

11 of the following during each fiscal year:

12 "(1) develop and maintain community based alter-

13 natives to traditional forms of institutionalization of ju-

14 venile offenders;

15 "(2) develop and implement effective means of di-

16 verting juveniles from the traditional juvenile justice

17 and correctional system, including restitution and rec-

18 or illation projects which test and validate selected ar-

111 titration models, such as neighborhood courts or

panels, and increase victim satisfaction while providing

2I alternatives to incarceration for detained or adjudicated
).) delinquents:

23 "(3) develop statewide programs through the use

24 (I subsidies or other financial incentives designed to--
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1 "(A) remove juveniles from jails and lockups

for adults;

3 "(B) replicate juvenile programs designated

4 as exemplary by the National Institute of Justice;

5 or

"(0) establish and adopt, tensed upon the rec-

7 of the Advisory Committee, stand-

ards for the improvement of juvenile justice within

each State involved;

i() "(4) develop and support programs to encourage

11 the improvement of due process available to juveniles

12 in the juvenile justice system;

1:i "(5) develop and implement model programs, re-

14 laming to the tecial education needs of delinquent and

15 other youth, which develop locally coordinated policies

and programs among education, juvenile justice, and

17 social service agencies; and

"(6) develop model programs to strengthen and

1 ain the family unit in order to prevent or treat
2 juvenile delinquency.

21 "lb) From any special emphasis funds remaining availa-

')'' hie after grants and contracts are made tinder subsection 00,

2:1 hot not w exceed 10 percent of the funds appropriated tcti

In carry out this part, the Administrator is authorized, by

mak;..g grant. to and entering into contracts with public and

II li 1971 III -
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1 private nonprofit agencies, organizations, institutions, or indi-
2 viduals, to develop and implement new approaches, tech-
3 niques, and methods designed to-
4 "(1) improve the capability of public and private
5 agencies and organizations to provide services for de-
6 linquents and other youth to help prevent juvenile de-
7 linquency;

8 "(2) aavelop and implement, in coordination with
9 the Secretary of Education, model programs and meth-

10 ods to keep students in elementary and secondary
11 schools and to prevent unwarranted and arbitrary sus-
12 pensions and expulsions and to encourage new ap-
13 proaches and techniques with respect to the prevention
14 of school violence and vandalism;

15 "(3) develop and support programs stressing advo-

cacy activities aimed at improving services to youth
17 impacted by the juvenile justice system;
18 "(4) develop, implement, and support, in conjunc-
19 t ion with the Secretary of Labor, other public and pri-

vate agencies and organizations and business and in-
21 dustry programs for youth employment;
90 "(5) develop and support programs designed to
23 encourage and enable State legislatures to consider and
24 further the purposes of this title, both by amending

2
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19

1 State laws if necessary, and devoting greater resources

9 to those purposes;

3 "(6) develop and implement programs relating to

4 juvenile delinquency and learning disabilities, including

5 on-the-job training programs to assist law enforcement

personnel and juvenile justice personnel to more effec-

7 recognize and provide for learning disabled and

8 other handicapped juveniles; and

9 "(7) develop and. implement :,pecial emphasis pre-

10 mntion and treatment programs relating to juveniles

11 who commit serious crimes.

12 "(c) Not less than 30 percent of the funds available for

13 grants and contracts under this section shall be available for

14 grants to and contracts with private nonprofit agencies, orga-

15 nizations, or institutions which have had experience in deal-

16 ing with youth.

17 "(d) Assistance provided under this section shall he

18 available on an equitable basis to deal with female, minority,

W and disadvantaged youth, including mentally, emotionally, or

2 physically handicapped youth.

21 "(c) Not less than t percent of the funds available for

grants and contracts under this section shall he available for

23 grants and contracts designed to address the special needs

24 and problems of juvenile delinquency in the Virgin Islands,

Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific
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1 Islands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Is-

2 lands.".

3 APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS

4 SEC. 209. (a) Section 225(b) of the Juvenile Justice and

5 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5635(b)) is

6 amended-

7 (1) in paragraph (2) by inserting "(such purpose or

8 purposes shall be specifically identified in such applica-

9 tion)" before the semicolon,

(2) in paragraph (5) by striking out ", when ap-

11 propriate" and inserting in lieu thereof "(if such local

12 agency exists)", and

13 (3) in paragraph (8) by striking out "indicate" and

14 inserting in lieu thereof "attach a copy of".

15 (h) Section 225(c) of the 'Juvenile 'Justice and Delin-

16 quoecy Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 56:35(c)) is

17 amended

(1) 1) inserting "and for contracts" after "for

19 grants ", and

(2) in paragraph (4) by striking out "delinquents

2 1 and other youth to help prevent delinquency" and in-

serting in lieu thereof "address juvenile delinquency

23 and juvenile delinquency prevention".

24 (c) Section 225 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

25 Prevention Act of 1974 (42 5635) is amended-
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1 (1) by redesigLuUing subs action (d) as subsection

(c), and

(2) inserting after subsection (c) the following new

4 subsection:

5 "(d) New programs selected after the effective date of

6 the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

7 Amendments of 1984 for assistance under section 224 shall

8 he selected through a competitive process to be established

9 by the Administrator. As part of such process, the Adminis-

trator shall announce publicly the availability of funds for

11 such assistance, the general criteria applicable to the selec-

12 tion of applicants to receive such assistance, and a descrip-

tion of the processes applicable to submitting and reviewing

14 applications for such assistance.".

15 (d) Section 225 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

16 Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. t:035) is amended by

17 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(f) Notification of grants and contracts made under sec-

19 tion 224 (and the applications submitted for such grants and

20 contracts) shall, upon being made, be transmitted by the Ad-

21 ministrator, to the chairman of the Committee on Education

22 and Labor of the Ilouse of Representatives and the chairman

23 of the Committee on the Judiciary of the Scant e.".
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1 USE OF FUNDS

2 SEC. 210. Section 227(c) of the Juvenile Justice and

3 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5637(c)) is

4 amended by striking out "section 224(a)(7)" each place it

5 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "section 224(b)(3)".

6 PAYMENTS

7 SEC. 211. (a) Section 228(a) of the Juvenile Justice and

8 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5638(a)) is

9 amended by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu thereof

10 "the Administrator".

11 (b) Section 228(d) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

12 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5638(d)) is

13 amended by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu thereof
14 "the Administrator".

15 (c) Section 228(e) of th9 Juvenile Justice and De lin-

16 queney Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5638(e)) is

17 amended-

18 (1) by striking out "him" and inserting in lieu
19 thereof "the Administrator", and

(2) by striking out "section 224(a)(5)" and insert-

21 ing iii lieu thereof "section 224(a)(3)".
))

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND

9:1 DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

24 Si. :r. 212. (a) The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
0, Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C, 5601 et seq.) is amended
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1 by inserting after the heading for part C of title II the follow-

ing new heading for section 241:

3 "ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR

4 JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVEN

5 (b) Section 241(b) of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-

fi quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5651(b)) is

7 amended by striking out "section 201(0" and inserting in lieu

S thereof "section 201(e)".

9 (c) Section 241(d) of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-

quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5651(d)) is

11 amended to read as follows:

19 "(d) It shall be the purpose of the Institute to provide-

1:3 "(1) a coordinating center for the collection, prep-

14 aration, and dissemination of useful data regarding the

prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency; and

1 fi "(2) appropriate training (including training de-

li signed to strengthen and maintain the family unit) for

Is representatives of federal, State, local law enforce-

19 mem officers, teachers and special education personnel,

family counselors, child Nye MI re workers, juvenile

2 I judges :Ind judicial personnel, probation personnel, cor-

.) rectional personnel (including volunteer lay personnel),

23 prrsons associated with law-related education, youth

2 1 workers, and representatives of private agencies and
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1 organizations with specific experience in the prevention

2 and treatment of juvenile delinquency.".

3 (d) The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

4 Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601 et seq.) is amended-

5 (1) by redesignating subsection (f) as subsection

(g),

7 (2) by inserting after subsection (e) the following

8 new subsection:

9 "(f) The Administrator, acting through the Institute,

10 shall provide, not. less frequently than once evtry two veers,

11 for a national conference of member representatives from

l' State advisory groups for the purpose of disseminating infor-

13 oration, data, standards, advanced techniques, and program

14 rood is developed through the Institute.", and

15 (3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

111 subsection:

i -id) Any giant or contract made under this part after

18 the effective date of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency.

19 Vrevention Act Amendments of 1984 shall be selected

'3(1 through a competitive process to be established by the Ad-

m.n.strator. As part of such process, the Administrator shall

))
1111111111110' publicly the availability of funds for such grant or

contract. the general criteria applicable to the selection of

applicants to receive such grant or contract, and a description

lilt 1.171 ail
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1 of the processes applicable to submitting and reviewing appli-

2 cations for such grant or contract.".

3 RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, AND EVALUATION

4 FUNCTIONS

S SEC. 213. Section 243 of the Juvenile Justice and De-

6 linquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5653) is

7 amended
(I) in paragraph (4) by striking out "Associate",

9 and

10 (2) in paragraph (5) by striking out "recreation

11 and" and inburting in lieu thereof "familial relation-

12 ships, recreation, and".

1.4 TRAINING FUNCTIONS

14 SEC. 214. Section 244 of the Juvenile Justice and De-

15 linquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5654) is

16 amended -

17 (1) in paragraph M

I5 (A) by striking out "or who are" and insert-

19 ing in lieu thereof "working with or", and

(B) by striking out "and juvenile offenders"

91 and inserting in lieu thereof ", juvenile offenders,

92 and their families",

2:3 (2) in paragraph (2) by striking out "workshop"

24 and inserting in lieu thereof "workshops", and
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1 (3) in paragraph (3) by striking out "teachers"
2 and all that follows through the end thereof and insert-
3 ing in lieu thereof the following: "teachers and special
4 education personnel, family counselors, child welfare
5 workers, juvenile judges and judicial personnel, proba-
6 tion personnel (including volunteer lay personnel), per-
7 sons associated with law-related education, youth
8 workers, and organizations with specific experience in
9 the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency;

10 and".

11 ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING PROGRAM

12 Six. 215. Section 248(b) of the Juvenile Justice and
13 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5659(b)) is

14 amended to read as follows:

15 "(b) Enrollees in the training program established under

16 this section shall be drawn from correctional and law enforce-

17 ment personnel, teachers and special education personnel,

18 family counselors, child welfare workers, juvenile judges and

19 judicial personnel, correctional personnel (including volunteer

2() lay personnel), persons associated with law-related education,

21 youth workers, and representatives of private agencies and
22 organizations with specific experience in the prevention and

23 treatment of juvenile delinquency.".
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1 TRAINING PROGRAM

2 SEC. 216. (a) The heading for section 250 of the Juve-

3 nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42

4 U.S.C. 5661) is amended to read as follows:

5 "PARTICIPATION IN TRAINING PROGRAM AND STATE

6 ADVISORY GROUP CONFERENCES".

7 (b) Section 250(c) of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-

8 quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5661(c)) is

9 amended to read as follows:

10 "(c) While participating as a trainee in the program es-

11 tablished under section 248 or while participating in any con-

12 ference held under section 241(f), and while traveling in con-

13 nection with such participation, each person so participating

14 shall be allowed travel expenses, including a per diem allow-

15 ance in lieu of subsistence, in the same manner as persons

16 employed intermittently in Government service are allowed

17 travel expenses under section 5703 of title 5, United States

18 Code. No consultation fee may be paid to such person for

19 such participation.".

20 ESTABLISHMENT OF LAW-RELATED EDUCATION

21 RESOURCE CENTER

22 SEC. 217. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-

23 vention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601 et seq.) is amended by

94 inserting after section 250 the following new section:
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1 "LAW-RELATED EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER

2 "SEc. 2M. (a) There is hereby established within the

1.istitute a Law-Related Education Resource Center (re-

4 ferred to in this part as the 'Center').

5 "(b) The Administrator, through the Center, is author-

ized to provide, either directly or through grants or contracts,

7 for-
8 "(1) technical assistance at the Federal, State,

9 and local levels to public and private educational agen-

10 cies and institutions to implement and replicate taw -re-

11 education delinquency prevention programs;

12 "(2) delinquency prevention training programs and

1 :3 materials for persons who are responsible for the im-

plementation of la -related education programs in ele-

15 me litary and secondary schools;

"(:1) research, demonstration, and evaluation pro-

17 grams designed to determine the most effective means

1s of implementing and replicating law-related education

19 programs in order to maximize their potential for delin-

20 quency prevention: and

21 "(4) dissemination of information concerning the
>.) findings of such research, demonstration, and evaltia-

tion programs,

2-1 "tt ) For purposes of this section the term 'law-related

education' means education which provides nonlawyers, es-
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pecially students, with knowledge and skills pertaining to the

law, the legal process, and the legal system, and the funda-

3 mental principles and values upon which these are based.

4 "(d) Not less than 15 percent, but not more than 20

5 percent, of the funds available to carry out this part, shall he

6 available to carry out the purposes of this section.".

7 ArTi/oRizATIoN or mpRopRiATioNs

SEC. 218. (a) The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

9 Prevention Act of 11)74 (42 U.S.C. 5(01 et seq.) is amended

by inserting after the heading for part I) of title II the follow-

11 mg new heading for section 261:

12 "At TI1ORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS".

13 tli) The first sentence of section 21 1(a) of the .luenile

11 .111:lice :111(1 Delinquency Prevention Art of 1974 (42

I.) 5(17 ha )) is amended

I II (11 by striking out "ending- September 1981-

I 7 and all that lollows through "1983, and September

I ti :19. ;Intl

I 9 (21 by inserting- efore the period the following:

.n) 198:), P.) 11, 1987. 11188, and 1989-,

2I lc) `a'cti'n 211100 Of the oh! \Tn.& Justice and Delin-
,, iinenc. Pre\ cntion Act 01 197.1 (2 r.S.C. .5(171(h)1 is

:mended by striking out -!-ection 261(a) of the .1m-tunic .1u-

:21 lire :and Ochnyiency Prevention Act 01 1:17-1" and inserting;

..) in lien (herrn! "subsection t;0-.
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1 (d) Section 2(31 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

2 Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 51371) is amended

:3 (1) by redesignating subsection (c) as subsection

4 (d),

5 (2) by inserting after subsection (b) the following

9 new subsection:

7 "(c) Of such sums as are appropriated to carry out the

8 purposes of this title-

9 "(1) not to exceed 4 percent shall be available to

10 carry out part A;

11 "(2) not less that 85 percent shall be available to

19 carry out part B; and

1:3 "(:3) 11 percent shall be available to carry Out

14 part (1.", and

15 CO by adding at the end thereof the following new

19 suhseetion:

17 "(e) No funds appropriated to carry out the purposes of

I S this title may be used for any hh1-111elheal or behavior control

1 experimentation on individuals or any research involving

9 'zilch experiiiu

21 TITLE IIIRENAWAY AND tioNtELEss vorrit
)0

tit t.Es

2:1 SFr. :301 Section :3(:3 of the Ituttaway and Homeless

21 Youth Act (42 U.S.('. 5702) is amended to read Its follows:

nN I97i tli
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1 "RULES

"SEC. 303. The Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

3 ices (hereinafter in this title referred to as the 'Secretary')

4 may issue such rules as the Secretary considers necessary or

S appropriate to carry out the purposes of this title.".

fi PURPOSES OF GRANT PROGRAM

7 S. :302. (a) Section 311(a) of the Runaway and

Homeless Youth Act (42 U.S.C. 5711(a)) is amended by in-

i "and their families" before the period at the end

thereof.

11 (b) Section :311(b) of the Runaway and Homeless Youth

1° Act (42 U.S.. 5711(b)) is amended by inserting "and to the

1:3 families of such juveniles" before the period at the end there-

14 of.

1 ELIGIBILITY

SEc. 303, Section :312(1) of the Runawayway and Homeless

17 Youth Act (4 U.S.('. 5712) is amended

(1) in paragraph (2) by striking out "portion" and

inserting. in lieu thereof "proportion'',

,(1 (21 in paragraph (3) by striking out "(if such

21 action is required by State law)",

)2, (3) paragraph (5) by striking out "parents" and

inserting in lieu thereof "families'', and

0.1 (4) in paragraph ((3) by striking out "parents" and

inserting in lieu thereof "family mebers".

11{ 1971 III
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1 GRANTS TO PRIVATE AGENCIES, STAFFING

SEC. :304. Section :314 of the Runaway and Homeless

3 Youth Act (42 U.S.('. 5614) is amended by striking out

4 "house" and inserting in lieu thereof "center".

5 REORGANIZATION

SEC. :305. Part C of the Runaway and 'Homeless Youth

7 Act (.12 r.S.('. 5741) is repealed.

S At TliORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

S. 306. (a) Part D of the Runaway and Homeless

Youth (42 LS:('. 5651) is redesignated as part C.

I I (h) The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (42 17.S.(1.

12 :i6( I it seq.) is amended by inserting after the heading for

1:3 part 1) the following new heading for section 341:

"ArTHOHIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS".

(e) Section :341(x) of the Runaway and Homeless Youth

16 Act t 12 1.,S t (a)) is amended by striking out "each of

17 Ole ti,cal vezir,- and all that follows through the period at

ls tfir end 'hereof and inserting io lieu thereof -$25.000,000 for

vror 11"1: :i426.').),00 for fiscal year 1;185;

;i:,:2-(1;iillm for tiscal year 1040; $2s.950,0(1 for fiscal year

2 I ¶)-7; $3i). ).t)( lor Ikea! year 9s8; and $31,900,000 for

"" te.e:t1 ve:tr 19."

2:: Id) Section :14 1110 of the Holum:iv and llonile,:s Youth

21 V.t t 12 1- .S.(` 2)7 ..)1 k amended hy striking out

ntc 14:1
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(e) Section 341 of the Runaway and Homeless Youth

') Act (42 I..S.C. 5(351) is amended by adding at the end there-

of the following new subsection:

4 "(c) No funds appropriated to carry out the purposes of

5 this title

"(1) may he used for any program or activity

7 which is not specifically authorized by this title; or

8 "(2) may be combined with funds appropriated

9 under any other Act if the purpose of combining such

1( funds is to make a single discretionary grant or a

11 single discretionary payment".

1') (f) Section :341 of the Runaway and Homeless Youth

1:3 Act (42 U.S.('. 5757) is redesignated as section 331.

14 TITLE IVMISSING CHILDREN'S ASSISTANCE

ASSISTANCE RELATING TO MISSING CHILDREN

SEc. 400. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency I're-

1 7 vention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5(i01 et seq.), is amended by

18 adding at the end thereof the following new title:

1 "SHORT TITLE

"SEC. 401. This title Way be cited as the 'Missing Chil-

21 dren's Assistance Act'.

).) "FINInNos

23 "SEC. 42. The Congress hereby find:: that

24 "(1) each year ninny children are abducted, or re-

moved from the control of a parent having legal coNto-

HR e#N
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1 dy without such parent's consent, under circumstances
0 which immediately place them in grave danger;

:3 "(a) many of these children are never reunited

4 with their families;

"(:3) often there are no clues as to the where-

ahouts of these children;

"(4) in many eases, parents and local law enforce-

8 went officials have neither the resources nor the exper-

9 tise to mount expanded search efforts;

10 "(5) abducted children are frequently moved from

1 1 one locality to another requiring the cooperation and

1" coordination of local, state, and Federal law enforce-

went efforts;

1.1 "00 on frequent occasions, law enforcement au-

15 thorities and others scarching for children quickly ex-

16 haust all leads in missing children cases and require as-

1 7 sist Mace from distant communities where the children

18 may he located; and

1 "(7) Federal assistance is urgently needed to co-

,(1 ordinate and assist in efforts to address this interstate

21 problem.

)) "DEFItivrtoNs

2:i "SE4.. 403. For purposes of this title-

2 1 "111 the term 'missing child' means any individual

luss than IS years of age who disappears if the eireum-

1971 IFi
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1 stances surrounding such individual's disappearance in-

(liege that such individual may possibly have been ab-

ducted or that such individual may possibly have been

4 removed from the control of a parent having legal cus-

tody of such individual without such parwit's consent;

and

"(2) the term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of

Health and Human Services.

9 "ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL BUREAU OF MISSING

H) CHILDREN

11 "SEC. 404. (a) There is hereby established within the

19 Administration for Children, Youth, and Families within the

13 Department of Health and Human Services a National

14 Bureau of Missing Children (hereinafter in this title referred

15 to as the 'Bureau').

1 ti "(h) The Secretary may issue such rules as the Seem-

17 tarp' considers necessary or appropriate to carry out this title.

Is "(c) The Bureau shall be under the general authority of

1 the Secretary and shall be headed by a Director to he ap-

20 pointed by the Secretary.

21 "FUNCTIONS OF' THE BUREAU

), "SEC. 405. The Secretary, acting through the Bureau,

2:1 shall-

:.'4 "(1) make such arrangements as may he neces-

25 sari' and appropriate to VIISUIT that there is effective

1114 1971 lli
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1 coordination among all federally-funded programs relat-
2 ing to missing children (including the preparation of an
3 annual comprehensive plan for assuring such coordina-

tion);

5 "(2) allocate staff and resources which are ade-
(1 (Inge to properly carry out the functions of the

Bureau;

tt "(3) establish and operate, either directly or

through grants or contracts, a national toll-free tele-
lU line by which individuals may report and receive
1 1 information regarding the disc ipearance or location of

any missing child and pertaining to procedures neces-
1 3 sary to reunite such child with such child's family,

parent hay, ig legal custody, or legal guardian;

IS "(-11 provide technical assistance to local and
16 State governments, public and private nonprofit agen-
1 7 cies, mid individuals in locating and recovering missing
I s children:

"CO coordinate Federal efforts to locate missing

children and reunite them with their families, parents
21 having legal custody, or legal guardians;
))

"WI disseminate information nationally on innova-
23 five and model programs, services, and legislation re-
23 biting to missing children;

lilt 1911 In
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1 missing children or to children who have been the
2 victims of abduction.

3
"GRANTS "a"

4 "SEc. 406. (a) The Secretary, actittg through the
5 Bureau, is authorized to make grants to and enter into eon-
6 tracts with public agencies and private nonprofit agencies for
7 research, demonstration projects, and service programs de-
8 signed

"(1) to educate parents, children, and community

agencies and organizations in ways to prevent the ab-
11 duction of children;

1' "(21 to provide public information to assist in the
13 locating and return of missing children;
t4 "(3) to aid communities in the collection of mate-
t 5 rials which will be useful to parents in assistin others
16 to identify such children;

I7 "(41 to increase knowledge of and develop effec-
IS five treatment pertaining to the psychological muse-

(invitees to hoth parents and children resulting from a
20 child's abduction, both during the period of disappear-
:21 alive and after the child is returned; and
.).

"(..-0 to collect data from selected States or local-
23 it it'S oil tin' investigative practices used by law enforce-
.? I mein agmi'mies in ciises involving missing children.

III( 1971 Ill
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1 "(b) In considering applications for assistance under this

2 title, the Secretary shall give priority to applicants who have

:3 demonstrated experience in-

4 "(1) providing services to missing children or the

5 families of missing children;

"(2) conducting research relating to missing chil-

7 dren; or

tt "(3) locating missing 'hildren and reuniting them

9 with their families.

10 "(c) The Secretary, acting through the Bureau, shall en-

11 courage the substantial utilization of volunteers in such dem-

onstration projects and service programs as the Secretary

13 deems appropriate.

14 "CRITERIA FOR GRANTS

15 "SEe. 407. The Secretary, acting through the Bureau,

16 shall establish priorities for making grants or contracts under

17 section 40(3 and, not less than 60 days before establishing

18 such priorities, shall publish in the Federal Register for

19 public comment a statement specifying such priorities.

)0 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

21 "tiEc. 408. (a) To carry out this part, there are author-

.)) iZed to be appropriated $10,000,000 for fiscal year 1985,

23 $19,500.000 for fiscal year 1986, $11,000,000 for fiscal year

24 1987, $11,600,000 for fiscal year 1$188, and $12,250,000 for

25 fiscal year 1989,".
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1 TITLE V-- EFFECTIVE DATES

2 EFFECTIVE DATES

Sac. 501. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), this

4 Act and the amendments made by this Act shall take effect

5 on the date of the enactment of this Act or October 1, 1984,

6 whichever occurs later.

7 (h) Paragraph (2) of section :341(e) of the Runaway and

8 Homeless Youth Act, as added by section 306(e) of this Act,

shall not apply with respect to any grant or payment made

10 before the effective date of this Act.

0
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Mr. ANDREWS. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. The House
Subcommittee on Human Resources convenes today to discuss H.R.
4971, a bill to reauthorize and extend the Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act of 1974.

I am very pleased to be joined by Congressman Thomas Petri of
Wisconsin, the ranking minority member of the subcommittee, in
sponsoring the bill; along with Chairman Carl Perkins, chairman
of the full Committee on Education and Labor, and Congressman
Paul Simon, who will be joining us shortly, one of Congress' lead-
ing advocates for missing children. I understand that Congress-
woman Olympia Snowe of Maine will also likely appear shortly.

As you can tell, the 1984 bill has a strong bipartisan flavor. That
has been its history. In 1980, Congressman Tom Coleman of Mis-
souri was an original cosponsor. In fact, when Congressman Gus
Hawkins introduced the House version in 1974, Congressman Tom
Railsback was the leading proponent. The program is bipartisan
and our concern is nonpartisan.

The bill we have before us is a result of considerable work by
staff, at my instruction and that of Mr. Petri, which attempts to
bring together a large number of suggested changes made by vari-
ous groups during recent months. I believe I am safe in saying that
Mr. Petri and I believe that these proposed amendments represent
necessary fine tuning to improve program performancenot a com-
plete overhaul. We have adjusted the sparkplugs, reset the timing,
and made a few modifications here and there.

We are bringing this model out for its first test run today. We
look forward to your reaction.

Our first witness is the Honorable Charles Robb, who today rep-
resents not only the State of Virginia, but the National Governors
Association as well. Governor Robb, in fact, is chairman of the
Committee on Crime, Justice and Public Protection for the Nation-
al Governors Association.

Governor Robb, we very generously welcome you here.
(Prepared statement of Governor Charles S. Robb follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF OW CHARLES S. ROHR, CoMMoNWEALTH OF' VIRGINIA, oN
BEHALF or THE. NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, IX'

Good morning. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the subcommittee, I
am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you today to discuss H.R. 4971
w Inch reauthorizes the Junvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1971
and to explain the import:oue of this legislation for young people throughout the
nat ion

The purpose. of the Juvenile Justice Act is to respond to those troubled youth who
come in contact with the justice system. The original objectives of the Act were two-
fold to bring afunit removal of status offenders from secure correctional institutions.
and to assure that adult and juvenile offenders were separately confined in correc
tonal facilities To these objectives. a third was added during the 19K0 reauthoriza-

tion of the Actto prohibit the deteniton of juveniles in jails and lockups intended
her adult offenders

The states have made significant progress in all of these areas For example, the
number of status offenders those youths who committed no criminal act whatso-
%er-- that ;ire confined in secure facilities has dropped from nearly 21/0.1101) just five

year, ago. to less than :.' "coot} last year Fort eight of the firty.three states and tern-
tot les participating in the program are' now in full compliance. with the ten-year-old
mandate of the Act

All al the lurisdicitote, participating hat e made substantial progress toward corn-
id% ing with Act s mandate regarding separation of Juvenile and adult offenders
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The removal of juveniles from jails and lockups has also become a major priority
for the states. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention reports
significant progress on this most important initiative. Yet, the best research still in-
dicates that more than 4011,000 juveniles are held in adult jails and lockups each
year.

Since the passage of the Juvenile Justice Act in 1974, some $750 million has been
appropriated, at the direction of the Congress, to improve juvenile delinquency pre-
vention and treatment. Of this total, $470 million' has been appropriated to the
states under the formula grant program to carry lut the mandates set forth in the
Act and the regulations formulated by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-
cy Prevention. When compared to the major sums spent on other riatior.al issues
during this period, this is a relatively modest amount of money. But I hope you will
not assume that it has no impact, because the significance of the availability of
these funds is great, as I have noted.

My home State was one of the earliest to join in the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act, and we have continued our participation for almost nine
years. During that period, Virginia has received approximately $10,5 million to sup-
port programs for the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency. Our cur-
rent yearly allocation is slightly less than $1 million, which is a substantial (35%)
reduction in the level of allocation compared to just a few years ago. We use these
funds t, develop and test new methods of dealing with a difficult population. For
example, we have emphasized programs to keep children in school, programs to pro-
vide nonsecure alternatives to confinement for status and minor offenders, and
training programs for probation officers, judges and other youth services workers. I
might add that we have been quite successful in continuing these programs through
alternate funding sources, once they have had an opportunity to prove their effec-
t iveness

It is a credit to the states, this subcommittee, and to the myriad of organizations
who have supported the Act, that we can report the level of progress in its imple-
mentation that I have cited today. However, the President. in his fiscal year 1985
budget recommendptions to the Congress, is proposing termination of funding for
the Juvenile Justice Act for the fourth consecutive fiscal year.

But the work in the critical domestic area is not finished; while the states have
accepted an increasing responsibility, there is still a critical role for the federal gm
ernment in providing leadership and financial assistance to underwrite continuation
of the progress we have experienced to date. In a time of severe economic con
straints, shared at the national, State and local levels. we must carefully deliberate
our respective roles and the allocation of scarce resources. The significance of the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has been the leadership it has
provided to improve the juvenile justice system and the impetus it has provided for
the development of new approaches and programs The current mandate to remove
juveniles from adult jails is an example of this leadership. Just as the Act's provi-
sions on deinstitutionalization of status offenders led to improvement in that area,
so the jail removal mandate is beginning to acnieve desired results.

In Virginia there would probably be two major impacts if this program were not
continued in substantially the same form its it has operated for the past decade. The
first is perhaps the most tangible. though not necessarily the most importantthat
is. the virtually immediate elimination of funds utilized to support 20-30 local pro-
grants providing services to thousands of Virginia's children each year The Juve-
nile Justice Act provides a small, but important. resource to support the develop-
ment of new and more effective means of reaching these young people

The second impact. as I see it, if this program does not continue to receive your
support. will be the loss of the leadership I have cited as necessary to continue to
improve our states. response to the nation's young people in crisis. The Juvenile
Justice Act is a small program in the federal scheme, but it is an important denion
stration of the commitment of the federal government to provide leadership in what
was an often neglected area And this leadership and setting of 'clear })olicy goals
has direct relationship to goal setting on the State and local levels Though some
may view the initiatives and objectives contained in the federal law as too idealistic,
we have accepted them and had much success in complying with the federal Act's
requirements Virgima has been in full compliance with the deinstitutionalization of
status oenders requirement of the law since 1981 We have been working- as have
oyer thirty other states through the executhe branch and legislative study com
mittees to address the problems associated w,:h the use of adult jails for juveniles I
arn pleased to report that we have made significant reductions in the number of
young people placed in jail in my State during my tenure. but 1 am aware that the
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problem has not been completely solved. Two years ago the jails of Virginia con-
fined an average of Ititi juveniles on daily basis. Today that number is less than fit).

The National Governors' Association urges reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act. In policy adopted in August of 1952, the NGA
commended Congress for enacting the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974, and further encouraged the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention to incorporate the following principles into its operation:

ill The State agency designated by the Governor to develop a State's criminal and
juvenile justice plan should coordinate all juvenile justice programs. No program
should be funded directly under the act without the advice and comments of this
agency

121 Discretionary grants should provide an equitable share of funds to rural and
urban States for the development of juvenile justice programs.

Rukit.:, regulations. definitions, and responsibilities pursuant to the Act must be
reasonable and consider the impact on the States. Furthermore, they should be de-
signed to encourage full participation in the program by all States.

We appreciated the sensitivity of the current Administration to the differences
among the States and their varying status and concerns with respect to implemen-
tation of the mandates of that Act. We urge that the spirit of cooperation which
currently characterizes the relationship between the States and the federal govern-
ment in the administration of the formula grants program be continued into the
future Mr Chairman. I hope the points I have already made make it clear to you
that failure to continue this partnership will have a serious detrimental impact.

I recommend to you the positions on reauthorization of the National Criminal
Justice Association, the staff support for the NGA Committee on Criminal Justice
and Public Protection, which I chair, and the organization which represents those
individuals who administer the juvenile justice program at the State level. Their
policy clearly articulates the outstanding concerns of the States with respect to the
current mandates of the Act. I have submitted a copy for the record.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I wish to commend the addition of Title IV, Missing
Children's Assistance, to KR 4971. Missing children have become a national prob-
lem which must be addressed. The recent television program "Adam" presented the
issue more appropriately than I could put into words. The problem demands our at-
tention immediately, and I am pleased that this bill addresses it.

Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to have been invited :sere today and am sincerely
hopeful we can look forward to reauthorization of the Juvenile .Justice Act and con-
tinuation of much needed progress in the field of juvenile iustice and delinquency
prevent nal.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES S. ROBB, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF N'IRGINIA. AND CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON
CRIMINAL JUSTICE :AND PUBLIC PROTECTION, ACCOMPANIED
1F NOLAN E. JONES. STAFF DIRECTOR, COMMITTEE ON CRIMI-
NAL JUSTICE AND PUBLIC PROTECTION. NATIONAL GOVER-
NORS ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON. DC

Governor ROAN. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and
Mr. Petri and other members of the subcommittee who may join us
as we continue. I am very pleased to have the opportunity this
morning to appear before you on behalf of the Nation's Governors,
and specifically the National Governors Association, to address
your Ii.R. .1971 which reauthorizes the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1911, and to perhaps explain the impor-
tance of this legislation to young people throughout the Nation.

Of' course, the purpose of the Juvenile Justice Acta clear and
appropriate role for the Government, I might emphasizeis to
catalyze progress and reform in Government's response to those
troubled youth who come in contact with the justice system. As you
certainly know, the original objectives of the act were twofold: To
bring about the removal of status offenders from secure correction-
al institutions. and to assure that adult and juvenile offenders were
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separately confined in correctional facilities. To these objectives, athird was added during the 1980 reauthorization of the act, to pro-hibit the detention of juveniles in jails and lockups intended for.adult offenders.
The States have made significant progress in all three of theseareas. For example, the number of status offenders, those youthswho committed no criminal act whatsoever, who are confined in

secure facilities has dropped from nearly 200,000 just 5 years ago toless than 25,000 today. Forty-eight of the fifty-three States and ter-ritories participating in the program are now in full compliance
with that 10-year-old mandate of the act.

In addition, all of the jurisdictions participating have made sub-
stantial progress toward complying with the act's mandate regard-
ing separation of juvenile and adult offenders.

The removal of juveniles from jails and lockups has also becomea major priority of the States. The Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention reports significant progress on this mostimportant initiative. Yet, the best research still indicates that morethan 400,00() juveniles are held in adult jails and lockups each
year.

Since the passage of the Juvenile Justice Act in 1974, some $750million has been appropriated at the direction of Congress to bring-
ing improvement to the field of juvenile delinquency prevention
and treatment. Of this total, $470 million has been appropriated tothe States under the Formula Grant Program to carry out themandate set forth in the act, as well as the regulations formulated
by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
When compared against the major sums spent on other nationalissues during this same period, this, it seems, is a relatively modest
amount of money. But I hope that you would not assume, nor anyothers, that it has not had an impact, because the significance of
the availability of these funds is very great, as I have noted.

My home State was one of the earliest to join in the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, and we have continued to
participate for almost 9 years. During that period, Virginia has re-ceived approximately $10.5 million to support programs for the pre-vention and treatment of juvenile delinquency. Our current yearly
allocation is slightly less than $1 million, which is a substantial re-duction, some :35 percent, in the level of allocation compared to justlew years ago.

We use these funds to develop and test new methods of dealing
with a difficult population. For example, we have emphasized pro-grams to keep children in school, programs to provide nonsecurealternatives to confinement for status and minor offenders, andtraining programs for probation officers, judges, and other youthservices workers.

I might add that we have been quite successful in continuing
these programs through alternative funding sources, once theyhave had an opportunity to prove their effectiveness.

It seems to me that it is very much of a credit to the States, and
certainly to this subcommittee, and to the myriad of , 'ganizationswho have supported the act, that we can report at least the level of
progress in its implementation that I have been able to cite to youthis morning. However, the President, in his fiscal year 1985
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budget recommendations to the Congress, is proposing termination
of the funding for the Juvenile Justice Act for the fourth consecu-
tive fiscal year.

But the work of the States in this critical domestic area is not
finished, and neither, in our judgment, is the role of the Federal
Government in providing leadership and financial assistance to un-
derwrite the continuation of the progress that we have experienced
to date. In a time of severe economic constraints, certainly shared
at the national, State, and local levels, it would seem to us that we
ought to carefully deliberate our respective roles in the allocation
of scarce resources that are available.

I believe the significance of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act has been the leadership that it has provided to im-
nrove the juvenile justice system and the impetus it has provided
for the development of new approaches and programs. The current
mandate to remove juveniles from adult jails is an example of this
leadership. Just as the act's provisions on the deinstitutionalization
of status offender lead to improvement in that area, so the jail re-
moval mandate is beginning to achieve the desired results with
regard to the inappropriate jailing of juveniles.

In Virginia, there would probably be two major impacts if this
program were not continued in substantially the same form as it
has operated in the past decade. The first is perhaps the most tan-
gible, though not necessarily the most important, and that is the
almost immediate elimination of funds utilized to support some 20
to 30 local programs providing servi, s to thousands of Virginia's
children each year. The Juvenile Justice Act provides a small, but
important, resource to support the development of new and more
effective means of reaching these particular young people.

The second impact, as I see if, if this program does not continue
to receive your support, will be the loss of the leadership I have
cited as necessary to continue to improve our States' response to
the Nation's young people in crisis. The Juvenile Justice Act is a
relatively small program in the overall Federal scheme, but it is an
important demonstration of the commitment of the Federal Gov-
ernment to provide leadership in what has often been a neglected
area. And this leadership and the setting of clear policy goals has a
direct relationship to goal-setting on the State and local levels.

Though some may view the initiatives and objectives contained
in the Federal law to be too idealistic, we have accepted them and
have had much success in complying with the Federal act's re-
quirements. Virginia has been in full compliance with the deinsti-
tutionalization of status offenders requirement of the law since
l981. We have been workingas have over 30 other. States
through the executive branch and legislative study committees and
others to address the problems associated with the use of adult jails
For juveniles. I am very pleawd to report that we have made signif-
icant reductions in the number of young people placed in jail in my
State, but I am also very much aware that the problem has not yet
been completely solved. Two years ago, the jails of Virginia con-
fined an averag' of 160 juveniles on a daily basis; today the
number is less than (>0.

The National tioternors Association urges reauthorization of the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. In policy adcpt-
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ed in August 1982, the NGA commended Congress for enacting the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, and fur-
ther encouraged the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention to incorporate the following principles into its oper-
ation:

One, the State agency designated by the Governor to develop a
State's criminal and juvenile justice plan should coordinate all ju-
venile justice programs. No program should be funded directly
under the act without the advice and comments of this agency.

Two, discretionary grants should provide an equitable share of
the funds to rural and urban States for the development of juvenile
justice programs.

Three, rules, regulations, definitions, and responsibilities pursu-
ant to the act must be reasonable and consider the impact on the
States. Furthermore, they should be designed to encourage full par-
ticipation in the program by all States.

We appreciate the sensitivity of the current administration to
the differences among the States and their varying status and con-
cerns with respect to implementation of the mandates of that act.
We urge that the spirit of cooperation which currently character-
izes the relationship between the States and the Federal Govern-
ment in the administration of the Formula Grants Program be con-
tinued into the future. I hope that the points I have already made
make it clear that we believe a failure to continue this partnership
will have a serious detrimental impact.

I recommend to you the positions on reauthorization of the Na-
tional Criminal Justice Association, the staff support for the NGA
Committee on Criminal Justice and Public Protection, which I
chair, and the organizations which represent those individuals who
administer the juvenile justice program at the State level. Their
policy clearly articulates the outstanding concerns of the States
with respect to the current mandates of the act. I have submitted a
copy of their position for the record.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to compliment you on the
addition of title IV of the missing children's assistance, to H.R.
4971. Missing children have become a national problem which, it
seems to us. must be addressed accordingly. The recent television
program "Adam" presented the issue more appropriately than I
suspect that I could possibly put into words. We believe that the
problem demands our attention immediately, and I am pleased
that this bill addresses it.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the National Governors Association,
I appreciate having been invited here today. I am sincerely hopeful
that we can look forward to reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
Act and a continuation of this much needed emphasis to progress
in the field of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention. I appre-
ciate very much the opportunity to appear before you this morning.
I thank you.

Mr. ANInn. :ws Thank you very kindly for your statement. We
look forward to your and Virginia's good work with the program.

Certainly. Governor, we wish you and your State and all of its
entities success. with one possible exception. If Virginia should fail
to get to the finals of the ACC Tournament and you should have
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any tickets left over, I would appreciate it if you would remember
me. I Laughter. ]

Governor ROBB. Mr. Chairman, we have suffered on the wrong
side of that ques. )11 for many years, and I regret to say that I see
no prospect that will change this year, particularly given the out-
standing success you have enjoyed.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very kindly. We do appreciate your
support and your presence. Continue to let us know if there is any-
thing we can do to make the program more effective in your State
and other States. Please pass that on to Governor Hunt and your
colleagues there. Thank you very kindly.

Governor Rosa. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would you introduce for us the gentlema with

you who, I believe, works with the program?
Governor Rosa. Yes, indeed, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to.
Mr. Nolan Jones is the staff director for the National Governors

Association Criminal Justice ar.i4 Public Protection Committee, and
works with Mr. Tom Parker at -nany others in this field. If there
are any questions that relate t some of the technical details of
either the legislation or the administration of the program as it
exists, or as it is proposed, in your reauthorization bill, Mr. Jones
would be very pleased to respond to questions along those areas, or
crtainly will assist us in provi( ing any additional input that this
subcommittee would like to have from the NGA.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very good. We thank you.
Mr. Petri, do you have any questions of the Governor?
Mr. PTRI. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your coming.
Governor Roan. Thank you.
Mr. AmottEws. I understand that you are due back at the confer-

ence, so we will excuse you if you feel you should leave at this
time.

The statement which you have brought, in addition to the °lie
you have given to us will be, without objection, entered into the
record.

Governor Roan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate, on
behalf of those who toil in the executive side of Government, your
understanding of the legislative demands at this particular
moment. and I will proceed fbrthwith to the capitol in Richmond.
Thank you, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you. sir.
Next we are pleased to welcome Mr. Alfred S. Reghery Adminis-

t ra:or, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. and
please introduce whntnever, if anyone, you have with you.

{Prepared statement of Alfred S. Regnery follows:i
PRE.ARFI) A I1 M1 Ni ()F ALFRED S HFC,NE:RN. ADMIN/sTkA r()11. ( )F1- ()I. .11 %, ENDA.:

.1t sTICE AND DELINQI.1-:NCY 1'ui ENII()N

NIr Ch.tilm;in. I ; ;I t;1)..! 1 to f /11.Se II I ( )II 14`11:111 ( the 1)epartrnnt of (Ite0 ire
(Worm:dual t:.(rilitir: the ativiti (it the (Mir of Juvenile Justice( and Dlimpln

Prention ).1.11)1', and In pr m(rit the Depattinent. view,: concerning preposol
to reauthorue lilt' Ji0.11111 1111(1. ;Ind ()hequ:lc% Pre%ention (JAW( Act

.\- Limy,. 0.1.1111' pr (n. a1I:litrt to ...tan and localiti- tor imnil
t .1(1% tortnalo (;rants to the tote., Special

C
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to public and pro. ate agencies; and the dissemination of information and training
resources of the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

FORMULA GRANTS

During Fiscal Year (FY) 1953, 41i states and five territories (Puerto Rico, Ameri-
can Samoa, Trust Territories, the Virgin Islands, and Northern Marianas) received
Formula Grant awards totalling $42,095,000. State and territorial allocations werebased on the population of juveniles (under IS years of age). The minimum alloca-
tion to each state was $225,000; Puerto Rico received $921,000 and the other territo-
ries each received $56,2:1().

The deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the separation of juveniles from
adult offenders in jails and correctional facilities has been a major emphasis of the
state programs with a goal of the complete removal of juveniles from adult jails and
lock-ups by December, 19S5. Participating states and territories also were encour-
aged to invest up to :itn of the Formula Grant funds in special efforts to deal with
serious, violent junvenile offenders. Fifty-one states and territories have met special
requirements of the enabling Act by demonstrating substantial or full compliance
with the demstitutionalization of status offenders; 34 states have complied with the
requirements for the separation of adults and juveniles in adult jails and lock -ups.Most of the remainder are making progress. The appendix hereto describes that
progress in detail.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

More than 2:iI) instances of technical assistance and more than 1,200 workhours
were provided to state and local agencies during FY 19S3 by the office. Assistancewas in a number of areas, but emphasis was upon alternatives to the juvenile jus-
tice system, removing juveniles from adult jails, serious and violent juvenile crime,
the Foster Grandparent Program, restitution and delinquency prevention.

The Office continued a previous agreement with the Federal Law Enforcement
Training ('enter located in Georgia for seminars addressed to law enforcement ad-
ministrators on current issues in juvenile justice and on the presentation of modern
police management strategies to improve police juvenile services. This fiscal year, 15
seminars were held with approximately :375 law enforcement administrators in at-tendance

AI, EMPHASIS

A number of new programs were initiated by the Special Emphasis Division in FYpis3 These included
Surial child murders inlOrniution sx,:tent. This is the initial phase of a program

designed to establish it II:ilium)] missing or abducted persons and serial murder
tracking and prevention program. It will develop a comprehensive criminal justice
tracking. pattern recognition and investigative assistance mechanism to trace andlocate missing and or abducted juveniles. Funds for this program are being provided
by the National Institute for 'Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Supprcgsron of drug iltstrthution to juveniles.- -Under this program, five law en-
forcement agencies will establish a structured law enforcement .effort focused on se-
rios clime perpetrated by juvenile drug users, to reduce crime frequency and drug
pnicuretoero by juveniles and to increase identification, arrest, conviction and incar-
ceration of drug pushers whose clients are primarily juveniles.

Habitual scrim's 'mend,' offender,: --This is an experimental program to controland provide treatment to that small precentage of offenders who commit a dispro-
portionately large share of juvenile crinies. Grants will he made directly to prosecu-
tors in 1:i major cities across the country

New projects funded in FY !!Js:i include
nchnquenc% prelention and run'(((( % children. -Covenant !louse of New York

%%ill provide crisis care services to runaway and homeless youth through two new
emergency crisis intervention centers

Prouf helping hand This will continue the development of the successful
Wing Spread.. diversion program operating in California. The purpose of this

project is to provide jobs. in business and industry, to delinquent youth.
/',1cittc so t,,r forrections We. are presently in the midst of a competitive process

which wall culminate in the funding of several new. privately-run, alternative cor.'rill') -II facilities for serious juvenile offenders The projects will be intensivelyealkiated to determine their success with such offenders. and to determine their
cost 011111kt-1W,,
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A number of programs also have been continued in 198.3. Project New Pride pro-
vides comprehensive community-based treatment for serious offenders. It reduces re-
cidivism, increases school and social achievement, and provides employment oppor-
tunities. Four projects have received a final year of funding, to allow refinement of
program models prior to development of a marketing plan. New Pride included 996
participants as of February. 1983. who averaged 7.8 prior offenses, 4.6 of them sus-
tained by the time of their admission to the program. Nearly half were school drop-
outs.

The Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, the program evaluators, found
that New Pride participants were responsible for 25% less crime than a similar
group. Over 70% now attend school, and unexcused absences were reduced by half.

The Violent Juvenile Offender Program is a major research and development
effort with two parts: Part I tests a specific intervention approach for the treatment
and reintegration of adjudicated violent juvenile offenders. Phase II tests the capa-
bility of neighborhood organizations to reduce violent and serious juvenile crime.
While it is too early to have definitive program results, Part I juveniles have begun
to show significant educational achievement and social adjustment compared to
their counterparts in the control group. Part II projects are now under way and are
gathering data for establishing program priorities and developing crime prevention
action plans.

Restitution by Juvenile Offenders also will be continued, with training and techni-
cal assistance provided to practitioners wishing to establish or improve a restitution
program.

One Alternative. Education project received funding this year, and in 1983, Special
Emphasis Division funds were used to continue the Close-Up project.

NATIONAL. INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

During FY 1983, the Institute supported 2:3 training projects carried out by spe-
cialized public and private organizations and institutions concerned with improving
juvenile justice. Approximately 2,500 juvenile court judges and other court-related
management personnel as well as juvenile service professionals, educators, adminis-
trators of juvenile correctional institutions and community-based alternative pro-
grams. law enforcement personnel, and people associated with employment and
family counseling programs participated in the training.

More than £2,000,000 was awarded to eight information collection/dissemination
projects, The National Criminal Justice Reference Service responded to approxi-
mately 3,500 written and oral information requests from researchers. judges, legisla-
tors, and others involved in the criminal justice field. While the focus is on improv-
ing the operations of the juvenile justice system through the provision of training
and information dissemination. emphasis also was placed on training and informing
juvenile justice professionals in the habitual serious and violent juvenile offender
problem. The wide range of training and information dissemination efforts support-
ed by the Office has become nationally recognized and has had great influence upon
the juvenile justice community.

Ten regional seminars held across the country provided training to approximately
:300 correctional administrators, judges, and court personnel in the judicial, legisla-
tive, and administrative application of standards. In addition, support was given to
develop model policies and procedures for the operation of juvenile detention facili-
ties

Analysis of the national Uniform Crime Reports and National ('rime Survey data
show that juvenile involvement in serious crime has stabilized and slightly declined
since the midI970's There is some evidence, however, that it has increased in fre-
iteuny and seriousness in some urban areas

Recent research sponsored by the Institute indicates that relatively few juvenile
offenders continue criminal behle.ior as adults. although the more serious their
crimes. the more likely they are to continue their criminal careers as adults. How-
c.if.. research also has confirmed that a small number of these youths do become
habitual offenders career Criminalswho are responsible for the majority of seri-
ous and violent crimes through late teenage year.4 and early adulthood. This knowl-
edge dictated a policy of focusing a large share of office and Institute resources on
finding effective ways of dealing with this population A variety of programs for
these youths are living developed and tested These include more intensive prosecu-
tion. better crime analysis on this part of law enforcement. comphensive diagnostic
assessment. continuous case management, a system of graduated sanctions. from
secure custody to intensive supervision in the community. and intensively super-

rvoittgrat Ion Restitution. one type of sanction. vont Inues to have as much

58
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support from professionals, the research community, and the public, as any other
type of sanction.

REAUTHORIZATION

As you know, Mr Chairman, the Administration does not support reauthorization
of Title Il of the JJ1/P Act. Those functions of the office which have proven to be
worthwhile and successful would be carried forth instead by the proposed Office of
Justice Assistance. Other functions of the JJDP Act have been adequately tested,
we believe, to indicate whether they either work or do not; those activities that have
demonstrated their 2ffectiveness can be continued and funded by state and local
governments, if they so desire. Other functions of the office which have proven to be
counterproductive should no longer be funded by federal government. In all cases,
we believe that the programs of the sort required by JJDP Act should not be man-
dated to the states.

VEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF STATUS OFFENDERS

One of the primary purposes of the Act was to deinstitutionalize status offenders
(those juveniles whose offenses would not be offenses were they adults), diverting
them from the judicial system and out of secure detention facilities and into commu-
nity-based, non judicial settings. Deinstitutionalization of status offenders has large.
ly been accomplished as a result of the JJDP Act, at least to the extent that juve-
nile status offenders are now only rarely held in secure detention facilities. The ef-
fects of deinstitutionalization, as I will indicate later in my testimony, are not aspositive.

Forty-six states and the District of Columbia now particiapte in the JJDP Act by,
among other things. deinstitutionalizing their status offenders in order to get JJDP
Act money. in accordance with Section 223taX12) (Al and (13) of the Act. Each of
these states has submitted a plan and submits annual reports to my office contain-
ing a review of its progress made to achieve deinstitutionalization. The other four
states, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, and Nevada, indicate at the present
time no desire to participate in the Act.

We believe that the states which now participate in the program will continue to
deinstitutionalize without the federal government's money, and will be able to do so
more successfully without the unyielding and strict requirements of federal law.
Each states has a different set of circumstances and, without the need to comply
with federal mandates, will be able to adjust its programs to meet its own local
problems and conditions. Since the funds OJJDP provides to states are insufficient
to cover the full cost of deinstitutionalization, the individual states must have
shown a commitment to deinstitutionalize status offenders in order to participate in
the program. More than federal money, in other words, was required f. the states
to join the program; with the relatively small amount of OJJDP money going to
each state, there is no reason to believe that the states will now retreat from their
commitment, with the exception of perhaps amending the statutes to more nearly
conform to local conditions.

The JJDP Act also provides that in order to participate in the program, delin-
quent juveniles shall not be held in institutions in which they have regular contact
with adults. Section 223(a)(131. Those states participating in the program have made
sufficient progress under this section to deem these separation requirements an
almost total success

In 19s(), the JJ1)1' Act was amended to mandate that, beginning in 1955, no state
participating in the program may detain juveniles in jails or lock-ups for adults.
Section 223(1114) Because this mandate is not fully in place, it is not possible to
report precisely what each state has done. However, OJJDP, through its state repre-
sentatives, does monitor the states. progress and is generally aware of whether each
state would 1w able to be in compliance by 114:1 in the event the Act were reauthor-
ired. So. Appendices A and B for a summary of states' compliance with Section
223(al 112 ). 113) and i131

Again. because of the relatively small amount of federal money involved, the
states are not undertaking the jail removal requirements because of federal money,
but because they believe it is the right thing to do. Those that have adopted the
philosophy of the Act will continue this mandate without the federal government
telling them to do so, those which cannot, or do not wish to. carry out this mandate
ma. yeast. participation in the program We believe that the statr will he able to
pectorin these fiinctions better. in fact, without the federal mand,..es, because the
-tate legislatures will be able to respond more creatively to their own individual
problems

rr (-)
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IMPACT (W DEINSTERYTIONALIZATIoN

Because the Act places such emphasis on deinstitutionalization, and because one
of the purposes of the mandate, when the statute was passed was to reduce crimi
nality among juveniles, it is worthwhile to examine the impact deinstitutionaliza-
tion has had on recidivism.

We have done so by commissioning a study, done by the American Justice Insti-
tue, which reviews virtually all existing empirical studies on deinstitutionalization.
These independent findings are startling. They show that comparisons of deinstitu-
tionalized status offenders and non-deinstitutionalized status offenders generally
show no differences in recidivism. Of the fourteen programs in which recidivism
rates could be compared, no differences were found in eight, in three, the deinstitu-
tionalized status offenders did better, and in three, they did worse.

Further, although commitment of status offenders to public correctional institu-
tions has declined since the beginning of the federal effort in 1974, it has not been
ended, and there has been a substantial increase in commitments to private correc-
tional institutions.

We have found that both of the major strategies for reducing or eliminating the
secure confinement of status offenders (developing alternative programs or issuing
absolute prohibitions against confinement) produced unintended side effects. Many
jurisdictions that developed alternatives without prohibiting confinement experi-
enced "net widening" effects in which the alternative programs were used mainly
for juveniles who previously had been handled on a informal basis and the status
offenders who previously had been detained continued to be held in secure facilities.
Additionally, the absolute prohibitions against confinement produced changes in the
use of discretion (popularly termed "relabeling") which resulted in many of the
cases that previously might have been treated as status offenses being handled as
minor offenses. Worse, in some of the jurisdictions which prohibited confinement,
we have found that law enforcement officers and the agencies responsible for deliv-
ery of services on a voluntary basis simply were not dealing with these youths at all
and that those most in need of services were not receiving them.

What ha:s been the impact of the removal of services, and the removal of the abili-
ty of local jurisdictions to hold certain status offenders in secure facilities? Although
hard data is scanty and difficult to find, in a least one area it appears the Act may
have done more harm than good. That area involves runawaysone of the most fre-
quently committed of the status offenses.

The effect of the JJDP Act on runaway youth has been to effectively emancipate
them. or to allow those who would leave home a free hand. It has inhibited, for all
intents and purposes, the law enforcement system frr a dealing with and attempt-
ing to control runaway youtha law enforcement system which may have had some
faults, but also provides troubled youth with services and assistance.

In many jurisdictions, deinstitutionalization has encouraged and even forced au-
thorities to neglect runaway and homeless children. In this country's toughest
urban centers. deinstitutionalization has meant, not transferring youths from
reform schools to caring environments, but releasing them to the exploitation of the
st reet

The 1!)7.1 Act and its amendments make it virtually impossible for state and local
authorities to detain status offenders in secure facilities for more than a few days.
(ar in some instances. hours. In the case of runaways. that prohibition is too ex
trrne. In some situations, secure settingsnot jailsare necessary to protect these
children from an environment thay cannot control and often are unahle to resist.
The costs of such a policy to those childrenand to society generallyare too great
to continue

A study recently conducted in Florida on runways concluded that of those chit-
dren who stay away from home for more than two weeks, 75q will be supporting
themselves within that two week period. by theft, drugs, prostitution. and pornorrra-
phy--in other words. by crime. Many are arrested and enter the judicial system no
longer as status offenders, but as criminal offendersoften for crimes that they
were virually forced to commit in order to survive. In many cases by providing
services to them at an early stage, the law enforcement system could h alp these
children return horn,. thereby preventing subsequent criminality

By no means do al! runaway or homeless children need closed programs We fully
endorse the vitws (ii such experts as Father Bruce Hitter who runs the Covenant
Rowse in New York 'it}. who believe that those children living on the street most
likely to ho helped .tr those who recognize they need help and who turn to and
remain at voluntary lactlities
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But what do we do for the thirteen year old runaway girl, living on the street,
selling her body, who is repeatedly returned to her parents or a voluntary foster
setting. and who repeatedly runs back to the street'? In some cases, according to
many experts who have dealt with the problem at first hand, the only answer is
being able to use secure confinement, again not for punishment, but for treatment.AA Father Ritter who has probably had more experience with runaway children
than virtually anyone else in the country, says:

"A thirteen year old girl is pimp bait. She'll be lucky if she survives to her fif-
teenth year If she does survive to her fifteenth year, she'll be no good to anyone,
including herself. I don't think you can let a fifteen year old girl wander loose and I
don't think the state has the right to say 'we're going to wash our hands'. . . .

"Sometimes kids are so out of control and incapable of making an informed,
mature decision in their best interest that adults have to make that decision forthem. It is criminal not to. But once you make that decision to place a child in a
closed program. you have got to make the equally difficult decision to make sure itis a good one.-

The 1974 Act and its amendments erred by specifying too strictly the ways inwhich state and local authorities could handle the status offender program. By im-posing the same standards in every state, we may have helped the states begin the
process of deinstitutionalizit4,, but in a manner sufficiently unyielding as to makematters worse. By now lifting federal restrictions, we believe that state law will beadjusted to meet the specific problems of each state, but without returning to theold system of jailing status offenders.

DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Mini) has. in the past years, directed a considerable amount of its resources to
delinquency prevention. Delinquency prevention is a process that involves schools,
families. communities, neighborhoods, churches, and community-based organiza-tions -areas where it is difficult for the Department of Justice in particular, andthe federal government generally, to make a difference Delinquency prevention is
made up of those things which are good for youth in generalthings which the fed-
erid gove'rnme'nt will do in any case, under names other than delinquency preven-
tion. Accordingly, we find more than thirty different bureaus and offices in the fed-eral government which engage in, as they are broadly defined, delinquency preven-tion activities with expenditures of billions of dollars.

The delinquency prevention programs OJJDP has supported in the past havedone little to prevent delinquency. In a major evaluation of the Office's delinquency
prevention activity. the National Council on ('rime and Delinquency, in The Nation-al Evaluation of Delinquency Prevention: Final Report (19811, came to this discour-
aging conclusion after looking at over sixty different programs that the Office hadfunded-

"Data from this national study together with past research suggest that the idea
of preventing de'linque'ncy remains excessively ambitious if not pretentious. There is
a large' gap between policy makers' hopes and what can be accomplished by preven-
tion programs funded under this broad notion. As yet, social scientists have not iso-lated the cause's of juvenile delinquency, but even if they were known it is not obvi-
ous that anything could he done about them. Many writers would agree that delin-
quency is generally associated with the growth of industrialism and social trendsig . proverty and racism I of such scope and complexity that they cannot easily besorted out and remedied Given this perspective on delinquency it becomesfruitless or even naive to believe that highly generalized and often unclear direc-
tives ro introduce prevention programs into heterogeneous target areas can curtaildelinquency

We believe that federal delinquency prevention programs based on social service
activities should be housed in departments other than the Department of Justice,
-arch as the Department of Health and Human :;ervies. the' Department of Educa-
tion. the' Department of Housing and Urban Development. arid the ACTION agency
Those aspects of jovemle delinquency appropriately addressed by the criminal jus-
tice svqm. and therefore suited to the' Department of Justice. should be fundedthrough the' Office of Justice Assistance'

SERiol'S JUVENILE ultIME
lityrntic, ()I all serious crime in the United States. ;111(1 5(11111'

; 11f ;ill %lolerit crone Although tb percentage, is slightly- InvtlI' than it was tenNi..tr ago, arrost rate's for juvenile's, as a percentage of the' juvenile population. re-main. about the. same

L I
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(Juvenile crime is. and is increasingly treated by the states as, a criminal justice
issue. Accordingly, programs to assist juvenile courts, as well as criminal courts, in
dealing with the issue of juvenile crime could be more efficiently sponsored through
the Office of Justice Assikance, as part of its consolidated criminal justice assist-
ance responsibilities, than through a separate office which deals only with juveniles.

Most seri')us and chronic juvenile offenders go on to become adult criminals, and
most adult chronic offenders were offenders when they were juveniles. The states
now test chronic offenders, whether they be juveniles or adults, in a similar manner
much more than heretofore. The result is that such offenders are increasingly in the
same law enforcement system, the same court system, and even the same correc-
tional system. Having a separate juvenile justice office within the Department of
Justice to address only those parts of the system ihich deals with juveniles is an
artificial distinction which often duplicates services that are provided by other of-
fices within the Department and forces the Department to act in a less efficient
manner than it otherwise might.

Some may argue that it is wrong for the states to treat juvenile offenders as
adult~. We believe that is an argument which should be made and resolved in the
state legislatures. Each state is different; each state has a different set of problems,
different statutes. and different legislatures and constituencies which see things in
different ways. We believe that the genius of the federal system is reflected by the
states' ability to be able to handle their problems in their own way. The develop-
ment and implenwntations of criminal justice policy, outside'of the federal system,
is one of those state prerogatives which may be assisted by the federal governMent
but without federal interference. Assistance which is rendered by the federal gov-
ernment. such as by the Office of Justice Assistance, can be beneficial, but should be
done without specific mandates and without the imposition of requirements that
state laws be changed.

In conclusion, we do not dispute that OJJDP has done many good things during
existence, and recognize that it continues to fund many excellent programs. Never-
theless. we do not believe its programs warrant continuation of a separate office and
the expenditure of $70 million, particularly in times of restricted federal budgets.
OJJDP, for alt of its good programs, has had little impact on crime. OJJDP has
brought a !WK. awareness to the world of juvenile justice, but that new awareness
should now be carried forth in state and local governments, in the communities, vol-
unteer groups, and neighborhoods throughout the country.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to respond to any questions you or
members of the Subcommittee may have.

6
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Appendix A

Summary of Compliance with
Section 223 (a) (12), (13), and (14)

of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

There are 57 states and territories eligible to participate in theJuvenile jus+ice and Delinquency Prevention Forrnula Grant 7rogram.
Currently 53 are participating; the four not participating are Nevada,North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming. According to the most
recently submitted and reviewed State Monitoring Report, the following is
a summary of compliance with Section 223 (a) (12), (13), and (14).

SECTION 223 (a) (12) (A)

Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders and Non-Offenders

A. Of the 53 participating states, 47 have participated for five or
more years and are thus required to achieve full compliance with
Section 223 (a) (12) (A) of the Act to maintain eligibility for FY 84
Formula Grant funds. Of these 47 states, a determination has been
made that the following 44 states and territories are in full compliance
pursuant to the policy and criteria for full compliance with de minimis
exceptions.

Alabama Michigan
Alaska Minnesota
American Samoa Mississippi
Arizona Missouri
Arkansas Montana
California New Hampshire
Colorado New Jersey
Connecticut New Mexico
Delaware New York
District of Columbia Oregon
Florida Pennsylvania
Georgia Puerto Pico
Guam Rhode Island
Illinois South Carolina
Indiana Tennessee
Iowa Texas
Kansas Trust Territories
Kentucky Vermont
Louisiana Virginia
Maine Virgin Islands
Maryland Washington
Massachusetts Wisconsin

Three of these 47 states have not to date been found to be in full
compliance with the deinstitutionalization requirement. Those states
are Hawaii, Idaho, and Ohio.

C r)
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Of the 53 participating states, four must achieve substantial or
better compliance to be eligible for FY 84 Formula Grant funds.
Those states are North Carolina, Northern Marianas, Utah, and West
Virginia. All four have been found in full compliance.

Two of the 53 participating states, Nebraska and Oklahoma, must
demonstrate progress to maintain eligibility for FY S funds and each
ila one

SECTION 223 (a) (13)

Separation of Juveniles and Adult Offenders

There are 39 states which have demonstrated compliance with
Section 223 (a) (13) of the Act. Fourteen other states have reported
progress. Those 39 states which have been found in compliance with the
separation requirements are:

Alabama Nebraska
American Samoa New Hampshire
Arizona New Jersey
Arkansas New Mexico
Connecticut New York
Delaware North Carolina
District of Columbia Northern Marianas
Florida Ohio
Georgia Pennsylvania
Guam Puerto Rico
Hawaii Rhode Island
Illinois South Carolina
Iowa Texas
Kansas Utah
Louisiana Vermont
Maine Virginia
Maryland Virgin Islands
Massachusetts Washington

Michigan Wisconsin
Minnesota

The 14 states reporting progress are:

Alaska Missouri
California Montana
Colorado Oklahoma
Kentucky Oregon
Idaho Tennessee
Indiana Trust Territories

West Virginia
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. SECTION 223 W 019

Removal of Juveniles from Adult Jail; and Lockups

All participating states and territories must demonstrate full
compliance or substantial compliance (i.e., 73% reduction) with the jail
removal requirement by December 1985. Eligibility for FY 1984 Formula
Grant funds is not dependent upon the states' level of compliance with the
jail removal requirement of Section 223(a)(14). Refer to "Appendix B"
(3t:a..ned) for ilif.uniet:on on the number of juveniles ;mid in adult jails end
lockups.

APPENDIX B

The summary of state participation in the 3uvenile 3ustice and
Delinquency Prevention (33DP) Act and compliance with the
deinstitutionalization and separation requirements of Sections 223 (a) (12)
and (13) of the Act is based upon the 1982 monitoring reports which
determined states' eligibility for FY 1984 formula funds (10/1/13 -
)/10/84).

Attached are two fact sheets showing the number of status
offenders and non-offenders held in secure detention and correctional
facilities and the number of juveniles held in regular contact with
incarcerated adult persons. The data presented represents a twelve-month
period and waa actual data for some states and projected to cover a
twelve-month period for other states. All current data is that provided as
"current data" In the 1982 monitoring reports. The baseline data for the
number of .tatus offenders and non-offenders held In secure detention and
correctional facilities is that provided as 'baseline data" in the 1979
reports. The baseline data for the number of juveniles held in regular
contact with adult offenders is that provided as 'baseline data" in the 1981
reports. Only participating states are included in the figures. A fact sheet
showing the number of juveniles held in jails and lock-ups is attached.
However, this data is not projected to cover a twelve-month period.

The nationwide baseline data for the number of status offenders and
non -offended held in secure detention and correctional facilities was
determined to be 199,341. The nationwide current data showed 22,833
status offenders and non-offenders held in secure detention and
correctional facilities. Thus, by comparing baseline and current data, the
number of status offenders and non-offenders held In secure facilities has
been reduced by 88.5% over the past S to 7 years. According to the 1930
census, approximately 62,132,000 juveniles under the age of eighteen reside
in the participating states. Thus, the number of status offenders and non-
offenders curry t(y held computes to a national ratio of 36.7 status
offenders and non-offenders securely held per 100,000 juvenile population
under age 18. This national ratio is in excess of the maximum rate which
an individual state must achieve to be eligible for a finding of full
compliance with the deinstitutionalization requirements of Section 223 (a)
(12) (A) of the J]DP Act, pursuam to 011DP's policy and criteria for de
minim's exceptions to full compliance. It should also be noted that these
figures do not include those status offender s and non-offenders held less
than 24 hours during weekdays and those held up to an additional 48 hours
(t.e., a maximum of 72 total hours) over the weekend.

The number of juveniles held in regular contact with incarcerated
adults has reduced from 97,847 to 27,552. This computes to a 71.8%
reduction over approximately a five year period.

Based upon the number of status offenders and non-offenders
currently held in secure facilities, which is a 88.5% reduction in the number
held five or more years ago, and based upon the fact that 48 states and
territories ha been found in full compliance with de minimis exceptions,
it is evident that substantial progress has been made in attaining the

C: I'-! r> ,1
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deinstitotionalization objective of the Act. However, considering, as
stated above, that status offenders held less than 24 hours are not included
and considering that states can securely hold status offenders at a level
zicceptable for a finding of full compliance pursuant to the de minimis
policy, it is also evident that the deinstitutionalization objectives have not
been fully met. It is also noted that 0.13DP determine.) compliance a
statewide aggregate data, thus cities, counties, regions or districts may not
have achieved local s:ompliance in their efforts to cleinstitutionalize.

J..11)P Act leg:),at.an does not to:, .ire states to be in either
substantial or full compliance to be eligible for FY '8'4 dollars. The
attached fact sheet on Section 223 (a) (14) shows progress being made at
the national level but not necessarily at the state level. Based upon
individual state reporting periods varying from one month to twelve
months, there appears to be an overall 1,8.9% reduction in the number of
juveniles held in adult jails and lock--ups. This data does not include those
juveniles who are waivered or those for which criminal charges have been
filed in a court having criminal jurisdiction. This data, also does not
include those juveniles held in adult jails or lock-ups for less than six hours.

Attachments: I, 11, III
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STATEMENT OF ALFRED S. REGNERY, ADMINISTRATOR, ACCOM
PANIED BY JAMES M WOOTTON, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
AND TERRENCE DONAHUE, ASSISTANT DEPUTY ADMINISTRA-
TOR, OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PRE-
VENTION

Mr. REGNF,RY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I do have a number of people from my staff here. Sitting with me

at the table is Jim Wootton, who is the Deputy Administrator of
the Office. In the event that you want to ask some other specific
questions, I have other people here who might be able to answer
some of those better than I.

I must tell you, first of all, Mr. Chairman, I have really been
looking forward to coming up here to testify before you today. I am
certainly very pleased that you invited me on behalf of the admin-
istration to appear.

Sitting next to me, incidentally, on the other side, is Terry Dona-
hue, who is Assistant Deputy Administrator.

I am._pleased to present on behalf of the Department of Justice
information regarding the activities of. the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention, and to present the Department's
views concerning proposals to reauthorize the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act.

As you know, OJJDP provides assistance to States and localities
for juvenile justice activities in three ways: formule. grants to the
States, special emphasis funds to public and private agencies, and
the dissemination of information and training resources of the Na-
tional Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Mr. Chairman, as Governor Robb pointed out, 46 States do par-
ticipate in our program. During 1983, we provided $42 million. to
those States to carry out the major goals of the Act, which are, of
course, deinstitutionalization of status offenders, separation of
adults and juveniles in jails, and removal of juveniles from jails.

In addition to that, the 1980 amendments included language re-
garding serious juvenile offenders, and the regulations encourage
the States to spend up to 30 percent of their funds on serious juve-
nile offenders. As far as we know, many of the States do spend that
much, and other States do not.

In the area of deinstitutionalization, there are presently 51
States and territories that are in full :ompliance, and 34 States are
in compliance on separation. I will discuss that further later in my
testimony.

During 1983, our technical assistance division assisted the States
in meeting the mandates of the act. In the course of 250 different
assignments, they provided more than 1,200 work hours to State
and local governments to help them carry out the mandates.

There are a number of new special emphasis programs that I
would like to describe briefly before we get into the reauthorization
section of my testimony. This may give you some understanding of
what we have been doing.

We are presently running a competitive program that we are
wiling the Habitual Serious Offender Program, which will provide
up to S300,000 to 13 different district attorneys' offices across the
country in major cities to deal with the problem of chronic and se-
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rious offenders. As 1 say, that is a competitive program, and the
competition has just been completed. We have picked the 12 citiesthat will be getting those grants. We are now working on thegrants themselves.

We are running another competitive prram involving private
sector corrections that will encourage and provide funds for up tofour different organizations in four differen places to commence
new alternative correctional facilities which t,''11 be run by the pri-
vate sector. We will evaluate each facility very carefully to try todetermine whether or not such facilities ac'..0 Ally do a better job in
rehabilitating youthful offenders than the traditional correctional
facilities.

We continued the New Pride Program duroig and the Vio-lent Juvenile Offender Program, parts I and II, which is a majorproject that we are doing on juvenile offenders, that was started
before I came to the office and has been continued. Funds have
been provided to all of those sites.

We are continuing with a restitution project, which will be com-petitive. The competition is about to be published in the FederalRegister. It will train over SOO county executives and county offi-cials in restitution programs for juvenile offenders.
We have placed considerable emphasis and resourceq in the areaof child abuse, sexual abuse, runaways, murdered children, and the

delinquency of the abused. Those are a number of related topics
that we find are of very pressing concern these days, and we havestarted a number of different projects to try to deal with those
problems.

First, there is a project we are doing at Sam Houston State Uni-
versity in Texas, together with the National Institute of Justice,that is a planning process to develop a system to assist law enforce-
ment in dealing with missing children and abused children, par-ticularly those who are preyed upon by serial offenders.

We have funded, both in 1983 and again in 1984, the Covenant
I louse Project in New York, and Houston, and other cities. This is
a private sector runaway program which is very t.flective.

A number of °the r programs which we are in the process of put-
ting together include a project where we will assist the juvenile
courts in using lay volunteers as guardian ad litums to represent
the interests of abused and neglected children, continuation of the
Violent Criminal Apprehension Program that I just described, and
considerable research in the area of child abuse, pornography.
Coster care. and a number of other things, and how they all relate
to .luvenile just ice.

Mr. Chairman, during 1983, our training division carried forth 23
training projects in which the.... trained over 2,500 participants from
the juvenile justice s,stem, law enforcement, and a variety of other
people The collection and dissemination function of our office with
funds of over :;.42 million, responded to some 3,500 requests from the
public for information regarding juvenile justice which we wereable to provide.

In the area vf research, we continue to try to learn what we can
about juvenile telinquency. its causes and its effects and its im-
pacts, and what we can do about it We find that juvenile crime
has sabiiired since the late Itu's, and that although the crime

I
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rate overall has gone down and juvenile crime as a proportion of
overall crime has been reduced somewhat, according to the UCR
reports, the per capita offense rate among juveniles remains about
the same; that is, the number of juvenile per 100,000 who commit
offenses.

We are also finding, though, that the problems continue among
chronic offenders and that, of course, a majority of juvenile crime
is committed by a relatively small group of people. But we are find-
ing as we look further into it that those chronic offenders are more
active than they were 10 years ago, and they are also more violent.

We are continuing to try to find out why with a variety of differ-
ent projects and how to deal with it. We are testing programs and
evaluating them to determine what kind of programs work the
best.

Generally, our policy regarding research is that whatever infor-
mation and knowledge we have, wherever we find it, it will be ben-
eficial to the community. We certainly are not trying to protect
any ideology or any segment of the juvenile justice community,
but, by the same token, we are trying to provide what information
we can to them to make the whole system function better. From
the response we have gotten generally from the community, I be-
lieve we are doing that.

Additionally, we are trying to do what we can to get the juvenile
justice and the criminal justice systems to work more closely to-
gether, and with other parts of the system, including law enforce-
ment, and other parts of it, since they are such an integrated
systemthey should be, anywayto deal with this overall prob-
lem. We feel that whatever we can do to make them work better
together would be helpful.

In the area of reauthorization, Mr. Chairman, the administration
does not support reauthorization of Title II of the Act. We do sup-
port Title III of H.R. 4971, that is the Missing Children segment,
although I am not, unfortunately, prepared to testify totally on
your bill since it was introduced, I think, on Thursday. As you
know, it is a rather cumbersome process in the Federal Govern-
ment of approving testimony, and I was not able to redraw my tes-
timony and get it approved by OMB, and so on. As we go forth, I
would be happy to try to respond to specific questions regarding
your bill. I would be happy to come back and testify on it again or
in addition to that, my staff and your staff, I am sure, can work
together and address specific issues.

Mr. ANDREws. Unfortunately, we assume that will be necessary.
Mr. RF :GNERY. Let me proceed, in any case, with the general

issue of reauthorization.
As I say, the administration does not support reauthorization of

Title II. We believe that many parts of the Act that have been suc-
cessful are now in a position to be carried forth by the States. We
helieN..e that the proposed office of Justice Assistance, which is in a
state of flux--I guess that might be the best wordin the legisla-
tive process at the present time, will be in a position to carry forth
many of the programs that my office does carry out now. We be-
lieN..e that if there is one place where these can be done together, it
will ptoide a more efficient systeni by the Federal Government
and will also improve the ability of the Federal Government to



work both within the juvenile and within the criminal justice
system together to a greater extent than it does now.

We take the position, Mr. Chairman, that the Juvenile Justice
Act has been successful in what it set out to do, particularly. Since
as I mentioned earlier, 4(i States now participate in the program.
In the area of deinstitutionalization ,of status offenders, those 4fi
States are in compliance. There are 88 percent fewer status offend-
ers now held in secure confinement than there were when the Act
was passed in 1974.

We believe that the States have made a very serious commit-
ment to carry forth the deinstitutionalization mandate, and that
they will continue to do that without specific funds from the Feder-
al Government. That is in large measure because of the fact that
deinstitutionalization certainly costs a great deal more than the
Federal Government provides, and the States would not have
joined the program and carried forth with that mandate had they
not had that commitment. We believe that they have now seenthat the program has been as successful as it has been, and it will
be able to carry forth without additional funds from the Federal
Government.

In the area of separation, ;19 States are in compliance, and an-
other 14 States are making sufficient progress to meet the Act's re-
quirements in separation. I beLeve you may be hearing more testi-
mony on that later today from people in the field who have experi-
enced some of the specific problems.

Again, though, we believe that the Act has been successfully car-ried out to a significant extent so that the Federal Government
does not need to provide those funds specifically as a carrot to the
States to separate juveniles and adults in jails.

In the area of removal, of course, that mandate does not yet need
to be fully complied with by the States since it only becomes effec-tive in 198.1 Our monitoring process indicates the States are
making significant progress in the removal area, and they will con-
tinue to do so. m.e believe, whether or not the Federal Government
is present.

The impact of deinstitutionalization, I think, is something that is
worth talking about for a few minutes because of the fact that de-
instit utionalizatioa is certainly one of the areas that was promi-
nent in the Act's purposes.

In preparing for this hearing. among other things, we commis-
sioned a study of the impact of deinstitutionalization on recidivism.
As we looked at the legislative history of the 1974 act. and again at
the 1977 and 19SO amendments, we found there was considerable
discussion and t hat people believed that one of the purposes of de-
institutionalization would be that it would reduce recidivism. We,
therefore, commissioned a study to find out whether or not that
has. in fact, taken place.

That stud concludes. surprisingly, that deinstitutionalization
luis had basically no impact on recidivism whatsoever. What the
people did who did the study -and it was done by the American
Justice Institute in Sacramentowas to take all of the research
that had been dolw over the yea N on deinstitutionalization and
look at it from the standpoint of recidivism. As they looked at each
of those studies, they found there were a couple where recidivism
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went down. On the other hand, there were a couple where recidi-
vism went up. There were a number of others where it appeared to
make no difference. The conclusion they finally came to was that,
all in all, it didn't seem to make any difference whatsoever, one
way or the other, positively or negatively, in the area of recidivism,
whether these children were institutionalized or not.

There were a number of other things that the study also found.
One of the things was that the States have done a very good job of
finding loopholes in the Act to get around the deinstitutionaliza-
tion requirements but to still stay in compliance with our statute.

One of the things that has happened is a phenomenon known as
relabeling, where offenders who were once arrested as status of-
fenders are now arrested as more serious offenders, and law en-
forcement will hold them nevertheless in confined facilities, secure
facilitieswhere, at one time, they would have been labeled status
offenders, and now they are labeled more serious offenders. Those
are cases where they may have committed several different of-
fenses, and it is just a matter of the discretion of the law enforce-
ment system as to what they will be charged with.

Another thing we found is that there has been a phenomenon
called net widening, which means that many children who were
earlier treated as status offenders are now treated as mentally ill
or put in other institutions where they might not otherwise have
been. Additionally, the alternative facilities that often have been
set up as a response to the DSO movement are used for children
who were not even status offenders, who might have been abused
or neglected, and the status offenders are, for one reason or an-
other, nevertheless held in the law enforcement system.

Additionally, we found with the study that there has been a sig-
nificant drop in services to status offenders. Many of those services
were actually provided by the law enforcement system at one time
and, as a result of the deinstitutionalization movement, law en-
forcement has sort of washed its hands of the status offenders and,
as a result, services that were once provided are not.

One of the particular problems that we have examined is the
area of runaways, which, of course, is one of the most common of
the status offenses. We find, first of all, that there are significantly
more runaways than there were in 1975. I am not sure exactly how
many because the numbers are really not very accurate, but there
were numbers I have seen that there were some 700,000 runaways
a year in 1975. I believe that was a Public Opinion Research Corp.
study. Exactly how many there are now, nobody knows. The figures
range from 1.2 million a year and upward.

By the same token, there are fewer teenagers than there were in
1975. What all that means, of course, is hard to say, but that is
what the numbers are.

One of the things that we have found, though, is that the place
runaways go, as opposed to 1975, is probably considerably worse
than it was then. Primarily, that is living on the street. The phe-
nomenon of runaways, of course, is something that HITS, I guess,
will discuss further during its testimony.

Hut we have found as we look at the figures that of these I mil-
lion or more children who run away from home, most of them. of
course. do come back home within a rather short period of time, 24
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or 4 hours. But of those who don't, they wind up in a system that,
in many cases, is much more abusive than the system that they
left.

A recent Florida study, for example, cites that of those children
who stay away from he e for more than 2 weeks, 75 percent will
be supporting themselves within that 2-week period by prostitution,
pornography, theft, and drug peddling. All of those are obviously
crimes, and those are things which, if we could keep those children
from running away to the street in the first instance, we very
likely might prevent those crimes from having happened in the
first place. These children actually then come into the system as
serious offenders instead of coming into the system as status of-
fenders.

I would like to read a quote for you, just a quick quote, from a
policeman in a Los Angeles Times wire story that was published on
February 11 of this year. This was a juvenile officer who was talk-
ing about the impact of the California statute that was passed in
response to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

It said, "Sam, a policeman on the street: 'I care about kids. I pick
up a kid on the street, a runaway. I spend 2 hours picking up that
kid, finding out he is a runaway, doing the paperwork, taking him
to an alternative facility. I bring him in the front. door and he goes
out the back door.'

Lt. Ray Gott, who is the chief of the Los Angeles County Sheriffs
Department Youth Bureau, in the same storyis emphatic on the
failure of the status offenders bill. He said, "We said when we en-acted the bill that we were going to deal with serious hard-core ju-
venile criminal offenders, but, in essence, also tell the status of-
fenders, 'Go away, we don't want to be bothered with runaways.
When you commit a crime, then come back and we will rehabili-
tate you. That's insanity.'

What I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is that I think that in many
cases the deinstitutionalization part of the Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act went too far in absolutely prohibiting the
use of secure facilities for runaways. I am certainly not advocating
that we return to the old system. That was a system that had
many abuses that had to be stopped, and it has been stopped to a
significant degree. But in prohibiting the use of any kind of a
secure facility for a runaway. I think we have tied the hands of law
enforcement, and we have also made things sufficiently difficult for
law enforcement that they don't want to get involved.

I think also that is one of the problems we hear from law en-
fiircement officers involving runaway children; we have all heard
the criticism of the law enforcement system regarding missing chil-
drenthat a missing child is reported, and the first reaction of the
law enforcement system is not to worry, the child is a runaway and
he will come back in a couple of days, and we don't get involved
with runaways anyway. And by the time the couple of days has
passed and the missing child has not returned, the best evidence. of
course. has disappeared, and the child may be on a path of no
ret urn

Sci I think that. in any event, the deinstitutionalization part ofthe act has gone to such an extent by prohibiting the use of secure
facilities for runaways that we have exacerbated tile problem.



We certainly agree that, in most cases, voluntary help on behalf
of runaways is the most successful. But in other cases, think that
voluntary help is something that is not forthcoming because of the
fact that the runaway child is what might be called a chronic run-
away, and voluntary help, as the policeman from Los Angeles de-
scribed, is something that the child is not going to seek.

Let me read another quote for you from my testimony, which

you will find fully included in the testimony, from Father Ritter,
who runs the Covenant House in New York City, who probably has
more experience with runaway children than anybody else in the
country.

He says:
A 1:1-year.old girl is pimp bait. Shell be lucky if she survives to her 15th year. If

she does survive to her 15th year, she'll be no good to anyone, including herself. I

don't think you can let a 15-year-old girl wander loose. and I don't think the State
has the right to say "we are going to wash our hands."

Sometimes kids are so out of control and incapable of making an informed.

mature decision in their best interest. that adult '4 have to make that decision for

them It is criminal not to But once you make that decision to place a child in a
closed program, you have to make the equally difficult decision to make sure it is a

good one

Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that in proceeding with the reau-
thorization process, this committee might want to hold a full hear-
ing on the question that I am addressing and, in doing so, bring in
people from the law enforcement system, from the runaway pro-
grams, and others who have dealt with runaways to fully address
the problems that they get into and what the impact of the Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has been, particularly
as it involves the larger cities and as it involves this problem of
prostitution, of pornography, and of exploitation of these children,
which apparently is so great. I think that, in having that full hear-
ing and addressing those issues, you could do a service to America's
children that would be unduplicated anywhere else.

Father Ritter goes on to say, and I would just like to read one
well, just let me point out that he claims that in many of these
cases of chronic runaways, particularly with these younger chil-

dren, that the only alternative is to be able to put them in a secure
facility. Hut, as I say, in so many cases, because of our act, it is
impossible to do that.

To proceed, Mr. Chairman, to the area of juvenile delinquency
prevention, which is one of the things, of course, that the discre-
tionary money of our act is used for. We have spent a great deal of
money over the years on prevention, and we continue to do that, in
fact. Our discretionary money is spilt in about half' between pre-
vention and control of juvenile crime.

Hut in the area of primary prevention, which is what our act ad-

dresses for the most part, we have found that the best kinds of pre-
vention activities occur, of course, in families, a .arches, communi-
ties, and organizations, and so on, that exist on the local level.
Those are programs that are carried out with or without the Feder-
al Government. Our experience has been that, although the Feder-
al Government can provide assistance to them--and it does, of
course, provide a great deal of assistance to themour mandates
and our directives to them are probably less beneficial than the
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mandates and directives that come from the neighborhoods them-
selves.

There is a great deal that is done in the Federal Govern' nt in
the area of delinquen y prevention, far more than our total budget.
Exactly what that is is difficult to say, because the thiligs that are
provided are done whether or not it is called delinquency p,ven-
tion. Those are things that are good things to do for your and chil-
dren generally, and those are things that HHS and rIUD and
Action and a number of other Government departments do, and
will continue to do whether or not we are there. In fact, as I say,
they will be able to spend a great deal more money than we could
possibly spend with our discretionary program.

The programs, though, that we have carried out over the years
have unfortunately been of only marginal utility, I am afraid. As
we look at the evaluations of the programs that were conducted, it
is somewhat discouraging to us to know exactly where to proceed if
you are aiming your money at delinquency prevention.

I would like to read one quote for you from the National Evalua-
tion of Delinquency Prevention Programs that was completed by
the National Council on Crime and Delinquency in 1981. After
looking at over till programs that our office had funded in delin-
quency prevention, we came to this discouraging conclusion, and
let me quote:

Data From this national study, together with past research. suggest that the idea
of preventing delinquency remains excessively ambitious, if not pretentious. There
is a large gap between policyrnakers hopes and what can be accomplished by pre-
vention programs funded under this broad notion. As yet, social scientists have not
yet isolated the causer: of juvenile delinquency. but even if they were known, it is
not obvious that anything could he done about them. Many writers would agree that
delinquency is generally associated with the growth of industrialism and social
trends. for example, poverty and racism, of such scope and complexity that they
cannot easily be sorted out and remedied. Given this perspective on delinquency, it
becomes fruitless. or tve naive, to believe that highly generalized and often un
clear directives to introduce prevention programs into heterogeneous target areas
can curtail delinquency

We believe that with my office not being reauthorized, the pri-
mary prevention programs that have been successful will be car-
ried out by other agencies in the Government with, as I say, more
money. and the secondary and tertiary prevention programsthe
tertiary ones, particularly more in the area of delinquency con-
trolan be tarried out, and will he carried out, by the Office of
Justice Assistance in a cohesive and coherent way that doesn't
exist with the fact that the offices are divided.

In the area of serious juvenile ,rime, Mr. Chairman, as I pointed
out. juvenile crime has somewhat stabilized. The t ICH figures indi-
cate that somewhere around a third of all serious crime is now
committed by juveniles, and some 20 percent of violent crime is
committed by juveniles.

We believe in dealing with this problem of serious juvenile crime
t hat the law enforcement and the criminal justice system need to
coordinate better. We believe that will be done more easily through
the programs that would he funded by the Of'f'ice of Justice Assist-
ance than through two separate offices. We believe that we can do
that by bringing law enforcement, courts, recordkeeping agencies,
corrections, and others more closely together to work more closely
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with a program that is on a continuumthat is, the fact that the
serious, more chronic offenders are the same people who go on to
be the clients of the criminal justice system later on. By dealing
with those offenders in a more cohesive way than we now do, we

nifitiz
be able to better address the problem.

'e believe that emphasis on serious juvenile crime must be pri-
marily in the chronic offender, since he is the one who commits
most of the juvenile crime and the one that is predictably the
person who is going to go on to continue to commit most of the
crime. We believe this focus can best be done by the Office of Jus-
tice Assistance.

Additionally, the States, of course, continue to treat serious juve-
nile crime more akin to the way they treat serious adult crime.
The States continue to pass statutes that allow serious offenders to
be tried in adult courts. Some may argue that it is wrong for the
States to do that, to treat juvenile offenders as adults. We believe
that is an argument that should be made and resolved in the State
legislatures rather than in the Congress of the United States be-
cause of the fact that they are State problems. Each State is differ-
ent, each State has a different set of problems, different statutes,
different legislatures, and constituencies that see things in differ-
ent ways.

We believe that the genius of the Federal system is reflected by
the States' ability to handle their problems in their own way. The
development and implementation of criminal justice policy outside
of the Federal justice system is one of those State prerogatives that
may be assisted by the Federal Government, but without Federal
interference. Assistance rendered by the Federal Government, such
as by the Office of Justice Assistance, can be beneficial, but it
should be provided without specific mandates and without the im-
position of requirements that State laws be changed.

In conclusion, we do not dispute that OJJDP has done many good
things during its existence, and we recognize that it continues to
fund many excellent programs. Nevertheless, we do not believe its
programs warrant continuation of a separate office and the expend-
iture of $70 million, particularly in times of restricted Federal
budgets.

OJJDP, for all of its good programs, has had little impact on
crime. OJJDP has brought a new awareness to the world of juve-
nile justice, but that new awareness should now be carried forth in
State and local governments, in the communities, volunteer groups,
and neighborhoods throughout the country.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will happy to respond to
any questions.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you as well, Mr. Regnery.
As you indicated earlier, we contemplate there will have to be

additional hearings before we can mark up the bill, unfortunately.
Yet, the time schedule in the Congress this year is such that we
need to move rapidly. So how we can get those two things together
k, for the moment, unknown. But we will anticipate Additional
hearings.

Today, fOrtunately from the standpoint of the quality, but unfor-
tunately from the standpoint of time..ve do have 12 witnesses,
and we are very limited for time today due to many commitments
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we all have elsewhere. For that reason, I will not attempt, to any
considerable extent, to respond to some of the things you said. Per-
haps other witnesses will choose to do so.

I don't totally disagree with things you said, and yet I believe
there is rebuttal, even among the reports which you cite. You say
that the youth are accounting for about a third of the total crime.
The very report to which you refer, in fact, indicates that to be
true, it being 32.1 percent. But if you go back to 1974, it was nearly
50 percent and, each year, without exception, it has gone down.
Something is accounting for that, and while we think it not to be
appropriate to suggest that OJJDP has caused it totally to decline,
the proportion has varied. It has gone down every year.

Likewise, in regard to the rate of crimes of all kinds committed
by juveniles per 100,000 youththat, too, has gone down crime by
crime, with only 2 or 3 exceptions. Motor vehicle theft has gone
down from 139 per 100,000 to 84; robbery has gone down from 83 to
72; aggravated assault has gone up 1 percent, that being one of the
only 2 or 3 specific crimes that have gone up.

I could go on reading these. Arson has gone down unfortunately
fi.7 percent; forcible rape has stayed the same as has murder and
nonneglig-ent manslaughter. There are those that are large. Burgla-
ry arrests rate trend per MAO has gone down very dramatically,
17.1 percent.

(Graphs referred to follow:I
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Mr. ANDREWS. So, almost without exceptionor I would say withvery few exceptionseither way you look at it, in terms of percent-
ages of crime, in terms of individual crimes committed per 100,000youth, with very few exceptions, all of it is better.I can't argue with you or anyone that that is because of thisactbut perhaps it is.

Mr. REGNFRY. We would probably both agree it is too high, too.Mr. ANDREWS. I certainly don't know that. To conclude otherwise, that is, that things have worsened under the act, would beeven less sustainable, in my opinion.
The problem we have, among others, in responding through legis-lation to some of the things you suggest, I would not question butthat it would be better in some instances if appropriate authorities

did have perhaps the authorityor that is were not precluded bythis actfrom perhaps causing certain youthful offenders, statusoffenders, to be placed in institutions perhaps at least for shortterm.
However, we don't know how to write such an act. You eithersay you can't do it or you can. If you say you can, then how do youlimit the "cans" to those instances where you or I or a judge might

think it to be better'? I don't know how to make exceptions without
opening the door totallyonce you open the door at all, it seen- , to
me you virtually remove the door. You might as well take it off itshinges.

If' you have, or should later have, suggestions as to how thatmight be done without essentially destroying the deinstitutionaliza-
tion feature of the bill, I am sure that the subcommittee would be
pleased to consider that. I recognize what you are saying, and Idon't totally disagree.

I might also respond by saying that some of the illustrations youuse. I think, are not appropriate. You mentioned the 13-year-oldgirl in New York as pimping. That is not a status offense; thatwould be a delinquent offense. So whatever that judge preferred todo in response to the crime of which I presume she was convictedwould not he interfered with by the act, because that is not astatus offense and we are talking about status offenses.
Mr. REGNERY. The point was, Mr. Chairman, she was a runaway.Mr ANoa s. Yes, but am I not right that that girl could be
Mr. Ri.;(;NFatv. I suppose she could be picked up for prostitution.

and she might or she might not be, but the point of the illustration
was that a 13-year-old unattended child arriving in New York Cityis pimp bait. the is somebody who is probably going to be pickedup by a pimp.

Mr ArquaEws. Perhaps. But surely you can't arrest, try and puther in an institution when she hasn't committed any crime simplybecause she is 13.
Mr. REGNERY. We are not suggesting that.
Mr. ANnimws. I won't attempt to pursue it further. We obviously

do have. at least in degree. some substantial differences which wewill explore at a further time.
Mr. Petri. do you have any questions'?
Mr. I won't ask e- .stians now because we will have an op-port unit, a little later. I know there are a number of questions

thi,t could 1w asked. but we do hale many witnesses.

S.'



The Department of Justice, and you as its spokesman, are cur-
rently taking the position that this act should not be reauthorized,
at least in its entirety. I hope that you will, nonetheless, work with
us with a good heart to try to improve the act. I have discovered
that sometimes the administration changes its position in the
course of the legislative proc,.,ss. We are making a very serious
effort to improve this.

This is not just a Federal concern or interest, it is something
that affects us as individuals, as family members, and as State,
county, and city officials.

One of my big areas of concern is to try as much as we can on a
partnership basis, to make effective use, not only of the Federal
dollars involved. but also of the resources at the State and local
level. If we end up with mandates that raise the cost so much that
local government can't comply or they engage in shadow compli-
ance because it is an unworkable thing that raises their costs out
of sight, then we are not getting the job done. We just may be cre
ating employment at the local level but we are not helping kids.
and that is what the goal of this legislation should be.

With that in mind, I think you probably do have opportunities to
collect stati:;tics or to communicate with people who are actually
administering the juvenile justice system in part under this law.
We really would like information and ideas as to the most cost-el
fective way we can do more to help these young people.

Mr. REGNERY. We would certainly be glad to provide any infor-
mation or data that we have and work with you. I will certainly
Wier my own services and those of my staff as well. Anything we
can pros ;de, we will be happy to try to do so.

Mr. ANn:tEws. Before I recognize Mr. Chandler, would you coop-
erate with to this extent'? Could you give, through your staff or
otherwise, to f,ir. Raley perhaps some dates, if possible, Wednes-
days or Thursdays during coming weeks, when you could come
hack here without interfering with otherI know you have other
responsibilities. We want to be Lonsiderate of your schedule and re-
sponsibilities, just as we appreciate your being with ours. So kk
would like to work with you in selecting a date that is mutually
convenient.

Wednesday is probably the best date. So far. the Speaker is ad
tiering to this not convening the House until :i o'clock on Wednes-
day and. hence, leaving that as sort of a prime day for committees
to conduct their business such as hearings. So if you could aim for
a Wednesday that we could work out with you, hopefully we could
du t hat.

Incidentally, we have also been told for the benefit of everyone
that all these authorization bills are going to have to be in the
Rules Committee --in other words. thre..igh this subcommittee and
the full committee into the Rules Committee by May 1:). And ev "ry
program ve hove expires this year. by coincidence. So we have to
t eau! herife the Older Americans Act. Head Start, and :ill of them
I 111-4 don't 'maw how LL-0 are going t'' find the time to do it and
iia%, all the hearing:: that need to he held with respect to all of
hem
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So if you would let us know what Wednesdays you could conven-
i,sntly be available, we will try to work with you in selecting from
among those. Hopefully, there will be at least a couple.

Mr. REGNERY. We will be glad to do that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you.
Mr. Chandler, do you have any questions?
Mr. CHANDLER. If I could just take a moment, Mr. Chairman, I

appreciate this opportunity. In the spirit of the remarks made by
the gentleman from Wisconsin, I would assume that this subcom-
mittee would reauthorize this act, and I will support that.

However, I think that you have raised some very serious con-
cerns which we need to be aware of and attempt to deal with. Let
me give you two.

I represent King County in the State of Washington, a suburban
area. We really, in terms of separating juveniles from adult offend-
ers, don't have a problem in that urban and suburban environ-
ment. But a few miles to the east, jail removal is a very critical
problem for counties, many of which deal with these kinds of cases
on an exceptional basis. It is extremely difficult for them to handle
this.

Your interpretation of the law as it now exists, I think, would
make it very difficult for States like Washington and others to con-
tinue with the program if we don't address that separation situa-
tion.

I will not call for a response; unless you want to give one at this
point, but simply to say that I think that we have to work this out
so that you address the fact that there are enormous differences be-
tween King County in my area in Grant County in central Wash-
ington.

Another area that is of enormous concern to me after having
spent 8 years in the Washington Legislature. If there was one
thing that troubled me most about the. juvenile justice programs, it
was the often-heard complaint from what I would consider to be
parents who were trying to be responsible with their children and
who found themselves very often in conflict with the State over
how to f:andle the youngsters. This is very, very troubling to me.

On the one hand, in order to protect children who don't have en-
lightened, concerned parentsor perhaps, conversely, suffer from
alcoholism, drug abuse, maybe.even mental illnessthose children
really find themselves in need of services. Yet, at the same time, in
providing it for those who are most worthy and in need, we, I be-
lieve, have found. whether through Federal requirements or those
imposed by the State, we are taking away the rights of parents who
would otherwise be very thoughtful and do the best they could to
raise their children. We have taken away the rights of those to do
that It is something that I think we have to be extremely sensitive
about

Again. assuming reauthorization, please assure this father of a
I and a 12-year-old that we can attempt to address that a little
hit in this reauthorization. and perhaps improve what, in some
case, I think. has been a pretty had situation.

RE(; N ER \ I can respond briefly. Mr. ('handler. Let me re-
I, your second ,:tit.;t ion first.
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I think one of tilt, unintended consequences, perhaps, of the Juve-
nile Justice Act is the fact thu't and 1 think most parents don't
recognize this until their child has run awayone of the things we
have really done is to emancipate minor children if they care to
run away.

Many parents first only find that out when their child is gone
and they call the police, and the police say they are sorry, there is
nothing they can do, if your child wants to run away, that is his
business, and perhaps it is not a runaway case, perhaps it is an ab-
duction or a missing child case.

That is certainly something that needs to be addressed, I think,
so that we can respond to those cases, because it may be simply a
matter of knowing more than we did in 1974, and it may be a
matter of the situation being worse, or a combination of the two.
But the missing children phenomenon is certainly a very real one.
There are some -nobody knows what numberthere are som I
hate to use a number because they are so loose, but the numbers
range from 10,000 to 50,000 children a year who are abducted. In
most cases, as we know fro n the television programs that have
been aired, there is very little parents can do about it. As I say, one
of thp-ri.asons is because law enforcement responds to the child as
a ruhaway. That is something that does need to be addressed.

I terms of the first question, the act is rather strict in what it
re( uires us to do in terms of compliance. We instituted regulations
in the removal area earlier this year in which I tried to be as broad
as I 'eould and still be in compliance with the act in allowingand
particul4rly we are aiming this at rural counties in the removal
mandate, to place children in the same building, in the detention
center. as adults. And by the same building. sometimes you may
have a/ courthouse with a wing on one side for children and a wing
on t helot her side for adults.

Many people believe that we shouldn't even allow that to
happerfi, that we should require counties to build a new facility. I

think that is unrealistic. I eon't think you really gain anything by
simply haying a building that is off someplace on another part of
the grounds. We have done that, and I guess that may killeViatt'
'hints somewhat but even so, the act is very strict.

I think that one thing that needs to be done is to hear from a
number of rural counties. particularly those that may not have
many kids who they lock up. but who have a distinct problem com-
plying with the mandates from ;t financial standpoint.

We have some Of thai testimony in the fOrin of letters. and so on,
in our office t hat I would be happy to share with the committee..

IThe information was nut provided.'
:11r. ANDREws. Thank vou again.
Net Just to prolong this. but the situation again is we dont total-

ly differ, but I tend to think you picture it sometimes worse than it
is I understand two (;AO reports verify that. of the runaway chil-
dren who are pkced in rum way facilities, only 5 percent of t hem
run away from the runaway facility. I think that is quite good con-
sidering ;hat they are runaways and the facilities are nonsecure.

So. Ahereas the program is not totally succeeding. I believe there
is a In, of eVidVaCt that It is working better that) I believe .V011 11'



tending to indicate. So we differ only in degree, not totally in prin-
ciple. I hope I am right and you are wrong.

Thank you.
Mr. REGNERY. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. We appreciate your cohorts being with you as

well, and we hope you will come back with Mr. Regnery.
Mr. REGNERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Next we welcome Ms. Lucy C. Biggs, who is

Acting Commissioner, Administration for Children, Youth and
Families, of the Office of Human Development Services, Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services.

That is a long, long title for a nice young lady to have. We wel-
come you, Lucy, and look forward to your statement.

(Prepared statement of Lucy C. Biggs follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LUCY (2. BRIGS, ACTING COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION
FOR CHII.DREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES

Mr. Chairman, I apprecite the opportunity to appear before this distinguished
subcommittee to discuss the reauthorization of the Runaway and Homeless Youth
Act. Title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

In 1973, the Secretary of the then Department of Health, Education and Welfare
established an Intra-Departmental Committee on Runaway Youth. This was in re-
sponse to national concerns about runaways, escalating numbers of delinquency
cases brought into juvenile courts throughout the country, and the determination of
the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee to develop an alternative to jail for status of-
fenders. The following year, Congress established the Runaway Youth Program
under Title III of the Juvenile Justice. and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. In
1977. the program was broadened to include homeless youth, and in 1980, the grant
funding process was statutorily changed to include a State allocation based on youth
population

The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act provides funds for communitybased pro-
grams that primarily serve the immediate needs of runaway and homeless youthand their families The Act authorizes grants for such services as temporary shelter,
counseling, and aftercare in settings outside the law enforcement and juvenile jus-
tice system. T'le program is administered by the Administration for Children, Youth
and Families tA('YF), within the °Tice of Human Development Services.

PROPOSED REAUTHORIZATION

I would like to turn to our proposal to extend this program The Administration is
submitting to the Congress today legislation which proposes a three-year extension
of the authority for this program and will also include a provision to eliminate the
harriers to the use of for-profit organizations in lids program

'['his amendment will allow the Department to select the most qualified service
providers, in order to assure the most efficient and effective provision of services to
runaway and other homeless youth, irrespective of the for-profit. or nonprofit statusof applicants

In almost every sector of social and public service, for-profit organizations provide
conirrable quality services at competitive prices. The Federal government already
provides fuods to other types of for-profit organizations. including direct payments
to for roil hospitals. home health agencies, and mental health centers as well as
indirect social service payments for homemaker programs, day care services, and
transportation whsidies Increasingly, for-profit organizations are emerging which
combine good business pract ice's with very capable services to various groupsThe P-partment is requesting an authorization of $10.50.1.000 for FY 195:),
$lf).716.000 for Fiscal Year 1956. and $10.977.000 for Fiscal Year 1957. to carry out
the functions of the Runaway and ilomele Youth Act

The Fiscal Year request of $10.501.000 is the approximate historical level for
this program from 197:1 through 1952. and will support approximately 170 runaway
and homel,,s." Youth projects as well as the national toll-free runaway youth hotline

While most frequently thought of on a national scale, runaway and homeless
%oath remain largek a Stale and local problem The evaluation by the GAD found
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that approximated% 7:1 111'111'14 Of runaway and homeless youth come' from the im-
mediate geographic areas of the' centers from which they sought services

Recogni/ing that the prob:em of runaway and homeless youth is therefore one'
which is. and should 4e, treated first and primarily with State and local resources,
this proposal would en::ure that centers are available' in every State for runaway
and homeless youth Moreover, these resources would continue to he used to support
the hest approaches within each State. as determined through competition for
funds as opposed to providing ongoing funding for the same centers year after
year

Funding for (enters would thus he awarded on a one-time basis, with centers com-
peting annualle for new awards This approach, used in Fiscal Years 19$3 and 1914-1
for all centers except the' 12 which received initial funding under the Act in Fiscal
Year 19s1, along with selection criteria emphasizing the ability of projects to contin-
ue activities from other sources of funding after the one -time grant expires, has pro-
moted the use of Runaway and Homeless Youth Act funds for start-up costs or to
improve an existing program rather than as a sole source of funds On average,
each receives only percent of its total budget from the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program, and uses these' dollars to leverage extensive support from other
sources

ACCuMPI.ISliMENTS SINCE 1$ rt RF:ArTifORIZATION

Oyer the' first three years of the current ,, horization (Fiscal Years 19S1-19Kii,
the Runaway arid Homeless Youth Program h. s provided services to an estimated
iith000 youth and their families through the toll-free Runaway Switchboard. The
centers funded in this period have served approximately 699,001) youth on both a
drop-in and an emergency shelter basis.

Over the same three years, the number of coordinated networks funded by ACYF
has risen from eight in Fiscal Year 19141 to eleven in Fiscal Year 1983, with an esti-
mated to 20 to he' served in Fiscal Year 1914-1, the last fiscal year of this authori-
zation These e etworks are associations of runaway youth agencies and other social
service agencies. and may include State and local governments They are intended
to strengthen the coordination of resources and service's to runaway and homeless
youth and their families

KECENT ACTIVITIES

I would like- to briefly review for you the tnajor activities recently conducted
under this legislat am During Fiscal Year 19S:1-

We assisted centers for runaway and homeless youth in assessing State and other
piddle and private source's of funds in the support of the runaway and homeless
youth centers Approximately 2:i percent of the centers' operating costs was provid-
ed by the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program, while 3:-) percent was provided by
State and local governments

We negotiated an interagency agreement with the Department ofJustice to assess
the availability. coordination. and delivery. of services.to vulnerable youth, including
runaways, at regional and State levels This project, being coordinated through vari
ous State agencies. Indian Tribal governments, and ACYF's Regional Resource Cen-
trs. being conducted in nine regions and involves 14 State's. The outcome's of this
activit% will include the development of strategies for inipr iving the coordination
and del.ery of youth services at the State and local levels.

We' awarded 37 discretionary grants for a wide range of projects. The outcomes of
these projects will provide innovative' strategies for addressing the needs of runaway
and homeless youth and their families, including prevention Specific projects in-
clude innovative techniques for reuniting runaways with and strengthening fami-
lies. te-aing various types of independent living arrangements for 141 and 17 year-
old,- who cann return home, effective outreach practice's to encourage participa-
tion in shelter programs by youth who are. initially unwilling to go to a runaway
center. and tee Imiques for preventing or intervening in juvenile prostitution

We. participated in the work of the Coordinating Council of Juvenile Justice amid
Dehnquencv Prevention, th National Institute of Corrections and the National Ad-
ism-% Committee on Juvenile Justice arid Delinquency Prevention Separate Mina

tic-- with member agencies of the Coordinating Council included the development
of .1 iunawa mid homeless %mob re--il:rev guide fee. ACTION and a rural resource
..:dale' on the proi-ion if runaway and homeless youth service's for the Department
of Agriculture

We' --upported the 7,:ational Communications System :it a level of S':1.;41.9(10 This
-.%-.tein. which includes the National Runaway Switchboard. provided referral and

ti
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crisis intervention services to approximately 2999th) runaway and homeless youth
and their families during Fisci I Year 195:1.

We conducted a shortterm evaluation of the operations and technical adequacy ofthe Switchboard to assess its performance and to identify opportunities for improv-ing its capacity, efficiency. and overall effectiveness. This evaluation indicated thatthe Sv..itchbord's services and staff are of high quality; the use of volunteers is ef-fective; and relative operating costs are low. We are now carrying out technology
and management systems improvements which the evaluation identified for us.We used the Program Performance Standards for the assessment of center pro -grants. and conducted WI onsite program performance reviews during Fiscal Year1953. All centers supported by the Program were also required to submit a self-as-sssment evaluation documenting their adherence to the Program PerformanceStandards

We awarded grants in the third and fourth quarters of FY 1982 to 225 centers for
runaway and homeless youth, awarding $17.05 million for the support of centers inthe fifty States, the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, andGuam Additionally. one-time "strengthening" center grants were awarded to 119existing centers to improve their efforts in the areas of outreach, aftercare. and pro-gram management

DIMS-funded runaway and homeless youth centers provided ongoing crisis inter-vention and shelter services to approximately 59,000 youth. Another 150000 youth
received one-time counseling or referral services on a "drop -in" basis. iTheAe service
levels reflect Fiscal Year 1982 grant awards made late in the fiscal year.)

Approximately .10 percent of the youth who received ongoing services were reunit-ed with their families. Twenty-five percent were placed in other positive living ar-rangements such as friends', group or relatives' homes; and 17 percent were placedin other stable living situations such as boarding schools. An estimated eight per-cent returned to the streets.

PLANS FOR THE CORRENT FISCAL. YEAR

In Fiscal Year 1954, A('YF' expects to award grants in support of 240 centers for
runaway and homeless youth. This will be an increase of 12 over the number of cen
term funded in Fiscal Year' 1983. We will continue funding for the National Run.
away Switchboard, and will work with the Switchboard to increase its technical ca-pability to serve increased numbers of youth and families

Fiscal Year 1954 funds will also be devoted to the support of special projects toencourage networking activity among the centers, States and other agencies active
in the field of youth services. We will also fund technical assistance projects to ad-dress such priority areas as reuniting families, independent living, outreach, and
combatting juvenile prostitution nd sexual exploitation.

GAG REVIEW OF THE PROGRAM

In :ieptembr 1953, we received a report on the quality and efficiency of the Run
away and Homeless Youth Program prepared by the (lenral AccountingOffice This report was generally positive, and I would like to review for you high-lights of the findings

The Report found that "the youth who were served, the centers' environment::.and the. services that were provided were generally tt-.ose that had been anticipatedin the statute It found further that "youths, parents, staff members, and commupity- service personnel were in agreement that the program is important and thatits services are useful The GAO believes. however, that more guidance is requiredfrom the Department "regarding the priorities that centers should give to aftercare
serkics versus crisis intervention, to outreach efforts to youths who are at risk onthe streets versus youths who are referred, and to activities that develop coping and
living skills versus those that provide unstructured free tuneWe addressed two of t, 'se areas outreach and aftercare through the award ofwhat we called -strengthening center grants'' in Fiscal Year 1953 We look forward
to the development of effective service techniques and models that can be widelydisseminated to centers across the country to assist them in improving the servicesthey provide in these two areas The issue of improving the use of leisure t isbeing :ick- .ed more informally, during the program reviews and ether site visitsto the centers

The effectiveness of the services provided by the centers v.as also documented
through interviews conducted b GAO The report tells er that 'it; percent of :heyouths. and a like lircentag of parents, thought that the renter staff were doing a

e
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good job This apprausal. the GAO wound. wits echoed by others ir1 the community
such as professional service providers. school personnel. and police.

missinu; culiatsN's 1.xu1ii.A.rausr

I i.vould like now to comment briefly on FIR 4971. the Juvenile Justice. Runaway
Youth, and Missing Children's Act Amendments of 19S4. introduced by you on Feb-
ruary 211, 19S4. With regard to the provisions on missing children's assistance. I will
defer to the Department of Justice for comment on the specific details of the propos-

al I would like to state that we believe the missing children activities should be
based at the Department of Justice because of their existing links with the law en
forcement community. However. I assure you that we at the Department of Health
and Human Services are also concerned about the tragic problem of missing chil
dren. We are committed to using the resources and authorities we have in coopera-
tion with the Department of Justice and other Federal, State, local and private or-
ganizations to address this problem.

Since your proposal to amend and extend the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act
program was only recently introduced, we do not have a formal position on the de-
tails of your amendments. As I mentioned earlier, we do support extending this pro-
gram and will be happy to work with you on doing so.

This concludes iny opening remarks. I would like to thank you for the opportunity
to testify today before this distinguished Subcommittee, and will be pleased to
answer any question that you might have.

STATEMENT OF LUCY C. BI(d ACTING COMMISSIONER. ADMIN-
ISTRATION FOR CHILDREN. YOUTH, ANI) FAMILIES, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY DAVID A. RUST, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF POLICY ANI)
LEGISLATION, OFFICE OF HUMAN DE% ELOPMENT SERVICES,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN .4fERVICES

Ms. Blocs. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear again

today before you and this distinguished committee to discuss the
reauthorization of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, title III
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

May I say that I have submitted my full testimony to you and
the other committee members. If it meets with your approval. I
would like to now highlight that in a shorter form.

Mr. ANDREWS. That not only is agreeable with us, but very much
appreciated. Without objection, the full statement will be, of
course, made a part of the record.

Ms. BIGGS. Thank you.
The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act provides funds for com-

munity-based programs that primarily serve the immediate needs
of runaway and homeless youth and their families. The act author-
izes grants for such services as temporary shelter, counseling, and
aftercare in settings outside the law enforcement and juvenile jus-
tice sy:,iem. The program is administered by our agency, the Ad-

ministration for Children, Youth and Families.
I would like to turn to our proposal to extend this program. The

administration is submitting to the Congress today legislation
which proposes a 3-year extension of the authority for !his pro-
gram, and will also include a provision to eliminate the barra., to
the use of for-profit organizations in this program.

This amendment will allow the Department to select the most
qualified service providers that can be found in order to assure the
most efficient and effective provision of services to runaway and
other homeless youth. irrespective of whether applicants are for-
profit or nonprofit status.

4
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While most frequently thought of on a national scale, runawayand homeless youth remain largely a State and local problem. The
evaluation by the GAO found that approximately 73 percent of
runaway and homeless youth come from the immediate areas ofthe centers which they go to or which they seek services from.

Recognizing that the problem of runaway and homeless youth is
therefore one which is, and should be, treated first and primarily
with State and local resources, this proposal would ensure that cen-ters are available in every State and territory for runaway and
homeless youth. Moreover, these resources would continue to beused to support the best approaches within each State as deter-mined through competition of funds, as opposed to just providing
ongoing funds for the same centers which we know today or haveknown over the years. There would be competition for these funds.

The Department is requesting an authorization of $10,504,000
fiscal year of 1985, $10,746,000 for fiscal year 1986, and $10,977,000
fbr the year of fiscal year 1987, to carry out the functions of the
Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

The fiN 1 year 1985 request of $10,504,000 is the approximate
historical level which we had been working with in this programfrom 1973 through 1982, and it will support approximately 170
shelters across our Nation. It also will include the national toll-free
Runaway Youth Hotline, which we feel very strongly must be pro-
vided for.

I would like now to address a few of the accomplishments that
the 1980 reauthorization provided for.

Over the first :i years of the current authorization, fiscal years1981 through 1983, the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program
provided service's to an estimated (i00,000 children and youth and
their families through the toll-free runaway switchboard. The cen-ters funded in this period have served approximately 600,000 youth
on both a drop-in basis and an emergency shelter basis.

Over the same 3 years, the number of coordinated networks
funded by A('YF -we are extremely pleasedhas risen from 8 infiscal year 1981 to 11 in 1983, with an expected 15 to 20 to beserved in fiscal year 1984. These networks are associations of run-
away youth agencies and other social service agencies, which mayinclude State and local governments, to work on the problem of
runaway youth. They are intended to strengthen the coordinationof resources and service's to these runaway youth and to their fami-
lies.

The major activities conducted under the legislation during fisciyear 1983 included assisting centers for runaway and homeless
youth in assessing- State' and other public and private sources, offunds in the support of the runaway and homeless youth centers.
Approximately 275 percent of the centers' operating costs was pro-vided by the runaway and homeless youth program, while 35 per-
cent of the' funds necessary to support these centers were provided
by State and local governments.

We' supported t he National Communications System ('enter at alevel of 350.090. This system. which includes the national run-
away switchboard, provided referral and crisis intervention serv-
ices to approximately 200,000 children during 1953.
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We used the program performance standards for the assessment
of our center programs, and we conducted 07 on-site visits to look
at these programs. All centers supported oy the program were also
required to submit a self-assessment evaluation of their activities
and document how they were adhering to the program perform-
ance standards which were provided them.

We awarded grants in the third and fourth quarters of fiscal
yea, 198;i to 22S centers for runaway and homeless youth. That
award amounted to $17.05 million for the support of centers in 50
States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam. Additionally, one-time strengthening center grants
were provided to 110-existing centers to help them in the improve-
ment of their efforts in outreach and aftercare and the overall pro-
gram management of their services.

During fiscal year 19M, the Department of Health and Human
Services-funded runaway and homeless youth centers provided on-
going crisis intervention and shelter services to approximately
50,00( youth. Another 150,000 youth received one-time counseling
or referral services on a drop-in basis. These service levels reflect
fiscal year 1982 grants that were made late in the 1982 fiscal year.

Approximately 50 percent of the youth who received ongoing
services were reunited with their families. That we ate extremely
pleased with.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would you repeat that?
Ms. BIGGs. Yes; approximately 50 percent of the runaway youth

who came into our shelters were reunited with their families; 25
percent were placed in otherand I would underline "other"
positive living arrangements such as friends' homes, group or rela-
tives' homes; and 17 percent were placed in other stable living situ-
ations, such as boarding schools. 1 nat gives a fairly sizable percent-
age that we feel we have reunited provided with a stable living ar-
rangement and they are not out on the street.

An estimated S percent did return to the streets, which we
always feel badly about.

In fiscal year 1984, ACYF expects to award grants in support of
240 centers for runaway and homeless youth. This will he an in-
crease of 12 over our present nurn)er of centers in 1983. We will
certainly continue funding the national runaway switchboard, and
will work with the switchboard to increase its technical capability
to serve ;in increased number of youth calls, parent calls, et cetera.

Additional fiscal year 19S4 funds will also be devoted to the sup-
port of special projects to encourage networking activity among the
centers, States and other local agencies that are active and are in-
terested in the field of youth services. We will also fund technical
assistance projects to address priority areas that we had designated
and t hat we know are out there, such as reuniting more youth with
their fandlies, independent livingwhich is certainly a problem we
inuAt address- -early outreach before the children run awa,, and
combating; juvenile prostitution and sexual exploitation

This concludes my remarks to you. .^.;ain. I say that m remarks
are in more detail in the testimony that I submitted. I certainly
want to thank you fi,t letting me address my remarks to you, and 'I
am open to questions or comments.

NI t- AN on FV S. Thank !,
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Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chandler.
Mr. CHANDLER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me again thank you.
If I may, and it is a little bit unorthodox, but there is a matter I

would like to speak with you about, if I may just meet you over
here for just a moment.

I will ask Mr. Petri to proceed.
Ms. BIGGS. Thank you.
Mr. PETRI [presiding]. Mr. Jones.
[Prepared statement of Arnold P. Jones follows:1

PREPARED SYATEMENT OF ARNOLD P. JONES, SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, GENERAL.
GOVERNMENT DIVISION, U S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D('

Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we appreciate the opportunity
to testify before you today on our preliminary observations concerning the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention's program to evaluate state monitor-
ing reports and the administration's statements that the objectives of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency. Prevention Act of 1974 have been largely accomplished In
response to your April 29. 19s:i. request we expect to issue a report to you later this
year

The act was established with several basic objectives. Three of these objectives
have been cited by the Department of Justice as key. They are ill deinstitutionalize
status offenders and juveniles not charged with an offense; t2t separate juveniles
from incarcerated adults: and (8) remove juveniles from adult incarceration facili
ties The administration has claimed that the first two of these objectives--not in-
carcerating status and nonoffenders and separating juveniles from incarcerated
adults --have been largely accomplished. They base this claim on data provided in
monitoring reports that states are required by the act to submit to the Office.
Progress on the third key objectivethe removal of juveniles from adult incarcer-
ation facilitieshas been limited because, according to the act, states are riot re
quired to complish this objective until 198:I. Using the data provided on the first
two objectives and defining the other objectives as responsibilities that the states
already have the capability of meeting, the administration has argued that tne pro-
gram has accomplished its objectives

We were asked to present our assessment of the Office's program to evaluate state
monitoring reports and the validity of the conclusions drawn from them by the De
part ment of Justice In our examination. we found that the Office does riot evaluate
the reliability and validity of the data that are submitted as part of the state moni
Loring repirts Our current review an recent prior reviews have found evidence of
inaccurate and incomplete local records upon which the state monitoring reports
are based Consequently. state monitoring reports cannot be considered as sufficient.
ly valid and reliable to measure progress in meeting the remaining objectives in the
act I would now like to provide more detail on the results. to date. of our assess
went

rim noKs NOT moNriosiNc DATA

'HIP NO 114(0111'S 'hat ",totes applying for grants authorised under the act have ar
adequate system tor monitoring jails. detention facilities. correctional facilities. and
nonsecure tacilita, to ensure that the objectives of not incarcerating status offend
ers. separating juveniles from incarcerated adults, and removing juveniles front
adult are met The Office defined the term adequate through its regula
time, and policies The act oho requires that states submit annual reports on the
results of such monitoring to the Administrator of the Office

The Office doe, not have a formal policy or guidelines requiring its staff to vali
date monitoring reports Offal' staff memers told us they rely on data in the mom
tonne repot!, to determine compliance with the three objectives and d() riot (VW,

the :Icy 111:1t fader the act and Office policy. omit state is given the
rt,p,m,..11,1ht% tor ....table-lung Its own system for monitoring compliance with III,.
act 1,(. ',Heel e self assessment
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Stott, morn tortng systems

Office policy requires that every facility in a state that may be used for detention
of juveniles prior to disposition (jails, lockups, detention centers) or commitment of
juveniles after disposition (training schools) must he monitored and inspected
through on-site visits. If this is not possible, a random sample of facilities must be
inspected to verify the data in the monitoring, report Based on telephone interveiws
with officials from 2.1 states. we found that the states' verification processed ranged
from none in .1 states to on-site verification of data from all facilities in two states.
Other methods used by the remaining states included interviewing local officials
and txtunining records at a sample of the facilities_

We have discussed monitoring system problems and recommended corrective ac-
tions in two prier reports. In our June 5. 19'N, report entitled "Removing Status
Offenders From Secure Facilities: Federal Leadership and Guidance Are Needed,-
we reported that state monitoring systems to determine compliance with the act's
ohjectives had not been established and that reliabl: juvenile detention and commit-
ment data did riot exist Our March 22, 19Ki, report entitled "Improved Federal Ef-
forts Needed to Change Juvenile Detention Practices." showed that the five states
we visited had not established comprehensive monitoring and recordkeeping sys-
tems for detention facilities, especially jails and lockups These states could not pro-
vid us with accurate data or, the total number of juveniles held in detention facili-
ties Further. the facilities' records were often inaccurate or incomplete.

The Office has not completed its efforts in response to our recommendations. For
example, we recommended that the Office ai,sist states and localities in improving
their monitoring and recordkeeping systems to adequately account for juvenile de-
tention practices The Office has developed recordkeeping and data collection poli
cies and practices though. to date. these policies and practices have been issued
to the states.

Recent evidence indicates that state monitoring systems still have problems.
Criminal Justice Council officials in 21 of 10 states and state agency officials in 19
of 33 states responding to our questionnaire. stated that the assistance. 'the- than
funding. provided by the Ofice to establish and improve their monitoring and data
collection systems was less than needed.

We interviewed state and local juvenile justice officials. examined records, and in-
spected a limited number of state and local facilities in North Carolina and Texas to
obtain firsthand information on monitoring practices and juvenile justice activities.
Because 01 t he small number of facilities time allowed us to inspect, our findings are
not necessarily indicative of other facilities in the states In North Carolina, the
agency which monitors compliance under the act has to rely on data supplied by
other state agtncies because it lacks state-level authority to collect data from facili-
ties The agency the collects data from local jails and lockups does not verify the
number of- juveniles held or the length of stay

The North Carolina official who prepared the 19s2 report told us that data neces
sary to accurately answer questions m the monitoring reports were not collected
and the reported numbers were probably inaccurate Another North Carolina offi-
cial who prepared the most recent reports said that the accuracy of these reports
was questionable because appropriate data was not available The North Carolina
Goveno., Crime Commis:seem is currently reviewing each state agency's reporting
needs so it can deese a ',arm that facilitates timely and accurate reporting

Texas based its separation data in and prior 011 the manlier of juve
roles held in jails. but not whether the jails provided Night and sound separation
We inspected lout jails in 19s1 and found that two jails certified to hot I juveniles
had detained an estimated Mu juveniles in 19!,:2 and aid not previd sound St`parii-
t ion

to .1t ;%-; I sake t01111(1
The stale sLitistR 11414i to prepare the monitoring report did met inc!udt dolmen

itiventles who Wert' 1101 hargd with an op nse and, starting in 19s3. only truants
and rutiawas were reported as status offenders. whilt- possession of alcohol and -ail
other status offenst s.. were dropped

One count we visited did not report detained juv .nil)' . including status offender.;
and tionoffenders. if they were detained pending tr:-nster to child welfare or another
progr an

Two of the "ix counties we visited, with the third and eighth largest juvenile. pop-
ulations In the state, reclassified status offenders :ts delinquents if the juvenile. had
ni'tr'e been referred to court to, a delinquent offense. egadles.. of the outcome of
that referral
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intsr.avA rioNs rivuotEss CONF.RNINU nE ACTS oii.ibamvEs

In your April letter you also requested that we provide information on ac-
complishmentsunder In objectives in the act. As discussed. the act provides specific
time frames and requires the states to monitor accomplishments under three objec-
tives &institutionalization of status offenders and nonoffenders. separation of ju-
veniles from adults. and removal of juveniles from adult facilities. We recognize
that while not all of the remaining objectives may lend themselves to being quanti
tatively measured, clearly some can be. But for there to he a useful evaluation of
any of the 10 objectives, criteria and valid data collection strategies are essential.
Because the Office has nut required rigorous data collection procedures, the state
monitoring reports are not, in our ()pinion, a definitive basis for drawing conclusions
about the overall ehectiveness of the act with respect to any individual objective.

We made the following observations concerning each objective based on the re-
sults of a nationwide questionnaire. national estimates based on juvenile justice
court cases. and detailed work in No' th Carolina and Texas. We used questionnaires
to obtain information from all states participating in this program. a random
sample of judges who belong to the National Council of Family and Juvenile Court
Judges. and a judgementally determined sample of juvenile advocacy groups The
national estimates of juvenile justice statistics were prepared for us by the National
('enter for Juvenile. Justice.

Deaoat trauma/I:atm?, afstatus and nanaffendem
The act states that within :i years after a state begins participating in the formula

grant program, juveniles who have committed offenses that would not be considered
criminal it' committed by an adult or such nonoffenders as dependent f r neglected
children shall not he placed in secure detention or correctional facilities.

National estimates show that in 1¶fl, about 37.000 stat offenders referred to
juvenile court were detained in secure facilities. as Lompa ed to about 127.0(10 in
107-) 1 regress in removing status and nonoffenders from secure facilities was
claimed by k'riminal Justice Councils in 35 of 39 state's responding to our question-
naire. with the remainder claiming the objective had been accomplished. Even with
this progress. Council officials in :11 of 40 states reported the need for continued fQd-
eral funding to support this objective.

Statis:ics available in North Carolina show that it has made progress in reducing
the number of status offenders held in secure facilities. but the state venile justice
coordinator tolri us she was uncertain over the actual number of .us offenders
held Texas nu nitoring data showed the number of status offenders Ul aired over 45
hours. excludii g weekends and holiday's. decreased from about .000 in 1075 to
about 1.11111 in Pfs2.

Separation or/mem/es p.m,' what::
The act provide-. that juveniles shall not he detained or confined in any instau

t ion in which they have regular contact with incarcerated adults. The Office defines
the tea to -regular contact'' to mean that incarcerated juveniles and adults cannot
see each other and no conversation is possible.

Progress in accomplishing this objective was claimed by Criminal Justice Councils
in 30 of 10 states responding to our questionnaire. with nine Councils reporting
then states had accomplished it Council respondents in states also said there is a
continued need for federal funding to support this objective According to tin judges.
either the current number of programs or more are needed in their j.irisdict ions to
accomplish this object ivy

In our March las3 report. we showed that the five states we visited had generally
improved their prat ices of separating juveniles from adults We found. however. in
valetas of inadequate separation. separation under harsh or isolating ;onditions,
and locations where we could not determine whei her con phance was achieved.

In our currern resiew. we also found incidents of inadequate separation We vis
ited two jails in North Carolina that were certified to hold juveniles The jailers at
those facilities told us they did not provide sound separation for all juveniles On
the basis of our observations and discussions with h local officials. we concluded that
two of tour jails in Texas did not provide sound separation Local court officials
agreed with our conclusions

1,1111/ MCCUE/ON Inmi adult furl/Mrs

The act provides that. after December tits:). no jueinli s hall be detained or
CMIlillt.d m 'My adult jail or lockup. except in low population density areas In these
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areas, temporary detention in adult jails is permitted for juveniles accused of seri-ous crimes against persons.
According to the latest available Bureau of Justice Statistics Bulletin, the estimat-ed number of juveniles in adult jails on June 30, 1982, about 1,700 was unchangedfrom the number reported more than 4 years earlier. The Bureau further estimatesthat, if the average dully population approximates 1,700 and if the average stay is 2days, more than 300010 juveniles were held in jail during the preceding 12-monthperiod.
Data concerning this objective was first required in the 1982 monitoring reports.Although data was not available for all states, the Office determined that 16 stateshad complied. Juvenile justice agency officials in the 38 states responding to ourquestionnaire provided the following perspective on progress.In 1982, nine states held all of their juveniles detained prior to disposition in fa-cilities exclusively fir juveniles.
In 1982, 24 states held all of their juveniles committed to rehabilitation in facili-ties exclusively for juveniles.
The states we visited had made progress but had not achieved this objective.North Carolina law requires that all juveniles be removed from adult jails by July1, 1985. According to state officials responsible for fulfilling this requirement, theymay miss this deadline but should meet the act's December 1985 deadline.According to Texas Criminal Justice Division officials, their largest juvenile jus-tice challenge is removing all juveniles from adult jails. They reported to the Officethat insufficient state and local funds are available for regional detention facilitiesand, that the state cannot meet the act's December 1984 deadline unless federalfunds are also provided for the construction and renovation of these facilities.Reducing the r. mber °Ocean, detentions and commitments

The act states, in part, that formula grant funds shall be used for programs toincrease usage of nonsecure facilities and discourage
secure incarceration and deten-t am.

National estimates indicate that secure commitments after disposition have in-creased and secure detentions before disposition have decreased. The National('enter for Juvenile Justice estimates that, in 1975 the courts committed about67,00 juveniles to institutions compared to about 84,000 in 1981. The Center alsoestimates that in 1975 about 339,000 of the juveniles referred to juvenile court wereheld in secure detention facilities, compared to about 270,900 in 1981.In our questionnaire, Criminal Justice Council officials in 34 of 40 states reportedprogress in reducing secure detentions before disposition and 35 of 40 reportedprogress in reducing secure commitments after disposition. Thirty-seven of 41) Coun-cils reported a continued need for federal funding to further reduce secure deten-tions while :it; reported they needed federal funding to reduce secure commitments.Progress is also evident in North Carolina and Texas. North Carolina studiesshow that admissions to juvenile detention centers decreased by 31) percent between1978 and 1982, while training school admissions decreased by 53 percent between1974 and 1982. A 1982 survey showed that the greatest juvenile justice need at thelocal level in Texas was for more short- and long-term alternatives to reduce thenumber of juveniles placed in secure detention and correctional facilities. State sta-tistical reoorts show, however, that the number of juveniles detained after re fermidecreased by 5 percent between 19ir d 1982.
Me process and pmcducid salCgua .

The act authorizes "Special Emphasis'' grants, in part, to improve the juvenilejustice system to conform to standards of due process.Criminal Justice Council officials responded in our questionnaire that 29 of 40slates have made progress in this objective, and 5 others have accomplished it Acontinued need fOr federal funding under this objective was reported, however, by 31>states
Concerning procedural safeguards, the juvenile court judges generally respondedthat ,ill or almost alt ju miles in their jurisdictions were afforded due process andprocedural safeguards, and these rights were explained to the juveniles.About ¶ri percent of the jurisdictions explained to juveniles that they have theright to remain silent and the right to an attorney.About ¶111 percent explained to juveniles that their statements could be usedagainst t hem
About 97 percent prodded the juveniles with the right to an impartial decsion-maker

100
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On the other hand. a majority of the jurisdictions did not provide juveniles with
the right to a trial by jury and bail.
Delinquency pretwition

The act states, in part. that formula grants shall be used for dveloping, maintain-
ing, and expanding programs and services designed to prevent juvenile delinquency.

Preventing delinquency, as a concept, is agreeable to most, but the reality of how
to define or accomplish it and how to know when it is substantially accomplished isdifficult to address. We identified indicators concerning progress under ".is objec-
tive. For example, national estimates show that the delinquency arrest rate per
100,000 juveniles, aged 10 through 17, decreased by 3 percent between 1975 and
'981. This indicator, however, shows police activity, but not necessarily changes inaelinquent activity.

Criminal Justice Council officials in 37 of 40 states responded to our questionnaire
that progress has been achieved under this objective. All 40 expressed a continued
need for federal funding to accomplish it.

Both North Carolina and Texas funded statewide prevention programs to keep
students in school rather than suspending or expelling them. While the number of
programs in North Carolina increased from 37 in 1977 to 98 in 1982, indicators show
that the dropout rate per 1,000 juveniles, aged 10 through 17, decreased by 24 per-
cent; the rate of suspensions increased by 2 percent; and the expulsion rate in-
creased by 28 percent.

According to a Texas report, approximately 92 percent of the juveniles who would
have otherwise been suspended or expelled from school in 21 communities were re-
turned to regular classrooms. The report also stated that law enforcement officers
in one community had noted a corresponding reduction in daytime burglaries which
they attributed to the program keeping unsupervised juveniles off the streets.

verting, juenile:4 from the juvenile justice system
The act states, in part. that formula grant funds shall be used for developing,

maintaining, and expending programs and services designed to divert juveniles outof t he juvenile juAtice system.
Progress umer this objective is difficult to measure because juveniles may be "di-

verted" out of the system at different times, depending on how diversion is defined.
For example. the police may "divert" a juvenile simply by not arresting or referring
the juvenile to court. These diversions are not always recorded.

We identified several indicators of juvenile diversion being practiced. For exam-
ple, national estimates show that about 70 percent of the juveniles referred to court
in both 1971 and 1981 did not go through the full adjudication process. Also, North
Carolina revised its juvenile code in 1979 to keep juveniles away from the juvenile
court system if possible. Texas statistical information shows that the police coun-
seled and released 38 percent of the juveniles arrested is 1982 and the courts de-
verted about 1i9 percent of referrals out of the juvenile system.
Resillyr protem t)f xertous crime by juveniles

The act states. in part. that formula grant funds shall be used in Aeveloping,
maintaining, and expanding programs and services designed for juveniles who have
committed serious crimes, particularly programs which are designed to improve sen-
tencing procedures, provide for inlomed dispositions, and provide for effective reha-
bilitation While not required, the Office encourages states to allocate a miaimum of
30 percent of the formula grant funds to programs designed for serious and repeat
offenders

Changes in the level of serious crime, like several other objectives. can be meas
ured in different ways. We obtained estimates which show that ieferrals for crimes
against persons and those against property increased by 26 percent and 3 percent.
respectively. from 197.") to 1981. Other estimates. however, show that :trysts for
crimes against persons stayed about the same between 19711 and 1981 and arrests for
cranes against property decreased by 7 percent.

On the other hand. Criminal Justice Council officials responded to our question
naire that '29 of .11) states had made progress in programs for juveniles committing
vrious crime and 39 said there was a continued need for federal funding to support
these !migrants.

Ni m h Carolina stateqics show that juvenile arrests for "major crimes decreased
about 23 percent between 1971; end 1981 'Tie extent of serious crime by juveniles in
Texas had not been established but reports showed that, from Ill78 through 1952.
about 3 percent at court referrals were fur violent crimes and about 36 percent were
tea crimes such as burglary and theft
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Advocacy activt ties to ingmwe services br youth
The act states. in part. that formula grant funds shall be used for projects de-

signed to develop and implement programs stressing advocacy activities aimed at
Improving services for and protecting the rights of youth affected by the juvenile
justice system.

Our questionnaire results indicate that organizations advocating improved juve-
nile justice and improved juvenile services are active in 28 of 32 states. In our state
work we found that there were 80 statewide and about 34 local youth advocacy
groups in North Carolina in May 1983. We visited two statewide organizations and a
local organization and were told that advocacy groups have prompted legislative
and policy changes at the state level and increased public awareness of juvenile
issues at the local level.

The primary advocacy group in Texas, the Texas Coalition for Juvenile Justice,
attempts to influence the state legislature on policy issues related to juvenile jus-
tice. The Coalition's director explained that it has worked to improve services
throughout the state and, partly through its lobbying efforts, Texas established a
Juvenile Probation Commission in 1981 to make juvenile probation services avail-
able throughout the state, make probation services more effective. provide alterna
Lives for delinquent juveniles thr igh state aid to probation departments. and estab-
lish uniform probation standards.
( oniniunityhased alternatives to incarceration

The act states. in part, that formula grant funds shall be used in developing,
maintaining, and expanding programs and services to provide community-based al-
ternatives to secure detention facilities and secure correctional facilities.

Our survey showed that although the participating states had made progress in
developing and expanding community-based alternatives, there were indications
that this objective has not been fully accomplished. Specifically. 22 of :37 state agen-
cies indicated that the number of nonsecure community-based facilities is less than
adequate. The following factors were reported as hindering the development of al-
ternatives in some of the 38 states we surveyed:

.Disagreement about the importance of alternatives (2:i states).
Resistance from communities where facilities could be located 13ti states).
Availability of funding (3f1 states).
Av.iilabilitv of transportation (lti states).
Further. all :38 states said the future federal role in developing community-based

alternative.: should remain the same as it is now or be expanded
Our work in North Carolina and Texas supports the survey results. A 1982 Texas

study showed that only 20 of 13t3 county departments reported sufficient resources
to meet short-term alternative placement needs and 2ti repotec; being able to meet
long -term alternative placement needs. Our analysis of this study showed that 8:i
percent of the counties do not have community-based alternatives to incarceration

The Community-Based Alternative Program in North Carolina. however, reported
expanding programs from 1:i2 in 1977 to :302 in 1982. The assistant program director
said that shortages still exist in 20 eastern and :I western counties
Federal presence in juvenile justice

Top officials in the Office told us the current administration behoves that the
states have demonstrated their ability to meet the act's objectives without continued
federal involvement. Thcy explained that the accormilishments in deinstitutionaliz-
ing status offenders and separating juveniles from adults demonstrate the state and
local ciipahilit,, of achieving the act's objectives_

State juvenile justice officials responded to our questionnaire that, although the
federal tiroport ion of total funds expended to prevent. control. and treat juvenile de-
linqueny is small, it has been a factor in making progress under the objectives. The
average federal proportion reported by Council officials was :") percent for fiscal year
1943. At least 29 of lo Council officials respond-d, for each objective, that the Juve-
nile Justice. and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 %vas a factor in the progress
achieved State agency officials' responses to this question varied by objective. but a
majority said assistance provided under the act was a factor in the progress
achieved fur v11 objectives except due process. where the act was reported as a factor
in 15 of :3S states

We also asked Comic') officials what tlw effect would be on the current efort for
,ih abjectke if they nu longer received federal funds A majority of the respond
ents said that their current efforts would be. reduced kir all objectives except sepii-ii
tam and due process In addition. all 411 of the Council officials said that P.deral
funding -.111)111( remain the same or be expanded and 38 said federal leadership. that
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is, identifying national priorities, setting national objectives, etc., should also remainthe same or be expanded. Likewise, juvenile justice agency officials in 33 of :18 statessaid federal funding should remain the same or be expanded and 31 said federalleadership should remain the same or be expanded. Juvenile court judges had simi-lar opinions for their jurisdictions. Ninety percent said federal funding should beexpanded or remain the same and 80 percent said federal leadership should be expanded or remain the same.

CONCLUSION

This concludes my prepared statement. We hope this information and the detailed
information in our report later this year will assist the subcommittee in ics consid-
erations concerning reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-vention Act of 1974. We would be pleased to respond to any questions at this time.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD P. JONES, SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIRE(' -
TOR, GENERAL GOVERNMENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNT-
ING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY HARRELL, SUPERVISO-
RY EVALUATOR, GENERAL GOVERNMENT DIVISION, GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE; AND RALPH E. REARDON, GENERAL A(7-
COUNTING OFFICE, NORFOLK REGION, RALEIGH. NC
Mr. JONES. Mr. Petri and members of the committee, as youknow, I have a rather detailed and lengthy statement that we havesubmitted for the record.
Obviously, with your support, I would like to give a rather brief

statement highlighting what we said in the statement, and remind
the committee that we have a draft report, an evaluation, that weare doing pursuant to a request from the chairman sent to us inApril of 1983, which we expect to issue later this year that will in-clude the results of our rather extensive analysis concerning the
issues raised in the request.

I am accompanied today by Mr. Larry Harrell, who is the Super-visory Evaluator who oversaw the work, the essence of which we
are presenting this morning. This is Mr. Ralph Reardon from our
Rakigh, North Carolina suboffice who conducted the detailed workin North Carolina.

With that having been said, prior witnesses have talker, about
the basic objectives of the act, but I do want to address three that
have been cited by Justice as key in making their assessment of
accomplishments made under the act. They are the deinstitutional-
izat ion of status offenders and nonoffenders objective, the separa-tion objective, and the removal objective. We all recognize that the
administration has claimed that the first two of these objectives
have been largely accomplished.

You asked us here today to provide an assessment of OJJDP's
program to evaluate State monitoring reports, and you wanted ob-servations on progress in meeting the other objectives in the act
that you specified in your request.

To that end, we found that the office does not have a formalpolicy or guidelines requiring its staff to validate monitoring re-ports. Office members told us that they rely on data in the moni-
toring reports to determine compliance with the three objectives
and do not question the data's accuracy. Our current review and
recent prior reviews found evidence of inaccuracy and incompletelocal records upon which State monitoring reports are based. Con-
sequently, St,Itc monitoring reports cannot be considered as suf'fi-

1 :3
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ciently valid and reliable to measure progress in meeting the key
objectives of the act.

In your April 1983 letter, you also asked us to give you some in-
formation on accomplishments under 10 specific objectives of
act. The observations that I am going to give you will be baseu
preliminary analysis of responses from a nationwide questionnaire,
national estimates based on juvenile justice court cases, and some
detailed hands-onas well call itwork in North Carolina and
Texas.

Briefly, respondents to our questionnairesand these respond-
ents were State juvenile justice agency and criminal justice counsel
officials, juvenile court judges, State juvenile justice advisory group
chairs, and youth advocacy group officialsgenerally reported
varying degrees of progress, including complete accomplishment in
meeting the objectives of deinstitutionalization of status offenders
and nonoffenders, separation of juveniles from incarcerated adults,
reducing the number of secure detentions and commitments, pro-
viding due process, delinquency prevention, diversion, resolving the
problem of serious crime by juveniles, improved advocacy activities
and community-based alternatives.

I have left out one important objective, and that is the objective
of removing juveniles from adult facilities. As we all recognize, this
objective, according to the act, is not scheduled to be met until De-
cember of 1985. Data on this objective was not required to be in the
monitoring reports until 1982.

According to the latest available bulletin from the Bureau of Jus-
tice Statistics, the estimated number of juveniles in jails on June
30, 1982, was about 1,700. Interestingly, that was unchanged from
the number reported 4 years earlier.

The Bureau further estimates that if' Lhe average daily popula-
tion approximates 1,700, and if the average stay is 2 days, more
than 300,000 juveniles were held in jails during the preceding 12-
month period. I will remind you that Governor Robb mentioned, I

think, the figure of about 400,000 youth being held in jail. Given
the margin of error possible in the Bureau's estimate, I don't think
there is a fundamental difference between these two numbers.

Juvenile justice officials in l*.; States responding to our question-
naire provided the following perspective on progress being made
toward meeting the removal objective. In 1982, 9 States held all of
their juveniles detained prior to disposition in facilities exclusively
fir juveniles: also in 1982, 24 States held all of their juveniles com-
mitted to rehabilitation in facilities exclusively for juveniles.

This concludes our basic observations concerning progress in
meet:rig the act's objectives. In closing, I would like to provide you
with just a little bit of insight on what State representatives and
judges who responded to our questionnaire, felt about the act and
the Federal role.

We have already repeated what the Office said with respect to
their view as to the act having achieved its objectivesor key ob-
jectiveswhichever you wish.

However, State juvenile justice officials responded to our ques-
tionnaire that although the Federal proportion of total funds ex-
pended to prevent, control and treat juvenile delinquency is small,
it has been a factor in making progress under the objectives. State

O
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juvenile justice agency officials' responses to questions varied byobjective, but a majority said that assistance under the act was afactor in the progress achieved for all of the objectives except dueprocess. A majority of the respondents said that their current ef-forts would be reduced for all of the objectives, except separationand due process, if they no longer received Federal funds.
Equally important for your consideration of reauthorization, 38juvenile justice agency officials said Federal leadershipthat isidentifying national priorities, setting national objectivesshouldremain the same or be expanded.
Ninety percent of the juvenile court judges responding to ourquestionnaire said that Federal funding should be expanded orremain the same, and 80 percent of the judges said Federal leader-ship should be expanded or remain the same.
Having met my goal of brevity, I would like to say this concludesmy prepared statement, and I offer ourselves up to you to answeranything we can, either today or in working with Mr. Raley of thestaff.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
I would like maybe a little clarification as to how much weight togive the results of the surveys. You stated that your own investiga-tions indicated that th State statistical reports were not particu-larly accurate so far as what is actually happening in real life outin the counties and cities and institutions.
Mr. JoNEs. Mr. Petri, let me be very specific here. We found inthe course of our review that there were evidences of arithmeticerrors in the monitoring reports and errors of timeliness. Now onemay be the cause of the other, I am not prepared to say now.But if you do not attempt to validate data submitted from thelocal level on up through the State process to the focal point in theState, it makes suspect any statements you make with respect toaccomplishments if it is based solely on unvalidated, possibly unre-liable, data that comes up from the bottom. I am not trying toweasel, I am trying to be very specific.
Mr. PETRI. I am just curious if you could comment at all onwhether people are processing juveniles differently in order toappear to come under the act while not really doing it, either bynot dealing with them as juveniles and making them be waived toadult status or by manipulating the input/output figures in ot _terto appear to be complying with the act while really not-
Mr. JoNiEs. We are not prepared to make a definitive statementon that.
I will give Nou some anecdotal type comments, and just say thatwhat we are doing now is subjecting the data we have gathered tothe rather rigorous process that we go through prior to issuing areport. I will feel a lot better when we issue the report to you.But an example was that in Texas we found evidence of datafrom two jails certified to hold juvenilesthere was evidence. I be-lieve, that they had held juveniles; is that correct?
Mr. IIARREI.I.. Yes; that is correct.
NI r. ON s. Based on our visit and corroboration by local officials,there had been occasions in which juveniles have been held wherethey were not separated from adults by sound. This was not report-ed in the monitoring report for these jails.
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So there is an example of data being reported that doesn't exact-
ly fit the facts. Obviously, I think there is no evidence on collusion
on the part of anyone to not tell the truth, but it is this sort of
thing that gets perhapsperhapsreplicated among the States
and the jurisdictions that sometimes can render suspect allegations
of the act having met its objectives.

I just think, from the point of view of GAO endorsing a program
as having achieved its objectives, whenever you talk about the 3
that are key or the 10 that are fairly well spelled out in the act, it
takes a lot more than just taking bold statements from affected
parties and you were beginning to lead to something about bold
statements from affected parties and one of our questionnaires,
obviously, was addressed to people who are advocates. That is quite
correct, although one might argue that the State juvenile justice of-
ficials provide balance. But you have to be careful.

In our analysis, of course, we have questionsin developing a
scientific questionnaire, we have questions which attempt to make
sure that people are fairly consistent in the answers they provide.
That is the best we can do.

Mr. PETRI. You did answer the next question I was going to ask.
Mr. JONES. Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Judges get some money under the act to administer

their offices, E() they are naturally going to want to have the pro-
gram continued if it doesn't cause `.hem too much trouble. But that
does not say anything really al nut what is happening on the
ground to kids and whether we are really helping them become
productive members of society.

Mr. JONES. I might just say one more thingagain with brevity
in mindthe States, under the current regulations, OJJDP-issued
regulations, operate in a self-assessment mode. They also are, pur-
suant to policy and consistent with law, allowed to develop their
own reporting and recordkeeping packages to provide information
on the monitoring reports.

We had recommended in a prior report, and OJJDP now has,
model reporting and recordkeeping policies that, to date, they have
not submitted or required of the States. Having once worn a hat in
charge of GAO's support of the paperwork reduction activities, I

have to forget that other hat and say that obviously we don't want
to levy additional and burdensome reporting and recordkeeping re-
quirements on the States and local communities, but there is an ef-
fective tradeoff under law thit says, if this is important enough,
and if the program is important enough, and if the requirement to
make reliable assessments is meaningful, the first place you have
to start is with data that is uniform. We don't want to have the
several States, the several localties, doing their own thingto use
the vernacularand supplying different data upon which national
estimates begin to be made.

In no way, by the way, for the record am I saying that the objec-
tives have not been reached. I am very specific. If you use the mon-
itoring reports, the positions you take are suspect.

Mr. PETRI. I want to thank you for your work on this. It is going
to be very helpful to our subcommitt and to the Education and
Labor Committee as we try to improve this act and flake it easier
to administer.

106
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I don't ;kink you were really directly asked to do this, but I
wonder if you do happen to come across any figures, or easily can
find them, as to what it costs people at the county level or the city
level to comply with the act in different size counties?

One of the big problems a lot of them have, when you come right
down to it, is that if they have to have, for instance, separate staffs
ai opposed to just training existing staffs. That is clearly an enor-
mous additional cost for a county and it may, therefore, make it
undesirable for them to participate in the whole program. They
will then ask their State to withdraw. We reach a point where we
are asking people to have separate staffsfor which there may be
some benefit, but it may be only marginal. A fellow who works in a
jail is not automatically going to mistreat a youthful offender. He
could be a very good, helpfu friend to that offender. So we may be
requiring the expenditure of a great deal of money for separate
staffs, for somewhat questionable benefits.

Cost figures could certainly be helpful here. If that requirement
produces enormous cost, not for the Federal Government, but for
the other units of government., and the benefit is inconclusive, it
may be that it doesn't make much sense for us to have such a re-
quirement. We might not do it ourselves if we were paying it out of
Federal tax dollars. Since it doesn't cost the Federal Government
anything more, we may not be focusing as closely on that addition-
al cost or some other cost that we are requiring of the units of gov-
ernment that participate in this program.

Mr. JONES. I think Mr. Harrell indicated he could share some
light for you right now.

Mr. HARRELL. As far as information we collected in this assign-
ment, we didn't specifically set out to identify costs associated with
any particular objective.

However, for the two States where we conducted detailed work,
North Carolina and Texas, we do have some cost data for specific
objectives, specifically the removal objective. Those States have
identified what it is going to cost them to meet this objective. We
do have that information which we would be very happy to share
with the subcommittee.

Mr. PETRI. Good. We would like that.
Mr. JONES. What we will do is work very closely, as we have

been, by the way, with Mr. Raley. We will get him whatever the
subcommittee needs as expeditiously as we can.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Mr. JONES. Thank you
Mr. PETRI. The next witness is Judge Luke Quinn, representing

the National Association of Counties, from Genesee County, MI.
Your Honor, welcome. We appreciate your coming to share your

own and your association's testimony on this act with us.
[Prepared statement of Hon. Luke Quinn follows:)

Pkri.AREI) sTATrNirwr or [A.m.: PkoBATE .femr, GENEsri.: coi:N-ry. MI. ANI)
CHAIR. NATIONAL AssiicovrioN nF rot.N-riEs JusTal: St.ticommcm:K. oN
BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CorwriEs, AstimiToN, IX'
Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I am Luke Quinn. probate

Judge from Genesee Count, Flint. MI In Michigan. probate judges handle jw..eni1(
cases. along with estate. adoption. marriage. and cases involving commitment of the
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mentally ill. I am also clash of the National Association of Counties.) Juvenile Jua-
tice Subcommittee, and 1 appear bete today to present NA170's viewo on the reate
tliorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Find, I (eit to congratulate you and your subcommittee fin- the ou1standing and
dedicated work you have done on behalf of our Nation's young people. Your efforts
',ter the last If) years with the Juvenile Justice Act have mace a considerable cor
triLetion to the improvement of juvenile justice Sy Stt17IS throughout the United
States, and ter this you ieserve to be strongiy commended.

REAUTHOL/ZATION OF ,IJDPA NEC:W.10.Y

If I could make only one point today it would be thin. The Juvenile ili.eitiee and
Delinquency Prevention Act is invalaable to our Nation's youth, particularly those
at risk or caught up in the juvenile justice .stem. And, this act must be reauthor
;red.

The legislation has been singlet andedly responsible fOr removing en old numbers
of young people from detention who should not 1;ave heen there it the first place
The formula grants program, which offers States a very modest amount of fording
in exchange for compliance with the deinstitutionalization and remove! mandates,
is the key to the significant change in juvenile justice practices, and this framework
mu-it Ile retained. Without. it many more juveniles will be inappropriately detained,
and we will lose the major source of Federal funds for innovation and change in the
juvenile Justice system.

When the Federal Juvenile Justice program tirst began, the oeportunity for devel
oping new programs allowea peoplepublic offleials and private citizens -to take a
critical look at traditional juvenile justice practices, partieularly incarcerating kids
who committed no crimestatus offenders. This examination and the incentive of
Federal funding has resulted in States changing their iawe to comply with the Juve-
nile Justice Act. Without Federal funding, an important catalyst for change would
be lost The funding and development of programs has made more people ewer(' of
the operations of the juvenile juct ice system and its alternatives It has also brought
wider community participation in the juvenile justice system The results have been
good for kids and good for the taxpayers.

An example of this can be seen in Genesee County Using the Juvenile Justice
Act as a dros terek. the county sign.r:cant:y reduced the population in its ((.bed ju
eenia de.ention centet. It got to a ;yaot where the county no longer needed the de
tention center Through a joint effort, we divested ourselves of the renter, whih
had been run by local judges, and turned the facility over to the state. This -saves
Genesee County taxpayers about $1 million per year. The detention cent( r L. oow
uso as part of a statewide project to rvIllOVE' juveniles from adult jails and still is
oi"ItIN nut Nil

cot'SITY noti: IN nvEN11.1.: ot.if1TICK

Contr.:us ar key prm,ders of criminal justice, juvenile justice. health ,..are and
es, ail of which play a role in a ccntmunity's response to troubled youth

.01,1 ju%enile offenders ( 'omit ies also provide recreation, education, and empleVment
syr% icos for young persons.

/11 the sprinkr, of the Nat;o:iai Association of Coun'.it. Research. Inc ,

justice proct conducted a survey of NACo menthen. counties with 100,000-plus popu-
1,..t ion to dt-tYrynine timl,t1- top Juvenile' Coneer.Ii. (A the 295 surveys sent.
Wort ret:irtied fur a 19 percent response ran, One question asked was what juvenile
ploiJrnan, or lacilites the counties fund. Of the 11.") question/lair- respondents, 139
listei at ivast one juvenile justice program that was funded by county government
'Mils, limed three e: more programs i Only one ntspondent reported that the county
tail not fueel peenile programs and five respondents did not nnswer the
questme Meng' /.1 the respondents mentioned programs that received part ml county
funding. with the additional rosoar("ei; Ginning from redoral or State go.urntnent or

v:itt` iigc'tlt It
Sons' respondonts inichitio:4 al! of cou:Ity sPr% ups, savi-t us n.ental health or

recreation proetee.s, as juvenile justav pro,4rarn5. (Miter respondents listrd oni

The NAY .11,11 of I 'Ill.Pt y. 1\ott amid .rizatat.ittlyt, rtl.resettt
,...tot iato rat to do t '11111.ri "Ntotys. tbrouytt nog:01"1- htp. urt an. ubut!utn. Anti run',

togrtfor to sited r -sixasst%.. ,lotot% ;overn na.nt The go:1,16 of the .16 viol.
rat 1,,ti , . your ty "ovot 't'a'ct, A1* I as Ow not, mod i!roky.roon tor . mint ',o., rn
rli rat- AO ,t' n to 144'n bet,kt on th, '::morn ct.ot es Ind of Govyrtanyot. ;who .1.

andtst.mtimg of thy rob. rat in the rod,rol
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those programs that pritnarily served youth-at-risk or youth who have come in con-
tact with the juvenile justice system, such as delinquency prevention programs, pro-
bation, detention facilities, and juvenile court.

The survey found that, together with their broad ju Jenile justice responsibilities,
county officials identified a wide range of needs for information, training, and tech-
nical assistance.

Of the 145 survey respondents, 107 ranked their top juvenile justice concerns.
Lack of early detectior and delinquency prevention programs was ranked as the top
issue of concern by survey respondents. Limited resources for developing juvenile
justice programs was second. Other frequently mentioned juvenile :ustice concerns
were lack of alternative treatment programs, lack of community-based nonsecure
placements, inadequate community awareness of juvenile justice issues, high or in-
creasing serious juvenile crime rate, and inadequate training of law enforcement of-
ficers who deal with juveniles.

Delinquency prevention programming was the No. I information request among
the III county officials who ranked them. Model treatment programs, secure deten-
tion facilities and residential treatment alternatives to secure detention were also
ranked as top information needs.

In the area of technical assistance, respondents ranked planning and implement-
ing programs for the serious juvenile offender as their greatest need. Assistance in
planning and implementing alternative, diversion and prevention programs was an-other top request.

Respondents suggested 155 potential training topics. Training on delinquency pre-
vention and diversion programs was most frequently requested, followed by prograni
development, implementation and evaluation.

couNTIES AND THE FEDERAL JUVENILE. JUSTICE PROGRAM

The (ctensiv involvement of county government in programs for youth has led
NACo to vigorously support the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
since it was first proposed. In addition to the significant impact the legislation has
had on deinstitutionalization. the Federal Juvenile Justice Program has provided
funds to State and local governments with which to try promising programs in their
jurisdictions. In fact, the Federal funding has had a multiplier effect by encouraging
States to augment the Federal investment. Since the act was passed in 1974, there
has been a substantial increase in the number of States that have established State
subsidies for local juvenile justice programs, particularly those diverting juveniles
from the formal juvenile justice system.

Without Federal funding many inovative programs would never have been at-
tempted, either because of limited resources at the county level or because of resist-
ance from some elements of the system. It has been true that the only reason cer-
tain counties established new juvenile justice pr . rams was that Federal money was
available for them. What the i'ederal money did was to allow them to learn that
most of these experimental programs did improve their juvenile justice :systems.
Some counties have picked up the costs of every successful experimental juvenile
justice project that was originally funded by OdJDP.

COMMENTS ON THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINqUENCY PREVENTION ACT
AMENDMENTS OE I4H4 IH.R 4971)

NACo supports most of the amendments to the current Juvenile Justice Act that
are contained in H R .1971_ By clarifying many of its provisions, the proposed
Litton makes it more likely that the intent of Congress will be carried out. We
would like to comment on a few of the provisions:

/ Vu /u/ court order galiwuards. NACo has longstanding policy that detention
pending court disposition should be reduced to a minimum. Thus, we opposed the
pis!) valid court order amendment to the Juvenile Justice Act, because it could
erode the progress that had been made in the deinstitutionalization of status offend-
ers Nevertheless, we support the definition of valid court order in section 104(5),
biwalISP it includes safeguards to protect juveniles from overu.ie of this procedure.

.' Appointment u/ local elected ()literals. NACo commends you for including local
elected officials as one category of persons from whom national advisory committee
members can he chosen What James Girzone, Commissioner for Youth. Konsselaer
('aunty. NY testified Wore you years ago still stands:

"Local Pled rd officials and their counterparts at the State level allocate the re
sources to rnntinue the programs and services this act funds initially Without their
input al the front end of program planning: without their concerns as to what the
real problems of yuut h are. and without the capacity to have an ongoing dialog he-
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tween elected officials and the youth serving community, there will be no long-term
change in the system to benefit young people. Sustaining the alternatives to the ju-
venile justice system requires not only the cooperation of elected officials, but also
their active participation in efforts designed to produce change."

.1. State subsidies.NACo welcomes the decision to retain subsidies as advanced
practices under the Formula Grant Program and as one of the categories for fund-
ing under the discretionary grant prog'am. The association has been a strong advo-
cate of using Federal juvenile justice funds as incentives to States to establish juve-
nile justice subsidies to assist county governments in meeting the goals of the act.
State subsidies benefit all levels of government: They expand the impact of Federal
funding. In fact, according to the Academy for Contemporary problems, in 1980
State subsidies provided 21/2 times more money than the Federal Government for
programs that could be used as alternatives to the traditional juvenile justice
syt:+em. For State governments, they help establish community-based alternatives to
expensive State-run juvenile correctional facilities, while allowing the State to
retain basic quality control. They also shift much of the responsibility for adminis-
tering progrents away from the States to community-based programs. For counties,
subsidies offer funding for programs that will keep their young people who are at
risk or in trouble in their own communities.

Mr. Chairman, NACo has long advocated that States expand their investment in
alternative community programming. Indeed for mans States such investments
have produced long-term savings. The subsidy provisions provide added encourage-
ment for these processes to occur.

4. Removing juveniles from adult jails.NACo policy urges counties to remove ju-
veniles from correctional facilities which detain accused or adjudicated adults, and
we have been and continue to be strong supporters of the Juvenile Justice Act's pro-
visions on removing juveniles from adult jails and lock-ups. At the same time, we
support the 1984 amendment (section 207(aX5fl to the jail removal provision that
would give less populated counties more flexibility in complying with jail removal
through 1989. We applaud the recognition that rural areas may have special prob-
lems in finding immediate alternatives to jails in their communities.

NACo is not alone in its support for removing juveniles from adult jails. We are
joined by 38 other members of the national coalition for jail reform who support the
consensus position. "No juveniles (under age 18 should be held in adult jails."
Other coalition members include, but are not limited to, the American bar Associa
lion, American ('orrectional Association, National League of Cities, National Sher-
iffs Association, U.S. Conference of Mayors, National Center for State Courts, Na.
tional Council on Crime and Delinquency and American Public Health Assa:iation.

In the February/March 1984 issue of the National Sheriff, NSA president Sheriff
Richard J. Elrod. Cook County, IL, states in his "president's message": "The housing
and mixing of juveniles with adults in our county jails and municipal lock-ups has
been a situation which is universally recognized as injurious, not only to the individ-
ual youth but to society as a whole.

Sheriff Elrod also cites the well -known study of the Community Research ('enter
of the University of Illinois that found the rate of juvenile suicides in adult jails to
be eight times higher than those detained in separate secure juvenile detention cen-
ters and five times the rate of juveniles in the general population.

Elrod also points out. "Sometimes in an effort to separate juveniles, because of a
lavk of tzdequate facilities, jailers are forced to treat juveniles more severely than
adults In order to separate youths from adults by 'sight and sound,' he says, "as

been the rule in many Mates, jailers are sometimes forced to put juveniles in
the onlv space available such as solitary confinement or padded cells.

Elrod notes that sheriff's have a particular interest in this issue. because they are
usually the managers of jails In this role they fact) the financial dangers of law-
suits. if young people lie or are harmed in jail. as well as a loss of Federal funds if
they do not comply with the jail rmloval mandate These considerations notwith-
standing, he says, sheriffs "should be behind juvenile removal because it is the right
thing to do."

Another group that recently came out in favor of jail removal is the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations In its major study. Jails Intergovern-
mental Dimensions of a Local Problem. A('IR stated. "The commission recommends
that till States. after consultation with affected local governments. adopt guidelines
(1) for removing. where practicable. juvenile, mentally ill and retarded, and publicly
inebriated detainees from jails and (2) for ensuring in the future that people within
these categories are not detained in jails"

.; Missing chrldrvn rissitunce prygrunt.At its January 1984 meeting. NA('o's jus-
ttt' and public safety steering committee passed a resolution supporting a Federal
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missing children assistance program The National Bureau of Missing Children thatwould be established in H.R 4971 provides most of the services and programs NACosees us necessary to assist missing children and their families. Where NACo's policy
differs with he proposed bill is on the location of the program within the FederalGovernmcn The Association believes that it should be placed in the Office of Juve-nile Justice .nd Delinquency Prevention, Department of Justice, rather than in theAdministration for Children, Youth and Families, Department of Health andHuman Services, for the following reason:The handling of missing children cases is primarily d law enforcement matter.Current Federal programs to address the missing children problem arejucated in
the Department of Justice. They include the FBI's collection of informationommiss-ing children in its National Crime Information Center [NCIC) compute:, the paren-tal kidnaping prevention program handled by U.S. attorneys and the FBI. And theFBI's investigation of stranger abductions. Moreover, the local and State agencies
that respond to initial missing children reports and would later coordinate withFederal agencies are police and sheriffs departments. Even in prevention, the ex-
pertise of law enforcement personnel is invaluable.Thus. NACo recommends that the Missing Children Assistance Program be placed
in the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I would like to repeat my thanks for the opportunity to testifybefore you today on this important legislation. I would also like to reiterate what Iconsider to be my most important point; namely, that retention of the framework ofthe Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act is the most important taskbefore us. While NACo would like to see the changes and additions we noted today,continuation of the act is our top priority.I would he pleased to answer any questions.

STATEMENT OF HON, LUKE QUINN. PROBATE RIDGE, GENESEECOUNTY, MI, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OFCOUNTIES, ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD MURRAY, LEGISLATIVEREPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIESJudge QUINN. Thank you very much, Congressman Petri, for pro-viding me with the opportunity of being here.With me is Mr. Don Murray, who is the legislative representa-tive of NACo.
I might just tell you, Congressman, just a bit about me. Youknow that I am from Genesee County, MI. You may have some cur-iousity why a probate judge would be here testifying abcut mattersthat relate to juveniles. In the State of Michigan, the juvenile courthappens to be located within the probate court. Our county is acounty of roughly one-half million, and we are a three-judge court.I am also a chairmanchairperson, if you willof the NationalAssociation of Counties' Juvenile Justice Subcommittee, and theviews that I am presenting here today, unless I otherwise state it,are those of the National Association of Counties.Mr. Prrkt. I should say your full statement will appear in therecord of the proceedings of this subcommittee, and you may pro-reed as you wish.

Judge QUINN. Yes. I intend to just sort of highlight that.If I were to be limited to a single point, it would he that NACostrongly urges the reauthorization of this act. I feel personally. andNACo. I know. shares this, that it has been an extremely successfulact over the years
I think that it has prevented the needless incarceration of hun-dreds of thousands of children. This has come about, I believe. be-cause it has caused people within the system to think about whatthey are doing, to rethink what they are doing. It has provided
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funds for creative and innovative programs, and it has brought
new people into the system who have had some new ideas as to
what should be happening to our children.

To sort of recount a sort of personal experience with you, I will
tell you that, when I became a probate judge almost 14 years ago,
in our county we were locking up hundreds of children who we con-
veniently called status offenders. In 1973, for example, nearly 800
children were locked up in our jail for running away from home.

We were even sending kids in the State of Michigan out of the
country in the early 1970's. From our county alone, we sent eight
childrensome people said we exiles: eight childrento the coun-
try of Haiti who were status offenders. We actually had children in
runaway status in the wilds of Haiti in the early 1970's.

The mode of treatment down there was what some called cultur-
al disorientation. The way that was supposed to work is, if you sent

a child away from home into a strange environment, culturally and
economically deprived, after a few weeks, they would become dis-
oriented and, thus, more malleable or amenable to treatment. I

think that, during the Korean war, that was referred to as brain-
washing, but for the 1970's, we had upgraded it to cultural disori-

entation.
I was part of that process, sending these kids from their homes

into our juvenile jail and, as I said, occasionally out of the country.
Then we had in 1974, as you well know, the Juvenile Justice Act

passed. This forced us to start thinking about what we were doing

to our children. And being good bureaucrats, one of the first things
we did was to form a committee to see if we could somehow comply
with the provisions of the act and do things differently. We nad
representatives from the school system, from the police, the court,
the Department of Social Services, and other interested citizens.

One young man came up with the notion that maybe we ought to
apply for a grant from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention, and maybe we could come up with a program
using the YMCA to house the children that we were locking up. He
came up with the acronym REACH, which is an acronym for run-
away emergency action hotline. And, lo and behold, we received
funding for a period of :3 years.

We were never able to use the Y, but we started out with case-
workers assigned to that program and a network of foster homes
operating on a 24-hour basis. If the police picked up a kid running
away from home, all he had to do was to call REACH, they could
go get the youngster, place him, and try to reunite him with his
family.

This worked pretty well. But we were still locking up several
hundred runaway kids a year. This program was implemented in
1976 and, still in 1977, we were locking up several hundred run-
aways because many people involved with the process felt that that
was really what these kids needed, a good day or two in the slam-
met., and that would straighten everything out and they would go
forth and sin no more.

Finally, we got the case that I call the straw that broke the
camel's back. To sort of paraphrase the police report for you, it in-
volved a young man, age 16, 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighed 190
pounds, and he appeared to be a good student. It said the problem

112
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is his mother told him that he could go live with some friends,
which is what he wanted to do. When she. found out she could no
longer get the social security check, she asked him to come back
home, and he didn't want to come home.

So the police went to his classroom at 11 o'clock in the morning
and they arrested him. They took him out of thew, and they took
him downtown, and fingerprinted him, and they booked him, and
they held him for a hearing that afternoon before the juvenile
court.

When that was brought to the attention of the judges, we met,
and we felt that the only way we could absolutely stop this sort of
insanity was to forbid the locking up of this type of youngster in
the future. We implemented a policy that we got some pretty
strong responses from many in the law enforcement community.

I got one letter from a high police official who told me that I was
really not meeting my responsibility to any constituency and, more-
over, I was really letting these children down because they needed
to be locked up for their own protection.

I am proud to say that we hung tough in that decision, and we
stopped locking up that type of youngster, stopped it altogether.
We made REACH our agent for handling all those cases.

Last year, we locked up zero kids for running away from home.
All those dire predictions that have been made as a result of doing
that just did not come to pass. The city of Flint still stands, the
county is operational, and kids have not left home en masse, as ev-
erybody predicted would happen.

The REACH program is still operating fine, and without any
Federal funds whatsoever. After 3 years, the program was so suc-
cessful in the eyes of everybody, the State, the Mott Foundation
which we were very fortunate to have in our community, the
United Way and some private donators came up with the money to
keep the program in operation, and it is still in operation today. It
is extremely successful.

Last year it had over 2,000 contacts, serviced nearly 500 families,
and placed 330 children. The average stay was less than 5 days,
and 85 percent of those kids went home; 85 percent of them were
successfully reunited with their families.

I think that is eloquent testimony to how successful these pro-
grams can be if those involved will give them a chance to work.

Let me just say that NACo supports most of the amendments to
the current Juvenile Justice Act. I just have a few comments that I
would like to make in that regard.

On the valid court order, I will say that NACo opposed the valid
court order amendment in the first place. But it is now a fact in
being, and we think it is going to continue as a part of the act. We
believe that the proposed amendments will tighten up the safe-
guards and prevent the overuse of that amendment and, therefore,
we support it today very much.

We feel that the inclusion of local elected officials as a category
of person to be appointed to the National Advisory Committee is a
very good addition.

NACo welcomes the decision to retain State subsidies as ad-
vanced practices under the Formula Grant Program as one of the
categories for funding under the discretionary grants program.

11 3
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NACo has been and continues to be a strong supporter of the re-
moval from adult jails provision. I know and NACo acknowledges
the fact that some of the smaller counties have a real probiem and
we, therefore, support the amendment to extend special consider-
ation to those counties. But I sincerely believe that those counties
are going to have to make a greater effort to control that jail popu-
lation. I believe it is in the best intersts of children and, in the long
run, I think it is in the best interest of aunty government.

We are seeing now what I think is just the first wave of lawsuits
that are going to be filed against county governments for what is
happening to children in those county jails. I don't have to detail
for you gentlemen the horror stories that really abound. We all
know that a juvenile is more likely to commit suicide in jail than
in any other place. For many youngsters who are sentenced to jail,
it is, in effect, a sentence to death. I think that is really unfortu-
nate.

I do personally believe that jail is being very much overused
throughout this country as fair as young people are concerned. In
our county of half a million, we jail two or three youngsters on an
average of a year. To my knowledge, we jailed in our county two
youngsters, and they were two young men who allegedly killed a
police officer.

I might just point out that one of those young men had spent
some time in a smaller county jail in Michigan, and had been
placed in that small county jail for an offense he had committed
there. We had his probation officer come down and testify at his
hearing. He shook his head, and he said he just couldn't under-
stand it because that boy, when he got out of that county jail, said
he really learned his lesson. I thought, yes, he learned it so well he
came into our county and shot a police officer seven times.

So I think the jail is highly overrated. I don't think it does kids
any good and, ultimately, I don't think it does society any good. I
think these youngsters, who are only there for about a very short
time, by the way, many of them come out much angrier and much
more hostile then they were when they entered, and a lot of them
are intent on getting even. I think that we need to come to that
real izat ion.

NACo has come pretty good company in taking their position on
the jail removal question, such as the National Sheriffs Associa-
tion. Isn't that remarkable that the people responsible for running
the jails believe that juveniles do not belong there?

I was really impressed with Sheriff Elrod's article recently, who
is the president of the National Sheriff's Association. Ile talked
about all of the reasons for removing kids from jail. He finally con-
cluded by saying that it is the right thing to do. I subscribe to that
wholeheartedly.

Mr. ANDHEws. Thank you.
I believe you are from Cong-ressrnan Kildee's district: is that cor-

rect?
Judge WINN. I am, indeed. sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Then I am certainly going to recognize Congress-

man Kildee first to commend his constituent.
Mr. Kit.ni.:K. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
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As a member of the full committee and as a fcrmer of this sub-
committee, I appreciate the chance to welcome Judge Luke Quinn
before this subcommittee.

Judge Quinn has a nationwide reputation in the area of juvenile
justice, and was very, very helpful to me during the last reauthor-
ization of this bill on trying to secure the proper treatment of
status offenders at that time under this bill. We went to the floor
with the bill in good shape, Mr. Chairman, thanks to your help, but
we suffered some problems there on the floor.

Judge Quinn is a person I turn to as one who has both the right
head and the right heart in dealing with young people. I think that
is very important that we use our heads and our hearts both. That
combination has been well put together in Judge Quinn.'

I welcome him to this subcommittee. I have no questions of him
today. I question him rather regularly, and he has always provided
very good answers for me.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. °ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Kildee.
Mr. PETRI. I have no real questions, except for one thing on this

facility in Genesee County.
You save the county taxpayers $1 million a year, but presumably

someone is still paying the bills for the facility, so it now is costing
the State taxpayers $1 million a year.

Judge QUINN. But it is serving a much larger area. I didn't make
that point at the time.

We, the three judgeswhich is another story in and of itself
operated this juvenile detention facility, juvenile jail, if you will. It
was a 72-bed facility, and we mostly kept if filled. But after this act
was enacted and we got into the business of doing these other
things for children, we found that we no longer had the need for
this large facility. We turned it over to the State, and the State
started out by servicing our county and eight others. Now it serves
the entire Ste of Michigan. So it is serving the State as opposed
to one county. We average less than 10 children in detention at
this time.

Mr. PETRI. So now a kid is sent from the Upper Peninsula down
to Genesee County if they are held in detention?

Judge QUINN. Yes, sir; the attachment area extends throughout
the State of Michigan. We have children from all over the State.
The department of social services also uses it. Sometimes it is not
filled even so.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much for bringing us the benefit

of your experiences in Michigan. We are very appreciative.
Judge QUINN. Thank you very much.
Mr. PETRI. Mr. Chairman, I have a letter from another judge in

Michigan, Marquette County, also in support of this bill. lie is a
colleague of yours, Michael Anderegg, the son of the next witness.

I wonder if that could be entered in the record at this time.
Mr. ANDREWS. Of course.
Judge QUINN. I just met his mother.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. Without objection, on the motion of Mr. Petri, the

letter will be entered into the record.
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[The letter of Judge A nderegg follows:]
MARQUETTE COUNTY PROBATE & JUVENILE COURT,

Marquette, MI, March 5, 1984.
Mr El) LARNON,
Staff ('ounsel. House Education and Labor Contntittee,
Washngton. IX'.

1)1.:#1.tt Mit. CARSON' I am writing to follow up our recent discussion regarding the
proposed amendment of the anti-jailing sections of the Juvenile Justice Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974.

As I told you, I am the Probate and Juvenile Judge for Marquette County, Michi-
gan, a county of some 1,573 square miles and 76,000 people located in the Upper
Peninsula. I have held this office for E. little over seven years. I am also president of
the Upper Peninsula Probate Judges Association. The Association consists of four-
teen Judges serving a population of slightly more than 300,000 people.

The Upper Peninsula receives about $35,000 annually in DDP money 't is used to
fund diversion projects for status offenders. Federal funds are also used to pay for
in-home detention and transportation of juveniles to and from secure detention.

Juveniles in need of detention in the Upper Peninsula are currently lodged in in-
home detention. in a twelve bed non-secure family type youth home in Marquette,
or in county jails. Michigan law allows a judge to order a juvenile placed in jail for
a period not to exceed thirty days provided the juvenile is at least fifteen years old
and is lodged separate and apart from adult prisoners. According to the Juvenile
Court Rules, juveniles must be kept out of sight and hearing of adult prisoners to
the extent practicable.

If jailing were prohibits even to the extent of the de mininis provisions of the cur-
rent JUDPA, juveniles who could not be held in in-home detention or the Marquette
County Youth Home would have to be sent to secure detention in the lower penin-
sula. The nearest secure detention facility is in Bay City, 347 miles away. The next
frequently used secure detention facility, and the only facility currently operated by
the Michigan Department of Social Services is located in Flint, Michigan, which is
415 miles from Marquette and 536 miles from Bessener, the county seal of Gogebic
County.

I understand and agree completely with the principles of placing a child in the
least restrictive form of troatment appropriate to his or her needs, and the principle
of rehabilitation, rather than retribution. as the primary purpose of the juvenile
court. However, J and I think many other similarly situated, do not believe that
placing a juvenile in and adult jail facility is such a consummate evil that it should
be prevented at all costs. I believe juveniles should be kept separate and apart from
adults and should be closely monitored to prevent self-harm. On the other hand, as-
suming these safeguards are provided. it does not make sense to me to send a child
400-500 miles from his family, friends, or attorney, just so that we can say we have
avoided whatever stigma attaches to being in the same building used to lodge
adults.

Congressman Pttri's proposed amendments to the JJDPA, allowing a 24-hour jail
placement for any non-status offense, are a commendable effort to bring common
sense to bear on existing Federal requirements that have little relationship to reali-
ty. Without amendments like this, I believe you will find that many states will
siniply elect not to take JJDP funds I think that would be unfortunate because
these monies pay for innovative programs that would otherwise be unavailable espe-
cially in rural areas

If anything. the proposed amendments do not go far enough. I believe jailing of
non-status offenders for up to thirty days while awaiting court hearings or disposi-
tional placements should be available if the juvenile judge makes a finding that
good cause exists. I believe a judge should also be given the authority to jail a juve-
!lite who repeatedly runs away from court-ordered placements, provided no secure
detention facility is available within 100 miles of the court.

My colleagues and I thank you and Congressman Petri for your interest in this
difficult and sensitive issue. If I can furnish you or the committee with any addi-
tional information, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely yours.
MIrliAEI. J. A N ()EMIG, Probate Judge

Mr. ANDREWS. I believe the next witness is from the district of my
colleague. Mr. Petri. So I will defer to him.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
I vould like to call Mrs. Anita Anderegg, county executive of Fond
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du Lac County, WI, to testify. I would introduce her to you, Mr.
Chairman and staff.

I have had the pleasure of working with and admiring the job that
County Executive Anderegg does, and has done for many years. She
is a very, very conscientious citizen. If everyone took their responsi-
bilities as serious as she does, we wouldn't have as much to do here.

So I am happy you are here as a taxpayer and as a representative.
I appreciate the time you spent studying this bill and relating your
own hands-on administrative experience to it, and coming out here
at your own expense to share that with us.

(Prepared statement of Hon. M. Anita Anderegg follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. M. ANITA ANDEREGG, COUNTY EXECUTIVE, OFFICE OF
THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE, FOND DU LAC, WI

Chairman Andrews, and members of the committee, I am County Executive of
Fond du Lac County, Wisconsin. Our County has 89,000 people and is the 13th larg-
est County in the state, so I am sure that my testimony will apply to many other
counties in Wisconsin. I am here at my own expense to try to make you aware of
the problems this legislation will create throughout most of the smaller counties in
this country.

The area of Fond du Lac County is 725 square miles. Our population density is
123 persons per square mile. The proposed population density exclusion of 100 will
not exempt us from the requirement that there must be total separation of adults
and juveniles in secure detention facilities, including a totally separate staff.

We are opposed to the jail removal mandate of Section 223 (aX14) of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act because we simply cannot afford to fund a
totally separate facility. That separation would cost us $250,000 per year just to
staff, without including any salaries for the required teachers, social workers, and
'recreational officers. We have an average of two juveniles per day in our jail. They
are presently separated from adult prisoners, but are supervised by the staff which
supervises the adults. All of our Correctional officers have received some training in
juvenile detention and will receive additional training this year.

Th-_- program we have in place already divert first time status offenders. We have
reduced the number of juveniles confined in jail by over fifty percent since 1978.
When a juvenile is taken into custody in our County, he or she is taken to juvenile
Intake (annual budget $80,820 for screening. We maintain 24 hour, seven day cover-
age in this program.

The first time status offenders are sent to the Shelter Care facility (annual budget
$100,000) or to a social services receiving home or released to the custody of the par-
ents, if that is appropriate. Repeated or serious offenders go to jail for generally
short periods of time until a court appearance. In 1983 we detained 147 juveniles in
jail. Seventy of those juveniles were held in jail less than 24 hours. Sixteen hap-
pened to be taken into custody on a weekend and appeared in court on Monday.

The County also operates a group home for adjudicated delinquent boys, (annual
budget $100,000). The establishment of that home was not accomplished without
considerable political cost to the County supervisors who supported it, and for me
Some of the supervisors who supported it failed to be reelected because of that
single issue A petition was circulated for my recall. The home has been in oper-
ation for two years without incident and serves as an alternate to incarceration in
the state institution for juveniles at Lincoln /fills. We belie ,e that there is a great
deal to he gained by keeping the juvenile and his family as close together as possible
so that we can help them work out their family problems. There is an additional
advantage in not exposing the juveniles to the graduate course in delinquency they
get from their peers at Lincoln Hills.

We also operate a Juvenile Restitution program (annual budget. $50,000) so that
juvenile offenders have an opportunity to earn the money to repay the victims of
their crimes.

It is important to recognize that the statistics you are given op juvenile detention
in jails that refer to violations of non-secure custody do not rilect accurate pic-
ture. A juvenile with a prior record of charges that would be e inor or felony
cluiges for adults, who is currently in nonsecure custody. and violates that non-
secure custody. will he brought into court on a charge of violating his non-secure
custody status We are often dealing with a great deal more than a juvenile who has
run away, and the judge must take that into account in the disposition of the case

Nineteen of the juveniles we held in jail last year were held for crimes that would
he felonies if they had been committed by adults. Two 'sixteen year -olds were in for
murder One was convicted of murdering a woman who had n a witness in a pre-
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vious court appearance which had resulted in his serving a term at Lincoln Hills.
The boy had been placed in foster care when he was relesed: he obviously needed a
higher level of supervision than he was given. The other was convicted of killing
three members of his family and attempting to kill a fourth. One was housed in our
jail for a year while his attorneys fought his waiver to adult status for the crime.
The other also had a protracted stay in our County jail while his attorneys appealed
his waiver. These two cases accounted for over one half of our juvenile days in jail
last year.

You should ix. similarly cautious with ..tatistics comparing juvenile suicides in jail
with adult suicides in jail. It ni;ght be more appropriate to compare the percentage
rate of juveniles who commit suicide in jail with the percentage rate of juveniles in
the total population who commit suicide. The suicide rate for juveniles in general
has tripled in the last 20 years. Mental health professionals attribute this increase
at least partially to the availability of drugs.

I have reviewed the statistics provided by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Office on comparative costs of operation of separate juvenile facilities
with the costs of remodeling adult facilities in order to provide separation for the
juveniles from the adults. You should be aware that their cost assumptions include
"an average cost of $41,500 per bed, for rennvation/construction amortized over a

year period': The OJJDP's calculations I also include the highly subjective "cost
of probable incidences of recidivism," as well as "the average direct out-of-pocket
costs to citizens by type of offense".

Considering the selection of the statistics used for their calculations, their conclu-
sion was probably inescapable: "that jail removal can be expected to save tax-payers
nearly $121 million every two years over the cu-rent jailing practice." I do not toler-
ate that kind of arithmatic when I put the County budget together. Perhaps the fact
that we deal with smaller numbers tends to make them more reliable. Both the
eight bed Shelter Care facility that we operate and seven bed group home we oper-
ate, cost an average of $18 to $20 more per day than it costs to operate the County
jail, because of the economies of scale we are able to achieve in the larger operation.

If you would sponsor amendments to Section 223taX14) that would be something
similar to the following, I think that counties like ours could comply:

"While in the jail, juveniles shall be kept out of physical contact with adult in-
mates at all times, including during booking. Juveniles shall be housed out of sight
of adult inmates, and shall be sound separated to the extent practicable. When out
of their cellblocks in the jail. or while being transported, juveniles shall be kept out
of contact, sight and sound of adult inmates to the extent reasonably possible."

Instead of a completely separate staff, including administrative, as the Federal
Register mandates. we suggest that correctional officers in charge of the adult pris-
oners have additional required training in caring for juveniles in secure detention.
We are already doing this. The state code allowed us to "grandfather" in presently
employed correctional officers who had not received the required training. We have
chosen not to take advantage of the "grandfather" clause. Every officer has to have
at least the required hours of training, and we continue to add to the training each
year

The suggestion has been made that we try to establish regional juvenile detention
centers. In order to make such a center economically feasible to operate, several
counties would have to be involved. The distances one would have to travel in order
to bring someone hack for a court appearance would take a considerable amount of
staff time/travel time which is certainly part of the cost. I am afraid that the time
and cost would encourage underutilization of the facility, and result in making the
daily rate prohibitive. If the juveniles are not detained and do not show up for the
court appearance, we have to go looking for themagain.

Certainly the people we all represent expect us to thoroughly investigate the cost/
benefit ratios of the programs for which we levy taxes. It is my opinion that neither
thy' costs. nor the purported benefits have been presented realisticallyat least for
Fond du Lac County We think that what we have is superior to what your separa-
tion mandate would force upon us. We respectfully urge that you either amend the
legislation as we have suggested, or refuse to recothmend it.

I have been requested by the Wisconsin Counties Association to add their letter to
the Wisconsin Congressional Delegation opposing. this bill to my tc?stimony. (copy at-
tached'

Thank you

ot .o,%endes attached
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mowever. one only has to 10011 at the data that shows
the 1,00 Of offenses for which Children are being (mild
10 see that most of those Children do not require Wu.,
COnlmement Their ofteilleS are not generally serious
enough to warrant secure cOnflnement in order to protect
lOpiety

Dated upon information from the 1977 MessachuSetts
Task Force on Secure Facilities. the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency. the U S Children', Bureau, and
the National Center for Juvenile Juane,, it is estimated
that Only tO percent of Mose persons under 18 alleged to
have committed an offense would require Secure delen
lion prior to adludication

The Children's Defense Fund visited 449 aria and lock
ups in a ninestale area in 1976 and found that, Of the tot-
al number of children held in those lads On the day vi
sited. 434 preterit were under the age of 15 Thie Survey
also found that only 11 7 percent of the children found in
Ian were charged with serious offerles agionSt persons
The rest 88 3 percent. were charge,' with property or
Other minor dffenses 01 the $8 3 percent. 17 9 percent of
the oilers children had committed only 'statue offenses
An additional 4 3 percent had committed no Ottani* Cl ell

looking at the Children s Crews* Fund statistics one
can see Mel aPprosimately 11 7 percent 01 thy children
found in led were charged with serious offenses against
persons It is logical tO Mum* that Muse Children require
Secure detention The remaining percentage. 88 3 percent.
is made up of children who have committed property and
other minor offenses 056 1 percent) and status and non.
Offentills (22 2 percent). all of whom could be detained in
alternative. nOnSecure lettings

Costs of Jailing Juveniles
The 1980 amendmentS to the Juvenile Justice and De

iinguency Prevention Act (JJ0PAI dealt with the problems
allocated with detaining children in all and tockups by
requiring eech state partiCipating in the J.W0A Formula
Grant Program tO plan for and ultimately achieve Corn.
plelf removal Of all children frorn such facilities II. in
trying to carry Out this requirement Stales attempted to
build hew secure facilities for these juveniles. the costs
would be staggering However, such a response iS not
net eillify

Th Office Of Juvenile Justice and Del. uenc Prover,
hqn (Q..tAr) nas analyzed the relative cOaf 01 detaining
Juveniles ,n fails, with and without appropriate separation
from adults and that of total removal of juveniles from
'Ada arjCIR...LE.0

In August Of isao. the Community Research Center of
the University Of Illinois *Violated that. in 1978. there
were apprdeirnaleht 479 908 persons under the age of 18

adull lads and IOCk ups The average daily Cost of hold.
mg trine children in sucn facilitieS. aCcOrding to MO esti.
mate t of he American JuStiCe Institute is $24 Per day
with an average length Of slay per Child of six days The
annual Coll of holding these juveniles would therefore
nave been apPrOvimately S89 106 752 CO

The American JuSfiCe Institute hie devalOped a ,Ormti
te for determining per day 'ailing C0115 if ail Children
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beat held ware sight and saitfr.tc_TI
separation rom adults *mg e in sc. ies his
formula incorporates an average coil of $41 500 00 per
bed for renovationrcOnStruction amortized Over a liveyear
kerad These renovation/construction costs add approx
amately S23 00 each day to the regular daily per diem rate
for lad. Using this new per diem rate Of $4700 the annual
coal for continuing to led 479.908 children annually is
well as providing separation for that SO percent Of Ins
population of juvenile' now being held in regular contact
with adults, is calcullited lo be 9102.220.404 00

The 04,10P'$ calculallOnS Of the per diem costs of (an
removal assume that 58.3 percent of the 479.908 childre
in lad can be removed to nonsecure seffings and that
one half or thiS 58.3 percent can be pracerf in home de
tention (per estimates Of the Community Research Cen
ler) II II further assumed that the I Lipercent whO re
quire some form of secure care can be placed in already
vitiating juvenile detention facilities either by filling vaCan
cies provided by the removal Of Status and nonoffenders
from secure juvenile detention facilities or by transporta
lion to the clOSeel available Secure Selling ft should be
noted that the American JulliCe Institute and Oth.irS hive
used I 90 percent nonseturwt0 Weird secure place-
ment breakdown in catculating relative coats of Ail e-
movai Thus Our calculation. billed On $8 3 percent non
Secure plaCement/11 7 WWII Mur olacement. pro.
'aces a more conservative estimate of cost Savings

While the average length Of Stay of juveniles in lads
and nonsecure Settings is six days. the average length of
slay for juveniles placed in secure !oven!!e detention laCi
Iilias It 12 days Also significant is the fact that the aver.
age per diem rate 'ir secure luvenile detention tacilibe, is
S61 00. compared lo $1400 for home detention 918 CO for
group homes and 524 00 tor jails The tact that appros
imately 11 7 percent Of The children removed from (ad
would likely be placed in Secure detention facilities Could
bring the total annual operating cost for detaining juve-
niles in facilities Other that pill 10 581 781 920 00 .vhiC.
if 15 percent higher than the COSI of hailing Children .vi:h
Out separation

Other Costs Recidivism
However mere per diem' or operating Costs are

Only one aspect of what it costs citizens to data .n uve
noes recidivism rates. which are the rates or rearest 3,
luVendille for new offenses are higher for cri.iorer de
tamed in lads than for any Other type 01 juvenile care
would be easy f0 assume that children placed in la II are
more serious offenders Or have more extensive prior nit.
Cords than Children placed in other secure or non-seCure
Settings thuS making higher recidivism rale more i'air
However that rationale dOeS not hold up AS has
already been noted approximately 883 ce cent cf
Children found in tails and loCvu0S are !I've tor ar.3aartr
Or Other minor offenses 433 percent of me cniioren
found in 'Mil nave no known prior court COnlaCIS
Perhaps then. a better explanation tor the high ec;.1
rates which tall produce is that lads have a negat.,..

FILMED FP,OM
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Mkt uPOri the self-esteem and the rawest ..ng Instincts of
children

It A important toe the recidivism rates of tails and
other (Apemen! optionS De included in a Cautallon 01
f?. relative Costs bi pall removal, for these rates have en
impeO Upon me Wiwi C011110 sOCilirtnat this Ailed
population of 47910 children inCiirligh reCidivism
rates mean h19ts future Coen not Only in terrna of the per
day cost of detention but also in terms of the Motet. out.
Of-pocket Coets to Citizen' that MOW futute violin levy.

When residIvism factors are included in colt Calcula-
tion! 01 all Mum types of policy alternatives for dealing
pith OA problem* aliabelahld with Chlkfren in jails. Com-
plete ?MOM 11114 m0111 60*, effective Approach.

Our delerminalion Of 114 I tat Cost Or (along and un-
!luring children metedea not my daily operating COM.
but aistrthe additAne gostit De incurred
result of prObable instant** of reCiamsm. inefq
1101141 are based upon average reCralviSM rates per lien
ileCernen1 Optldn ILI well as Mil average offlICI-OuTo
pocket dabs to citizens by type Or wrens* nom inc Sven
ape recidivism rates and the Mirage affirm coats or YIP
Vat)! types or tuvemis crime wow arc deo in mesa cJl-
cutetions havebiffin eiltiblleheril by RP

These Calculations produce the follOwing annual de.
Wilton costs plus additional direct COM for three types
of detention policies

Current praCtiCe of lading Children
withOut complete separation 111,141nItte27.00

Jailing children with complete
separatiOn $1.203,2t0,019.00

all children $1,020,754.00viniz ildren tram Ails 0112.

These figures show that tan removal is not the most
Costly way of addressing the harmful effects of detaining
Children in Ails In tact. fail removal can be expected to
lave taxpayers nearly 5121 million every two years Over
Ina current jailing practice

Police Rote
TM jo4ng 01 Children is harmful tO both Children and

society II .mposes costly human and aConomic waste
The high Suicide and recidivism rates produced by phIll
provide suff.c.ent evinence But even thOugn the tailing of
chodren .5 an ObnOus end disturbing problem. it is not en
easy one to solve Statutory changes are required in many
states In Other slates where laws have been enacted pro-
hibvt.ng the placement 01 juveniles in 11111, the law needs
10 04 upheld a, Practice This requires constant vigilance
by court personnel. police. and Citizens Each has a role
to play and MUM lotniely share the responsibility of find-
ing other. more suitable. placements for children

Police are most Often the fast cOntscts that juveniles
lave wen the SyStern An arresting officer ot e major Me
bermnani of ,he type or charge that Med. whether or
not I Nvithoo .3 attained and the type of detention fun.
dr .n vend' the .uan.v5 .5 pieced

Poke* departments ihoWd review their administrative
piooitdureS and revise then, *NM necessary to Ileum
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"Police departments should review their
administrative procedures and revise the
when necessary to insure that juveniles are
not subjected to unwarranted detention
and jailing."

that Juveniles are not Sul:kicked to unwarranted detention
and Ailing. Except in those case' where specific and
ObteCtive detention viten& are met, efforts 10 avoid the
formal processing and detention of children should be
illuppOrted. Such a policy spares children from needless
damage and 4:towline System to focus its ilmited re.
SOurCell on 1h040 plaintiff' whO have committed Serious
Offenses and pose a threat to society

Polk e departments can be advocates for the rights of
Children The pollCe Officer at lumly aware when his or
her jurisdiction lacks sufficient placement options which
provide alternatives to tail. Departments Should be active
In identitying placement needs and work collaboratively
with public and private agencies to see that they are
1111111101.11hed Police Can 140 work with the Courts to main.
lain a system of 24Mour intake so that they are not laced
with the need to detain Cnildren in tells pending the
availability of Court personnel,

Loll face it. Children in jails and lOck-ups present
enormous operational problems for the administrators tit
these facilities Police departments that do not want ch.l.
dren in their Ails must let that fact be known More Cif
hOn nealdti 10 b4 Metalled on the harmful effects 01 tatting
Children When Me public is not aware of the tragedies
that Jailed children suffer, public clamor and support for
tail reform cannot be expected

The 0.1.10R heti given the removal of crindren from
adult tans and lock.ups a high priority because 01 the La
gent need to find more suitable and sate placements Mr
children. The Office provides both Imancial and planning
assistance to any Stele Or lace jurisdiction that requeSte
it Reform Pb detention practices is not the sole responai.
Wily Of the courts The polite have a mem role to play
end can have a significant impact upon the futures of our
nation's children

Reproduced tram the Police Chili magaz,nd March 1982
15,11111 With (hri i.ermSVOsi 01 Out intemetronal ASSOC4110d
of Chief! of Police
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STATEMENT OF 110N. M. ANITA ,NDERECG, COUNTY EXECUTIVE,
FOND DU LAC (70UNTY, FOND 1)1' LAC, WI

Ms. ANDERMG. Thank you very much. I am really pleased to be
here to share the experience of those of us who are in the front
lines, who have to provide the money when we don't get enough
from the State and the Federal Government, and to tell you what
some of these Federal mandates cost us.

I filed a copy of my testimony with you before I realized that we
were going to be excluded by your latest amendment. 1 want to
thank you for excluding us, because it is not very practical. I would
like to testify for the suggestions that I made anyway, because I
think that we could sort of include ourselves in many of the goals
that you have, if you will modify that total jail removal and total
separate administrative staff along the lines that I am recommend-
ing.

So, with your permission, I will go ahead.
We are opposed to the jail removal mandate of the Juvenile Jus-

tice and Delinquency Prevention Act because we simply cannot
afford to find a totally separate facility. That separation would cost
us $250,000 per year just to staff, without including any salaries for
the required teachers, social workers, and recreational officers. We
have an average of two juveniles per day in our jail. They are pres-
ently separated from adult prisoners, but are supervised by the
staff which supervises the adults. All of our correctional officers
have received some training in juvenile detention, and will receive
additionAl training this year.

The programs we have in place already divert first-time status
offenders. We have reduced the number of juveniles confined in jail
by over 50 percent since 1978. When a juvenile is taken into custo-
dy in our county, he or she is taken to juvenile intakeannual
budget $80,000for screening. We maintain 24-hour, 7-day cover-
age in this program.

The first time status offenders are sent to the shelter care facili-
tyannual budget $100,000or to a social services receiving home
or released to the custody of the parents, if that is appropriate. Re-
peated or serious offenders go to jail for generally short periods of
time until a court appearance. In 1983 we detained 147 juveniles in
jail. Seventy of those juveniles were held in jail less than 24 hours.
Sixteen happened to he taken int( custody on a weekend and ap-
peared in court on Monday.

The county also operates far adjudicated delinquent boys
annual budget $100,000. The ,_!stablishment of that home was not
accomplished without consid2rable political cost to the county su-
pervisors who supported it and for me. Some of the supervisors
who supported it failed to ne reelected because of' that single issue.

The home has been in operation for 2 years without incident,
and serves as an alternate to incarceration in the State i titution
for juveniles at Linco11 Hills. We believe that there is a it deal
to be gained by keeping the ,venile and his family as clu togeth-
er as possible so that we can help them work out their family prob-
lems. There is an dditional advantage in not exposing those juve-
niles to the graeoate course in delinquency they get from their
peers at Lincol.. Hills.
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We also operate, a juvenile restitution program--annual budget
$50,000so that juvenile offenders have an opportunity to earn the
money to repay the victims of their crimes.

It is important to recognize that the statistics that you are given
on juvenile detention in jails that refer to violations of nonsecure
custody do not reflect any accurate picture. A juvenile with a prior
record of charges that would be misemeanor or felony charges for
adults, who is currently in nonsecure custody, and violates that
custody, will be brought into court on a charge of violating his non-
secure custody status. He isn't an original runaway. We are often
dealing with a gre'at deal more than a juvenile who has run away,
and the judge must take that into account in the disposition of the
case; 19 of the juveniles we held last year were held for crimes that
would be felonies if they had been committed by adults. Two 16-
year-olds were in for murder. One was convicted of murdering a
woman who had been a witness in a previous court appearance
which had resulted in his serving a term at Lincoln Hills. The boy
had been placed in foster care when he was released. He obviously
needed a higher level of supervision than he was given. The other
was convicted of killing three members of his family and attempt-
ing to kill a fourth. One was housed in our jail for 1 year while his
attorneys fought his waiver to adult status for the crime. The other
also had a protected stay in our county jail while his attorneys ap-
pealed his waiver. These two cases accounted for over one-half of
our juvenile days in jail last year. We had 813 days, and over 400
were taken up by these two murder cases.

You should be similarly cautious with statistics comparing juve-
nile suicides in jail with adult suicides in jail. It might be more ap-
propriate to compare the percentage rate of juveniles who commit
suicide in jail with the percentage rate of juveniles in the total pop-
ulation who commit suicide. The suicide rate for juveniles in gener-
al has tripled in the last 20 years. Mental health professionals at-
tribute this increase at least partially to the availability of drugs.

I have reviewed the statistics provided by Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Office on comparative costs of operation of
separate juvenile facilities with the costs of remodeling adult facili-
ties in order to provide separation for the juveniles from the adults.
You should be aware that their cost assumptions include an aver-
age cost of $41,500 per bed, for renovation/construction. and they
amortize it over a 5-year period. The office's calculations also in-
clude the highly subjective cost of probable incidences of recidi-
vism, as well as the average direct out-of-pocket costs to citizens by
type of offense

Considering the selection of the statistics used for their calcula-
tion, their conclusion was probably inescapable: "That jail remov-
al can be expected to save taxpayers nearly $121 million every 2
years over the current jailing practices.- I do not tolerate that kind
of arithmetic when I put the county budget together. Perhaps the
fact that we deal with smaller numbers tends to make them more
reliable. Both the eight-bed shelter care facility that we operate
and the seven-bed group home we operate cost an average Of $1s to
$20 more per day than it costs to operate the county jail. because of
the economies of scale we are able to achieve in the larger (Ter-
at ion.
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If you would sponsor amendments to that section that Auld be
something, I think that many counties like ours could comply:

While in the jail, juveniles shall be kept out of physical contact with adult in-
mates at all times, including during booking. Juveniles shall be housed out of sight
of adult inmates, and shall be sound separated to the extent practicable. When out
of their cellblocks in the jail, or while being transported, juveniles shall be kept out
of contact, sight and sound of adult in,nates to the c..tent reasonably possible.

Instead of a completely separate staff or a completely separate
facility, including administrative staff, as the Federal Register now
mandates, we suggest that correctional officers in charge of the
adult prisoners have additional. required training in caring for ju-
veniles in secure detention. We are already doing this. The State
Code allowed us to grandfather in presently employed correctional
officers who had not received the required training. We have
chosen not to take advantage of the grandfather clause. Every offi-
cer has to have at least the required hours of training, and we con-
tinue to add to the training each year.

The suggestion has been made that we try to establish regional
juvenile detention centers. In order to m ke such a center economi-
cally feasible to operate, several counties would have to be in-
volved. I think Judge Quinn told you that the entire State of Michi-
gan was involved in their secure detention facility, and I under-
stand that the daily rate there is something between $123 and $140
per day.

The distances one would have to travel in order to bring someone
back for a court appearance would take a considerable amount of
staff' time/travel time, which is certainly part of the cost. I am
afraid that the time and cost would encourage underutilization of
the facility and result in making the daily rate prohibitive. If the
juveniles are not detained and do not show up for the court appear-
ance, we have to go looking for themagain.

Certainly the people we all represent expect us to thoroughly in-
vestigate the cost/benefit ratios of the programs for which we levy
.axes. It is my opinion that neither the costs nor the purported
benefits have been presented realistically, at least for Fond du Lac
County. We think that what we have is superior to what your sepa-
ration mandate would force upon us. We respectfully urge that you
either amend the legislation as we have suggested, ar refuse to rec-
ommend it.

I would be happy to answer any questions for you if you have
some.

Mr. ANnitEws. Mr. Petri.
Mr. Prrxi. I want to again thank you for the work and for the

figures that you presented.
As you have observed. I have asked some of the other people who

have testified to see if they could supply us with information from
other places around the country to see if' there is any corrobora-
tion.

One figure I am particularly interested inand I wonder if you
could expand on it a little hit to explain to us just really how you
got to it -you say the separation would cost Fond du Lac Countythis is separate staffs-

Ms. a;.
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Mr. PETRI [continuing]. $250,000 per year, just to staff', without
including any salaries for the required teachers, social workers and
recreational officers.

How would that work? How did you arrive at that figure? Why
do you think it would cost that much?

Ms. ANDEREGG. We have to staff around the clock. If they are re-
quiring a separate admistrative staff, what we would have is nine
officers, a court officer, and a separate administrator.

The way I arrived at it was to use the salaries that we pay all
those people now who staff our adult jail. We need almost the same
number of people for the adult jail, but we only detain two juve-
nileslast year, it was an average of two per dayand if we could
have excluded the murderers earlier, it would have been one per
day. So what you are talking is about a round-the-clock staff for
one kid, and it is not necessary.

I think that we can train our correctional officers in juvenile de-
tentionin fact, they are already being trained like thatso that
we can take care of them, and use what money we can spare for
the teachers and the counselors. We have counselors in our jail
now for those people. But if you require the separation and the sep-
arate staff, that is what it is going to cost us.

Then, I think, what we will have to do is give up the shelter care
and the group home and som,.. of the other good things that we
have so that we can afford whe it is you say we ought to have. It
is a mistake.

Mr. PETRI. The other possibilities would be not send kids to a
secure facility, and rather send everyone to these group homes or
something of that sort, rather than a full supervised jail-like facili-
ty for juveniles.

What would be the objection to that that it would be a risk to the
public? Do some people need this sort of supervision?

Ms. ANDEREGG. It is obvious that some of them do need that kind
of supervision.

We hold even the ones who are picked for violations of their cus-
tody after they have been in previous trouble, and hold them less
for 24 hours usually until the judge disposes of them. You have to
have a secure detention facility somewhere.

In order to call themselves in compliance, I know that some
States have the social services that have these secure detention fa-
cilities. They can put juveniles in those facilities. They are in jails.
You know, it is ridiculous. In the Upper Peninsula, there are six
secure detention facilities for juveniles, and they are in the build-
ings, in the jails. The sheriffs don't like it because the separation
requires that. if you have only one kid there, you have a whole
empty cellbloc'k. and that is not pleasing to them.

Hut what I am saying that, where we can have separatewe
have a seven-bed juvenile part of the jail that we use, and there is
always somebody, one of our regular correctional officers, staffing
it. We can use that. It is on the second floor of our jail. There is no
reason in the world for us to be forced to remove the few juveniles
we have to put them somewhere elseeither send them to another
county. which takes a lot of timeand if they are in for something
violent, it takes two officers to take them there, bring them back
for the court appearance, and bring them back for their confer-
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ences with their attorneys. If their parents want to see them, you
have to either get their parents up there or get the kid back. There
is a lot of traveling time involved.

Really, I think we are doing a good job now. I think that if you
are reasonable with your legislation, a lot of counties that wouldn't
be forced to comply now because of the adoption of your amend-
ment, we could try to comply and that you would help us. But you
do have to be reasonable. We can't build a separate tunnel to take
a juvenile to court. If he sees another adult prisoner on his way
there with his officer, that is called haphazard conduct and, accord-
ing to the Federal Register, you can't hive that. It is totally unrea-
sonable.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is most impressive. I am very impressed w 'h

that. We, I believe, will be able to cause this reauthorization bill t,
be such that you can comply and, nevertheless, continue to do what
you are doing. You sound quite reasonable to me.

Ms. ANDEREGG. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. With your permission, we will appoint Mr. Petri

to represent you and your position. [Laughter.]
Ms. ANDEREGG. We have already had several discussions about

that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you so much.
Ms. ANDEREGG. Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Mr. Chairman, I have a letter in support of this legis-

lation and comments on it from Linda Reivitz, who is the head offi-
cer of the State of Wisconsin Department of Health and Social
Services. She administers this sort of thing on a state-wide basis in
Wisconsin. I wonder if I could have that placed in the record?

Mr. ANDREWS. Without objection, of course.
[The letters of Linda Reivitz follow:]

WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Madison, WI, March 1, 1984.
Ttinm As Prriti,

Ho of Reprvst.ri zws.
Wash trigton. IX'.

Di.:Aa MR. PFTRC I am writing to clarify an important issue in connection with my
February 2S letter to you concerning the jail removal provisions of the Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

As you will recall, in addition to endorsing the reauthorization of the Act and its
jail iemoval goals. I did request consideration of a change in the current exemptions
from adult jail detention.

Specifically, I recommended an exemption to permit detentions for up "to twenty
four hours for delinquents with felony-level delinquent allegations or adjudications
in counties of less than 100 persons per square mile. Such exempt detentions, more
over. should be limited to reasonably proximate adult jails that assure thorough sep-
aration as well as supervision of detainees."

The question has been raised as to how this proposed exemption relates to the
current .IS hour exemption for detention of juveniles charged with serious offenses
against persons Put simply, we think our recommended twenty-four hour exemp-
tioi is. on programmatic and practical grounds, a preferable alternative. We think
so for two reasons First. we believe the category of exempt offenses under the
toretyeight hour l.inguage is too limited. As expressed in my letter, we believe that
the exemption needs to cover felony-level allegations. which is a broader category
than is allowed under the existing forty-eight hour exemption. Second, we feel that
twenty-four hours provides appropriate and sufficient time for the exempt deten-
tions and. thus, that forty-eight hours is unnecessarily long.
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I hope this clarifies any misunderstanding that could have arisen in connection
with my first letter.

Sincerely,
LINDA REIVITZ, SeCrelDry.

WI,CONSIN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Madison, WI, February 28, 1984.
Hon. THOMAS PETRI,
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC

DEAR MR. PETRI: I appreciate your invitation to comment on the jail removal pro-
visions of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPAL

We, in Wisconsin, are fully aware of the real problems and real harm that have
resulted from the use of adult jails for the detention of juveniles. Moreover, this
awareness is not limited to my Department or the Wisconsin Council on Criminal
Justice. Local elected officials, county sheriffs, jail staff, and county human service
agencies have been equally concerned about the unnecessary trauma, the difficulty
of appropriate programming, the negative consequences of adult-juvenile interac-
tion, the administrative complexities, tend the plain costs of having to rely on adult
facilities for the secure custody of minors.

Because they recognize these problems, state and local officials have worked over
the past severasl years to substantially educe the frequency and the duration of
juvenile detentions in adult jails as well as to upgrade the physical and program
standards that apply in those cases where adult facilities continue to be used.

While this progress has been significant and is continuing, many of us, including
myself, have come to see a general policy against reliance on adult jails for juveniles
as the clearest, most straightforward and ultimately most practical solution to the
prob'ems. Accordingly, we have been and continue to be supportive of the jail re-
moval goals that underlie the current Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act. Those goals are sound and should not be abandoned or repudiated in the forth-
coming reauthorization decisions by the Congress.

In affirming those goals, however, I do not mean to suggest that achieving them
will be easy or without serious problems. On the contrary, our Wisconsin efforts in
reducing jail detentions to date and our planning for comprehensive jail removal in
the future have raised a number of serious practical, programmatic, and juvenile
welfare issues. These issues as well as experience in other states deserve to be seri-
ously and carefully considered in the reauthorization of the JJDPA.

Our most serious concern is a common sense one. It makes sense to prohibit jail
detentions when and if there are better or at least equal alternatives available to
meet the secure custody needi of juvenile offenders. When such alternatives cannot
reasonably be expected to be available, then a blanket barrier to using appropriate-
ly staffed adult jails does not make sense.

Do not misunderstand this qualification. I believe that in Wisconsin we, in coop-
eration with counties and with JJDPA assistance, can and will develop the alterna-
tives that are needed to end the overwhelming majority of juvenile detentions in
adult jails. But I do not believe we can expect or be expected to have and use alter-
natives in every instance, particularly in our less populated counties.

Such exceptions to a total prohibition are, of course, included in the current law.
The JJDPA exempts juvenile detentions in adult jails for criminal-type offenses for
up to six hours in rural areas. This exemption reflects a Congressional recognition
of a 1:sgitimate need: unfortunately, however, it is too limited to realistically meet
that legitimate need.

We are not planning nor do we feel it wise to develop juvenile detention centers
in most of our less populated counties. To do so would not only be unacceptably ex-
pensive and thus a drain on resources for other critical juvenile programs, but it
would also create incentives for excessive use of such centers to the detriment of
non-facility based custody programs such as home detention or the use of youth at-
tendants. Given that decision, most rural communities in Wisconsin will continue to
be at some distance from the nearest juvenile facility

This means that youths apprehended and needing secure custody in such counties
would frequently have to be transported at some distance from home, family and
attorneys, only to be promptly returned to their community for a judicial hearing
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appearance.) To argue that such hearings can always be scheduled to occur within
six hours is unrealistic. So to is the view that personal custody arrangements. such
as a youth attendant, can always be responsibly made within six hours.

In light of the above considerations, and after considerable debate, I have conclud-
ed the six-hour exemption needs to be expanded if Wisconsin is to achieve, responsi-
bly and practically. the iarger jail removal objectives of the JJDP Act. Specifically,
the exemption should be extended to twenty-four hours for delinquents with felony
level delinquent allegations or adjudications in counties of less than 100 persons per
square mile. Such exempt detentions, moreover, should be limited to reasonably
proximate adult jails that assure thorough separation as well as supervision of de-
tainees by juvenile agency staff.

While we recognize that this extension may permit a small number of overnight
jail detentions, which would not he allowed under current JJDPA provisions, we be-
lieve that appropriate staffing and supervision can be established to minimize poten-
tial problems. Moreover, we are convinced that whatever problems may occur be-
cause of such detentions, they are less severe and traumatic than the nighttime
transports, precipitous releases or hastily arranged supervisions that would be expe-
rienced by juveniles in the absence of such an exemption.

A revision of this kind will not in any way alter, undermine or diminish the ambi-
tious juvenile justice reform goals Congress has set forth in the current act. Instead,
it will strengthen the law. It will do so by allowing good faith states and communi-
ties to move toward real improvement in the treatment of juvenile offenders, with-
out requiring them to conform to an absolute standard that in some instances may
prove inconsistent with the interest of the affected juveniles.

Even with these changes, the Act will continue to present difficult challenges for
change to all states, including Wisconsin. We still have many problems to solve, pro-
grams to test and develop, facilities to locate. and cooperative state-county strategies
to iif,lement, before we can feel confident that we will meet the rigorous timelines
for change envisioned in the Act.

Nevertheless, we intend to try to achieve all the change that is sensible and prac-
tical. With continuation of the limited federal assistance under the JJDPA and with
increased state and local commitment, I think we can do it. If federal law. however,
requires practices that are not defensible from the perspective of costs or the real
needs of juveniles and if the law withholds financial assistance from states who fail
to conform to those inappropriate requirements, then the goal of substantive jail re-
moval in this country will not be advanced but retarded.

Thank you again for the opportunity to share our views on the JJDPA We hope
they are useful

Sincerely,
LINDA REIVITZ, Secretary.

Mr. ANDREWS. Somewhere in your statement, you referred to a
letter, did you not, from some group other than this one?

Ms. ANDEREGG. That is right, from the Counties Association, the
Wisconsin Counties Association.

Mr. PETRI. I would also like to enter the Wisconsin Counties As-
sociation's position letter on this act.

Mr. ANDREWS. Without objection, we will enter it in the record,
[The letter of the Wisconsin Counties Association follows:)

wiscoNsiN COUNTIES ASSOCIATION,
Madison, WI, !Omar,-

'ft) Tilt. Wisconsin Congressional Delegation.
From Mark M Rogacki. Executive Director
Subtest- Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act (.1.1DPAi_

The Wisconsin Counties Association strongly opposes reauthorization of JJDPA if
this measure continues to "call for" removal of juvenile offenders from county jails,
without funds being made available for this effort.

It is patiently unfair to even ask that local property taxpayers underwrite the
multi-million dollar costs of this program simply because the State of Wisco..sin
elects to receive $s110.1)01) a year in JJDPA grant funds. (Only about half of these
funds ever even trickle down to local government because the difference is utilized

' Weionisin law currentl requires an internal judicial hearing within 24 hours iexcluding
weekends aml holidaw of all youth placed in secure detention
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for state administrative costs). Yet receipt of these funds translates into state
agency pressure aimed at achieving JJDPA federal "goals" and this flows directly to
the property tax

As if that isn't bad enough, ludicrous application of federal and state regulations
leads to ridiculously contrary postures on holding juveniles in county jails. For ex-
ample, an "urban" county jail is deemed inappropriate for housing juveniles who
are residents of that county. This is presumably because ot the facilities' failure to
adequately meet federal standards for separation of adults and juveniles. But that
same jail, we are told, may securely house juveniles from surrounding "rural" coun-
ties and be in total compliance with JJDPA! Unbelievable!

Wisconsin is currently a leader in the "state of the art" regarding protection of
juveniles held in county jails. State standards are set high and completely enforced.
Until there are federal funds available to move further, this act should not be reau-
thorized as presently worded.

Strike the "removal" language or have it financed. Wisconsin's counties and prop-
erty taxpayers can't afford to and shouldn't be asked to bear this financial burden.
(This doesn't even address ongoing costs related to operation of these separate
secure detention facilities, which may cost millions of dollars annually for years to
come.)

We urge you as representatives of Wisconsin's citizens to say "enough."

Mr. ANDREWS. This is most enjoyable. We are going very slowly.
We should, I guess, consider recessing for lunch, yet we just don't

have time. We have 13 witnesses and we have completed only 6,
and the hearing should be over.

I am going to have to ask the witnesses to please be as brief as
you feel that you can. Your written statements, of course, will be
part of the record, and will be considered at an appropriate time.
But let's please keep it as brief as you feel you can for this after-
noon. All of us do have other very pressing matters for the remain-
der of the' day.

With an apology for having to say that, let me call on Mr. Roger
E. Weisberg. Come around if you will plelse. He is the producer of
the documentary "Old Enough To Do Time." He is from New York
City. We.welcome you, sir.

[Prepared statement of Roger E. Weisberg follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROGER WEISBERG

I recently completed producing and directing a national public television docu-
mentary on our nation's juvenile justice system called Old Enough To Do Time. Re-
search for the program started in early 1982 and the shooting took place in early
19)0 on location in New York, Massachusetts, Florida, Washington, Colorado. and
California. The program is hosted and narrated by Daniel Travanti who plays Cap-
tain Furillo on NBC's Hill Street Blues and it will air on most public television sta-
tions on March 21st at MN P.M.

During the year and a half that I worked on this production. I had an opportunity
to review the latest research in the juvenile justice field. interview a number of
leading experts. and observe the day to day operation of the law enforcement and
correctional systems of several states. In planning and shooting our documentary.
we spoke with police officers. prosecutors, public defenders, juvenile and criminal
court judges, probation officers, corrections officers, and youth services workers.
Most importantly. we talked with juveniles in a variety of settings including juve-
nile courts, adult criminal courts, detention centers, county jails. training schools.
and state penitentiaries. We also looked at juveniles in four alternative correctional
programs: one based on a "diversion" approach where minor offenders are formally
diverted to community accountability boards instead of being tried in courts: one
based on a wilderness /"Outward Bound" model; a third based on a halfway house
model. and a fourth "tracking" program which keeps tabs on youthful offenders
after their return to the community. Many situations included in our documentary
have a direct bearing on the policy issues being considered by this committee. I will
locus on a few specific segments of the production which are most pertinent to your
deliberations about the reauthorize on of the Juvenile Justice Act.
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One of our shoiiting locations was the Delta County Jail in rural, western Colora-
do. We interviewed Sheriff Richard Miklick, Claus Tjaden, the Coordinator of Colo-
rado's Jail Removal Initiative, and 6 juveniles who were detained for a variety of
reasons. One was charged with assault; several others were charged with thefts orburglaries; one was a runaway; and one was locked up for riding a dirt bike on
Main Street. All of the juveniles had some contact with adult prisoners because the
jail's physical layout made it impossible to comply with sound and sight separation
requirements. The sheriff was expected to separate men from women, juveniles from
adults. felons from misdemeanants, and pre-trial detainess from convicted prisoners.
With only three tiers in the jail, and no resources to upgrade it, no matter how the
sheriff juggled the inmates, separation was impossible. Further complicating mat-
ters was the fact that the nearest juvenile detention facility was 250 miles away
over mountain passes that are often closed in winter. Consequently, if the police
wanted to detain a juvenile offender, they would have to tie up an officer and squad
car, conceivably for days, or place the youth in a jail where separation from adults
was not always possible. The sheriffs didn't like locking the juveniles up with theadults any more than the juveniles or youth services authorities liked it, but, in cer-tain circumstances, they felt they had no choice.

"he juveniles we talked to who were detained in the jail had several noteworthy
reactions. Some were so angry with what they perceived to be unfair treatment that
they vowed to get revenge on the authorities once they were released. One juvenile
in essence said that he would like to do something serious enough to warrant the
kind of punishment he was getting. The young man who was incarcerated for riding
his motorcycle on Main Street corroborated the age old labelling theory by explain-
ing how everyone in the small town now knew that he's been in jail and would treat
him as if he were a criminal. He said that after a while, he really began to believethat he was a criminal.

When I questioned the juveniles about their exposure to the adults, I received
some surprising responses. I expected them to be afraid of the adults, but contraryto my expectations; they enjoyed their company. In fact, they identified with the
older inmates and articulated their desire to emulate them,

It was painfully obvious to the sheriff and youth services authorities that these
juveniles had been exposed to the most inappropriate role models. In fact, the sher-iff was happy to be named as a respondent in a law suit being filed by the Juvenile
Law ('enter, because he hoped that if he lost the case, the result might be a new
modernized jail facility.

I believf.b that placing juveniles in jail with adults is not only bad policy, but dan-
gerous policy as well The juvenile suicide rate is about 8 times greater in jail thanin a juvenilo detention facility, and once they're released from jail, experts indicatet' at many juveniles present a greater risk to the community. They may be angry
and seek revenge: they no longer dread doing time, having already survived a jailterm: they may think of themselves as criminals and act out accordingly; and they
may even learn from their new friends in jail how to become more proficient crimi-nals.

Colorado has achieved impressive results in getting juveniles out of jails. The corn
tailed concern and efforts of people from the Sheriffs Association, the Colorado
youth services agency. the -Juvenile Law ('enter, and ()JAW have resulted in sever-
al innovations Transportation of young offenders in remote locations to existing ju-
venile detention facilities has been arranged and well supervised group homes andtOster homes have been established as alternatives to detention facilities in several
locations on Colorado's western slope.

Although the results of jail removal initiatives in tittitt`ti like Colorado, Utah, Wis-
consin and Pennsylvania have been dramatic, the overall national picture is disap-
pointing For example. the recent national jail census conducted by the Bureau ofJustice Statistics of the U.S. Department of Justice indicates that there were as
many juveniles in jails in l!1H2 as there were in 1975. Without the leadership ofOJJDP and the financial strings that are attached to efforts to remove juveniles
f,om jail. I am afraid that the national situation will deteriorate and more juveniles
will be locked in jails with adults

Another area where we risk rolling back significant progress is in the removal of
status offenders from locked institutions. In the course of shooting Old Enough To
Do Time. I had the moving experience of talking with about :if) girls who were de-
tained in Dade County's *Juvenile Detention facility A great number of the girls I
spoke with were accused of status offenses--truancy. sexual promiscuity. and, most
commonly, running away from home I was surprised and saddened by the candorwith which they revealed their own histories of broken families, neglect, and physi-
cal and sexual abuse I was outraged when I realized that a girl who had been raped
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by her father could be sharing a cell with a girl detained for robbery. Although
other jurisdictions have completely removed status offenders from locked institu-
tions, the authorities in Dade County were unable to defer these status offender
cases to appropriate social service agencies, and consequently they've become a
costly and inappropriate drain on the juvenile justice system.

Florida currently has one of the highest rates of detention in the country and
Dade County is in the process of opening another detention facility to handle the
increased demand. The facility I visited was so over-crowded that I observed many
mattresses on the floors to accomodate youths who couldn't fit into regular bunks.

I can't help believing that the problems of status offenders are social and family
problems that should be :reated by appropriate social service agencies. Status of-
fenders should not be dumped into an already overburdened criminal justice system.

Largely due to the Juvenile Justice Act, many states have been remarkably suc-
ces.;ful in removing status offenders from locked institutions (e.g., Pennsylvania,
Washington, Iowa, Illinois, California, Massachusetts). But once again, without in-
centives from OJJDP, I suspect that increasing numbers of status offenders will find
their way back into locked institutions.

Another problem which OJJDP has sought to remedy is the separation of juve-
niles from adults who have been convicted or are awaiting trial. In Old Enough To
Do Time we had occasion to interview Billy Clemons, a boyish looking 14 year old
inmate in one of Florida's state penitentiaries. He was found guilty as an accessory
to murder and was serving a 20 year sentence along with other "youthful offenders
up to age 26. He articulated on camera his perception of society's indifference to the
fact that he might not get out of prison alive or with his "manhood intact." He gave
us all pause for thought about what kind of individual we might expect back on the
streets some day. There will be little doubt in viewer's minds that society needs to
be protected from truly violent youths like Billy Clemons. But, the documentary
raises the uneasy question about the best way to treat kids who will doubtless
present an even greater threat to society after a long and sustained prison term
with older hardened criminals. Although treating a juvenile who commits a so-
called adult crime as an adult is good politics for elected officials, I believe that it's
bad policy for our country. Nationwide, 2 out of 3 juveniles who are transferred to
the adult system are property offenders and haven't committed crimes of violence.

OJJDP has provided leadership in creating and supporting alternative correction-
al programs for juvenile delinquents. Old Enough To Do Time features four differ-
ent kinds of alternative programs. Since reliable data about recidivism rates is not
available, the value of these programs is perhaps best demonstrated by citing a few
of the comments that the participants make in the documentary:

You have no responsibilitynone. (in the training school) And you come out here
and its all given back to you. I mean you got to carry your pack, you got to keep up
Kith the group, you got to know what food you haveit's positive. I mean knowing
that there's people relying on you instead of your relying on people.

I think this course kind of shows someone if you can go through all this kind of
stuff and tieople du it all the time, then there's really nothing to living in a house
and being warm and going out and working and paying for your things with stuff
you earned

The showed us two thingshow to survive on the survival course and how to sur-
vive in the urban facility. You're going to get out no matter what . . . I think that
the community would rather see us out there trying; see that were trying to make
good with ourselves; trying to respect others: trying to learn from what we did
from our mistakes; and you can't do that in an institution.

After you come out of an institutior, you have no job, no money. you have noth-
ing --and all you can do is steal again. If you come here, you make sure you have a
job and then you don't have to steal.

I think juveniles should get a break 'cause they could learn a lot from their mis-
takes. They got a lot more people to work with them. Like when a guy is 3f years
old and Mill stealing cars and ripping off houses and stuffit's a little late.

Counselor- I think a lot of what we do is try to teach these guys the reality: hey,
the kid games are overwe're not going to dwell on the pastlet's hope that we
can learn from it. But things are not going to go your way. You have to learn to live
out therethey don't have to learn to live with you. Having been in the bigger in-
stitutions. I can testify to the fact that it didn't do me any good. One of the things I
can say here, and you ca., ask these guys, is to ask them what they've learned there
in terms of social skillsin terms of things that keep them out of jail. You know,
they might have taught me how to mow a lawn or this that or the other thing, but
in terms of soinething marketable for when I came out? (Shakes head) When I got
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pare ed. I was paroled to the street and the only people I knew were police andjunkies
In closing, I would like to underscore that our experience in researching and pro-

ducing Old Enough To Do Time has led to our sincere conviction that removing ju-
veniles from jails. removing status offenders from locked institutions, separating ju-
venile offenders from adult criminals. and sponsoring alternative correctional pro-
grams are not only worthwhile policies, but they must be undertaken at the nation-
al level. These issues transcend the boundaries of individual states and, consequent-
ly we must look to the federal government and OJJDP for leadership and direction
in deciding how to allocate our juvenile justice resources.

STATEMENT OF' ROGER E. V'EISHERG, PRODUCER OF THE DOCU-
MENTARY "OLD ENOUGH TO DO TIME," WNET /13. NEW YORK.
NY

Mr. WEISBERG. Thank you very much. It is a pleasure to be here
today. I am going to try to comply with your request to be brief.

The documentary that I produced for national public television,
"Old Enough To Do Time," will air in about 2 weeks, the 21st at 10
o'clock, and it will be followed by local productions produced by
local stations across the country, and then a national tie-in on
"PBS Latenight."

The focus of the documentary is on get-tough policies, juvenile
justice policies, across the country, and it is narrated and hosted by
Daniel Travanti, who plays Captain Furillo on NBC's "Hill Street
Blues."

What I think would be most useful, since there really are two
records of our research and feelings about this subjectone being
my written testimony, and a much more important record being
the documentary itself, which we hope is going to reach about 3
million to 5 million people in about 2 weeks from nowwhat I
would like to try to do is focus on four specific segments of the doc-
umentary that overlap directly the issues that this committee is de-
liberating about.

The first one relates to the removal of juveniles from jail. We
ended up shooting a segment of our documentary in the Delta
County Jail on Colorado's western slope. There we interviewed the
sheriff, the coordinator of the jail removal initiative there, and six
juveniles, some who were in there on fairly serious charges, assault
and theft and burglary. But one was a runaway and one was locked
in the jail for riding his dirt bike on the main street of town.

All of the juveniles in this jail had contact with adult prisoners
because the construction of the jail made it impossible for the sher-
iff to comply with sight and sound separation requirements. He
had to separate men from women, felons from misdemeanants, pre-
trial detainees from convicted prisoners, and juveniles from adults.
With only three tiers in his jail, no matter how he juggled his pop-
ulations, he couldn't achieve the separation that was required.

The sheriff didn't like having then: juveniles in the jail any more
than the youth services authorities. In fact, he welcomed being
named a respondent in a lawsuit, because he hoped that if he lost
the case. he would he required to build a new jail facility and
would have the resources to do it right.

What is probably most significant is really the reactions of the
juveniles who we talked to. Some were so angry with the treatment
they received that they vowed to get revenge once they got out.
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One, the one who was locked up for riding his dirt bike on the
main street of town, wished that he had done something serious
enough to warrant the kind of punishment he was getting.

The other talked about how living in a small town like he did in
rural western Colorado, everybody in the small town would know
that he was locked in jail, would think of him as a criminal and,
after a while, he, too, began to think of himself as a criminal. This
tends to corroborate that age-old labeling theory that we affect in a
significant way the self-image of the juveniles by locking them up
in jail. I think that the fact that they had this contact and had this
impact on them didn't do the juveniles any good and didn't do the
community any good.

When I asked them about specifically their contact with the
adults in the facility, I was surprised by the response. Instead of
hearing that juveniles were afraid of the adults they were incarcer-
ated with, I found out that they enjoyed their company, that they
identified with the older inmates, and specifically articulated their
desires to emulate them. That couldn't be more dangerous for any
of us, because they couldn't have more inappropriate role models.

Because the Sheriffs Association, because the youth authorities,
and also because of the efforts or OJJDP, significant efforts were
made in Colorado to remove juveniles from the jail, and they have
made some impressive progress. Since we did our shooting there,
they have been able to arrange transportation for some of the juve-
niles to juvenile detention facilities, and this is no easy task be-
cause, for this particular county, the nearest juvenile detention fa-
cility is 250 miles away over mountain passes which are often
closed in winter. But they were able to arrange some transporta-
tion and, where that wasn't possible, they set up quite secure, well-
supervised group homes and foster homes as alternatives to using
the jail.

Many other States like Utah, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania, had
dramatic results in getting juveniles out of jails, yet the national
picture .s not so bright. I believe the representative from the GAO
told us today that in 1978, there were as many juveniles in jail in
this country on a given day as there were in 1982. My fear is that
without the financial strings that are attached to incentives that
States have through OJJDP. that will roll back the progress that
has already been made in removing juveniles from jail.

Mr. ANDREWS. May I interrupt you to ask you a question?
Mr. WEisHERG. Sure.
Mr. ANDREWS. I could envision what you are describing better if

I knew more about the dirt-bike kid, as you called him. A dirt bike,
is that something like a Moped or something?

Mr. WEISHERG. A dirt bike is a kind of motorcycle that is not
meant to be ridden on the streets, it is meant to be ridden on cross-
country, I suppose.

Mr. ANDREWS. How old was that boy?
Mr. WEISBERG. I am trying to remember. He is the kid who was

on the cover of this press kit, so you can get an idea of what he
looks like. I would guess he is around 14 or 15 years old.

Mr. ANDREWS. Was he being held in jail awaiting trial, or was he
tried and sentenced?

Mr. WEISBERG. He was awaiting trial.
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Mr. ANDREWS. How long did he remain in jail awaiting trial?
Mr. WEISBERG. I think he was anywhere from 24 to 48 hours in

jail. I don't recall. It was in that range.
Mr. ANDREWS. Was he offered an opportunity to post bond and,

hence, not go to jail?
Mr. WEISBERG. I don't think so. I think that out there, there was

a judge and perhaps the arresting officer had the opinion that this
was going to teach this kid a lesson. I think that is the attitude to
a lot of their cases.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is, I think, in violation of law. Everybody is
entitled to bond except in capital cases.

I just wondered if they offered bond, and if he had no parents or
means whereby he could provide the bond. Sometimes they inten-
tionally set the bond so high that they know the accusedor think
that the accused will not be able to comply with the bond and,
hence, they, so to speak, violate the law by, for all practical pur-
poses, not allowing bond. In other words, they say we allowed him
bond, but we made it $10,000 and required cash or something.

I just can't imagine what you said. Did he have some prior
record that caused the authorities there, whether it be the police or
the judge or somebody, to think that he was dangerous to the com-
munity if he were not jailed? Did he have a prior record?

Mr. WEISBERG. To my knowledge, he didn't even have a prior
recr,rd.

Mr. ANDREWS. I just can't imagine that.
Mr. WEISBERG. I don't know the prior record of the runaway

either who was there in the county jail, but she was a young lady
who might have had previous contacts with the juvenile authori-
ties, but, again, was in there for nothing more serious than run-
ning away.

Mr. ANDREWS. It doesn't sound plausible. I practiced law. I have
been a defense attorney and a prosecuting. attorney for many years
and, although I have been a Member of Congress now for some 12
years, I am still familiar with court systems. I have obviously
worked with this law. We have held many hearings and heard
many stories, and I don't think I ever heard of a kid charged with
something as minor as driving a bike on a city street in an unag-
gravated sort of a manner, and with no prior record, being arrest-
ed, put in jail, and not offered an opportunity to post bond.

Mr. WEISBERG. It is my understanding that 22 percent of all of
the kids who are in jails across the country are in there for status
offensesthey haven't committed crimes, and only about 10 per-
cent are in there for crimes of violence. The other bulk, I guess, are
in there for mainly property crimes, burglaries, and thefts. But a
significant chunk, 22 percent, are in there for status offenses,
which I think is a serious problem.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is what we are trying to address with the
legislation. Yet, the lady from Wisconsin and others makeyou
know, it is certainly understandable that, in some instances, my
own native county could not afford to pay $250,000 a year, exclu-
sive of teachers and social workers and others who are required, in
addition to building a separate f: cility. It is really a dilemma.

We are seeking, as you well know, through this legislation to ac-
complish, as nearly as can feasibly be done, what I think you are
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recommending. We are in total agreement. Yet, I am glad you had
to spend the day listening to some of the problems involved from
the standpoint of cost and other considerations.

Mr. WEISBERG. I think there have to be some less-costly alterna-
tives to building separate detention facilities for juveniles. In Colo-
rado where we did our shooting, we saw that they were able to
come up with some of those less-costly alternatives.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that the 250-mile trip across the mountain
passes, and so forth?

Mr. WEISBERG. That is not the most cost effective. I would think
that the secure group homes and foster homes are the most cost
effective alternatives. But I suppose that, for the truly violent kids,
it still, I think, is worth it to commit an officer and a squad car to
spend the time to get the kid over to the secure juvenile detention
facility rather than take the risks associated with having that juve-
nile in a jail with adults where separation is physically impossible.

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. WEISBERG. The other thing that the act strives to do is

remove status offenders from locked institutions. We, in our docu-
mentary, shot a significant portion of it in Dade County. We did
shoot in the Dade County juvenile facility, where we looked at a
group of about 30 young women who were detained in the deten-
tion center. Many of them were detained there for status offenses.

One of the most moving and saddest parts of producing this
thing was to listen to their stories, their personal histories, involv-
ing neglect and abuse and changing families. The most staggering
was to listen to the stories of sexual abuse.

I was outraged to realize that some of these girls who had been
raped by their fathers would potentially be sharing bunks with
girls who had committed serious delinquencies, assaults and rob-
beries. I couldn't help feeling that the problems that these status
offenders had were famil:. and social problems that were being
dumped into an overburdened juvenile justice system.

I also feel that, without the incentives that States have from the
Federal Government to remove status offenders from locked insti-
tutions, it simply won't happen. There are States like Pennsylva-
nia, Washington, Iowa, Illinois, and Massachusetts, that have had
significant results in removing status offenders. But, again, I think
that the States need the carrot, they need the incentives and lead-
ership from the Federal Government.

Another thing that was included in the documentary was a situa-
tion involving the commingling of a juvenile and adult in a State
penitentiary in Florida. We ended up interviewing a 14-year-old,
prepubescent-looking young man in one of Florida's State peniten-
tiaries He was serving 20 years as an accessory to murder, and
was in one of their youthful offender prisons that housed young
men up to age 26. This fellow of 14 articulated for us on camera his
fear that he might not even get out of the prison alive or, as he put
it, with his manhood intact.

We are not saying that we should be lenient with these very seri-
ous violent juvenile offenders, but that we may be short-changing
ourselves by throwing them in with the adults and risking having
back in our community several years hence juveniles who have no
chance of being socialized while they are incarcerated.
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I think it is good politics for elected officials, but bad policy for
our country. In fact, two out of three of all the juveniles who are in
the adult system have committed property offenses and are not the
serious violent juvenile offenders who are always targeted for
waiver to the adult system.

The last area that our documentary spends highlighting is it
looks at four alternative corrections programs for juvenile delin-
quency, some for minor offenders and some for quite serious offend-
ers. One was based on a diversion model; one was based on an out-
ward-bound wilderness experience approach; another a halfway
house approach; and another, a tracking model which allows kids
to go home, live in their communities, but with round-the-clock su-
pervision.

In the record, I have cited a number of the comments that some
of the participants in these programs make in the documentary.

Since recidivism data is the trickiest to rely on, and there doesn't
seem to be very reliable recidivism data that we could cite for some
of these programs, I decided to include some of the comments that
participants that give a flavor for the ways that it is affecting some
of the young participants. But rather than read them here, they
are in the record, and I want to be brief.

In closing, I just want to underscore that our experience in re-
searching and producing "Old Enough To Do Time" has led to our
conviction that removing juveniles from jail, removing status of-
fenders from locked institutions, separating juvenile offenders from
adult criminals, and sponsoring alternative corrections programs,
are not only worthwhile policies, but they have to be undertaken at
the Federal level.

These issues transcend the boundaries of State lines, they are too
important to b? just left to the professionals, and we have to look
to the Federal Government and OJJDP for direction in deciding
how to best a'.Locate our juvenile justice resources.

Mr. ANDRMS. Thank you very kindly.
For the benefit of all of us, if we have develcped an interest per-

haps greater than we had in the beginning, when did you say the
documentary will be aired?

Mr. WEISBERG. It will be aired on the 21st of this month, 2 weeks
from tonight, at 10 o'clock.

We are a network in the same way that commercial networks
are, so some stations vary. A few of them are going to be airing at
different times of the day so that they can plan their own local
fbllow-ups. But I would say 1)0 percent of all public television sta-
tions will air it on 10 o'clock on the 21st.

Then, I might add, at 11:30, "PBS Latenight" will air a debate
between Mr. Regnery and Mr. Jerome Miller, which will he follow
up and response to the issues raised in the documentary. It prom-
ises to be a lively debate.

Mr. ANDREWS. has the debate already occurred?
Mr. WEISBERG. No; the program will air live, so the debate has

not occurred yet.
Mr ANnitEws. I suppose that it has, >ou just haven't filmed it

yet ll,aughter.1
All right Thank you very much for sharing all of this experience

and research and interesting stories with us., and for your support.
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Mr. WEISBER(;. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Next we have A.L. Carlisle, chairman, National

Steering Committee of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups,
Cape Elizabeth, ME.

[Prepared statement of A.L. Carlisle follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF A.L. CARLISLE, CHAIRMAN OF SHE NATIONAL STEERING COM-
MITTEE (W STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS, CHAIRMAN OF THE NORTH-
EAST COALITION OF STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS AND CHAIRMAN OF
THE MAINE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUP, CAPE ELIZABETH, ME

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, the Hearing you are holding
today on the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act is an extremely important one for all those involved with and concerned about
juvenile justice. I am very pleased to have been invited to share with you some of
the accomplishments, concerns and positions of those involved in implementing the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act at the state level, most specifical-
ly, the State Advisory Groups.

As you know, Section 223(08) of the JJDPA requires each state which applies for
formula grant funds under that statute, to appoint an advisory group consisting of
between 15 and :33 persons "who have training, experience, or special knowledge
concerning the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency or the administra-
tion of juvenile justice". The members of State Advisory Groups are appointed by
the governors of the respective states. Their responsibilities include advising the
governor and legislature on matters relating to juvenile justice, including compli-
ance with the requirements of the Act; reviewing, commenting and, in some cases,
acting upon all juvenile justice and delinquency prevention grant applications; mon-
itoring state compliance with the requirements of the Act; developing a comprehen-
sive state juvenile justice plan and reviewing the progress and accomplishments of
programs under that plan. State Advisory Group members serve as volunteers and
donate their time and energy to improving the juvenile justice system fp- juveniles.
State Advisory Groups play a key role in the implementation of the Act at the state
and local level, and they are most appreciative of the fact Lhat this Subcommittee
has recognized the importance of that role.

One of the dear benefits of the Act was the creation of these State Advisory
Groups, which provide for an essential role for volunteers within the juvenile justice
system. This Act could, in fact, serve as a model of a successful Federal, state and
local partnership, whereby the Federal Government provides leadership, direction,
assistance and some resources and the citizens within the states make dicisions in
regard to the direction and resources based on State and local needs and priorities

In the Fall of 1980, the State Advisory Groups formed the National Steering Com-
mittee in order to maintain and monitor federal initiatives in the juvenile justice
area by facilitating the exchange of information among State Advisory Groups
iSAGs) and by providing a unified voice on mutually-agreed-upon issues. Along with
the National Steering Committee, the State Advisory Groups agreed to form region-
al coalitions, comprising SAG Chairs, or their designees, and Juvenile Justice Spe-
cialists. The Chairs of the regional coalitions are member of the National Steering
Committee. In addition, the Chair and the two Vice Chairs of the National Steering
Committee are elected by the State Advisory Group Chairs

At the National Advisory Group Conference, held last May. the SAGs took posi-
tions on the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act. A list of those positions is attached to this testimony.

The SAGs unanimously support the continuation of the Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act. The JJDPA is an extremely effective piece of legislation
which has led to progress toward a more humane and more rational approach to
juvenile justice. It has provided a focus for local, state and national commitments to
juvenile justice issues. It has provided a planning capability within state govern-
ments on juvenile justice issues and has encouraged a dialog among factions which
have all too often immobilized the system through lack of communication. It has
encouraged policy changes at both state and local levels regarding deinstitutional-
ization of status and non-offenders and separation of juveniles from adults in secure
facilites and has encouraged the development of community-based prevention. diver-
sion and treatment programs. The JJDPA has exerted great influence on systems
planning. on developing a range of services for juveniles resulting in the prevention
of entry into the juvenile justice system, on the ability of communities to offer alter-
natives outside the juvenile justice framework. on .expanding the expertism and ra-
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source's of communities to deal with their own problems of juvenile delinquency.
Use of "the least restrictive alternative" has been encouraged in an effort to main-
tain juveniles within their own families and/or communities whenever possible. The
problem of the serious/violent juveniles offender has been recognized, and programs
which deal with the needs of both the offender and the community continue to be
developed.

The Act has clearly served as an incentive to states to improve their juvenile jus-
tice systems While Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention funds have always
been but a fraction of the total system costs, they have, nonetheless, served as a
catalyst to increase both the efforts and resources devoted to improving services to
juveniles within the states.

The Formula Grant Program (Part B, Subpart I of Title II) is the main reason the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has been so successful. Under this
Program, more than half of the money appropriated for the Act is returned to the
states to carry out the mandates of the Act. Citizens of each state determine the
needs and priorities of their states and allocate the money accordingly. Consequent-
ly, the money awarded under the JJDPA is used in the most effective manner foreach state.

The Formula Grant Program encourages cooperation and coordination among all
those involved in juvenile justice. Community-base organizations work with state de-
partments, which in turn, work with each other to ensure the needs of juveniles are
being met Foundations, business, United Ways, etc.. are becoming more involved in
supporting services to juveniles. SAGs, because of their composition, play a key role
in encouraging and developing such coordination.

States have used Formula Grant money to develop various programs, such as
statewide networks of emergency shelter and group homes, crisis-intervention serv-
ices and a variety of prevention and diversion programs. Many of these programs
have proved so successful that they have continued with state and local funds.
Standards have been developed, juvenile codes have been revised, and legislation
has been implemented in response to the JJDPA. Without the impetus of the Act
and the money available under the Formula Grant Program, many of these pro-
grams and improvements would not exist.

States clearly attribute most of the improvements in their juvenile justice systemsto the Juvenile Justice and Deliquency Prevention Act. Oregon states that the
'availability of JJDPA funds has accomplished several important things that maynot have been accomplished through any other means: deinstitutionalization of
status offer. lers. removal of juveniles from adult jails, development of additional
system coordination and development of a statewide data base' . In 1979, Delaware
decriminalized all status offenses. which would not have been possible without the
.JJDPA and its funds. Without the JJDPA, the coordinating mechanism which has
been developed among the key youth-serving departments in Maine and other states
would not exist. Examples such as these abound in every state.

If the Act is nut continued, new programs will be difficult to start because of
budgetary consraints within the states. existing programs may have difficulty in
continuing, and improvements in the system will be more difficult to implement.
State's are concerned that, without the Act. status offenders may once again be insti-
tutnaialited. juveniles may continue to be locked up with ad Its, and efforts to
remove juveniles from jails will be. stalled or will cease entirely. For without the Act
and its mandates. IA ithow the money available under the Formula Grant Program
and without the advocacy efforts of the State Advisory Groups, many of the. im-
provements to the system and services to juveniles would never have occurred.

There a re currently 5:1 states and territories participating in the JJDPA, all ofwhich have made substantial progress in meeting the mandates of the Act and most
of which are in full compliance with one or more of the mandates. For example,
Kentucky has reduced the institutionalization of status offenders by 91.6% from
1977 -19s3 Ci.f;nti to fitii and the number of juveniles jailed with adults by 53. 1Nr4
In one year. Kentucky has reduced the number of juveniles detained in adult jails
by 15 Sr.,. from 3.90t; in 1982 to 2.11f1 in 198:i. Maine institutionalizes no status of-
fenders and has reduced the number of juveniles not separated by sight and sound
from adults in jails from 1,1m in 1977 to zero in 1983.

In Vermont. there was a drop in one year in the number of status offenders
incorrectly placed in the Juvenile Detention Unit In 1983. New Jersey jails held no
juveniles who were not separated by sight and sound from adults Missouri has re-
dued the number of status offenders institutionalized by 94.1r'r and the number of
juveniles nit separated from adult,. in jails by 9r) !P The number of juveniles de-
tained in adult jails was reduced by 30.5f-e in one year
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Tennessee has reduced the number of status offenders institutionalized by 73%,
the number of juveniles not separated from adults in jails by 48% and the number
of juveniles detained in adult jails by 49%. In New Mexico, there were only eight
status offenders institutionalized in 1982, and all juveniles detained in adult jails
were separated from adults by sight and sound. During the past year in Georgia, no
juveniles were held in adult jails without sight and sound separation.

As the above samples indicates, much progress has been made by the states, but
much remains to be done. While the number of status offenders institutionalized
has been reduced by over 85%, efforts roust continue to remove the remainder from
institutions. There are still almost 500,000 juveniles detained every year in jails and
lockups, and many of those juveniles are not separated by sight and sound from
adults.

Some states are still working to meet the mandates of deinstitutionalization and
separation and believe that continuation of the Act is critical to meeting those man-
dates. Most states have just begun their efforts to remove juveniles from jail, and,
without the Act, fear that these efforts will be greatly hampered. States have also
indicated that, in addition to meeting the mandates of the Act, particularly jail re-
moval, they are faced with the following problems: reduction of services of juveniles
due to state budgetary constraints; reductions in appropriations to states by the
Federal Government: overcrowding of juvenile correctional facilities; insufficient
community-based alternatives to incarcer on; insufficient local primary prevention
programs and lack of state fund-. for evention efforts; inadequate funds for the
administration of the Juvenile Justi and Delinquency Prevention program by the
state.

In addition. states have found it extremely difficult to engage in long-range plan-
ning because of the uncertainly of the last few years as to whether the JJDPA
would continue to be funded. It is difficult to coordinate the efforts of the diverse
organizations and agencies. particularly those of local and state governments, in-
volved in juvenile justice When there is no assurance that certain programs will be
available, there is an understandable reluctance to depend on those programs or to
even be involved in developing or agreeing to fund at least part of them.

In spite of these problems and difficulties, states continue to develop creative ap-
proaches to serving juveniles and to fund, with JJDP money, alone or in combina-
tion with other sources. a variety of successful program. For example, most states
have developed and funded foster care services, emergency services and shelters,
residential Ireat:uent homes and group homes. Nebraska funds a Foster Home and
Job Recruitment Project; an Emergency Shelter Care and Specialized Foster Care
for Status Offenders, which is directed at rural areas; a Juvenile Parole Foster Care
Placement Program, which provides foster-care placement for juvenile probationers.
Georgia funded it group home for both status and delinquent female offenders which
received so much community support that it did not request fourth-year funding.
Georgia also funds an outdoor therapeutic program. a long-term residential camping
program which includes intensive family counseling. Tennessee is developing at-
tendant care. transportation and emergency foster-care programs on a statewide
basis to implement its jail removal legislation, which was passed in May. 1983. Dela-
ware has established a statewide shelter system and is developing options for girls,
who are 'nappropriately incarcerated for minor infractions of the law because there
are too few community-based alternatives available. Vermont closed its state reform
school and created an extensive foster-care and group-home system for both de-
tained and adjudicated youth Maine developed a statewide shelter system and,
since the costs of that system have been assumed by the State and local communi-
ties. now supports the shelters' efforts to expand their services in the areas of emer-
eeric and therapeutic foster care community-based k;iagnostic evaluations, etc.

Kentucky has a project which will offer children in emergencies temporary refuge
os over 61) businesses and public buildings, many of which are open 24 hours a day
These sake places are planned at restaurants. supermarkets. YMCAs, fire stations,
bus terminals and independent businesses. Nebraska funds a United WayJuvenile
Court Referral Project. wnich provides alternatives to incarceration of juveniles for
misdemeanors and non-violent crimes through restitution and community service
jobs and which uses over '.no community non-profit and city agencies Massachusetts
is funding a community mediation project which will provide an alternative means
of resolving z..onflicts within families Families will be referred by the courts, police.
schools. private agencies and self.referrals Many states have funded crisis-interven
tinn projects :Maine has orptined . JJDPA funds and funds from the Department of
Mental Health and MentarRetardation to fund several Homebuilder projects. which
provide trained stall to work directly with families which have a child for whom
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removal from the home is a distinct possibility. These projects have been able to
keep the child within his or her own home in 85% to 90% of the cases.

Georgia has funded a Purchase-of-Service Program for the Council of JuvenileCourt Judges to increase the number of resources available to the juvenile courts,
particularly in rural areas. During the most recently completed grant period, 1845
juvenile offenders were served, resulting in a decrease of 61.5% in the commitment
rates over the previous grant period. Delaware is funding. a project to provide the
resources necessary to screen, identify and prosecute serious juvenile offenders, aswell as to provide representation by the Public Defender's Office to indigent juve-
niles identified as serious offenders.

Primary prevention continues to be an area of great interest to many states, and
many prevention projects have been developed and funded. Georgia has sponsored a
statewide conference on primary prevention and has a successful In-School Preven-
tion Program in Oglethorpe County Schools. Maine has funded both school-based
and community-based prevention programs and is currently developing a Statewide
Primary Prevention Plan in cooperation with the six key, youth-serving agencies.
Massachusetts has a large number of school-based prevention projects, as well as a
number of projects dealing with the prevention of alcohol and drug abuse. The Ver-mont SAG is also the Delinquency Prevention Coordinating Council responsible forboth the implementation of the JJDPA and for overseeing the development of the
State Primary Prevention Plan, required by the recent passage of State !egislat',.n,
which mandates that State government develop and implement a State Primary
Prevention Plan.

In New Mexico, the SAG, the State Department of Education, the New Mexico
School Climate League and numerous local school districts jointly sponsor a delin-
quency prevention program in many school districts. Over .50 New Mexico schoolshave participated in this school climate improvement program. The first school to
participate in the project, the Eisenhower Middle School in Carlsbad, reported the
following results after one year: the number of students on the honor roll increased
by 142%, truancies and absenteeism decreased; the percentage of students receiving
failing grades was reduced by 10% in grade six and 3% in grade seven; the number
of discipline referrals .dropped from 300 to 120, deficiency reports from 426 to 287,
serious discipline referrals from 7t to 30 and petty discipline referrals from 75 to 15.

States have developed, sponsored and funded training programs for people in-volved in the juvenile justice system. as well as for those involved with the juvenile
justice system. In several states (Delaware, Rhode Island and New Hampshire,
among others), new state departments have been created to serve children and
youth JJDP funds have supported staffing and training in these efforts, and SAGs
have been strong advocates in support of them. Juvenile Codes have been revised toreflect the intent of the JJDPA. Standards to improve the juvenile justice system
and its components have been developed and implemented. There has been increas-
ing recognition of the need for public awareness and education in regard to the juve-nile justice system, and resources, programs and media approaches have been devel-oped to inform the public.

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention funds continue to serve as a catalyst
to states to develop and test new approaches to delinquency. The percentage of
funds passed through to local governments and non-profit agencies ranges from therequired f;i;1;(;,-; to 9sr', The number of project applications fo JJDPA funds contin-ues to be far greater than the number which ran be funded. For example. Massa-
chusetts recently received IOU applications for funds and was able to fund only 21 ofthem

Since II R 4071 was just introduced, the SAGS have not responded specifically tothat Hill fiowes.er. the SAGs strongly support the continuation of the current man-
dates within the Act Participation in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act is voluntary The fact that all but four states (North Dakota, South Dakota,
Wyoming and Nevdal choose to participate in the Act is a strong indication that
the states are committed to the purrioses of this Act as it currently exists. SAGs be-
liev that the deinstitutionalization and separation mandates must remain in theAct and are convinced that it is imperative to work towards the complete removal
of juveniles from adult jails and lockups Meeting the jail removal mandate of the
Act has become a primary focus for many states, which are allocating a large share
of available resources to accomplish removal SAGs suppor, the mandate that all
juveniles be removed from adult jiilk and lockups They well know the problems in-
vol%ed in meeting that mandate hut, nonetheless, are committed to working toward
the ultimate goal of complete removal It is our hope that the clarification of Sec-
tion 22'2(am 14. will be a positive step in meeting that ultimate goal of complete re-
moval
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SAGs support the continuation of emphasis on primary prevention, since they be-
lieve that prevention activities are both an appropriate and effective approach to
reducing delinquency.

SAGs believe that, because of their membership composition, they are in the best
position to determine the juvenile justice needs in their states and the best way to
meet those needs. Consequently, they believe that the SAGs should have final plan-
ning and funding authority in regard to the JJDPA and strongly support amending
the Act to provide that SAGs do have such final authority. Currently, 34 states do
have final planning and funding authority in regard to the JJDPA. (List attached.)
SAGs also believe that an annual. national conference is extremely important to
them in their efforts to implement the Act and appreciate your recognition of that
fact by the provision in H.R. 4971 providing for a national SAG conference at least
every two years. SAGS also support a five-year reauthorization period, which will
provide for greater stability for the program.

The SAGS support a competitive bidding process for special emphasis funds, with
ample public announcements as to the availability of such funds. It is impossible for
one or two people to know about the many successful programs or innovative ideas
in a particular area. Consequently, if we are serious about developing the most
promising approaches to the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency,
every one should have an equal opportunity to present his or her proposal as to how
to best deal with a particular problem. Competitive bidding is the best way to
ensure that a variety of approaches will be considered in the determination as to
which proposals should be funded. Public announcements of the availability of funds
in specific areas would also allow for some comment on the appropriateness of cer-
tain programs. Many states are concerned about programs currently being funded
by special emphasis money. Competitive bidding, public announcements and review
by Congressional committees should help ensure the best use of the limited JJDPA
special emphasis funds.

SAGs continue to support continuation of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act
as it is currently written. Under the provisions of this Act, services have been effec-
tively provided to runaway and homeless youth. The Missing Children's legislation
had not been proposed when the SAGS met last May, so there has been no opportu-
nity for the SAGs to take a position on that legislation. Several SAGs, among them
Maine and Connecticut, have taken positions in support of legislation dealing with
missing children.

I hope that the above information will be helpful to you in your efforts to reau-
thorize the JJDPA. Much proeress has been made, but there is still much to accom-
plish. A combined Federal, state and local effort, involving citizens of each state, is
necessary in order for progress to continue. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act is the best way to ensure that progress will continue to be made.
Your support for the JJDPA and your efforts to continue the Act are greatly appre-
ciated by all those involved in improving the juvenile justice system and providing
services to juveniles. If the SAGs can be of assistance to you in any way, please do
not hesitate to call on us.

STATES IN WHICH STATE ADVISORY GROUPS HAVE FINAL. PLANNING AND FUNDING
ACTHORITY IN REGARD TO THE JUVENILE JUSTIN.: AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION AC'T

Alabama Mississippi
Alaska Missouri
American Samoa Montana
Arizona New Hampshire
Arkansas New Mexico
Colorado Ohio
Connecticut Oklahoma
Georgia Oregon
Guam Puerto Rico
Idaho Rhode Island
Illinois Tennessee
Iowa Utah
Kansas Vermont
Maine Washington
Massachusetts Wisconsin
Michigan Northern Mariana Islands
Minnesota Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands
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POSITIONS OF THE STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS ON REAUTHORIZATION OF
THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT

The State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups:
Support reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.
Support continued autonomy for the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention.
Support the appointment by the President of the Administrator of the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. In addition, the SAGs recommend
that the Administrator of OJJDP have experience in the field of juvenile justice.

Recommend that the Office of 'Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention con-
tinue to be located within the Department of Justice.

Strongly support an increased emphasis on delinquency prevention programs, ac-
tivities and research and recommend that prevention be emphasized in the body of
the Act and that prevention programs and activities be added where appropriate.

Rev amend striking the clause in the Act (Sec. 223(aX12RA)), which allows youth
who have violated valid court orders to be placed in secure institutions.

Recommend that the provision to remove juveniles from adult jails and lockups
by December 1985 be retained in the reauthorized Act.

Recommend the following authorization levels: $200 millionFY 85, $225 mil-
lionFY 86, $250 millionFY 87, $275 millionFY 88, and $300 millionFY 89.

Recommend an appropriation level of $125 million minimum for FY 85 and full
funding thereafter.

Recommend an authorization period of five years.
Recommend no additions to sections dealing with special emphasis and advanced

techniques.
Support recognizing the key role that nonprofit organizations, including neighbor-

hood-based organizations, play in preventing juvenile delinquency and working with
youth who become delinquent.

Support striking the provision that local, private agencies may receive state for-
mula grant funds only if they have previously applied for and been denied funding
by a local government entity.

Support examining and expanding Federal coordinating mechanism to ensure
that services available reach youth in need of them.

Recommend that the Ir iguage on standards in the 1980 Juvenile Justice Amend-
ments be retained and that technical assistance be provided to state and local gov-
ernments to help them implement standards.

Support the following recommendations regarding the National Advisory Commit-
tee: Number of members on the NAC should be increased from 15 to 21, Member-
ship criteria should be expanded to include cu, rent members of State Advisory
Groups and state and local elected officials, a certain number of members should be
representatives of youth-serving organizations, minorities should be represented, the
requirement for youth membership should remain the same, there should be repre-
sentation from both urban and rural areas, and time for public comment during
each NAC meeting should be mandated.

Recommend that State Adviso y Groups have final plaiming and funding author-
ity with respect to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Recommend that the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act be maintained as cur-
rently written. They also recommend a five-year authorization cycle and the follow-
ing authorization levels: $50 millionFY 85, $60 millionFY 86, $70 millionFY
K7, $75 million--FY 88, and $75 millionFY 89.

Support continuation of the Formula Grants Program as is.
Support continuation of the Special Emphasis Program, including the funding

mechanism, as is.
Support the continuation of the requirement for annual monitoring reports re-

garding compliance with the mandates of the Act.
Support the continued separation of the National Institute of Justice and the Na-

tional Institute of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
Adopted in Kansas City, May, 1983.

NATIONAL. STEERING COMMITTF:E OF STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS

Each state which participates in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act must have a State Advisory Group (SAG). the members of which are appointed
by the Governor for their experience and expertise in the area of juvenile justice
Responsibilities of State Advisory Groups include development and implementation
of comprehensive state juvenile justice plans, recommendations regarding grant ap-
plications for juvenile justice funding. advising the Governor and the Legislature in

14,
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regard to juvenile justice issues-and encouraging improvement of the juvenile jus-
tice system. In many states, State Advisory Groups now have final planning and
funding authority in regard to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act.

The National Steering Committee of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups was
formed to provide a mechanism for State Advisory Groups to share information
among themselves and to assist in the development of national policy and legisla-
tion in ju ienile justice matters pertaining to the states. The National Steering Com-
mittee also provides a means to work more closely with the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention and the National Advisory Committee, as well as
other organizations and groups involved in the juvenile justice area.

Purpose: To maintain and monitor federal initiatives in the juvenile justice area
by facilitating the exchange of information between SATs and by providing a uni-
fied voice on mutually-agreed-upon issues.

Membership: Along with the National Steering Committee, the States Advisory
Groups agreed to form regional coalitions, comprising SAG Chairs, or their desig-
nees, and Juvenile Justice Specialists. The Chairs of the regional coalitions are
members of the national Steering Committee. In addition, the Chair and the two
Vice ('hairs of the National Steering Committee are elected by the State Advisory
Group Chairs.

Functions:
(1) Speak on behalf of SAGs on agreed-upon issues to Congress and national

policy-making agencies and bodies.
(2) Provide and disseminate information on significant national developments ee-

quiring SAG involvement.
(3) Represent SAGE on all appropriate policy-making bodies and forums.
(4) Initiate and maintain an appropriate vehicle of communication to keep SAG

members adequately and regularly informed.
(5) Stimulate and sponsor regional coalition meetings with suggested agenda items

of national concern.
Oil Organize and sponsor, in conjunction with the Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention, an annual national SAG Conference.
(7) Create ad hoc committees, as necessary, for the review and resolution of appro-

priate issues.

STATEMENT OF ANN LINDEN CARLISLE, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
STEERING COMMITTEE OF STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE GROUPS,
CAPE ELIZABETH, ME

Mr. ANDREWS. Where is Cape Elizabeth, ME?
Ms. CARLISLE. It is just outside of Portland, ME. It is a lovely

town.
Mr. ANDREWS. It must be
Ms. CARLISLE. I am very pleased to have been invited to share

with you today some of the accomplishments, the concerns and the
positions on reauthorization of those involved in implementing the
Juvenile Justice Act at the State level, most specifically the State
Advisory Groups.

Fir it, though, I would like to thank you and Representative Petri
for all of your support and efforts on behalf of the Juvenile Justice
Act, as reflected in the bipartisan bill, H.R. 4971, which was recent-
ly introduced. The State Advisory Groups are extremely apprecia-
tive of all you have done in the past and continue to support your
efforts to improve services for juveniles.

As you know, each State which participates in the act must have
a State Advisory Group, the members of which are appointed by
the Governor. State Advisory Groups are responsible for, among
other things, advising their Governors and legislatures, and for en-
suring compliance of the mandates of the act.

The National Steering Committee of State Juvenile Justice Advi-
sory Groups, of which I am the chairman, consists of the chairs of

1 4 ,
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the regional State Advisory Group coalitions and the chairman and
two vice chairmen who are elected by the State Advisory Group
chairs.

I would like now to speak briefly about some of the accomplish-
ments of the legislation as seen from the States' perspective. I have
submitted written testimony which will go into much greater detail
which does contain specific examples of what the States have ac-
complished, as well as examples of successful programs in different
areas which you may find of interest.

Today, though, I would like to couch my remarks in terms of
some of the comments that have preceded my testimony.

The States, first of all, unanimously support reauthorization of
the Juvenile Justice Act. We also support continuation of the man-
dates of deinstitutionalization of status offenders, separation of ju-
veniles from adults and adult facilities, and removel of juveniles
from adult jails and lockups. States have accomplished a great
deal. Those accomplishments have been possible almost completely
because of this act. We are not yet finished.

Of the 53 States and territories participating in the act, 48 ofthem are in full compliance with the deinstitutionalization man-
date. However, we still have between 25,000 and 50,000 status.. of-
fenders in secure institutions. We are not finished.

Thirty-nine of those States are in compliance with the separation
mandate. However, almost half a million juveniles are still detailed
in adult jails, and many of them are not sight and sound separated.
The jail removal mandate, contrary to the position of this adminis-
tration, has not been met. States are only now beginning to work
on the implementation of jail removal plans. It is extremely com-
plicated, it can be costly; but more than that, it requires a concert-
ed effort by every single group in the State that has anything to do
with kids in jails. That takes time.

In the last year, 1983, according to monitoring reports submitted
by the States, there has been a 16- to 18-percent reduction in the
number of juveniles detained. Many of the States have not been
able to report on a full-year basis, and many of the States have not
even gotten to the point where they can report any reduction atall

Many States fear that if that mandate is not retained, there will
be no removal efforts in their States. It is because of the mandate
of the act. for the most part, that most States are now moving in
this direction. States have been involved in doing many other
things, and why they support and probably have supported the ideaof getting kids out of jails, it was only with that mandate in 19 SO
that they actually began to do that. Without it, it will not happen.

Speaking as a citizen of the State of Maine, which is certainly a
very rural State--it is also a large State, at least in terms of the
eastern part of this country. Its coastline alone is :i,500 tniles
Maine has one juvenile facility. It is in the southern part of theState. It is S hours away in good weather from the northern and
the etwternmost parts of the State. That means that those areas up
there use count v jails to detain juveniles.

Maine has never considered even applying for the low-popula-
tion-density exception. because Maine is committed to getting kids
out of jails. Maine does not believe that juveniles in the rural areas
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should be penalized because of an accident of geography. Maine has
also decided it is totally out of the question to either build new jails
or to try to bring our antiquated jails up to snuff.

Yes, our jails are approved, some of them, to hold juveniles.
There is no way we could add to them, physically as well as staff,
anything that would enable them to meet the requirements of the
jail mandate removal. Consequently, we believe it is far cheaper in
terms of money, not to mention far more humane, to develop com-
munity-based alternatives to jails. There are some kids who require
secure detention. It does not have to be in a jail. That is the effort
that we are trying to do. That is the direction we are going in. That
is the direction a lot of States are going in.

So I think it is misleading to talk about jail removal only in
terms of building new jails or modifying current jails and providing
separate staff. I think States need to look at alternatives to jails
themselves. It has been shown in some States that that is possible,
and I think that is the direction most of the States are going in. So
the State Advisory Groups strongly support continuation of that
jail removal amendment.

I also would like to report to you that the States believe that the
reason the act has been so effective is because of title II, the very
piece of the act that the current administration wishes not to reau-
thorize. Title II contains the formula grant provision of that act.

Under that part, more than half of the money appropriated to
the act is returned to the States. The States make decisions based
on Federal leadership direction as to how best meet the mandates
of the act based on State and local priorities. That requires the in-
volvement of citizens in every State making those decisions. Those
citizens are often found on the State Advisory Groups, who then
take upon themselves the advocacy role to make sure that these
things happen, the coordinating role to make sure the various
State departments and the local agencies are talking to each other
and planning together.

The formula grants program has enabled the States to comply
with, to the extent that they have, the mandates of the act as
passed by Congress. If yot. take away that piece, we will lose much,
if not most, of all of the progress that we have made in the last 10
years.

I fail to understand why this administration, which is so big on
States' rights and giving things to the States and involving the
States, wants to take away the very piece that has States' rights
and responsibilities in it. This act is a perfect example of a Federal,
State, and local partnership. And now, all of a sudden, after 10
years of commitment on the part of the State and local communi-
ties, the Federal partner wants out.

The cost of this program is less than the cost of operating our
military bands. If we can spend $100 million a year on military
bands, it seems to me we can spend $70 million a year on takin',
care of the juvenile delinquents, the status offenders, the run-
aways, and whatever, that are covered under this particular act.

I strongly urge you on behalf of all the State advisory groups
that the formula grant program be retained, that the mandates of
the act be retained.
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States are not in a position, contrary to what you heard earlier,
to assume the costs of this program. States are faced with severe
budget constraints. They are also faced with cutbacks in Oh. Feder-
al Government in terms ofmoney that is actually going to the
States.

States have, in good faith, followed the thought behind this act,
which was to use the juvenile justice money for seed money to pilot
programs, to fund new and innovative ways to try things and, if
they work, States and local communities will pick up the costs.
That has happened. Many of these programs .have been continued
by State and local funds. There is no way that most States can pick
up the bulk of the money that is currently coming from the Feder-
al Government to continue these efforts.

In terms of prevention, I would like to just state very briefly that
that remains an area of great interest to the States. The State ad-
visory groups strongly support primary prevention activities. There
are programs now that are being put into effect that have demon-
strated excellent results. These are programs that were done after
the 1981 report which was quoted to you earlier.

Just as a quick example of that, New Mexico has a school cli-
mate improvement program that the State advisory group funds
with the Department of Education, local school disricts, and others.
Currently, that program is in over 50 school systems.

The first school to participate reported the following results after
1 year. The number of students on the honor roll increased by 142
percent, truancies and absenteeism decreased, the percentage of
students receiving failing grades was reduced by 10 percent in
grade 6 and 3 percent in grade 7, the number of discipline referrals
dropped from 300 to 120, deficiency reports from 426 to 287, serious
discipline referrals from 75 to 30, and petty discipline referrals
from 75 to 13. Clearly, there are programs that can be started that
do have an effect in terms of preventing delinquency or trouble-some behavior.

This bill, your bill, H.R. 4971, has just been introduced, State ad-
visory groups have not been able to respond specifically to some of
the amendments. However, we have taken positions on several
issues relating to reauthorization, and copies of the complete list of
positions is included with my written testimony.

There are few things I would like to just briefly comment on in
terms of your specific bill. State advisory groups hope that the clar-
ification of section 222(1)(14), which is the jail removal mandate
section, will serve as a positive step toward the ultimate goal of
complete jail removal. We recognize the difficulties in meeting that
mandate We, more than many others, know firsthand how difficult
it will be to do that. Nonetheless, we are truly committed to
making that happen. We hope this clarification will be a positive
step towards that goal.

We do have a question as to whether greater numbers of chil-
dren will be detained in jails under that provision, and we would
ask that you keep that in mind as you work though this process.

State advisory groups do believe that, because of their member-
ship composition, they are in the best position to determine the ju-
venile justice needs in their own States and, therefore, State advi-
sory groups should have final planning and funding authority in
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regard to the Ju wenile Justice Act. Currently, 35 States do have
such final authority.

State advisory groups appreciate very much your amendment to
provide for a State advisory group conference at least every 2
years. We believe that if3 an essential forum for us in order for us
to do our jobs in implementing the act at the State level. We have
not had a State advisorywe have had one State advisory group
conference in the last 3 years, and the Office of Juvenile Justice
has refused to fund a State advisory group conference this year.
Therefore, we greatly appreciate that particular amendment.

State advisory groups also support the 5-year reauthorization
period, because we believe it will provide greater stability to the,
program and enable us to do the long-range planning and efforts
necessary to accomplish the mandates.

State advisory groups also support a competitive bidding process
for special emphasis funds with timely public announcement as to
the availability of such funds.

There is also a great deal of support for your amendment to pro-
hibit biomedical or behavior control experimentation on individ-
uals or any research involving such experimentation.

In addition, we continue to strongly support the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act.

States are very concerned about the direction currently being
taken by the Office of Juvenile Justice. We have worked closely
with the office in the past to fulfill congressional intent with
regard to the act. We question the kind of leadership that encour-
ages noncompetitive bidding and bizarre and frightening proposals
on sick and questionable subjects.

We have grave conc-irns about proposals dealing with biological
indicators and the forms of mind control at the expense of individ-
ual rights. How will children be selected to view pornographic ma-
teriai? And once they have reacted to that material, what will
happen to them? After they have prescreened and preidentified
predelinquents, what will they do with them?

We need that money to put towards meeting the mandates of the
act. We question whether these types of proposals are appropriate
for the Office of Juvenile Justice in terms of preventing and pro-
viding services for deliquents.

I would like to make one comment on the data. Data collection is
a tremendous problem, and it has been. I will say that great strides
have been made to improve that. One of the reasons those strides
have been made is because the act has required a. But States do
find it difficult to gather those data. That is a problem within indi-
vidual States. So, yes, your statistics may not be totally accurate,
but I do believe that the statistics that you have been presented,
for the most part, to date do reflect an accurate picture of what is
happening in the States.

Our data collection efforts in Maine have helped put into place
or encourage the use of a uniform reporting system among our
county jails. We have jails where we have gone in to monitor com-
pliance. We have jails where they keep their records in a shoebox.
They sort of flip through them, and maybe they can find them and
maybe they can't, and maybe they can tell you the committal of-
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Tense or why the kid is being held, but maybe they can't. I don't
think Maine is unusual in that, but we are working on that.

But that is part of the act. If we lose the act, we lose the impetus
to provide that kind of systematic data which everybody is asking
for.

Just one brief statement on runaways. It has been my experience
and the experience of many others involved in juvenile justice that
children run away from things, they run away from situations that
are hurtful or harmful to them. They don't run away to group shel-
ters.

As the mother of three teenage sons who, fortunately, have nol
yet chosen to run awayalthough there are times when I think it
might not be a bad ideaI would rather have my children run
away and be on the street than I would ever have one of them in a
jail or a secure institution. They are safer or the streets than they
are in jails.

I think it is important to keep in mind that runaways can be
better served in other ways, that status offenders can be better
served in other ways. So what if the recidivism rates aren't any dif-
ferent. Isn't it more humane to keep kids in grow) shelters and
community-based programs than it is in a secure institution?

I think that, in much of this talk, there has been too much atten-
tion being given to cost, monetary cost. That is not to say that is
not important, but you have to balance that with human costs. I
urge you to keep that in mind when you take into account some of
these comments about States can't afford to this. States can't
afford not to do some of these things.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have. I
would be pleased to pledge to you that the State advisory groups
will assist you in your efforts in any way possible in the reauthor-
ization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very kindly.
We do mal:e mistakes, and I think we made one today. We

should have had Mr. Regnery here at 10:30 and put him on as the
last witness rather than the first. [Applause.]

Mr. ANDREWS. But obviously you are doing a good job. Without
that kind of commitment that you and your groups have, the act,
of course, could not accomplish any purpose. Thank you very much.

Let me tell you, if I may, a quick little personal story. The first
time I sought political office was in 1958. I ran for the State senate
then in North Carolina. My opponent's name was Van Thomas, a
very fine person and a good friend.

In 1980, I went to Maine and I went to Portland to a facilityI
say a facilitya program that was operated under this act, a pilot
program. one of several, having to do not with these matters exact-
ly, but with restitution. I visited it and enjoyed it very much. I
thought they had a good program. I also talked with some of the
judges and sheriffs and others. It had a good reputation.

Anyway, as I started to leave, I met a young woman who hap-
pened to be there, and she was Van Thomas' daughter. I thought
that was quite an unusual experience. If you should happen to be
thereshe was not married, and I have forgotten her first name,
but unless she has since married, her last name remains Thomas
please give her my regards.
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Ms. CARLISLE. I certainly will. Maine is a small State, and I may
be able to find her.

Mr. ANDREWS. I hope that you will.
Thank you very much for your good work and your brilliant tes-

timony.
I hope that you will arrange somehow, even if you can't persuade

them to have that national conferencewhy can't you arrange to
go see Mr. Regnery himself about this program?

Ms. CARLISLE. Do what?
Mr. ANDREWS. Why can't you go see Mr. Regnery and tell him

some of the things you have told us, since he is not here to have
heard that?

Ms. CARLISLE. I told Mr. ,Regnery all of the wonderful things I
told you, and he is the one who has refused to put on a conference
for us.

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, I know. Maybe we know why, also. [Laugh-
ter.]

Ms. CARLISLE. I forgot to sayI did want to comment on the boy
who was riding the dirt bike and was not released on bond.

There are a lot of States in which juveniles may not be released
on bond. Maine has no provision for bond for juveniles.

Mr. ANDREWS. Really?
Ms. CARLISLE. If the kid is picked up for whatever and placed in

a jail,. he stays there until either there is a court hearing or an
intake worker authorizes release. But there is no bond at all.

Mr. ANDREWS. If somebody will raise the money to take that to
the Supreme Court, I will guarantee you you will have a law or a
ruling from the supreme court in Maine that you can't do that.
That is a violation of the U.S. Constitution.

Ms. CARLISLE. I will have to do something about that when I get
back.

Mr. ANDREWS. In my opinion it is.
Again, we thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Next we have Shirley Cupery and Marilyn Beggs,

the first being the Wilmington National PTA vice president for
leadership services; and Marilyn being the National PTA vice
president for region 5 from Lincoln, NE. We welcome both of you
here.

[Prepared statement of Shirley Cupery and Marilyn Beggs fol-
lows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHIRI.EY CUPERY, NATIONAL PTA VICE PRESIDENT FOR
LEADERSHIP SERVICES, AND MARILYN BEGGS, NATIONAL PTA VICE PRESIDENT FOR
REGION 5

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on Human Resources, the Na-
tional PTA appreciates this opportunity to appear before you regarding the reau-
thorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

A priority for our assocation is to maintain the federal role in delinquency pre-
vention and child protection. We wisinto thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your consist-
ent leadership in this area.

Nineteen hundred and eighty-four is a watershed year for juvenile justice pro-
grams It is the responsibility of this Congress to decide whether the U.S will recom-
mit itself to the goals and mandates it established in 1974 and reaffirmed in 1977
and l980 under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.
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The National PTA views the Act as an embodiment of legal principles pertaining
to the rights of juveniles and an affirmation of the values held by the majority of
Americans. These are:

Jail is not a suitable environment for young people.
Youth in need should be assisted by their communities; not isolated from them.
The Family unit should be strengthened so that juveniles can be retained in their

homes rather than institutionalized.
Prevention of delinquency and community-based rehabilitation programs are

more effective than punishment.
Children should be protected from arbitrary expulsions and suspensions from

school and should instead participate in programs which instill in them an owner-
ship of their education and a stake in their own futures.

Runaway and "throwaway" children should not be left to fend for themselves and
to cope with the dangers inherent in street life. They should be provided with a
safe, temporary haven in which they can receive physical and emotional support
and assistance in being reunited with their families, if feasible, or placed in the
least restrictive, appropriate setting.

Status offenders and non-offenders should not be placed in secure detention or in
correctional facilities.

In may areas the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act is a success
story. Dozens of states have revised their laws to meet the mandates of the statute
and to use funds available under the form,,la grant program to implement the pro-
grams authorized. In addition, Title III, the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, has
been responsible for the funding of more than 200 shelters across the country and
for support services for the growing numbers of homeless youth.

But there still remains much to be done to accomplish the objectives of the Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Today, 500,000 youths are incarcerated in adult jails and lock-ups even though
less than 10 percent have been charged with violent crimes.

Today, 50,000 status offenders and neglected. abandoned young people are still
held in secure detention to await juvenile court appearances even though two-thirds
are released during those hearings.

The National PTA strongly supporta reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act so that our young people will not lose those gains al-
ready accomplished and 1..,o that progress can be realized in those areas in which we
have yet to meet the goals of the statute.

That is why the National PTA has endorsed the Missing Children's Assistance
Act with its provisions to reauthorize juvenile justice and runaway and homeless
youth programs.

In addition, we believe H.R. 4971 contains provisions of exceptional merit. These
provisions strengthen the mandates of the statute. recognize the importance of the
family unit, and prescribe guidelines to be followed in the Act's Administration and
implementation.

The following amendment to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act proposed in H.R. 4971 are of particular interest to the National PTA:

JAIL. REMOVAL. REQUIREMENTS

The National PTA Board of Directors adopted in August. 1983 a legislative direc-
tive pertaining to federal juvenile justice legislation. One aspect of that directive
urges Congress to enact legislation that mandates the removal of juveniles from
adult jails and lockups As this position relates to the measure currently before the
Congress, the Nation:, PTA believes that all states should be required to comply
with such a mandate w,,other or not they choose to receive formula grant monies
under the Junvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Although the jail removal amendment in H.R. 4971 still relies on the threatened
loss of federal funds to encourage states to comply with the jail removal mandate by
December 8, 1985, we believe the clarifying language regarding low population den-
sity areas is an improvement over the current law. The amendment defines the con-
ditions under which a juvenile residing outside a Standard Metrni)olitan Statistical
Area and awaiting an initial court appearance could be placed in ar adult facility so
as to further limit any such placement.

VALID COURT ORDER PROVISION

The National PTA opposed and continues to oppose the Valid Court Order
Atnendtnent enacted in 1980 because it contradicts the deinstitutionalization man-
dates of the law
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Although H.R. 4971 does not strike this amendment, it does provide a definition
for "valid court order" that sets forth special re3trictions on its application and re-
quires the protection of the due process rights of juveniles. We believe that Congress
should at least adopt this proposed language in order to prevent the arbitrary incar-
ceration of junveniles who have committed no crimes.

SPECIAL EMPHASIS GRANT AWARDS

The National PTA has been deeply concerned that since 1981 the federal role in
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention has been attacked by the Executive
Branch of our government. Each year, the Administrtion has attempted to abolish
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). It has only been
due to strong bipartisan efforts in Congress and the support of citizens across the
country that the federal role has been salvaged.

However, while the current Administration has lost the battle to abolish OJJDP,
it has nevertheless pursued a policy of shifting the emphasis of juvenile justice pro-
grams away from delinquency prevention, rehabilitative efforts and litigation on
behalf of children to concentrate on harsher punishment for juveniles who commit
crimes and on chronic and violent offenders.

Members of this Subcommittee may recall con.espndence from our organization
last Spring in which w voiced our concern over this change in direction. In addi-
tion. we pointed out that the OJJDP had cut off funding for major components of a
school related delinquency prevention program at the same time that it was prais-
ing that very program in a brochure produced with National PTA for distribution to
our members across the country. More recently, it has come to our attention that
Special Emphasis and Research Grant awards are being made on a noncompetitive
basis for projects that do not conform to the mandates or the spirit of the JUIenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Therefore we praise the sponsors of H.R. 4971 for the provisions that : (1) Outline
the activities that are consistent with the mandates and spirit of the Act and specify
the proportion of funds that can be spent on them; (21 require that Special Emphasis
and Research grants be awarded on a competitive basis so that organizations with
the expertise and experience to make a meaningful contribution to the improve-
ment of juvenile justice services and to the welfare and protection of youth will
have an opportunity to apply; (3) provide for continuing congressional versight of
t he awards process: (4) prohibit the use of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act funds for biomedical, behavioral and genetic research on young people.

MISSING CHILDREN'S ASSISTANCE

The National PTA supported the original Missing Children's Act of 1982 and
strongly endorses an expanded federal effort to assist in locating missing children
and reuniting them with their families. We have endorsed the Missing Children's
Ai*,),tazice Act (S. 2014 and H.R. 4300) and support the goals set forth in H.R 4971
However, the National PTA believes that handling abducted children cases is a law
enforcement responsibility and, therefore, that this new program (with its separate
authorization) should be a function of OJJDP in the Department of Justice.

ADEcil'ATE FUNDING FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH
PROGRAMS AND PERIOD OF AUTHORIZATION

The National VIA believes that without adequate funding we cannot attain the
goal,: of the Act. Therefore we have recommended that the authorization levels be
increased for both the juvenile justice programs and for Title III of the Act.

For Titles I and II we believe that $200 million annually is the minimum accepta-
ble funding level. In order to maintain services we suggest: $200 million for FY

$225 million for FY 19W, $250 million for FY 1987, $275 million for FY 19S8,
and .4:300 million for FY 1989. In addition. we support the provision contained in
11 11 1971 that would increase the proportion of funding for the formula grant pro-
gran: sn that states and communities can further improve their juvenile justice pro-
grams and services.

in regard~ to Title III, we believe that actions taken by the Congress over the past
two years to increase funding for runaway and homeless youth programs expresses
a recognition of the growing needs in this area. At a minimum, the authorization
le.el should he $25 million and we urge increases of $10 million each year up to $75
ri:ilion for FY 1988 and FY 1989.

Also, the National PTA believes that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act authorization period should be for five years (as stipulated in H.R. 4971)
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to provide more stability for its implementation and to remove the reauthorization
period from the election year cycles.

LAW-RELATED EDUCATION

We commend the co-sponsors of H.R. 4971 for the section establishing a Law-Re-
lated Education Resource Center because our Youth need to be legally literate to
function successfully in our society.

The experience in school systems which have introduced law-related education
has been that students are deeply interested in this subject, that it reduces delin-
quent behavior, and that it strengthens the respect of students for the "rule of law"
that undergrids our democratic system.

EMPHASIS ON THE FAMILY AND FAMILY MEMBERS

The National PTA believes that the increased emphasis on the family in the pro-
posed measure is a real step forward. It is impossible to work with a child in a
vacuum. Each child is a member of some form of family and this family must be
included and involved in a treatment process.

Juvenile judges need the latitude to set requirements and expectations of parents
and other family members as well as the youth in trouble.

It has been shown that involvement of the extended family of a youngster success-
fully contributes to the rehabilitation of a delinquent. In addition, intense, short-
term crisis intervention within the family of a troubled youth most often enables
the family to begin to handle successfully their ow., affairs and to turn the child's
behavior into positive channels.

REPRESENTATION ON FEDERAL. AND STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY l'OMMITTEES

The framers of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act envisioned
broad based representation on federal and state juvenile justice advisory committees
of those with special knowledge and experience in youth services and delinquency
prevention. Such representation is reaffirmed in H.R. 4971.

However. there is no language in the current law or in the proposed amendments
That recognizes the valuable contribution that can be made by parents and those
representing parent organizations The National PTA, 90 percent of whose 5 million
membership is comprised of parents, ugres that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-
cy- Prevention Act be amended to mandate parent representation on federal and
state juvenile justice advisory committees. Parents included in such committees
should represent those whose children are in the juvenile justice system and those
whose children are not.

The future of our country depends on what we do today to provide for our young
people an environment in which they can develop strong bonds with their families,
their schools and their communities. The mandates of the Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act are vital to that process. That is why the National PTA
believes one of the most important items of business before this Congress is to cen-
tunae and. where necessary. strengthen the federal role in juvenile justice and delin-quency prevention.

STATEMENTS OF' SHIRLEY CUPERY, NATIONAL PTA NICE PRESI-
DENT FOR LEADERSHIP SERVICES, WILMINGTON, DE; ANDL BEGGS, NATIONAL PTA VICE PRESIDENT FOR
RE(110N 3, LINCOLN, NE
Ms. CurERY. Thank you very much.
The National PTA greatly appreciates this opportunity to testify

on behalf of our 5.3 million members, because a priority of our as-
sociation is to maintain the Federal role in delinquency prevention
and child protection.

We wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your cotmistent leader-
ship in this area. We do appreciate it.

We strongly support reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act, so that our young people do not lose
the gains already accomplished, and so that the progress can be re-
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allied in those areas in which we have yet to meet the goals of the
stat ute.

There are some specific amendments which are contained in
H.R. 4971 that are of particular interest to the National PTA, and I
would just like to comment on them.

First, the jail removal requiremei..s. The National PTA, at its
convention last June, and then by the board of directors in August,
adopted a directive that urges Congress to enact legislation that
mandates the removal of juveniles from adult jails and lockups. As
this position relates to the measure currently before this commit-
tee, we believe that all States should be required to comply with
such a mandate, whether or not they choose to receive the formula
grant money.

Although the jail removal amendment in H.R. 4971 still relies on
the threatened loss of Federal funds to encourage States to comply,
we do believe that the clarifying language that you have inserted
regarding the low population density areas is an improvement over
the current law, by defining the conditions under which a juvenile
residing outside a standard metropolitan statistical area and await-
ing an initial court appearance could be placed in adult facility
to as to further limit such a placement. So we do sk )ort that limi-
tation.

However, we do have a caution. We are concerned that in many
jails in rural areas, the only place that the juveniles are held sepa-
rately is essentially in solitary confinement.

I would like Mrs. Beggs to speak to that from a d.rect experience
she has had in Nebraska.

Ms. BEGGS. I visited all 46 county jails in Nebraska to see where
they held juveniles. I found that the majority of those places had to
be the hole in order to separate them as they felt the law required.

i also found that most county officials and county sheriffs were
most distressed with this and wanted to do something different, but
there was not the money to do it.

Nebraska has long distances to travel. We do i't have mountain
passes to go over as they did in Colorado, but we do not have facili-
ties that are easily obtainable for some of these rural areas. Some-
times the sheriffs felt so badly about the child having to be in the
hole that they would even, contrary to what might be safe, take
them to their own home and then bring them back into court when
it was necessary

But I would urge you to remember this or think about it as you
work on this act.

Ms Fuet.:itv. In the valid court order provision, th:. National PTA
opposes. and continues to oppose. a valid court order amendment
enacted in 1W-,() because it contradicts the deinstitutionalization
mandates of the law.

But although the current bill doesn't strike this amendment, it
dues provide a definition that sets forth some specific restrictions
on its application and requires the protection of the due process
rights of juveniles. So we do believe that Congress should at least
adopt this proposed language in order to prevent the arbitrary in-
carceration of juveniles who have committed no crimes.

However. wi would like to point out that even when a child has
viol:Ited a valid court order. this does not necessarily mean that he
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has to be placed in a detention facility. In fact, I would like Mrs.
Beggs to explain to you a program which was funded in Nebraska
under funds from juvenile justice funds which diverted such chil-
dren out of detention facilities.

Ms. BEGGS. I worked under a grant that allowed me to recruit
foster homes and then to train those people in foster homes. We
developed some homes that were primarily for the youngster who
had revocation of probation. The whole grant was entirely for teen-
agers, and it was for the hard-to-place teenager or the teenager
who might be institutionalized.

We were able over a year's time to recruit 45 homes. Of those 45.
almost half were able to take the kind of youngster where you
would revoke the probation under a valid court order. We found
that this worked very well.

As a matter of fact-
Mr. ANDREWS. Was that in Nebraska only?
Ms. BEGGS. Yes, that was in Nebraska that I did this.
Mr. ANDREWS. What was the source of that grant?
Ms. Iliqa;s. The source of the grant was under this act.
Several years agowe had had many foster children in our

home, and there have been several of them that the judge had con-
sidered unplaceable that we have taken. Quite a few years ago, we
took one boy that the judge considered one of the worst he ever
had go through his court. That boy lived with us for years. He com-
pleted high school and he finished college, and he is now a work-
ing, contributing member of society.

Mr. ANDREWS. When you say "our home," do you mean your
family home?

Ms. BEGGs. My own personal home, yes.
Sc I do know that if you train people to work with these kinds of

people, there are places you can put them that are not institutions.
Ms. CueERY. I would like to tell you that Mrs. Beggs had had at

this point a total of 46 foster children living with her, most of them
teenagers who were hard to place. By the time she goes home, it
may be up to 47.

Ms. I-3EGGs. I hope not.
Ms. CITERY. We are very concerned that the current administra-

tion has attempted to abolish the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention. While this was not successful, it has pursued
policies which have shifted the emphasis from juvenile justice pro-
w ams away from delinquency prevention and rehabilitative efforts
on behalf of children to concentrate on harsher punishment and on
chronic offenders.

I dispute Mr. Regnery's contention here today that we should
concentrate on chronic offenders. That just guarantees an ever-es-
calating pool of chronic offenders who are not channeled out of the

stem before they become chronic offenders.
The National PTA distributed to our members a brochure print-

-d in cooperation with the OJJDP which talked about juvenile de-
linquency prevention programs in the schools. At the same time we
were appraising that program in the brochure distributed with
OJJDP funds. Mr. Regnery cut off the funds to the program.

There are many successful diversionary efforts to keep children
from being expelled derided. When you suspend or expel a
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child and put him on the streets, that is an open invitation for him
to become involved in the kind of behavior that is going to bring
him into court. There are many successful efforts on inschool sus-
pensions, on alternative programs.

There is one in my district that I am intimately familiar with
which has a very successful record of pulling children out and
giving them intensive remedial instruction and very intensive
counseling. We are averaging about 6 months in that program
before we are successfully mainstreaming them back into the regu-
lar high school programs. They do work, and they are alternative
to putting children out where they are going to commit crimes be-
cause they have nothing else to do.

We would like particularly to praise the sponsors of this bill for
the provisions that outline the activities that put some restrictions
on the special emphasis and research grant awards and make sure
that they are awarded on a competitive basis, that require that
there be a competitive process, so that organizations with the ex-
pertise and the experience can make a meaningful contribution to
the improvement of juvenile justice services will have an opportu-
nity to apply, that provide for the congressional overs.ght of grants
that awarded, and that prohibit use of the juvenile justice delin-
quency prevention funds for biomedical and behavioral and genetic
research on young people.

It is very important that we solicit the best available proposals.
Recent grants, such as those to the Rand Corp., which are predicat-
ed on determining the biological characteristics of predelinquent
children as to whether they are left-handed or the shape of their
ear lobes, are a travesty to the American system of justice, they
are a travesty of the American value system. We need this sort of
provision to ensure that valid research efforts are funded, research
whose results are not predetermined.

We strongly endorse the missing children assistance part of this.
However, we do believe that handling abducted children cases is a
law enforcement responsibility, and that this new program with its
separate authorization should be a function of OJJDP and the De-
partment of Justice rather than in the HHS.

Finally, I really would like to talk about the funding levels for
this act. For titles i and II, we believe that $20() million annually is
a minimum acceptable funding level in order to maintain services
we suggest, and we talk about some escalations in future years.

In regard to title III, we believe that the actions taken by Con-
gress to increase the funding over the past 2 years express a recog-
nition of the growing needs in this area. At a minimum, we feel
that this should be funded at $2 million.

These are not large amounts of money in comparison to many
other things that we spend our money on. These are an investment
in children, and they are going to pay off in the long run in much
less cost of coping with these same children if they continue to de-
velop through the juvenile justice system and then graduate to the
criniinal justice system for adults.

I would like to say that we do not feel that the States can do this
themselves. We strongly support Governor Robb's statements that
there does need to he a continuing Federal role, many of these pro-
grams do need to be demonstrated and, when they are demonstrat-
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ed successfully, they have been carried on, there does need to be
Federal leadership. We do not need to go around reinventing the
wheel. There has to be mechanisms to share successful programs,and there needs to be Federal leadership to do it.

We are particularly concerned with the adequate funding for the
runaway and homeless youth program, despite Mr. Regnery's con-tention that runaway shelters are a failure and a revolving door.We dispute that. We have many examples of very effective run-
away shelters that are working.

I would like Mrs. Beggs to conclude by talking about a runawayshelter she has been involved with.
Ms. BEGGS. Several years ago, we started with the Freeway Sta-

tion, which was a runaway shelter. We had several things that
were somewhat different from some runaway shelters. Parents
must he notified immeciately after a child gets there, and then we
look into what needs to be done, what the child is running from,and so on.

We need Federal money to maintain that shelter and the grouphomes that we have. In the shelter we make every effort to reunite
a family, but we do need to be honest and say that some familiescannot be reunited because of some of the things that have been
happening to the children in that home. On the other hand, wehave children who have run away from home where there needed
just to be better understanding.

But in order to continue to fund this home, we have to have rum-mage sales, and we have to have garage sales, and we have to havebake sales, and we have to go out and ask for contributions within
our community. Without the Federal money, we probably would bedoing even more of these. But how ridiculous to do that kind ofthing and to cut away the money, when what you are really doingis protecting a child from some of the things that they might getinto on the streets, or if they had to be put in jail, which is equally
as dangerous. We do need the Federal money. Our county and ourState and our local community cannot afford all of the things that
are now falling upon us to provide.

I can say from experience that I know one runaway shelter that
has worked.

Ms. CUPERY. I would just like to say in conclusion that the Na-tional PTA feels very strongly that the future of our country de-pends on what we do today to provide for our young people an en-vironment in which they can develop strong bonds with their fami-
lies, their schools, and their communities.

The mandates of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act are vital to that process. That is why we believe that oneof the most important items of business before this Congress is tocontinue and, where necessary, to strengthen the Federal role in
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention.

Thank you.
Mr. ANDaEws. Thank you very much for what you. as represent-

atives of the I'TA. have and are doing, for your testimony here.
and for what you as individual ladies are doing.

Incidentally. speaking of the money. I might just share some-
thing with you. Chairman Jamie Whitten is chairman of the Ap-
propriations Committee of the House. lie is the senior Member in
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the Congress, having been here 43 years. He has been chairman of
the Appropriations Committee a long, long time, and he knows the
Federal budget and things such as those you address in terms of
where money should go.

The fiscal year ended on September 30, as you probably know.
And you know what the budget calls for in terms of military ex-
penditures for the coming year. Last Saturday morning Jamie told
me that on October 1 of this year, the military budgetin other
words, the Pentagonhad a carryover of $172 billion.

Ms. BEGGS. That is a disgrace.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much.
Ms. BEGGS. Thank you.
Ms. CUPERY. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Our next witness is Mr. Alan M. Olszewski, assist-

ant director, National Legislative Commission for the American
Legion.

[Prepared statement of Alan M. Olszewski follows:]

PRE,APFD STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, WASHINGTON, DC. PRESENTED BY
ALAN 71. OISZEWSKI, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION,
THE AMERICAN LEGION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, on behalf of The American
Legion I thank you for this opportunity to again provide support for a program
which we believe is essential to the future well being of our nation's children. As
early as 1931, The American Legion became concerned with the many problems of
juvenile delinquency and started to urge state governments to deal more realistical-
y with the needs of the juvenile offender through the establishment of adequate

standards for state juvenile court administrations, juvenile detention homes and ju-
venile correctional care. During the five decades that followed, The American
Legion continued to recommend a variety of actions to address the problems ofjuve-
nile delinquency which include:

The formation of community coordinating councils to promote adequate child wel-
fare services to help prevent juvenile delinquency 119:3ti).

Urge the proper training and rehabilitation of juvenile delinquents so they may
become more productive citizens (1940i.

Encourage and cooperate with the Department of Justice in organizing regional
institutes to investigate the means of preventing juvenile delinquency 11946t.

Urge that adequate equipment, personnel and programs be instituted in youth de-
tention homes and training institutions (1952).

Support the providing of federal grants to states for the support of programs of
public and nonprofit agencies designed to prevent juvenile delinquency, with empha-
sis on a training corrections personnel (19tiiii.

Urge intensified efforts to inform the general public about juvenile delinquency
and initiate sound community efforts for its prevention and treatment (1955).

Support the revision of state laws on juvenile delinquency to bring them up to
date with current needs

Wholeheartedly support the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and
Training and urge the findings of this commission be implemented following its
final report

Urge and assist school hoards and state educational agencies to develop programs
to reduce and prevent violence and vandalism in schools (198(n.

Support full funding for the continued operations of the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention 11981).

it is for the above reasons. Mr. Chairman, that The American Legion had enthusi-
astically placed its support behind the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of n174 during its initial authorization Our ongoing support for the Act, howev-
er. is based on ow confidence that through its provisions, the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention (0.1JDP1 has been able to initiate and accomplish
se%. al of the leegion's recommended actions.

k remain convinced that as a problem which is felt nationwide the matter of
piveriiie crime and delinquency becomes .in unquestioned responsibility of the Fed-
eral (;merriment who must provide the n.cmsary funds, technical expertise, coordi-
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nation, and rapid dissemination of information concerning successful researchmodels to State and local governments. Federal involvement of this type will pro-
vide the badly needed resources and methods which can then be tailored to the spe-
cific needs of individual schools and communities.

Only through coordination on a federal level have projects such as restitutions by
juvenile offenders been made possible with preliminary statistics indicating it to be
a success. Project New Pride is also one of these programs and has demonstrated
encouraging results with serious juvenile offenders who have failed in traditional
programs. The Violent Juvenile Offender program which is a major research and
development project would also not be possible without a coordinated federal effort.

These are only a few of the necessary programs and information and training re-
sources which have been made possible through the enactment of the Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. Frankly, we of The American Legion
view the youth of our nation as one of its most valuable resources and feel that the
reauthorization of this act is an essential element in our efforts to assist every child
to become a productive citizen. Not only are such efforts needed for the well beingof the youth of our nation but they are necessary for the safety of our citizens as
well.

Mr Chairman, we would like to applaud and support the inclusion of the Missing
Children's Assistance Act into the provisions of HR 4971. As organizations composed
of 3.5 million war time veterans and their families, The American Legion and itsAuxiliary have known the unending agony of a massing loved one. The establish-
ment of a National Bureau of Missing Children capable of compiling all available
information on a national scale should greatly enhance the ability to locate missing
children and reunite them with their families. Again, Mr. Chairman, we supportthis effort and point out that it is yet another example of what becomes possible
through a thoughtfully conceived federal program such as this act.

Among the current priorities of The American Legion in the areas of juvenile jus-
tice are the treatment of serious and violent juvenile offenders and the problems of
violence and vandalism within our schools. Copies of each of these resolutions are
attached for the information of the Subcommittee.

In summary, Mr Chairman, we are firmly convinced that the reauthorization of
the act is essential to the future well being of our youth and would urge your expe-
ditious consideration of this measure. Thank you again for the opportunity to
present the Legion's views on this matter.

lixsoerrioN No. 25: SUPPORT FOR OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICF.

By National Executive Committee Meeting, American Legion, Indianapolis, IN,
May 6-7,

Whereas the National Commission on Children & Youth is vitally concerned
about the high levels of violent crime committed by juveniles in this nation each
year: and

Whereas the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention programs now promoted by
the Office of Juvenile Justice have proven very effective in many states; and

Whereas the proposed block grants for states will not specifically earmark funds
for delinquency prevention programs and, therefore, such programs may be signifi-
cantly lirnitrd or even eliminated: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved. lii the National Executive Committee of The American 1A,g'firt in regular
meeting assembled in Indianapolis. Indiana. May 6-7. l981. That The American
Legion opposes any and :ill efforts to eliminate the Office of Juvenile Justice and its
programs because of a lack of appropriate funding; and, be it further

nrsoied. That t h.. need to bring the national economy under control cannot over-
,hadow or ignore the need to further the Office of Juvenile -Justice and its programs
which nuiv he AU! Only national defense against an impending escalation of juvenile
crime :0 Amerwa

13F, ul,l'Tlu Nee 71;2: Vic/Lt.:N(.: AND VANDALISM IN Tiff S('H(x

%By National Convention. Boston, MA. Aug. 19-21. 1950:

Whereas ito.enilf", account fur almost half the arrests for serious crimes in the
ailed Stan", and
Whereas Numerous elementary and econdary schools across the country are ex-

coeriencitle. set mos and at tunes critical levelm of violence and vandalism; and
Whereas School- in America spend in excess of $500 million on vandalism each

year. and
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Whereas The impact of violence and vandalism in our schools affects the morale
of students, teachers, administrators, parents. and impedes educational advance-
ment and fosters patterns of juvenile delinquency; and

Whereas Violence and vandalism in our nation's schools result in enormous loss
of educational resources and human potential and contribute to the high rates of
juvenile delinquency within the United States: Now, therefore. be it

Resolved. By The American Legion in National Convention assembled in Boston.
Massachusetts. August 19. M. .21. 1980. That school boards and state educational
agencies develop a balanced and effective program to reduce and prevent violence
and vandalism; and, be it further

Resolved. That the local Posts urge and assist those in the educational community
to join together with juvenile authorities and child-serving institutions in efforts to
reduce the development patterns of deliquency in schools; and, be it finally

Resolved. That the Congress of the United States enact appropriate legislation to
establish a grant program to assist those schools in need in bearing the financial
burden of implementing these programs.

STATEMENT OF ALAN M. OLSZEWSKI, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL. LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION, AMERICAN LEGION,
WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. OISZEWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In compliance with your request, Mr. Chairman, I have cut a bit

out of my statement, and I will be brief. In fact, if you want, I can
speak quickly.

On behalf of the American Legion, I thank you for this opportu-
nity to again provide our support for a program which we believe is
essential to the future well-being of our Nation's children.

As early as 1931, the American Legion became concerned with
the many problems of juvenile delinquency and started to urge
State governments to deal more realistically with the needs of juve-
nile offenders through the establishment of adequate standards for
State juvenile court administrations, juvenile detention homes and
juvenile correctional care.

During the five decades that followed, the American Legion con-
tinued to recommend a variety of actions to address the problems
of juvenile delinquency, which are detailed in my complete state-
ment.

It is for these reasons, Mr. Chairman, that the American Legion
had enthusiastically placed its support behind the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 during its initial authori-
zation. Our ongoing support for this act, however, is based on our
confidence that, throw-h its provisions, the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention, OJJDP, has been able to initiate
and accomplish several of the Legion's recommended actions.

We remain convinced that, as a problem which is felt nation-
wide, the matter of juvenile crime and delinquency becomes an un-
questioned responsibility of the Federal Government, who must
provide the necessary funds, technical expertise, coordination, and
rapid dissemination of information concerning successful research
models to State and local governments. Federal involvement of this
type will involve the badly needed resources and methods which
can then be tailored to the specific needs of individual schools and
communities.

Only through coordination on a Federal level have projects such
as the restitutions by juvenile offenders been made possible with
preliminary statistics indicating it to be a success. Project New
Pride is also one of these programs, and has demonstrated encour-
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aging results with serious juvenile offenders who have failed in tra-
ditional programs. The violent juvenile offender program, which is
a major research and development project, would also not be possi-
ble without a coordinated Federal effort.

These are only a few of the necessary programs and informationand training resources which have been made possible to the enact-
ment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974. Frankly, we of the American Legion view the youth of our
Nation as one of its most valuable resources and feel that the reau-thorization of this act is an essential element in our efforts to
assist every child to become a productive citizen. Not only are such
efforts needed for the well-being of the youth of our Nation, but
they are necessary for the safety of our citizens as well.

Mr. Chairman, we would like to applaud and support the inclu-
sion of the Missing Children's Assistance Act into the provisions of
H.R. 4971. As organizations composed of 3.5 million wartime veter-
ans and their families, the American Legion and its auxiliary haveknown the unending agony of a missing loved one. The establish-
ment of a National Bureau of Missing Children capable of compil-ing all available information on a national scale should greatly en-
hance the ability to locate missing children and reunite them withtheir families.

Af.,ain, Mr. Chairman, we support this effort and point out that it
is yet another example of what becomes possible through a
thoughtfully conceived Federal program such as this act.

Among the current priorities of the American Legion in the areaof juvenile justice are the treatment of serious and violent juvenile
offenders and the problems of 'Oolence and vandalism within our
schools. Copies of each of these resolutions are attached for the in-
formation of the subcommittee.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we are firmly convinced that the re-
authorization of this act is essential to the future well-being of our
youth, and would encourage your expeditious and favorable consid-
eration of this measure.

Also. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to compliment your-
self and the staff on H.R. 4971. We view it as a strong bill which
represents a substantial improvement over the current act, and
would bike to reassure you that the Legion will stand behind this
bill until it is enacted.

Thank you.
Mr. ANI)Hk:WS. From one legionnaire to another, thank you very

much.
Mr. 01szEwsxl. My pleasure, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANintEws. And thank you for the support of the organiza-

tion. Thank you. sir.
Mr. PETRI (presiding(. The next witness is Margaret Preska, a

member of the board of directors of ('amp Fire, Inc., Mankato, MN;
accompanied by Arnold Sherman, national executive director of('amp Fire.

As a Norwegian. I al.vays look with a special way toward Minne-
sota In tact, we have an old saying, "I don't I like here in the
United States, I am going back to the old country, to Minnesota.''

We welcome you, and we look forward to your testimony.
Prepared statement of Margaret Preska follows: I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARGARET PfIKSKA, MEMFIER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, CAMP
FIRE, INC., MANKATO, MN; PREPARED STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF CAMP FIRE, INC.,
WASHINGTON. DC

On behalf of Camp Eire, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify
belre this Subcommittee on the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act. However, before I speak to this issue, I would like to briefly
tell you a little about Camp Fire and about our experience with juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention, particularly the deinstitutionalization of status offenders.

Camp Fire is a not-for-profit national organization that was founded in 1910 as
Camp Fire Girls. Its purpose is to provide opportunities for youth to realize their
full potential. As an organization, Camp Fire strives to improve those conditions in
society that affect youth.

There are today over 300 councils chartered by Camp Fire, serving a half-million
girls and boys in nearly 35,000 urban, rural, and suburban communities. The philos-
ophy and values are as timely today as they were nearly a century ago, but the pro-
grams and priorities within Camp Fizi have nearly a century ago, but the programs
and priorities within Camp Fire have changed over the years, reflecting the chang-
ing world we live in. As social conditions have altered, Camp Fire has responded
with programs designed to meet the eds of youth.

The physical and mental health of hildren and youth have long been priorites for
('amp Fire. In keeping with these riorities, the national board of Camp Fire in
19S1 adopted a strong statement su porting deinstitutionalization of status offend-
er. In summary, the statement of pr nciples recommends that:

Status offenders should be remove from all secure facilities.
Status offenders should be remove from both secure and nonsecure facilities that

also house adult offenders.
Community-based programs for status offenders should be provided.
Dvinstitutionalization of status offenders should be accompanied by funding to

assure adequate alternative services.
Special attention should be given to girls and minorities, who are over-represent-

ed in the institutionalized status offender population.
Jurisdiction over status offenderd should be removed from the juvenile court.
The basic principles were adapted by Camp Fire's national board in 191 be-

cause the statistical information regarding the treatment of status offenders was
most disturbing. Current conditions continue to warrant alarm:

According to the National Coalition for Jail Reform, 500,000 young people under
1 end up behind bars in adult jails and lockups each year. Only 5 to 10 percent
have been charged with a violent crime.

2 percent are accused of status offenses, or no offense.
The majority of these young pt}ople are in jail awaiting court appearance. Yet, at

the court hearing. two-th' ire released.
For every 100,0(H) you geople put in jail, 12 will commit suicide. No matter

what the charge. for them jail is a death penalty.
Many children are held in secure institutions only because they are abandoned,

neglected, or abused by their families.
It has been suggested that many of these young people are institutionalized be-

cause they have nowhere else to go. However, many organizations have provided
programs that are an alternative to institutionalization. At the local level, Camp
Fire councils have provided alternative programs that carry out the statement of
principles adopted by our board Examples of ('amp Fire programs are:

In Tucson. Arizona, the Tucson Area Council of ('amp Fire has a program for
status offendets and at-risk teens aged 14-17. The program pairs these teens with
an adult, and together they act as a "leadership team" for a club of younger Camp
Fire members Each club meets weekly and meetings are held after school in inner -
city neighborhoods. Members of the "leadership teams" receive leadership training,
:111d the youth are paid a stipend. The youth in the program develop a positive self.
image and develop Lasic job skills through involvement in this program. Many of
these status offenders are dropouts, and many change their attitude toward school.
This program provides informal counseling and role model opportunities. The aver
age cost per participant is $100

In Grand Rapids. Michigan. the Keewano Council of ('amp Fire has a special pro-
gram which targets teenaged girls 13 17 who are considered status offenders and
who art. residing in Leval facilities The girls are offered the opportunity to serve as
assistant club leaders in regular ('amp Fire clubs, as well as clubs for handicapped
youth These status offenders are referred by agencies, and after training they are
matched with a group leader They learn how to work with children, and at the end
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of the year the girls receive awards and letters of reference to help them in seeking
employment.

The Walla Walla, Washington Camp Fire Council has contracted vsith the Depart-
ment of Court Services to administer the Juvenile Diversion Prografn. The program
provides an alternative to juvenile court for first-time or minor offenders. In this
program. youth sign a "diversion agreement," which obligates youth to participate
in activities such as counseling, community service. or making restitution. In 1982,
267 youth signed diversion agreements. Only one percent of those who signed agree-
ments failed to complete the requirements.

In 1974, Congress, through the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act,
mandated that status offenders be removed from juvenile detenti. n and correctional
facilities. An amendment included in the 1980 reauthorization of the JJDP Act calls
for complete removal of all juveniles from adult jails and lockups by 1985. Under
these programs, many things have been accomplished. For example:

According to OJJDP, the number of status offenders and non-offenders in secure
facilities has been reduced by approximately 83 percent over the past five years.

During the period 1980 to 1981, there was a 32.8 percent reduction in the number
of juveniles held in regular contact with adults in jail.

Although there has been substantial progress in the deinstitutionalization of
status offenders and non-offenders, and although some states have been found to be
in full compliance with this provision of the act, there is still much to be accom-
plished. If federal support for the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
is eliminated, monitoring requirements to assure deinstitutionalization would cease,
and the incidence of incarceration of non-criminal youth could rise dramatically.
Even if states continued these deinstitutionalization efforts on their own, the major-
ity of states are experiencing budget cuts that would almost assure the shut-down of
many alternative programs, especially those established since adoption of the Act.

We have already begun to retreat from Congress' initial intent of mandating im-
provements and reforms in services to at-risk youth. For instance, the "Valid Court
Order" provision, added in the 1980 reauthorization, allows arbitrary judicial rule
and allows punitive institutionalization. The funding and support of youth advocacy
efforts by OJJDP has been eliminated. Advocacy efforts are constructive criticism of
non-productive juvenile justice policies and procedures by local groups and have led
to needed legislative reform in over :15 states. These efforts must continue if furtherprogress is to be made.

Many of the past decade's real gains for children and communities could quickly
dissipate without continued strong and unyielding federal leadership. The adminis-
tration has declared "'victory,- but the battle has not yet been won. In particular, by
declaring "victory" in the deinstitutionalization of status offenders. we are overlook-
ing!

Increases in numbers of youth kept confined less than 24 hours.
Increases in involuntary, secure hospitalization of kids in profit-making institu-tions.
Increases in labeling status offender behavior as more serious delinquent "acting

out
Increases in youth adjudicated and confined in institutions while the rate of seri-

ous youth crime decreases.
Ironically. this administration believes that the major statutory requirements of

the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act have been satisfied. Therefore.
it has again proposed the elimination of OJJDP I believe that this recommendation
is short-sighted and inappropriate. It b one more example of this administration's
inability to provide compassionate and fair leadership.

If the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is to continue to
exist. as we believe it should, we hope that Congress will explicitly require that the
administrator of that office properly exercise his professional responsibilities. We
therefore would like to express our support for the following provisions of II It 4971.

Decrease in the amount of funds available for administration of the program
Recognition that the incidence of violent juvenile crime is decreasing
Clarification of the meaning of a "valid court order." It is emential, as you have

noted. that young people are accorded their due process rights.
insistence that grants and contacts are made pursuant to the mandates of the

Act, namely. deinstitutionaliiation. rill removal. and delinquency prevention
The requirement that programs al,' projects be funded through a competitive

pr()(1.S!..
The prohibition on use of funds for biomedical or behavior control experiments on

inch% idttals or re,earch involving such experimentation

:: 10.1 I) I
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We also hope that Congress enacts guidelines for the Office that will delineate the
boundaries of acceptable research projects. The current administrator's approval of
projects that involve social and behavioral engineering based on questionable "sci-
ence" smacks of a "brave new world" mentality that clearly must be curbed.

There is a tendency to either ignore these projects or to laugh at them. Many do
not take them seriously, because they don't take the administrator seriously. But,
we can't simply stick our heads in the sand and hope that Alfred Regnery will go
away. What we can do is ensure that his excesses will not result in harm to children
or to the movement toward responsible juvenile justice policy and programs.

CAMP FIRE, INC., POSIVIQN ON STATUS OFFENDERS

The Board of Directors of Camp Fire, Inc. shall support the following position on
behalf of status offenders (youth who have not violated the criminal code). The
board shall pledge to encourage efforts by the Camp Fire membership to work with
that population, either through advocacy or direct-service activiti .

We believe that children are our most precioussresource, that every child deserves
the right to develop to his or her fullest potential and that the family is essential to
the nurturing and development of this potential.

While the cost of care for our children may be great, the cost of their neglect is
asacnomical. With this in mind, Camp Fire, Inc. supports the concept that children
and their families should have the opportunities essential for their optimal physical,
emotional, mental, and social growth. Therefore, we are committed to the following
principles:

(I) Status offenders should be removed from all secure facilities, public or private.
(2) Status offenders should -be removed from any secure or non-secure public or

private facility which also houses adult offenders.
(3) Status offenders should not be mixed with juvenile offenders in any facility,

including community-based facilities, which house more than 20 youth.
(41 Community-based programs for status offenders, such as foster care and shel-

ter care homes, group homes, halfway houses, and homemaker and home health
services, should be provided.

(5) Services and programs which will maintain and strengthen the family unit, so
that th uvenile may stay at home, must be supported.

((;) Th deinstitutionalization of status offenders should be accompanied by a redi-
rection funding resources to assure the provision of adequate alternative services,
appropr ately assigned to public and private agencies.

(7) F 04155a1 programs which help youth remain in elementary, secondary, ur
alternative learning situations should be expanded.

(s) Special attention must be given to girls and minorities, who are over-represent-
ed in the institutionalized status offender population.

(9) Jurisdiction over status offenders should be removed from the juvenile court.
Community services offered by community-based voluntary agencies. youth service
bureaus, and public social service departments are more appropriate resources for
non-criminal youth.

Fenn N York urtiom. Nve York. NV. Aug S. P.IN:i;

YOUNGSTERS WHO DO NOT BELONG IN PRISON

To the Editor
According to the National Coalition for Jail Reform; 544000 young people under

the age of 18 end up behind bars in adult jails each year Many of them are locked
up for running away or for being difficult to manage. Many others are abandoned,
neglected or abusedboth physically and mentallyby their families. Sadly, for
every 190.001) young people put in jail, 12 will kill themselves. No matter what the
charge, for them jail is the death penalty.

Hearings were held last month in Washington on the deinstitutionalization the
removal from secure institutions) of status offenders and on the Dependent Chil-
dren's Protection Act of 1983 In testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Ju-
venile Justice, I summarized the need for futher efforts to deinstitutionalize status
offenders and to cut off Federal justice assistance funds to states that continue to
institutionalize juveniles who have committed offenses that would not be criminal if
committed by an adult, such as truancy, running away from home or being unman-
ageable

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Act of 1974 mandated that status offenders
he removed from secure detention and correctional facilities. Yet over 479.000 juve
niles- many of whom are status offenderscontinue to be held in jails and lockups
each year This is due in part to some states not participant* in the Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention Act because it is voluntary.
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It is my belief that states should not receive Federal justice assistance funds while
at the same time undermining the constitutional lights of young Reople.

ARNOLD E. SHERMAN,
National Executive Director, Camp Fire, Inc.

From the Kamm City Star. Kansas City. MO. July 31. NMI

JUVENILES HAVE RIGHTS

According to the National Coalition for Jail Reform, 500,000 young people under
the age of 18 end up behind bars in adult jails each year. Many of them are locked
up for running away or for being difficult to manage. Many others are abandoned,
neglected or abusedboth physically and mentallyby their families. Sadly, for
every 100,000 young people put in jail, 12 will kill themselves. No matter what the
charge, for them jail is the death penalty.

Hearings were held last month in Washington on the de-institutionalization (the
removal from secure institutions) of status offenders and on the Dependent Chil-
dren's Protection Act of 1983. In testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Ju-
venile Justice, I summarized the need for futher efforts to de-institutionalize status
offenders and to cut off Federal justice assistance funds to states that continue to
institutionalize juveniles who have committed offenses that would not be criminal if
committed by an adult, such as truancy, running away from home or being unman-
ageable.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Act of 1974 mandated that status offenders
be removed from secure detention and correctional facilities. Yet over 479,000 juve-
nilesmany of whom are status offenderscontinue to be held in jails and lockups
each year. Part of the reason is that some states are not participating in the Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act (participation is voluntary).

It is my belief that states should not receive Federal justice assistance funds while
they are undermining the constitutional rights ofyoung people.

ARNOLD E. SHERMAN,
National Executive Director, Camp Fire, Inc.

'From the 11.81181111 City Star. Kansas City, MO. July 13, 19$3)

('amp Fire art exhibition, winning clay pieces from Camp Fire youth national art
competition, shown through Friday at in the Spirit Gallery, 1911 W. 45th St. Display
of :i2 winning pieces. Free. Gallery hours 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday.

STATEME'4T OF MARGARET PRESKA, MEMBER, BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS, CAMP FIRE, INC., MANKATO, MN, ACCOMPANIED BY
ARNOLD SHEItfilAN. NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CAMP-
FIRE, INC.
Ms. PRESKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Petri.
I am Margaret Preska. My husband and I have raised three chil-

dren, and I am a grandmother. I am the chair of our brandnew
Governor's Council on Youth in Minnesota, and I am in my 6th
year of service as the president of Mankato State University where
we work with 14,000 students.

Today I speak to you as the director of the national board of
('amp Fire, Inc.

On behalf of Camp Fire, I would like to thank you for this oppor-
tunity to testify before your subcommittee on the reauthorization
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. I would
like to briefly tell you a little bit about Camp Fire and about our
experiences with juvenile justice and delinquency prevention, par-
ticularly the deinstitutionalization of status offenders.

Campfire is a not-for-profit national organization that was found-
ed in 1910 as Camp Fire Girls. There are today over 300 councils
chartered by Camp Fire, serving a half million boys and girls in
nearly 35,000 urban, rural, and suburban communities.

The program and priorities within Camp Fire have changed over
the years, reflecting the changing world we live in. As social condi-
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tions have altered, Camp Fire has responded with programs de-
signed to Ineet the needs of youth.

The physical and mental health of youth have long been high
priorities for Camp Fire. In keeping with these priorities, the na-
tional board of Camp Fire in 1981 adopted a strong statement sup-
porting the deinstitutionalization of status offenders.

In summary, the statement of our principles recommends that:
One, status offenders should be removed from all secure facilities;
two, status offenders should be removed from both secure and ncn-
secure facilities that also house adult offenders; three, community-
based programs for status offenders should be provided; four, dein-
stitutionalization of status offenders should be accompanied by

-funding to assure adequate alternative services; five, special atten-
tion should be given to girls and to minorities who are not overrep-
resented in the institutionalized status of offender population; six,
jurisdiction over status offenders should be removed from the juve-
nile court.

These basic principles were adopted by Camp Fire's national
board in 1981 because the statistical information regarding the
treatment of status offenders was most disturbing.

Curr^nt conditions continue to warrant our alarm:
According to the National Coalition for Jail Reform, 500,000

young people under 18 end up behind bars in adult jails and lock-
ups each year. Only 5 to 10 percent have even been charged with a
violent crime; 25 percent are accused of status offenses or no of-
fenses.

The majority of these young people are in jail awaiting court ap-
pearance. Yet, at the court hearing, two-thirds of them are re-
leased.

For every 100,000 young people put in jail, 12 will commit sui-
cide. No matter what the charge, for them jail is a death penalty,
as one of my predecessors today informed you.

Many children are held in secure institutions only because they
are, as we know, abandoned, neglected, or abused by their own
families.

It has been suggested that many of these young people are insti-
tutionalized because they have nowhere else to go. However, many
organizations have provided programs that are an alternative to in-
stitutionalization. At the local level, Camp Fire councils have pro-
vided alternative programs that carry out the statement of princi-
ples adopted by our board.

At this time, I would like to submit, if I may, a full version of
thc3e principles for your record.

Mr. PETRI. Yes, thank you. It will be accepted for the record.
Ms. PRESKA. Thank you.
With me today, Mr. Petri, is Arnold Sherman, who is the nation-

al executive director of Camp Fire. I would like to ask him to speak
to the specific details and recommendations of the legislative and
programmatic proposals that you have under consideration.

Mr. SHERMAN. I will attempt to be very brief.
If the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is to

continue to exist, as we wholeheartedly believe it should, we hope
that Congress will explicitly require the Administrator of the
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Office to properly carry out the letter and spirit and intent of the
legislation.

Camp Fire, therefore, would like to express its full support for
the following provisions of H.R. 4971.

We are supportive of the decrease in the amount of funds avail-
able for administration of the program. We are also supportive of
the recognition that the incidence of violent juvenile crime is de-
creasing, and that the office should be putting that message out to
the public and to the professionals in the field.

We are supportive of the clarification that you have included of
the meaning of a valid court order. While, in the past, we have sup-
ported the removal of that particular section from the legislation,
we are supportive of the tightening up that you are including in
this new version of the bill. We feel it is essential, as you have
noted, that young people are accorded due rights and due rights
processes.

We are supportive of the ir.istence that grants and contracts are
made pursuant to the mandates of the act, namely, deinstitutional-
ization, jail removal, and delinquency prevention.

We also are very concerned about the competitive nature of dis-
cretionary grants, and we are supportive of the programs and
projects that the office will fund in the future to be done through a
competitive process.

And we are extremely supportive of the prohibition on use of
funds fir biomedical or behavior control experiments or individual
research involved with such experimentation.

We hope that Congress enacts guidelines for the Office that will
delineate the boundaries of acceptable research and discretionary
prow-1ms. The current Administrator's approval of projects that in-
vol- social and behavioral engineering based on questionable sci-
ence smacks of a brave new world mentality that clearly is exploi-
tation of America's young people and must be curbed.

There is a tendency to ignore these projects or, in some cases,
even laugh at them. We do not consider them a laughing matter.
The current thrust of the office makes a mockery of the one legisla-
tive initiative that, until recently, has vigorously supported justice
fair juveniles and spearheaded a compassionate and humane delin-
quency prevention program.

By words, indeed, the current Administrator of the office has
demonstrated his disregard for the intent of Congress, has ignored
promising local strategies, and has dismissed express needs of trou-
bled youth to fOcus on pet ideological initiatives that are incompati-
ble with h the values and principles of providing leadership in the ju-
venile justice field.

I would go even a step further and say many of the strategies
and tactics and approaches that the office has been pro.nulgating
at this time. in fact, undermine local efforts, because they put a
message out about the nature and conditions of young people in
our country and of the remedies and approaches to their problems
that are inconsistent with the current state of the art and of the
activities that have been encouraged at the local level through our
State mechanisms and through our local program delivery systems.

hheve that Congress must ensure that its authorizing direc-
tions ;ire followed and its appropriations are wisely and appropri-

1
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ately spent. We, frankly, do not believe that this is currently hap-
pening.

The mandated objectives of the office are as essential today as
when the office was initially authorized in 1974. You can have an
effective program. The program can be tightened up. The current
legislation you are proposing goes a long way to do that. I can
assure you that Camp Fire will continue in our efforts to assist you
in implementing this important piece of legislation.

Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. We appreciate your testimony.
I understand this committee will be having some further sessions

with the director of this program. If you have some particular ques-
tions or concerns, I know Mr. Raley or other staff would be happy
to spend some time going over those with you so that the record is
established. We can inquire into those concerns.

I have one question. I don't know if either of yuu have the figure
off the top of your head, but a number of witnesses, as you had,
ma'am, have testified about the suicide rate of young people in jail.
There was some testimony, too, that the suicide rate generally
among young people has been going up, perhaps because of the in-
cidence of drugs, and so on. I wonder how meaningful these statis-
tics are. What is the suicide rate generally in this society? What is
the suicide rate in shelters and in nonjail centers? Is it actually the
jails that are causing a special problemdo you see what I am
saying?

The high suicide rate in jails is clearly a bad and terrible thing.
But if the suicide rate is as high in the family environment, we are
not going to try to abolish families or get kids out of families be-
cause there are a few who end up as suicides. Therefore, maybe we
shouldn't necessarily automatically condemn jails. Although jails
may he terrible and unpleasant institutions and, in fact, there
happen to be suicides in jails, there are suicides in lots of places.
Jails are not necessarily the determinant. So it is a matter of com-
paring.

Do you have another statistics as far as that?
Mr. SHERMAN. No.
Mr. PETRI. Or is it just something that is plucked out of the air

and makes the jails sound bad? A lot of other things could be made
to sound had. too, if we were to isolate them.

Mr. SHERMAN. Congressman, I don't have the compa ative data
in front of me. I would be happy to provide it to you.

Hut to the best of my recollection, the refason that issue was
pointed to watt because that particular rate among institutional
population of young people was significantly higher than the
normal suicide rate among young people in the outside world. The
pressures and the stark reality of the environment and the dangers
that it is associated with have led to an increased rate. That is why
it is highlighted.

I would he able to get those to you
Mr. Prtil. It would he interesting to see the suicide rate com-

pared with t. general population, and also compared with the al-
ternatives tli . are ser;ouszly being considered with this legislation.
Clearly, the figure is relevant for jails. it has to be a comparative
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figure and, therefore, the detention facility figure would bealso-- -
Ms. PRESKA. That is a good question.
Mr. SHERMAN. I can share with you personallyI ran a runawayshelter for 5 years in a previous life. During that experience we

had a significant number of young people coming in who vv.. e con-
fronted for the first time in their life that they didn't know where
their future was going to take them, they didn't realize wha`. was
in store for them. They had made basically what is considetd a
fairly traumatic decision in their life to leave home. Often }here
was the contemplation of suicide among many of the kids mio we
worked with.

It was, I think, the caring relationship between the
staff who were there to work with them that kept that from hap-
pening. In the 5 years I was there, we never had a successful inci-
dent, although some of the young people, in fact, did attempt sui-
cide in that kind of environment.

My personal experience has been that, in the more severe eon
finements of jaiis in which that supportive service isn't available,
that internal dilemma that the young person is dealing with, that
internal anxiety, is not dealt with in the same way, and which, it
seems to me, to result in the kind of data and statistics that you
see.

Mr. PETRI. The other thing would be if there is a difference from
one type of jail setting to another type of jail setting. Maybe it isnot the jail, but it is the type of supervision or the training that
the people have had or the segregation. If there is no difference in
the rate between segregated and nonsegregated facilities, for exam-
ple, that would indicate something. If figures are to be treated seri-
ously, we have to look at them in context rather than in isolation.

Ms. PUSKA. We will see if we can get it to you.
Mr. SHERMAN. I think just one further pointwe have always be-

lieved in trying to provide young people with attention rather than
detention. I recognize that the controversy always seems to be, do
we build a new facility, or do we keep them locked up in the jails.

I think there are two points related to that. One is the jailing of
young people gives a message to that young person, particularly a
status offender young person that I don't think we intentionally
give. or that society is interested in givingthat being, you are
being placed in jail with adults because of your behavior, and your
behavior is so intolerable and unacceptable that this is the way so-
ciety can best respond to it.

Rut certainly there are a variety of other alternatives that are
much less expensive. and they have been alluded to here, alterna-
tives to provide safe, secure, protective surroundings for those
young persons for themselves and for the community that do not
require the building of new faciliti There are group homes, indi-
vidual living situations. a whole variety of other alternatives that
are (list effective. and that provide that attention to that young
person at that Critical time that adult jails simply don't afford.

Mr PETRI. There is One other whole area. and I just mention it
because it is on my mind and I want to get it in the record. That is.
there are ,oin people who liae been saving that the use of the
term us offender.- or the to rrn -runaway," nUnitnize the seri
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ousness of what these people have been involved in. They are often
not runaways in a sensewhether it is true or not, I don't know,
but this is what I have been toldthat they are not just someone
who just picks up his bag and sneaks out the bedroom window at
night and is going to town. They are people who have been in trou-
ble with the law and placed under some sort of supervision and
then have run away from that supervision. Usually people are not
put in jail or in prison or anything of that sort for the first of-
fensesometimes in my State not even for the second or third of-
fense. So to say someone is a status offender may be misleading. In
fact, there may be things that they have done that are really very
serious, but the technical thing that is being put down on a piece of
paper is a status offense, or they may be being characterized as
being a runaway. This tends to gloss over and to minimize the seri-
ousness of the problem we sometimes have to deal with.

Is that a true observation?
Mr. SHERMAN. I have been in the field for 15 years. While there

certainly are cases in which a young person who is being charged
with running away from home may have participated in other
kin:is of activities, I would say that the preponderance of the cases
would lean toward a complexity of situations that are much more
related to family dysfunction and things that are going on in the
family than in criminal behavior.

The analogy that the runaway episode is a tip of an iceberg of
more serious criminality underneath is probably outweighed by the
runaway being the tip of an iceberg of a variety of family and in-
terfamily issues that are more effectively dealt with outside of the
criminal justice system. That has been my experience.

Mr. PETRI. But what I am saying is these people say there is a
need for more intense type facilities for some people who may be
characterized as a runaway or a status offender because, in fact,
when they are brought before a court and are reviewed, you discov-
er they are actually dangerous to themselves and/or others, or
could be, and, therefore, need some sort of facility, even though
they are characterized as a status offender or just as a runaway.

So you have to get behind that. characterization on case-by-case
basis, which is what the courts are for and why appeal to the idea
of really trying to come up with some sort of an easy halfway
house type solution. for all offenders may look possible statistically
and may not be possible in reality. They are trying to do it as
much as they can already, but they have a small percentage of the
population that they cant, in good conscience, treat except with
some sort of a secure facility.

Mr. SHERMAN. We would hope that that small percentage of the
population that we all agree is there would not be used as a stand-
ard to develop the whole system of service delivery to all the other
young people.

Mr. 14:TRI. Thank you.
Ms. PRESKA. Thank you very much.
Mr. PETRI. Mr. Raley has a question for you.
Mr HALEY. This question is on behalf of Chairman Andrews. For

repeat runners, kids who do runand perhaps we should ask this
of June. I guess --has the valid court order pretty well taken care
of those, or do you still get comments from the field that you need

16b
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more attention to the repeat runner? In other words, do we already
have that exception in the law?

Mr. SHERMAN. As you know, I am not particularly favorably dis-
posed toward a valid court order as a way of dealing with it.

You may want to take a look the system that was recently---- -
Mr. RALEY. But at least that exception is there. To your mind, at

least, from the field you heard that it is there, that it is working,
or has it been used at all?

Mr. SHERMAN. As far as I know, the valid court order is being
used in a variety of places. I don't know what the level of success
is.

You may also want to take a look at Illinois that recently revised
its juvenile code and developed a system in which the repeat run
away is dealt more effectively with an immediate service response
to their situation. The whole State is covered contiguously withcrisis intervention resources so that every police department canget in touch with a youth service organization 24 hours a day as a
way to deal directly with the problems that have precipitated the
repeat runaway, rather than use the institutional placement as a
cure for the phenomena.

Mr. PETRI. Mr. Raley, any further questions?
Mr. RALEY. No, thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you both for your testimony, and the full state-

ment will be entered in the record.
Next we have June Bucy, chief executve officer of the National

Network of Runaway and Youth Services, which is here in Wash-
ington.

Thank you for being such a patient witness, and we look forward
to your testimony.

[Prepared statement of June Bucy follows:
PKFPARF.D STATEMENT OF Jf 'NE HUM CHIEF EXECUTIVE ()FEWER, THE NATIONAL.

NETWORK ()E RUNAWAY AND YOUTH SERVICES. IN.. WASHINGTON. IX'
Good morning. Mr. Chairman I am June Huey.. Chief Executive Officer of The

National Network of Runaway and Youth Services, Inc a national membership or-
ganization which represents the professional interests of more than WO youth serv-
ice agencies across the nation. I want to thank you personally. Mr Chairman. for
the opportunity to testify on H R. 971 this morning and also to thank you and the
other Members of the Subcommittee for your strong and diligent support of services
;o America's runaway and homeless voeth The National Network is especially
grateful to you for introducing MR. 4971. and we support your leadership on the
reaUt hot-mit ton of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act which in-
cludes itle PI. the Runaway and Ifomeless Youth Act.

The National Network is member of the National Collaboration For Youth and
at a Collaboration meeting last week, the following agencies endorsed arid are com-
mitted to working for the reauthorization of the JJDP Act and the Runaway and
ffotnless Youth Act Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America: Boys' Clubs of America,
Bov Scouts of America. Camp Fire. Future Homemakers of America: Girls Clubs of
America. Girl Scou s of the II S_A.: National Board of YMCA. National Board of the
YWCA of the S A : National Youth Work Alliance; and Red Cross Youth Services_

With regard to Title III. the National Network strongly supports the position
adopted ht the National Collaboration For Youth. namely that "there should be a
crisis interention capacity in each community for runaway and homeless youth

oVER VIEW OF 111E NAiIONAI. NETWORK S POSITION tIN H It 4971

liftort- altering specific comments on Title III of II 12 971. it is important that
the Suhr,.niniittto Nlirolurs .Hpriciate just how significant this legislation is toryouth ,ryi..-cs sh America Substantial gains and improviments in services to troic
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bled. delinquent. runaway, and homeless youth and their families have been
achieved since the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act was passed in
1974 and amended in 19SO. Unless this Act (including Title III( is reauthorized, hun-
dreds of thousands of young people will have no available shelter or other greatly-
needed services, and we can fully expect a return to the days when status offenders,
delinquents, and other youth were locked up in secure facilities with adults. Mr.
Chairman. the National Network pledges to work with you. the Members of this
Subcommittee. and the other Members of Congress to ensure that this bill is en-
acted and the youth are safeguarded.

H.R 4971 is important for several other reasons as well. With the movement to-
wards more deinstitutionalization and with other widespread negative family dy-
namics, e.g. child abuse and neglect. rising divorce rates, etc., an even greater need
exists for community-based shelter care services for young people and their families.
The services include: youth and family counseling, drug and alcohol abuse coun-
seling, health, employment, alternative education services, and many others. Title
III supported programs and initiatives that provide these services to a sizable popu-
lation of these youth-and-families-at-risk must be continued by an expedient reau-
t horizat ion

My final generic. point. Mr. Chairman, is that the National Network supports the
"legislative packaging" of H.R. 4971 that includes juvenile justice, runaway and
homeless youth. and missing children's services. Many of the young people served
by Title iII shelters and projects are or have been involved in the juvenile justice
system or have been reported as "missing". Furthermore, these shelters and pro-
grams have the community contacts with the law enforcement system and other
human service agencies, know the technology of working with high-risk and trou-
bled youth. and have the types of counseling skills to work with families that are
under severe stress or are dysfunctional H.R. 4971 represents a major first step in
the coordination of services to these unique populations of youths and their families

serrii REMARKs ON H.H. 4971

The National Network supports II R. 4971 and recommends the following techni-
cal changes

Sectom .10,1 We recommend adding (dl. which would read, "The Secretary is au
thorifed to provide discretionary giants to local. state. multi-state. and national,
public and private agencies for the purposes of research, demonstration, training,
information dissemination. and other runaway and homeless youth program-specific
activities

In Imo with this proposed amendment. the National Ntwork's recommendation
is that no more than Inc; of the funds available for Title Ill by made available for
then' discretionary grant act ivit ies

.tie, /ton .10.1 The National !Network supports the changes front -parents" to
"families" or "family members'. which appear in this and other Sections of 11 R
1971 Director of a runaway shelter for more than 12 years in Galveston. Texas,
caul strongly attest to the value of "extended families , i t grandparents, aunts.
uncles. older siblings. etc in working with the helping runaway and homeless young
people

Section ,",/ The National Network again is grateful to you. Mr Chairman, the
Members of this Subcommittee. and to those other Members of Congress who have
worked hard to ensuti. that Title III programs reach their full authorization funding
level of Itegretably. full funding has not been a reality, and the pro-
posed Adiamistrat um budget for FY 19s:-) requests a $12 s million rduct in While
the authoitation funding figures for future years proposed in II R 4971 represent a
move in the right direction. it simply is a fact that even these proposed increases
are inadequate to meet either the pressures of inflation which existing shelters face
IC iu pr'' ide tor any rift( shelters in unserved or underserved areas

The National Network's request for an adequate authorization funding level is
hased on the needs expressed by local programs. not on our comecture In preparing
for this testimony. the National Network did an informal phone survey of runaway
shelter across the country- and found the following information.

In Iialea.W. North Carolina. the Haven House shelter has been fille><l to capacity
with youth and for the pos., a weeks. has had to turn young people away because
there if:, act available he'd space' Wink t hrtit' youth can be sent to the Saltation
.% riot or the Raleigh Rescue !Mission for food and short term shelter, the} du not get
the ,oiirise!ing and other NI:oh/mg services that they need

the V:isi,n-le council on .111.111 (1 al Justre shoes t hat there are 1:0lliii reported
. asps runaw.it tooth in the suit,. tA;leh VI.:1 r years ago. there were l:.)..0011 cases



per year I..:very month there are :"int) "open", i e unsolved runaway or missing
case, (.)f the more than 2b() young people who received shelter services at the Briar-
patch in Madison last year, 340: had suffered physical abuse, 19ri had been sexual.
ly abused. and 62r; had come from homes where drug and alcohol abuse had been
major problems.

in San Francisco. mayor's recently-formed Study Commission on Homeless
Youth cbtimates th. oetwrren 1,000-2,000 homeless ith are ou the city's streets
every night Many hundreds of these youth are rt. arrivals from El Salvador,
Nicaragua. and other Latin America countries; other, are from adjoining counties
and states and these youth live on the street and many of them are involved in
sexual exploitation and other forms of crime.

In St ('harles, Missouri. the Youth In Need program reports some major changes
they have experienced in the past 3 years, all of which have placed greater demands
on their agency's services. Previously, many of the youth seeking shelter there
simply were transient; now the youth have serious multiple problems which go
beyond the need for food and shelter Also, the local foster care system, juvenile
court and other more established human service agencies are growing more depend-
ent on the YIN shelter to solve the problems of these hard-to-serve youth and their
families

The national scope of the problem is summarized in an October, 1983 National
Proprani Inspection conducted by the Department of Health and Human Services
Region X Ins p.( for General's Office. It states: ". . . this estimate indicates that the
federal 01I1)S shelters served no more than one in three and sheltered no more
than one in twelve of the individual runaway/homeless youth actually identified
and counted last year in this country:.

Also "Police and juvenile probation respondents consistently advised us that only
one in four or om in five ranawaysThomeless whom they see is ever arrested, de-
tained. or officially counted . Applied against even the most conservative number
of counted youth identified above itiX,fit12), these multipliers of to ti would mean
that runaway and homeless youth exceed 2 million nationally.-

In l'Y 1s2 (the most recent data available), the Title III centers sheltered -1-1,1100
youth tbr at least one night and served an additional 13:3.000 one-time drop-in
.outh. tf generous estimates are made for the number of runaway and home-
less youth set by non-Title III programs, it still is the case that less than 50('-;- of
this at-risk youth population are getting the services that they need.

For these rasons, Mr. ('h airman, the National Network recommends the follow
mg authorization of appropriation levels Ibr Section 13,11: $25,1100,000 for fiscal year

S:11004).(tott lor rear 1ST,: $0.000,00 for fiscal yea: 19Sfi; $50.000,000 kir
fiscal year 19S7. :5110.000 1mo for fiscal year 1904: $70,000,0f) for fiscal year 19S9.

Thesfunds will permit reasonable expansion of the Title III program to unserved
and under,eved areas, provide muchteeded increases to existing Title III shelters,
.111(a% increased support for the ziational hotlines, enable worthwhile research and
dem. oist rat ion in it iat ives such as t he current federal effort on juvenile prostitution,
to continue and produce rephcable models. and should also be used to implement a
not ioual data collection system that would respect confidentiality and provide Beni-
ratt information on these runaway and homeless youth, their experiences, and the
Welly dynamics %kiln-II resulted in their homelessness With regard to this :ast

t ht. tiuhtonia1ttttte can appreciate that until we have hard and reliable data
on these youth, we will continue to make youth policy based on myths and ItlaCCU-
rattolo th how well-intendedi information

it closing. Mr Chairman. let nue again thank you and the Members of the Sub
committee on Human Resources for having this hearing On behalf of the National
Network (,1 Runawa% and Youth Services. 1 respectfully urge the Subcommittee to

k up. and report out If 1( 1971 as soon as possible We are ready to
11(.11, you mid %our colleagues in both chambers produce the best possible legislation
tio the r in,m;IN and 1)(1111'10S:: y loth which the National Network serves Mr. Chair
man. I Aellid t14 pitit:()(1 to :my questions which you or the Members of the
St bcommittee

STATEMENT OF JUNE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER. NA-
TIoNAL tit TVORK RI.NA.11. .til) 1.01711 SERVICES. INC..
11 %SHIM:TON. PC

NIs }Wy Th:thk voti
My test intutty starth with "(;ood morning. but I bk.dieve it Would

Ile' he to say good afternoon. 1 appreciate your staying here. al-
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though we may need calendars to replace our watches before this is
over.

I am representing the National Network of Runaway and Youth
Services, which is a membership organization of over 500 youth
service agencies. One of those members is the Nevada PTA that
has some 20,000 members. If that is characteristic of our pro-
grams, they are community-based family center programs and do
not break up families or interfere with the legal kinds of rights
that families have, but are in the position of negotiating those
rights and working with those young people.

We are very grateful to this subcommittee and its members and
staff for this legislation before us today, H.R. 4971. We are most
eager to work with you in seeing that this legislation does lead to
the speedy reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act, which includes title III, the Runaway and Home-
less Youth Act.

The National Network is a member of the National Collabora-
tion for Youth, and at a meeting recently they endorsed the testi-
mony that will be given today, with the statement that there
should be a crisis intervention capacity in each community for run-
away and homeless youth. The members of that Collaboration are
listed in the written testimony.

Reauthorization of this act, as many people before me have said
today, is crucial to the welfare of thousands of youth who, without
the provisions will be in some sort of lockup facility learning crimi-
nal skills, or on the streets vulnerable to predators who would
harm them.

This legislation, according to our insight., is well packaged. We
like the idea of a Juvenile Justice Act, e Runaway and Homeless
Youth Act and a Missing Children's Act being put together.

As a program operator of a runaway shelter which really was a
comprehensive community program for some 12 years, I feel that I
understand that population of children, and they do flood back and
forth. Many missing children have committed crimes, many run-
aways are also missing having been abducted from their homes in
the first place, or more likely having been swept in some sort of
criminal situation against their own will or without their realizing
how serious it is and having no way to escape later. These kids are
the same population in many, many cases. Also, the same kind of
programs and skills one uses to work these families are functional
in all of these systems.

So I think the act is well packaged and there is some interaction
between the programs that goes beyond what some have anticipat-
ed

There is one specific suggestion that we would make. In section
202 we recommend adding a section (d). The complete statement is
included, but the idea is that our program providers are concerned
about emerging issues and the problems that are of critical nature
as they work with children and families. We applaud the idea of
having money for research, demonstration, training and informa-
tion disseminthion that is program specific to runaway and home-
less issues.
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We would suggest that no more than 10 percent of the funds
available for title III be made available to those discretionary
grants.

We like very much the idea that "families" is a word used sever-
al times to replace the idea of parent-, because grandparents and
older siblings, uncles and aunts are often very, very helpful in
working with young people. We applaud that effort.

We appreciate the 5-percent yearly increase that is projected into
this legislation for the Runaway Youth Act, but we wish to point
out that the level of increase would not allow for new programs in
underserved areas and would barely allow for any kind of cost-of-
living increase. Many of our programs do expand and get a great
deal of money from their local communities, but, nevertheless, this
we see as a rather small increase.

In preparing this testimony, we contacted our member programs.
We talked to Mike Reeder in Raleigh, NC, at Haven House. He
said that house has been full to capacity for the last 3 weeks, and
they have turned many young people away because there were
simply no beds for them.

In Wisconsin, the Council on Criminal Justice states that there
are 15,000 reported cases of runaway youth in that State each year.
Five years ago here were only 12,000. Every month in Wisconsin,
there are 500 open, unsolved, runaway or missing cases. Of the
more than 200 people who received shelter services at the Briar-
patch in Madison, WI, last year, 34 percent had suffered physical
abuse, 19 percent had been sexually abused, 62 percent had come
from homes where drug abuse and alcohol are major problems.

I would like to say that the true picture of a runaway is not a
young person packing up some belongings and sneaking out of a
window late at night. A runaway is a child who is most often
thrown from his home or asked to leave his home by a very angry,
a very depressed, a very drunk, a very high on drugs, a parent who
simply cannot cope with their own problems and sees their child as
just one more problem, and these kids are forced out.

It is very, very rare that children want to run. Most children
want to go home. They are not carefree children.

I was interested in your discussion of suicide with Mr. Sherman.
There was a study recently in New York. It was done in the shel-
ters there by the New York Psychiatric Institute. There are very
many important pieces of data in this study.

Among them was that no fewer than 33 percent of the girls and
15 percent of the boys who were in the shelters of New York City
had previously attempted suicide. An additional 33 percent of the
girls and 33 percent of the boys had contemplated or threatened
suicide. That puts you in the 60-percent range. This compares with
the reports indicating that about 10 or 12 percent of psychiatric
outpatients of the New York Psychiatric Institute have at some
point made a suicide attempt.

This is a very seriously depressed group of children who have
very. very serious problems. They are not happy-go-lucky kids.

Incidentally. we will be most happy to supply to you those sui-
cide figures of the difference in the suicide rate within institutions
and in the general population.

7`)t,
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The national scope of the problem is addressed in an October
report:from the inspector general's office that calls the runaway
programs among the best of the Federal programs. Whatever rat-
ings *nd qualifications may have come to some of the experimen-
taland after all, the idea of experimental doesn't mean it always
has to workof the juvenile justice programsand I think most of .

them have been quite goodthe runaway programs have almost
always been evaluated as very, very effective.

They also indicate that no more than 1 in 3 are served by the
shelters, or no more than 1 in 12 actually are in the shelters them-
selves.

The people who responded to this survey by the inspector general
said that police and juvenile probation respondents consistently ad-
vised us that only one in four or one in five runaway homeless
youth, whom they see is ever arrested, detained or officially count-
ed. Applied against even the most conservative number of counted
youth identified above, these multipliers would mean that runaway
and homeless youth exceed 2 million annually. This is the highest
figure that has ever, so far as I know, been based on an administra-
tion count coming from police records and that sort of thing.

Therefore, we ask for an additional increase in the authorization,
and the specific figures are given.

These amounts would permit reasonable expansion of programs
to underserved or unserved areas, provide much needed increases
in existing programs, allow increased support for national hotlines,
enable worthwhile research and demonstration initiatives such as
the current effort on juvenile prostitution to continue, and produce
replicable models. They should also be used to implement a nation-
al data collection system that would respect confidentiality and
provide accurate information on runaway and homeless youth,
their experiences, and the family dynamics which resulted in their
homelessness.

The current data collection toolalthough, as I read the law,
there is a requirement that data be collectedthe current process
is that collection of that data is mandatory, and I think that the
tool that is used to collect it systematically excludes some very im-
portant ideas, including what has happened to the young people on
the streets. Until we have that kind of reliable data, we will be
making policy based on myths and inaccurate, no matter how well
intentioned, information.

In closing, I respectfully urge the subcommittee to consider
markup and report out on H.R. 1971 as soon as possible.

We would be pleased to answer any questions you might have
Mr. 1)}..:Tdt. Thank you.
Mr. Raley.
Mr. liALF:y. June, I haven't had a chance to read the Inspector

Genera"s report, although I have seen it. It says police or juvenile
probation respondents advised that only one of four were ever ar-
rested. detained or officially counted. I am just curious about it. If
they were never counted or never officially recognized or identified
or anything, how would they know that figure?

Ms. 131: Y. That figure came from studies that had been done in
California. Statistically structured studies. were the way they de-
scribed that. They talked about reports from various sorts of
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places. Apparently, within those communities where the study was
done, they had counted the kids as well as counted the kind of con-
tacts they had with the agencies.

Mr. RALEY. If they had a contact with an agency, wouldn't they
be somehow counted?

Ms. Bticy. I think the words "officialiy counted" may very well
be the part there thatand there is no more data on this report,
although it is referenced in the inspector general's report and I am
sure we could find out. But they are talking about counts where
the name of the child is written down at some place.

Mr. PETRI. I did have a question on one area I am interested in,
if you would any reactions or recommendations. Is there any prob-
lem at all in adequately supervising the network of halfway houses
and facilities for these children? Do you ever run into trouble with
improper people managing them or abuses occurring in these insti-
tutions, or lack of adequate local supervision?

We focus on the difficulties of youth in jail, but we have to be
realistic. While most jailers are good, there is the occasional jailer
who probably isn't; and while most people running halfway houses
are good, caring people who have a sense of mission, there may be
some who don't.

Ms. BUCY. That is always a danger, and our program people are
conscious of it at all times.

The best defense against that sort of thing, of course, the selec-
tion of staff, good training and supervision of staff. Also, I think
the openness of most of the runaway programs, meaning that
people from the community can come in, can look around, can talk
with the kidsit is a very kind of open program. P.ic programs, by
the law4itself, have to be located in a place that is accessible. They
are not remote and way off, and the youngsters do have a lot of
interaction with all sorts of volunteers and people who come in.

Personally, in the shelter that I ran, there were over 5,000 chil-
dren who came through that program while I was there, never
and we had some children who were accused of murder, many chil-
dren were accused of violent crimes, but the program we had was
able to work with these kids in an unlocked setting.

The statement was made that some children need a lockup set-
ting. I feel that all children need a secure setting. I would really
like a secure setting myself. None of us want to be in great jeop-
a rd...

But of the 5,000 kids we had thereit was not the Baptist
Sunday school. Many of them were tough kidswe never had a
staff person who was hurt. never had any indication that a staff
person had hurt a child, and really no child who had hurt another
child.

With good supervision, with treating kids with a great deal of re-
spect and concern and understanding of their problems, listening to
them. you simply create an atmosphere where it is quite unlikely
t hat violence happens_

The staff were also very well trained to bring in reinforcements
when the troops are restless, to be in touch with police depart-
ments I have called officers and asked them to come and talk with
young people. We had done everything that we could to hold down
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the restlessness that does come when many children with heavy
problems are put together.

I am not saying that no staff person ever abused a child; I am
saying we are very conscious of that, and we work on those issues,
and it has not been characteristic of the program.

Mr. PETRI. I just wanted to ask that question, because if we go
ahead and reauthorize this act and ignore this area and then, 1
year or 2 years later, there is some big scandal because of some-

Ms. BUCY. I suppose that none of the program directors ever goes
to bed at night without realizing this could be the night it happens.
You are never safe from that sort of thing.

Mr. PETRI. I am curious if there are some things we could do, not
to hamstring and not to get people Ipvolived in needless paperwork
or something, but to make sure thatN416re is in place some sort of
an accountability mechanism or way of doublechecking, so that
these are in fact-----

Ms. BUCY. A safe place.
Mr. PETRI. We know its bad for young kids being thrown in with

adults in jails. We also know\ though, that throwing, kids into an
improperly supervised faciAty increases their contact with drugs
and with all of these other ifficulties we are talking about, too. So
we want to try to have a good, high-quality facility and be sure
that we don't just create places that are not properly supervised.

We need to work with you in trying to come up with-
Ms. Bury. I would emphasize that in the runaway program, as

well as in the juvenile justice program, the standards that have
been written into the law by you good people have been really
great standards. One of the main reasons that I think this bill
should stay in place is that those standards, as States began to pro-
vide servicesfor instance, the State of Texas appropriated almost
$4 million last year for runaway funds, and the standards in those
programs are copied from the standards that were in the Federal
law.

Among those are that facilities should not have more t an 20
children. That cuts down a lot on the interaction betw kids
and the personal sort of contacts that can be had betty en staff Itnd
children.

Also, the law calls forand it has not been carried out very ef-
fectively in the last several yearsmore training accessible to local
programs. Again, I think your best safeguard is adequate training
of the staff and volunteers.

My cohort here has pointed out that many of the programs
funded under the Runaway Youth Act are foster family programs.
That is one of the most effective ways of dealing with your rural
and very small populations. Very, very effective work has been
done with a series of host homes, again where families are well
trained.

The runaway children that we deal withand again, from the
Inspector General's report-36 percent of these kids have run from
physical or sexual abuse, and 44 percent from other severe, long-
term problems, which most often are their parents' problems and
not their own. Only 20 percent are running from less severe crises.

These are kids who are coming to us after having been abused.
They are not looking for more abuse. Staff tend o be very, very
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sensitive to not only any physical abuse that might take place, but
even to the kind of language.

I notice today when other people began talking about children
who had committed serious offenses, that they became cases and
they became juveniles, and they stopped being people at that point.
It is my very firm feeling that in our runaway shelters we deal
with kids, we deal with children, we deal with parents, they keep
on being people all the time they are there.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very kindly.
Last, but not least, Bill Treanor, if you will come around. Mr.

Treanor is the executive director of the National Youth Work Alli-
ance here in Washington.

Welcome, Bill.
[Prepared statement of William W. Treanor follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. TREANOR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL.

YOUTH WORK ALLIANCE

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Nation's community-based youth service agencies,
I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before the U.S. House Subcom-
mittee on Human Resources in support of H.R. 4971. The National Youth Work Al-
liance has actively supported the full implementation of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act and the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act since they
were authorized by Congress in 1974. I am proud to have been among the first to
bring the problem of runaway youth to the attention of Congress in 1970 and recent-
ly to have successfully urged Congress to introduce the Missing Children's Assist-
ance Act. The National Youth Work Alliance and our member agencies have had an
extensive and postitive impact on all three titles of the Jegislation. before the sub-
committee today and look back with pride on our 11 years of youth advocacy effort.

But the Alliance's pride in the accomplishments of the Juvenile ,Justice Act are
today tempered by a growing sense of unease, distress, and occasionally, disbelief in
the current administration of the Office of Juvenile Justice. When OJJ Administra-
tor Alfred S. Regnery appeared before this subcommittee on December 16, 1982, he
said, "I think that the JJDP money can be very well spent. I intend to do that." He
went on to add. It certainly has the potential df doing great things and as long al..!
the Congress and the administration continue it [JJDP], I plan to run it that way.

In the 15 months since Mr. Regnery uttered those words, he has spent juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention funds on projects that are of a dubious, even
frightening, nature. His singular lack of judgment in everything from bumper stick-
ers to juvenile justice standards has raised the profile of the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention but, I believe, not in the way Congress intended.
Jack Anderson s column on the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion yesterday was his fourth on the subject of Mr. Regnery. Dozens of negat've sto
ries have appeared in Gannett newspapers, several Wisconsin newspapers. the New
York Times. Newsweek, as well as on TV and radio. It is bad enough that the media
regularly sensationalizes the level of serious juvenile crime. but now comes the
added insult that all the news from Washington on helping young people in trouble
is of waste, looming scandal, and a vitrolic anti-youth policy. The largely successful
work done by community-based youth service agencies is too often ignored.

But, in all fairness, who could pass up news like this:
A $98,300 sweetheart proposal to write a book on Juvenile Justice Reform: A

Blueprint. The proposal was submitted by a former Senate staff colleague of Mr.
Regnery who has shown no interest before or since in juvenile justice. The main
beneficiaries of this arrangement were Mr. Regnery's friends and his family pub-
lishing company.

A $485.000 grant to the University of Southern California to examine ear lobes
and toes as the long illusive predictor of juvenile delinquency.

These two grants were derailed because of adverse publicity. Taxpayers and juve-
nile justice workers were not so fortunate in some other cases

II) A $798,531 grant to a former script writer for Captain Kangaroo to prove
through a ho us pocus process that incest, even the murder of children, is caused by
reading Playboy magazine Mr. Chairman. I don't know whether to laugh or cry
about this grant, but I ask you to consider that this $800,000 rip-off represents over
1 percent of all funds appropriated in fiscal year 1984 for the Juvenile Justice Act.

6.1 () -.1 I. 1 MI y
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(2) Recently Mr. Regnery awarded Pepperdine University in Los Angeles $4.2 mil
lion for a so-called national school safety network. Ironically he had previously
eliminated a program that dealt effectively with this issue through improving the
climate of public high schools. At his Semite confirmation hearings, Mr. Regnery,
selfproclaimed advocate of States rights, told the Judiciary Committee, "they tthe
States) found simply that much of the assistance was of minimal value, and we
thought we could get more value for our money by putting it elsewhere.- Elsewhere
turned out to be a defeated candidate for California Attorney General, George Nich-
olson, and his political entourage. Our new instant school violence expert will be
paid $770110 per year to undertake work similar to that which was cut last year by
Mr. Regnery. Mr. Nicholson is charged with the additional task of aiding parents
and schools in expelling unruly students. This is. I believe, a complete perversion of
congressional intent in passing and funding the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. We need to prevent and treat disruptive and even violent behavior,
nut just move it out of the classroom and into the street.

These are je.it some of the instances of poor judgment on the pat of the current
Office of Juvenile Justice Administration. These noncompetitive grants are illustra-
tive of a pattern that has caused the Office to lose the positive momentum it built
up during the Ford. Carter, and early Reagan administration. In a number of areas,
such its juvenile justice standards, training, research, and the entire special empha-
sis program, good solid resultsoriented efforts have been sabotaged in favor of
noncompetitive sweetheart deals which mock Government regulations and our free
enterprise. system. These grants often have little to do with the mission of the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Mr. Chairman. the National Youth Work Alliance has not had sufficient time to
fully review H R. 1971. However, my preliminary review of it is quite favorable. It
offers the hope of getting the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act back
on its proyouth and family course.

I do want to mention several provisions of H.R. 4971 which I think will aid in the
improvement of the juvenile justice management and delivery system.

First is the ban on biomedical research. This type of research, if undertaken at
all, should he conducted by the Department of Health and Human Services, with its
prestigious health institution and its commitment to the stringent protection of
human subjects While a caste can be made for some noncompetitive grants- -the Na-
tional Youth Work Alliance has received severalsuch a poor example has been
make recently that the restrictions of H.R. 4971 are now necessary.

Given this recent chain of events, perhaps the most important feature of H.R
4971 is the curtailing of the administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention's discretionary powers. Without theist. now necessary controls,
I hear that support for the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act appro-
priation will fade over the next few years. This would he particularly unfortunate
because.. the State Formula Grants Program continues to do well In great part th.at
is a credit to the Governors' and the State juvenile justice advisory ommitte:.'s
hard work and support for an improved youth service system.

Thy same cannot be said few the Federal Coordinating Council and the National
Advisory Committee One. can only wonder what the National Advisory Committee
has been do ng since its belated appointment. the Juvenile Justice. and Delinquency
Prevention Art is now being reauthorized. yet they have not made any reommen-
dation. to Congress on the subject Since they doii't appear to be advising anyone. a
little. "behavior modeficatiem- rimy be in order here by cutting funding available to
t he National Advisory Committee. by WI percent_

The Youth Work Alliance has and continues to oppose. the "valid court order.' ex
emotion tor detaining status offenders It is an unneeded and counterproductive tea
torn of the jmentle justice. system lf, however, we must live with it for another .se
years. certainly assuring young of their full due process rights is warranted TI.i.
Alliance e.oritinues to oppose the use of adult jails for any juveniles under any but
t he. rarest of l.irctirristancus

The National Youth Work Alliance. strongly supports the need of national con.
tvrtmco ol Stair luvuotle justo advocacy groups hut thv selection of a group to m-
e:Jlie the. conteeence should be left to a committee of State juvenile justice advisory
group chairs

We sulitin) the' inclusion of the lowrelated education resource. center in the .hive-
nile ice Act

In gement'. the National Youth Work Ailiance. supports Congrvss drafting 0 speed.
1. research. training. and special 1)11)g ini plan for the. 011ie e of Juvenile
.ft: -rust. anti rhlinqu.mo Provont ton II? I hi, regard the t.quirtquent In 1112 1971
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that the award of special emphasis grants be channeled through the appropriate
congressional comm ttee is an excellent idea.

The National Youth Work Alliance strongly supports the reauthorization of the
Runaway and Home ?ss Youth Act. We support most of the changes recommended
it fi R. 4971. Howev he Alliance urges an appropriation of at least $35 million
annually for this program.

The Alliance sees no need for section 3411ct farther restricting the Department of
Health and Human Services' grant-making au' ity. Research and demonstration
grants are playing an important role in adv:. the state-of-the-art in working
with runaway and homeless kids. The Runaway 1 outh Act has been a highly suc-
cessful program, but a formal evaluation is now overdue. There is aiso a need for a
5-year census of the actual numbers and types of teenagers who run away or are
made homeless.

Mr Chairman, there is a marked contrast between the management of the $23
million Runaway and Homeless Youth Act and the $70 million Juvenile Justice Act.
The Runaway Youth Act program administered by the Administration on Children,
Youth and Families is as well run today as it ..as been in its 10-year history. The
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pr.....vention Act's administration, however, has hit
an alliine low.

Therefore, I urge the subcommittee to consider not only locating the Missing Chil-
dren's Assistance Act in the Department of Health and Human Services, as H.R.
.1971 wisely provides, but to consider moving the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Program back to where it was located prior to 1974

The Natn:nal Youth Work Alliance also supports the Missing Children's Assist-
ance Act However, ..hile there are many new positive features in the H.R. 4971
version, there are some problems. We urge the subcommittee to include an advisory
hoard, the requirement for an annual report to Congress, and a requirement that
the National Bureau of Missing Children coordinate all efforts to aid missing chil-
dren, not just the Federal report.

Finally, I want to draw the subcommittee's attention to the importance of distin-
guishing between runaways and missing cniidren. One has fled home voluntarily
and can, with the kind of service provided by the Runaway and Homeless Youth
Act. be persuaded to return home Missing children are. of course, the innocent tar-
gets of criminal activii. Much thought must be given to properly implementing tht
Missing Children's AssiF*ance Act so that runaway centers don't ome targets for
either law enforcement or missing children's advocates.

The National Youth Work Alliance is alse e. member of the nit ional collabor.:ion
tor youth At a meeting last week in Arizona, the following agen its specifically en
dorsed and are eLnimittd to working on the reauthorization of the _uvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act and the Runaway and Homeless Yoth Act: Amer.
scan Red ('roar ;. I.:g Brothers 'Big Sisters of America, Boy Scouts of the U.S.A.. Boys
Club:- of Aiwa-it:a. Camp Fire. Future Homemakers of America, Carl Scouts of the

S A 'arts Clubs of America, National Board of the YWCA of the U.S.A . The Na-
tional Network of Runaway and Y:'uth Services, kind YM(... of the U S.A.

These groups. along with tht tr. art isive witnetises you have hard today, demon
sirate the breadth and depth -hit t o program i.ontinues to enjoy throughout the
-ountia and 1 expect th.( aghut 'he u.fress

tiee,,:-Ion..11%. in our ler ncrasing appropriations. amending certain
claww, ;tar broadening the s,ope of the Act's intent lbw including missing children,
fiir ex:imply we lose s!ght of our ultrn ite objective 1 would like to commend the
cornmittoi for their reminder of inat objective in the first s-ction of the Act "Juve
nth ,i,.k owned for one half of arrests in !!I7.1 and for less thin orw-third such tir
e,is in The Juvenil Justice At and fiunavoiy anti ilonwiess Youth Act are
%orking l Dung people are committing ti war cranes And for that reason above all

"1.11111 ntaint,inf the purpi.ses o' the all. and PrOttC: the inti`g:TY Cif the Office of
.1;1%taill Jo-toe Wi. .%i:! be suhnaittiug turther testittionv for the written record

ou for the ipportunitt, to 'estily

FEMENT %E.11.1.I.1,NI %V. TREANOR, EXECUTIVE
NATION.I, VOUTII %VOW: ALLIANCE, Vi ASIIINGTON.

Tttr:AN,ok Thank you. Mr. chairman.
Chairman, on behalf. of the Nation's community-based youth

serv." agenles, I %am to thank you For thy. opportunity to zipdear
bifin.t the subcommitte on Human Itesources in slipping of I I.R.

1 7,i
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The National Youth Work Alliance has supported this legislation
since its inception over 10 years ago, and our member agencies
have had an extensive and, I hope, positive impact on all three
titles of the legislation before this subcommittee today, and look
back with pride on our 11 years of advocacy efforts.

But the alliance's pride in the accomplishments of the Juvenile
Justice Act are today tempered by a growing sense of unease and

distress, and occasionally disbelief in the current administration of
the OJJ. When OJJ Administrator Alfred Regnery appeared before
this subcommittee on December 16, 1982, he said: "I think that the
JJDP money can be very well spent. I intend to do that." He went
on to add: "It certainly has the potential of doing great things and,
as long as the Congress and the administration cotitinue it, I plan
to run it that way.'

In the 15 months since Mr. Regnery uttered those words, I e has

spent juvenile justice and delinquency prevention funds on projects
that are of a dubious, even frightening, nature. His singular lack JI
judgment in everything from bumper stickers to juvenile justice
standards has raised the profile of the Office of Juvenile Justice,
but not, I believe, in the way Congress intended.

Jack Anderson's column on the Office yesterday was his fourth
on the subject of Mr. Regnery. Dozens of negative stories have ap-
peared in Gannett newspapers, several Wisconsin newspapers, the
New York Times, Newsweek, as well as on TV and radio.

It is bad enough that the media regularly sensationalizes the
nature of serious juvenile crime, but now comes the added insult
that all the news from Washington on helping young people is of
waste, looming scandal, and a vitriolic antiyouth policy. The large-
ly successful work done by community-based youth services agen-
cies is too often ignored.

But, in all fairness, who could pass up news like this: A $98,300
sweetheart proposal to write a book on "Juvenile Justice Reform:

A Blueprint"that was a book. The proposal was submitted by a
former Sem e staff colleague of Mr. Regnery who has shown no in-
terest before or since in juvenile justice. The main beneficiaries of
this arrangement were Mr. Regnery's friends and his family's pub-

lishing company.
A $-185,000 grant to the University of Southern California to ex-

amine ear lobes and toes as the long illusive predictor of juvenile

delinquency.
These two grants were derailed because of adverse publicity. Tax-

payers and juvenile justice workers were not so fortunate in some
other cases.

A $K(H grant to a former script writer for "Captain Kanga-

roo- to prove th-lugh a hocus-pocus process that incest, even the
murder of children, is caused by reading Playboy Magazine. Mt
Chairtnon, I don't know whether to laugh or cry about this grant.,
but I ask you and the subcommittee to consider that this $800,000

ripoff represents over 1 percent of all funds appropriate in

year 19r,I for the Juvenile Justice Act.
Recently. Mr. Regnery awarded Pepperdine University in los

Ingt lies a :i;-1.2 million grant for a so-called National School Safety
Network. Ironically, he had previously eliminated a program that

^
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dealt effectively with this issue through improving the climate of
public high schools.

At his Sel.E.te confirmation hearings, Mr. Regnery, a self-pro-
claimed advocate of States rights, told the Judiciary Committee:
"They found simply that much of the assistance was of minimal
-alue, and we thought we could get more value out of our money
by putting it elsewhere." Elsewhere turned out to be a defeated
candidate for California Attorney General, George Nicholson, and
his political entourage. Our new instant school violence expert will
be paid $75,000 per year to undertake work similar to that which
was cut last year by Mr. Regnery.

Incidentally, this gentleman will also be given $60,000 in execu-
tive staff travel. Executive staff travel seems to be a high priority
in the office. We heard testimony this morning from GAO about
the uravailability of funds to monitor the program adequately. I
would suggest, Mr. Chairman, if )4..1 were to check where the ad-
ministrative money was going, you might discover why there are,
in fact, inadequate funds.

Mr. Nicholson is charged with the additional task of aiding par-
ents and scnools in expelling unruly students. This, 1 believe, is a
complete perversion of congressional intent in passing and funding
the Juvenile .Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. We need to
prevent and treat disruptive and even violent behavior, not just
move it out of the classroom and into the streets.

These are just some of the instances of poor judgment on the
part of the current Office Administrator. These noncompetithe
grants are illustrative of a pattern that has caused the Office to
lose the positive momentum it built up during the Ford, Carter,
and early Reagan administrations. In a number of areas, such as
juvenile justice standards, tn.ining, research, and the entire snecial
emphasis program, good, so. results-oriented efforts have been
sabotaged in favor of noncomp, titive sweetheart deals which mock
Government regulations and our free enterprise system. These
grants often have little to do with the mission of the Office of Juve-
hile Justice.

Mr. Chairman, the National Youth Work Alliance has not had
sufficient time to fully review 14.R. 4971. Hov,ever, my preliminary
revie-... of it is quite favorable. it offers the hope of getting the Ju-
venile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act back on its
prisyouth and profamily course.

do want to mention several provisions of H.R. 4971 which I
.hink will aid in the improvement of the juvenile justice manage-
ment and deliverN sytitem.

Vir-4 is the ban on biomedical research. I won't read my remarks
on that. Congressman. They have been adequately end :,loquently
covered by others If no other change survives, sir, I hopt that that
is the one.

Given this recent chain of events, perhaps the most important
Feature of H.R. 4971 is the curtailing of' the Administrator of' the
Office of Juvenile Justice's discretionary powers Wthout those
now necessary controls, I fear that support for alit' will fade
over t he next few years This would be particularly unfbrtunate be-
caus: the State formula grant luogram continues to do well. In
great part. t is a credit to the Governors' and the State Juvenile
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Justice Advisory Committees' hard work and support for an im-
prc red youth service system.

The same cannot be said for the Federal Coordinating Council
and the National Advisory Committee. One can only wonder what
the National Advisory Committee has been doing since its belated
appointment. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act is now being reauthorized, yet they have not. made any recom-
menations to Congress on the subject. Since they don't appear to be
advising anyone, a little behavior modification may be in order
here by cutting the funds available to the National Advisory Com-
mittee by the 60 percent that you have recommended.

The Youth Work Alliance has and continues to oppose the valid
court order exemption for detaining status offenders. It is an un-
needed and counterproductive feature of the juvenile justice
system. If', however, we must live with it for another 5 years, cer-
tainly assuring young people of their full due process rights, as
H.R. 4971 does, is clearly warranted. The alliance continues to
oppose the use of adult jails for any juveniles under any but the
rarest circumstances.

I wish Mr. Petri was here. To answer nis earlier question, the
suicide rate in fiduit jails is eight times the suicide rate in juvenile
detention centers. That is comparing two different kinds of secure
detention Facilities. So seven out eight suicides are clearly avoid-
able through the use of juvenile detention centers. I am not talking
about shelters now, the nonsecure, but secure juvenile shelter fa-
ciht ies have one-eighth the suicide rate that adult jails have.

The alliance strongly supports the need for a national conference
of State juvenile justice advocacy groups, but the selection of a
group to organize the conference should be left to a committee of
State Juvenile Justice Advisory Group chairs.

We support the inc"ision (. the law-related Education Resource
Center in the Juvenile Justice Act.

In general, the Alliance supports Congre:s drafting a specific re-
:earch. training and special emphasis progr-m plan for the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. In this regard, the
requirement in i R. .197I that the award of special emphasis
grants be channeled through rne appropriate congressional corn-
mittc. 's an excellent idea.

The .\;atior!il Youth Work Alliance .:trongly supports the reau-
thorization of tho Runaway and Homeless Youth Act. We support
most of the changes recommended. However. the Alliance urges an
appropriation 4 at least :F:i million for this program.

The Alliance sees no need for section further restricting
the Department of Health and Human Ser ices' grant making au-
uirity. Research and demonstration grants are playing an impor

:ant r.)le in ackancing the stati ..F-the-art in working with runaway
and homeless kids. The Runaway Youth Act has been o highly suc-
cessful povam. but a formal evaluation is now overdue. There is
.11) a need for a 5-vear census or the actual numbers and types of
teenagers who run away from home or are made homeless.

Mr Chairman, thore is a marked contrast bet.,A ..en the manage
nunt of the million program and the :71` million juvenile jus
ti*. pouain The Runaway Youth At administered by ACYF is as
Vt.11 run toda\ it has been in its 1 -year history. The Juvenile

1
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Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act's administration, however,
has hit an all-time low.

Therefore, I urge the subcommittee to consider not only locating
the Missing Children's Assistance Act in the Department of Health
and Human Services, as H.R. 4971 wisely provides, but to consider
moving the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act back
to where it was located prior to 1974.

The Youth Work Alliance also supports the Missing Children's
Assistance Act. However, while there are many positive features in
your version, there are a few problems. We would like to see an
advisory board, we would like to see an annual report to the Con-
gress, and we would like to see a requirement that the National
Bureau of Missing Children coordinate not just Federal effort, but
all efforts in that field.

Finally, I want to draw the subcommittee's attention to the im-
portance of distinguishing between runaways and missing children.
One has fled home voluntarily and can, with the kind of service
provided by the runaway youth centers, be persuaded to turn
home. Mis:ing children are, of course, the innocent targets of
criminal activity. Much thought must be given to properly imple-
menting the Missing Children s Assistance Act so that the runaway
centers don't become targets for either law enforcement or missing
children's advocates.

The Youth Work Alliance is a member of the National Collabora-
tion for Youth. Attached here are the names of the other groups
that also support the reauthorization.

I will just conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying that in our enthusi-
asm for increasing appropriations and broadening the scope of the
act, we might lose sight of our ultimate objective.

I would like to commend the committee for pointing out that ju-
veniles accounted for one-half of arrests in 1974, and now account
for one-third of such arrests in 1983. The Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act is working. Young people are committing
fewer crimes. For that reason above all, we should maintain the
purposes of the Act and protect the integrity of the Office of Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Mr. Chairman, we will be submitting further testimony for the
written record. 1 thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Mr. AN DREws. Thank you, Bill.
Maybe somewhere along the line we can discuss some of that.

but other than here today.
I might just say quickly that we don't think that we have neces-

sarily a final version of* the bill. First of all, the missing children's
section that is added here is not totally ours. That is Senator Spec-
ter's bill, which our colleague and good friend and supporter. Paul
Simon, introduced over here In effect, we just took his bill and, for
the time being added it here. meaning to indicate that we' are sup-
portive of the principles in the bill. In markup, we will have to con-
sider perhaps various changes in that.

Is to the valid court order, it is a po:itical question, so far as We
;In` concerned We didn't. as yon well know, put that in the hill in
?h firNt in,-;tance. It was added on the floor by way of an amend
mem We want to get the bill passed. That is the essence of it. And
w:iereas the viii court order is a portion it. in which certainly I
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and other members of the subcominitte' have a considerable inter-
est, ou- primary interest is in getting the bill passed with the in-
clusion of several of the things you said you likewise appAived of.
We don't want to lose the bill or get it opened up to just a barrage
of amendments to change a lot of things because we are dividing
the troops, so to speak, too much over the valid court order issue.

Maybe I am not taking that seriously enough. It is a question of
political judgment, and I haven't finalized any opinion about it. It
could get removed in markup, or maybe the full committee would
see fit to do so rather than me so as to leave me relatively uns-
carred when I get to the floor with the bill, I don't know what is
best at this point. I will talk with Chairman Perkins and others
about it before we move it.

Mr. TREANOR. Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that. I think that we
are all realistic enough to know to be prepared to lose on that par-
ticular issue this year. We do want to keep the candle burning and,
hopefully, I) years from now, we will be in somewhat of a different
political climate. But the views of youth workers remain un-
changed on that. subject.

Mr. ANInu' :ws. But it is not simple. There is even theI was
thinking last night when Gordon and I were talking aboi:' certain
things that we should have done here today which we haven't, and
t here are a lot of reasons for a lot of that. 1 don't know that our
judgm,,nt is always good.

liut it is, as you say, without belaboring it further, more of a po-
litical problem here of how to protect the-rest of the billshould
you leave it in. take it out, let them beat us and put it back in if
they do it, et. cetera.

Anyway, we appreciate the tremendous support and the good
suggestions you and your final organizations as given us, over the
last five years at least, and I imagine, as you say eleven. I thank
you for your help, and we hope to continue receiving it.

Mr. TREANOR. Fine. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You have a great
bill here and I think your staff has done a tremendous job on it.
A.V are looking forward to supporting it all the way though the
final passage and signature by the President.

Mr ANDREWS_ I might just say for the record in public that cer-
tainly Gordon Raley and all of the members of our subcommittee
staff have. with this and ali the other bills that we have, done an
excellent job I am sure all of the subcommittee and supporters of
these p ()grains appreciate the hard work.

Thank you again. I thank all of you who are interested in the
program for your most valuable assistance and for your support,
politicail!. and otherwise, and I am speaking of the legislation, of
course.

With th:tt. it there is nothing further, we stand adjourned.
l'hank ,ou

!Whereupon. at 2:1.) p.m . the subcommittee was iidjot.tned.1
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APPENDIX

PREPARED STATEMENT ROI3ERTA BALSTAD MILLER, PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
CONtiORTIUM SocIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATIONS. WASHINGTON, DC'

MR. CHAIRMAN, it is with great pleasure and appreciation

that the Consortium of Social Science Associations (COSSA)

submits the following testimony to the Subcommittee on Human

ReSources of the Education and Labor Committee of the U.S. House

of Representatives to be included as part of the record to the

March 7 hearing on the Juvenile Justice, Runaway Youth, and

Missing Children's Act Amendments of 1984 (H.R. 4971).

We would like to take this opportunity to commend you for

your longstanding, leadership in the field of child welfare and

youth services, as recently evidenced by your introduction of

H.R. 4971.

COSSA represents 175,000 scientists across the full rare

of the social and behavioral science disciplines. A list of

COSSA Members, Affiliates, and Contributors is attached.

COSSA recognizes the need for continued federal leadership

in the administration of juvenile justice and thereby supports

the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

l'rev!ntion Act (JDPA) as amended.

We limit our remarks to several of the chanyes to current

la* proposed in H.R. 4971 Most notably, we would It to

,:unoler,t. on t prov I s ions of H.R. 4911 which coneern the: pi seess

wbciet,y the Admirwor.,tot of the Off Ice of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency vent ion (OJJDP) may award yr ants and contracts for

research and the types of inter yen, ion programa or rese-rch

investigations which are eligible t:,r fund.ng.

AWARDING (;HANTS ANO CONTRAt. TS

COSSA strongly t th pro,: iIons3 In this iislat ton
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Sec. 2U9(c)(2) and Sec. 212(d)(3), requiring a competitive

selection process for new grants and contacts awarded under

this program. H.R. 4971 states, "...Any grant or contract made

under this part after the effective date of the Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention Act Amenaments of 1984 shall ue

selected through a competitive process to be established by the

Administrators.."

A competitive review process would strengthen the research

program at OJJUP by permitting the agency to choose from among a

range of proposals those which most directly meet its needs and

do so at a competitive price. It would permit the agency to

fund only the most competitive and most highly qual.fied

proposals.

The legislation also requires that "the Administrator shall

announce publicly the availab.lity of funds for such grant or

contract, the general criterio applicable to the selection of

applicants to receive such grant or contract, and a description

of the processes applicable o submitting and reviewing

applications for such grant or contract." COSSA supports this

provision as well. While OJJDP has .,sued several notices for

solicitation of yrdnt proposals over the past year, such as tot

the Habitual Serious and Violent Juvenile Offender Program (9-

22-8)), and its evaluoilon (1-4-84), and for a Private Sector

Coicections Initl.ltive for the Chronic Serious Juvenile Offender

(1-1b-84), it has come to our attention that a number of grants

anJ ..ontracti: w.: to or/aided without prior public not 'the

aliwy can -nly benelit from management procdure:: that

es..-ItAq, LI! nt:n.h,t (d to:011ie,' researchers to

1St
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submit proposals on topics of importance to the agency.

This amendment would also subject the selection procedures to

public scrutiny and would serve to guard against funding

decisions being made on considerations which are not included in

Section 225(c) of the JJDPA.

ELIGIBILITY FOR FUNDING

With respect to the provisions of H.R. 4971 regarding

eligibility for funding, COSSA urges the inclusion of language

in the Committee report to clarify Section 218(d)(3) governing

"Authorization of Appropriations" which states;

No funds appropriated to carry out the purposes of
this title may be used for any bio-medical or behavior
control experimentation on individuals or any research
involving such experimentation.

This provision was understandably added in order to prevent the

funding of grant proposals which sought to identity juvenile

offenders at an early age through such methods as monitoring

brain wave activity, skin conductance, testosterone levels, and

physical and neurological abnormalities. Such intrusive bio-

medical techniques raise serious ethical and legal questions

involving experimentation with human subjects and the competence

of subjects to render informed consent to treatment, questions

which are compounded when children are beim considered as

subjects. Justice Department regulations (1974) precluded

funding studies proposing alterations in hormonal levels (e.g.,

administration of Depo Provera), electroshock, psyc4w.uLgery, or

te:Aniques such as those demonstrated in "A Clockwork Orange".

Yet some bio-chemical studies such as those pertorm,d by Dorothy
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Lewis and her colleagues at Yale University which found a

relationship between violent behavior and symptoms of psychomotor

epilepsy in a sample of juvenile of fenders at correctional

facilities, have passed close scientific scrutiny and deserved to

be funded.

We are concerned that the proposed language prohibiting

behavior control experimentation may exert a chilling effect on

legit imate studies and programs involving behavior modification

techniques in the juvenile justice field. This term could

conceivably be defined so broadly as to prohibit delinquency

prevention techniques such as parent- training, behavioral

contracting, survival skills training, and therapeut. environ-

ment mil lus.

With respect to parent- training, psychological studies have

long demonstrated the important role the family plays in the

development of asocial chit. behaviors (see Glueck & Glueck,

1950; Weber & bishion, 1983) .

In a rev iew of research on the precursors of del inquent

behavior which appealed in the October, 1983, ATLANTIC MONTHLY,

Aqui essor James Q. Wilson of Harvard University emphasized the

impor tdnce of consistent parental disciplinary pr actices in the

development of pro-social chi brh.vv Lox s. In addition, a number

ot Um' fltfl t L 1!4edt cher s have dc)eultlet t ,d t he relationship between

severe pun it-hment by paten, . And resultant aggression by

chi lilt t:11.

In their work with pr e-ddo101.-.-ents in trouble with the 1,w,

Ger. a Id t r /ion and h t; as sot: a tr. s at. the Oregon Socl a I

trig Cent er hdv. Vd d t.i i lur e on t he part ut ii.tr wits

1 S S
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to tell their child clearly how he or she is expected to behave,

to monitor his or her behavior closely ti ensure that their

child behaves that way, and to enforce the rules with

appropriate rewards and pelalties. They observed that parents

of anti-social children used both more punishment than did the

parents of normal children and failed to make their use of

penalties contingent on the child's behavior. Treatment

consists of working closely with the families to teach them mo,

desirable and effective ways to behave towards one another in

order to break out of the coercive cycle. As compared to

conventional therapeutic approaches, the active parent-training

techniques have been demonstrated to be more effective in

reducing the aggressive behaviors of both parents and children

(Patterson, Chamberlain, and Reid, 1982).

Such behavioral techalqu6s which promote family functioning

are particularly significant for the purposes of this discussion

in light at the added emphasis of H.R. 4971 on efforts to

strengthen the family. For instance, as stated in Section

224(a)(16), the Administrator shall "develop model programs to

strengthen and maintain the family unit in order to prevent or

teat delinquency."

Moieov.-r, were the aforementioned prhibition incorporated

into current law without clarification, the eligibility of the

following succestfi examples of behavioral interventions with

troubld youth would al !;o be railed Into question:

(1) 1"i Adt,le:icunt Diversion Project of the University of

was funded by the National Institute of Mental Health

1 S 4
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from 1973-1979 and was selected as an exemplary project by the

Justice Department. This project recruited college student

volunteers to work with local police to divert youth from the

juvenile justice system. The program involved behavioral

contracting whereby an agreement was negotiated between the

youth and. the student with clear rewards and penalties for

compliance and noncompliance. An evaluation study conducted by

Rappaport, Seidman, and Davidson in 1979 demonstrated that youth

who participated in the behavioral contracting program had a

reduced number of police contact and fewer petitions filed with

the court during the duration of the project and in a two-year

follow-up study than youth who did not receive any special

treatment. This project was replicated by at least two

independent groups.

(2) A related study conducted by Wolfred and Davidson in

1977 demonstrated that young children who had come into contact

with the law for behavior ranging from truancy to delinquent

offenses could be prevented from being placed in an institution

through an individual treatment program based on the principles

of behavior modification and social learning. An individual

treatment plan was developed for each of the children with an

emphesis on the reinforcement of positive behaviors. Almost

all of the children met the goals set 4or them during the time

they were in the program, including school attendance and conduct

goals. At the conclusion of the brief residential placement, the

program administrators worked closely with the local child

welfare agencies to fund community placements rather than

institutional placements for the children who were unable to
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return home.

(3) Outward Bound - Wilderness/Adventure programs which

involve survival skill training for delinquent youths have been

associated with reduced recidivism, aggression,.and alienation,

and increased self-esteem and socially acceptable behavior.

Living in the wilderness with a group of fellow delinquents and

engaging in such activities as mountain climbing and white-water

rafting teaches youth cooperative living and survival skills.

Through exerting total control over the youth's behavior,

the program reduces the sense of alienation felt by many

delinquent youth and encourages them to engage in pro-social

behavior. In a 1978 report to the Ford Foundation, the Vera

Institute of Justice in New York City cited Outward Bound-type

r-oy ams as one of three exemplary models for the rehabilitation

of violent delinquents (Strasburg, 1978).

To summarize, COSSA maintains that legitimate treatment

approaches like parent-training and behavioral contracting

which involve behavioral techniques must not be precluded from

funding under H.R. 4971. It should be noted, however, that

prior reference to appropriate punishment for misbehavior by no

means includes such unconscionable acts as hog-tying or beating

children or placing them in solitary confinement. (All of these

"techniques" were documented by the Senate Juvenile Ju8tice

Subcommittee investigation of the abusive treatilPnt of juveniles

in Oklahoma's state-run facilities.) The behavioral tethniques

which are presented here for your consideration have

deronstrated their success in improving the behaviors of youth

I ,3
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in institutional and noninstitutional settings at different

stages in the juvenile justice system. They have proven

effective in both preventing delinquency and in treating serious

and violent juvenile offenders.

In light ut the above considerations, we propose the

following report lans,aage for your consideration:

This, bill $,ould amend current law by prohibiting the
appropriations of funds for any biomedical or behavioral
control experimental programs or research studies. The ban
on hilmed:r.al research is consistent with justice department
regulitions. The restriction on behavior control programs
is cleAigned to preclude funding for research tnat employs
pun'tive methods which are physically or psychologically
harmful to juveniles. This provision should not prevent the
funding of legitimate behavioral modification research
employing such techniques as parent training, behavio.al
contracting, survival skills training, milieu therapl for
drug rehabilitation, restitution and community serv:-e',
provided that safeguards for the informed consent of
subjet:ts (including parents or guardians of minors) are
assured.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our views on this

Important subject. In closing, COSSA appreciates the steps you

have taken to ensure the integrity or the OJJDP selection process

for grants and contracts and your efforts to safeguard the

welfare of youth who come in contact with the juvenile justice

system.
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CONSORTIUM Of SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATIONS

Members

American Anthropological Association
American Economic Association
American Historical Association
American Political Science Association
American Psychological Association
American Sociological Association
American Statistical Association
Association of American Geographers
Association of American Law Schools
Linguistic Society of America

Affiliates

American Association for Public
Opinion Research

American Educational Research
Association

Association for Asian Studies
Eastern Sociological Society
Economic History Association
Evaluation Network
Evaluation Research Society
History of Science Society
International Communication
Association

International Studies Association
Law and Society Association
National Council on Family

Relations
North Central Sociological

Association
Northeastern Anthropological

Association
Population Association of America
Regional Science Association
Rural Sociological Society
Social Science History

Association
Society for American Archaeology
Society for the History of

Technology
Society for Research in Child

Development
Society for the Scientific Study

of Religion
Society for Social Studies

of Science
Southwestern Social Science

Association

:17 MI 0 - 13

Contributors

University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences

Center for International Studies
Duke University

University of Colorado
Columbia University
Cornell Institute for Social and
Economic Research

Cornell University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Harvard University )
University of Illinois
Indiana University
Institute for Social Research,
University of Michigan

University of Iowa
fi The Johns Hopkins University

University of Michigan
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
New York University
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
Princeton University
Social Science Research Council
University of Southern California
Stanford University
State University of New York at

Stony Brook
Texas A & M University
Tulane University
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES N. QUIGLEY, ON BEHALF OF CENTER FOR CIVIC
EDUCATION/LAW IN A FREE SOCIETY, CONSTITUTIONAL. RIGHTS FOUNDATION, AND
NA FIONA'. INSTITUTE FOR CITIZEN EDUCATION IN THE LAW

As the Congress considers the reauthorization

of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, it

is a propitious time to consider the success and promise

represented by law-related education. In evaluations

sponsored by the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention, law-related education has been

demonstrated effective in reducing serious delinquent

behavior. Representing as it does a most promising delinquency

prevention strategy, law-related education should be recognized

as a lasting and beneficial component in the fight against

serious juvenile crime and delinquency.

The Need to Include Attention for "An Ounce of Prevention"

The findings of the Attorney General's Task

Force on Violent Crime, the President's Task Force on

Victims of Crime and other recent proposals suggest the need

for a Federal initiative and leadership to help combat the

Problems of violent crime in our society. This has become

Increasingly apparent not only through abbtract research

findings, but because of the frightening fact facing so many

Americans that their homes, neighborhoods, schools, communities,

and workplaces are no 1.)nner safe.

The principles, goals, and values stated elearls,

in our Declaration of Independence, Constitution, and other

fundamental documents set forth the responsibilities of all

levels of our government to secure the rights to "life,

191
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liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" and to "establish

Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, . . . promote the

general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to

ourselves and our Posterity." Such rights and blessings

haVe little meaning to those whose tranquility is beseiged

by crime and the threat of crime.

The immediate neei to combat violent crime should

not result in a plan limited to "mending the fence after the

cows are out of the pasture," however. It is important at

this time to launch a positive, forward-looking, and compre-

hensive initiative that deals not just with the immediate \

need to control violent crime. but with the development and

implementation of measures to reduce the at which our

society is generating criminal behavior amlny juveniles.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has

always contained a strong emphasis on delinquency prevention.

Research, development, and assistance in implementation and

training regarding effective anti-crime and deling" cicy

prevention initiatives must remain a vital component of any

balanced program if it is to be effective.

In a speech to the Southwestern Judical Conference,

Mark W. Cannon, Administrative Assistant to the Chief

Justice of the United States, highlighted the need for a

prevention strategy that can secure fundamental commitment

135
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to the law-abiding values of society in order to reduce crime:

"Though alcoholism, poverty, and
perceived social injustice all contribute
to crime, perhaps there is a deeper
force that is causing a breakdown of our
society. These merely tip the raft of
social order, while a deep current is
moving the entire raft at a startling
speed. That deep current is our failure
to transmit positive values, norms, and
attachments from one. generation to
another."

I submit that the Federal Government's compre-

hensive initiative on crime reduction should include law-

related education -- the "ounce of prevention" that costs

far less than the "pound of cure." Law-related education is

an available means of strengthening the transmission of

positive values and norms and, at the same time, of alleviating

some of the most important causes of delinquent behavior.

With the support of the Department of Justice, it could be

effectively implemented on a national scale. Indeed, with

the upcoming bicentennials of the signing of the Constitution

and ratification of the Bill of Rights, documents which

require an enlightened and responsible citizenry as the

foundation of our free society, the opportunity is ripe to

expand law-related education programs throughout the Country.

These programs, when properly implemented, .can develop civic

competence, civic responsibility, and law-abiding behavior

among our Nation's youth.

The demonstrated relationship of law-related

education to the prevention of delinquency and youth crime,

196
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coupled with growing public recognition of the need for an

effective prevention program, assures the positive acceptance

of such an initiative under the auspices of the Department

of Justice. National surveys of elementary and secondary

school principals and of juvenile and family court judges

have revealed striking receptivity to law-related education:

A substantial majority of principals surveyed expressed

willingness to add the subject *t) their school curricula;

four-fifths of the judges indicated that they were willing

to support law-related education by working with local

schools. A majority of each group expressed the belief that

this course of instruction can improve behavior. Groundwork

laid by law-related education efforts in recent years

has resulted in the development of vital grass roots

constituencies and extensive local interest.

Full realization of the delinquency prevention

potential of law-related education requites specialized

training for teachers, school administrators, and community

resource persons. Involving non-school resources at the

outset can assure that pr)grams are of high quality and

adapted to meet local no0A;. Programs supported by su0'.

public-private partnerqhlls develop the momentum and critical

mass necessary to ensure lasting and meaningful impact on

our educational institutitms.
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The Federally-sponsored juvenile justice program

has a significant opportunity to include this effective and

productive program in its overall agenda for the' reduction

of crime. At this point, resources from the Federal Government

could play a catalytic role in bringing together public and

private sectors on local and State levels to incorporate

respect for law programs throughout the Nation.

Law-Related Education: A Proven and Effective Remedy

Law-related education is a program that fosters

among elementary and secondary students civic competence,

civic responsibility, and an understanding of and commitment

to the fundamental principles, processes, and values essential

to the preservation and improvement of our free society.

The curriculum is developed to provide a basis

for improved citizenship skills, commitment to work within

the legal system to settle grievances, and favorable attitudes

toward law enforcement. Teaching strategies require active

involvement of the students, police, attorneys and justice

system personnel.

It is not an attempt to impose a narrow or

partisan political orientation on the schools, nor is it a

means of teaching people to become "schoolhouse" lawyers.

Rather it provides diverse, proven, and practical approaches

useful .n the reform and revitalization of civic education

9U
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programs in our Nation's schools. Law-related education

promotes a "legal literacy" which helps students avoid legal

problems and learn to deal more responsibly and effectively

with such problems when *hey do arise. Careful observation

of the effects of law-lated education over the past 15

Years has repealed its significant potertial. Most important,

in testing over the past few years by the Department of

Justice, law-related education has been demonstrated to

reduce students' resort to violence, delinquency and youth

crime, including thefts, assaults and drug use.

A number of members of local and state bar associa-

tions, law enforcement cgencies, judges' associations,

educators, and other concerned community organizations have

begun focussing their attention and resources on the develop-

ment and implementation of law-related education programs in

both public and private schools. As a result, the American

Bar Association estimates that today there are over 500

law-related education projects in the Nation. However,

these projects presently reach only 10 to 15 percent of

the student population.

Such programs have added to the growing body

of evidence that law-related education may be one of the

most effective remedies not only for delinquency but also

for the general failure of young people today to fulfill

1
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adequately their responsibilities as citizens. This positive

effect is due in large part to the emphasis of law-related

programs on the development of commitment to a cohesive

framework of civic ideals that are required to bind together

the diverse elements and interests of our free society.

Developments in delinquency prevention theory

support the view that the schools play a most significant

role. They can zither provide settings for the generation

of delinquency and youth crime or programs that aid in

reducing such behavior, fostering a commitment to fundamental

social values and adherence to conventional norms. Such

developments have led to intensive testing of law-related

education progranis supported by the National Institute for

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Preliminary

findings of this research have validated the results of

earlier law-related education evaluations. They have

revealed their delinquency prevention potential, not only in

educational institutions but in diversion programs as well,

when implemented in accordance with prescriptions regarding

duration, instructional strategy, and the involvement of the

community.

Preliminary findings released in 1981 after

two years of study suggested that sound educational and

delinquency prevention programming went hand in hand and

200
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that, when taught according to properly prescribed principles,

law-related education results in a significant reduction of

student participation in delinquent activities. Subsequent

findings over the past two years continue to confirm that

law-related education taught according to specific, identifi-

able standards can serve as a significant deterrent to

delinquent behavior. In evaluations conducted by the Social

Science Education Consortium, Inc., and the Center for

Action Research, Inc., under the sponsorship of the National

Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

the Law-Related Education Evaluation Project has confirmed

the positive, delinquency prevention impact of law-related

education.

Alfred S. Regnery, the presidentially-appointed

Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention has noted: "According to OJJDP's evaluation, LRE

Ilaw-related education), when properly taught, can reduce

students' tendency to resort to violence, can enhance their

understanding of our legal system, and can develop more

constructive attitudes toward it." He has further observed:

"I consider Law-Related Education a most effective delinquency

prevention program . .

Law-related education is by all accounts one of

the few truly promising elements of the Federal Government's

delinquency prevention efforts. The program works, it

is cost effective and it has a broad base of support.
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Educators, students, and members of bar associations

and other community groups who have been involved in law-

related education programs have developed an enthusiasm and

interest in the field that provides an impetus to expanded

implementation. Such interest has recently resulted in

increased attention and support from such diverse groups as

the National Parent Teachers Association, National Association

of State Boards of Education, National Association of

Secondary School Principals, National Association of Elementary

School Principals, the National Council for the Social

Studies, the Council of Chief State School Officers, and Phi

Alpha Delta Law Fraternity International. These organizations,

coupled with the longstanding interest and involvement of

the American Bar Association, numerous state and local bar

associations, the International !..sociation of Chiefs of

Police, the National District Attorneys' Association, the

Conference of Chief Justices and other groups provide a

sound base and resource for the widespread implementation of

law-related education programs.

Functions and Activities of a Law-Related
Educ'atton Center

In light of law-related education's effectiveness

and potential, a Center for Law-Related Education should be

established under the supervision of the Department o' Justice
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as a part of its comprehensive anti-crime program. The

following briefly outlines some of the suggested functions

and related activities that might be accomplished by such a

Center.

Research and Development

The Center would provide support for research

and development in:

long-range e. luation of the effects of

law-related education on students' knowledge,

skills, attitudes, and behaviors; continuation

of evaluation efforts to include longitudinal

study of the delinquency prevention impact of

law-related education;

o studies on other aspects of law-related

education as they may affect cognitive and

affective learning and behavior;

developing new areas of lawrelated education

for use in diversion programs for students being

considered for suspension or expulsion;

o translating and linking research to practice so that

proven programs and practices can be more effectively

implemented in classroom and juvenile justice

settings.

2:3
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Demonstration

An increased number of demonstration projects

could be_supported and state and local education and juvenile

justice Aci^ncies provided assistance in:

promoting the adoption or adaptation of models

which have proved successful in other localities;

implementing pr "grams in areas with special needs,

for example, high crime areas, areas in which

there is ethnic and racial conflict, or areas in

which there is a high density of recent immigrants;

o implementing programs in institutions with

special needs, for example, correctional institu-

tions and group homes.

Training and Coordination

Efforts could be made to coordinate law-related

education programs across the country by:

providing assistance to key personnel in

state and local education and juvenile justice

agencies in using available resources effectively

in the development and implementation of law-related

education and other delinquency prevention programs;

o providing tr,ilrinq and support services to

directors and staff of projects in law-related

education and related delinquency prevention

projects.
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Cooperation

Initiative activities could be designed to foster

cooperation among:

law-related education projects and other

groups involved in the improvement of civic

education and prevention of delinquency and

violent crime, for example, key members ot bar

associations, law enforcement agencies, district

attorneys' and public defenders' associations,

and iudicial associations;

various departments at all levels of govern-

ment whose responsibilities may include delinquency

prevention and civic education, for example, at

the Federal level the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention, the Department of

Education, the Federal Bureau of Investigation,

the National Science Foundation, the National

Endowment for the Humanities, the National

institute for Education, Ind the Department of

Health and Human Services.

Awareness

The development of widespread awareness of the

benefits of law-related education could be increased by:

the linking of the initiative with the

forthcoming bicentennials of the signing of the

2 I-)
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Constitution and the adoption of the Bill of

Rights and enlisting the participation of groups

from the private sector such as the American Bar

Association, American Political Science Associa-

tion, American Historical Association, and Phi

Alpha Delta Law Fraternity International;

the use of television and other media, public

statements, conferences, and p'esentations at

conventions of major organizatiors involmring the

direct p'articipation or support of the President,

Members of Congress, the Chief Justice, the

Attorney General, the Secretary of Education,

Governors, prosecutors, judges, law enforcement

officers and other key figures in Federal,

State and local government.

Conclusion

As a component of a comprehensive initiative

against crime and delinquency, a Center for Law-Related

Education can consolidate the success of past experience

and fulfill its promise by making law-related education a

permanent part of our cooperative effort against juvenile

crime and delinquency.

The substance, methods, goals, and objectives of

law-related education are consistent with promoting an

understanding of and commitment to the fundamental principles,

processes, and values of our national heritage. Its emphasis
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on the p'e ?ntion of delinquency and youth crime and the

developmen. of civic responsibility. affirms that the mainte-

nance of law and order is not solely a responsibility of law

enforcement, the courts, and corrective institutions,

but of every member of our society.

The themes of law-related education are timely,

because they meet well-recognized and pressing concerns in

our schools and communities, and are broadly supported among

members of the judiciary, legal professionals, law enforcement

agencies, educators and members of the Congress and the

Administration. There is adequate expertise now available

to provide the assistance required for the implementation of

law-related education as a National effort. Law-related

education is an initiative that will generate a high multiplier

effect from limited Federal investment by increasing the

allocation of resources and participation among the public

and private sectors at the State and local levels. Law-related

education is a broadened response to the problem of crime

that can help our young people realize their futures as

productive and responsaAn members of a more law-abiding

public. I respectfully t.ummend a Center for Law-Related

Education for your attonti)n.
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DEC 2.31 %%3

Congress of the United e%tates
%oust of Ittprotntatom

inutongton, B.E. tom

December 22, 1983

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Reeouroee
2178 RHOS
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The esoloaed letter from the Youth Advisory Counoil of
Metropolitan Dade County. ie forwarded for your information.

Your consideration and commente regarding their concerns

would be greatly appreoiated.

DBF/JK

Enclosure
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Sincerely,

DANTE B. FASCELL
Member of Congreea
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METROPOLITAN DA.Dr cour:TY. rLckrorr),..t.
P.O. Box 61-0604 YOUTH ADVISORY BOARD
North Miami, FL 33161

November 9, 1983

The Honorable Dante B. Fascell
7855 S.W. 104'Street
Suite 210
Miami, FL 33256

Re: Reauthorization of The Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act

Dear Representative Fascell:

The Youth Advisory Board has voted it's strong support of the
reauthorization of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, established by Congress in 1974, and reauthorized
twice to September 1984.

We are particularly concerned that this act not only be reauthorized,
but strengthened 1. as to mandates for removal of juveniles from
adult jails and lock-ups and status offenders from secure detention,
2. emphasizing delinquency prevention and alternatives to institution-
alization, 3. provision of programs to assist runaway and homeless
youth and their families, 4. provision of adequate funding for the
juvenile justice, runaway and homeless youth programs (which has
been cut in recent federal budgets), and 5. parent representation
on federal and state juvenile justice advisory committees.

Dade County currently receives some $400,000 for these programs,
which have been positively evaluated, and there is need for more.
Our Juvenile Detention Center (HRS) houses as many as 200, while
at the same time the County Jail has from 55 to 75 or even over 100.
Some in the jail have been as young as eleven years and some have
been detained as long as sixteen months. We detain far too many
juveniles, with negative consequences to them and to the community.

2
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Reprrentative Dante Fascell
Page Two
November 9, 1983

Re: Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act

We appreciate your concern for children and look forward to your
reply concerning this matter so important to our community.

Sincerely Yours,

Ruth 0. Kruse', hairperson

1(1a/
Wesley Nock, M.D., Vice Chairperson

ROK /WSN /rm

CC: Honorable Mayor Stephen P. Clark and Dade County Commissioners
Dade County Manager M.R. Steirheim
Judges of the Ilth Judicial Circuit, Juvenile Division
Dade Miami-Criminal Justice Council, Dr. Jeffrey Silbert
Dade Delegation to Florida Legislature, Chairman and Vice Chairman
Honorable D. Robert Graham, Governor

Letters also sent to:

Senator Lawton Chiles
Senator Paula Hawkins
Representative Claude Pepper
Representative William Lehman
Representative Lawrence Smith

2 I o
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THE SECRETARY Of HEALTH AND HUMAN SE AVtCES
wAsemoASTON. O.G. N11011

APR 24 1984

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman, Committee on Education

and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your request for the Department's views
on H.R. 4971, a bill 'To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-
cy Prevention Act of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal
years 1985 through 1989, and for otner purposes.'

In summary, we defer to the Department of Justice on the mer-
its of titles I and II of the bill, as these titles amend programs
administered by that agency. We also defer to the Department of
Justice on the merits of title IV, the Missing Children's Assis-
tance Act. In regard to title III, which would extend and amend
the program under the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (RHYA), we
support extending this program but object to some of the provi-
sions of the bill.

Title III of the bill would extend the program under the RHYA
for five years, through fiscal year 1989, and would authorize to
be appropriated $25,000,000 for fiscal year 1984, $26,250,000 for
fiscal year 1985, $27,600,000 for fiscal year 1986, 528,950,000
for fiscal year 1987, $30,400,000 for fiscal year 1988, and
$31,900,000 for fiscal year 1989. The bill would also limit the
Department's authority to combine funds appropriated under the
RHYA with funds under any other Act in order to make a single
discretionary grant or a. single discretionary payment.

The Administration supports extension of the program under
the RHYA, and transmitted a draft bill to the Congress on March 7,
1984 to extend the program for three years, through fiscal year
1987. However, we oppose the provision in H.R. 4971 that would
extend this program for five years, rather than the more usual
three year extension. Three years is a reasonable length of time
in which to assess the operation of the program, and to decide
whether any changes might be necessary to improve the program.
Therefore the three year period is moat conducive to both
Executive Branch and Congressional oversight.

211
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With respect to the authorization of appropriations for the
Runaway and Homeless Youth program, we prefer the provisions in
the Administration bill. We do not support the proposal in H.R.
4971 to increase funding for the program to $25,000,000 in fiscal
year 1985, rising to $31,900,000 in fiscal year 1989, because we
believe the funding levels requested by the Administration are
sufficient to tarry out the program. In addition, given the
necessity to curb the growth of Federal spending and to support
the President's plan for continued economic recovery, we cannot
support this increase. We urge substitution of the Administra-
tion's proposal to authorize appropriations of $10,504,000 for
fiscal year 1985 (the approximate historical level for this pro-
gram from 1973 through 1982), $10,746,000 for fiscal year 1986,
and $10,977,000 for fiscal year 1987.

we oppose the proposal in the bill to limit the Department's
authority to combine funds appropriated under the RHYA with funds
appropriated under any other Act in order to make a single dis-
cretionary grant or a single discretionary payment. The runaway
and homeless youth served by this program can benefit from cross-
cutting programs, both in terms of improved coordination with
other programs and in leveraging the use of other sources of
funds.

The bill also fails to amend the RHYA to authorize grants to
for-profit organizations, an amendment we support because it would
allow the Department to select the most qualified service pro-
providers in order to assure the most efficient and effective
provision of services to runaway and homeless youth.

For the foregoing reasons, we oppose enactment of title III
of H.R. 4971 and we urge you to support the Administration alter-
native, which has been introduced as H.R. 5226. The remainder of
the bill would not substantially affect this Department's pro-
gams; we therefore defer on the merits of those portions of the
bill to the Department of Justice, which is more directly con-
cerned.

We are advised by the Ofl"fice of Management and Budget that
there is no objection to the presentation of this repoit from the
standpoint of the Administration's program. ts.

Sincerely,

Secr
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APR Li, 1984

eftite of Ci'alifornin
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

SACRAMENTO 95814

March 30, 1984

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Member of Congress
Rayburn House Office Building
Room 2201
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

I am committed to helping California's children
become responsible citizens. I am also committed
to making our communities safe.

The Federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act has provided strong national direction
and support for states to combat youth cr!mes. This
program has been a strong foundation for California's
service and treatment efforts for children.

The Act will expire on September 30, 1984.
H.R. 4971 (Andrews) would re-authorize the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act with important
improvements. Your support of this legislation is
vital for our children and our nation.

I encourage your support for this important
program.

Most cordially,

Orge Deukmeji
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, COMMOI

OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING
ens LINCOLN VILLAGE DRIVE, SUITE CAW
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 96827

April 4, 1984

Honorable Ike Andrews
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Education and Labor
Rayburn House Office Building, Room 2201
Washington, D.C. 20b15

Dear Congressman:

Subject: Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Act will terminate on
September 3U, 1984. Since its inception in 1974, the JJDP Act has inspired and
supported important services and programs dealing with delinquency prevention
and improvements in the juvenile justice system. H.R. 4971 (Andrews) provides
for the reauthorization of this program with important improvements.

It is vital that leadership at the national level recognize and support local
efforts in dealing with delinquency prevention and improving juvenile justice.
The JJDP Act has been a valuable foundation for California in providing care
and treatment services for juveniles. The Act has supported successful and
needed services for minors, including the areas of: child abuse, school
safety, crime control and delinquency prevention, reduction of gang violence,
drug abuse Suppression, separation of minors from adults in jails, and
deinstitutionalization of status offenders.

Your support for H.R. 4971 to reauthorize the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act is vital. A great deal has been accomplished under this
program. We must vigorously support our most valuable resource -- our
children.

Sincerely,

vilitavit W.
DR. MICHAEL W. AGOP flti

Chairman, State Advisory Group on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

HWA:ch
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REAUTHORIZATION

OF THE

JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT

I. POSITION

California supports the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Act.

II. INTRODUCTION

It is of utmost importance that the federal government continue its

leadership role in the juvenile justice area. Federal emphasis on juvenile

programs reinforces the importance of the greater amenability of youthful

offenders to prevention, rehabilitation and deterrence from criminal

behavior. It recognizes that the future of the nation rests on our

children and is important that the juvenile justice system not become

subservient to the adult justice system. An effective attack on the threat

of crime requires a balance which focuses on the serious violent offenders

yet, does not ignore the needs of young people in our society.

California has participated in the JJDP Act Formula Grant Program since

1975. The State has received a total of $40 million to support local

public and private agency projects dealing with services for juveniles.

The State has consistently distributed a minimum of at least seventy-five

percent (75%) of its annual allocation to local public and private agencies

to support juvenile services.

The availability of JJDP funds nas been of great assistance to California's

juvenile justice system. Local public and private agencies have utilized

these funds to initiate effective pilot programs, demonstrated their

215
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success, become strong competitors for local support, and in many cases,

continued with local funding.

Reauthorization of the JJDP Act is of great importance to Cali:ornia.

Since FY 1982, California's allocation has been approximately $4 million

annually. Although the amount is small compared to the total expended in

the state for criminal justice, it is critical in terms of the message it

conveys and in supplementing local funding for services and treatment to

juveniles.. The funding has allowed private agencies to demonstrate their

value in the juvenile justice system complementing public agencies to

provide a full range of service and treatment needs for juveniles. The

impact of these projects results in a greater balance of appropriate

services assisting in alleviating already crowded public juvenile

facilities and huge caseloads carried by probation personnel.

111. DISCUSSION

A. Program Areas

Under the JJDP program, California has consistently set aside funding

for the following program areas:

o Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders

o Child Abuse

o Delinquency Prevention

o Community Corrections and Restitution

o Diversion

1. Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders

During FY 1982, under the State Gang Violence Suppression Program

legislation, AB 788 (Chapter 1030. 1981 Statutes), nine projects

216
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were initiated dealing with hardcore juvenile gang offenders. The

program was started with $1 million of federal JJDP grant funds.

The nine projects include six local District Attorney operations

and three private agencies.

The six Gistrict Attorneys' operations include the counties of Los

Angeles, San Diego. Santa Clara, San Joaquin, San Bernardino, and

Sacramento. These operations concentrate on enhanced prosecution

efforts and resources to identify, apprehend, and prosecute gang

members involved in serious and violent offenses. The three

private agencies include: Sey Yes, Inc. (Los Angeles), City of

Chino (San Bernardino County), and Cleland House of Neighborly

Services (East Los Angeles). These projects provide support and

consultation to law enforcement; exchange information with gang

programs; and maintain an outreach program designed to inform local

law enforcement.

Due to the early indication of success, for FY 1983-84 the State

General funding shares in the cost of continuing all nine projects

with JJDP funding at a ratio of seventy-five percent (75%) ;State)

and twenty-five percent (25%) (federal).

Additionally. during FY 1983-84 three other District Attorneys'

operations have been initiated in the counties of Orange, Santa

Barbara, and San Francisco. These projects contain the same

emphasis as listed above for the ori,inal six District Attorneys'

programs.
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the focus of these programs is to identify, apprehend, and

prosecute gang members who are leaders of violent offenses allowing

other juvenile programs to better deal with gang members who are

followers and less prone to violent activities. This concept which

is beginning to show early success needs continued support so that

gang members may be guided and redirected into positive activities.

2. Delinquency Prevention

Since initial participation in the JJDP program, California hes set

aside on an annual basis approximately thirty percent (30%) of its

allocation to the delinquency prevention program area. The State

maintains that delinquency prevention activities make sense and are

essential for early identification of youth at risk to provide

intervention services. Both of these activities are effective

prevention techniques.

Delinquency prevention programs include: projects which identify

and/or directly serve the troubled but pre-delinquent youth and

family; projects which offer wholesome alternatives to destructive

behavior and provide guidance by responsible adults for youth at

risk; programs which educate youth, their pe,ents, teachers, and

others toward beter understanding of and cooperation with the law

and its representatives. or inprove learning, parenting skills, and

develop employment related skills to promote economic stability;

and projects which promote the coodination of community resources

to improve services to youth.
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Projects funded in California with JJDP resources include:

o Juvenile Diversion and Delinquency Prevention Program - City of
Galt Police Department

o Placer/Sacramento Family Intervention - Sierra Family Services

o Work Apprenticeship Project - City of Rohnert Park,

Department of Public Safety

o Positive Youth Development Initiative - San Diego Youth and

Community Services, Inc.

o Youth Services Resource Team - City of R,dgecrest Police

Department

B. Program Coordination

Through the efforts of the Office of Criminal Justice Planning (State

Manning Agency) with JJDP funds, local public and private agencies are

working together in a spirit of cooperation to address the issue of

youth crime control and delinquency prevention. The State

Request-For-Proposals (RFP) for both FY 1982 and 1983 required letters

and/or memoranda of understanding between private organizations and

local public agencies which clearly indicated support by the public

agency primarily responible for juvenile offenders as well as a

commitment to refer cases to the private agency project.

This requirement allowed an opportunity for public agencies to work

with and assign appropriate cases to private agencies resulting in

better overall treatment and scrvices for juveniles.
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IV. AREAS REQUIRING FURTHER ASSISTANCE

Although California has mad" good progress under the JJDP program, there

remain issues which still need attention. These issues are:

A. Alcohol and Drug Abuse in the Schools

California has initiated a program to begin addressing this problem.

State Legislation, AB 1983 (Chapter 952, 1983 Statutes), establishes

the Suppression of Drug Abuse in Schools Program. An appropriation of

$1.9 million is available for projects to be operated jointly by local

school districts and law enforcement.

The interest in the program has prompted California to allocate FY 1983

JJDP funds identified for the Research and Evaluation program category.

With this meager beginning, any success emanating from this program can

be shared and should be supplemented with JJDP funding.

B. School Violence

Violence and vandalism in the schools have become an increasing concern

for educators and the public. Acts of violence and vandalism are

occurring with more frequency and intensity than in the past. In some

schools, problems have escalated to such a degree their effectiveness

as learning institutions has been destroyed. The primary function of a

school system is 'o educate its students. To accomplish this, the

safety and security of students and teachers must be guaranteed.

The general public in California exercised its concern by passing

Proposition 8 in June 1983. One part of that Proposition is entitled,

"Right to Safe Schools". It states:
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"All students and staff of public primary elementary,

Junior high and senior high schools have the inalien-

able right to attend campuses which are safe, secure

and peaceful."

C. Victim Assistance

Victim assistance services is an important 17ue nationwide. In

California, with the passage of Proposition 8, "The Victims Bill of

Rights", the general public has expressed its desire, The concern for

victims and their rights within the criminal Justice system have been

overlooked and a recognition of their need for services is overdue.

California has been the leader in establishing a program to compensate

victims of crime. Its program was started in 1965. Therefore, it is

an established program which is appropriate to supplement with Jai'

funding as it applies to victims of Juvenile offenses.

D. Development of Alternatives for Juvenile Offenders

The State needs assistance in the development of good alternatives to

incarceration for appropriate Juvenile offenders. The best alternative

is one that is least restrictive, yet instills a sense of

responsibility in the juveniles for their errant act. A restitution or

public service program has that positive impact and is of value in

reinforcing accountability and responsibility.

Although this is not a new idea, the extent of its use is rare.

However, the passage of Proposition 8 in California necesitates the

development of Juvenile offender restitution programs. Section 280)

of Proposition 8 states:
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mit is the unequivocal intention of the People of the

State of California that all persons who suffer losses

as a result of criminal activity shall have the right

to restitution from the persons convicted of the crimes

for losses they suffer.

"Restitution shall be ordered from the convicted persons

in every case regardless of the sentence or disposition

imposed in which a crime victim suffers a loss, unless

compelling and extraordinary reasons exist to the

contrary. The Legislature shall adopt provisions to

implement this section during the calendar year follow-

ing adoption of this sectionTM.

E. Program for Status Offenders

Juvenile Justice personnel statewide seem to be in accord that there is

a lack of programs for status offenders, specifically runaways. Secure

detention of status offenders is prohibited by both the *MOP Act and

the State Welfare and Institutions Code.

Runaways cause concern for law enforcement, parents, the public and a

concern for their own safety. They are often preyed upon illegal

profiteers in prostitution and pornography.

Services need to be developed which deal with juveniles who are

offenders only because of their age. Continued lack of services will

contribute to a potential group of adult offenders.
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V. RECOMMENDED REVISIONS TO THE JJDP ACT

California recommends the reauthorization of the JJDP Act. The State also

recommends the following revisions:

A. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention be an

integral part of the U. S. Department of Justice and the Administrator

be appointed by the Attorney General.

B. Although the federal government has definite responsibility in the

juvenile justice area, it should refrain from mandating requirements on

the States. This comment refers to the requirements of

deinstitutionalization, separation and removal.

C. The JJDP Act be reauthorized for a period of five (5) years and the

funding level be not less than $100 million.

Respectfully,

kb/.
19114 *PI

DR. MICHAEL W. AGOP
Chairman, California Advisory Group on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
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RF5OLUTIO:6 MOOTED BY DELECATLi
TO THE 1981 NATIONAL PTA CONVENTION

REMOVING CHILDREN AND YOUTH FROM ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS

Whereas, More than one-half million children are detained in the nation's
adult jails and lockups every year; and

Whereas, Approximately forty thousand of the children jailed are under
14 yearn of age; and

Whereas, According to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention, more than 19,000 children are jailed each year as status
offendersi.e., runaways, etc.; and

Whereas, Jails do not have space appropriate for housing children apart
from adults, which results in their being placed in isolation
that is psychologically harmful, or into situations where they
are physically or sexually abused by adults; and

Whereas, Recidivism is higher among children in jails than among children
in other types cf juvenile care; now therefore be it

Resolved That the National PTA promote and encourage state and local PTA
efforts to have children renwveo from jails and lockups in every
city and county throughout the nation and placed in mete appro-
priate facilities; and be it further

Resolved That PTAs/PTSAs get involved in or originate a local citizens
advisory council to the juvenile court in their counties.
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GRS CUM OFAKRICA.NC

GCA POLICY STATEMENTS

APRIL 1983

JUVENILE JUSTICE

I. GLA policy Statement

Girls Clubs of America (GCA) endorses the right of girls

and young women to understand and derive the full benefits

of the legal system of our country. We support programs

which foster knowledge and understanding of this system and

encourage girls to function within its boundaries. Despite

these efforts, some girls will come into contact with the

juvenile justice system, usually for non-criminal acts,

commonly called status offenses.- Therefore, GCA encourages

those programs which distinguish and separate girls who are

status offenders from those who have committed criminal

acts and which provide appropriate services for status

offenders in non-secure settings. GCA also believes tbkt

no minor should be placed in an adult jail.

For all girls who do come into contact with the juvenile

justice system, we support programs which strengthen family

units, foster decision-making skills, utilize community-

based settings, and provide opportunities for alternative

education. It is critical that these and other programs

for troubled girls be adequately funded.

37-6).11 13

Adopted by the GCA Council
April 25, 1983

2 2 5.
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JUVENILE JUSTICE
II. Background

Although as a nation we believe in equal justice before the
law, our courts xreat juveniles as a special group. Within
that group, girls are often treated differently from boys.
Frequently they are more harshly treated at int:0e and
disposition than are boys accused of more violent or
seriously anti-social behavior.

Increased knowledge and public awareness have not been
reflected in changes in the operation of the juvenile
justice system as it affects girls. Most behavior that
brings girls before the court has sexual implications,
making the entire question of girls and juvenile justice a
highly charged issue. There have been few efforts directed
at changing public attitudes about the treatment of girls
in this context.

III. Significant A Activities

o In 1974, GCA passed its first resolution on juvenile
justice, supporting six fundamental principles:

1. A new, national program to coordinate and give
leadership to all levels of delinquency prevention
efforts.

2. Adequate funding for prevention and
rehabilitation, and creation of alternatives to
institutionalisation of juveniles both within and
outside the juvenile justice system.

3. Establishment of a National Institute of Juvenile
Justice to provide for independent compilation,
evaluation and dissemination of program
information.

4. National standards for the operation of juvenile
courts at all stages - intake, adjudication,
disposition and conditions of confinement.

5. Emphasis on community -based prevention, diversion
and treatment facilities.

6. Significant participation of private voluntary
agencies in carrying out this program with express
funding eligibility.

This enabled national staff to assist member Clubs in
becoming knowledgable about the issues and active in
expressing their views to their representatives in
Congress. After passage of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA) of 1974, GCA became
active in and eventually gave leadership to the Juvenile
Justice Program Collaboration comprised of 16 national
organizations. This group worked in 5 communities to
deinstitutionalize status offenders and to provide
alternative programming through their local affiliates.
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o In 1976, the GCA Council passed the following
resolution:

We are committed to work with other groups towards
a comprehensive network of voluntary community programs
to serve the status offender population based on the
following principles:

(1) No status offender should be placed in a detention
or corrections facility and youth currently in
such facilities should be de-institutionalized;

(2) Greater emphasis should be placed on prevention,
and non-coercive community services, preferably
through the expansion of existing services, must
be developed to meet the needs of the children now
processed as status offenders by the court;

(3) Services must safeguard the rights of juvenile
status offenders and their families;

(4) The needs of girls and minorities, who are Over
represented in the status offender population,
require special efforts;

(5) Ways and means must be found to develop
collaboration uithin the private sector anu within
the government sector in order to maximize the
potential strengths of the voluntary agency
community in serving status offenders;

(6) The development of appropriate program resources
to provide these will be a priority in line with
our role as advocates for girls.

o In 1977, GCA was awarded its first national federal
contract to develop delinquency prevention models in 7
communities across the country. This 3 year project led
to specialized publications, workshops, training and a
heightened awareness of the responsibility to provide
services to all girls including those most at risk.

o A resolution supporting the reauthorization of the JJDPA
was passed in 1980:

Girls Clubs of America supports the
reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act in accordance with the principles adopted
by the Council in 1974 and 1976. Further, we support
reauthorization that insures separate Congressional
consideration of the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, a separate budget line, and
equal status within the newly organized Office of
Justice Administration, Research and Statistics (WARS).
Throughout the legislative history of this Act, GCA has
testifiei before Congress, supported collaborative
testimony, monitored implementation, commented on
guidelines, and informed affiliates about the issues and
the need for expressing their interest to their
legislators.

o In 1981, the basic text of the present policy statement
was adopted as a comprehensive resolution by the GCA
council entitled, 'Girls and the Law.*
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STATE ALLIANCE FOR YOUTH
444 West 56th Strut

Room 5125
New York, New York 10019

Flora ROMmon, Chau Perms

December 5, 1983

Pr. Gordon Raley
Staff Director
House Education and Labor Committee'
Subcommittee on Human Resources

2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Raley:

Telephone 212 489-3E03

As a statewide alliance of consumers, providers, advocates and funders
of community based youth services, we would like to be recorded as strongly
supporting the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act.

This Act has been instrumental In starting many effective programs and
projects !loth within our State of New York and throughout the hation. As a
result, much has been accomplished In carrying out many of the objectives of
the Act. However, much more is yet to be done. The Act's work Is by no
means complete. We therefore strongly support reauthorization of the Act.

In your deliberations on the future of this Important legislation,
please fool free to request any information or assistance from us that might
be helpful.

Sincerely,

47,
F ora Rothman
Chairperson

2 "
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STATE ALLIANCE FOR YOUTH 444 Wort 511th Strom Room 5125 Nov York, Nov York 10019

flora Rothman, chairperson
1212) 489.3988

BACKGROUND

The State ^.:..shce for Youth began in Apr. of 1982 as a broad based think tank group It
was called together initially by the New York State Division for Youth to rethink possible
futuiv Oil clunk ill light of the anticipite0 impact of the federal cutbaCkS On essentials com
munity youth services The membership was drawn from organizations that represented a
statewide cross section of those interested in youth including funding organizations, advocaCv
grouos and youth service providers Following several meetings, the group decided to estab
lish themselves as an independent alliance for the purposes described belOw.

PURPOSE

As consumers. providers. advocates and funders of community youth services we have 'ormed
th.s siliance to work together to improve the Quality and Quantity of services, activities, and
Opoort4nities available to advance the morel, social, mental and physical wellbeing of the
rOutn of New York State and tO address those conditions that prevent these young people
from becoming ialued, contributing members Of society

l'his 'thence shall

1 share information and concepts on specific statewide vouthreleted ssues. programs
and trends.

2 PrOmote public policies and foster community awareness in regard to these ssues:
3 coordinate efforts and develop mutual strategies to impact on the conditions, policies

and services affecting youth and yOuth services;
4 O'Cda 3ChiCe to the New York State Oiyition for Youth and other aopropr'ete public

agencies on specific policies and ISSuei related to youth

MEMBERSHIP

Warren McCook
Len Et
Dennis ;smog
George K:upansk.
Mary Lou Brewer
Fank Pet,us
Eeanor Nun:nyer
Ed Car3ball0
Mary NCCOrtnick
Steven Greenfield
Nary eancis Peters
Joan Onioye
Jeff Newman
Flora Rothman
Jim Hogan
Brenda Lelewer
Wham ,ohnson
Nanc*/ Navarro
James Cashen
Neal Older
Fritz Swanson

American Red Cross of Greater New YOrk
ASSOCiation of Settlement Houses and Neighborhood Centers
Association of New York State Youth Bureaus
Boys Club of America
Cooperative Extension 4i Program
Empire Stele COaliticn of Youth and Family Services
Federation of Protesc,ant Welfare Agencies
Fortune Society
Fund For The City of New York
Girls Clvt., A..nerica

G.: scouts, USA
Greater New York Fund/United Way of New York
National Child Labor Committee
New York Coalition of Juvenile Justice and Youth Services
New York State Perks and Recreation Society
New York State Public Affairs Committee of the Junior League
New York State Urban Leagues
PROGRESS.
State Council on Catholic Charities
State of New York Police Juvenile Officer's Association
YMCA of Greater New York
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JAN J -1994

The Honorable Ike Andrews
House of Representatives

Washington, D. C. 20515

1-i

Dear Representative:

, 1.3

Jan. 06, 1984

As a counselor of a program for runaways, I feel ver
strongly that Congress should support the office of
Juvenile Justice D.P. This is the one way that Youn
folks have a voice.

Thank you for your support.

,C4-S

Maxine Brandon
Counselor

413 E. 3rd. Street

Amarillo, Texas 79101
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5: The Honorable Ike Andrews
`Q House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

(1) LISPS 1981

January 06, 1984

Dear Representative Andrews:

As the supervisor of a program for runaways, I feel very
strongly that Congress should support the office of
Juvenile Justice 1) P. This is the only way that \nun?.
people have a voice.

Mink you for your

.d cp
Marilyn Pana0otou
Counseling Supervisor
411 E. ird Street

Amarillo, Texas /9101

support.

f" tf (1. (
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March 2, 1984

Congressman Ike Andrews
2201 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

224

MAR 7 -1284

- 1364

HON. W. DON READER

HON. ROBERT E MY LE77
Judos

SIWWLING WINN
DirotOw of Growl &rios.

Re: Reauthorization of the Juvenile Jusice
and Delinquency Prevention Act

I was advised this date of a hearing before your
committee to be held either Tuesday or Wednesday relative
to reauthorization of the above Act. As Chairman of the
Governmental and Legislation Committee of the National
Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, I would request
the opportunity to testify before your committee at some
later hearing on this legislation.

As you are aware, the National Council which rep-
resents juvenile judges and other experts in the field have
been very involved and in the past have had input. We would
welcome the opportunity to give testimony and any other
assistance that we could offer.

The Council is in favor of reauthorization of the
Act but we feel very strongly that Federal mandates upon
states should be eliminated. In addition, and of primary
importance, is the retention of the Valid Court Order Amend-
ment passed overwhelmingly by both houses of Congress during
the 1980 reauthorization.

WORiMrg

Thank you for your consideration.

Very truly yo

Don Reader, Chairman
Governmental and Legislation Committee

National Council of Juvenile and
Family Court Judges

"Cowl of Casinos Piste, Division of Doeustie Rotations andhoirstile

4111007

9
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Elmo Oxborrow
Nevada State PTA President
P.n. .Box 42996
Las Vegas NV. 99116
March 19,1984

Dear Congressman

30,000 members of Nevada State PTA strongly demand

the Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice Delinquency

Prevention Act, Senate Bill 2014, and N.B. 4971 and 4300.

We would encourage your support on this request.

Nevada does not have a representative serving on these

involved committees and would appreciate any support

you -can ,ive us.

Sincerely,

Elmo Oxborrow
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Runaway and Homeless Youth

Whereas as the Nevada State PTA is a member of Western States
Youth Services;

Whereas there has been an increase in the incidents of runaway
youth nationally to a figure of 2 -21/2 million, and

Whereas, there has been a proportional increase in the incidents of
runaway and homeless youth in Nevada, and

Whereas, there is a lack of emergency shelters for runaway and bossiest
youth in the nation and Nevada, and
Whereas, the proposed funding by Congress through the
Juvenile Justice Prevention Act, Title III, Runaway and Homeless Youth
is inadequate and unacceptable, and

Whereas, the Nevada PTA is sensitive to the needs and supports the
el'otts of the Community, Runaway and Youth Cervices in Nevada,
and the Natinal Network of Runaway and Youth Services,
there fore be it

Resolved, that Nevada having been identified as a non-discriminatory
program Is a geographic area of need for services for Runaway and Hostel
less Youth, the Nevada PTA strongly urges full funding at the
authorization level for Title III, Runaway and Romelees Youth
At of the Juvenile Justice Prevention Act to the sum of
S25 million or above and be it further

Resolved, that the Title Ill of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act
re7.ain categorically funded program.

Submitted By

Health and Welfare Commission
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NATIONAL COLLABORATION FOR YOUTIAR
An Affinity Group of roe NAMMIA AVIernbly 01 NAIIOnol Voluntary Health And Swat mows Organizations. Inn

1348 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Suite 424A Washington, D.C. 20033 (202) 29.1.1515

March 22, 1984

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
2201 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

1984

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS
AmmlcantredCroas
BlgBroMerWelgSaftm

otAmerica
BoyScoulsOlAmmics
Boys Clubs of America
Camp Fire, Inc
The Congressional Award
Future Homemekers

of America
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
Girls Clubs of Amens, Inc.
National Board, YWCA

at the U.S.A.
The National Network Of

Runaway and Youth Services, inc.
National Youth Work Alliance
United Neighborhood Centers

of Amines, Inc
YMCA Of the U.S.A.

The National Collaboration for Youth member agencies listed
below strongly support reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act, the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, and
the Missing Children's Assistance Act. The National Collaboration
for Youth is comprised of 14 national private nonprofit agencies
reaching over 25 million children and youth with programs and
services designed to foster the development of each individual
toward prrductive, fulfilling, and responsible adulthood.

For the past ten years, our respective organizations have
actively supported a federal leadership role in juvenile Justine,
anian emphasis on the prevention of delinquency. Our many years of
experience working with tens of millions of young people led to our
priority concern for these youth involved in juvenile justice
systems, and those whose environment and behavior made future
involvement likely. Passage of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act in 1974 largely had its roots in that widely
snared concern.

Following passage of the Act, our organizations, and several
others, joined together in 1975 as the National Juvenile Justice
Program Collaboration to work for and with youth at risk. The first
focus was on status offenders - those children and youth whose
offenses, such as truancy or running away, would not be criminal if
committed by adults. If these youth were no longer to be held in
secure detention, in lockups, Jails or training schools, where should
they go? How could potential delinquents be diverted from the court
system to begin with? For three years, 16 national organizations
worked on answers t> these questions trough identifying alternatives
to institutionalization, and recognizing the need for collaborative
efforts to provide adequate community-based services.

0 t)
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Local collaborative efforts began in five sites. Many, others
followed, bringing alternative programs, supportive services, and
positive developmental experiences to youth in need. Each effort
led to others through training and dissemination of program models
Throughout the past decade, local affiliates of Collaboration
agencies have continued their work with such young people.

The National Collaboration for Youth has also continued to
work with Congress and the Administration on reauthorization and
amendments of the Act in 1977 and 1980, on its appropriations, and
on its implementation. We have consistently encouraged the Congress
to recognize the ongoing necessity of federal leadership in this
area and have consistently urged the Executive Branch to implemer. .
the Act fully and in line with Congressional intent: to develop
workable alternatives to the cvirt system for mincriminal youth, to
establish community services for runaways and other youth at risk,
to remove juveniles from adult Jails and to coordinate federal efforts
in juvenile justice and delinquency prevention.

After ten years of effort, marked improvements are evident in
many state and local practices; however, each year 479,000 juveniles
are still incarcerated in adult jails, between 40,000 and 90,000
status offenders are confined in secure detention, and 50,000 to
100,000 children are abducted and missing, and 1.5 million children
are runaways and/or homeless. Federal attention is essential to
changing these tragic facts.

The need continues, at street corners and crossroads, in urban
centers and rural counties. The services of our agencies continue,
in cooperation with state agencies, units of local government, and
other community groups, improving with further experience. Incen-
tives and leadership at the federal level, as provide by the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, must also continue.

The National Collaboration for Youth urges your support and is
ready to work hard to insure the passage of this legislation.

Sincerely,

American Red Cross
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America
Boy Scouts of America
Boys Clubs of America
Camp Fire, Inc.
Future Homemakers of America
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
Girls Clubs of America
National Board, YWCA of the U.S.A.
The National Network of Runaway and
Youth Services, Inc.

National Youth Work Alliance
YMCA of the U.S.A.
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NATIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE
Of

STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS

March 28, 1984

The Honorable Ike Andrews, Chaimmul
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U. S. House of Representative,
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrewet

ALLEN BUTTON, VICE-CHAIRMAN
KENTUCKY $2'W44131

FARRELL LINES, VICE-CHAIRMAN
NEW MEXICO S03/2041W

On behalf of the National Steering Comittee of State Juvenile
Justice Advisory Groups, I would like to thank you for inviting me to
testify before your Subcommittee on the reauthorimailon of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. 7ho State Adwiaory Groups and
others concerned about juvenile justice appreciate your continued strong
support for improving the juvenile justice system, as evidenced by your
introduction of H.R. 4971. Among other thing., the SNIa strongly support
continuation of the existing mandate, and of the Formula Grant portion,
both of which are addressed in H.R. 4971.

I enjoyed the opportunity to hare with you and the members of
your Subcomaittee some of the acoompliehments and copperas of the SAGs.
The States believe the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
has enabled them to aocomplish a great deal in terse of improving and
providing services to juveniles. Juvenile delinquency rates art declining
at a greater rate th can be explained by the decline in population among
that age group. For example, in Florida, the fastest growing state in the
country, the overall juvenile delinquenoy rate has dropped 10% in the last
10 years, while the adult crime rate has risen 30le Fewer than 3% of all
juvenile arrests are for violent offenses, and juvenile. ',omitted lees
than 20% of all ea.*, violent crime. States be''eve that the Juvenile
Justice Act has contributed to that decline.

In response to your consent about bond or bail for juveniles, I have
gathered some information which may be helpful. Most states do not allow
bond or tail for juveniles, and almost all states permit the detention of
juveniles pending court action if the juvenile is deemed likely to ("omit
a new offense, cause hare ,o himself or others or not to show up for a
court hearing. Such criteria are extremely subjective and can, and often
do, result in large numbers of juveniles being detained for "preventive"
reasons. The Supreme Court is expected to hear arguments thin tire in
the case of Schell vs. Martin, which is a class - motion suit challenging
New York state's criteria for preadjudication detention practiose for
juveniles.
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An I indicated in ey testimony, the states are concerned about both
the nature of and the non-competitiveness of manyof the grants currently
being awarded by the Office of Juvenile Justice-eel Delinquency Preven-
tion. Of particular concern are those grants propOeing bio-medioal re -
%Parch and the identification of potential chronic delinquents on the basis
of physical characteristics. There is a major unanswered question in all
these grants. Once these delinquents have been identified, what will be
done with them? One grant has been awarded tc develop "intervention strata.,
give ". What kind of intervention strategies are they talking about? It

would te extremely informative if you could ask Mr. Regnery what he plans
to do or thinks should be done once children have been pre - screened and pre-
identified am being pre-delinquent.

I particularly enjoyed the opportunity to talk with you after the
hearing and to be able to thank you in person for all you have done. If
I can provide you with further information or if the SACe can assist you
in the reauthorization process in any way, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

(i.
A. L. Carlisle, Chairman
National Steering Committee
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MJILIVATION Of
HI NATIONAL COUNCIL
N CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
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COURTS

*We know that some 460,000 youths are being held
In detention center and another $00 000 are held in
adult lair (though them is tome owslajil. If the
Supreme Cahn goes along (with am plaintillif.
emu youths. or more should be let go."

Matt Solar
Youth Law Canter (p. 2)

HIGH COURT TO HEAR CHALLENGE
TO JUVENILE DETENTION PRACTICES

The Supreme Court Is expected to her opossum
this term In the cue a Schell vs. Martin, a class-antics
suit challenging New York mate's criteria for pre-
adjudicatior detention practices for juveniles. If the
arguments of the plaintiffs are succeuful, the case could
potentially force the releue of up to 500,000 Juveniles
held in detention facilities and jails mound the country
and radicany sitar current juvenile detention practices.

The tuft was laitiany filed by the New York Legal
Aid Society on behalf ajuvenile detainees held prior to
adjudicaUon In New York's Spofford Detention Center.
It charged that the detention violated the constitutional
rights of the plaintiffs on three pounds. First, the
juvenile judges who ordered the detention had been
trying to predict the future behavior &the detainees and
bad ordered their confinement on the bads of
mitt:notions that they would be dangerous if released
prior to adjudication. According to expert Whom
presented at the trial, such prediction is impossible.
Second, attorneys for the juveniles argued that because
mote of the detainees were released prior to
or invmedieuly following their detention Warless, they
were not really viewed u dangerous. Finally, New
YasY detention practices were argued to be in specific
violation of the plaintiffs' constitutional tights by
punishing than before an adjudicatke of guilt.

After a U.S. District court agreed with these
argumenu and held for die plaintiffs, the case was
appealed before the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals. The
higher court 1110 held for the plAintiff but on narrow*,
',maxis. focusing on the heue of skienuon as puzusbmwst

According to Yank Law Center attorney Mart
Soler, who prepared an menus brief flkd October 14 on
tchalf of the plaintiffs, a high court Mina spinet the
Spofford Omer could have fancsattdog impact.

"We know that KIN 460,000 youths are being held
i. deusdat owns sad wear 300,000 are held in
adult jails (though him is some overlap)." Solar said.
"V the Supreme Cart goes along NOM the plaintiffs),
half of thou rode, or moue, should be hi go." A
decision upholdiag the tower court rulings would
indicate that "perhaps half of the kids (in detention
around the eountry) are held Magally," Soler added.

Solar maggniad that the practice of detaining many
more juveniles prior to adjudication than are securely
incarcerated aMt. the head% is common. He mentioned a
suit in Salt Lake City where "90 percent jot the Juvenile
detainees) am released prior to adjudication or let go at
the hearing."

Pending a positive sulfa/ by the Supreme Court. It
win Lthe lawsuits. statute changes, and leghlative
action" and **furore a great deal of time to actually
remove juveniles gourd lo be held in detention
Saks said. A mom plural and immediate effect of such a
ruling. however, might be to spark tonal ludidictlow to
begin to assicosly pone the development of not
detention optical. A doisical could spark "mayor
changes in eorrinamarbased alternatives," Solar said

The Supreme Court should begin bearing arguments
I the case this winter, and decision Is expected by
early rummer.

Gordon Baseman

ft

FILMED FROM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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THE SCHALL CASE:
IMPLICATIONS FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

In a nutshell, the case involves the criteria used by the juvenile court to
determine who gets detained and who gets released pending court action.
Virtually all state statutes authorize the juvenile court to detain a juvenile
pending court action if it appears that the juvenile is "likely to commit a

new offense or fail to appear at a scheduled hearing. Founded in the parens

patriae doctrine which allows the court to utilize maximum discretion in the
best interest of the juvenile, these highly subjective criteria have been
subject to widely varied interpretation at the local level. Research and

field experience indicates that detention is greatly influenced by the
personal biases of the person making the detention decision. Subjective

factors such as race, sex, religion, economic status, appearance, attitude,
and family status are often the barometer of "dangerousness" and "reliability."
A research study in Los Angeles, for instance, found that one intake worker
would detain 90 percent of the juveniles in a sample, while another would
detain only ten percent of the same juveniles, each utilizing the same vague,
subjective detention criteria outlined in the state juvenile code. This

problem is addressed in the NAC Standards for the Administration of.Juvenile
Justice and calls for specific and objective criteria based on offense,
criminal history, and past failure to appear. The ABA Standards also call for
the use of specific and objective criteria which can be weighed unitonsly in
most all cases.

Martin v. Schell is an important case in that the lower Court held that to use
"risk to the public safety" as part of the criteria for making the juuenile
detention decision is tantamount to preventive detention and unconstitutional.
Most observers feel that the Supreme Court will tolerate neither the ccntinuad
use of vague, subjective detention criteria as it exists in most state
juvenile codes, nor will it uphold the lower Court decision which in essence
establishes the same detention criteria which exists for adults. The former
would continue the highly subjective and biased patchwork System which
currently exists; the latter would require a system of bail which would create
far more Constitutional problems than it solves. It appears that the Court
will follow the pattern established by the NAC Standards which allows the
continued use of "risk to the public safety" as long as the language of state
juvenile codes and local operational procedures requires the use of specific
and objective criteria to determine who is and who is not a risk to the public
safety.

Research and field experience indicates (as suggested in the attached NAC
Standards) that offense, criminal history, and past failure to appear are the
best barometers available. Surveys in over 25 states indicate three consis-
tent findings where specific and objective criteria are used.

Admislons to detention are reduced by 50-70 percent.

The rearrest rate does not increase.

240
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-- The failure to appear rate does not increase where closely supervised
conditional release is used.

What are the potential ramifications of Martin v. Schell?

-- Virtually all state juvenile codes will have to be changed. Most
codes currently allow the subjective detention criteria which Martin
v. Schall addresses.

-- Intake and admissions procedures will need to be revised at the
operational level to provide around-the-clock screening.

-- There will be a great deal of initial concern at the state and local
level about the effects of new criteria; particularly with respect to
detention admissions, public safety, and the court process.

-- Detention admissions will decline dramatically nationwide as revised
state legislation is enacted, particularly among status and property
offenders. The existing juvenile detention facility will be faced
with a smaller and more serious population of juvenile offenders.

-- An immediate need will arise for strict conditional release programs
which combine 24-hour crisis intervention with close daily supervision
of juveniles awaiting court action.

-- Intense citizen advocacy and litigation pressure will be brought to
bear on qtate and local officials involved with the operation,
funding, administration, monitoring, or oversight of facilities which
are used for the secure detention of juvenile offenders, including
separate juvenile detention facilities, county jails, municipal
lockups and in some instances, state correctional facilities.

;17-681 0-64--16
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March 30, 1984

Representative Ike Andrews
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20518

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Officio. Govoromenfoi Rotations
1201 16th Strath N.W.
Washington. D.0 20036
(202)422-76711

The National Congress of Parents and Teachers (National
PTA) requests that you consider adding language to H.R. 4971
that we believe would complement those provisions emphasizing
the importance of the family and family members in delinquency
prevention and rehabilitative efforts.

As recommended in our March 7, 1984 testimony before the
Subcommittee, we urge that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act be amended to reflect the valuable contribu-
tion that parents and those representing parents could make
on the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention and on state juvenile justice advisory
groups. The National PTA believes membership on those
committees should include parents who have or have had children
in the juvenile justice system as well as representatives of
parent organizations.

Should you desire clarification 9f our recommendations,
your staff may contact Barbara Goldston-Hatfield of our
Washington. D.C. office.

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views. We
look forward to working with you toward successful passage
of H.R. 4971.

242

Sincerely,

461101Jide

Manya S. Ungar
Vice President for
Legislative Activity
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NATIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE
OF

STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS

April 13, 1984

Tho Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Anirewss

MIEN SUTTON. VICE-CHAIRMAN
KENTUCKY S02/544-6131

EARREll LINES, VICE-CHAIRMAN
NOV MEXICO SOS/2474107

I assume by now that you have received a report from the National
Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention entitled
Serious Juvenile Brune - A Redireotod Federal Effort. While I have prob-
lems with many of the vague, sweeping comments contained in this report,
there are three particular statements on which I would like to comment.

In Chairman Wilkinson's letter to the President and Neaten of Congress,
he ntataa the the NAC has "sought, race' 44 and carefully evaluated the
views of the State Advisory Groups". Mr. Wilkinson, other members of the
NAC or anyone else associated with the RAC have never contacted me about the
viawa of the State Advisory Groups in regard to anything, Nor, to tho best
of my knowledge, have any other SAGE been contacted about their views. The
State Advisory Groupe never saw the report, or any draft thereof, Wore it
was published, nor were the SAG ever coneulted about or asked to respond to
its contents. In fact, at one of the National Advisory Committee meetings,
which was attended by representatives rr State Advisory Groups, the NAC
*embers voted to keep the report, o: draft of the report, confidential and
would not give copies of it to the itate Advisory Group representatives or
to the other mentors of the public who were present. Consequently, it was
impossible for anyone but the NAC to know what was lasing proposed. The
report dose not reflect the positions or views of the State Advisory Groups,
who unanimously support reauthorization of the Act with ita current focus.

Recommendation 41 states Any federal effort in the area of ,juvenile
delinquency should focus primarily on the serious, violent or chronic offend -
e..". The SAGO unanimously support continuation of the current mandates of
the Act - -deinstitutionalization, separation and removal of juveniles from
jails. We believe an effort to focus primarily on the serious, violent or
.thronir offender is far to narrow and loaves unnerved the vast majority of
juveniles in the juvenile justice system. The current Act allows states
the flexibility to deal with the serious, violent and chronic offender
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according to each state's needs. Two years ago, the OJJDP reported that
states were spending about 30, of their ?oracle Grant money on serious/
violent offenders.

Recommendation 0 states that "Ito federal government should assist
statism, local governments, and private end public agencies in dealing with
problems of delinquency, not impose its latest beliefs bout best praotioe".
The states do not oonsider that the federal government is imposing its
latest beliefs on them. Participation in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Aot I. voluntary. If states believed the federal government
was 'myosins its belief. on them and if they did not agree with those beliefs,
they could choose not to participate or to withdraw from participation. Cur-
rently. there are only four states which choose not to participate in the Act,
and the number of states partioipating has grown, not deoreased. Surely the
states are in the best position to judge whether the mandates axe aoceptable
to them or not.

I u enclosing a copy of the State Advisory (203441 positions on the
reauthorisation of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.
As you will note, they are a strong endorsement of the Aot ea it currently
exists.

If I can provide you with further information, please let me know.

Sincerely yours.

a.
A. L. Carlisle, Chairman
National Steering Committee

col National Steering Coaaittee
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
Gordon Johnson

EDIDESSOSESLESSASSK
DIRECTOR
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DEPARTMENT OF APR 2 3 1984

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES.

DIVISION OF YOUTH AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
1,0 SOUTH RIVERSIDE PLASS, ROOM 1010
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS SHOO

April 15, 1984

Honorable Ike Andrews
U.S. House of Representatives
2201 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Andrews:

When administrative responsibility for the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act program was transferred to the Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services in 1982 , the Illinois Juvenile Justice Commis-
sion was appointed to serve as state advisory group and supervisory board
for the program. As Vice-Chair of the Commission, I testified before the
House Appropriation Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice and State, the
Judiciary and Related Agencies on Wedntsday,April 11th. In my testimony,
I pointed out that Illinois had made good use of our Federal Juvenile
Justice dollars, establishing a solid base of community-centered ser-
vices which have improved the lives of Illinois' young people. I further
noted that the Illinois Legislature has shown its concurrence with Congress'
view in juvenile justice matters by enacting legislation deinstitutionaliz-
ing status offenders. As a result the number of status offenders held in
secure detention was reduced from 11,000 in 1976 to less than 100 last
year. My testimony also stated that Illinois, again following your lead.
is now tackling the problem of removing Juveniles from adult Jails and
establishing alternative programs to address their needs. A copy of *In
the Forefront". a report prepared by Illinois Juvenile Justice staff
describing the problem in detail is enclosed.

The passage of SB 1660 by the Illinois General Assembly this summer could
be the final step in a cycle I have observed before during our state's
attempts to deinstitutionalize status and non-offenders. In that cycle, the
federal government provides policy direction and seed dollar resources to
support the development of alternative strategies. This federal challenge
tends to ultimately result in states changing the ways in which they respond
to their young people.

As one who is responsible for supervising Juvenile Justice funds. I am con-
cerned that this federal/state/local partnership continue. Limited funding
for the past three years has forced states to focus all their attention on
jail removal. Although this is definitely a laudable goal, the Act as written,
was intended to have c: '.etch broader scope. Therefore, I have testified that

5100.000,000 is necessary for the 1985 appropriation so states can continue
the valuable progress Congress envisioned when the Juvenile Justice Act
was conceived. This would allow new programs to be developed to Address
other youth warranting intervention, such as young delinquents and teen-
age prostitutes. As I concluded in my testimony, without additional fjnd-
ing, juvenile Justice is in danger of becoming a single - issue program
which would be a great disservice to us all.

Sincerely,

irtimALIA

Kathie V. Stansell
Vice-Chair
Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission

KVS:gg
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FACT SHEET : THE JAILING OF ILLINOIS' ?IJVENILES

WHO IS JAILED
1

NOW LONG

WHERE

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS
2

WHAT RESPONSE IS NEEDED

OVEN 6,000 JUVENILES IN 1982

ALMOST 2,000 WERE 14 OR YOUNGER

601 COMMITTED MINOR DELINQUENCIES

9% COMMITTED NO CRIME AT ALL

102 COMMITTED CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS

OVER 1,000 WERE HELD FROM 2 DAYS
TO A MONTH

OVER 100 WERE HELD WELL OVER 2 WEEKS

982 WERE 46LD IN 2$ JAILS

FREQUENTLY IN ISOLATION

891 HAD NO STAFF TRAINED TO DEAL
WITH YOUTH

322 WERE PARTY TO A PENDING LAWSUIT
INVOLVING ADULTS!

. PERSONAL
E

INJURY
. RAP
. VIOLATION OF STATE
SANITARY CONDITIONS

. DENIAL Of MEDICAL
TREATMENT

. ORUTALITY

ONLY 102-151 REQUIRE SECURE OPTIONS
IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE COMMUNITY
AND ASSURE THEIR APPEARANCE IN
COURT

851-901 COULD SE SERVED IN THE
COMMUNITY IN PROGRAMS WHERE THEY
ARE CLOSELY MONITORED AM HELD
ACCOUNTABLE

2

Sovrce: Jvvnile Monitoring Information System

Slating: 11113 DCFS of IS CI:isty J4116

2 4 4I
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JUVENILES HELD IN SECURE FACILITIES

1982

411

1,864

JUVENILES HELD OVER 6 HOURS IN ADULT JAILS

6,184

TOTAL JUVENILES HELD IN ADULT JAILS

11111.1.,

31%

13,746*

JUVENILES HELD IN JUVENILE DETENTION CENTERS
69%

19,930

JUVENILES HELD IN JUVENILE AND ADULT SECURE FACILITIES

9381 (68%) of these are held in Cook County Juvenile Temporary
Detention Centers (Rudy Howe).

24

100%



Juveniles Detained
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67%
29%

Youths Detained

4,733 Youth
Municipal Lock-ups
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1%
22%

1,451 Youth
County Jails

77%



77%

Youths Detained

4,733 Youth
Municipal Locic-ups
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1,431 Youth
County Jails

F

83%



65%

Youths Detained

4,733 Youth
. Municipal Lock-up
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1,451 Youth
County Jails

E

78%



Crimes Agal
In

Court A on -
Delinquency

Crimes Against
Persons

Offense e tegorles
1982

---11

_

Status and
Non- nders

25,1

58.5% Non-Serious
Delinquency



COUNTY JAIL SURVEY

Results from 28 County Jails that Held 98% of Illinois' Juveniles in 1982

2 over 140 yam old (30 yews before the start of
the ClvN War)

2 ove! 80 years old

2 over 50 years old

89% had no staff that were trained to dud with juveniles

82% had no educational program

43% had no social astvices

32% were party in a pending lawsuit (brought by an
adult inmate)

swam or SUIT&

Lath of marliol trolnaint owl brutality

Smtalky

Violation of state ornitery roadltions

Napo

'.more.( Wary
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THE COMMITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE

THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA
Yo 2itAN 15. \1

SAPS 1biA15(.15( I A 4111v
11151 561.62(11

April 17, 1984

Re: Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act - H.R. 4971 (Andrews)

Dear Congressman:

The Committee on Juvenile Justice of the State Bar of California,
whose membership includes prosecution and defense counsel, as well
as academic and government attorneys who specialize in the area
of juvenile law, have been advised that the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Act will terminate on September 30,
1984.

On behalf of the Committee, I would urge your support for H.R.4971
to reauthorize the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act. The Committee believes that it is vital that leadership at
the national level recognize and support local efforts in dealing
with delinquency prevention and improving juvenile justice. The
JJDP Act has been a valuable foundation for California in providing
care and treatment services for juveniles and thus, our continued
support is necessary to further accomplish the goals of the program.

The views expressed herein are on behalf of the Committee, rather
than the State Bar of California as a whole, as the Bar's Board
of Governors has not reviewed, nor taken a position regarding
H.R. 4971.

Sincerely,

AeW5:i
MARC S. ROTHENBERG,
Chair

MSR/hIm

cc: Congressman Ike Andrews
California Congressional Delegation
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STATE AI) %'ISnKY
UNJIv \ 1 l.k: J WrIE A SD liELINQUEM V PRE% ENTI(N

Ilepartnitnt of Public Srifet)
PO Hoz 749

Jeffe"nn City. 111.mourl 85IU_ (1749
Telephone 314.7514906

April 20, 1914

l't It. r.,rat le Ike Andrews
1 ;:tate:. of kprosntatiyes
Itayl.ut 11 /Itruse Office Building

,5.1:unirtn. 1) C. 40515

('v.1 Kepi esentativ And rows

LYNN LYSS
halman

i,, Midwest State Advtst,ry Group eod1111,...ii ot which I am Chairperson, would
like t,, thou appreciation fur your introduction of legislation
1,lutt't Intel the JIM' Act. The topic of Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
and liellnquvIlcy Prevention Act was a topic at our March 27. 1984 Midwest
Coalmen meeting l would like to share with you the comments of our member ship.

I the Midwest Coalition tools vet y stroolly that the emphasis of the IMP
terrain the same Althotiqh a irreas deal of progi eris has Lvoli /nude.

.1 II vat Jodi of work: r,mains to be done in the at edS of deins:ituthnalizing status
II,rulor s. r emcv1r1.) JuVc.rilleS from adult tails. and developing effective fuvenile

delship.ehcy pl eveillIon pi oyiar115 .

th Coalition wanted to reiterate endat;tr1111s made at oar het
..r.:1 lti Th.'s, einior sements included

Iteasith,rization ,d the Juvenile 1tv;t1,-e And liel;siquericy Psevessnusi Act
Ir. 1984 11/132)

I....1, 3111,i ol the Act at a $200 funding level

Mamie:A/ice ! the lot mula ants Program (11/821

4 the ii, ! uveile Justice and DellorluotrCy eventron
is i ; r .sh tor.t ro uncle, the I)epai Merit rit 1,:stk-e 111/12)

i:att11 t rt rid f.'s the Act (rib /83)

M s t !ti :,nt enit na:us 411 delinquncy pi venth.ti In the
'n.' 131

Trio PLC, . A. t .1i. II tr I Vrs I,' I:1,111MI tt
if 'airs acid Incritrii tob /83)

't* an we. the endor Sent( Ms the Midwest State Ath Ism y ,ups Coailtion
, ply r with the pt ,w1S1.11., coritalned in you/ till

ic:. !tiara.. y. 1 y. t the :WI' Act 1,10,p am If the Mid-
t., r.1 .tc.tisstuice tc. you please advise

1011 't4 17

Very truly yours,

..>7
y no Lyss. Chair pet 5,11

Midwest Coalition
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NORTHEAST COALITION
OF

STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS

April 23, 1984

The Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

APR 3111o84

The Northeast Coalition of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Croups
appreciates your recognition of the essential role that State Advisory
Croups ,play in the implementation of the Juvenile Justice-and Delinquency
Prevention Act, as evidenced by your action in the markup of H.R. 4971.
The 'Coalition believes that a national group, properly constituted, can
play an important role in advising the President, the Congress and the
Office of Juvenile JLetice and Delinquency Prevention. Such a national
group or committee would require some resources and the capability of
meeting more frequently than every other year in order to properly ful-
fill the function of advising the President and the Congress. Such a
group should work closely with all those involved in juvenile justice
to ensure that all perspectives are considered before developing its
recommendations.

The State Advisory Groups are willing to assist in whatever way
possible to ensure that the views of the states are considered and
included in advice to the President, the Congress and the OJJDP.

If I can provide you with further. information, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

(7 44 Co.t.e,ta,_
A. L. Carlisle, Chairman
Northeast Coalition

253
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MINNESOTA JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY COMMO 1
1984DIAANTIIN, ININGY 'LAWN° AND Of VALOINAMT

ASO CEDAIt

SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA 55101

Th.11.0Mt
II.). NM 3,33

May 11, 1984

The Honorable Ike Andrews
United states House of Representatives
2201 Rayburn Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Andrews:

The Minnesota Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee, of which I am the
Vice-Chair, would like to express their appreciation for your introduction
of H.R. 4971, reauthorizing the JJDP Act. Our committee, which is the
supervisory board for Minnesota under the JJDP Act, believes the emphasis
of the Act should remain the same, since a great deal of work still remains
to be ,done in the areas of deinstitutionalizing status offenders, removing
juveniles from adult jails, and developing effective juvenile delinquency
prevention programs.

Also, we wanted to reiterate endorsements that we and the Midwest State
Advisory Group Coalition have made previously. Those endorsements were:

1. Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
in 1984, (11/82)

2. Reauthorization of the Act at a $200 million funding level. (11/12)

1. Maintenance of the Formula Grants Program. (11/82)

4. Maintenance of the office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention as a separate, independent arm under the Department of
Justice. (11/12)

S. A Live year reauthorization period for the Act. (06/831

6. maintenance of the current emphasis on delinquency prevention in the
Act. (0h/831

The philosophy of the Act as it relates to the mandate to remove 'juve-
niles from adult jails and lockups. (06/83)

Ag you ran gee, the endorsements of the Minnesota Juvenile Justice Advisory

onvnittee and the Midwest State Advisory Group Coalition correspond closely
with the provisions contained in your bill.

Again, thank you for your support of the JJDP Act program. If I or the
Minnesota Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee can be of assistance to you,
please advise.

Sincor.ly,

(-;., et t's

R1.hard Gartell, Vice-Chair
Minnesota Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee

R.,/pb

2 5 9
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The National PTA
700 Noah Rush Slroot
Chicago u1 morn 60811.2571

(3121 787 097?
May 24, 1984

The Honorable Ike Andrews
U.S. House of Representatives
2201 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Andrews:

MAY 29 19

011,04101 GOvernm0,1:21110.41,0115
1201 160. Sum N W
Washmoloh. D C 200:16
(2021822 /878

In behalf of the 5.4 million members of the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers (National PTA), we wish to express our
appreciation for your continuing support of federal legislation
to protect our nation's young people.

Specifically, we commend you for your sponsorship of the Juvenile
Justice, Runaway Youth, and Missing Children's Act Amendments of
1984, H.R. 4971. This measure reflects the strong federal
commitment to improving juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention programs long advocated by our association. It

provides vital support for programs to safeguard runaway,
throwaway and homeless youth. It will assist parents, concerned
community groups and law enforcement officials in ameliorating
the tragic problem of missing children.

We also wish to thank you for the opportunity afforded National
PTA to formally present our views in support of reauthorization
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, and for
your recognition of the important role of family members and
parent groups in preventing juvenile delinquency and in enhancing
state and local efforts to better serve youth;

Your leadership has been vital to maintaining the federal
commitment to juvenile justice. We believe that H.R. 4971
deserves the strong support of every Member of Congress who is
concerned about the safety and well-being of our nation's young
people.

Sincerely,

1,ZeZ4-1Le.) A6Frci

Elaine Stienkemeyer,
President

Rartiya-J. otA)

Manya S. Ungar,
Vice President for
Legislative Activity

cc: Mrs. Gain Hughes, North Carolina State PiA President
Mrs. Toni Fink, North Carolina PTA Legislative Chairman

jhci : f:ordon Ra I cy

2C0



STATE OF ILLINOIS
GORDON JOHNSON

DIRECTOR
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JUN 1- 1984

DEPARTMENT OF
CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES
ONE NORTH OLD SI A re CAP! TOL FLA? A
SPRINGrIEL D. IL LINOIS 62706

May 25, 198.1

The Honorable Ike Andrews
United States House of Representatives
2201 Rayburn House "'thee Building
Washington, 1) C. 21".115

Dear Representative Andrews.

The Illinois Department of Children aid Family Services assumed respon-
stbiltty for the administration of the Juvenile. Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act in the fall of 1982. As Director of that Department. it
has come to my attention that Congress this year will Le taking action
on several bills which will greatly impact our State's ability to ade-
quately address the needs of our young people, many of which are reit-
erated by current federal legislation

I understand that Congress is presently considering justice assistance
legislation (HR2175 and S1762) which proposes to establish a block grant
program for financial and technical assistance to state and local govern-
ments fur specified programs of proven effectiveness Draft guidelines,
which are being de...eloped to address this program if and when :be legis-
lation is enacted, h: .,i been sent to me for comments A few of the pro-
grams which are being cited in thc proposed guidelines as "nroven ffc-
tiv " address juveniles However unlike the former Law Enforcement
Assistance Act (LEAH) and the subsequently proposed Justice System lin-
prov ment t.ct, the new lulls do not require that a certain percentage
of nese funds address the. needs of juveniles. There is, therefore. no
assurance that any of these programs would he funded. This apparent 1.w
priority for juvenile justice programs concerns me

In addition to this proposed justice assistance program, Congress will
also be considering the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act ( JJDPA) this year As in past years, the
Administration is rerommendibg that the JJDPA not be reauthorized
Alfred Regnery, Administrator of the 0.1,1DP, has testified to both House
and Senate. Subcommittees thc' he is specifically opposed to Title II
of the Act Title II is the state formula grant section of the. Act
through which Illinois receives $2 million plus dollars each year Mr
Rygnery has also stated that the new justice assistance legislation would
fond those state juvenile justice programs which had "proven" successful
)IhtI successful programs pre.,usly funded with JJDPA funds could be

picked up 1.y the .tate or eue.gRovernment, according to Mr Itegnery
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Many proponents of the JJDPA fear the Administration intends to fund the
new justice assistance. program using funds which would have been allocated
for the .101)PA 1.ortunately. historically bipartisan Congressional sup-
port for the Juvenile Justice program has always heen strong co I fee!
confident that this would not happen. However, it is important that
communicate to you the impact such a decision would have on Illinois.
*10 assume.. as Mr Regnery would have us, that the funding of a justice
assistan, e hill instead of the J.JDPA can just as effectively address the
State's juvenile justice needs is naive. Such a move would completely
undermine. Illinois' initiative to remove juveniles from adult jails--an
initiative which includes importart State legislation as well as a major
programming effort that is being undertaken by my Department.

The Thompson Administration supports both laws. The Juvenile Justice,
and Delinquency Prevention Act has been extremely effective in Illinois,
enabling state government to work xith local governments and primate
providers to resolve the problems of our young people and assure that
only youths who require formal intervention are returned to the child
welfare and juvenile justice systems. However, the $2 million dollars
Illinois has annually received since 1982 can only provide for a bpre-
bones. single program effort.

Between 1978 and 1981 Illinois received $3 million annually in JJDPA
funding as well ith an additional $3 million from I.EAA (19.15% of State
I.EAA fund,) to address the needs of our troubled youth. With this
annual amount the State was able to address many of the juvenile justice
needs which have been so well delineated in the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act. Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act w7ith an annuiiTYPpropriation.of $75
million plus passage of a justice assistance .a
provision that 20Vof. these .dollars:hedirected to pro_gr_ams fr-OrAuye_-
niles would- again allow Illinois to address the needs cof our young
people alai assure the continued upgrading of our juvenile justice
systems

Please du not hesitate. to contact me if I may provide you with additional
information on the juvenile justice program in Illinois or if I may he
of further assistance to you

Thank you

don 11 ale .,..

6.1
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Commission on Youth
A Coalition of

Community Youth Advocates

50 West 3900 South, Sainte 2 A
Salt Lake Ctty. Utah 84107

Phone 535 5018

Honorable Representative Van Marriott
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Marriott:

M. Tom Shim's
Commissioner

E sot utive Cornrhis se.
Wendy Ruppel. Cl'
Lynn Sarmel, Oulu
Lowell Baum.'
hm Faroe

At the Salt Lle County Commission on Youth meeting held on May 22, 1984,a motion was passed
unanimously to support H.R.

4971 and its companionbill in the Senate S. 2014. We consider this Missing
Children Act to bea most important piece of

legislation and encourage your active supportof it.

We understand that H.R. 4971 has been voted
out favorably of the Educationand Lah.,r Committee and we respectfully

request your support of it withoutany further amendments.
Additionally, we would request your support inseeing that this important
bill is not attached to the proposed Justice/1:N1st/trice Act since that would delay its passage.

We appreciate your concern for and support of
the children and youth ofout state.

Sincerely,

444.11
Werdy ROppe Cha r
salt Lake onty Commission on Youth

WRiARW/jf

cc: Rep. Pool Simon (D-111.)
pe'Rep. Ike Andrews (0-NC.)

2u3
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CALIFORNIA PEACE OFFICERS'

ASSOCIATION

256

CALIFORNIA POLICE CHIEFS'

ASSOCIATION

MAY 29 1984

CALIFORNIA STATE SHERIFFS'
ASSOCIATION

2012 H STREET, SUITE 102 SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 PHONE (916) 446-7847

Legislative OVersight Committee

May 25, 1984

Congressman Ike Andrews
Committee on Human Resources
Rayburn House Office Building
Room 2178
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

The above indicated associations strongly support the Federal
Juvenile justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. The pro-
gram has given uniform national direction and support for
states to combat youth crimes.

The Act will expire on September 30, 1984. H.R. '971,
Andrews, would re-authorize the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act with important improvements.

Reauthorization of the J31)P Act is of great importance to
California. Since FY 1982, California's allocation has been approx-
imately $4 million annually. Although the amount is small com-
pared to the total expended in the state for criminal justice, it is
critical in terms of the message it conveys and in supplementing
local funding for services and treatment to juveniles. The funding
has allowed private agencies to demonstrate their value in the
juvenile justice system complementing public agencies to provide
a full range of servide and treatment needs for juveniles. The
impart of these projects results in a greater balance of appropriate
services assisting in alleviating already crowded public juvenile
!a dines and huge caseloads carried by probation personn.

request your support 01 H.R. 4971.

Soh 'rely.

Alva S. Cooper
Legislative Atho, ate

tra.

( ( hr. s.11. I %' W. Agplati

264
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1I I UI 1.11 Ail,. AND w11MAN .1.1,t I S
C /01

&EP 2 6 1983

Hohorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
:tpeAkur of the House of Representatives
W.c,hinqton, D.C. 20515

near Mr. Speaker:

Section 315 of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, 42
U.S.C. See. 5715, requires the Department of Health and Human
Services to report annually to the Congress regarding the
status and accomplishments of the Runaway and Homeless Youth
Program. The enclosed Annual Report documents Departmental
activities during Fiscal Year 1982.

This report provides a comprehensive account of the history
and progress of the programs funded under the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act. It also describes Federal collaborative
activities welrtoken in the spirit of the Act.

I am ple.uasi to submit to the Congress the Fiscal Yedr 1982
Annual Report on the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

Eselesure

Sincerely,

Margaze M. Heckler
Secretary

r) tt re
0 ;)
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FY 1982 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE CONGRESS
ON THE STATUS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE CENTERS
FUNDED UNDER THE RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH ACT

Title III of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974

(P.L. 93-415), as amended by
the Juvenile Justice Amendments
of 1977 (P.L. 95-115) and the
Juvenile Justice Amendments

of 1980 (P.L. 96-509)

Submitted By:

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Human Development Services

Administration for Children, Youth and Families
Youth Development Bureau

2f
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of Health and Human Services (MRS) prepared this
Annual Report t .e Congress in response to a requirement in
Section 315 of .; Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (Title III of P.L.
93-415, as amended (42 U.S.C. Sec. 5715)). t. covers the fiscal
year that began on October 1, 1981 and ends- .n September .30, 1982.

This report documents the status and accomplishments!cf the centers
for runaway and home) rss youth that the Department funded in FY 1982
under the provisions of Section 311 of the legislation. It updates
the status, operation, and accomplishments of the National
Communications System mandated by the 1980 Amendments to the Runaway
and Homeless Youth Act, as well as the coordinated networks of
centers supported by DIMS in FY 1982. This report describes the
research, demonstration, evaluation, short-term training, and
technical assistance activities that support and. augment the Runaway
and Homele.s Youth Program. The Department's participation on the
Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
the National Institute of Corrections, and the National Advisory
Committee on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is
.lesciihed in detail.

Based npon a seven month study during FY 1982 of a sample of centers
funded slider the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, the General
Accounting Office reported to the Subcommittee on Human Resources of
the United grates HOUje of Representatives Committee on Education
and Labor, on the Deprtment's implementation of the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act. The General Accounting Office found that these
center!, w..re in compliance with the intent of the Congress and were
ad.1r .ing important community service needs. In its evaluation of
20 centers supported under the Runaway Youth Act, conducted
1977-1919, nerkelcy Planning Associates of California provided
additionol documentation that the runaway youth program was meeting
the objectives of the program established by the Congress. In
ebreary 1982, Berkeley Planning Associates completed an intensive
secondary analysis of client and service data that the centers
collected and transmitted to the Department. This analysis
indicated that the centers served over 113,000 youth on a housed or

o'cl basis between 1977 and 1980.

najor events and other Departmental activities affecting the
stator. and aceomplishments of the DHUS-fundel centers for runaway
and hmelss youth during Fiscal Year 1182 are summarised as follows:

o The ptjram awarded grants to 1.6t centers for runaway and
homeless youth. It allocated $10.2 million to 0005 Regional
offices for the support of centers in 50 States, the District of
clambia and Puerto Rice. .AppIOXIMdtPly 44,000 youth received
.e.joino whmlq 133,000 rocelved ,me-timp counseling or
referral netvicos.
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o The program supported the National Communications System in the
mount of 1)300,000. This system, which includes the National
Runaway Switchboard, provided referral and crisis intervention
services to approximately 200,000 runaway and homeless youth,
and their families during FY 1982.

o The program continued to provide technical assistance and
training support to runaway and homeless youth centers. It
sponsored, in cooperation with the National Conference of State
Legislatures and the University of Michigan's School of Social
Work, a National Institute for Youth Services in August 1982,
which provided intensive skills training in program development
to administrators and key staff of runaway and homeless youth
centers.

o The program intensified the recruitment, training and use of
volunteers at the centers for runaway and homeless youth, the
coordinated networks of runaway and homeless youth centers, and
the National Communications System.

o The Office of Human Development Services awarded discretionary
grants in September 1982 that relate to and support the Runaway
and Homeless Youth Program. The awards. included grants,
supported under Section 426 of the Social Security Act, for 'en
Regional Resource Centers for Children and Youth.

o The program hosted two regular meetings of the Coordinating
Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. It also
sponsored three days of public hearings on proposed Council
activities for 1982, 1983 and 1984, in cooperation with the
Department of Justice and other council member agencies.
Testimony was received from leading national, State, local
government and private sector organizations and officials.

o The program supported and participated in a cooperative
greemert between DIMS and the National Conference of State
Legislatures to further develop the decision-making capabilities
of State legislative bodies in the area of youth services.

o The program completed a manual in July 1982 for the assessment
of youth outreach, aftercare and training services in
cooperation with the Ohio Youth Services Network. The manual,
titled "Aspects of Shelter Care," resulted from a two year
research and demonstration project funded by DHHS.

o The program negotiated an intermieney agreement with ACTION,
which focused on the use of volunteers in progiams for runaway
and homeless yeuilh. The proeram alao eorked closely with the
National rollaboratIon for Youth, the National Youth ;fork
Alliah:7e. the Natior:%1 Netw,:.tit for Runiwai nd Yo.Ith Serirces.
and other youth servinl organizations.

2C./.
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o The program continued providing financial and technical
essistarce to eight coordinated networks of ennters for runaway
and homeless youth, as authorized by Section 311 of tle
legislation, to more effectively coordinate Federal, State, and
local government programs for runaway and homeless youth, and
their families.

o The program conducted research, demonstration and evaluation
activities that increased the expertise of the centers to better
serve runaway and homeless youth, and their families.

o The progrz.in verified that DHHS-funded centers continued to
successfully access other public and private sector funding
sources for program support and reduce their dependence on
Federal financial assistance. Appendix A identifies the typos
of public and private sector funding sources which were utilized
by these centers.

o The program participated in the planning of two national forums
on juvenile justice and youth services convened by the Advisory
Commissin on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) and the
Departnent of Justice.

Thu progiam reviewed the Program Performance Standards,
developed in 1977 for the purpose of assessing the program
operations of centers for runaway and homeless youth. The
otfwe of Management and Budget has approved the use of the
Stwlrds tint.' July 1984.

o The program p.e iripared in national, regional, State, local,
and private 1;,..tor conferences, forums and seminars convened to
addre:s current issues and needs in the area of youth services.
Included were the National Youth Workers Conference, the
Natimal Network Symposium on Runaway Youth, the Annual Meeting
of the NationAl Confrence of State Legislatures, and the Annual
(7ufererwe of the National Association of Detention Home
AJministrators.

C
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Authority for the Annual Report

The original Runaway Youth Act of 1974 and the 1977 and 1980
amendments contain a provision in Section 315 that requires the
Secretary of Health and Human Services to submit to the Congress an
Annual Report on the status and accomplishments of the centers
funded under the requirements of Section 311 of the statute.
Information and data presented in this Annual Report are based upon
activities conducted under the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act during
the period October 1, 1981 to September 30, 1982.

Organiration of the Annual Report

This At ual Report is organized into four sections. Section I, the
Introduction, provides an overview, legislative background and
general information regarding the extent and nature of the problem
of runaway and homeless youth in the nation. Section II describes
the Department of Health and Human Services' Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program and provides details regarding the number of centers
funded during Fiscal Year 1982, their locations, budget levels,
funding criteria, State dollar allocations, and other information.
Section.II also includes a discussion of the Department's
coordinated network initiatives, the cooperative agreement with the
National Conference of State Legislatures, the National
Communications System, technical assistance and training activities,
volunteer initiatives, and the status of the Runaway Youth Program
Performance Standards relating to program operations.

Section III describes and discusses the Department's related
research, demonstration and evaluation activities that support the
Runaway and Homeless Youth Program, including updated client and
service profiles, and the types and nature of discretionary research
and demonstration grants awarded in Fiscal Year 1982.

Section IV outlines the Department's activities during Fiscal Year
1982 in support of the Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, the National Advisory Committee on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the National Institute of
Corrections, and other interagency task forces and committees that
deal with youth and juvenile justice programs and issues. Special
initiatives that the Department has undertaken with other Federal
aqencies, including ACTION and the Departments of Justice and
E.luration, are described. This section also covers the Department's
activities with private sector agencies and organizations including
the National Network for Runaway and Youth Services, the National
Youth Work Alliance, the National Collaboration for Youth, the Boys
Clubs of America and Unitd Neighborhood Centers.
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The Appendix inelues a listing of all runaway and homeless youth
grantees during FY 1982. The Appendix also provides a comprehensive
listing of all sources of financial support for the centers,
including public as well as private sector support.

1.0gislat.ive_liistor1 andRackground

The first Federal legislation which focused on the problem of
runaway youth was enacted on September 7, 1974, and was designated
as Title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 (P.L. 93-415). Title III was subtitled the Runaway Youth
Act. The Congress and the President thus responded to the rising
concern over the numbers of youth who were leaving home without
parental permission, crossing State lines, and who, while on the
ran, wore exposed to exploitation and other dangers. The Runaway
Youth Act authorized the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) to make grants for the development of new or the support of
existing .:nters to alleviate the immediate needs of runaway youth
in a manner outside the law enforcement structure and the juvenile
justice systems.

On Ortohr 3, 1977, the Congress amended and extended the Runaway
Youth At by enacting the Juvenile Justice Amendments of 1917, and
idled "otherwise homeless youth" to the categories of eligible
re-ipients of oovis and coordinated networks of centers provi.ling
..rvivs to runaway and homeless youth. The size of the grants to
which the Department could give priority was raised from those loss
thin $/5,000 to those less than $100,000. The applicant program
lardqot level for which the Department coul give funding priority
was raised from $100,000 to $150,000. The 1917 amendments also made
State .t.ienvies eli,jible for grants and included a provision that
personnel employed by the fended centers receive short-term
training. The title of the legislation was left unchanged as the
Raniway Youth Act.

rho Roaiday Youth Art W.1.5 amended for the second time on De.:ember 8,
1o80, upon Congressional enactment of the Juvenile Justice
Am-ndments of 1980. The amendments changed the short titi, of the
Act to the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, (P.L. 96-509). Another
:na:or change in the legislation stipulated that grants be made
"equitably mong the States based upon their re:.pective populations
of }oth under 18 years of age." Thts represented a major policy
1,,n1e and altered the formula for allocating funds based not only
on the youth population in the States, but also on the reported
n.;:d,or of FBI arrests for runaways in the nation and on the number
of 'ltan.!ard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) in the ten DHHS
R.:on. Th. 1180 a-lendmnts also authori,ied the Secretary to fund
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a National Communications System; to award supplemental grants to
runaway and homeless youth centers for the development of model
programs for habitual runaway youth; and to provide on-the-job
training to personnel in the centers or to coordinated networks of
local law enforcement, social service, and welfare personnel, to
assist such personnel in recognizing and providing for learning
disabled and other handicapped juveniles.

The Nature_and Scope of the National Problem of Runaway and Homeless
Youth

The Department of Health and Human Services estimates that the
number of runaway youth in the nation ranges from 733,000 to 1.3
million. This estimate is based on the 1975 National Statistical
Survey of Runaway Youth authorized by the Congress under a provision
of Part 8 of the original Runaway Youth Act (P.L. 93-415), as well
as on information provided by center personnel and others working
with runaway youth. In its regulations (45 CFR 1351), DHHS defines
a runaway youth as a "person under 18 years of age who absents
himself or herself from home or a place of legal residence without
the permission of parents or legal guardian."

Only approximations have been made of the number of homeless youth
in any one year in America. The National Network of Runaway and
Youth Services and the National Youth Work Alliance estimated that
500,000 youth are homeless each year. DIMS has developed a aeries
of initiatives directed at the homeless youth phenomenon. As a
point of aeparture for these initiatives, it has found most useful
the Report of the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Committee
of the Judiciary of the United States Senate entitled Homeless
Youth--The Saga of Pushouts and Throwaways in America.

While the population estimates discussed above are important and
provide a basis for policy and program development, the nature of
the twin phenomena of runaway and homeless youth remains difficult
to define and evaluate. The causes of youth problems are complex,
multiple and interrelated. These youth are particularly vulnerable,
while on the run or homeless, to exploitation and to dangers on the
streets. It was for these reasons, and because of the interstate
nature of the problem, that Congress passed the initial Runaway
Youth Act in 1974.

Detailed client and service profiles drawn from the data provided to
the Youth Development Bureau by the funded centers during Fiscal
Year 1982 are presented in Appendix C of this report. In general
toms, however, the youth receiving services at the centers fell
into six categories:
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(1) Runaway Youth, Those youth who are away from home without
permission of their parents or legal guardians.

(2) Push-Out Youth: Those youth who leave home with parental
encouragement.

(3) Throwaways: Youth who leave home with the knowledge and
approval of parents and legal guardians and who desire to leave
home.

(4) Potential Runaway Youth: Those youth who are still living at
home but are considering leaving home without permission.

(5) Non-Crisis Youths Those youth who are living in an unstable or
critical situation but who are not planning to leave.

(6) Other: Youth who utilize the services of runaway and homeless
youth 'Inters for various other reasons.

These youth represent a wide range of ages and ethnic and racial
groups. Pemalea comprise 58 percent of the clients served, and 48
percent of the female adolescents are either 15 or 16 years of age.
Black youth not of Hispanic origin comprised 17 percent of the total
number served, while Asian and Hispanic youth total seven percent of
the client population. The major problems cited by the youth served
include "poor communication with parents" (50 percent of the cases):
"school problems" in 31 percent-of the cases: and, a "status or
criminal offense problem" in 11 percent of the cases. Section IV
provides more detailed client and service profiles with additional
data on school status, living situations, characteristics of runaway
and homeless youth episodes, causation factors, reasons youth seek
services, how youth learn about the centers, extent of parent
participation in center programs, and case di-2osition when youth
leave the centers or when services are terminated.
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sECT ION II

THE RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOOTH PROGRAM

Pexpose and objectivys of the Run!iway .'tad Homeless Youth Prcigram

The putpo:,e of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program is to provide
support to State and local governments, nonprofit agencies, and
coordinated networks of these agencies to develop or strengthen
community- -based centers dealing with the immediate problems of
runaway and homeless youth, and their families. The broad purpose
of the program is included in four Congressional goals established
for the centers in Section 315 of the legislation. The four goals,
and the extent to which DHHS has met them on the basis of a
secondary analysis conducted in 1982 of the client and service data
collected at the centers and reported to DHHS, are identi:ied below
with the results of data analyses:

Goal 1 Effectiveness of the centers in allevii.!ting_the needs of

WOre than 90 percent of the youth served by the centers in
FY 1982 received basic food, clothing and shelter services.

Coal Ability of centers to_ .reunite childrenwith_their families
and to encourage the resolution of family zroblems through
counseliru and other services:
Sixty-six percent of the youth served by the centers in FY
l'1H2 awl 50 percent of the parents of these youth reported
that the centers were helpful in resolving family problems
and in effecting family reunification.

Goal 3 Effectiveness of the centers in strengthenin9 family
r elationshileiandeneburiigingisiable living condit ions for
.

children:
Fifty percent of the runaway youth served by the centers
reported that the center programs helped strengthen and
stabilize family relationships and lessened the possibility
of future runaway episodes.

Goal 4 iffeetivenessofcenters...in_nejpingth decide ukopa
fut-urecourse of action:

-
Severity -five percent of the youth served by the centers
credited the center programs with success in helping them
deide upon a future course of action following their
contact witn these programs.

The General Accounting Office (GAO) and Berkeley Planning Associates
of California verified in separate reports that the program was
meeting Congressional goals and objectives. GAO made a formal
report to the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the House of
Representatives' Committee on Education and Labor on May 5, 1982.
Through a seven-month study of a sample of DHHS-funded centers for
runaway and homeless youth, GAO found that the centers were serving
those youth targeted by the Congress. Berkeley Planning Associates,

27.1
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an independent pri,att contracting firm, corroborated in its 1982
report entitled The. National Runaway Youth Program, thcir findings
from the 19d0 nail° evaluatlon of the program, in terms of its
success in meeting T. Congressional. objectives set in Section 315
of the law,

Status_e2idAccotplishmentsof Centers for ,.away and Homeless Youth

During Fiscal Year 1982, the number of funC,,, centers decreased
slightly from 169 to 166. Three centers were defunded, while the
remainder maintained stable. opeta:rg rrograss which served
approximately 44,000 youth in sheltered and non-sheltered modes. In
addition to the numbers served by the centers on (in overnight or
extended basis, approximately 133,000 youth received one time
drop-in services involving counseling or referral.'

The centers continued to diversify their f..adirtg sources during FY
l98.k. Appendix A presents the va.ious types of governmental and
private sector funding sources accessed by the centers curing Fiscal
Year 1982. All of these centers received varyin4 amounts of Federal
funds, including those appropriated by the Congress for implementa-
tion of the Runaway and Homeless You.h Act. Overall, the major
sources of centers' operating budgets included Federal (36
percent), State (19 percent), county (7 percent), city and local
(10 percent), donations (15 percent), and fees/in-kind contributions
(11 putcent).

The centers ..orqinued .n Fiscal Year 1982 to use local and State
networKing systems to enhance their prograz. uffortr; and to
facilitate collaborative planning, training, service delivery and
assessment initiatives with other community service agencies.

Other accomplishments dur1rig FY 1982 have been the continued
effectiveness of the funded centers in providing essential services
to runaway and homeless youth beyond the mandatea temporary shelter,
counseling and aftercare services. Most of the centers off"red
youth and families an ..rrav of ancillary medical, educati
recreational, employment, advocacy, mental health, substr ,ce abuse
and health services either directly or on a referral basir--using in
many cases professional volunteers from medicine, nursing law,
-Jcial work and ,duration. Both through the creative use o.
.olunteers as well as by means of networks, coalitions and
onsrtia, the centers have actively made essential human services
available to runaway and homeless youth, and their families.

The centers increased the volume of services provided during FY
1982. While in Fiscal Year the runaway youth g.-antees served
an estimated 15,000 youth, this e.-her increased '0 44.000 in Fiscal
Year 1982. In 1977, 19,000 youth id their tamilies utilized the
National Communications System (NC 1; in Fiscal Year this
number rose to over 200,000 yo-,::.11 a...1 their familcs. The NCS is
discussed mr.e fully below.

"Gepvrally, the centers obtain 25 percent of their fends from the
Runaway 'Youth Program and 11 percent of their funds from other
Federal Sources.

)
, )
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;. 1 ; -110 1.!,t ..10 ,13 funded by the faTpor t meat. of Health
..1,1 I! ;lain vi,ori in Fi seal Year l'182 wet e operated at t he local
I ovel ler t, riprof it al:spires. The roma ning nine percent were
..pr it ,i by St ate and local government age.:nies. Eighty-one porent
.f t ho ,e cent ors wore Icated in high population urban areas and
were accessible to youth .nd their families by moans of public

.t i at.

The .nt varied (.. nsiderably in terms of their gt. flirt Ita 1 ,11!,in,
st aft: pro.jrammat ie and managirrit !it y 1 es , and in their
ce lat ionship to ,ether t ra.lit ional anti nont radit Tonal human service

i viny putt h in the c,.raunity. The Department of Health
:zot vices hot: found that., in general, two subpopulat ions of

-1 s -pa. The ma jor tty of youth seeking assistance from t he
'esoth Act -ftnido.I piojects fall into one of two distinct

c 1 ii.,t ors, -.toll whi11 dr:onstrates a unique 5et of client
l: .1. : er t ,t 1.ri and ;.. ;leds. Tlier f i st group i nc tidos youth

fit into, .1 fami I ,/ i entori :!I cat .on. Tho-re youth range 'n
1.3.1 f :44 9 to 6; have t endency to f -referred or referred 'y
roho .1 t i.tals; t end school ; live with their 1-.1r old s: and have
Leen invol %rod in prey; teat; rnnoway episodes. The novond group is
co:Tosod of iniren.lnt -or.terlted yovt h who cat t hrive forli 1 y or
are with t fami ,ly that no 1 -riger of fors a viabl e living
a: t ingt:lnt . 'Ph t WI) el i 'lit groups rqui re different intervontion

t r og os, st f t rug patct ns and comm.unt ty coordinat ion of forts.

The rypiori -order fundel under the Huaway and Hum0less Youth Act
chalueteriStit:s.

it I in an urban suburb in urea;

0 it ope I a: ...1 as .1 private, le.tip: of i t you: ::er ving agney with
1 of -Ii r.:trs and a s ; 119 le ,1 IL octoL ;

t -t: (11 i wit }t a 1.tr3,r publ to or private human nor t"e
titni.-.att.ul Of .1T.S0y;

It pt.v11,s tmpuary :thlter :ate within a single
facility:

..x.e.::: vo t. o volunteers to augment. paid full -time
pat t tiro : ;t if f ;

it is act ieely uvol ved with ot ht:r public and private
thieu9h networks, coalitions and

c.hsortia;

0 its funding 13 ISO is di ye; f iod with a no x of publ to and pr vat e
'rector financial support; 4nd

l3 it y!; a paid t 'it f raurl oy I !.) 40 I 3 tci 24; prttimu
t ttf It -n 1 o 1 Ind vol,no t:i ft.,m 'J to 100.

4 (
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The Youth Development Bureau (YDB), located within the
Administration for Children, Youth and Families (ACYF), in the
Department's Office of Humdn Development Services (OHDS) maintains
adm nistrative responsibility for the award of grants supported
under the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

Staff of the Youth Development Bureau are responsible for the
day-to-day direction of the program, for the coordination of central
and regional office functions in the implementation of th^ program,
.nd for issuing funding, policy and other guidance to the ten ACYF
Regional Offices. The Youth Development Bureau also establishes
Performance standards for the centers, collects statistical and
other daia, and conducts annual planning, budget and program
initiatives.

A key element in the implementation of the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Act is the important role played by the CYF Regional Program
Directors, who make staff specialists available for the review,
approval and monitoring of center grants. OHDS Grants Management
staff are also actively involved in the funding process. The
Regional Program Directors are also responsible for oversight of the
Regional Resource Centers for Children and Youth and ensure that the
RJnaway And Homeless Youth Act-funded grantees in their respective
region have access to technical assistance and training support
._ctivities.

YDB formulates annudl budget estimates, develops testimony and other
douments for DHHS, and responds to Congressional inquiries. YDB
arranges periodic central/regional office conferences in its
management of the program and works closely with the Regional
Program Directors wiring the course of annual funding cycles on
policy, regulatory, programmatic, budget, planning and evaluation
activities

Fitu:alYear 1182 Grant Awards

In January of 1982, ACYF's Commi .uer announced a Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act funding cycle, CY completed this funding cycle
in June 1982 with the award of grans to 166 projects nationwide.
Under guidance provided by YDB, each Regional Program Director,
assisted by specialists, reviewed all of the applications submitted
for continuation funding. Special care WAS taken to ensure that
eacl, ceNter was still eligible for continued funding, that the
criteria for funding set forth in the law and the governing
reguldtions were applied, and that each center had operated during
the i.revious year in a manner that 't all of the 'egal,
administLative, prc.grammatic and service requirements.

2 "
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arh -It ton data supplied l,y t he 11,s. horca [I oI t ho C':.:ort were71 to .1,,t aline Poch v al locat tc11 of t he ay., i1,11110 $10.2111111 on fot cent or 9: out 9.
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It, t 1980 amendments to t he Ronawny and it melees Youth Act, t her',.:.11,,;;; lot ma 1 1 y out hot t he Sect et ,ti y of 1.11115 to est ohl ish nodc,.1 'lit n a commtotient ions system to provide information and tvfertal.:.t v.....:; to z unaw,ty and homeless youth, and t heir falai 1 iesnot 1.,nw I de. Pt i or to the 1980 amendment e, t he common i cat ions systemw e,:l as n t ol 1- ft ee hot 1 I no- - t he Not ional Runaway(NHS). Although the :,yntem began in 1975 as on. siht at ion in .,ject , it become clear t hat It concept.1r, 1 at ion bete 171.21.1y bI f ect ive. The NkS received 11,000is ft ,111 r unat,ay youth and t he it fotut 1 ios dui ing that per i 1).1 .Item 19/5 to the end of FY 1982, over 1,8 million youth and thnirf ofilltes h.o..e, 'wen set ved.

InIt1a1 demostiaticn (pant, the Notional Rm..1%,,ty
h.v; ,,,ntihud to uclIVVr duality ..ervices to 1,11ye

1 ..II n of t cz,,:wAy and he:Lel ens pnit
, t heir 1 ten, rind

9,tylij osieticie3 thiemyh the kiny Information System, whicht1 h . The ..,11 in ece yeti t he 11k5 niece+1, ti 1, 1.11. w:,;

22,006

:. .11 Vt 19 .'h 40,00D

i'1, 't
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1-1., .71 Y. .tr 19 /9 125,000

1-'1 .71 Y,..t1 l'rtiU 140,000

11 sf, IT I 200,000
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The Switchboard operates 24 hours a day, 365 days a year with a paid
staff of nine full-time employees, 5 to 15 part-time employees and
more than 100 trained volunteers. Through the Switchboard, youth
receive information, referral, and counseling services at the time
of their call, regardless of their location. Youth and families may
access the services by dialing the toll-free telephone number
800/621-4000 in 48 states (the exceptions are Alaska and Hawaii).
The Switchboard maintains information on several thousand agencies
offering services to young people and their families. The National
Runaway Switchboard helps runaway youth reestablish contact with
their homes either by conferencing a call between the youth and
his/her parents or by conveying messages between the youth and
family members.

In Fiscal Year 1977, the National Communications System (NCS)
established a second component, the Agency Information System
(AIS). AIS assists youth service agencies in delivering more
effective serv'ces by facilitating interagency communication on
specific client cases. Accessible only to youth service agencies,
the AIS can be utilized through an unpublished, toll-free telephone
number obtainable from Metro-Help, Inc. The AIS operates ten hours
a day, five days a week, and has resulted in the removal of agency
calls from he National Runaway Switchboard so that its lines can
serve more young people and their families.

In Fiscal Year 1982, the Department continued to support this
essential service by funding the System at a level of *300,000.
Aside from the general increase in the number of calls handled since
1975, another aspect of the program is noteworthy* More than 100
trained volunteers are used in the operation of the NCS. On the
average, each volunteer devotes four hours a week to manning the
telephone lines, which is the mainstay of the service. Volunteers
also assist in conducting public education forums and are a major
resource for recruiting new volunteers.

In September 1982, the Department conducted a competitive funding
process to determine the grantee to operate the NCS in Fiscal Years
1983 and 1984. This grant was awarded to Metro-Help of Chicago,
Illinois, which has been4he grantee since 1975. DHHS plans to
evaluate the technical proficiency of the NCS and to continue
efforts to coordinate the services )f the NCS with the centers for
runaway and homeless youth, the coordinated networks of agencies.
and other related Federal, State and local activities in Fiscal Year
1983.

4. I
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Cooldinatod Networks

In Fiscal ':ear 1981, began en intensive f2crt to implement, the
provision of Section 311 of the Runaway ana om less Yonth Act which
authorizes the Secretary to fund coordinated networks of centers and
other agencies serving runaway and homeless youth, and tl.eir
families. This effort was maintained in Fiscal Year Ise,. and the
coordinated networks were supported t'y the ncpartment with total
grants of approximately 1150,000 to eight, netwrk ;.

The support and the operation of these etworxs Ire ONO me.lwd for
ore effectively coordinating Fed2ral, ::itate and local government
programs for runaway and homeless youth, and their tamiiies through
the sharing of information, expertise, and available reAeiaeoes. Au
additional impetus has been given to this network:rig iitiative by
the Department's entering into an agreement with the National
Conference of State Legislatures to augment poliy planntng with
these State and local networks.

The effectiveness of the networks is reflected not only in their
relatively low costs for Federal support, but also in the fact that
five of the networks are no longer depondan on Federal funds. The
networks vary in size, function, and location, and involve public
and private sector agencies in their 7perations These networks
combine their resources as well as effect major economies by searing
expenses and utilizing available State and local resources. They
conduct campaigns to raise additional non-Fedeeal funds and have
succeeded in involving many indi,iduals and organizations previously
interested and active in the yontil serN,ia field. The networks
have also bee effective as advcctes In ch!Adren and youth.

In New York, the Empire State c=oalition published a directory of
existing services for runaway and homeless youth. The Coalition
also worked closely with the New York State Association, of Youth
Bureaus and developed a consolidated youth services bill for
introduction in the New York State Legislature. Another imi.ortant
acl.ivment in New York State has been the extent to which the
Empire State Coalition has intearated services for runaway and
homeless youth into county government planning processes. Runaway
and homeless youth proarams in the counties in which they are
located are now included in the county level governmental plans,
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YD12 Nt.TWORK1NG 114(mEcys

El'Aab-th
Exe..7. Dir.

WOW F!tviland COfl9OrtiUM for
anO. Youth

1005 ('horsy Street
aollifile,r Hill, Box S30
PlalRfieli, vtrmont '05667
802-454-1724

Fr,man, Ex. Dir.
E3.pire State Coalition

Strost
Nr.1., York 12210

.71 8-436-1715

III

Merl. Lawren,,, Exe. Dir.
Youth Set-vivo Alliance
ol0 N. Seon4 Stceet
Harri:ihutg, Peuteiylvania 17101
712-23S-0214

RE6IoN IV

Frank Moseley, Exec. Dir.
Metro Atlanta Mdiation

Center: The Bridge
77 (',aihtrve Placc, N.W.
AtlantA, 0e,...tgia 30309
404-881-8344

2 c-'i)

REoloNVI

Sharon Wiggins, Exec. Dir.
Southwest Network of Youth Services
1219 N. Class° Boulevard
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106
405-235-7537

REGION VII

Gary Stongler, Exec. Dir.
Missouri Prevention Network
Suite 203-B, Stevens Building
1005 Cherry Street
Columbia, Missouri 65201
314-875-2041

REGION VIII
_

Doug Herzog, Exc. Dir.
Mountain Plains Youth

Services Coalition
P. 0. Box 1242
Pierre, South Dakota 57501
605-224-8696

REGION IX

Nancy Sefcik, Exec. Dir.
Youth Services
1713 J Street
Suite 301
Sacramento, California
916-443-6115

95814
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National Conference of StateLtuislatures (NCSL)

An agreement with the National Conference of State Legislatures
(NCSL.) which was first funded by DIMS in late Fiscal Year 1981 in
the amount of :;99,000 was implemented during Fiscal Year 1982. The
<It'll of this project was to support the decision-making capacities
of State legislatures in the area of youth services. The agreement
recognizes that many of the coordinated networks funded by DIMS have
a State /local focus and have successfully created formal linkages
with State/local government and private sector agencies in the field
of youth services.

The project also focused on a broad range of youth policy issues.
In addition to service programs for runaway and homeless youth, the
NCSL project addressed major issues, problems and needs in the areas
of missing children, substance abuse, juvenile justice, adolescent
abuse and neglect, and foster care. One important function of NCSL
was to provide technical assistance to State legislative bodies on
specific youth service issues and programs. Three monographs were
prepared under this agreement in Fiscal Year 1982 by NCSL and IMIHS,
as discussed in Section I. DIMS staff participated in NCSL's annual
conference and forums in Denver and Chicago, and developed a
presentation for the annual meeting in July on juvenile justice
issues as they affect DitHS youth programs and policies.

The project is administered out of NCSL's national headquarters in
Denver, Colo ado. The response from State officials and DIMS
coordinated networks has been positive and enthusiastic. In
summary, the project addresses the following objectives:

o It collects and shares important current interdisciplinary
information with State and local government and private sector
agencies in the youth field.

o It provides the means for forming or strengthening service
linkages between agencies operating programs for vulnerable
youth and the men and women who serve in State legislatures.

o It establishes a mechanist. for identifying cost effective youth
service models that other States can replicate at minimum costs.

Volunteers

One of the major elements in the operation of the centers for
runaway and homeless youth, the coordinated networks and the
National Communications System, has been their eliance upon
volunteers.

2 3
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In 1,1. 1.,1, the Oimmiusion.r of ACYF repottedon the active uttli.hation of volunteer personnel in the blIHSfundeditojrn.ts for runaway and homeless youth. Hundreds of volunteershave 1eon recruited and trained to provide a wide range of!.viviti.S. The National Communicatioas System depends upon 100volialt-ers to augment its regular paid staff. Mese volunteers manIhe le tlino telephones, counsel and per form other important duties,seal err.: ite the successful operation of theNational Communications
The bridge program in Roston uses volunteer doctors andmuses in a mobile van as outreach to runaway and homeless youth.In Cleveland, ohio, the Safe Space State program assigns volunteernutaes, attorneys, att thetapists and other professionals to avatiety of duties tleit enhance its program for tunaway and homeless}uth. In Philadelphia, at Voyage House, volunteer patents havettaind to work with runaway youth, to provide them withomelqeney shelter and to operate a local hotline.

DIMS estimates that the 166 centers, the National ComLunicationsSy.tem and the Coordinated Networks use an average of 15 volunteerswith nany as ',nu total volunteers
contributing varying periods oftime in a wide range of duties. In its support for the use ofVOliihIvprs in the programs it fuds, IMiliS has been actively engagedwith ATloN in a number of initiativea. ACYF staff work closelywith AcloN within the framework of the Federal Coordinut ig Council.punt ice and Delinquency Prevention and its s ralad hoe cwnittes that target
youth programs and v. unteers.

Ac,,Anitiny Office(CAO) Report on_Runawayand Homeless Youth
In ottal-1982, the General Accounting Office, at the request of theH-lisv of Education and Labor Subcommittee on Human Resources,conducted a sevenmonth study of a sample of 17 centers for runawaya.1.1 homeless youth located in 12 States. The purpose of the studywas to observe the operation o' these centers and the manner inwhich they delivered sot vices to runaway and homeless youth. Thefotmal GAO report on the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program was madeto the Chairman ciS,1 members of the Subcommittee on May 5, 1982. Thestedy was planned and conducted by the GAO's Institute for ProgramEvaluation.

HijilliLihis of Finditi:JS

o A majority of the youth who received services were (a)first-time clients who had not been previously sheltered by thentet; (h) from the immediate
geographical area in which thecenter is located; (c) referred to the center by professional

ScEVWe plovIdor, that is, social service agencies, juvcilejustice authorities, police, and school personnel; and (d)ac, t,mp.inlvd to the center by set vice ptoviders, parents andrelatives.
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o Center staff and others in the community reported that the three
most pressing client needs were shelter, counseling and family
involvement. These needs were met by all of the centers visited.

o The number of youth sheltered at each center visited varied
greatly. Three host home programs in the study, which provided
short-term residential care for youth, sheltered 19, 29, and 259
youth during the program year 1q80. The 13 center-run shelter
programs sheltered from 52 to 617 youth, with an average of 259
clients per center.

o Fifty percent of the youth sheltered by the centers daring the
previous year returned to their immediate family or to homes of
other relatives.

o In 12 of the sites, 50 percent or fewer of the centers' clients
received aftercare services.

o Program strengths identified by youth, parents of former
clients, community members and center staff included: the
existence of a shelter program; counseling and crisis
Intervention services; and family involvement.

o Program weaknesses identified by community people and center
staff included: limited shelter capacity, insufficient staff,
and, limited professional experience and training of some staff
members.

o Ninety-eight percent of the parents of former clients believed
that their family problems would not have bee.i resolved if the
centers had not been there to assist them.

o Ninety-three percent of the youth served by the centers believed
that '.he center programs helped resolve family problems.

C9ncludinq GAO Observations

GAO reported that the 17 centers studied served the youth population
targeted by the statute. The services offered were also those
identified by the law, and center environments facilitated the
achiOement of program goals. Overall, GAO found the centers to he
addrbssing community service needs in their delivery of program
services to runaway and homeless youth, and their families.
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Nat 1.11.11 Inr.t it.ut r tor 'rout h

in 1410, the Yc.ilh Povolopmeut Bureau, .t'; part of its nttional
training and tohnt.al assistance efforts for grantee center staff,
developed and held t1t first Youth Services Institute (YSI). The
te.difute was lsined to provide comprehensive/intensive training
in specific areas to the administrators and key staff of YDB-funded
runaway and homeless youth programs. The Institute design was
significantly different from the earlier training and technical
assistance efforts of the Youth Development Bureau. The emphasis
was previously focused on multi-regional efforts and on individual
tohnical assistance provided on a project-by-project basis.

Tho Youth Services Institute concept involved an application and
y Lion proecss designed to assure the highest levels of education

ti experience of the participants, as well as a commitment on their
part, to share the training through State and regional exchanges.
Three gronts from each of the ten regions were selected to
artitpate in the week-long training, along with ACYF regional and
entral Afire staff. The Institute was held at the University of
Mihion in Ann Arbor and was successful in providing training to
met the increasingly more complex needs of youth and family service
provtders.

sin,e the first. YSI in the summer of 1979, YDB's training and
tenical assiitance contracts have continued to provide for the
implementation of similar institutes. In 1980 and 1981, the
Institutes were held .it Oberlin College and were similarly
structured, with participants applying for specific topic areas
a::.,ng the throe graduate-levl courses available.

Many national, rug tonal and State-level hoards o' directors of yoith
organi;:ati-)ns.-sach as the National Network of Runaway and Youth
Services, the National Youth Workers' Alliance, the New England
,Insertium for Families and Youth, Inc., the Ohio Youth Services
Network, and the Empire State Coalition--have been participants in
the YSI.

in 1982, YDB's training and technical assistance progra..: included a
.(mbren,:e, the National Institute for Youth Services, held at the
University of Michigan. The 1982 National Institute for Youth
Services was designed to assist YDB-funded runaway and homeless
youth program administrators and other youth and family service
prnfssionals and policy makers to develop their own skills as
lvadrs and trainers in three major areas, and to assist them in
transmitting their knowledge back to their projects and communities.

2 S li
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The three topic areas for the 1982 National Institute for Youth
Services were:

State and LocalPolicy Development: How to understand, access
and influence the policy development process. The participants
learned the knowledge and skill areas necessary to become
successful policy advocates on the State and local levels.

Board and Committee Development: How to recruit, train and
maintain an effective volunteer board of directors. The
participants received the skills necessary to involve and
educate boards to perform tte leadership, stewardship and
trusteeship activities necessary for future organizational
survival and success.

The Family, the Organization and the Community: How to develop
a systems approach to community collaboration. The participants
achieved a common framework for identifying and assessing the
organizational dynamics of systems (including the family as a
system), and learned how these dynamics affect the ability of
youth-serving systems to promote and foster positive youth
development.

The trainers for the Institute were chosen on the basis of their
knowledge of the topic area and their familiarity with the issues
facing YDB-funded projects as well as other programs serving youth
and families at the State and level. Each of the trainers had
been involved previously with 1..2, programs, either as staff or as
trainers of similar events.

More than 60 percent of the 40 participants in the 1982 Institute
were YDB-funded programs and agencies. Other participants included
State and Federal youth and juvenile justice policy planners,
volunteer board members, members of the academic community and
representatives of other youth and family service systems from
throughout the country. All participants and/or Oeir agencies were
required to pay for their own travel and per diem expenses. In
addition, a registration fee was charged to defray the costs for
materials and supplies.

The benefits to YDB and to the YDB - funded programs of this expanded
Institute included the opportunity for program people to build
linkages with other professionals in the field and to share
resources and information beyond the YDB system.
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SE.:IoN III

10'.SEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

treh anti Dent:lint tat ion Act ivi ties t ed in 1'182

The Yaath Pevelop-cht liutoau, in addition to administeting the
giants prgra!i anthorized under the Runaway and Homelet-s Y.atth Act,

4i!) suppnts a vailety of tenearch, demonstrat ion, ard evaluation

4,:tivities. These off. ,rts are donignel to address priority
infot;:iation needs related to runaway and homeless youth, and their
families as well as to broader youth and family issues, needs, and
problems.

Re,cao h and nstratien initiatives related to the first
,bjetive ate designed to:

o strer,C.en planning and programming efforts dt the national and
wn.:,.:Itu.ity levels relative to the administration of the Runaway
and H-mele:s Youth Act through the eollect ion and analysis of
inf-it4ation Do the needs, problems, and servica requirements of

ond homeless youth; And

o st:engtlum the rapacity of grantees supported under this ;wt. to

plan, iiplement, and evaluate programs of service to runaway and

her elete; youth and their families.

Initiatives r..lated to broader youth development and family it.sints
0,norns arc dt:iigned to:

o jnerate new information ,:oncerning oritital existing and/or

merging youth tel family needs and problems, including their
Iniditn, prevalence, and impact upon positive youth
d-velopment;

identity, t t. and assess innovative approaches (both

pi event vi% tact 1P1,%1101.1t ve) for addresning these youth needsis

problems: and

the results of these initiatives to other natiobal,
;;ate, ano local public and private ageneiei- and organir_ations

in rer to improve tEe planning and delivery of effective
,erviees to thetie tarvt populations.

The follt.ing rt'Y 17n2 research and demonstration activities have
1.%n iLth ...tonies provided under tIectron 26 of the

t;eonrity Act or thioutili incerageny at,cmnts with -trier
re.!eral alanci"H,

2 SS
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Services to Youth ?evolved in Prostitution

A 17-month grant was awarded to the Metropolitan Service District,
Criminal Justice Planning Unit (Portland, Oregon) for Project LUCK.
a comprehensive service demonstration project designed to address
the problem of the sexual exploitation of street youth involved in
prostitution. Project LUCK (Link Up the Community for Kids) is a
community-wide effort involving extensive interagency collaboration
between human service providers, private actor volu,tary
organizations, and the business community to provide critically
needed services to street youth highly vulnerable to or involved in
prostitution.

Specific project services to be provided include residential housing
through the local runaway center and a network of volunteer shelter
homes, job training and placement services, the use of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters as volunteer case monitors/counselors, a street
outreach team, and speciaAized individual counseling. A major focus
also includes the recruitment, screening, training, monitoring, and
assessment of both law and social service professional volunteers to
adequately address the complex needs of these youth.

Other major objectives include the development and testing of
prevention curricula in public elementary schools, the conduct of
public education and community awareness activities regarding sexual
exploitation as a form of abuse and neglect, the provision of
ongoing training to community social service providers; and the
development of replicable training materials.

Employment Training and Placement for High School Dropouts

A 12-month demonstration grant was aw..rded to the city of Pasadena,
California, Department of Grants Management, for a project designed
to provide career counseling, vocational training, and job placement
services to youth "detached" from available educational resources in
order to reduce both the dependency of these youth on public
assistance as well as their potential involvement in criminal and
antisocial behavior. Vocational assessment, support services to
youth participants (e.g., child care, medical or transportation
services), family counseling, occupational and academic training,
and on-the-job work experiences will be provided through the
vocational and general education programs of Pasadena Community
College and the Pasadena Community Skills Center.

1 ) (
4110
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Evaluation of the National Communications System/National Runaway
bSwitchoard (NRS )

This project, being coordinated with the Assistant Secretary for
Human Development Services' Office of Program Development, is
designed to assess the effectiveness of the Youth Development
Bureau's National Communications System as a national, confidential,
toll-free information, referral, and crisis intervention
communication system. This System, operationalized in part as the
National Runaway Switchboard (NRS), specifically addresses the needs
of runaway and homeless youth and their families, and serves as an
Agency Information System (AIS) for youth-serving agencies.

The major purposes of this project are to evaluate the overall
operations, management, and technical adequacy of NCS/NRS; conduct a
comparative analysis of this System with other similar national
crisis hotlines; and identify potential strategies for operationally
improving the capacity, efficiency, and overall effectiveness of the
National Communications System in serving youth, families and
community-based youth service agencies. This project will be
completed in 1983.

Consolidated Regional Resource Centers for Children and Youth
Services

During FY 1982, the Administration for Children, Youth and amilits
awarded ten grants (one in each of the Department's Federal regions)
to establish Regional Resource Centers for Children and Youth
Services c.-signed to provic,e technical assistance, training, and
informatio dissemination to States and communities in the areas of
child welfare, abuse and neglect, adoption, and youth services.
These new grants not only consolidate the separate Regional Resource
Centers previously supported in the areas of abuse and neglect,
adoption, and child welfare training, but also expand their
technical support activities to address service providers funded
under the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

Ninr of the centers are located in and administered by colleges or
universities. Training and technical assistance to runaway centers
will focus on addressing both the administrative needs of these
service agencies (e.g., personnel and fiscal management, interagency
linkages, volunteer recruitment, training, utilization, and youth
participation) as well as their service improvement needs--including
outreach, case management, data collection, aftercare services, and
community education.

2
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Management Information System

The Runaway and Uomeless Act requires grantees to maintain
statistical records on the youth served and to submit annual reports
to the Department describing project goal accomplishments and
containing statistical summaries on the population served.

Tu facilitate the accomplishment of these reporting requirements,
YDB has developed and implemented an automated Management
Information System (MIS), which in staffed and operated by YDB
personnel. The MIS is designed to collect, process, and analyze the
data generated by the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act grantees. The
data compiled through this system have been used by YDB and by
centers in a variety of ways.

At the national level, these data have been employed in developing
the Annual Report to the Congresa that is authorized by Section 315
of the Act; in responding to requests for information b(th within
and outside the Department; and for planning and progranning
purposes. These data, along with other statistics compiled on
youth, have also been used in identifying the critical and emerging
youth needs and problems that should be examined through YDB-
supported research initiatives (e.g., abused and neglected
adolescents, young people from families undergoing crises associated
with marital transitions, and juveniles involved in sexual
exploitation).

At the project level, these data have been used in identifying the
-.rvice and other programmatic changes that are required to more
iffectively meet the needs of the clients being served, in
increasing community awareness of the needs of runaway and homeless
youth, and in developing applications for funding.

The MIS is designed to collect client-specific data from grantees.
Using a standardiz.d reporting form, the grantees submit client data
that includes

o demog aphic information on the youth served;

o pre ing problems of youth and their reasons for seeking
center services;

o services provided; and

o service outcomes.

J
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Three major types of reports are produced. Monthly, a report is
generated on the number of youth served at each shelter during a
given month. This report aggregates the data by'region and for each
individual shelter. This table is produced and mailed to each
project.

Secondly, on a quarterly basis, YDB produces a set of reports that
provide cross-tabulations of selected variables considered to be
critical for program operation. These reports are producei on an
individual project basis with the same reports being cumulated at
the regional and national levels, providing program comparison at
all levels.

The third category of reports is made up of special studies arising
from such sources as the development of the Annual Report to the
Congress, the preparation of Congressional testimony, responses to
the unique informational needs of the funded centers, responses to
inter and intragovernmental requests for data to use in the programs
or studies they are conducting, and responses to special
informational requests from the private sector.

Research and Demonstration Initiatives Completed in Fi 1982

Secondary Analysis of Client Data

A research contract awarded in October 1980 ("Secondary Analysis of
Data Compiled on t1.1 Clients Served uy the Runaway Youth Act-Funded
Projects") was completed in FY 1982. The purposes of this
initiative were to conduct reliability and validity checks of the
client data generated between 1978-1981 by the centers funded uncle::
the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act; to conduct comprehensive
analyses of these data and to develop a detailed profile of the
clients served, including the identification of changes in client
characteristics and service requirements over time. Information
generated by this study has been used in responding to both
Congressional and public inquiries regarding the populations served
by the program: in developing the Annual Report to the Congress; and
in program planning related to the identification of specific client
types served, their needs, and appropriate services.

A Study of Juvenile Prostitution

A two and one-half year research initiative ("Adolescent Male
Prostitution: A Study of Sexual Exploitation, Etiological Factors,
and Runaway Behavior") was also completed in FY 1982. The purposes
of this project were to develop an in-depth demographic and
descriptive knowledge base on male youth involved in prostitution;

292
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to conduct a comparative analyaiu of these data with existinginformation on adolescent female prostitution; and to examine therelationships between adolescent male prostitution, involvement inporr.ography and related sexual exploitation activities, and runawaybehavior.

The overall project goals were to identify the special needs andproblems of these youth (both male and female) and to develop
information and materials to assist community-based youth serviceagencies and other State and local agencies and organizations inplanning, developing and implementing effective approaches foraddressing the problem of juvenile prostitution and sexualexploitation. Information generated from this project has beenreported to the Congress and will be used in supporting servicedemonstration projects in 1983.

Youth Demonstration Grants Program

In September 1980, the Youth Demonstration Grants Program providedsupport to eight centers for runaway and homeless youth to immlementand test innovative service approaches for addressing the criticalneeds of two target populational abused and neglected youth andtheir families (four projects); and separated, divorced, orrecombined families with a youth member (four projects). Theservice models being tested by these projects were developed underresearch initiatives previously supported by the Youth DevelopmentBureau. Final reports on project activities and accomplishments
will be provided by each of the demonstration projects during thefirst quarter of FY 1983.

2.83
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SECTION IV

FEDERAL COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITIES

COORDINATION AND CONCENTRATION OF EFFORT

Overview

More than 50 separate Federal programs deal with some facet of youth
services. In its "Fifth Annual Analysis and Evaluation of Federal
Juvenile Delinquency 2rograms," the Federal Coordinating Council on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention found that these
separate Federal juvenile justice and youth service programs
included seven Cabinet-level departments and two independent
agencies. Three of the Departments--Education, Labor, and Health
and Human Services--encompassed 64 percent of the programs and 95
percent of the estimated obligations of $5.5 billion in FY 1980.

In the initial passage of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act in 1974, Congress created the Federal Coordinating
Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. The
Council's purpose is to coordinate the efforts of Federal juvenile
delinquency programs in reducing both the duplication of efforts and
conflicting programs that these agencies develop for closely related
youth programs.

The Coordinating Council is an independent organization in the
Executive Branch of the Federal government. The Secretary of DHHS,
the Commissioner of ACYF, and the Director of YDB are statutory
members of this Council, which is required by law to meet
quarterly. The Council, composed of 18 members representing
different departments, serves as the primary mechanism for guiding
Federal efforts to combat juvenile delinquency and to coordinate and
concentrate a wide diversity of resources available from Federal
agencies.

The Council reviews Federal juvenile justice programs annually and
reports to the President and to the Congress with respect to the
coordination of overall Federal juvenile delinquency programs and
activities. The President is a thorized by law (42 U.S.C.
Sec. 5614 (c)) to respond to the Council's recommendations within 90
days by submitting a detailed report to the Congress and to the
Council.

The current Coordinating Council is comprised of individuals with
extensive experience in directing youth and juvenile justice
programs. During FY 1982, for the first time in its history, the
Council met outside the Department of Justice at the invitation of
the Department of Health and Human Services. Twc separate Council
meetings, hosted by the DHHS, as well as three days of public
hearings in March 1982 were convened to obtain views and
recommendations on the Council's proposed priorities and workplans
for 1982, 1983, and 1984 from leading national, State and local
government, private sector organizations and officials. The
workplans were published in the Federal Register in February 1982.
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In June, the Council adopted the following priority areas forconcentrated efforts.

1. Schools and Delinquency

2. Substance Abuse

3. Youth Development

4. Treatment Alternatives

5. Deinatitutionalization of Status Offenders

The Council's plan is consistent with its mandate to assist thePresident's Office of Management and Budget, Congressional
committees and Federal agencies in establishing priorities forjuvenile justice and delinquency prevention efforts. It also allowsState, local government, and private sector agencies the opporttAnityto work with the Council and to use it as a mechanism in accessingFederal program planning activities.

In the first quarter of FY 1982, DHHS and the Department of Justiceentered into an agreement enabling the Department of Justice todevelop a monograph on State coordination mechanisms for youthservices. DHHS transferred $53,584 for this purpose to the
Department of Justice. The monograph will include:

o a 50-State survey identifying and describing the nature and
scope of youth service coordination efforts at the State level;

o a typology of State coordinating mechanisms and a description of
these mechanisms;

o an in-depth review of coordinating mechanisms in four to six
selected States, their origins, powers, and an assessment of
their effectiveness;

o a review of the literature on the topic of youth service
coordination issues such as planning processes,
intergovernmental relations, funding strategies, and
public/private sector cooperation; and

o conclusions and recommendations on youth service issues that the
Federal Coordinating Council will consider in developing its
plans, projrams, and priorities.

It is anticipated that this monograph will be widely disseminated to
state advisory committees and professionals in the juvenile justice
and youth services fields.
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Another interagency agreement between DHHS and the Department of
Justice will implement a process for gathering data and -eviewing
information at the Stat, and local levels on selected 1.. es in the
program plan adoptnA 'le Coordinating Council on Jo" 10 Justice
and Delinquency Pre. .... ni on July 15, 1982.

National Advisory Committee on Juvenile Justice and ' ecy
Prevention

In May 1982, President Reagan appointed nine members to the National
Advisory Committee on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(NACJJDP), which was created in 1974 by the Congress under the
provisions of Title II of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act (P.L. 93-415, Section 207 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 5617)).
The National Advisory Committee is composed of 15 members, five of
whom must be youth under the age of 24, with two of these youth
members being present or former adjudicated delinquents. The
Director of the Youth Development Bureau haP le primary
responsibility within the Department for worr.ng closely with the
National Advisory Committee.

The Committee is charged under Section 207(d) of the Act (42 U.S.C.
Sec. 5617(d)), with the responsibility to annually review Federal
juvenile delinquency policies; to advise the Administrator of the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention with respect
to the particular functions of that Office; and to make
recommendations to the National Institute of Justice and the
National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
concerning the overall policy and operation of these two Federal
institutes. The Committee also is involved in developing and
adopting recommended standards for the administration of juvenile
justice at the Federal, State, and local levels.

The National Institute of Corrections

Title V of the original Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act (P.L. 93-415, Section 521 (18 U.S.C. Sec. 4351)) created the
National Institute of Corrections (NIC) with an ex-officio advisory
board including the Assistant Secretary for Human Development
Services.

The NIC, located in the Department of Justice's Bureau of Prisons,
is responsible for making grants in the areas of juvenile and adult
corrections; for serving as the Federal info:mation center for
correctional programs; for assisting and providing technical
assistance to Federal, State, and local government correctional
agencies; for developing training and education programs for
correctional personnel; and for conducting, encouraging, and
coordinating research relating to corrections, including the causes,
prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of criminal offenders.
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Other Coordination Initiatives

In addition to its statutory coordinating and collaborative efforts,
the Department has engaged in a number of significant and p.roductive
non-statutory interagency and intraagency initiatives. These have
included:

o Entering into an agreement with ACTION for the development of
youth volunteer-type programs based at centers for runaway and
homeless youth.

o Exploring with other DHHS agencies, including the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA) and the
Administration on Aging (AOA), the possibility of joint
initiatives that would focus Federal resources more directly on
runaway and homeless youth and other vulnerable youth.

o Establishing and maintaining a continuing dialogue with the
rational organizations indicated below regarding broad youth
service policies, issues, needs, and plans:

- -The National Youth Work Alliance
--The National Collaboration for Youth
--The National Network of Runaway and Youth Services
- -The National Conference of State Legislatures
--The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
- -The National Board of YMCAs
--The United Neighborhood Centers
--The Boys Clubs of America
-Big Brothers and Big Sisters of America

--The Girl Scouts of America
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A - RUNAWAY_ AND HOMELESS YOUTH ACT GRANTEE FUNDING SOURCES_ . _ _
FISCAL YEAR 1982

Introductory Not..

The Youth Development Bureau (YDB) in the Department of Health and
Human Services annually gathers and assesses information regarding
the various public and voluntary sector sources which provide funds
for the support of programs for runaway and homeless youth. The
following information summarizes sources of grantee support analyzed
by YDB frcm annual grantee reports which are submitted on a
voluntary basis by grantees. These reports broaden YDB's
information base regarding the financial operations of the programs
it funds and enable YDB to make appropriate planning and management
decisions which affect the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program.

The following information is based on data supplied by 148, or 96
percent, of the centers funded by YDB during Fiscal Year 1982. The
following financial information provides a unique perspective on the
scope and resource development initiatives of the runaway and
homeless youth centers. The total operating budget amount for the
reporting centers was *39,836,149. Approximately 25 percent of this
amount was provided by Runaway and Homeless Youth Act funds
appropriated by the Congress. Other Federal agencies provided 11
percent of the funds, bringing the Federal resources to 36 percent
of the total reported. The average operating budget reported by the
grantees amounted to *269,190, of which *67,163 represented the
average Runaway and Homeless Youth Act grant.

State agencies provided 19 percent of the funds used to support the
centers during Fiscal Year 1982; county, city and local sources
accounted for 17 percent: and 15 percent represented funds donated
at the local level.

The sources cited above generated 87 percent of the total
operational support reported by the centers. The remaining 13
percent was provided by corporations, foundations, and private
donations. The table shcws the great diversity achieved by the
centers in securing financial support during Fiscal Year 1982.

2 9
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FEDERAL

Amount

Number and
Percent of
Grantees
Using Source

Budget
Percentage

YDB*: Title III $ 9,940,197 148 (100) 25Title XX 1,504,591 25 ( 17) . 4LEAA/JJDPA* 714,000 26 ( 18) 2USDA* 325,000 60 ( 41) 3.DOL/NCAAN* 226,591 4 ( 3) 1Otherl 1,238,591 24 ( 17) 3

STATE

DES* 3,797,310 53 ( 53) 10Mental Health
and Corrections 354,883 6 ( 4) 1Other2 3,191,410 37 ( 25) 8

COUNTY

Revenues 1.572.577 28 ( 1) 1Welfare and
Mental Health 334,836 2 ( 19) 4Youth Bureaus
or Councils 370,156 2 1Other3 557,358 12 ( 8) 1

CITY & LOCAL

Revenues 1,512,042 29 ( 20) 4United Way 1,430,397 58 ( 39) 3Other4 947,779 13 ( 9) 3

CORPORATIONS &
FOUNDATIONS 1,051,855 96 ( 65) 2

FEES 1,032,545 14 ( 9) 2

IN -KINDS 3,743,926 ( 28) 9

DONATIONS6 5,989,775 89 ( 60) 15
339,836,149 ma

YDB= Youth Development Bureau
LEAA/JJDPA* Law Enforcement Assistance Administration/Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
USDA*. U.S. DPpartment of Agriculture
DOL/NCCAN* Department of Labor/ National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
DSS Departments of Social Services or Human Resources'

2 [.J
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Legend

Funding sources labelled as "Other" comprised seven percent of the
funding, but numbered 74 different types of sources, from various

levels, as described below;

1

2

Twenty-two additional Federal sources, each under one percent in

amounts, such as $178,510 from a HHS/YDB Research and
Demonstration Grant; $142,340 from the Bureau of Indian Affairs;
$122,037 from the Administration for Children, Youth and
Families; and $103,860 from Community Development Block Grants
in the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Thirty-seven additional State sources each under one percent in

amounts such as $297,700 from Grants-in-Aid; $297,285 from Youth
Development and Delinquency Prevention; $304,889 from
Pennsylvania State Law 148; and $282,525 from State Substance

Abuse.

3 Twelve additional county sources each under one percent in
amounts such as $142,738 from children and youth agencies;
$135,187 from juvenile courts or justice councils; $48,001 from
DSO; and $47,112 from substarce abuse.

4

6

Thirteen additional city or local sources each under one percent
in amounts such as $197,531 from human resources and children
agencies; $311,128 from human resources and children agencies;
$197,531 from Community Chests; $157,289 from religious
institutions; and $143,000 from children special services.

In-kind refers to such items as time donated by the centers'

board of directors (almost always volunteers), the time of

volunteers active in the agency, and to gifts such as clothing
and other "second-hand" material donated to the c.'nters free of

charge.

Donations refers to contributions given anonymously, oz in such
small amounts as to not warrant explicit itemization, such as

from parents, youth, and individuals or small groups of citizens.

3 0
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APPENDIX B - LIST OF GRANTEES
RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH ACT

FISCAL YEAR 1982

For further information on the f...11owing projects, contacts

REGION I Administration for Children,
Youth and Fasalies

JFK Federal Building
Boston, MA 02205
Tina Burrell
Susan Selya
(617) 223-6450

1. Bridge of Education Pesourcas
90 North Main Street
West Hartford, CT 06107
Selma Lobel
(203) 521-8035

3. Greenwich Youth Shelter
105 Prospect Street
Greenwich, CT 06d30
Shari Shapiro
(203) 374-9471

5. New Beginnings, Inc.
RFD 1, Eox 3340
Greene, ME 04236
Earle B. Simpson, Jr.
(207) 946-7272

7. Franklin/Hampehire Runaway
Network

76 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01061
Jim Reis
(413) 586-8680

9. Boston Bridge
23 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02108
Barbara Whelan
(617) 227 -7113

11. New Hampshire Neti.ork for
Runaway and Homeless Youth

P.O. Box 448
Manchester, NH 03105
A. Reed Carver
(603) 688-1920

13. Washington County Youth
Services Bureau

Upper Main Street, RFD 1
Montpelier, VT 05602
Tom Howard
(802) 229-9151

2. Youth Crisis Project
3030 Park Avenue
Bridgeport, CT 06604
Roger Floyd
(203) 374-9471

4. Youth Services Planning and
Development Council, Inc.

P.O. Box 502
Skowhegan, ME 04976
Diana Deverell Askman
(207) 474-8311

6. Newton-Wellesley-Weston-Needham
Multi-Service Center, Inc.

1301 Centre Street
Newton, MA 02159
Lowell Haynes
(617) 244-4802

8. Springfield YWCA
45 Willow Street
Springfield, MA 01103
Camille Evers
(413) 732-3121

10. Youth Essential Services, Inc.
199 Harrison Avenue
Boston, MA 02111
Jane S. Leung
(617) 482-4243

12. New Routes Runaway Program
939 Douglas Avenue
Providence, RI 02908
Joseph Testa
(401) 831-4630

31-
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For further information on the following projects, contact'

REGION II Administration for Children,
Youth and Families

26 Federal Plaza, Room 4149
New York, NY 10278
ElaiLe D. Williams
Estelle Hai!erling
(212) 264-2975

14. Project Youth Haven
3:4 Grand Street
Patterson, NJ 07501
Gail Manning
(201) 881-0280

16. Anchor House
482 Center Street
Trenton, NJ 08611
Arthur J. 8a11
(609) 261-5430

18. Project Equinox
216 Lark Street
Albany, NY 12210
Joan Rogers
(518) 465-9524

20. Center for Youth Services
258 Alexander Street
Rochester, NY 14607
Frank Petrus
(717) 473-2464

22. Nassau County Youth Board
One West Street
Mineola, NY 11501
Ann Irvin
(516) 535-5893

24. Crash Pad for Runaways
315 E 10th Street
New York, NY 10002
Madeline McDonald
(212) 533-3570

26. Family of Woodstock
16 Rock City Road
Woodstock, NY .12498
Barbara Jaklitsch
(914) 679-9240

28. Runaway and lomeless Youth Center
P. 0. Box 25-A
Hato Roy, P.R. 00919
Manual E. Mena
(809) 751-5020

15. To:ether, Inc.
103 Ellis Street
Glassboro, NJ 08028
Robert Maloney
(609) 445-7392

17. CrossroadS Runaway Program
15 Washington Street
Mount Holly, NJ 08060
Carol Rovello
(609) 261-5400

19. Sanctuary Project
100 Main Street
Huntington, NY 11743
Andrew Casazza
(516) 351-3061

21. GLIE C,Aimunity Youth Programs
2169 Grand Concourse, 7th Floor
Bronx, NY 10453
Esther Rothman
(212) 733-0333

733-0117

23. Covenant Hotise
460 West 41th Street
New York, NY 10036
Mary Gretchen Gilroy
(212) 354-4323

25. Compass House
371 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14209
Janell Wilson
(716) 886-1351

27. Empire State Coalition
214 Lancaster Street
Albany, NY 12210
Linda Freeman
(518) 436-7715

29. San Juan Runaway Youth Program
P. 0. Box BR
Rio Piedras, P.R. 00928
Modesto Cobian
(809) 763-6560
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For further information on the following projects, contacts

REGION III
Administration for Children.

Youth and Families
P.O. Box 13716
3535 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Donald Barrow
Mary Williams
(215) 596-6763

30. AID in Dover
801 West Division Street
Dover, DE 19901
Beverly C. Williams
(302) 678-3133

32. Second Mile House
Queens Chapel 4 Queeensbury Road
Hyattsville, MD 20782
J. Serina Wiley
(301) 779-1257/8

34. SAYS Moue.
P.O. Box 33088
Forestville, MD 20747
Thomas Merrick
(301) 735-8989

36. Voyage House
311 South Juniper Street
Suite 1000

Philadelphia, PA 19107
Ro.rta Hacker
(215) 545-0166

38. The Whale'. Tale
5100 Centre Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
Christopher Smith
(412) 612-8407

40. The Bridge
15 South Franklin Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701
Ronald Russo
(717) 824-5766

42. Tabor Children's Services
601 New Britain Road
Doylestown, PA 18901
William Hausemann
(215) 368-4537

44. Oasis House
1518 Willow Lawn Drive
Richmond, VA 23230
Joseph Spiedel
(804) 329-0079

46. Patchwork
1583 Lee Street, E.
Charleston, WV 25311
Jim Tatterson
(304) 344-3527

31. Sash^ Bruce House
701 Maryland Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
Deborah Shore
(202) 546-4900

33. Boys and Girls Homes of
Montgomery County, Inc.

9601 Colesville Road
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Steve Bradford
(301) 589-8444

35. Fellowship of Lights
1300 N. Calvert Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
Ross Pologe
(301) 589-8444

37. Helpline Center
P. O. Box 284
Kulpsville, PA 19446
Richard D. McCarraher
(215) 368-4357

39. Youth Service.
410 North 34th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Margaret R. Halfpenny
(215) 222-3262

41. Valley Youth Homes Committee
539 8th Avenue
Bethelem, PA 18018
David Gilgoff
(215) 691 -1200

43. Alternative House
P.O. Box 637
McLean, VA 22101
Mark Lake
(703) 356-8385

45. Central Virginia Child
Development Association

117 4th Street, N.E.
Charlottesville, VA 22901
Johanna Perry
(804) 977-4260

47. Southwestern CAC
540 Fifth Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
Joan Ross
(304) 525-5151
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For further information on the following projects, conLacte

REGION IV Administration for Children,
Youth and Families

101 Marietta Towers, Suite 903
Atlanta, GA. 30308
Jim Vaughn
Jim Shelton
(404) 242-2128

48. American Witional Red Cross
405 South First Street
Gadsden, AL 35901
Denny R. Brown
(205) 547-9505

50. Crosswinds
P.O. Box 625
Merritt Island, FL 32952
Roger N. McDonald
(305) 452-0800/0801

52. Switchboard of Miami
35 8th Street, S.W.
Miami, FL 33130
Shirley Aron
(305) 358-1640

54. Transient Youth Center
132 W. Ninth Street
Jacksonville, FL 32206
Tom Patania
(904) 354-0400

56. The Bridge of Atlanta
77 Peachtree Place, N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30309
Kenneth B. Saunders
(404) 881-8344

58. Athens Regional Attention
Homes, Inc.

490 Pulaski Street
Athens, GA 30606
Kathryn G. Hasty
(404) 548-5893

60. Friends of Children
Mile High Youth Center
Route 5, Box 173
Waynesboro, MS 39367
Marvin Hogan
(601) 362-1541

62. Youth Care
P. O. Box 3427
Grennboro, NC 27402
Charles Hodierne
(919) 378-9109

64. South Carolina Depaitment of
Youth Services Administration

P.O. Box 7367
Columbia, SC 29202
William Stanton
(803) 758-0268

66. Oasis House
P.O. Box 120655
Nashville, TN 37212
Della Hughes
(615) 327-4455

3 C 4

49. .Mobile County Community
Mental Health Services, Inc.

2400 Gordon Smith Drive
Mobile, AL 36617
William Simpson
(205) 476-3614

51, Someplace Else
1315 Linda Ann Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32301
Diane Ringelberg
(904) 877-7993

53. Alternative Human Services
P.O. Box 13087
St, Petersburg, FL 33733
Roy Miller
(813) 323-1123

55. Miami Bridge
1145 N. W. )ith Street
Miami, FL 33136
Richard Moran
(305) 324-8953

57. The Alcove
Walton County Court House
Aonroe, GA 30655
Robert Hawk
(404) 267-9235

59. YMCA Shelter House
1414 S. First Street
Louisville, KY 40208
W. Lawrence Woolridge
(502) 637-6480

61. The Relatives
1000 East Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28203
Elaine Thomas
(704) 377-0602

63. Haven House
1033 Wade Avenue, Suite 207
Raleigh, NC 27605
Cynthia Coley
(919) 755-6368

65. The Family Link
P.O. Box 40437
Memphis, TN 38104
William Myers
(901) 276-1745

67. Child and Family Service
114 Dameron Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37917
Larry R. Feezel
(615) 524-7483
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For further information on the following projects, contact:

REGION V Administration for Children,
Youth and Families

300 South Wacker Drive, 13th Floor
Chicago, IL 60606
Thelma Thompson
Katie Williams
(312) 353-8065

68. Youth Network Council
1123 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago. IL 60607
Arnold Sherman
(312) 226-1200

70. Roundhouse
307 West University Avenue
Champaign, IL 61820
Joseph Simmons
(217) 359-8815

72. Connection House
212 North Roosevelt
Bloomington, IL 61701
Donald Wheeler
(309) 829-9476

74. Stopover
445 North Penn Street
Indianapolis. Indiana 46204
Carol Schwab
(317) 635-9301

76. Youth Service Bureau
2222 Lincolnway West
South Bend, IN 46628
Bonnie Strycker
(219) 284-9231

78. The Link
2002 South State Street
St. Joseph, MI 49085
Polly Learned
(616) 983-6351

37-6g1 0 - - 20

69. Central Illinois Youth
Service Bureau

#4 North Old Capitol Plaza
Springfield, IL 62704
Kaywin Davie
(217) 753-8300

71. New Life House
1025 W. Sunnyside
Chicago, IL 60640
David Dalberg
(312) 271-6182

73. Switchboard
316 West Creighton
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
Mike Lynch
(219) 456-4561

75. Alternative House
215 North Grand Boulevard
Gary, IN 46403
Shirley Caylor
(219) 980-4207

77. Detroit Transit Alternative
680 Virginia Park
Detroit. MI 48202
I. Roy Jones
(313) 869-4040

79. Ozone House
608 North Main Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Al Clegg
(313) 662-2265
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80. Cory Place
812 North Jefferson
Bay City, MI 48706
Christopher Card
(517) 895-5563

82. Equal Ground
415 Park Lane
East Lansing, MI 48823
Becky Hollingsworth
(517) 337-1611

84. Evergreen House
921 Minnesota Avenue
Bemidji, MN 56601
Ray Leinbach
(218) 751-4332

86. Huckleberry House Inc.
1421 Hamlet Street
Columbus, OH 43201
W. Douglas McCoard
(614) 294-5553

88. Safe Space Station
12321 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44016
W. Martin Hiller
(216) 421-2000

90. Safe Landing
39 West Cuyahoga all Avenue
Akron, OH 44310
David E. Pair
(216) 376-4200

92. Briarpatrh, Inc.
128 South Hancock
Madison, WI 53703
Renard Svanoe
(608) 251-1126

94. Pathfinders
1428 Nor:.1. rztrwell Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 52302
Terry Rybold
(414) 271-2565

81. North East Michigan Community
Services Agency, Rainbow

P.O. Box 1038
Alpena, MI 49707
John &dee
(517) 356-3474

83. The Bridge of Minneapolis
2200 Emerson Avenue, South
Minneapolis, MN 55405
Raeone Buckman-Ellis
(612) 377-8800

85. Connecting Point
3301 Collingwood Boulevard
Toledo, OH 43610
Hal Jenks
(419) 243-1001

87. New Life Youth Services
Lighthouse
P.O. Box 27035
Cincinnati, OH 45220
Robert Mecum
(513) 561-0100

89. Daybreak I
819 Wayne Avenue
Dayton, OH 45410
Richard Weaver
(513) 461-1000 .

91. Daybreak II
21 Indiana Avenue
Youngstown, OH 44505
Gerald Janoski
(216) 782-5664

93. Walker's Point
732 South 21st Street
Milwaukee, WI 53204
Richard Ward
(414) 647-8200

95. Racine Runaway
1331 Center Street
Racine, WI 53403
James Brennan
(414) 632-0424
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For further information on tl.e following projects, contacts

REGION VI Administration for Children,
Youth and Families

1200 Main Tower Building, 20th Float
Dallas, TX 75202
Mr. Pat Murphy
Mr. Jerry Mabe
(214) 729-6596

96. Zion Yout' Shelters, Inc.
P.O. Box 441
Van Buren, AR 72959
Edward Wilcox
(501) 632-4618

98. The Greenhouse
700 Frenchmen Street
New Orleans, LA 70116
Linda Irwin
(504) 949-9248

100.Hew Day Inc.
1817 Sigma Chi NE
Aiburquerque, NM 87106
Jeffrey Burrows
(505) 247-9557

102.Youth Services Center for
Oklahoma County, Inc.

1219 N. Classen Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
Douglas M. Gibson
(405) 235-7537

104.Youth Shelter of Galveston
2901 Broadway
Galveston, TX 77550
Jimmie Baranowski
(713) 763-8861

106.Houston Metropolitan Ministries
2001 Hildy Street
Houston, TX 77009
Steven C. Wick
(713) 522-8218

108.Project Ovtion
P.O. Box 185
Killeen, TX 76540
I. William Cox
(817) 634-2085

110.Catholic Family Services, Inc.
1522 S. Van Buren
Amarillo, TX 79101
Martha Loudder
(806) 176-4571

112.Denton Area Crisis Center
Youth Services Center
1302 West Oak
Denton, TX 76201
Rowland C. Harvey
(B17) 566-5100

114.Association for the Advancement
of Mexican-Americans

204 Clifton
Houston, TX 77011
Glorida Guardiola
(713) 926-9491

97. Stepping Stone, Inc.
3500 South University
Little Rock, AR 72204
Cynthia Barnett
(501) 562-1809

99. Tangipahoa Youth Service
411 W. Coleman Avenue
Hammond, LA 70401
Jeanne VoorheeS
(504) 345-1171

101. Youth Service Center
319 North Grand Avenue
Enid, OK 73701
Charles Wolsey
(405) 233-7220

103. Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma
P.O. Box 948
Tahlequah, OX 74464
Gwen Grayson
(918) 456-0671 Ext 231

105. Casa de los Amigos
601 N. Akard Stree.
Dal/as, TX 75202
Terry Peal
(214) 742-5324

107. Middle Earth Unlimited
P.O. Box 6503
Austin, TX 78762
Larry G. Waterhouse
(512) 441-1065

109. Youth Alternatives, Inc.
606 Wilson Boulevard
San Antonio, TX 78228
Ray Masi
(512) 735-9291

111. Sand Dollar
310 Branard
Houston, TX 77006
Roger La Follette
/.713) 529-3053

113. The Bridge Association, Inc.
SPRUCE
1601 8th Avenue
Fort Worth, TX 76104
Jan Viles
(817) 926-9184
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For further informat'on on the following projects, contact,

REGION VII Administration for Children.
Youth and Families

Federal Office Building, Room 384
601 East 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
Robert Fain
(816) 758-5401

115.Foundation II
1627 First Avenue, S.E.
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403
Kent Ji Aeon
(319) '42-2174

117.Wyandotte House
825 North 7th Street
Kansas City. KS 66101
Betty Crocker
(913) 342-5121

119.1ymargy House
P.U. Box 12181
Parkville, MO 64152
Doris Painter
(816) 742-8700

121.Youth in Need
529 Jefferson Avenue
St. Charles, NO 63301
Sue Schneider
(314) 724-7171

123.Lancastor Freeway Station
. 2201 South 11th Street

Lincoln, NZ 68502
Jim Arnot
(402) 475-3040

' 308

116. The Christian Home Association
500 N. Seventh Street
Council Bluff, IA 51502
Gary stonier
(712) 325-1907

118. Greater Kansas City YMCA
4200 West 79th Street
Prairie Village. KB 66208
Charles M. LAW
(816) 474-9101

120. Youth Emergency Services
6816 Washington Avenue
University City, MO 63130
Judy Pierson
(314) 862-1334

.122. Front Door
707 North Eight Street
Columbia. MO 65201
Kenneth Jacob
(314) 874-8686

124. Youth Emergency Services. Inc.
1908 Hancock
Bellgue, HI 68005

. Mary Anne Smolko
(412) 291-8000/8303
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For further information on the following projects. contact:

REGION VIII Administration for Children,
Youth and Families

Federal Office Building. Room 1194
1961 Stout Street
Denver, CO 80294
'Jan Mathieu
Juan Cordova
(303-837-3106

:125.Volunteers of America
1865 Larimer Street
Denver, CO 80218
Dianna Kunz
(303) 623-0408

127.Gemini House
3670 Upham Street
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Paul Kelly
(303) 425-4002

129.Chipeta House
P.O. Box 1118
Grand Junction, CO 81502
Margaret Long
(303) 241-8480

131.Mountain Plains Youth
Services Coalition

Charles Hall Youth Services
P.O. Box 1995
Bismarck, ND 58502
Jeff Hanson
(701) 225-2773

133.Department of Social Services
150 West North Temple
Salt Lake City. UT 84103
Sally Ann Brown
(801) 533-7139

135.Attention Home, Inc.
1810 Van Lennon Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82001
Tricia Crilly
(307) 632-4740

126. Youth Life Campaign
821 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
George Sheffer, III
(303) 471-0642

128. COMITIS
P.O. Box 913
Aurora. CO 80040
R. E. Barnhill
(303) 341-9160

130. Mountain Plains Youth
Services Coalition

Attention, Inc.
602 North Ewing
Helena, MT 59601
Lynda Wood
(406) 443-4186

132. Mountain Plains Youth Coalition
P.O. Box 1242
Pierre SD 57501
Doug Herzog
(605) 224-8696

134. Mountain Plains Youth
Services Coalition

Project Youth
330 North Main
Sheridan, WY
Nancy Michael
(307) 762-6736

309
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For !either information on the following projects, contact:

Rx910N.iA Administration for Children,
Youth and Families

Federal Office 81dg, Km 479
50 United Nations Plaza
San Francisco, CA 94102
Roy Fleischer
(415) 556-6178

^J.
136.Center for Youth Resources

309 West Portland
Phoenix, AZ 85003
Michael Garvey
(612) 271-9849

138.San Diego Youth & Community
Services

1214 28th Street
San Diego, CA 92102
Liz Goldsmith
(714) 232-5156

140.Youth Advocates, Inc.
Nine Grove Lane
San Anselmo, CA 94960
Susan Scott
(415) 453-5200

142.0dyssey
204 East Amerige
Fullerton, CA 92632
Ken Parker
(714) 871-9365

144.Tahoe Youth Services
P.O. Box 848
South Lake Tahoe, CA 95705
Jerry Ortin
(916) 541-2445

146.Santa Cruz Community
Counseling Center

526 Sosquel Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
Terry Moriarty
(408) 425-0771

148.Project 1736
1818 Monterey Boulevard
8elmosa Beach, CA 90254
Darlene Coleman
(213) 372-5843

150. Diogenes Youth Services
9097 Tuolumne Drive
Sacramento, CA 9582:
Lynette Towers
(916) 363-9943

152. Western States Youth Services
1713 J Street, Suite 301
Sacramento, CA 95814
Nancy Sefchek
(916) 443-6115

154. Hollywood Community
Services frogram

Options HOulso
2471 N. Beachwood Drive
Hollywood, CA 90068
Luba Blman.
(213) 467-8466

156. Hawaii Youth Shelter Network
2006 McKinley Street
Honolulu, HI 96822
Samuel Cox
(808) 946-3635

310

137. Open-Inn
2231 North Indiana Ruins Road

Suite 14
Tucson. AZ 58715
Darlene Dankowski
(602) 296-5437

139. Interface Community
3475 Old Conejo Road
Newbury Park, CA 91320
Kate McLean
(805) 498-6643

141. Diogenes Youth Services
1615 Fifth Street, Suite A

CA 95616
Mark Sussman
(916) 756-5666

143. Youth Advocates. Inc.
1292 Page Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Veronica Reed
(415) 621-2929

145. Youth and Family Center
1752 Tehame Street
Redding, CA 96001
Phil Paulsen
(916) 244-6226

147. Berkeley Youth Alt.
2141 Boner Street
Berkeley, CA 94702
Ed Clarke
(415) 849-1402

169. Casa de Bienvenido
10911 Reagan Street
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
Guadalupe Maldonado
(714) 995-8601
(213) 594-6825

151. Klein Bottle
1311 Anacapa Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Ed Patterson
(805) 963-8775

153. Individuals Now
1303 College Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Mark Any
(707) 544-3299

155. Stepping Stone
1833 18th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90404
Stephine Tainsky
(213) 450-7839

157. Foster Youth Services,
480 Galletti way
Building #12
Reno, NV 89512
Debbie Kennedy
(702) 323 -629G
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For further information on the following projects, contact:

REGION X Administration for Children,
Youth and Families

1321 Second Avenue
MS #811, Arcade Plaza Building
Seattle, WA 98101
Ronald Mowry
(216) 442-0838

158.Family Connection
204 S. 5 Avenue, Suite 215
Anchorage, AK 99501
Jerry Kirk-Kaplan
(907) 279-0551

160.Looking Glass
c/o 1177 Pearl
Eugene, OR 97401
Galen Phipps
(503) 689-3111

162.The Shelter
1545 12th Avenue, South
Seattle, WA 98144
Linda Reppond
(206) 328-0902

164.Skagii
P.O. Box 217
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
Jim Shoop
(206) 755-9132

166.Blaine Family and Youth Center
P.O. Box 1365
Blaine, WA 98230
Ruth Green
(206) 332-5055

159. Bannock Youth Foundation
P.O. Box 2072
Pocatello, ID 83201
Steve Mead
(208) 234-2244

161. Harry's Mother
1942 N.W. Kearney
Portland, OR 97209
Dennis Morrow
(503) 223-6145

163. Northwest Youth Services
P.O. Box 1449
Bellingham, WA 98225
Eli Dotson
(206) 676-1022

165. Catholic Community
Services Northwest

2806 Douglas Avenue
Bellingham, WA 98225
Earl Danglemaier
(206) 733-5800

ADDITIONAL TITLE III GRANTEES

National Conference of State Legislatures
1125 17th Street, #1500
Denver, Colorado 80202
Michelle Magri
(303 623-6600

National Runaway Switchboard
2210 North Halsted
Chicago, Illinois 60614
Cynthia Meyers
(312) 929-5854

.r.
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APPENDIX C - COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CLIENT DATA BETWEEN
FISCAL YEARS 1978 AND 1981

In 1978 approximately 30,000 youth were served by 166 centers funded
as of September 30, 1978. Information from these centers provides
an historical base of comparison for the FY 1981 data contained in
this Appendix. The number of youth served* in I'Y 1981 by 127 of the
169 centers was 35,832.

The following questions and answers provide some insight into
programmatic changes during these p-riods:

*As reported on the Information Collection and Research Evaluation
(ICARE) Form The 42 new grantees were not required to report in

FY 1981.

These figures fluctuate based on a competitive review process,
changing program requirements, and the formula for the allocation of
funds stipulated in the Title III legislation.



Question 1:

Answer:
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Uow many programs existed for runaway and homeless
youth :lationwide?

The number of programs funded by Title III of the
Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (as amended) are shown
below.

Title III
Table 1

Program Distribution
Number of Programs

Region FY 1978 % FY 1981 1

I (MA, VT, CT, ME, NH, RI) 11 6.63 13 7.70

II (NY, NJ, PR, VI) 15 9.04 16 9.47

III (PA, DE, DC, MD, VA, WV) 16 9.64 19 11.25

IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, 21 12.64 20 11.83
NC, SC, TN)

V (IL, IN, MN, OH, WI, MI) 31 18.65 28 16.25

VI (AR, LA, NM, OK, TX) 17 10.24 20 11.83

VII (IA, KS, MO NE) 10 6.03 10 5.92

VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, 11 6.63 12 7.10
UT, WY)

IX (AZ, CA, HI, NV, 22 13.26 2Z 13.02
GU, AS, TT)

X (AK, ID, OR, WA) 12 7.23 9 5.33
166 100.00 169 100.00

r.
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Question 2s How many youth were served by these programs?

Answers The number of youth served by programs in a particular
region were not proportional to the number of programs
in that region. This can be seen by comparing the
data in Table 2 (below) with the information shown in
Table 1.

Table 2
Number of Youth Served

1111JOn FY 1978 % FY 1981 t

I 1,308 4.59 1,999 5.77
II 2,296 8.05 3,290 9.50
III 2,917 10.23 2,634 7.60
IV 5,429 19.03 4,930 14.23
V 5,678 19.90 7,552 21.74
VI 3,148 11.03 4,514 13.03
VII 1,459 5.12 1,529 4.42
VIII 1,187 4.16 1,856 5.36
IX 4,238 14.85 4,781 13.80
X 879 3.08 1s 577 4.55

287539* 100.0 34,662** 100.00

* Approximate - 30,178 forms were received for processing, but
nearly 5.4% were not included in the master data file. Hence,
this is a conservative figure on the number of youth served.

**Approximate - subject to adjustment. Total youth served by 127
centers were 35,832 but rot all data were allocated by ieglon.
Also. the 42 new grantees were not required to report in iY 1981.
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Question 3z What was the difference in service usage by runaway
and homeless males and females?

Answers Our data indicate a decrease of nearly three percent
in the proportion of females who were served by our
programs.

Tabie 3
Sex Distribution of Youth Served

FY 1978 FY 1981
N=28,539 N=35,832 Change

Male 40.6% 43.3% +2.7
Female 59.4 56.7 -2.7

100.0% 100.04

Question 4z

Answer:

What wire the racial/ethnic backgrounds of the runaway
and homeless youth served by the Title III programs?

The information in Table 4 below provides the
percentage distributions for the racial/ethnic
backgrounds of the runaway and homeless youth served
by the centers. The data indicate there was an
increase in the proportion of racial/ethnic minority
youth served.

Table 4
Racial/Ethnic Distribution

FY 1978
N=28,539

FY 1981
N=35,832 Change

White (Not of Hispanic origin) 74.0% 70.0% -4.0%
Black (Not of Hispanic origin) 15.5 18.7 +3.2
Hispanic 6.0 7.2 +1.2
American Indian/Alaskan 2.0 1.8 - .2

Native
Asian/Pacific Islander 1.0 1.5 + .5
Not Indicated in File 1.5 0.8 - .7

100.0% 166:0%
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Question 5:

Answers
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What were the racial/ethnic backgrounds of the male
and female runaway and homeless youth served by the
Title III programs?

The information in Table 5 below indicates that there
was considerable variation in the percentage
distribution of youth served by gender between the
various racial /ethnic background categories. The
whits youth who were served were predominantly
females. This is much less the case for black and
Hispanic youth who were served.

Table S
Sex Distribution of Youth Served

by Racial/Ethnic Background
FY 1981
Nm35.832

Hale Female
Female /Male

Ratio

White (not of Hispanic origin) 29.4 40.61 1.38
Black (not of Hispanic origin) 8.9 9.8 1.10
Hispanic 3.4 3.8 1.12
American Indian/Alaskan .8 1.0 1.25
Native

Asian/Pacific Islander .5 1.0 2.00
Not Indicated In File .3

-1373%
0.5 1.67

Total (See Table 3) 311

Question 6: What was the status of the youth when he or she came
to the shelter?

Answers The national distribution of youth types served
indicated a substantial increase in the percentage and
number of homeless youth over FY 1978. This was
particularly significant because the needs of these
youth for services focused on independent living
instead of services to reunite them uith their
famill.s (which is often the case for runaways).

Table 6
National Distribution of

Youth Types

FY 1978
Nm28,539

FY 1981
835 832 ShAr192.

Runaways 45.2% 40.2% -5.0%
Otherwise Homeless 27.6 34.5 +6.9
Experiencing crisis
but not running away

19.3 20.5 +1.2

Potential runaway 3.4 4.5 +1.1Other 4.5 0.3 -4.2
100. d%

left home by mutual agreement, pushed out, homeless
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Question 7:

Answer:
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Now old were the runaway and homeless youth served by
the shelters?

Our FY 1981 data indicated that the greatest number of
youth served were 15 and 16 years old. This is
consistent with the FY 1978 data. We also noted that
for some ages (13, 14, 15), females outnumbered
males.

Table 7
Age and Sex Distribution of

Youth Served
FY 1981
N=35,832

Male Female
Female/Male

Ratio

Age 12 yrs and under 3.0% 2.8% .93
13 3.6 5.7 1.58
14 6.3 11.1 1.76
IS 8.9 14.0 1.57
16 10.5 13.3 1.27
17 9.8 8.5 .87

Age 18 yrs and older 1.2 1.3 1.08
Total 41711 -5677% ITIT

Question 8:

Answer:

Where was the geographic residence of these runaway
and homeless youth in relation to the project?

The data indicate that for those youth who are served
by the Title III projects, nearly 10 percent are from
a different State, and that an addtional 16 percent of
the youth served resided in the same State as the
project but not the same county as the project.

Table 8
Residence of Youth Served

N.35,832

FY 1981

Same location as 36.6%
project

Same county as 33.5
project

Same state as 16.0
project

Different state 9.7
than project

Not indicated in 2.1
file

Other 2.1

Total 100.0%
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Question 9: Was shelter provided more often to female youth who
are runaways or homeless?

Answer: Our current data (Table 9a) indicate that for youth
receiving services from our projec's, nearly 20
percent more females are not provided shelter than
male youth. In every age category female youth are
not provided shelter more often than hales (Table 9b).

No Shelter Provided

Shelter Provided
Total

Table 9a
Provision of Shelter by Sex

FY 1981

Number of Youth Served
Male Female Total Percent

3,432 5,035 8.467 23.6%

12,092 15,273 27,365 76.4
15,524 20,304. 31:701 TU4764

Table 9b
Number of Youth Served Where There Was No

Provision of Shelter by Age
FY 1981

No Shelter Provided
(8-8,467)

Male Female
Age 12 and Under 436 5.1% 437 5.2%13 314 3.7 500 5.914 514 6.1 926 10.915 653 7.7 1,112 13.116 729 8.6 1,150 13.617 615 7.3 706 8.3Age 18 and Over

.....-k2.1 2.0 204 2.4Total 3,432 WT.3% 37013 -1315:31

Question 10: What was the living situation in which these youth
spent the most time during the past year?

Answer: The data indicate a decrease in the number of youthserved who resided with their parents or legal
guardian and an increase in living situations
involving a relative's home, a friend's home or afoster home.

Table 10
Living Situation of Youth Served

at Time of Service Request

FY 1978 FY 1981828 539
8..35 832

Home with parents or
legal guardian

Relative's home
Friend's home
Foster home
Other

318

82.4%
77.5%3.0 3.9

0.9 .

2.04.14 4.4
9.6

12.2100.0% 100.0%



Question lls

Answer:
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What percentage of the youth served are returned to
the same living situation that existed at the time
of intake?

Over 40 percent of the youth served are not
returned to their same living situation that
existed at the time of intake.

Table Ila
Youth Served Who Return to
Former Living Situation

FY 1981

Male Female
Percent

N .'35,832

Youth who do not
return 6,761 7,872 40.8%

Youth which do
return 7,759 11,095 52.6

Not indicated
in file 670 928 4.5

No response 334 413 2.1
15,524 20,308

For those youth who do not go back to their living
situation (40.8 percent), it is important to examine where these
runaway and homeless youth planned to go. It is of particular
concern that a significant number of these youth plan to live on
the run/street.

Table llb
Plans of Youth Not Returning To
Their Former Living Situation

FY 1981

Male Female
Percent

N-.35,832

Home of parents
or guardian

475 571 2.9%

Relative's home 708 1,100 5.0
Friend's home 483 837 3.7
Foster home 700 864 4.4
On the run/street 1,373 1,723 8.6
Group home 904 884 5.0
Other 2,118 1,892 12.2

6,761 77377 45711%

*individual categories all less than 2%
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Question 121 What were the primary problems experienced by the
runaway and homeless youth.which caused them to seek
services from the projects?

Answers The moat frequent problems cited by youth served at
YDB projects are shown in Table 12 below. These data
indicate that poor communication with parents remains
a major (increasing) issue.

It is also important to note that Health problems
(pregnancyt venereal disease, alcohol or other health
issues) were cited in FY 1981 in a total of 8.5
percent of the responses.

Table 12
Reasons for Seeking Services*

FY 1978
N=28,539

FY 1981
N=35 832

Poor communication with
parents 51.86 56.6%

Parents too strict 34.0 33.6
Truancy 17.91 18.7
Pushed out 14.7 lE 2
Poor self Image . Not avail. 23.2
Parent emotionally neglects
or rejects youth 14.9 16.8

*Note: Multiple responses permitted for each youth
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Question 13:

Answer:
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What services were provided to those runaway and
homeless youth by the projects or through project
staff referrals to other service providers?

It is interesting to note that the service mix is
relatively constant for the two fiscal years shown
below. The actual number of services provided
represents an increase due to the increased number
of youth served.

Table 13
Distribution of Services

Rendered to Youth

Individual counseling
Group oounseling
Family counseling
Medical services
Psychological or
psychiatric services

Legal services
Educational services
Transportation services
Employment services
Recreation services
Living arrangements

Question 14:

Answers

FY 1978
N- 28.539

94.4%
43.7
44.2
13.4

5.0
4.6
8.6

26.9
4.9

Not avail.
18.2

IY 1981
N.35,832

87.5%
45.3
40.9
12.6

3.0
3.6

11.2
26.5
3.9

34.3
13.3

How has the profile of the youth 4erved by YDBprojects changed over time?

Information generated by the YDB projects indicatedthat the general profile of youth served has
remained constant. Specific areas (such asrace/ethnic origin) have changed as indicated inprior tables.

Table 14
Profile of Youth Served

Youth Type - runaway
Sex - Female
Age - 16 years
Race/Ethnic Origin -
white, not of
Hispanic Origin

Living situation (Prior
to services) - Home with
parents or legal guardian

Reason for seeking service -
poor communication
with parents

Services received
shelter
individual counseling

FY 1978
N.284 539-------

FY 1981
8.35,832

45.2%
40.2%59.4
56.725.0
23.8

74.0
70.0

82.4
77.5

51.8
56.6

81.1
76.494.4
87.5

Major Findings

Important findings in this report relate tos (a) increased servicesto minority youth; (b) the dominant service needs of female youth,especially among white youth; (c) the noticable increase in homelessyouth being served: (d) the dominant
service needs of females 13, 14and 15 years old; (e) the within State/out-of-State residenceissues; (f) the extensive number of females not provided shelter whoare 14, 15 and 16 years old: (g) the large number of youth who planto return to the street; and (h) the continuing major problem thatyouth are enperiencing in communicating with tohmitg parents.

1!--

37-681 0-84 -21 321
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APPENDIX D - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND DATA

DIU'S used the sources listed below in preparing the Fiscal Year 1982
Annual Report to the Congress. Since the initial passage of the
Runaway Youth Act in 1974, the information base has increased
substantially.

o The YDB Management Information System--Client and Service Data.

o United States General Accounting Office--Statement of Eleanor
Chtlminsky, Director, Institute for Program Evaluation.
Testimony given to House Subcommittee on Human Resources, U.S.
House of Representatives' Committee on Education and Labor.
May, 1982

o The National Runaway Youth Program: Clients, Services and
Outcomes--Secondary anal7iirsof data compiled on the clients
served by, the Runaway Youth Act funded projects -- Berkeley
Planning Associates, January 1982.

o Annual Reports to the Congress for the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program--DHHS--Fiscal Years 1980 and 1981.

o Fiscal Year 1982 Grantee, Regional Office, Contractor and
Coordinated Network Initiative Reports.

o National Communications System--Annual Reports--1980, 1981, 1982.

o Homeless Youths The Saga of Pushouts and Throwaways in
America--Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution, Committee on
the Judiciary, United States Senate.

o State Legislative Reports--National Conference of State
Legislatures:

Vol. 7, No. 2, Runaway Youth: Government Response to a Serious
National Problem. May, 1982

Vol. 7, No. 6, Status Offenders: Issues in Juvenile Justice.
1982

Vol. 7, No. 8, Youth Alcohol Abuse. 1982

o TestimouClarence E. Hodges, Commissioner, Administration for
Children, Youth and Families. House Oversight Subcommittee on
Human Resources, May 5, 1982. Senate Oversight Subcommittee on
Juvenile Justice, July 22, 1982.

o The Legal Status of AdolescentsOffice of the Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, Department of Health and
Human Services. (1981)
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o Report of the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent
?...1-rimeDepartment of Justice. 1982

o Fifth Annual Analysis and Evaluation of Federal Juvenile
Delinquency Programs--Department of Justice, Coordinating
Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
1982

o Program Announcements--Notice of Financial Assistance
Available--DHHS, (11-82), Justice, (2-82), ACTION, (9-82),
Youth Services Programs.

o Federal Coordinating Council. Work Plan and Priorities --
Federal Register, March 1982, Department of Justice.

o National Academy of Sciences - -Institutionalization and
Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders, Department of
Justice, 1982.

o Annual Report--National Institute of Corrections --
Department of Justice, January, 1983

o Final Report--The Provision of Technical Assistance and
Short-Tern Training to the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act
Funded Programs. Aurora Associates, Inc., Washington,
D.C., March 31, 1982.
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TH1 S1( HI 1 Ale V ')I H/ At 111 AND HUMAN SLR Viti.
Aiol P.:. (p t. 70201

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

fi III
.,

Thank you for your letter regarding certain personnel
changes undertaken within the Office of Human Development
Services (OHDS). Decisions affecting the assignment of staff
within OHDS or in any of the other Operating Divisions of the
Department, are usually made by Heads of those organizations or
by their subordinate managers. In this instance, the actions
were initiated and approved within OHDS. The Assistant
Secretary for Personnel Administration did review the actions
and found them to be in compliance with civil service rules and
regulations.

As you may be aware, OHDS has undergone significant changes
over the past eighteen months due to budget and staff cutbacks
and experienced a reduction-in-force (RIF) in January 1982. In
almost all occasions when an organization undergoes RIF there is
a need to review the utilization of its rematning staff to
assure that there is a proper allocation of staff resources and
talents in order to manage current workload.

In order to offset the overall reduction in staff resource
capability, it is also frequently necessary to make staff
adjustments to foster individual development and the
diversification of staff capability. I any advised that the
staff moves taken within OHDS were for just such purposes. In
addition, three employees were affected by RIF and although they
were entitled to retained grade and salary were occupying
positions of lesser responsibility. These three have been
assigned through promotion or detail to positions more in line
with their background, experience and salary level.

N,
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Page 2 - The Honorable Ike Andrews

I appreciate your interest and concern that these staff
changes not reduce the capacity of OHDS to administer the
programs it is called upon to ilanage. I have been assured that
no adverse program impact is apparent or anticipated as a resultof the changes. It is more likely that the management of someprograms will be improved as a result of the staff deployment.
A table covering the specific moves that interest you isenclosed.

You may be assured of my continuing concern for the
effective and efficient implementation of .he programsadministered by OHDS.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Marga t M. Heckler
Secretary
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CIVIL SERVICE

EMPLOYEE GRADE PREVIOUS ASSIGNMENT NEW ASSIGNMENT DATE STATUS .BACKGROUND

Dominic Mastrapasqua GM-13 Detailed to Acting Detailed to Acting 04-03-E2 Competitive Government Service:

Director, Office of State

and t,ommunity Affairs,
ACYF; on Retained Grade

at GS-15

Executive Director,
PCMR

17 years; HMS: 14 years

H)S: 10 years

Sociologist background

Joan Steward GM-14 Supervisory Equal Equal Employment 05-- (13 Competitive Government Service:

Employment Opportunity
specialist

Manager
13 years; H)S: 6 years

EEO background

Darryl Skinners GS-15 Youth, Development Program Supervisory Youth 05-15-83 Competitive Government Service:

Specialist, loutn Development Program 8 years; HOS: 1 years

Development Bureau,
Division of Runaway Youth

Specialist, Youth
Development Bureau

(Youth Development
Bureau)

Programs Division of Runaway
Youth Programs

Human Development
background

Patricia wood GM-13 Special Assistant, Special Projects 04-15-83 Competitive Government Service:

Administration for Coordinator 5 years; HOS: 4 years;

Native haericans
Public Information/
Affairs background

* Civil Service status did not change with new assignment.
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EMPLOYEE GRADE PREVIOUS ASSIGPMENT NEW ASSIGNMENT DATE

CIVIL SERVICE
STATUS BACKGROUND

Enid Borden GS-14 Detailed from NY Regional Acting Director, OPA 04-18-83 Schedule C
Office;

Johnnie Brooks GM-14 Program Analysis Officer, Deputy Associate 04 -24 -83 Competitive Goverment Service:Office of Program
Coordination and Review;
on Retained Grade at 04-15

Commissioner,
Administration for
Children, Youth
and Families, Office
of Services for

19 years; MS: 6 years;
Social Services
Administration background

Children and Youtn

Caroline Croft 04-13 Supervisory Youtn Agins program 04 -1u -83 Competi ti ve Government Servi:e
Development Special ist Specialist 4 years; PCS: 4 years;

Sociologist background

Bernice Harris EM-13 Supervisory Grants Detailed to 04-03-83 Competitive Government Service:
Management Specialist Administration for 24 years; HDS: 8 years;

Native Americans Grants DaCkround

Janet Hartnett GS-12 Program Analyst; on Program Analyst -- Action Competitive Government Service:
Retained tirade at GM-14 has not been processed

to make her Acting
11 years; MS: 6 years;
Social Work, Social

Director, Division of Services Administration
Policy Coordination,
OPCR because functional
statements have not been
approved. Until approval
of functional statements,

.A.vL: statuL- L

She will probably be
detailed V :hat position.
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BY THE US GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE.

Report To The Chairman, Subcommittee
On Human Resources, Corhmittee On
Education And Labor
House Of Representatives

Better Monitoring And Recordkeeping Systems
Needed To Accurately Account For
Juvenile Justice Practices

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974, as amended. authorizes the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention to provide federal re
sources, leadership, and assistance to state and local gov-
ernments and private organizations in conducting juvenile
justice and juvenile delinquency programs This report
consists of testimony discussing state monitoring efforts
and progress made under 10 of the acts objectives

GAO found that the Office does not ensure That states
verify the accuracy of data in their monitoring reports
which each state must Submit to demonstrate its progress
under the act Therefore, the Office cannot be assured it
has reliable data to properly gauge the progress being
made This report contains examples of inaccurate or
incomplete data upon Which monitoring reports are based
Under 10 of the act's objectives GAO evaluated. GAO
found indications that some progress had been achieved
However. a definitive basis for determining the overall
extent of the progress for any individual objective could not
be made because sufficient data were not available

328
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. MU

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human
Resources

Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This report is the last in a series of reports which
addressed the nine concerns in your April 29, 1983, request con-cerning the manner in which the Office of Juvenile Justice andDelinquency Prevention, Department of Justice, is implementing
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42U.S.C. 5601 et seq.). In response to two of your concerns, thisreport discusses the Office's program to evaluate state monitor-
ing reports and makes observations concerning progress madeunder 10 of the act's objectives. Reports which discuss theother seven issues have been issued and are annotated inappendix I.

This report consists of the statement given before your
Subcommittee. on March 7, 1984. The statement presented ourobservations that state monitoring reports cannot be considered
as sufficiently valid and reliable to measure overall progressin meeting the act's objectives and that some progress has beenmade under 10 of the act's objectives. After completing a moredetailed analysis of questionnaire responses from juvenile jus-tice officials and other data we collected, our observations re-main the same.

As arranged with your office, copies of this report arebeing sent to the Attorney General; the Director, Office ofmanagement and Budget; and other congressional committees havinga jurisdictional interest in the juvenile justice area. Addi-tionally, we will make copies available to others upon request.

Sincerely yours,

. .4C10.ft&APY.11p4M.

William J. Anderson
Director
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Washington, D.C. 20548

FOR RELEASE DURING HEARINGS
SCHEDULED FOR MARCH 7, 1984

STATEMENT OF

ARNOLD P. JONES

SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

GENERAL GOVERNMENT DIVISION

ON

FEDERAL JUVENILE JUSTICE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we appreciate
the opportunity to testify before you today on our preliminary
observations concerning the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention's program to evaluate state monitoring
reports and the administration's statements that the objectives
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
have been largely accomplished. In response to your April 29,
1983, request we expect to issue a report to you later this
year.

The act was established with several basic objectives.
Three of these objectives have been cited by the Department of
Justice as key. They are (1) deinstitutionalize status offend-
ders and juveniles not charged with an offense; (2) separate
juveniles from incarcerated adults; and (3) remove juveniles
from adult incarceration facilities. The administration has
claimed that the first two of these objectives--not incarcerat-
ing status and nonoffenders and separating juveniles from
incarcerated adults--have been largely accomplished. They base
this claim on data provided in mcitoring reports that states
are required by the act to submit to the Office. Progress on
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t'io third Jomoval of joveniles frtin adult in-
carcli s !),en limited hecacse, according to
the act, st.,tes are not rlitired to accomplish this objective
until 1985. Using the data provided on the first two objectives
and defining the other objectives as responsibilities that the
states already have the capability of meeting, the administra-
tion has argued that the program has accomplished its objec-
tives.

We were al,ked to present our a,ess-ment of the Office's
program to evaluate state monitoring sports and the validity of
the conclusions diwn frtim thcri by tlie rw,i'.rtm.-nt of Justice.
In our examination, we found that the Ofice do .s not (:valuate
the reliability and validity of the rata 0.at :re nitted as
part of the state monitoring roports. Our r.;vi..w and
recent prior reviews have fourd evid,nce of ira.ceirato and in-
complete local records upon which the state monitoring reports
are based. Consequently, state monitoring reports cannot he
considered as se.ficiently valid and reliable to measure pro-
gress in meeting the remaining objectives in Lhe act. I would
now like to provide more detail on the results, to date, of our
assessment.

THE OFFICE DOIS NOT V41.IDATE
MONITORING DATA

The act requires that states applying for grants authorized
under the act have an adequate system for monitoring jails, de-
tention facilities, correctional and nonsecure fa-
cilities to rncnre that the objectives of not incnIcetating
f,tatos off-odors, e-prating juveniles from incarc:rated adults,
and ,:novinq juveniles Nom adult facilitis ate met. The
Offie defined the t.rm 0.1,.quate throgh its r;,qulations
policies. The act 31..10 .quires that ftat,s annual re-
ports on the rsults of Foich .i.onit.uing to the :i0ministrator of.
the OfficP.

Thc otfic do,' !lot a ft, 1.11 policy or guidelines re-
gull :,g its .;taff to validate ..-nitoring rports. Office staff
memb,is told us ti.), rely on data in the monitoring reports to
deteilrine k.mpli--wo with the three objectives And do not ques-
tion the ,!atas:; ocuidcy. ender the act and Office policy, each
:tote is given the lpon.ibility for establishing its own sys-
tm for monitoring .(.mpliarce with the act's key objectives -a

FILMED FROM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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State monitoring systems

Office policy requires that every facility in a state that
may be used for detention of juveniles prior to disposition
(jails, lockups, detention centers) or commitment of juveniles
after disposition (training schools) must be monitored and in-
'spected through on-site visits. If this is not possible, a
random sample of facilities must be inspected to verify the data
in the monitoring report. Based on telephone interviews with
officials from 24 states, we found that the states' verification
processes ranged from none in 4 states to on-site verification
of data from eel facilities in two states. Other methods used
by the remaining states included interviewing local officials
and examining records at a sample of the facilitie!..

We have discussed monitoring system problems and recom-
mended corrective actions in two prior reports. In our June 5,
1978, report entitled "Removing Status Offenders From Secure
Facilities: Federal Leadership and Guidance Are Needed," we
reported that state monitoring systems to determine compliance
with the act's objectives had not been established and that
reliable juvenile detention and commitment data did not exist.
Our March 22, 1983, report entitled "Improved Federal Efforts
Needed to Change Juvenile Detention Practices," showed that the
five states we visited had not established comprehensive moni-
toring and recordkeeping systems for detention facilities, espe-
cially jails and lockups. These states could not provide us
with accurate data on the total number of juveniles held in de-
tention facilities. Further, the local facilities' records were
often inaccurate or incomplete.

The Office has not completed its efforts in response to our
recommendations. For example, we recommended that the Office
assist states and localities in improving their monitoring and
recordkeeping systems to adequately account for juvenile deten-
tion practices. The Office has developed recordkeeping and data
collection policies and practices though, to date, these poli-
cies and practices have not been issued to the states.

Recent evidence indicates that state monitoring systems
still have problems. Criminal Justice Council officials in 21
of 40 states and state agency officials in 19 of 33 states re-
sponding to our questionnaire,1 stated that the assistance,

1See appendix II for a discussion of our questionnaire method-
ology.

.
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oth.r t' in by the Office to estahlih and
Otove Ciir 1,0nitoring and data collection systrms was loss
than needed,

We interviewed state and local juvenile justice officials,
tx0mined records, and irplpected a limited number of state and
local facilities in North Carolina and Texas to obtain firsthand
information on monitoring practices and juvenile justice activ-
it its. qcati:;e of the small number of facilities time allowed
us to inspect, our findings are not necessarily indicative of
other facilities in the states. In North Carolina, the agency
which monitors compliance under the act tas to rely on data
supplied by other state agf,ncies hr,-iu:;e it lacks state level
authority to collect data from facilities. The z,nency that
collects data from local jails and 1(1.i:teal's does not verify the
number of juveniles held or the length of ,itay.

The North Carolina official who prr,cared the 1482 report
told us that ,rata necessary to accurately answer questions in
the mmitoring t ports were noc collected and the roported
numbers ,.:(,re pro!-ably inaccurate. Another North Carolina offi-
cial who ptc!..ard the most recent reports said that the accuracy
of the!-,e reports was goPstionahle because appropriate data was
not avAilablP. the North Carolina Covernor's Crime Commission
is cuti.ntly rvi wing (ach state agency's reporting needs so it
can devise a Form that facilitaies timely and accurate report-
ing.

r, xis I. --I its .u.paration data in 1982 and prior ye.its on
the of j;vnilos held in jails, hut not whether the jails
provid-d -ight and --und .separation. WP inspected four jails in
1983 and found that two jails certified to hold juveniles had
detaind an ,stimited 400 juveniles in 1982 and did not provide
sound ,er.iration.

In Texa; wP also found:

--The oate statictics ii!..d to prepare the monitoring
repott did not include detained juveniles who w(:re not
charged with an offense and, starting in 1481, only
rivants and runaways were reported as status offt-nders,
while 1,o7:::ession of alcohol and "all other status
offenders" were dropped.

ride county we viqited did not teport detained juveniles,
inclhding ,status offenders and nonoffendots, if they were
detained pending transfer to child welfare or another
do I I dm
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--Two of the six counties we visited, with the third andeighth largest juvenile populations in the state,reclassified status offenders as delinquents if thejuvenile had ever been referred to court for a delinquentoffense, regardless of the outcome of .,that referral.

OBSERVATIONS OF PROGRESS
CONCERNING THE ACT S OBJECTIVES

In your April 1983 letter you 'also requested that we pro-vide information on accomplishments under 10 objectives in theact. As discussed, the act provides specific time frames andrequires the states to monitor
accomplishments under threeobjectives--deinstitutionalization of status offenders and non-offenders, separation of juveniles from adults, and removal ofjuveniles from adult facilities. We recognize that while notall of the remaining objectives may lend themselves to beingquantitatively measured, clearly some can be. But for there tobe e useful evaluatiOn of any of the 10 objectives, criteria andvalid data collection strategies are essential. Because theOffice has not required rigorous data collection procedures, thestate monitoring reports are not, in our opinion, a definitivebasis for drawing conclusions about the overall effectiveness ofthe act with respect to any individual objective.

We made the following observations concerning each objec-tive based on the results of a nationwide questionnaire,national estimates based on juvenile justice court cases, anddetailed work in North Carolina and Texas. We used question-naires to obtain information from all states participating inthis program, a random sample of judges who belong to theNatiunal Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, and ajudgmentally determined sample of juvenile advocacy groups. Thenational estimates of juvenile justice statistics were preparedfor us by the National Center for Juvenile Justice.2

2The estimates were prepared for us by the National Center forJuvenile Justice, Research Division, National Council ofJuvenile and Family Court Judges. The esimtates are based onall available data, about 500,000 case records for both years,from juvenile courts in 676 of 3,141 counties in 1975 and 924of 3,137 counties in 1981, the latest available year. Thesecounties represented about. 34 percent of the juveniles in theunited States but were no:. randomly selected.

4.
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2et states that within 3 years after a state begins
otic4i-iting in the formula grant program, juveniles who have
.mitted offenses that would not be considered criminal if com-

mittd by an adult or such nonoffenders as dependent or ne-
glected children shall not be placed in secure detention or cor-
rectional facilities.

National estimates show that in 1981, about 37,000 status
offeL.leis referred to juvenile court were detained in secure
f.wilitis, as eopared to r,abaout 127,000 in 1975. Progress in
rvioving status and nonoffenders from secure facilities was
elai:r.d by Criminal Justice Councils in 35 of 39 states respond-
ing to our questionnaire, with the remainder claiming the objec-
tive had been accomplished. Even with this progress, Council
officials in 31 of 40 states reported the need for continued

funding to support this objective.

:4toti,.tios available in North Carolina show that it has
de loirs in rdocing the number of status offenders held in

.cure facilities, but the state juvenile justice coordinator
told us ,,tie was imertain over the actual number of status
ir., !.tG hold. Texas N.onitoring data showed the number of
-tat.es of f idrs detaied over 48 hours, excluding weekends aed

detased from about 4,000 in 1915 to about 1,000 in
1'482.

r.'.1,1,tion of J.venils from Adults

The act ptovides that juveniles shall not he detained or
cr.nfined in .lny intitution in which they have regular contact
with ihe;:tetwd adults. The Office defines the term "regular
.litaet." to ;,..an that incarceiated juveniles and adults cannot

ah .0l,er and no conversation is possible.

rt(.gte';s in accomplishing this objective was claimed by
Criminal Justice Councils in 30 of 40 states responding to our
questionnaire, with nine Councils reporting their states had
aeet mplished it. Council respondents in 25 states also said
thre is a continued need for federal funding to support this
objt.ctive. Acotding to 60 judges, either the current number of
proqidms or more are needed in their jurisdictions to accomplish
this objective.
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In our March 1983 report, we showed that the five states we
visited had generally improved their practices of separating
juveniles from adults. We found, however, incidents of inade-
quate separation, separation under harsh or isolating condi-
tions, and locations where we could not determine whether
compliance was achieved.

In our current review, we also found incidents of inade-
quate separation. We visited two jails in North Carolina that
were certified to hold juveniles. The jailers at these facil-
ities told us they did not provide sound separation for all
juveniles. On the basis of our observations and discussions
with local officials, we concluded that two of four jails in
Texas did not provide sound separation. Local court officials
agreed with our conclusions.

Removal of Juveniles
from Adult Facilities

The act provides that, after December 8, 1985, no juveniles
shall be detained or confined in any adult jail or lockup,
except in low population density areas. In these areas, tempo-
rary detention in adult jails is permitted for juveniles accused
of serious crimes against persons.

According to the latest available Bureau of Justice Statis-
tics Bulletin, the estimated number of juveniles in adult jails
on June 30, 1982, about 1,70- vas unchanged from the number
reported more than 4 years earlier. The Bureau further esti-
mates that, if the average daily population approximates 1,700
and if the average stay is 2 days, more than 300,000 juveniles
were held in jail during the preceding 12-month period.

Data concerning this objective was first required in the
,1982 monitoring reports. Although data was not available for
all states, the Office determined that 14 states had complied.
Juvenile justice agency officials in the 38 states responding to
our questionnaire provided the following perspective on
progress.

--In 1982, nine states held all of their juveniles detained
prior to disposition in facilities exclusively for
juveniles.

--In 1982, 24 states held all of their juveniles committed
to rehabilitation in facilities exclusively for juve-
niles.

'Le
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iarl ITade progress but hAd not
ac!ii.ved this objective. North Carolina law requires that all
juveniles he removed from ,dolt jails by July 1, 1984. Accord-
ing to state officials responsible for fulfilling this require-
ment, they may miss this deadline but should meet the act's
December 1985 deadline.

According to Texas Criminal Justice Division officials,
their largest juvenile justice challenge is removing all juve-
niles from adult jails. They reported to the Office that insuf-
ficient. state and local funds are :iailable for regional
detention facilities and, that the state c%nnot m?et the act's
December 1985 deadline unless f.-dral reds are r:1 so provided
for the construction and renovation of tl,se flcilitips.

Reducing the Number of Secure
Detentions+ and Commitments

The act states, in part, that formula grant funds shall be
used for programs to increase usage of nonsecure facilities and
discourage secure incarceration and detention.

National estimates indicate that secure commitments after
diposition have increased and secure detentions before disposi-
tion have drea'ied. The National Center for Juvenile Justice
estimates that, in 1975 the courts committed about 67,1)00 juve-
niles to institutions compared to about 83,000 in 1981. The
Center also estimates that in 1975 about 339,000 of the juve-
niles referred to juvenile court were held in secure detention
facilities, clmpared to about 270,000 in 1981.

In our questionnaire, Criminal Justice Council officials in
34 of 40 states reported progress in reducing secure detentions
before di-position and 35 of 40 reported progress in reducing
secure commitments after disposition. Thirty seven of 40 Coun-
cils rportd a continued need for federal funding to further
reduce .ecure detentions while 36 reported they needea federal
funding to reduce secure commitments.

Progress is also evident in North Carolina and Texas.
North Carolina studies show that admissions to juvenile deten-
tion entes decreased by 30 percent between 1978 and 1982,
while training school admissions decreased by 53 percent between
1974 and 1982. A 1982 survey showed that the greatest juvenile
justice need at the local level in Texas was for more short- and
lonq-tim alternatives tc reduce the number of juveniles placed
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in secure detention and correctional facilities. State statis-
tical reports show, however, that the number of juveniles
detained after referral decreased by 8 percent between 1976 and
1982.

Due Process and Procedural Safeguards

The act authorizes "Special Emphasis" grants, in part, to
improve the juvenile justice system to conform to standards of
due process.

Criminal Justice Council o'aicials responded in our ques-
tionnaire that 29 of 40 states have made progress in this
objective, and 5 others have accomplished it. A continued need
for federal funding under this objective was reported, however,
by 35 states.

Concerning procedural safeguards, the juvenile court judges
generally responded that all or almost all juveniles in their
jurisdictions were afforded due process and procedural safe-
guards, and these rights were explained to the juveniles.

- -About 93 percent of the jurisdictions explained to
juveniles that they have the right to remain silent and
the right to an attorney.

- -About 90 percent explained to juveniles that their
statements could be used against them.

--About 97 percent provided the juveniles with the right to
P '.mpartial decisionmaker.

'm the other hand, a majority of the jurisdictions did not
'covi juveniles with the right to a trial by jury and bail.

De./ nquency Prevention

The act states, in part, that formula grants shall be used
for developing, maintaining, and expanding programs and services
designed to prevent juvenile delinquency.

Preventing delinquency, as a concept, is agreeable to most,
but the reality of how to define or accomplish it and how to
know when it is substantially accomplished is difficult to
address. We identified indicators concerning progress under
this objective. For example, national estimates show that the
delinquency arrest rate per 100,000 juveniles, aged 10 through
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7, ! 1 by 3 p.,ic.nt he!wcfen 1915 and 1981. This in.34ica-
r, .'dews police activity, but not necessarily changes

in dellLiuent octivity.

Criminal Justice Council officials in 37 of 40 states
leponded to our questionnaire that progress has been achieved
:der this objective. All 40 expressed a continued need for
federal funding to accomplish it.

Roth morth Carolina and Texas funded statewide prevention
programs to keep students in school rather than suspending or
expelling them. Wh.le the number of programs in North Carolina
increased from 37 in 1977 to 98 in 1982, indicators show that

--the dropout rate per 1,000 juveniles, aged 19 through
17, decreased by 24 percent;

--the rate of suspensions increased by 2 percent; and

--the expulsion rate increased by 28 percent.

According to a Texas report, approximately 92 percent of
the juveniles who would have otherwise been suspended or
expelled from school in 21 communities were returned to regular
clrooms. The report also stated that law enforcement offi-
cers in one community had noted a corresponding reduction in
daytime flutglaries which they attributed to the program keeping
unsupervised juveniles off the streets.

Diverting Juv.eniles jrpmthe
Juvenile Just ice System

The act states, in part, that formula grant funds shall be
used for developing, maintaining, and expanding programs and
Iervies derigned to divert juveniles out of the juvenile
justice -)-;t(m.

Progress under this )bjective is difficult to measure
ld-,fle%e juveniles may be "diverted" out of the system at differ-
ent times, depending on how diversion is defined. For example,
the police may "divert" a juvenile simply by not arresting or
r.ferring the juvenile to court. These diversions are not
always recorded.

We identified ,several indicators of juvenile diversion
beino prdvtic,.d. For example, national estimates show that
about 70 percent of the juveniles referred to court in both 1975
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and 1981 did not go through the full adjudication process.
Also, North Carolina revised its juvenile code in 1979 to keep
juveniles away from the juvenile court system if possible.
Texas statistical information shows that the police counseled
and released 38 percent of the juveniles arrested in 1982 and
the courts diverted about 69 percent of referrals out of the
juvenile system.

Resolve Problem of Serious
Crime by Juveniles

The act states, in part, that formula grant funds shall be
used in developing, maintaining, and expanding programs and
services designed for juveniles who have committed serious
crimes, particularly programs which are designed to improve
sentencing procedures, provide for informed dispositions, and
provide for effective rehabilitation. While not required, the
Office encourages states to allocate a minimum of 30 percent of
the formula grant funds to programs designed for serious and re-
peat offenders.

Changes in the level of serious crime, like several other
objectives, can he measured in different ways. We obtained
estimates which show that referrals for crimes against persons
and those against property increased by 26 percent and 3 per-
cent, respectively, from 1975 to 1981. Other estimates, how-
ever, show that arrests for crimes against persons stayed about
the same between 1975 and 1981 and arrests for crimes against
property decreased by 7percent.

nn the other hand, Criminal Justice Council officials re-
sponded to our questionnaire that 29 of 40 states had made pro-
gress in programs or juveniles committing serious crime and 39
said there was a continued need for federal funding to support
these programs.

North Carolina statistics show that juvenile arrests for
"major crimes" decreased about 23 percent between 1976 and
1981. The extent of serious crime by juveniles in Texas had not
been established but reports showed that, from 1978 through
1982, about i percent of court referrals were for violent crimes
and about 36 percent were for crimes such as burglary and theft.

Advocacy Activities to
Improve Services for Youth

The act states, in part, that formula grant funds shall be
used for projects designed to develop and implement programs

3 4
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...tr./Hies aimed at improving servic.s for
d the rights of youth of by the juvenile jus-

t ...e em.

Our questionnaire results indicate that organizations advo-
cating improved juvenile justice and improved juvenile services
are active in 28 of 32 states. In our state work we found that
there were 80 statewide and about 34 local youth advocacy groups
in North Carolina in May 1983. We visited two statewide organi-
zations and a local organization and were told that advocacy
groups tive prompted legislative and policy changes at the state
level and increased public awareness of juvenile issues at the
local level.

The primary advocacy group in Texas, the Texas Coalition
for Juvenile Justice, attempts to influence the state legisla-
ture on policy issues related to juvenile justice. The Coali-
tion's director explained that it has worked to improve services
throughout the state and, partly through its lobbying efforts,
Texas established a Juvenile Probation Commission in 1981 to

--,.ake juvenile probation services available throughout
the state,

--mAe probation services more effective,

-provide alternatives for delinquent juveniles through
state aid to probation departments, and

eniform probation standards.

Community-tw:sed Alternatives
to leatceration

The act states, in part, that formula grant funds shall be
used in dr:.;eloping, maintaining, and expanding programs and
services to provide community-based alternatives to secure de-
tention facilities and secure correctional facilities.

Our survey showed that although the participating states
had made progress in developing and expanding community-based
alternatives, there were indications that this objective has not
been fully accomplished. Specifically, 22 of 37 state agencies
indicated that the number of nonsecure community-based facil-
ities is less than adequate. The following factors were re-
ported as hindering the development of alternatives in come of
the 38 states we surveyed:

r
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--Disagreement about the importance of alternatives (23
states).

- -Resistance from communities where facilities could be
located (36 states).

--Availability of funding (36 states).

- -Availability of transportation (16 states).

Further, all 38 states said the future federal role in develop-
ing community-based alternatives should remain the same as it is
now or be expanded.

Our work in North Carolina and Texas supports the survey
results. A 1982 Texas study showed that only 20 of 136 county
departments reported sufficient resources to meet short-term
alternative placement needs and 26 reported being able to meet
long-term alternative placement needs. Our analysis of this
study showed that 85 percent of the counties do not have commu-
nity-based alternatives to incarceration.

The Community-based Alternative Program in North Carolina,
however, report^d expanding programs from 152 in 1977 to 302 in
1982. The assistant program director said that shortages still
exist in 20 eastern and 5 western counties.

Federal Presence in Juvenile Justice

Top officials in the Office told us the current administra-
tion believes that the states have demonstrated their ability to
meet the . 't's objectives without continued federal involve-
ment. They explained that the accomplishments in deinstitution-
alizing status offenders and separating juveniles from adults
demonstrate the state and local capability of achieving the
act's objectives.

State juvenile justice officials responded to our question-
naire that, although the federal proportion of total funds ex-
pended to prevent, control, and treat juvenile delinquency ih
small, it has been a factor in making progress under the objec-
tives. The average federal proportion reported by Council offi-
cials was 5 percent for fiscal year 1983. At least 29 of 40
Council officials responded, for each objective, that the Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 was a factor
in the progress achieved. State agency officials' responses to
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th10, % :y hut a rajolity d
:Ince ir ,.d r !le t as a factor in the ptog(.- 3
art) I or all t j...t1.(s except due tt`f fr., 1111. I !,0
was repotted as a factor in 15 of 18 ',titres.

We also (kd Council officials what the effect would he on
the current effort for each objective if thoy no longer received
federal funds. A majority of the respondents said that their
current efforts would he reduced for al) objectives except se-
paation and due process. Tn addition, all 40 of the Council
officials said that federal funding should I.-ain the 5-,Ime or he
expanded and 38 said federal la?-!.:hip, that ;s, fldentifying
national prictities, ;:etting national objectix.s, etc., ohold
also remain the same or he exparal4d. 1,41c, wise, j!.-nile justice
ilgency officials in 33 of 38 states aid fed(al fnding should
remain the same or he expanded and f(.deral leadership
should remain the same or he expanded. Juvenile court judges
had similar opinions for their jurisdictions. Ninety percent
said federal funding should he expanded or remain the same and
80 percent said federal leadership should he expanded or remain
the

This c(-r,,1 .1des my pleparod statement. We hope this infor-
mation and the detailed information in our report later this
year will sist the -ubcommittee in its considerations concern-
ing 1,auth)rization of the Juvenile Justice and nolinqn,ncy pre-
venti"n Act of 1574. We would to pleased to re;.pond to any
questions at this timp.
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The Honorable Charles A. 8c.sher
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. towsher;

APPENDIX I

WOOF =Oa.
?NOW oft.'ten MOM 11
Wilt MaimIii 11111110MIR amen VW

As you are aware, the Subcoemittse on Human Resources, which I chair, has
House jurisdiction over the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601) and specifically over the Office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention (0.7.1DP), authorised by Title II of the
Act. During the past several ponths, a number of rather serious allegations
have been raised concerning the manner in which the legislation is being
implemented. To avoid any appearance of partisan motivation, I would oar":
nuth like to request that the General Accounting Office assist the Subcom-
mittee by investigating the following areas of concern.

1. On March 9, 1983, the late Congressman Phillip Barton wrote
the Acting Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention protesting "apparent harassment"
of the Coleman Children and Youth Services in San Francisco.
The letter is enclosed. The Coleman program was reportedly
visited by an unnamed OJJDP employee and told that they
would have to repay some $55,000 in disallowed expenses
only short Cies after a Department of Justice audit found
no problems with the proem. It would be appreciated if
the General Accounting Office would: a) examine the circum-
stances under which the OJJDP employee in question reviewed
the Coleman Children and Youth Services program to determine
if the review was conducted properly and if it could be
construed to be harassment; (b) exaeine the validity of the
review itself and the subsequent demand for repayment: and.
(C) determine if there has bean pattern of this type of
review or selective audits of other advocacy or delinquency
prevention grantees which sight constitute harassment Since
the current Deputy Administrator has been acting in the capacity
of Administrator. (aim note: See p. 19, note a.)
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'age Two

2. The National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency ?re%ention is required by law to consist of
15 =embers. It is further required that 10 - embers be
present as a quot-zm; that five members be under 24 ears
of age at the time of their appointment; and, that at
:east two :e -:ems shall have been tr shall be at the
time of :heir 1;7ointment under the !drisdiction of the

:ust:ze sysz-v2). So far as ' LM aware, the
?res:dent 'as vet to race all 15 -.embers. At :ne same
::me, I _ndersiand that several --.eett-gs have taken p:ace,
some wi:cut a ,.,c)rum present. It .ould be appreciated if
you would examine the : peration of the National Acvisory
Ccamittee to determine if it has been zperating ,iuring this
Administration in ccapliance with the law and u-nother, and
to what extent, a misexpenditure of public fonds has occurred.
((lA0 note: See p. 19, note b.)

1. :t as beee repot-zed :nat the current Acting Acministrator
of n,;:DP '.as rec:iced as such as a 50 percent :ash -arch
-rntribution frcm soth Part IS and Part C grantees. This
,.oe:d seem to uto:ste the provisions of Section 228(c) of
the Act. Th h.e appreciated if the General Accounting
Offtze wou:d erermine :nether such actions have occurred
And, if $c), if 'ley ire legal and meet the intent of the Act.
:A0 note; See p. 19, note e.)

It ,As been r.00rted that a "drug suppression" prafecr has
o.n ,...ared .. a nLober cf sites from Parr 8 ',pee:al v.7pi-asis

7'.:e a;:p..a:S to be no apprzarlate authcritarion wi:'in
ce.!ton :: for such a program. F.Irrherm:cre, s:-ce grantees
.ere a.:1C,.:7'leC at tr.e sae 7.ne the initiative as a--soLnced.
It A7.7.;'A:s ;-at :he a:ards were anti-ctm=etiiive and ,r) viz:at:on
of part 5, Fec!:on 2:5 application :equirenent9.
e ,ppte':ated 'e: '-ran Ac,73eniing Office uou:d invest:-
.ore :he fot-ull:lor and award of the )1:zoression grants
to fcaard 73 'ne :ega:ity of :-.:11dIng :h :s protect ,hoar the
i,t of:;:es :f Sectit,n and is terms of wr.ether mne require-
-ee:s of :75 'ave been violated. 4e would also appre-
.;-ite ael.-eation of anortoriate :real And legislative remedies,
if Jialatttns 'ave ;TAO note: See p. 19, note d.)

5 as '.een 7eoor 4c '%alt -he Acting Admin.ctrator plans to
luarl s,me S9 ;._. :on to ?art 3 Soerial tone. asis funs for a
-serial nutter _.:outer 'aeration." Tf this renort is tr.4e.
:-e tope of przgram allegedly envisioned again aces not seem
to f.11: --zer Ie d.):.'oe::v :or l'eet Coegressiznal
intent for :his :egislation. A review of the legalliv of 7'!1S

,cep 4,t'.'.ot'..: =cella :hereftre be V117.7e.ated.
no!e: Coe o. 19, note e.)
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APPENDIX I

The (onorable ,:har.es A. 3owsher
April :9, 1983

Page Three

APPENDIX I

6. Allegations have been made that 4 "bit list" of personnel
exists and that professional staff within the Office are
being transferred both withii and outside the agency to
further the Administration's goal of eliminating the program
and to harass career employees with philosophical differences
from the current Administration. It would be appreciated if
the General Accounting Office would review the personnel actions
:Nat have occurred with esai..1 to consultant contracts and career
employees at the GS-12 level and above since the new Acting
Administrator assumed his duties to determine if any improprieties
have occurred. Again, a delineation of any appropriate remedies,
should abuses be found, would be appreciated.
(GAO note: See p. 19, note f.)

7. Reports have also been made of excessive travel costs on the
part of the Acting Administrator, his assistants, and the two
Deputy Administrators, since their respective appointments. A
::,eneral Accounting Office review of these travel expenses and
the appropriateness of such travel would be appreciated.
(GAO note: See p. 19, note g.)

3. Pursuant to the most General Accounting Office report on OJJDP,
released march 22, 1983, there would seem to be some disparity
between the monitoring reports received by OJJDP and the site
visit repor:s from the General Accounting Mice. This raises
the question of whether OJJDP is in any way .valuating the
monitoring reports it receives from the States and whether it
has in place its own program to monitor State compliance with
the Act's mandates. It would be appreciated if the General
Accounting Office would review whatever program OJJDP has in
place to evaluate State monitoring reports and monitor State
compliance with the Juvenile Justice Act mandates.

(GAO note: This issue is discussed in the body of this
report.)

4. 1..ast of all is a troader concern. For the last three fiscal
years, the Administration has requested zero funds for the
)JJDP based on their assertion that the Office has fulfilled
its objectives. 'While I believe that substantial and surprising
progress, considering the 9..*.am's comparatively small size.
has been made toward realizing some legislative objectives, it
is difficult to substantiate -Jaime that those objectives have
been accomplished. It would be appreciated if the General
Accounting Office would investigate the claims made by the
Administration that the Act's , bjectives have been realized and
determine if indeed those claims are valid. Any determination
of the basis on which the Administration made these claims would
also be helpful. :n addition to the objectives of the deinstitu-
tionalization of status offenders, the separation of juveniles
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The Honorable Charles A. Sowsher
April 29, 19d1
Page Four

At -14DtX I

from regular contact with adults, and reductions in detention
and commitments, which I understand the Ceneral Accounting
Office has already investigated, t would also like information
on the additional objectives of the Act:

' Delinquency prevention

Diversion

Community -based alternative to incarceration

Advocacy for improved services and improved administration
If juvenile justice

Due process and procedural safeguards

Complete removal of juveniles from adult facilities

yelp resolve the problem of juveniles who commit serious
crimes

ii3A0 note: This issue is discussed in the body of this
report.)

I -ertainly realize that this is a varied request and that :he tompletion of
requested tasks will take varying &mounts of time. Since cversight hearings
are antictpated to the fall and reauthorization hearings early next year
and given the importance of.each item, it would, therefore, be Appropriate to
relate to us the results of the various reviews as they are cocpleted. lbtaining
answers to some of the legal questions may yell require little ::me for completion,
whereas other items. more evaluative in nature, ray consume -tore. We ...nuld not
want to sacrifice the quality of these reviews for expedience and therefore would
be willing to accept periodic cral reports on the results of the revtevs until
such time as the various written reports are completed. ?lease conti.,ct
Mr. Gordon Raley, Subcommittee Staff Director, to discuss the details of this
request.

I very much appreciate your assistance regarding these :matters.

in erelvfebrs. "

//CLAY/4- _V
Ike kndrews
Chairman

IA:grd

7nclosure

FILMED FrtrX.,1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

.

3417
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

Notes

a. This issue is discussed in GAO's report Youth Advocacy Grant
Audits (April 12, 1984, GAO/GGD-84-43).

b. This issue is discussed in GAO's report Appointments to
and Operations of the National Advisory Committee for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (Nov. 30, 1983,
GAOIGGD- 84 -8).

c. This issue is discussed in GAO's report Propriety of
Nonfederal Cash Matching Requirements for Juvenile Justice
Grants (Dec. 9, 1983, GAO/GGD-84-28).

d. This issue is discussed in GAO's report Drug Suppression/
Habitual Offender Program Awards Were Proms. (April 3, 1984,
GAO/GGU-84-44).

e. This issue is discussed in GAO's report The Proposed Missing
Children and Serial Murder Tracking PrOgraM is Not Eligible
TUrnieniie *lustre. and Delinquency prevention Act Special
Emphasis Funds (Nov. 16, 1983, GAO/GGD-84-7).

f. This issue is discussed in GAO's report Propriety_of
Personnel Actions and Use of Consultants by the Otfice of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (April 3, 1984,
UTOrdZI7784-45).

g. This issue is discussed in GAO's report Travel by the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention's
Administrator and His Staff was Reasonable and Appropriate
(Dec. 9, 1983, GAO/GGD-84-1817
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t) to our in-depth r,view of juvenile justice
systi:,:is in '.;urth Carolina and Texas, we obtained a national
1.oispctive on juvenile justice issues by surveying

--the director of the Criminal Justice Council, if one
existed, in each state participating in the formula
grants program;

-the Chairman of the juvenile justice State Advisory
Group, if one existed, in each state participating in
the formula grants program;

--a ropi,sontative of a state agency responsible for
administering juvenile justice functions in each state
paiticipilting in the formula grants program;

-t!,e ditector of one juvenile justice advocacy group
from rach state participating in the formula grants
program; and

a raodom !'.1..ple of juvenile court judges who are members
of the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges.

%,'I-SeiU\NAIliF. DATA

dit%;t:ed question.laires tailored to each of these
gtoops The instruments were pretested with members of each
group in two stites and refined based on pretest results.

The questionnaires were designed to obtain both objective
ri .itiitudinal data reflecting a mix of state, judicial, and

.10vocdcy group vi::ws and experiences related to juvenile jus-
tice. As a whole, questionnaires provided information about

the availability of and need for facilities and services
for juveniles and juvenile offenders;

--place...ent practices for and procedural safeguards
afforded juveniles in the judicial system;

349
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--sources and uses of juvenile justice funds, and states'
need for funding and other support;

- -the role of advocacy groups and the effect of their
efforts in the juvenile justice area;

- -progress states have made toward accomplishing specific
objectives of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, and the role funding
and other support under the act has played in this
process; and

--opinions of what the nature and magnitude of the federal
role in juvenile justice should be.

RESPONSE RATES

The table below shows the number of individuals surveyed in
September 1983 from each group and the number of respondents.

Survey group Number surveyed Number responded

.Directors of Criminal
Justice Councils 46 41

Chairpersons of State
Advisory Groups

Representatives of
State Agencies

Representatives of
Advocacy Groups

Juvenile Court Judges

44 26

47 38

47 32

186a 95

aWe sent questionnaires to 186 judges, but 54 of them responded
that they were no longer juvenile court judges. The 54 were
not included in the 95 responses we analyzed.

One individual from the Criminal Justice Council, one fror
the state agency, and one from the State Advisory Group in each
state that was a formula grant participant, was sent a question-
naire. Some of the respondents did not answer every question in
the questionnaire so the response rate may vary by question.
Reported responses from these three groups in each state repre-
sent the views and experience of all states participating in the
program.

f pry yrops and j,)dgos ..utveyed,nly t-ptt!.;-1.t.tt..i, of those groups and judges who
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UNITEDSTATTSGENERALACCOUNTINGOFFICE

WASHINGTON. D.C. Me

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Human Resources

Committee on Education and
Labor

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

November 16, 1983

Subject: The Proposed Missing Children And Serial Murder
Tracking Program Is Not Eligible For Juvenile
Justice And Delinquency Prevention Act Special
Emphasis Funds (GAO/GGD-84-7)

This letter is one of a series which will address the
concerns in your April 29, 1983, request, about the manner in
which the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion is implementing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601 et seg.). In response to
one of your concerns, we have revievirrfie Office's proposal
to fund a Missing Children and Serial Murder Tracking Pro-
gram. You asked us to determine whether this proposed program
is eligible for funding under the act's Special Emphasis Pre-
vention and Treatment Programs authorized by Title II, part B,
subpart II, and if the program meets congressional intent.

To make this determination, we studied the act and its
amendments and legislative history to determine what programs
could be funded and what programs the Congress intended the
act to fund. We also reviewed the legal opinion prepared by
the Office of Justice Assistance, Research, and Statistics'
General Counsel 1 on whether the proposed program was eligible
for special emphasis fund's. Our work was performed at the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in
Washington, D.C., and was done in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.

We have determined that the proposed program is not
eligible for special emphasis funding because the Office has
not demonstrated a direct connection between the program's

1The Office of Justice Assistance, Research, and Statistics'
General Counsel provides legal advice to the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency PreVention pursuant to the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

(185997)
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primary purposes and the prevention of juvenile delinquency.
However, certain secondary program elements dealing with
research relating to child exploitation are eligible for
funding under another section of the act. The Office does not
plan td use special emphasis funds for the Missing Children
and Serial Murder Tracking Program, but has approved a related
research project funded bythe National institute of Justice
and the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention.

MISSING CHILDPAN AND SERIAL
14URDRAT-----dRAMINOT
ELIGIBLE FOR SPECIAL EMPHASIS FUNDING

Section 224 of the act sets forth the activities for
which special emphasis program funds may be used. A program
is eligible for special emphasis funding if there is a direct
connection between the purposes of the program and in activity
authorized under Section 224. Fundable programs are those
with the objective of developing, implementing, and improving
methods to prevent or control juvenile delinquency or which
improve the juvenile justice system. These objectives can be
achieved through various activities involving diversion,
treatment, rehabilitation, education, training, and research.

The legislative history of the act reiterates the
statutory language and does not elaborate on specific
activities for which special emphasis funds may be used.

The primary goal of the proposed Missing Children and
Serial Murder Tracking Program is to prevent serial murders of
abducted juveniles and adults (those in which one person com-
mits multiple murders). The program proposes to accomplish
this goal by developing a model for a national computerized
system to identify and locate missing and abducted persons and
victims of serial murders. As planned, this $9 million,
4-year program would involve 1 agency acting as a central op-
erating unit for 40 satellite agencies around the country.
The satellite agencies would work with the central agency
to establish national information collection guidelines and a
multijurisdictional investigative assistance network.

According to the proposal, the program will also help
prevent delinquent activity by juveniles who are involved with
criminals who victimize both adults and juveniles. The con-
nection between this program and the prevention of juvenile
delinquency is based primarily on secondary program elements
concerning research on preventing child exploitation. The

2
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proposal states that. in addition to the above trackingsystem, the program will include

"furthering research and educational programs andinformation on child exploitation and victimization bymedical health, law enforcement and prosecutorial
personnel; providing direction and plans for supportivetechnical assistance to State and local advisory groupson prevention programs that identify juvenile victimsand potential victims; and providing impetus fortraining aids and films to be generated for juvenileinvestigators to increase their awareness and proficiencyto deal with child abduction, exploitation and resultingdelinquency in their jurisdictions."

The Administrator, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-quency Prevention, approved the proposed program in March1983; however, funding was deferred pending a legal opinion onthe program's eligibility for special emphasis funds.

In a May 1983 memorandum to the Administrator, theDepartment of Justice's Office of Justice Assistance, Re-search, and Statistics' General Counsel concluded that theprogram, as originally proposed, was not eligible for specialemphasis funding because it had no ascertainable relationshipwith preventing or controlling juvenile delinquency. Thisconclusion was based on the fact that the proposed programrelates principally to more effective police apprehensiontechniques and the act does not authorize such programs evenwhen their purpose is to protect juveniles from victimization.

The memorandum also pointed out, however, that seco daryprogram elements concerning research on child exploitati n andits relationship to juvenile delinquency are eligible f rfunding by the National Institute for Juvenile Justice ndDelinquency Prevention under part C of the act.

we agree with the General Counsel's opinion that heproposed Missing Children and Serial Murder Tracking P °gram /is not eligible for special emphasis funding under Ti le IIpart R, subpart II of the Juvenile Justice and DelinquencyPrevention Act. The proposed program does not demons ratethat there is a direct connection between the apprehe sign ofcriminals involved in serial murders and the preventi n. ofjuvenile delinquency. We also agree that the seconda y pro-gram elements dealing with research relating to child exploi-tation and its relationship to juvenile delinquency aree'igible for funding under part C of the act.

3

fis 3 0 )44 2.3
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AGENCY ACTION AND COMMENTS

In commenting on our draft report the Department of Jus-
tice agreed that the Missing Children and Serial Murder
Tracking Program is not eligible for special emphasis funding,
and that certain secondary program olements dealing with
research relating to child exploitation are eligible for
funding under another section of the act.

lue Department also stated that the Administrator, Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, subsequently
approved funding for a research project designed to explore
the linkage between child abuse and exploitation and juvenile
delinquency and to lay the groundwork for an operational
serial murder tracking and apprehension program. This project
is being funded by the National Institute for Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention and the National Institute of

Justice.

We would be pleased to meet with you or your staff if you
desire any additional information on this matter. As arranged
with your office, we are sending copies of this report to the

Attorney General and the Administrator, Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Copies will also be sent
to other interested parties who request them.

Sincerely yours,

cON) .01.004.16".4APr

William J. Anderson
Director

4
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 1054$

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

APR 1? 91

April 12,1984

Subject: Youth Advocacy Grant Audits (GAO /GGD- 84 -43)

This letter is one of a series which will address theconcerns in your April 29, 1983, request about the manner inwhich the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-tion, Department of Justice, is implementing the Juvenile Jus-tice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601 etseq.). In response to one of your concerns, we reviewed the
fiscal year 1983 audits of youth advocacy grants by theDepartment of Justice. You asked us to determine (1) the
circumstances surrounding the audit and subsequent resolutionof audit findings involving the grant to Coleman Children andYouth Services in San Francisco, California, and (2) whetherthere has been a pattern of selective audits of other grantswhich might constitute harassment.

We studied the policies and procedures for initiating,
executing, and resolving audits of grant programs and the
circumstances leading to audits of the Coleman grant and allother Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
grants in fiscal year 1983. We discussed the audits with theOffice grant monitors and top management officials, grant
program management, and the Department of Justice auditingoffice. Our work was performed at the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention in Washington, D.C., andwas done in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards.

we found no evidence of impropriety by Office officials
or Justice Department auditors who initiated, executed, or
resolved the audits of youth advocacy grants, including the
Coleman grant. Additionally, we found that the selection ofthese grants for audit, the execution of the audits, and the
subsequent activity to resolve audit findings were proper and
in accordance with Justice Department policy.

(185997)
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Advocacy Grant Audits

The Office of Management and Budget's Circulars A-102 and
A-110 establish aidit requirements for federal grant recipi-
ents. The Circulars require federal grant recipients to
obtain independent audits of their programs' financial opera-
tions at least every 2 years. Tbese audits should include an
assessment of each program's compliance with applicable
federal laws and regulations and are usually performed by
either a private or nonfederal government auditor.

The Justice Department performs audits for the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and relies as much
as possible on the independent audits of grantee operations.
The Justice Department audits grantees only if (1) requested
by the program office that awarded the grant, (2) reauested by
another federal or state agency, (3) information is obtained
that indicates improper grantee expenditures, (4) a prior
audit of grantee activities indicated serious problems, or
(5) grant operati^ns have been terminated. After the Justice
Department issues an audit report, the program grant monitor
(the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention for
these advocacy grants) is required to resolve all questioned
costs with the grantee.

In January 1983 the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention requested the Justice Department to
audit the 17 grants in its Youth Advocacy Program. Program
participants acti.vely support and represent youth interests in

efforts to improve the juvenile justice system. The Office
Administrator told us he initiated this action because he had

information from reviewing grant files and from staff visits
to grantees (including the Coleman project) indicating that
some grantees may have been violating their grant agreements
by spending federal funds on political lobbying activities.
The Justice Department did not have enough staff to perform

all 17 grant audits, so the Office Administrator, based on his

judgment, specified the priority for auditing these grants.
Ten grants were selected for audit in fisRal year 1983 based

on the Administrator's list of priorities. Nine of the 10
audits have heen completed. According to Office officials,
the tenth grant cannot he audited by the Justice Department
until records are obtained from the grantee. The Office is
currently trying to obtain these records. As of February
1984, there were no plans to audit any other advocacy grantees
in fiscal year 1484.

In four of he nine completed audits, no grantee
expenditures wero questioned. In the remaining five audits,
nearly all of the auestioned costs involved bookkeeping errors
and missing documents needed to support expenditures. These

2
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problem-. generally have been resolved withot't requiring large
repayments by the grantees. (See enc. I.) The Office's
resolution of these audits properly followed Department of
Justice procedures.

Coleman Project Audits

The Coleman Cr.ildren and Youth Services grant was first
audited in early 1982 because Justice Department officials
wanted to obtain information about many ongoing juvenile
justice and community anticrime grant operations. The Office
was not involved in selecting this grantee for audit. The
first audit covered grant operations from April 1980 ,hrough
March 1982. The audit reoort issur'd in July 1982 contai:,ed no
significant findings. The audit workpapers show that during
the exit conference, at the conclusion of the audit, a number
of problem areas were discussed with the grantee. The Justice
Department auditor decided that the problems discussed were
not signifcant and since the grantee agreed to resolve all of
these problems, none were noted in the audit report.

In January 19133, a member of the Administrator's staff,
as part of a week-long, multistate trip which involved atten-
dance at a juvenile judges eonference and visits to two other
grantees, spent part of one day at the Coleman project. The
Office Administrator told us that the purpose of this ;pion-
flounced visit. ../as to become familiar with the Coleman project
and to !:00 well it was meeting its objectives.

In broAry 1983, the Justice Department, responding to
f)ftice tf Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevetion's

regle-lt to audit certain yoath advocacy grants, began a second
iudit If the "oleran project. The second audit covered the
.i.rte period the prior audit as well au the additional
perat ion:; fr.sti- April through December 1982. The report :in
the :;eceid wa: i'i' ued in March 1953 and utiestioned about
czw,,0e ot oxpen:,-; t-or variou.: reasons luch as the 'sack of
reliired inadeuuaie contracting control-1.
At t- '.10 11:11,11 additit,r;i1 information and documentation from
rhe 1t intee, ha'; (-Included that $927 in expel-:0
-:11.,-11,1 Ii M ttiy -,1 t il1i50 ionod r,..;11r.tt t run
ot tat in pirltr !--)t hid

t ) it int "o.

1.1 t I'' d'
t 11.1, it ' Tont ,I .1.1 ".1 :P

1. .112 . .1. " 1 h t 1')8 i t It It,- 0! .1 t!... A illini:;!1 ''; stat t

ir;
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was for part of one day rather than parts of two days. We
have revised the report accordingly. (See enc. II )

We would be pleased to meet with you or your staff if you
desire any additional information on this matter. As arranged
with your office, we are sending copies of this report to the
Attorney General and the Administrator, Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Copies will also be sent
to other interested parties who request them.

Enclosure

358

4

Sincerely yours,

'))9. or,
William J. Anderson
Director
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ENCLOSURE I
ENCLOSURE I

Grantee

Results Of Fiscal Year 1983
Youth Advocacy. Grant Audits

Grant Cost questioned Repayment
award in audit requireda

Youth Policy zrd
Law Center

Madison, $ 987,598 $70,163 $ -0-

Coleman Ch" ,nd
Youth Services

San Francisco. CA 635,308 56,430 927

Governor's Council on
Children and Youth

Raleigh, NC 959,535 19,946 400

Advocates for Children
of New York

Long Island City, NY 1,001,180 5,003 5,003b

Oregon Youth Work
Alliance

Salem, OR 996,252 2,799 282

Greater Boston Legal
Services

Boston, MA 874,721 -0- -0-

Youth Advocacy Initia-
tive

Columbus, OH 792,315 -0- -0-

New Directions for Young
Women

Tucson, AZ 696,731 -0- -0-

Arkansas Advocates for
Children and Families

Little Rock, AR 536,348 -0- -0-

National Conference of
Black Lawyers

New York, NY 616,691 Unknowns Unknowns

aMozit q,:ostioned costs involved bookkeeping errors or missing
docomnts and were resolved without repayment.

bOverpaid to a contractor, collectable by grantee.

cr,rantn- recordq nPeded for audit by tne Justice Department
aro boing sougnt by the Offic of Jow,nile Justice and
Delinqooncy Pr-!vention.

5
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ENCLOSURE II

March 27, 1984 I

Mr. Willie* J. Anderson
Director
General Government Division
United States General Accounting Office
,Meshington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Atstrwson. D.0 20510

This letter responds to your request to the Attorney General for the comments
o the Department of Justice (Department) on your proposed letter report to
(ongressmen Ike F. Andrews entitled 'Youth Advocacy Grant Audits.'

The Department has reviewed the report and has only one comment to offer
relating to a member of the Administrator's staff visiting the Coleman
Project in January 1983, as discussed in the second full paragraph on page 3
of the report. To the best:of his recollection, the representative from
the Administrator's office spent part of one day at the Coleman Office and
not parts of two days.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on the report while
in draft form. Should you have need for any additional information, please
feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Kevin D. Rooney
A. istant Attorney General

for Administration

6
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2064i

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Human Resources
Committee on Education and

Labor
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

December 9, 1983

Subject: Ttavel By The Office Of Juvenile Justice
And Delinquency Prevention's Administrator
And His Staff Was Reasonable And Appropriate
(GAO/GGD-84-18)

This letter is one of a series which will address theconcerns in your April 29, 1983, request about the manner inwhich the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-tion is implementing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5601 et seq.). In responseto one of your concerns, we have reviewed all travel by theAdministrator, Office of Juvenile Justice and DelinquencyPrevention, and his five professional staff members whichbegan or ended between December 1, 1982, and May 31, 1983, todetermine if it was reasonable and appropriate.

We evaluated the travel justifications and claims for re-imbursements for aid trips taken during this period and dis-cussed our findings with the Administrator; his staff; and theComptroller's Office of 02e Office of Justice Assistance,Research, and Statistics. We also reviewed travel regula-tions, policies, and documentation required for reimburse-ment. Our work was perfbrmed at the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention in Washington, D.C.. andwas done in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards.

1The Comptroller's Office of the Office of Justice Assistance,Research, and Statistics provides financial and accountingassistance to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention pursuant to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act.

(185997)
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We have determined that travel by the Administrator and
his staff during the time period reviewed was reasonable and
appropriate. The few questionable expenses fotod during the
review were of a low dollar value. Al

We found that trips taken by the Administrator and
members of his staff were not excessively long, frequent, or
expensive. Trips made by air were economy class, and all
trips were taken to obtain information or to attend functions
related to juvenile justice activities. (See enc. II.)

From December 1, 1982, to May 31, 1983, six individuals
began or ended 40 trips totaling $18,077. Ten trips were
made by two or more individuals, with group trip costs ranging
from $222 to $1,873. (See enc. III.) The various individuals
traveled from 2 to 13 times with total travel costs ranging
from $747 to $4,815. (See enc. I.)

Individuals were generally reimbursed for the proper
per diem or subsistence costs allowed for the locations
visited. We found a small number of questionable payments,
all of low dollar value, resulting from arithmetic errors or
insufficient documentation. We reported these payments to the
Comptroller's Office of the Office of Justice Assistance,
Research, and Statistics which informed us that corrective
actions had been taken.

Aaencx Comments

In commenting on a draft of this report the Department of
Justice stated it considers the details of travel described in
the report to he substantially correct and finds no reason for
further comment. (See enc. IV.)

We would be pleased to meet with you or your staff if you
desire any additional information on this matter. As arranged
with your office, we are sending copies of this report to the
Attorney General and the Administrator, Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Copies will also be sent
to other interested parties who request them.

Enclosure,;

,362

2

Sincerely yours,

C)

William J. Anderson
Director
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Summary Of Individual Trips Begun Or Ended
Between December 1, 1982, And Max_31, 1983

Traveler

Alfred Regnery,
Administrator 13 $ 4,815 $370

Trip costs
Trips taken Total Average

Thomas Dailey,
Special Assistant to

the Administrator 10 4,437 444

John Winkfield,
Deputy Administrator 7 3,881 554

Benjamin Shapiro,
Special Assistant to the

Deputy Administrator 5 2,363 473

James Howell,
Acting Director of the
National Institute for
Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention 3 1,834 611

Snaron Wagner,
Executive Assistant 2 747 374

Totals 40 $18,077

3
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ENCLOSURE II

Traveler Trip dates

Individual Tripal

Location
Alfred 1. Dec. 8 -9, 1982

New York, NYRegnery

2. Dec. 13-14, 1982 Hilton Head
Island, SC

3. Dec. 28-29, 1982 Pittsburgh,
PA; Canton,
OH

4. 'an. 10-11, 1983 St. Louis,
MO

5. Feb. 10-13, 1983 Raleigh,
Durham, NC

6. Feb. 21-24, 1983 Hilton Head
Island, SC

7. Mar. 2-4, 1383
Fisheating
Creek,
Bushnell,
Brooksville,
Okeechobee,
Lake Placid,
Vero Beach,
FL

8. Mar. 15-18, 1983 Sacramento,
Los Angeles,
CA

Purpose

Meet juvenile jus-
tice experts

Participate in 2nd
Annual Southern
Legislators Confer-
ence

Meet juvenile jus-
tice experts

Meet Chairman, Na-
tional Advisory
Committee for Juve-
nile Justice and
Delinquency Preven-
tion

Attend National In-
stitute of Justice
Advisory Board
meeting

Participate in 10th
National Conference
on Juvenile Justice

Visit correctional
institutions for
juveniles

Participate in
California Youth
Education Confer-
ence, and meet
juvenile justice
experts

lindividuals attending the same meeting did not always arrive or leaveon the same dates.

4

364
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Traveler Trip dates Location Purpose
Alfred
Regnery

9. Mar. 30, 1983 Atlantic
City, NJ

10. Apr. 14, 1983 Boston, MA

11. Apr. 24-25, 1983 Dallas, TX;
Detroit, MI

12. May 9-11, 1983 New Orleans,
Bator. Rouge,
LA

13. May 24-25, 1983 Kansas City,
MO

Attend National
Boy Scouts'
Law Enforce-
ment Exploring
Committee
meeting

Discuss
proposal to
hold executive
sessions at
Harvard
University

Participate in
National Boys
Club Con-
ference, and
National
Advisory Com-.
mittee for
Juvenile Jus-
tice and
Delinquency
Prevention
meeting

Participate in
Governcr's Advi-
sory Board, and
visit grantees

Participate in 4th
Annual State
Advisory Group
meeting

365
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Traveler

Thomas
Dailey

John
wink-
field

Trip dates Location Purpose

14. Dec. 8-9, 1982 See Trip
Number 1

15. Dec. 13-14, 1982 See Trip
Number 2

16. Dec. 28-29, 1982 See Trip
Number 3

17. Jan. 5-11, 1983 San Francisco
CA;
Reno, NV

18. Feb. 22-24, 1983 See Trip
Number 6

19. Mar. 2-6, 1983 See Trip
Number 7

20. Mar. 15-18, 1983 See Trip
Number 8

21. Apr. 14, 1983 See Trip
Number 10

22. Apr. 24-26, 1983 See Trip
Number 11

23. May 24-25, 1983 See Trip
Number 13

24. Jan. 26 -Feb. 2,
1983

366

New Orleans,
LA; Los
Angeles, CA;
Phoenix, AZ:
New York, NY;
Chicago, IL

6

Meet juvenile
justice experts,
visit grantees, and
attend Research
on Serious Juve-
nile Crime Semi-
nar

Visit five grantees
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ENCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE II

Traveler Trip dates Location purpose

John Wink-
field

25. Mar. 2-4, 1983 See Trip
Number 7

26. Apr. 16-18, 1983 Hedgesville,
WVA

Participate in
Governor's
Award Confer-
ence

27. Apr. 22-26, 1983 Detroit, MI1
Cincinnati/

See Trip Number 11,
and speak at Ohio

OH Juvenile Judges
Association meeting

28. May 17-22, 1983 Miami, FL Participate in
Closeup Foundation
meeting, and visit
grantees

29. May 24-26, 1983 See Trip
Number 13

30. May
1983

31 - June 2, St. Thomas,
VI

Participate in
annual Conference
for Government of
the Virgin Islands

Ren;Amin
Shal!ro

11. Nov. 29 - Philadelphia, Monitor grant pro-
Dec. 3, 1982 Pittsburgh,

PA
jects

32. Mar. 16-18, 1983 see Trip
Number 8

33. Apr. 7-9, 1983 Denver, CO Attend National
Conference of State
Legislators

34. May 2-3, 1983 Portland, ME Participate in
Maine Youth Day

35. May 24-26, 1983 See Trip
Number 13

367
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ENCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE II

Traveler Trip dates Location Purpose

James
Howell

36. Jan. 9-12, 1983 Reno, NV Participate in
Research on
Serious
Juvenile Crime
Seminar

37. Feb. 21-24, 1983 See Trip
Number 6

38. Apr. 11-15, 1983 Tucson, AZ Witness in law
suit against the
Office of
Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency
Prevention

Sharon
Wagner

39. Apr. 24-26, 1983 See Trip
Number 11

40. May 21-26, 1983 See Trip
Number 13

8
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Combined Trip Statistical

Total
Travelers trip cost Dates

1. A. Regnery $1,850 May 21-
T. Dailey 26, 1983
J. Winkfield
B. Shapiro
S. Wagner

2. A. Regnery $1,742
T. Dailey
J. Winkfield
S. Wagner

3. A. Regnery
T. Dailey
B. Shapiro

$1,873

4. A. Regnery $1,626
J. Winkfield
T. Dailey

5. A. Regnery
T. Dailey
J. Howell

$1,079

Apr. 22-
26, 19E13

Mar. 15-
18, 1983

Mar 2-4,
1983

Feb. 21-
24, 1983

Location/purpose

Kansas City, MO,
attend 4th Annual
State Advisory.
Group meeting

Detroit, MI, attend
National Advisory
Committee for Ju-
venile Justice end
Delinquency Preven- .

tion meeting

Sacramento, Los
Angeles, CA,
meet juvenile
justice experts,
and attend
California Youth
Education Confer-
ence.

Bushnell, Fisheat-
ing Creek, Brooks-
ville, Okeechobee,
Lake Placid, Vero
Beach, FL, visit
correctional in-
stitutions for
juveniles

Hilton Head Island,
SC, attend 10th Na-
tional Conference on
Juvenile Justice

1 Individuals did not always arrive or leave together.

9

27-q81 0- 84 -.24
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE III

Travelers
Total

trip cost Dates Location/purpose

6. T. Dailey $1,097
J. Howell

7. A. Regnery $ 631
T. Dailey

8. A. Regnery $ 482
T. Dailey

9. A. Regnery $ 328
T. Dailey

10. A. Regnery $ 222
T. Dailey

10
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Jan. 9-12, Reno, NV, attend
1983 Research on Seri-

ous Juvenile
Crime Seminar

Dec. 28-
29, 1982

Dec. 13-
14, 1982

Pittsburgh, PA;
Canton, OH, meet
juvenile justice
experts

Hilton Head Island,
SC, participate in
2nd Annual Southern
Legislators
Conference

Dec. 8-9, New York, NY,
1982 meet juvenile

justice experts

Apr. 14,
1983

Boston, MA, dis-
cuss proposal to
hold executive
sessions at Har-
vard University
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U.S. Department ofJustiet

ENCLOSURE I V

Ivishottroes. D :04 10

November 2, 1983

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director
General Government Di .isinn
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson:

This letter responds to your request to the Attorney General for the comments
of the .artment of Justice (Department) on your proposed lett-- report to
Cong-.sman Ike F. Andrews entitled "Travel by the Office )f Juvenile Justice
and 0.1inquency Prevention's Administrator and his Staff was Reasonable and
Approciate."

The Department has reviewed the travel data shown in your report for the Six
individuals listed for the 5-month period ended May 31, 1983. We consider the
details of the tra,.el as described in the report to be subttantiaLly correct
and find no reason for further comment.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the report while in draft form.

Sincerely,

(202-,tn-"Art
Kevin D. Roonej
Assistant Attorney Generalf,)

for Administration

'I
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, O.C. to

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
Chairman, S °committee on Human

Resources
Committee on Education and Labor
House Of Repress .atives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

November 30, 1983

Subject: Appointments To And Operations Of The
National Advisory Committee For Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(GAO/GGD-84-8)

This letter i3 one of a set:es which will address the
concerns in your April 29, 1983, request about the manner in
which the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquercy Preven-
tion is implementing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 197A (42 O.S.C. 5601 et seq.). In response
to one of your concerns, we have review tThe activities of
the National Advisory Comm4ttne for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention for fiscal years ,982 and 1983. You
asked us to determine whether the /isory Committee has been
operating in compliance with the act since January 1981 with
regard to the appointment of membc.s, the existence of a
quorum to conduct official business, and the use of public
func4s for meetings lacking a quorum.

We studied the original act and its amendments and legis-
lative history to determine how members should be appointed to
the Advisory Committee and how it shouid operate. We also
considered the legal opinion on these matters prepared by the
legal counsel to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention. Our work was performed at this Office in
Washington, D.C., and was done in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.

We found that the appointments to and operation of the
Advisory Committee, since January 1981, did no comply with
the act in the following ways:

(185997)
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--The President did not appoint new members to the
Advisory Committee within A days after prior members
resigned in January 1981.

--Due to the delays in these appointments of new members,
the Advisory Committee did rot have sufficient member-
ship to form a quorum until November 1982 and was
therefore unable to hold quarterly meetings or transact
official business until that date.

--The President did not appoint any members under the age
of 24 until November 1982 and did not appoint two youth
members with experience under the juvenile justice sys-
tem's jurisdiction until July 1983. As a result, the
views of youth members were not represented on the
Advisory Committee as required by the act.

We also reviewed the propriety of two meetings held with-;
out a quorum by the newly appointed members of the Advisory
Committee prior to November 1982. We found that the purpose
of these meetings--to brief members on federal juvenile jus-
tice activities--was closely related to the committee's func-
tion as an advisory group. Although the two meetings lacked a
quorum and could not be considered official meetings cf the
Advisory Committee as a legally consti uted body, they were
legitimate activities in preparation for official meetings.
Thcs the expenditure of public funds was authorized and
proper.

NATIONAL ADVISO2Y COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE
JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY 2REVENTION

Section 207 of the act established the 15-member Advisory
Committee and requires it to meet at least quarterly. The
President is required to appoint members for 3-year terms who
have special knowledge concerning the prevention and treatment
of juvenile delinquency or 4-he administration of juvenile jus-
tice. The act provides that five of the members must he under
24 years old when appointed and that at least two of these
mmher; ho or have been under the jurisdiction of the juvenile
piqt Ice !3ystem.

The pirpor.o of the dvisoy Committee is to

--review ind evaluat federal policies and activities
attect.nq juventle justice and delinquency Dreventioi;

--adv1:-,e the AJministrator, Office of Juvenile justice
and Delinquency Prevention, about its conclusions on
the Oftice's activities;

2
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-advise the National Institute of Justice and the
National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention about those policies and activities which
concern juvenile justice and delinquency prevention,
research, evaluation, and training;

- -make refinements to standards for the administration of
juvenile justice at the federal, state, and local
levels, and recommend action to facilitate the adoption
of such standards; and

--submit interim and annual reports to the President and
the Congress on its activities, findings, and
recommendations.

DELAYS IN APPOINTMENTS INTERRUPTED
ADVISORY COMMITTEE OPERATIONS

All 15 Advisory Committee members resigned in January
1981 when President Reagan took office. Section 207(b)(2) of
the act requires the President to fill vacant positions on the
Advisory Committee within 90 days after they occur. However,
the President's first nine appointments were not mane until
May 1982 (16 months later). Three more vacancies were filled
in November 1982, one in January 1983, and the last two in
July 1981, (See enc.)

The purpose of the 90-day requirement is to prevent long
interruptions in the Advisory Committee's ability to conduct
official business as a legally constituted body. Powever, the
16 to 30 months taken to fill the .5 Advisory Committee vacan-
cies resulted in such an interruption. Additionally, the 22
to 30 months taken to appoint the five youth members (includ-
inu two persons under the age of 24 having experience under
the juvenile justice system's jurisdiction) prevented the
Advisory Committee from having the composition of members as
ronuired by the act.

The President did not appoint sufficient members to the
Advisory Committee to form a quorum until dovember 1982 when
the throe appointments made then raised the total membership
to 12. section 207(c) of the act establishes a quorum of 10
mom6er-: and requires the Advisory Committee to me >t at least
quarterly. Consequently, the Advisory Committee was unable to
conduct official business or to hold the required quarterly
meetings a: a legally constituted body prior to November 1982.

The President did not appoint any youth members until
November 1982 and did not appoint the required youths with
experience under the juvenile justice system's jurisdiction
until July 1981. These delays violated Section 207(a)(3) of

3 7
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the art which requires that the views of young people, includ-
ing those with experience in the juvenile justice system, be
represented on the Advisory Committee. Thus, the Advisory
Committee's composition did not fully meet the intent of the
act until July 1983.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETINGS PRIOR
TO NOVEMBER 1982 LACKED LEGAL EFFECT
BUT EXPENSES INCURRED WERE PROPER

The Advisory Committee was unable to conduct official
business as a legally constituted body between January 1981
and November 1982 because it lacked sufficient members to form
a quorum. However, the nine Advisory Committee members
appointed in May 1982 held two meetings prior to November
1982. These two meetings, held in June and September 1982
of-At the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
$35,393. Although actions of the Advisory Committee members
at these two meetings lacked legal effect due to the absence
of a quorum, thse meetings were legitimate activities in pre-
paration for official meetings. Therefore, the expenses in-
curred at these two meetings represent proper expenditures of
public funds.

The first meeting was held in June 1982. The minutes of
this meeting noted that a quorum was lacking and stated that
the purpose of the meeting was for the Office to brief the
members on federal. activities in the juvenile justice area and
for the members to share their views on possible future
actions of the Advisory Committee. One matter considered at
the meeting was the development of model standards for the
administration of juvenile justice at the federal, state, and
local levels. The members were advised by the Office that the
National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention had issued a request for proposals to develop a
standards research and demonstration program. The members
expressed concern about the timing and format of the
solicitation, and the consensus of the meeting was that the
solicitation should he withdrawn to allow the Advisory
Comi.ictee time to study the issue. As a result, the Acting
Administrator, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, and the Director, National Institute For Juvenile
Justice and Di Linquency Prevention, agreed at the meeting to
cancel the solicitation and did so the following day.

The second meeting was held in September 1982. The
members formally voted on and passed several motions,
including one advising the Acting Administrator, Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, not to proceed
with tmplemPnttilq model standards.

4
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The action!. taken by the Advi,!.orr Committee members at
the meeting in June and Septemoer. 1982 do not constitute
official actions and had no legal effect because a quorum was
lacking at both meetings. However, the at'sence of a quorum
ices not affect the propriety of expenditures for these
meetings. The two meetings in 1982 were primarily briefings
for the newly appointed members on various aspects of federal
activities in the juvenile justice area--a purpose closely
related to the A9isory Committee's function. Thus, we
believe that expenses incurred in connection with the two
meetings were proper expenditures of public funds.

AGENCY COMMENTS

In commenting on our draft report, the Department of
Justice generally agreed with our findings. The Department
also stated that the President did not appoint new !embers to
the Advisory Committee because the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention was slated for elimination in
1981. Thu *he appointmet.t process began in early 1982 when
it became ident that the Office would continue.

We would he pleased to meet with you or your staff if you
de:;ire any additional information on this matter. As arranged
with your office, we are sending copies of this report to the
Prel.ident; the Attorney General; and the Administrator, Office
of ..juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Copies will
also he sent to other interested parties who request them.

EnC10';nrf'

3 76
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sincerely yours,

Wi 1 1 iam Anderson
Director
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ENCLOSURE ENCLOSURE

Advisory Committee
Membership and Appointments

JuIT-983

Age at Appointment Months
Member appointment date vacant

Charles B. Wilkinson 66 May 1982 16
Joseph G. Retroche 48 May 1982 16
James C. Dobson, Jr. 46 May 1982 16
William L. Hart 58 May 1982 16
Edward V. Healey, Jr. 59 May 1982 16
John R. Milligan 54 May 1982 16
Richard D. Parsons 34 May 1982 16
Stephen E. Wittman 35 May 1982 16
Charles Wright 63 May 1982 16
Beverly A. Scherlinq 52 November 1982 22
Alan B. Moore 17 November 1982 22
Donna M. Smith 19 November 1982 22
Sylvester E. Williams, IV. 21 January 1963 24
John L. Rouse, Jr. 1 18 July 1983 30
Keith T. Koppenhoefer 1 18 July 1983 30

1Members with experience under the juvenile justice system's
jurisdiction.

6
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Report To The Chairman, Subcommittee
On Human Resources
Committee On Education And Labor
House Of Representatives-
Federally Supported Centers
Provide Needed Services
For Runaways And Homeless Youths

The Ru.laway and frcmatess Youth Act authorizes
funds for Cantors that fill FS temporary shelter to youths
vel.o have run away from horns. loft their homes per
manently or been definitively expelled by their fami-
lies Centers are to provide counseling dnd aftercare
for vow: e and their families AS well as to hod acipto
prune livnng situations for the youths

GAO's reviYW eta operat.00s and servieei al 17 of
these centers across tne country found that brie
%S:ItAE who were served. the centers' environmentS.
and the i,ervices that were nrovided were generally
those ti at had been anticipated/I- .ie statute YJutbs.
parents. Staff innrnlien and community sertneri pal .
sonnet were in 4greament that the pi °warn 15 liner)! -

tant end that its services are useful

(A() believes hi ivvever. that rnoro gutdence is reqe:i cat
from the Gerstilary of Health and Human Sucvites
reciairimit toe priorities that conTe's Should O.ve to
atterz.-are 5:l vices versos cris,s intervention to out
reach effortb to yoiohs wilo are at 'is:: or' the streets
versus ,ntirn who arc referred. and to actiultivf that
cieseloo coomq and livitio Skills ver.ars thoSe 0-at ow
woo ullitructwed free rare

i)
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
etASH1NgTON. D.C. 20$411

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on 'Education and Labor
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This report summarises the results of our review of the
Runaway and Homeless Youth Program authorised under title III of
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as
emended. Ar you requested, we examined the services offered by
centers for runaways and homeless youths, the characteristics of
the youths served, the environment of the centers, and perceptions
of service and operations from youths, parents, staff, and
community service people. As requested, we testified on our
findings for your Subcommittee on May 5, 1982.

We sought comments on the report from the U.S. Department
of Health and Rumen Services. The response concurs with our
observations and is included in the report as appendix IV. As
we discussed with your, office, ve are sending copies of this
report to the Secretary of Health and Human Services, the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, the House Select Committee
on Children, Youth and Families, and the Senate Committee on
Gabor and Human Resources.

Sincerely,

Eleanor. Chelimsky
Director

3 79
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tear Sheet

DIGEST

FEDERALLY SUPPORTED CENTERS
PROVIDE NEEDED SERVICES FOR
RUNAWAYS AND HOMELESS YOUTHS

The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act authorizes
funds under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 for community-based
centers that serve the immediate shelter needs
of youths who have run away from home or are
homeless because they have permanently left home
or have been definitively expelled from home by
their families. Centers are to provide counsel-
ing and aftercare to youths and their families
as well AS to arrange appropriate living situa-
tions for the youths following the shelter period.
.stimates of the number of runaways and homeless
youths nationwide range from 733,000 to 1,300,000.
The number of these youths has increased in recent
years, and the likelihood that they will be victim-
ized or become delinquent is a societal concern.

At the request of the Chairman of the Subcommit-
tee on Human Resources of the House Committee on
Education and Labor, GAO examined some of the
local operations and delivery of services under
the National Runaway and Homeless Youth Program
in order to answer the following questions:

- -Who participates in the Program?

- -What services does it offer?

--What is the environment of the centers?

- -What do the youths and their families, the staff
at the centers, and other service personnel in
the communities think about the centers' serv-
ices and operations?

To answer these questions, GAO visited 17 runaway
and homeless youth centers in 13 states. GAO
observed th it program operations and collected
statisti-al information from the administrators.
GAO interviewed 353 persons who were associated
with the centers, including youths who had resided
or were then residing there, parents of former

3
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residents, administrative and counseling staff
members, and community service personnel--that
is, people in the social service agencies, the
juvenile justice system, the police departments,
and the schools.

WHO WERE THE YOUTHS
THE CENTERS SERVED?

The majority of the youths who were given shelter
at the 17 centers had come from the immediate
geographic area. They had been referred to a
center by social service agencies, juvenile
justice authorities, police, or school personnel
and had been brought there by them or by parents
or other relatives. They had not resided at that
center before. (pp. 6-8)

Most of the centers did not admit psychotic,
violent, and drug-addicted youths. At the
majority of the centers, staff members' estimates
of the percentage of their clients who had been
physically abused were in the range of 20 to 40
percent. Their estimates of sexual abuse were in
the range of 8 percent or less, and their esti-
mates of those who had been victims of parental
neglect were in the range of 14 to 35 percent.
(pp. 6-7)

WHAT WERE THE SERVICES
THE CENTERS OFFERED?

Center staff and community service personnel
believed that the centers met the youths' most
pressing needs by providing them with shelter
and counseling and by helping their families get
involved in solving their problems. All the
centers engaged in a variety of -utresch activ-
ities, including advertising and making speeches
and school contacts, but only three conducted
outreach activities on the streets where the
runaways and homeless youths congregated.
(pp. 9-11)

Centers are intended to be short-term residential
facilities. Program regulations establish the
maximum number of days of temporary shelter at
15. Runaways stayed an average of 15 days or
less at all centers; homeless youths stayed an
average of 15 days or less at all but 4 centers.
These 4 reported an average length of stay for
homeless youths ranging from 25 to 32 days. Most
center, that reported long periods of residence

381for ho,..eless youths especially noted the insuf-
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ficiency of placement options for these youths.
(pp. 9-13)

At all the centers, the youths typically partic-
ipated weekly in at least three individual coun-
seling sessions, one to four group counseling
sessions, and one or two family counseling ses-
sions, where their families were willing to par-
ticipate. All the centers tried to make contact
with parents or guardians within 24 hours of a
youth's arrival, and the parents that GAO inter-
viewed indicated that this policy was almost
always carried out. (pp. 10-12)

Fifty percent of the youths who were given shel-
ter at the centers in 1980 returned to their
parents or other relatives. Although the staff
members believed that counseling was the most
pressing need that the youths had after the
shelter period, no more than 50 percent were
counseled after they left the centers. The
prohlem3 fn providing aftercare that were most
frequently noted by staff were a lack of staff,
families' refusing to participate, and youths'
or families' leaving the area. (pp. 12-14)

WHAT WAS THE ENVIRONMENT
OF THE CENTERS?

The majority of the centers seemed to be well-
kept, clean, and adequately furnished. All but
one met the required capacity of 20 youths. All
but one had written Liles of behavior. Youths
were required at all centers to obtain permission
from the staff or be accompanied by an adult in
order to leave the shelter for a few hours. At
the majority of centers, they were required to
'bide by a daily schedule for waking, eating,
attending counseling sessions, returning after
being away, and going to bed. At the majority
of the centers, youths had 3 to 4 hours of un-
structured supervised time each day. Staff re-
ported that the unstructured time facilitated a
cooling-off period for the youths. They also
believed that some of this time could have been
better spent if staff and money were available
for educating the youths, Jeveloping their skills,
and taking them on outings. (pp. 15-16)

The majority of the centers had 4 to 7 paid and
1 to 6 volunteer counselors. Of the paid coun-
selors, 78 percent had at least a bachelor's
degree and 26 percent had completed graduate
degrees. (pp. 17-18)

382
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HOW DID THE PARTICIPANTS PERCEIVE
THE CENTERS' SERVICES
AND OPERATIONS?

The community service personnel whom GAO inter-
viewed said that the very fact of the shelter
program's existence was its greatest strength.
The youths agreed. Other strengths mentioned
were the centers' counseling and intervention
.services, family involvement, and dedicated and
well-qualified staff. (pp. 19-20)

Community service staff and the staff at the
centers identified inadequate funding as an impor-
tant weakness n the program. (p. 20)

Participants' suggestions for improvement included
the expansion of outreach and prevention services,
of networking with other agencies, and of activ-
ities and training for youths and the enhancement
of ':he physical condition of the shelters.
(p. 20)

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

GAO's findings are generally favorable. The
youths who were served by the centers that GAO
reviewed appeared to be those who had been
anticipated in the statute, and so did the serv-
ices that the centers offered. The environment
of the centers was consistent with the statute's
goals. The 353 youths, parents, staff members,
and community service personnel whom GAO inter-
viewed seemed to have a favorable view of the
importance of the program and the usefulness of
its services. (p. 22)

GAO believes, however, that more guidance is
required from the Secretary of Health and Human
Services regarding the priorities that centers
should give to aftercare services versus crisis
intervention, to outreach eff, is to youths who
are at risk on the streets versus youths who are
referred, and to activities that develop coping
and living skills versus those that provide
unstructured free time. (pp. 22-23)

HHS concurred with GAO's assessment of the Program
and with GAO's concluding observations.
(pp. 31-33)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (title III of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended) auth-
orizes funds for community-based programs that primarily serve the
immediate needs of youths who have run away from home and their
families, as well as youths who are homeless--that is, youths who
have no home to which they can return. The regulations for the
National Runaway and Homeless Youth Program include, under "imme-
diate needs,' temporary shelter and counseling and aftercare serv-
ices. The regulations define "runaway youths" as persons younger
than 18 who absent themselves from their homes or legal residences
without the permission of parents or legal guardians. "Homeless
youths" are defined in the regulations as persons younger than
18 who need services because they are without shelter, super-
vision, and care.

According to the legislation, the Congress enacted the
Program because it was particularly concerned about young people
who, without resources or shelter, face the dangers of living on
the street 4nd create substantial law enforcement problems for
the communities they live in and run to. The Runaway and Home-
less Youth Act authorizes grants to public and nonprofit private
agencies and to coordinated networks of such agencies for the
purpose of establishing locally controlled facilities and a
national communications system. Funds are also authorized for
the provision of technical assistance and short-term training to
the members of the staff of State and local governments and
nonprofit private agencies who are involved with the Program.

THE PROBLEM OF RUNAWAYS
AND HOMELESS YOUTHS

While running away from home is a family problem that has
venerable roots in American traditions, youths have many possible
motivations for this behavior. For generations, young people have
run away from their families because general conditiors at home
were intolerable, extending in some cases to pervasive neglect
or abuse, or because specific family arguments, school-related
troubles, or peer group problems triggered adolescent crises or
because dreams of adventure suddenly became irresistihl:. More
recently, for certair. youths, running away has been part of a
pattern of delinquent behavior or of mental or emotional disorder
or both. Running away, therefore, reflects a number of very
differe:t situations. Depending on its cause and on other
behavior associated with it, running away can be "a cry of pain,
or a Sign of health seeking sueface."1 It can be a (ne-time

--------- --
11.illian Ambrosino, Runaways (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), p. v.
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thing or part of a pattern of repeated acts, a point in a normal
development process or a signal of delinquent behavior.

In addition to being a family problem, running away has
become a societal problem because of the increase in the number
of runaway youths and the likelihood of their victimization and
delinquent activity. Alone and without resour,les, often emotion-
ally perturbed, runaways risk being victimize, becoming involved
in prostitution, and being drawn into forms of delinquency that
entail major costs to themselves, their families, their commu-
nities, and society.

Runaways are not the only youths who are at risk or the
streets. "Pushouts" or "throwaways," youths who have been forced
out by their families, have no place to return to and are indeed
homeless. Like the runaways, a..ime of them have been neglected or
abused. Homeless youths, however, are in a circumstance that is
different from that of many runaways. Reuniting the homeless
with their families may be neither possible nor desirable. It
may be much more difficult to find satisfactory solutions to
their problems. The very fact of their homelessness may indicate
a troubled family that does not want to take part in efforts to
improve a youth's situation.

According to the national director of the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Program, estimates of the number of runaways and
homeless youths nationwide range between 733,000 and 1,300,000.
These numbers must be considered in the context of current
rates of reported juvenile crime, which continually increased
between 1960 and 1976 and remain at a very high level. Insofar as
running away and homelessness can be an immediate cause or a
manifestation of delinquency and are likely to indicate a troubled
family, many people believe that it is desirable to intervene,
both to prevent the victimization and delinquency of youths and
to help increase the stability of families.

The fact that the runaway and homeless youth problem is as
ambiguous as it is argues for the use of certain criteria in
specifying an intervention. For example, since running away can
be a symptom of either normalcy or deviance, a program to cope
with it should be flexible enough to encompass the spectrum of
possible, greatly differing, appropriate activities, should be
able to insure that the particular problems presented by each
youth are carefully identified, and should be able to promote the
best interests of not only the youths but also their families and
society.

Both the high costs of involving the criminal justice system
and the number of nondelinquent motives for running away point up
the logic of locating a program outside the justice system while
making it capable of triggering judicial, mental health, and other
social service processes. Finally, the fact that some youths have
been forced out of their homes by their families implies that
places outside their homes must be made available for them and
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that it may take longer to help them than it takes to help
runaways. The legislation and its history indicate that the
Congress considered these and other criteria when it passed the
Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

THE NATIONAL RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS
YOUTH PROGRAM

In the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, the Congress specifi-
cally required that the system of temporary care it envisaged be
developed outside the law enforcement and juvenile justice sys-
tems. It did this so that the problems of runaways and homeless
youths would not swell the caseloads of police and judicial auth-
orities, already overburdened with other tasks. By authoriz ..ng

the funding of locally controlled, community-based facilities out-
side the juvenile justice system, the Congress also provided for
informal cooling-off periods for youths and their families, so
that strong feelings might subside with the least possible stigma
and the smallest possible hiatus in their lives. Therefore, the
National Runaway and Homeless Youth Program is operated outside
the juvenile justice system by the Youth Development Bureau, which
is part of the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families in
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

The current iutLorization for the Program is $25 million,
and, for fiscal 1,^ars 1978 through 1981, Federal appropriations
were $11 million annually. The National Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program is thus a small effort involving only 3 to 6 percent
of the Nation's estimated runaways and homeless youths and a much
tinier percentage of the Nation's young people. Centers are,
however, located throughout the 50 States, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico, so that the Program covers a great
deal of territory. Further, although Program funding remained
stationary between 1978 and 1981, the number of funded centers
varied flom 158 to 169, and the number of youths temporarily
sheltered or served in some other way by these centers (according
to HHS figures) rose from 32,000 in fiscal year 1978 to 45,000 in

fiscal year 1981. The number of one-time drop-in youths increased
from 119,000 to 133,000 in roughly the same period. The national
24-hour toll-free hotline assisted approximately 200,000 youths
and their families in fiscal year 1981.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

We undertook our review at the request of the Chairman of

the Subcommitte' on Human Resources of the House Education and
Labor Committee, who asked us to review local program operations
and services of the National Runaway and Homeless Youth Program.
(We have reprinted the original request in appendix I.) The
Chairman asked us in particular to p' :ovide information on the
following questions:

--Who participates in the National Runaway anc. Homeless
Youth Program?

3
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--What services does it offer?

--What is the environment at the centers that the Program
offers for sheltering youths and providing them with other
services?

--What do the youths and their families, the staff at
,he centers, and the community service personnel
think about the centers' services and operations?

To answer these questions, we conducted what we call a
"program operations and delivery of services examination," or
PODSE. This is a method of systematically collecting information
from a planned sample of sites and different types of people
associated with a public program with the purpose of quickly
answering descriptive questions posed by the Congress. During
January and February 1982, two-member teams of evaluators made
2-day visits to each of 17 runaway and homeless youth centers and
conducted interviews with staff, youths, parents, and community
service personnel associated with each center. We also collected
statistical information on operations for program year 1980 (July
1, 1980, through June 30, 1981) from administrators at 16 of these
centers. The one we omitted had been newly established.

In decidirg which variables to use for choosing the sample
of sites, we examined the literature on runaways and homeless
youtt especially documents on the national evaluation of the
Runall2y and Homeless Youth Program conducted by Berkeley Asso-
ciates in 1977. We consulted with the congressional Subcommit-
tee staff, interviewed HIM Program staff, and visited 3 runaway
and homeless youth centers in the Washington, D.C. area. We
then analyzed the applications for funds under the Program as our
primary source of information on the centers that were funded
under the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

We sele ed the 17 sites in our review to exemplify the
diversity i :le Program. The differences in their characteris-
tics could potentially affect local program operations. Among
these characteristics were the location (the 17 sites were located
in 13 States and 7 of the 10 HHS regions, and they represented a
mixture of urban, rural, and suburban areas) and the residential
facilities (some were center-run shelters, some were host home
programs in which youths reside with local families, and some were
a combination of both). Other characteristics whose differences

'were important were years in operation and years of Federal furl-
ing (distinguishing established from new centers), changes in and
amounts of Federal funding, and major sources of non-Federal
funds. Still other characteristics were organizational affili-
ation (whether free-standing or affiliated with a parent organi-
zation), the numbers of youths served, and the major sources of
referral to canters. We excluded centers in New York City and
Los Angeles because of related GAO work on teenage prostitution in
those cities. (Appendix II is a list of the 17 sample sites.)
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We conducted structured interviews with youths, parents of
former residents, center staff, and community service personnel
associated with each of the 17 centers in order to present the
views of a wide spectrum of people who participated in the Pro-
gram. We interviewed 71 youths who had resided or were then
residing at the centers and 51 parents of former residents. The
administrative and counseling staff whom we interviewed included
17 members of boards of directors, the 17 center directors and 17
head counselors, 55 counselors, 8 host home parents, and 16 vol-
unteers. Community service personnel included 16 law enforcement
officers, 26 school guidance counselors and other staff, and 59
'ocial service, welfare, and other community workers who referred
ycdiThs to the centers or provided referral services to them, in-
clLfling finding places for youths who did not return to their
imp2diate families or other relatives. In all, we interviewed 353
participants in the Program, in person or by telephone. We ob-
tained the names of the parents of the former residents and of
school, police, and community service personnel from center admin-
istrators. We interviewed almost all the centers' staff and the
youths residing at each center. Our review was conducted in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
We began our work in October 1981, completed the analysis in 7
months, and presented our findings in May 1982. The present
report documents that work.

REPORT OVERVIEW

In the five chapters that follow, we report our findings and
conclusions. In chapter 2, we describe the characteristics of
the youths who resided at the centers. In chapter 3, we discuss
the services that the centers offered. In chapter 4, we present
the environment of the centers. In chapter 5, we report the
perceptions of the youths, family members, center staff, and
community service personnel about the centers' services and
operations. In chapter 6, we summarize the findings presented in
chapters 2-5 and discuss issues that may warrant further consider-
ation by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

Four appendixes follow the text of the report. In appendix
I, we reprint the congressional letter of request. In appendix
II, we list the 17 runaway and homeless youth centers that we
included in our review. In appendix III, we describe our pro-
cedures for selecting respondent groups, collecting informa-
tion from them, and using that information to answer the study
questions. In appendix IV, we reprint a letter from HHS
commenting on a draft of the report.
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CHAPTER 2

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE YOUTHS

SERVED BY THE CENTERS

In legislating the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program, the
Congress was particularly Concerned about the young people who
face the dangers of living on the street because .they have run
away or been expelled from their homes. In this chapter, we de-
scribe the youths who participated in the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program at the 17 centers we reviewed. We discuss the
criteria the centers used for admitting them, report on the
distances they had run to reach the centers, and describe the
incidAnce of abuse or neglect they had suffered. We also
discuss the percentages of youths who had been sheltered at
each of the centers before. Finally, we present the sources
that referred youths and their families to the centers.

WHAT WERE THE CENTERS' ADMISSION
CRITERIA?

All 17 centers we visited reported that they admitted
youths immediately if a youth's age and situation made this
decision appropriate. All accepted youths up to the age of
18. '..hey differed on what minimum age they admitted -12 centers
served youths younger than 13 while 4 set the minimum age at 13
and 1 net the minimum age at 14. The 71 youths in our interview
sample ranged pt age from 12 to 18, the majority being between
15 and 16 years old. Of the 2 18-year-olds, 1 wet, a current
resident and 1 was a former resident.

Directors at all the centers reported that they did not
admit various types of young people. The three most common
categories of exclusion were youths with severe emotional prob-
lems (such as psychosis), drug addicts, and youths dangerous to
themselves and others (because they were violent or suicidal).
Staff at the centers reported that youths in these categories
were referred to other agencies, but we do not have information
on the services they received there.

HOW FAR DID YOUTHS RUN?

As the Conoess recognized in 1980, many runaways and home-
less youths st, within their immediate geographic area. In pro-
gram year 1980, 72 percent of the 3,673 youths who were sheltered
by the centers we visited were from the immediate geographic area
of the centers. The centers we visited in Miami and San Francisco
had the greatest percentages of out-of-State youths, but even there
only 20 percent came from outside the State borders. Thus, even
in miami and San Francisco, which have the reputation of drawing
runaways and homeless youths from far away, as many as 80 percent
were from the immediate geographic area.
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WHAT WAS THE INCIDENCE OF PHYSICAL
AND SEXUAL ABUSE AND NEGLECT?

Many runaways and homeless youths suffer from physical and
sexual abuse. Staff estimates of the percentage of their clients
who had been physically abused varied widely across the centers.
At the majority of the centers, staff estimates of the incidence
of physical abuse were in the range of 20 to 40 percent. Their
estimates of the percentage of youths who had been sexually
abused were lower but also varied widely. The majority put the
estimated percentage at 8 percent or less.

In addition to suffering from physical and sexual abuse,
runaways and homeless youths may be victims of neglect, not
having been given adequate food, clothing, shelter, education,
health care, or the like. Staff estimates of the percentage of
neglected youths at 11 of the centers were in the range of 14 to
35 percent. Estimates at the 6 others ranged from 50 to 100
percent.

HOW MANY YOUTHS HAD BEEN SHELTERED
BEFORE?

Estimates of the percentage of youths who had been sheltered
in 1980 and also sheltered at the same center before were as low
as 1 percent at one center and as high as 40 percent at another.
An estimated 20 percent of the youths at all 17 centers were
repeat clients. Of the 71 youths we interviewed, 18 percent had
previously been sheltered by the center in which they were then
residing.

WHO REFERRED YOUTHS TO THE CENTERS?

Staff at almost all the centers we visited reported a change
in the pattern of referrals over the past few years. They noted
as major changes that there were fewer self- referrals and more
referrals from social service agencies and school personnel.
According to the professional service providers we interviewed,
the youths they referred to the centers included both their own
clients and other youths and parents who called to ask for
assistance. All the providers referred youths for shelter, but
only 33 percent said they referred youths for drop-in counseling
as well. When shelters were full, professional service providers,
police, and school personnel said they referred runaways and home-
less youths most frequently to social service agencies, local
emergency shelters, or juvenile detention facilities or else
returned them to their parents.

According to staff, youths who referred themselves or were
referred by family or friends accounted for the majority of the
sheltered clients at only 2 of the centers we visited. (These
referrals ranged from 15 to 85 percent across the sites.) In
contrast, referrals by police, school personnel, and professional
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service providers (social service agencies, juvenile justice
authorities, and the like) accounted for the majority of the
clients at 12 centers. (These referrals ranged from 25 to 85
percent across the sites.) At 2 centers no predominant pattern
emerged. The other center was newly established.

when we interviewed the youths, we learned how they first
found out about the centers and who, if anyone, accompanied them
there. Fifty-one percent had learned about the centers from
professional service providers, police, and school personnel.
The remaining 49 percent had heard about them on radio or tele-
vision, from a hotline, or from parents or friends. About 33
percent of the youths in our sample had actually been brought to
a center by professional service providers, police, or school
personnel, 28 percent had arrived by themselves, and 21 percent
nad been accompanied by parents or relatives. Fifteen percent
had been brought by friends or staff, and the remaining 3 percent
were not initially counseled at a center.

SUMMARY

All the 17 centers that we visited reported that they
admitted youths immediately if a youth's age and situation made
this decision appropriate, and they excluded psychotic, violent,
and drug-addicted youths. Most youths sheltered at the centers
were from the immediate geographic area. Estimates indicate that
20-40 percent had been physically abused, fewer than A percent
had been sexually abused, and 14-35 percent had been victims of
neglect. They tended not to have resided at the same center
before, and at a majority of the centers more than half were
referred by social service agencies, juvenile justice
authorities, police, or school personnel.
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CHAPTER 3

THE Shk.v, S THE CENTERS OFFERED

In this chapter, we describe the services that wo ided
to youths and their families at the centers we visited. 44._ Dis-
cuss in turn the basic services, the average length of time youths
were sheltered, counseling services, the participation of families
in the centers' activities, and what happened to clients after
they left the shelters. The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act em-
phasizes that youths' parents or relatives should be contacted if
State law requires this, that children should be reunited with
their families whenever possible, and that the resolution of
family problems through counseling and other services should be
encouraged.

WHAT SERVICES DID THE CENTERS PROVIDE?

Center staff and community service personnel believed that
the centers met the most pressing needs youths had by providing
them with shelter and counseling and by helping their families
get involved in solving their problems whenever this was possible.
Most of the centers also provided, directly or by referral, drop-
in counseling, clothing, transportation, youth advocacy, medical
assistance, legal counseling, vocational counseling, follow-up
and aftercare services, placement services, and a 24-hour hotline.
All the centers also engaged in a variety of outreach activities,
including advertising and making speeches and school contacts.
Staff at 3 centers reported that they conducted outreach activities
on the streets where runaways and homeless youths congregated.

In 1980, the centers in our sample sheltered a total of
3,573 youths. The numbers differed greatly from center to center.
Fight percent of the total were sheltered by the 3 host home pro-
grams included in the sample; the numbers of youths sheltered at
these host homes were 19, 29, and 259. The remaining centers
sheltered from 52 to 617 youths, the average being 259.

All centers provided meals. The sheltered youths we inter-
viewed at 14 of the 17 centers reported receiving at least three
meals a day. Youths at 2 centers said they received two meals a
day. We interviewed only drop-in clients at the remaining site
and they did not receive any meals.

in 1980, 14 centers served 2,435 drop-in clients who were
not sheltered and 10,104 phone clients. The numbers of drop-ins
at these centers ranged from 1J to 742, with an average of 174.
Phone clients at these centers ranged in number from 62 to 4,066,
with an average of 722.

WHAT WAS THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY?
1

Runaways and homeless youths were sheltered for varying
lengths of time. The Program's regulations establish the maximum
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number of days of temporary shelter at 15. The average length of
stay for runaways ranged between 3 and 7 days at 8 of the centers
we visited. At the 9 other centers, the average length of stay
for runaways ranged between 8 and 15 days.

Homeless yout''s presented a different picture because their
problems are different. Sixteen of the 17 centers served homeless
youths in program year 1980. The average length of stay for the
homeless youths ranged between 4 and 7 days at 4 of the centers.
Eight centers reported an average length of stay in the range of
7.5 to 15 days.

The 4 other centers each reported an average length of stay
for homeless youths in the range of 25 to 32 days. These 4 sites,
located in urban and suburban areas of various size, did not share
a common set of geographic characteristics. Staff there men-
tioned, as the most frequent reasons for the longer lengths of
stay, few places for youths to go after the shelter period and
long social-service and court-processing time.

WHAT COUNSELING SERVICES DID CLIENTS
RECEIVE DURING THE SHELTER PERIOD?

According to the members of the counseling staff we inter-
viewed, counseling had two main goals--improving youths' coping
and living skills and reuniting them with their families whenever
possible. Staff offered individual, group, and family counseling
during the shelter period. Which services each client received
depended on the severity of the problem, the length of the
youth's stay, the number of other youths in residence, and the
family's willingness to participate.

The staff at the 17 centers we visited reported that youths
typically participated in at least three individual counseling
sessions each week. At 11 centers, they reported that some
participated in as many as seven or more individual counseling
sessions each week.

Almost all the youths we interviewed reported receiving
individual counseling during the shelter period. The majority
nad already participated in at least three counseling sessions
when we interviewed them. Youths at 10 centers said that
individual counseling was available as often as they needed
it. However, six youths at 2 centers said they had not had
individual counseling.

Group counselin_ was typically available. Only 2 centers
did not offer it. Thy number of group counseling sessions in a
typical week differed greatly, however. Eight centers conducted
anywhere from one to four group sessions in a week; 7 conducted
five or more.

Family counseling was available at all 17 sites. The staff
reported that in a typical week they held at least one or two
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family counseling sessions for every youth whose family was will-
ing to participate.

HOW DID THE CENTERS INVOLVE FAMILIES?

In the legislation, the Congress placed particular emphasis
on the centers' reuniting youths with their families and en-
couraging the resolution of family problems through counseling
and other services. In fact, the centers attempted to involve
families in a variety of ways. One center director told us that
"A kid in trouble is a family in trouble. We do everything in
our power to involve the family."

Family involvement began with a contact initiated by a
center. The staff at almost all the centers reported that they
attempted to obtain the parents' permission to shelter a young
person. The policy at all the centers was to make contact with a
parent or a guardian within 24 hours of a youth's arrival. Nine
centers had the policy of calling within 3 hours. When we inter-
viewed parents of former clients, 44 of the 51 parents recalled
the time in which the centers had made contact with them, 43
reporting that the centers had told them within 24 hours that
their children had arrived.

Although the initial call had no one format common to all
the centers, we found that several topics were typical. Staff at
the majority of the centers attempted to set up an appointment
with families during the initial call. Many also told the parents
that their children were safe, explained the program, and began
exploring the problem from the parents' point of view.

Centers differed greatly in the percentage of families who
participated in family counseling. The percentages ranged from
6 to 98 percent. Thirteen centers were in the range of 29 to 75
percent. Among the 51 parents whom we interviewed, 92 percent
had met with center staff and 55 percent had met with center
staff at least four times.

Family counseling obviously depends on both youths' and
parents' or guardians' participating. One center director
commented that a youth's willingness to participate in family
counseling was a prerequisite to being sheltered. The staff at
the majority of the centers reported that, during the shelter
period, youths were basically interested in resolving their
family difficulties. One head counselor noted that most youths
"have a hunger to resolve family problems." About homeless youths
and youths who have been abused, however, the staff reported that
the interest in resolving family problems was more varied.

WHAT DID FAMILY COUNSELING CONSIST
OF DURING THE SHELTER PERIOD?

At the centers we visited, family counseling during the
shelter period included intervening in the crisis situation
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(getting the problem under control and reducing the tension in an
emotionally charged situation), identifying the problem, improv-
ing family communication, and making referrals for extended
family counseling. Specific activities in family counseling
included drawing up goals and contracts, getting everyone
involved and talking to one another, and reuniting the family.

Fifteen of the 17 centers reported that staff typically met
with families at least twice during the shelter period. Staff at
6 of these 15 centers typically met with them four or more times.

At all the centers in our sample, parents were able to call
or visit their children. At the 6 sites where parents did not
know the shelter or host home location, they were able to arrange
a visit with their children at a "neutral" site or at home. At
all the centers, except for one host home program, youths were
able to call their parents at any time or with permission.

WHAT WAS THE INCIDENCE OF ARREST
DURING THE SHELTER PERIOD?

We asked the directors and law enforcement perscniel about
whether youths were arrested, while residing at the ce ters, for
offenses such as trespass, assault, shoplifting, car '.eft, and
breaking and entering. At 14 of the 17 centers we viL ed, esti-
mates of the average number of arrests ranged between C and 1 a
year. At 7 of these 14 centers, no arrests were reported. At
the 3 other centers, the police and directors differed in their
estimates, citing as few as 1 or as many as 6 arrests a year.

WHERE WERE YOUTHS PLACED
AFTER THE SHELTER PERIOD?

At all the centers we visited, staff reported that everyone- -
youths, families, center staff, and community service personnel- -
typically participated in placement decisiona. At 5 centers,
placements with the immediate family or other relatives ranged
from 21 to 46 percent of the youths in 1980. At 8 centers, the
range was 52 to 63 percent. The 4 other centers ranged from 70 to
97 percent. Fifty percent of all the youths who were sheltered at
the 17 centers were placed with their immediate families or other
relatives in 1980. The most frequently used alternative place-
ments included foster homes, group homes, and independent living
arrangements.

At 11 of the 17 centers we visited, directors and head coun-
selors stated that placement options were insufficient within
their geographic areas. They mentioned gaps in long-term place-
ment options slightly more often than gaps in interim placement.
Other specific gaps they mentioned included the options of placing
youths in foster homes, group homes, and specialized facilities,
such as homes for emotionally disturbed youths. Most centers that
reported long periods of residence for homeless youths especially
noted the insufficiency of placement options for them.
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HOW MANY YOUTHS ACCEPTED
PLACEMENT?

Not all youths waited for or accepted permanent placement.
According to the staff, reasons for youths' prematurely leaving
the centers included restrictive house rules, arguments with
parents, and dissatisfaction with where they were to reside after
leaving the centers, Staff at 11 centers reported that in 1980
10 percent or fewer of the youths left before placement could be
made. At 3 other sites, this varied from II to 15 percent; at 2,
it varied from 23 to 30 percent. One center wab not in operation
in 1980.

Of these figures, the highest, 30 percent, was reported by
the center that sheltered 617 youths in 1980, the greatest number
sheltered in all the sites we visited. The director of this
center, which is located in a large urban community, noted that
most of the youths who left the center before they were placed
did nos stay on the streets but went to live with friends in the
area.

When youths left a center without permission, a parent or
guardian was notified at all sites. Staff at 15 centers said
they also notified the police. The majority also made contact
with social workers, probation officers, and other community
service personnel.

WHAT SERVICES WERE AVAILABLE
AFTER THE SHELTER PERIOD?

Some youths who were reunited with their families or
accepted 'alternative placement also received services from the
centers after they left. "Follow-up" care included checking up
on them to verify their safe arrival and calling them on the
phone to determine their progress. Staff at 9 of the 17 centers
estimated that at least 75 percent of their clients received
these services. Six centers estimated that 50 percent or fewer
of their clients received them.

Center staff also provided "aftercare" services, defired in
the Program's regulations as being intended to alleviate the
problems that contributed to youths' running away or being
homeless. Staff at 12 of the centers we visited estimated that
50 percent or fewer of the youths who had resided there received
these services. Staff at 3 sites, however, estimated that at
least 75 percent received aftercare services from the staff.

Similarly, family participation in aftercare counseling was
quite varied. Eight centers typically met with families two
times or more after the shelter period, bvt 9 centers estimated
that their meetings with families were limited to, at most, one
session. Centers also referred youths to other -gencies for
aftercare, but we do not have information on how many availed
themselves of these services.
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Although center staff believed that the most pressing need
youths have after the shelter period is for counseling, they
reported numerous problems in providing it. The problems they
reported most frequently were a lack of staff, families' refusing
to participate, and youths' or families' leaving the area.

SUMMARY

The 17 centers that we visited met the three most pressing
needs of the youths who came to them by giving them shelter and
counseling and getting their families involved in solving their
problems. The numbers of youths the centers sheltered in 1980
varied greatly, ranging from as few as 19 to as many as 617 in
a total of 3,673, Excluding host home programs, the average for
14 centers was 259 youths. Average lengths of stay 'or runaways
ranged from 3 to 15 days. Average lengthi, of stay for homeless
youths varied from 4 to 15 days at all but 4 centers, each of
which reported that homeless youths stayed 25 to 32 days on the
average.

Individual and family counseling were available at all the
centers; group counseling was available at moat. All tried to
make contact with parents or guardians within 24 hours of a
youth's arrivsl, and interviews with parents indicated that this
policy was carried out in almost all cases. Fifty percent of
the youths who were sheltered by the centers in 1980 returned to
their immediate families or other relatives. Toe average number
of arrests for offenses committed by youths while in residence
ranged from none to one a year at most of the centers.

In 1980, 10 percent or fewer of the youths who were sheltered
at the majority of the centers left on their own before they were
placed; at 2 centers, 23 to 30 percent left. According to staff,
the youths' reasons for leaving included restrictive house rules,
arguments with parents, and dissatisfac"mn with where they were
to reside after leaving the centers

Staff at the majority of the cen. said there were not
enough places for youths to go for th tg term after the shelter
period. Fewer than half of the youtYe, eceived aftercare service
from the centers, even though the Program's regulations set it
forth as one of the immediate needs of 1..naways and homeless
youths.
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CHAPTER 4

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE CENTERS

The environment of a center that serves runaways and homeless
youths is not restricted to physical characteristics such as the
condition of the shelter, its capacity, and the ease of access to
it by public transportation. People, patterns of behavior, and
policies also contribute to a center'c environment. As we discusa
it here, environment includes the physical characteristics of the
centers and the rules and procedures governing the behavior of the
residents at them, the educational qualifications of the staff
members, and staffing patterns throughout a typical week.

WHAT WERE THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE CENTERS?

The majority of the center' we visited seemed to be well-
kept, clean, and adequately (but not luxuriously) furnished.
Three were run down but habitable. All center-run shelters but
one met the required maximum capacity of 20 youths. Five center-
run shelters had 6 to 8 beds, and 8 had 10 to 14 beds. One had
24 beds. Boys and girls had separate sleeping rooms in all the
shelters and host homes in our sample.

The centers also varied in the number of beZs they had in a
room. Ten centers had 2 to 8 beds in each sleeping room; 3 had
no more than 2 beds in each room. One center had 8 beds in one
bedroom and 16 in another, All the centers had limited space for
youths to put their personal belongings, varying from one or two
bureau drawers each to whole bureaus and shared closets.

Local public transportation was available to 15 of the 17
centers. The 2 other centers, in rural areas, were without local
public transportation.

WHAT WERE THE CENTERS' RULES
AND PROCEDURES?

With one exception, all the centers we visited had written
rules governing the behavior of the youths while in residence.
The exception had developed individual rules in consultation with
host home parents. Rules were presented to youths when they
arrived. Fourteen of the centers with written rules required
them to sign an agreement that they would abide by the rules
while they resided there.

The rules covered a variety of topics. Sexual contact was
prohibited in all the centers that housed both boys and girls in
the same facility. Other prohibitions included those against
violence, drugs, alcohol, possession of weapons, and stealing.

At the majority of the centers, written rules also specified
procedures for leaving the shelter, using the phone, receiving
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visitors, and maintaining personal belongings. At all but one,
resident youths had to perform daily chores; at that one, a host
home program, youths were not permitted to remain with any host
home family for more than one night. Youths at the majority of
the centers were also required to abide by a daily schedule for
waking, eating, attending counseling sessions, returning to the
center after being away, and going to bed.

All the centers had specific procedures for youths who
wanted to leave the shelter for a few hours. They required them
to obtain permission from a staff member or be accompanied by an
adult. Fourteen reported using one or more of the following

. methods to monitor youths while they were away from the shelter- -
verification of their whereabouts while they were away (calling
the school, for example), adult supervision, and verification of
where they had been when they returned (requiring them to produce
ticket stubs, for example).

Almost all the centers reported imposing extra chores or
restrictions (early bedtime, loss of phone privileges) for rules
violations. At 8 centers, staff volunteered that they told
youths to leave when these violations were serious or continued.
Of the 65 sheltered clients we interviewed, 53 (82 percent) told
us that the shelter rules were strictly enforced.

Some youths attended local schools while they resided at the
shelters, but the attendance rates that the centers reported dif-
fered considerably. At 3 centers, 5 to 15 percent of the resident
youths attended school; at 7 centers, 40 to 75 percent did; at 7
other centers, 80 to 100 percent did. Youths attended public
schools at all the sites, but one also maintained a campus school.

In addition to requiring certain activities, staff allowed
youths some free time. Staff estimates of unstructured time
ranged from 2 to 8 hours a day, the differences depending on
whether youths were in school. At the majority of the centers,
the youths had 3 to 4 hours of unstructured but supervised time
per day.

Staff reported that unstructured time had both its positive
and its negative aspects. On the one hand, unstructured time
enabied youths to be by themselves, to evaluate their own
situations, and to feel some relief from the emotional stress in
the living situations they had come from. On the other hand,
staff believed that some of the unstructured time could have been
better spent if staff and money were available for education,
developing skills, and taking outings.

HOW WERE THE CENTERS ORGANIZED
AND WHAT WERE THE QUALIFICATIONS
OF THE STAFF MEMBERS?

The staff at a typical center included a director, a head
counselor, one or more other counselors, house parents, volunteers,
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and support personnel. Although the number of paid counselors
varied from 2 to 11, the majority of centers had between 4 and 7.
Of the 15 centers that used volunteer counselors, the majority had
1 to 6. One of these centers was unusual in that all its counsel-
ing, both individual and family, was performed by at least 35
volunteers working in teams of one peer counselor and one adult
counselor for each youth.

At the 17 centers we visited, 104 of the 105 paid counselors
had at least a high school diploma or its equivalent. The excep-
tion was a high school student serving as a paid peer counselor.
Beyond this, 78 percent of the paid counseling staff had at least
a bachelor's degree and 26 percent had completed graduate degrees.

Of the 52 volunteer counselors who were identified as those
who interacted the most frequently with the youths, 52 percent
had at least a bachelor's degree. One was a high school student.
All the other volunteers had at least a high school diploma.

Counselors were paid annual salaries between $7,400 aad
$15,300. At the majority of the centers, counselors earned
between $7,400 (less than U.S. Office of Personnel Management
GS-1 starting salary) and $12,500 (comparable to a GS-4 salary).
At 3 centers, counselors earned between $13,500 (GS-5) and
$15,300 (mid-GS-6). The majority of the counselors had had at
least 3 years of relevant experience.

We keyed our review of staffing patterns at the centers to
three times of the day--daytime, evening, and late at night.
Center-run shelters had at least 2 or 3 staff members on duty
during the day; the majority had 6 to 9 on duty during weekdays.
During the evening, all but one of the center-run shelters had at
least 2 staff members on duty. Half of the center-run shelters
had at least 2 staff members on duty late at night; half had only
one.

During the week, the staffing patterns for host home centers
were similar to those at center-run shelters, but they differed
during weekends and late at night, having fewer staff members on
duty at those times. Two host home centers each had one staff
member on duty on weekends and late at night, but one center had
staff only on call during late night hours and on weekends. It
should be noted, of course, that even when staff were not on duty
at hcst home centers, the host home parents were responsible for
supervising the youths in their care.

All host home parents whom we interviewed reported that
their main responsibilities were to provide the youths with a
good home, a place to sleep, food, and clean clothes. Host home
parents were required to be licensed or go through a screening
process. Four centers paid host home parents a per diem of $7 to
$13. Host home parents at 2 other centers were not compensated,
but at one of these centers youths were given money daily,
directly from the program, to buy their meals.
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In addition to relying on salaried staff and host home
parents, all the centers relied on volunteer help. The majority
of the centers had 1 to 4 volunteers each weeks most of the others
had from 5 to 12. As we noted earlier, though, one center relied
on as many as 35 volunteer counselors to perform individual and
family counseling. At most of the centers, volunteers did some
counseling--answering the hotline, intervening in crisis situa-
tions, and co-counseling under supervision. Other duties that
directors and volunteers mentioned frequently included recre-
ational activities, tutoring, and the noncounseling functions of
maintaining the house, cooking, and providing transportation.

SUM"ARY

The majority of the centers we visited seemed to be well-
kept, clean, and adequately furnished. All the center-run
shelters but one met the required capacity of 20 youths. Except
for 2 rural centers, all could be reached by local public trans-
portation.

Except for one host home program, all the centers had
written rules of behavior, including prohibitions against sexual
contact, violence, drugs, alcohol, possession of weapons, and
stealing. Youths were required at all centers to obtain permis-
sion from the staff or to be accompanied by an adult in order to
leave for a few hours. At the majority, they were also required
to abide by a daily schedule for waking, eating, attending coun-
seling sessions, returning after being away, and going to bed. At
the majority of the centers, youths had 3 to 4 hours of unstruc-
tured supervised time each day.

The majority of the centers had 4 to 7 paid and 1 to 6
volunteer counselors. Salaries ranged from $7,400 to $15,300.
All except peer counselors had at least a high school diploma or
its equivalent. Seventy-eight percent of paid counselors had at
least a bachelor's degree; 26 percent had completed graduate
degrees. Among volunteer counselors, 52 percent had at least a
bachelor's degree.
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CHAPTER 5

HOW YOUTHS, PARENTS, STAFF, AND COMMUNITY

SERVICE PEOPLE PERCEIVED THE CENTERS'

SERVICES AND OPERATIONS

In this chapter, we describe how 353 persons who participated
in the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program saw the strengths and
weaknesses of its operations and services and the improvements
that were needed. The people we interviewed included youths who
had resided before or who were then residing at the centers,
parents of former residents, administrative and counseling staff,
and law enforcement, social service, welfare, and school person-
nel who had working relationships with the centers.

WHAT WERE THE CENTERS' STRENGTHS?

The perceptions of the respondents in our sample naturally
reflected the nature of their involvement with the centers. When
asked, they mentioned several strengths of the centers frequently.
These included the very existence of a shelter program, which the
youths and community service staff such as professional service
providers, police, and school personnel identified as the strong-
est point. Youths, staff, and community service personnel saw
the counseling and crisis intervention services as a strength.
Youths, parents, and staff thought that the family involvement was
important, and the positive characteristics of the center staff,
including their qualifications and dedication, were identified by
youths and staff alike. Two other strengths that were noted were
that the centers were accessible (mentioned by community service
personnel) and that they allowed an emotional cooling-off period
(mentioned by the youths).

We examined the perceptions of staff competence in more
detail, finding that almost all the youths (96 percent) and
almost all the parents of former residents (96 percent) whom we
interviewed thought that the staff were doing a good job. Parents
noted, in particular, the positive efforts cf the staff in helping
their children and the ability of the staff to communicate well
with both youths and adults. The youths felt that their coun-
selors were good listeners who helped them talk about their prob-
lems. Similarly, 88 percent of the people whom we interviewed who
had referred youths to the centers (that is, professional service
providers, school personnel, and police) described the centers'
staff members as competent. The remaining 12 percent reported
that they did not know the staff well enough to judge.

Almost all the center directors and counselors (94 percent)
believed that the centers were attracting *the right kind" of
staff. These respondents, along with host home parents and
members of the boards of directors whom we interviewed, most
frequently mentioned the staff members' interest in the youths as
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their greatest asset. In particular, they cited their dedica-
tion, commitment, and caring attitude. Their sNills in crisis
intervention and counseling were their second most frequently
mentioned assets.

In order to provide more details on the views of people who
receiveu services, we asked the youths and the parents what they
thought they would have done had the centers not existed. The
youths most froluently said that they would have remained on the
streets or possibly stayed with friends or relatives. The
parents believed that their children would most likely have
remained on the streets. The two other alternatives the youths
and the parents mentioned frequently were that the youths would
have become involved in the State social service or juvenile
justice systems or faced more drastic possibilities, such as
suicide, drugs, and victimisation on the streets. In fact, only
7 percent of the youths and 2 percent of the parents we inter-
viewed believed that their family problems would have been
resolved without the help cf the centers.

WHAT WERE THE CENTERS' WEAKNESSES?

Weaknesses of the centers were also identified by some of
our respondents. Inadequate funding was mentioned frequently by
the professional service providers, school personnel, and center
staff. The youths most frequently named the centers' rules and
restrictions as a weakness. Other weaknesses that were mentioned
included the relatively small capacity of the shelters and too
few staff. In identifying weaknesses among the staff themselves,
the center directors and the counselors named most frequently the
limited professional experience and training of some staff
members.

WHAT IMPROVEMENTS WERE NEEDED?

We asked all 353 respondents to suggest ways in which the
centers in their areas could be improved. Although 35 percent
had no suggestions, 65 percent recommended, among others things,
expanding the outreach and prevention services, doing more net-
working with other agencies, making physical improvements to the
shelters, and providing more activities and training for youths
during their stay.

SUMMARY

Youths, parents of former residents, staff, and community
service people such as professional service providers, police,. and
school personnel whom we interviewed were generally positive about
the runaway and homeless youth centers in their area. Youths and
community service personnel believed that the greatest strength
of the centers was the fact of the shelter program's existence.
Other strengths mentioned by those we interviewed were the coun-
seling and crisis intervention services, family involvement, and
dedicated and well-qualified staff.
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The youths believed that they would have remained on the

streets, or possibly stayed with friends or relatives, if the

centers had not existed. Only 7 percent of the youths and 2

percent of the parents we interviewed believed that their family

problems would have been reEolved without the help of the centers.

The centers' weaknesses, as mentioned frequently by profes-

sional service providers, school personnel, and center staff,

included inadequate funding, limited shelter capacities, too few

staff, and the limited professional experience and training of

some staff members.

Suggestions for improvement included the expansion of out-

reach and preven ion services, more. networking with. other agen-

cies, physical c.anges to the shelters, and more activities and
training for youths during their stay there.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

From our review of 17 centers funded by the National Runaway
and Homeless Youth Program, we have generally favotable findings
in the areas of inquiry posed by the Subcommittee on Human
Resources of the House Committee on Education and Labor. Our
summary of findings in the four areas is as follows.

WHO WERE THE PARTICIPANTS?

In our view, the population served by the 17 centers we
reviewed matched that targeted by the statute. The centers
served runaways and homeless youths. Among those they served
were youths who had been neglected and physically and sexually
abused. Psychotic, violent, and drug-addicted youths were
referred elsewhere.

WHAT SERVICES WERE OFFERED?

The centers' services appeared also to be those anticipated
by the statute--shelter, counseling, and family involvement,
which was particularly well emphasized. However, aftercare was
being performed in a limited way.

WHAT WAS THE ENVIRONMENT
OF THE CENTERS?

We believe that the staff, facilities, and prncedures of the
centers were consistent with the statute's goals. As mandated,
the centers that we visited operated outside the law enforcement
and juvenile justice systems. Furthermore, the centers' staff
members seemed to have developed the relationship with community
service personnel (in law enforcement, social services, and juve-
nile justice) anticipated by the Congress.

WHAT DID THE PARTICIPANTS
THINK ABOUT THE CENTERS?

The 353 people whom we interviewed generally expressed a
belief in the importance of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program
and in the usefulness of its services.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES

We believe that several areas may warrant consideration.
First, we found that the direct provision of aftercare services
was still more the exception than the rule, despite the congres-
sional mandate. It is not clear, however, whether the limited
provision of aftercare resulted from the need for more funds and
staff, for example, or the lack of interest in continued partici-
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pation by parents and youths. The legislation requires applicants
for funds to develop a plan for aftercare counseling but does not
include any other requirements. In light of our findings, we
believe that centers need more guidance regarding the relative
importance they should place on services for residents and on
aftercare services for former residents.

Second, we found that staff members engaged in a variety of
outreach activities at the centers we visited. The majority of
these activities included advertising and making speeches and
school contacts. Although the staff at some of the centers did
conduct outreach activities on the streets where the runaways and
homeless youths congregated, this form of outreach was used only
minimally. The legislation does not mandate specific types of
outreach activities, but it does state the Congress' concern
about young people who are without resources and live on the
street. Perhaps centers should be concentrating more of their
outreach efforts on directly reaching these youths. We believe
that centers need more guidance regarding the relative emphasis
they should place on the different types of outreach activities.

Third, we found that youths engaged in a variety of activi-
ties while they resided at the centers. Most days, youths partic-
ipated in counseling sessions, ate meals, worked on finding places
to go when they left the centers, performed chores, and in some
instances went to school. However, unstructured time, especially
on weekends, seemed to be a feature of life in the shelters. The
youths seemed not to be spending much of their free time develop-
ing their coping and living skills and engaging in structured
recreational activities. We believe that centers need more
guidance regarding how much of the youths' time is to be spent
on unstructured activities.

The Department of Health and Human Services read and
commented on a draft of this report (the letter is reprinted as
appendix IV). HHS concurs with our assessment of the National
Runaway and Homeless Youth Program and 'iith the matters for
consideration we have presented above.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
ROOM a171. DAVIIIURN HOUSE OPTICS SUMOD4G

WAIIIMINOTON. D.C. loll II

October 11, 1981

Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General of the

United States
General Accounting Office
441 C Street, N.H.
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher:

APPENDIX I

1.11WCWITY 1.106111(11
norm IL wrap. a*.
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The Subcommittee on Human Resources maintains a continuing interest
in providing categorical funding for runaway and homeless youth thrnugh
Title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974, as amended. The spring reconciliation process required mayor
efforts to maintain Runaway and Homeless Youth as a categorical program.
Now that Title III has been reauthorized through 1984, it would be
very helpful for us to have information in the spring of 1982 on how
the program is operating at the local level.

Discussion between my Staff Director, Cordnn Raley, and staff from
your Institute of Program Evaluation indicated that the Institute wnuld
he able to provide us with service Lellvery information in time for our
hearings. It would be helpful to the Subcommittee if the Institute
could answer such questions as, what services are delivered? by whom?
what are the perceptions of service providers, recipients, and other
interested parties regarding program operations?

Our discussion with Institute staff indicated that the fast response
methodology called PODSE which is currently under development would
provide the information we need concerning the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program. It would he most helpful to us if Institute seat( would
brief us on what they have learned no later than April 15, 1982 with
a report to follow thereafter.

Sincerelv.

jAA
An..rews

Chairman
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

LIST OF SAMPLE SITES

This is a list of the 17 runaway and homeless youth centers
that we visited in 7 of the 10 regions of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services.

Janus House
Bridgeport, Conn.

Newton-Wellesley-Weston-Needham
Multi-Service Center, Inc.

Newton Centre, Mass.

Stepping Stone
Concord, N. H.

Child & Family Services
of New Hampshire

Manchester, N. H.

Voyage House, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Time Out
Huntington, W. Va.

Sojourn
Mobile, Ala.

Miami Bridge
Miami, Fla.'

Crosswinds
Merritt Island, Fla.
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Crossroads
North Charleston, S. C.

Macoupin County Yok.th
Service Bureau

Carlinville, Ill.

Connecting Point
Toledo, Ohio

Family Connection
Houston, Texas

Youth Shelter of
Galveston

Galveston, Texas

Youth Emergency
Services, Inc.

University City, Mo.

Huckleberry House
San Francisco, Calif.

Tahoe Runaway and
Youth Services
Project

South Lake Tahoe, Calif.
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PROCEDURES WE USED FOR OBTAINING

REPLICABLE FINDINGS

One of the main goals of our review was to employ methods of
data collection and analysis that would allow other evaluators to
study and replicate our findings at the same sites. Replicsbility
helps establish the credibility of study findings and conclusion..
In this appendix, we discuss the ways we selected respondent, and
gathered, analyzed, and presented data to help us achieve this
goal.

1 RESPONDENT SELECTION

In order to answer the program operations and service
delivery questions posed by the Chairman of the Subcommittee (Who
participates in the National Runaway and Homeless Youth Program?
What services does it offer? What is the environment of the
centers? What do the youths and their families, the staff at
the centers, and the community service personnel think about the
centers' services and operations?), we had to collect information
from a wide variety'of people associated with each of the centers,
recognizing that no one person would be knowledgeable about all
aspects. Furthermore, to meet the goal of replicability of find=
ings, we had to identify relatively homogeneous categories of
people so that we would obtain comparable types of information
from each of the centers in our sample.

In identifying the respondent groups who would have the
information we needed, we went through a number of steps. We
talked to congressional staff and Program officials in HHS. We
made exploratory visits to several centers for runaway and home -
lees youths, and we reviewed the literature, particularly evalua-
tions of the Program. In order to obtain multiple perspectives
on program operations and service delivery, we identified the
various types of people who were included among the administra-
tive and counseling staff of the centers, the clients who were
served, and the service people in the community who worked with
the centers.

For our final respondent groups, we divided the administra-
tive and counseling staff into six categories -- members of the
board of directors, center directors, head counselors, coun-
selors, host home parents, and volunteers. We divided clients
into two categoriesyouths who had resided or were then residing
at the centers and parents of former residents. And we divided
community and service personnel into four categories--law en-
forcers, school guidance counselors and other staff, and social
service, welfare, and other community workers who referred youths
to the centers and those who provided referral services to them.

In addition to identifying the respondent groups, we had to
specify the number of respondents we wanted to include in each
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group. Our general rule was to specify at least two respondents
per group. We made exceptions where the center director and the
head counselor were the only members of their groups at a center.
For youths, parents, and counselors, we specified four members
per group. Our use of guidelines for the type and number of
respondents helped assure us that our evaluators would ba able to
collect comparable information at each center.

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS

Having defined the appropriate respondent groups and the
numbers of respondents within them, we developed twelve struc-
tured interview guides, one for each group. Wanting to make sure
that we collected comparable data from all the centers, we dev-
eloped the interview guides so that they would contain the speci-
fic questions and fellow -up probes that the data collectors were
to ask, and we conducted centralized staff training to teach the
data collectors standard procedures to follow while collecting,
recording, and analyzing the data.

We often included the same question or similar questions in
several of these data collection instruments in order to obtain
the perspectives of different respondent groups on a particular
topic. Doing this also helped us guard against inaccurate and
incomplete information by allowing us to cross-check the informa-
tion we received from different respondents. The accompanying
table illustrates our use of this procedure.

DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

In our data analysis, we identified the respondent groups
who gave us the information we collected with our instruments.
Identifying respondents is important for replicability. It is
also necessary for interpreting the data.

Depending on the nature of the question, we summarized the
frequencies of particular responses to what we asked at each
center or from each respondent group. To analyze the responses
at each center, we determined the prevailing viewpoints there and
then summarized the information in terms of the proportion of the
centers that evidenced them and the categories of respondents
that had provided that kind of information. For example, we
found (as we have noted in the report) that

--directors at all the lenters reported that they did not
admit various types of young people;

- -at the majority of the centers, staff estimates of the
incidence of physical abuse were in the range of 20 to 40
percent;

- -at 11 of the 17 centers we visited, directors and head
counselors stated that placement options were insufficient
within their geographic areas.
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Five Examples of Questions Directed

to Several Respondent Groups

Respondent groups*

Interview questions DHCYPLO
X X X

X x X X

S

x

That problems do you have in
following up and providing
aftercare to shelter clients?

What is the most immediate need
of a typical runaway? How is
this need met?

What kinds of services do you
think these adolescents and
their families need? Does
the center provide them?

}

Suppose there were no places
like this to come to, what
would each of you have done?

What do you think would happen
if there were no programs like
this for your child to go to?

In a typical week, how many times
will a young person be in Individ-
ual counseling, group counseling,
and family counseling?

How often do you participate
in counseling sessions that
are just for you?

How often do you have group
counseling?

What procedures do sheltered
clients follow when they want to
leave the shelter for a few hours?

What do you do if you want to
leave the house for a while?

D = Center director
H = Head counselor
C = Counselor

X x x

Y = Youths 0 = School personnel
P = Parents S = Sources of referral
L = Law enforcers
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In analyzing our data by respondent groups, we identified
common responses and then summarized the proportion of respon-
dents who shared them. For example,

--almost all the youths we interviewed reported receiving
individual counseling during the shelter period;

--among the 51 parents whom we interviewed, 92 percent had
met with center staff and 55 percent had met with center
staff at least four times;

--almost all the center directors and counselors (94 percent)
believed that the centers were attracting "the right kind"
of staff.

SUMMARY

In sum, we met our goal of producing comparable and repli-
cable information by employing a number of methods. First, we
carefully identified appropriate respondent groups. Second, we
developed data collection instruments specifically tailored to
them and to our data needs. Third, we trained staff in standard
procedures to use fov collecting, recording, and analyzing the
data. Last, we analyzed and presented our information in terms
of the proportion of centers or respondents evidencing particular
Characteristics and identified our information sources.
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( DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH I HUMAN suvicu Oft% ci4 imam, GOYIM

Washnown. D C 20201

a 2 9 19B3

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Director, Human Resources
Division

United States General
Accounting Office

.Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for our
comments on your draft of a proposed report "Federally Supported
Centers Provide Needed Services for Runaways and Homeless
Youths." The enclosed comments represent the tentative, position
of the Department and are subject to reevaluation when the final
version of this report is received.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report
before its publication.

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

*rRicllard P. KusserOw
pector General
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COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ON THE
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE'S DRAFT REPORT "FEDERALLY SUPPORTED
CENTERS PROVIDE NFEDED SERVICES FOR RUNAWAYS AND HOMELESS
YOUTHS" (GAO/IPE-J3-7), DATED JUNE 15, 1983)

General Comments

The Department plans to address the three areas cited by GAO

which warrant adHitional attention, namely: aftercare,
outreach, and the management of youths' recreational-leisure
time while residing at the centers. This effort will include
the following:

-- Greater emphasis on fostering public awareness and
forging collaboration between grantees and schools,
PTAs, and other non-profit, private-sector community
organizations in the areas of aftercare and outreach.

- - The use of discretionary resources for the
identification and replication of exemplary models of
aftercare, outreach, and the management of recreational-
leisure time.

Matters for Consideration by the Secretary of Health and Human

Services

o GAO believes that centers need more guidance regarding
the relative importance they should place on services
for residents and on aftercare services for former
residents.

Department Comment

We concur in this assessment. Wnile the provision of aftercare
services is a statutory responsibility for runaway and homeless
youth grantees, not all Title III grantees have been able to
plan and to operate aftercare programs which meet the
performance standards for Federally funded runaway and homeless

youth centers.

As part of its funding of Runaway and Homeless Youth programs in
FY 1983, the Department has competitively awarded, on a one-time

only basis, 109 Strengthening Center grants. These grants are
designed to strengthen the operations and programs of runaway
and homeless youth centers in one of three principal areas:
management operations, aftercare, and outreach services.
Additionally, both existing and new grantees will be encouraged
to emphasize aftercare service as a required and critical
component of their programs.
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o GAO believes that centers need more guidance regarding
the relative emphasis they should place on use of the
different.types of outreach activities.

Department Comment

We agree with the need for centers to concentrate more effort
on outreach activities directed at the runaway and homeless
youth populations served. We will review the program's outreach
performance standards and encourage grantees to develop more
clearly defined outreach activities directed at runaway and
homeless youths. The Congress in a continuing resolution passed
in December, 1982 made specific reference to outreach services- -
and in the funding guidance for FY 1983 the program included
outreach as an essential activ,.ty for Federally funded runaway
and homeless youth oentera.

o GAO believes that centers need more guidance regarding
how much of youths' time 13 to be spent on unstructured
activitiea.

Department Comment

Wesconcur with the need for the centers to encourage more
effective coping and living skilla for youths during time
periods which are unstructured. In this connection the program
is considering the development of an additional performance
standard under a general heading of recreational-leisure time.
In 1983, the program will more closely examine center
recreational-leisure time programs an4 exemplary programa will
be identified for replication by other grantees.

(973167)
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February 20, 1984

MAILING ACCINISS:
P.O. WI ME

DU WOMB. IOWA 1031111

TOs All Members of the SAC, Mr. Al Regnery. WCG
RS* Beverly Hills Agenda

The next RAC meeting is scheduled for March 14th and 15th,
1914, it the Beverly Pavilion, Beverly Hills, California, and
we are requesting your assistance in preparing the agenda. The
meeting will commence at 9z00 a.m. en March 14th and will conclude
no later than 12100 noon on March 15th.

The WCG has suggested the following es possible agenda items
for the MC meeting as received from the OJJDP. Please review
them and advise ma of which you will be involved with and how
much time you would like to have allocated to that subject and
who will make the presentation. Of course, we are requesting
additional agenda items as requested by you.

(1) Reauthorization
(2) The RAC Interim Report - Serious Juvenile Crimes A

Redirected Federal Effort.
(3) frirffKrAnnual Report: 'This report is due March 31, 1904.

WCG would like to distribute a working draft for discussion
so that the report will reflect the NAC's 1983 activities.

(4) A brief presentation by the California SAG representative.
(5) A special presentation on "The Relationship Between the

De-institutionalization of Status Offenders and the
Exploitation of Children and Youth." (Al Regnery will
ask Richard Vigilante to suggest a guest speaker. The
recommended time for the presentation is two hours.)

(6) A ten minute report on the activities of the Coordinating
Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
(Mr. Bertroche)

Please be kind enough to submit your agenda requests to
this office as soon as possible because it is our_desire to
finalize the agenda and have the final agenda backTh-auskl
to you no --

ire exists the possibility that I may be able to obtain
Wiets to the Johnny Carson show in Burbank. California the late
afternoon of March 14th, so if you would like to have tickets and
I am able to get them, phase let me know the number that you would
ike to have. Thank you for your courtesy and best personal

rds.

Very truly yours.

--BERTROCEE-L7WOFFICEE

C14- T&R"Zwret.L.
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CENTER FOR ACTION RESEARCH, Incorporated
1125 Spruce, Boulder, Colorado e0302

April z, 1984

Mr. Gordon A. Raley, Staff Director
Suhcommittee an Human Resources
House Education and Labor Committee
2118 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Ir. Raley:

In 'Serious Juvenile Crime: A Redirected Federal Effort',
the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention has made clear its view that, in framing
and administering the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act, both the Congress and the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention have persisted in obvious error despite
better advice to the contrary. I disagree with the NAC's argument
and object to its highly selective use of my and ,Zhers' work to
male that argument. As the NAC's pamphlet now stands, a reader
might gain the impression. that I support its claims; I do not. To
the contrary, I believe that the NAC's proposition is ill-founded
and ill-advised.

The NAC's hangs its case on a widelyaccepted research
finding: ,z small proportion of youth (5-10%) commit a large
proportior of juvenile crime (5060%). From this finding alone,
the NAC argues, it is obvious ("inevitable') that the JJDP Act
should have concentrated on that small population of offenders,
that both Congress and the OJJDP have "ignored' the problem, and
that they have the wrong priorities.' To judge by the strength
of the language, the JJDP Act has been a gross misapplication of
federal resources from the outset.

One expects such strong claims to be backed by equally
strong arguments. That is not the situation. Much of what is
presented as a debate about means to an end is in fact simply'a
rejection of Congress's intert. The,amthor of the pamphlet would
rather have had a 'Serious and Violent Offender Control Act' than
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency P..'evention Act; the NAC does
not want to carry out it statutory charge. The remainder of the
pamphlet is a highly selective presentation of research evidence
overlaid with a questionable logic.

37-681 0-84--27
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By the end of its sz,cond full page of text, the NAC's
p,mphlet has rejected the goal of deinstitutionalizing status
offenders. Deinstitutionalization is, the NAC suggests, a
"misionary preoccupation' which sacrifices the poor and
minorities to th interests of middle-class White youngsters. The
pamphlet's concern for equity and justice would be more
convincing if it did not go out of its way to ignore the
injustice of locking up persons--of whatever race or origin, rich
or poor--who have committed no crime.

In page five of the pamphlet, we are told that "The Juvenile
Justice Act, as now worded, diverts most federal funding to
objectives that have very little to do with the criminal aspects
of juvenile delinquency." This comment is directed to the
"advanced techniques" provisions of the JJDP Act. In part, the
comment is simply a continuation of the NAC's rejection of the
goals of deinstitutionalization and separation, as these goals
are addressed in the advanced techniques. Much of page six is a
litany of complaints that OJJDP had taken Congress's
deinstitutionalization and separation requirements seriously and
administered the Act accordingly.

The p.mphlet's second main attack on the JJDP Act begins at
the bottom of page six. It opens by saying that many activities
which Congress assigned to OJJDP belong better in the Departments
of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education. That claim
depends, of course, on the bearing of those activities on
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention. Congress apparently
thought those activities relevant to OJJDP's mission. The NAC
disagrees:

"The mandates that shape OJJPD's programs were
bared on faulty notions about how best to prevent and
control delinquency, and how to deal with juvenile
offenders. The Act way passed at a time when its
sponsors were more certain about the rightness of a
particular philosophy than experience has warranted.'
(emphasis in the original).

The pamphlet than proceeds with an argument which is titled,
most appropriately, 'Uncertain Knowledge'. 'Uncertain Knowledge'
is a game played with a large body of research which contains
many studies of highly variable quality and
sometimes-inconsistent results. The game can be played in three
ways. One can select and build up findings unfavorable to a
competing argument. Or, one can select and build up findings
favorable to one's own argument. Or, the boldest players do both,
iri the attempt to compare the strongest possible version of their
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own argument with the weakest possible version of a competing
argument.

The author of the NAC's pamphlet is a bold player. He goes
so far as to assert, in the last page; that the observations
contained in this report are neither new nor t.e exclusive
province of this committee. They are widely shared by juvenile
court judges, other professionals who work with delinquents, and
scholars." One is left to assume that the Congress and OJJDP
began and persisted in wrong-headedness in the face of broad
agreement among those who know better. That is not correct.

Those who work in the field of delinquency support a variety
of programs and opinions with varying degrees of evidentiary
support. The method of the NAC pamphlet is to draw selectively
from these programs and opinions to create the straw man which is
most easily attacked, and at the same time to leave aside the
weaknesses in its own argument. By this method, for example,
persons who are interested in delinquency prevention are painted
as compassionate fools interested only in protecting the
hard-core delinquent from a wise and effective juvenile court.
The proposition is debatable.

If it is to be fully satisfied concerning the preponderance
of evidence and argument concerning delinquency, its prevention,
and its control, the Congress will have to solicit and weigh
testimony from a range of persons familiar with large parts of
the literature. My limited purpose here is to point out some of
the ways in which the NAC's pamphlet has been highly selective
about work in which I have participated and with which I am
familiar.

I believe that many would agree generally with the statement
of Solomon Kobrin and Malcolm Klein, quoted in the pamphlet, that
'The federal rationale placed considerable faith in a therapeutic
model of delinquency prevention and treatment, a model which lost
much of its empirical basis in the 1960's and early 1970's'. Many
also would agree that, for a time, too much was claimed for
labeling theory and for labeling by the Juvenile court as a
strong influence in subsequent delinquency. However, persons
attempting to provide a full account of the period would not then
leap so quickly to other matters as the NAC's pamphlet does. They
might make three other points.

First, few advocates of alternatives to the juvenile justice
system have claimed that the few serious, chronic, and violent
offenders should be 'protected' from the juvenile court. More
often, they have pointed out that, if we would use alternatives
for the many minor offenders and non-offenders being dealt with
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in tho juvenile justice system, the juvenile court would have
more time and resources to deal with the harder cases.

Second, the bulk of the evidence which calls into question
the therapeutic model of prevention was collected in the juvenile
jutice system, in juvenile courts, in the programs to which
juvenile courts referred juveriles, ',old in the institutions to
which juvLnile courts committed them. If the Congress did make an
error in 1974, it was not the error of choosing a flawed
therapeutic model of delingency prevention over superior programs
of the juvenile court. It was the error of assuming, with others,
that therapeutic programs which had failed when operated by the
court would succeed if only they were placed nominally outside
the juvenile justice system.

One may note that the NAC's pamphlet never mentions the two
largest collections of program evaluations relevant to this
iseue: Lipton, Martinson, and The Effectiveness of
Cerrectienal. Tree ment (1975), and Dennis Romig's Justice for Our
Children (1918). The NAC's selective history notwithstanding,
the search for alternatives to the juvenile justice system was
not whim.,ic.all not undertaken merely on the basis of a
'philoslophy," and not hasty, as those two collections of
evaluations conducted over forty years will show. The NAC is very
quick to judge OJJDP's record of a mere ten years, but very slow
even to consider the record built up over the six or more decades
in whiuh the juvenile court was our ideal.

Third, a more balanced account than the NAC's would not have
buried in footnote 15 the fact that the therapeutic model of
prevention is neither the only model of prevention nor the most
direct application of contemporary delinquency research to
Prwiention. The pamphlet cannot avoid some other positions taken
in the field, so mentions them in footnotes and then makes highly
selective use of them. Joseph G. Weis is allowed to say that no
one strateyy by itself can be expected to alter a child's
environment sufficiently to preclude delinquent behavior by those
children already alienated and who have little sense of
,elf-worth.' He is then promptly gagged, because he would go on
to say, and has said, that there are coherent sets of strategies
to prevent children from becoming alienated and other sets of
preventive strategies to address those who already have.

In Footnote 17, Delbert S. Elliott and Harwin Voss are not
allowed to speak at all. They are used tb buttress the pamphlet's
claim that 'Students who drop out of school do not fall into
delinquency more often than students who are induced to remain in
school.' The implication is that the Congress's interest in the
problem of rhool dropout was ill-founded. Elliott and Voss are
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not permitted to state their principal conclusionthat dropping
out of school and committing delinquent acts tend to be alternate
responses by youth to their e:perience in schools. That
conclusion has implications that the author of the NAC's pamphlet
woold prefer hot 1.,3 deal with. Elliott supports well-founded
prevention programs.

In footnote 12, my colleagues and I are used in e::actly the
tame allowed to say just enough to compromise the NAC's
straw man of therai,c.utic prevention, but not allowed to state our
own conclusions, which are quite different from the NAC's. Among
our unquoted conclut,ions is that there are, in education,
,.perific options which can be used to alter students' experience
of ,.chools and thus to reduce both dropout and delinquency.

We and other informed advocates of well-founded prevention
proyroms are hot blind to the mi:!ed record of the wide variety of
programs which have turn labelled "prevention." We are acutely
aware that the field of Prevention has been dominated precisely
by the therapeutiC model of prevention and by simplistic
opplications of delinquency theory and research. We have said so
in considerable detail, in balanced reviews with which the NAC's
selective polemic might informatively be compared. We conclude
not that prevention is an idea which was tried and found wanting,
but that prevention is an idea which was wanted and found largely
untried. Progress in any complex field is not made quickly;
hi to -ed ond undiscriminating reviews such as the NAC's provide no
progress at all.

,In Siini, Iveral of the perLons cited by the MAC as
authorities to buttret,s its own case in fact di...agree with the
NAC's con( lu,ion. It is only by ,v1c.ctive use of their writing
that the MAC an mate it appear otherwise.

The NAC's highly .elocti%o use of others' work fulminates in
page eight with the claim that:

'The notion of preventing delinquency by means of
a $-ocoom is liiewlse unsound. We
have Icorned that delinquency falls to occuris
c.r.e.,ented by caring parents with strong values and
tightly init commonities. Government programs,
;.artics,larly at the federal level, are conspicuously
unable to create tt.ce conditions.'

This ideologically-sIPwed description of the situation presents
two imogos of delinquency prevent ion. It is either a wishful
rolionte tin a ",-Ingle, ,.peLtfie program' that could not have

iPffoct, or a fooli,h attempt at pervasive and large
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'_sale social engineering. The NAC's account leaves out one
prominent version of delinquency prevention: the version which is
actually being promoted by the authors who were so very
',electively quoted.

On the basis of such a treatment, the NAC would have us
conclude that "In addition to the failure of OJJDP programs to
justify the philosophy behind the 1974 Act, the most cherished
beliefs of supeorturs of the Act have consistuntly run afoul of
the facts." The first stage of the game of Uncertain Knowledge
has bcen played most boldly.

The second stage--selecting and building up information
favorable to the NAC's own case-begins. This maneuver is equally
bold. Here is its essence:

Any federal effort in the area of juvenile
delinquency should focus primarily on the serious,
violent, or chronic offender. The first and most
important reason for this shift is that serious,
violent, and chronic delinquency is by far the most
important aspect of the whole juvenile problem. The
federal initiative against delinquency is lodged
appropriately in a law-enforcement criminal justice
ogency and should be shaped by law-enforcement and
criminal justice considerations. (page 9)

One may note the two remarkable aseumptions which the
apparently-straightforward statement contains. First, the "whole
juvenile problem* can and should be boiled down to one of its
manifestations: serious, violent, and chronic delinquency.
Second, "low-enforcement and criminal justice considerations'
provide the most promising strategy for dealing with that
manifestation. One would expect such strong claims to be
well-supported in the argument that follows them. No such support
is forthcoming.

Almost as an aside in closing the built-up case against
delinquency prevention, the pamphlet's author mates claims for
justice system procedures based on a total of five sources, which
are listed in footnotes lb and 18. With all due respect to those
ources, they cannot even remotely be considered as an adequate
basis for OJJDP's. concentrating primarily on serious, violent,
and chronic offenders. My small knowledge of the work of some of
the cited authors leads me to believe that the NAC would prefer
them to remain at the distance of footnotes; Congress therefore
might find them to be interesting witnesses regarding the
appropriate balance for OJJDP's programs.
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The rcmainder of the pamphlet provides no support for the
NAC's central claim; it merely escalates the claims:
crouuntroting on the serious and chronic offender will be
'cwt. effective', will provide a 'balance between helping youth
,end Flotcctiny ,ociety", and will 'reduce numerically the crimes
they commit." None of these claims is any better supported than
the first.

fhe NAC p,:mi.hlet is careful to neglect some difficulties
with its position. Two such could be mentioned.

First, it has Leen estimated that fewer than 20% (the actual
estimote is 315%) of all delinquent acts ever result in a police
contact, much less an arrest (Farrington, 1979, in Joseph G. Weis
and Sederstrom's The Prcvention of Serious Delinquency: What to
Do?). The low ratio of contact is not surprising, if only because
fewer than 50% of the victims even of serious crimes ever report
them. The NAC will find it difficult to show how that ratio could
be increaFed so dramatically that any option in the juvenile
justice cystem could male an appreciable difference in
communities' rates of juvenile crime. We are asked to believe
that substontial results can be expected from dealing with a
minority (chronic offenders) of a minority (those who are
arrested). A concern for victims does not lead automatially or
e..en easily to a 'concentration' on the most predatory youth. The
NAC's attempt to avoid the issue by wrapping itself in the moral
cleat: of concern for victims is shameful; it offers vengeance to
some victims, but ignores the vast majority of victims in the
some way that it ignores the majority even of serious, violent,
and chronic dFlinquents.

Sc.:gond, after degades of effort, there is no reliable method
for predicting which youth will be among the serious, violent,
and chronic offenders. This fact was recognized by OJJDP in the
post and, as evidenced by the recent spate of projects to search
for methods of early identification, is recognized by the present
leader ,-hip in 0JJDP. Those wishful impulses notwithstanding, we
must face facts. We know 'chronic' offenders only after we have
seen them in court a number of times. The crimes known to the
court ore but a small part of those already committed by the
offenders. Delbert Elliott should be allowed to speak, from his
fl.e y. or notional survey of delinquency and dray abuse, on this
and related questions.

If we are to take the serious, violent, and chronic offender
seriously, we must address the forces which produce that group.
We connot limit ourselves to, or even rely primarily on, measures
which con be taken only with a few and only after great harm is
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already done. The NAC's unsupported implication that some
akPreciable result can be obtained by "focusing' on the serious
offender group is mischievous.

If we stop playing the game of Uncertain Knowledge, stand
back, and look at the field, we might gree that there Are some
Youthful Offenders whose crimes 'should Icad us to lock them up
for long periods of time, not in the e;:poctation that we can
rehabilitate them or that we can reduce the crime rate, but
simply because we have no choice. Short of that extremity, there
is a place for both mild end strong me.o.ures backed by the
justice system, applied to the minority of offenders who are
caught. That said, it remains that wise policy will not limit us
to the unsatisfactory and unending tasks of trying to clean up
afterward, of trying to restore victims who cannot be restored,
of punishing Youth whom we would rather have as members of our
community, or of confining youth who have become strangers beyond
our reach or understanding.

To judge by its report, the National Advisory Committee is a
council of anger and despair. It has not sought to increase or
improve our options in juvenile justice And delinquency
prevention, but to limit them. A group seeking to review the
field and recommend the most promising options to OJJDP and the
Congress would provide a more balanced account; it would not play
the game of Uncertain Knowledge so boldly. The NAC has
systematically closed its own eyes, and has tried to close ours,
in an attempt to make what should be policy's last resort into
its first article. There is no doubt that both the OJJDP and the
JJOP Act can be improved. There is no doubt that attention must
be paid the serious, chronic, and violent offenders. The hard
question is, How? The NAC's gimp11,4tic argument provides no sound
basis for either undertaking.

Respectfully,
/

.7)V'--Y
Tom Bird
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Subset

Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act

Data

Septembe. 1,1983

To
From

Edward C. Schmults
Deputy Attorney General

Alfred S. Regneri-
Administrator
Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention

I wrote you a memo on May 4,19E3, a copy of which I attach for
your information, setting forth facts and my recommendation regarding the
Department's position on reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act, which expires at the end of 1914. To date, 1
believe no action on that issue has been taken.

The National Advisory Committee of this office, c,iMprised of
fifteen people appointed by President Reagan, plans to meet in San Diego
on September 19-20, at which time they will issue a recommendation for
authorization similar to the recommendation made in my May 4th memo.
A delegation of the National Advisory Committee also plans to meet with
Ed Meese, prior to September 19th, to make a recommendation to him and
to try to elicit his support therefor.

It is further my understanding that various people at OMB have
become interested in the reauthorization question; when oresemed the
issue to the budget examiners the other day, they mentioned that I should
be prepared to dtscuss it at the budget hearing on October 6th, as they felt
that it was time that the Administration took a position.

Accordingly, I would ask you o look at my original memorandum
and, if possible, to give me some advice on where you think the Department
may go. Additionally, if a firm position could be arrived at soon, It would
simplify matters for everyone concerned.

attachment
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suNto Legislative Options and Recommendations
on the Juvenile justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act

Dc't May 4, 1983

Edward C. Schmuits Alfred S. Regnery
7° Deputy Attorney General FM"' Acting Administrator, 033DP

I. Expiration of Juvenile Justice Act

The statutory authority for the programs established by the Juvenile
Justice and Delinqeuncy Prevention Act will expire on September 30,
1984. The budget Act requires the Administration to submit
reauthorization legislation by May 15, 1913, if h wishes the Congress to
reauthorize. h Is evident that supporters of the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention (033DP) on the Hill will submit reauthorization
legislation shortly. For the Administration to do nothing will probably
mean that we will lose by default with the office reauthorized largely as it
now exists.

r
11. Current Status of OJJDP

In fiscal years (FY) 1981, 1912, and 1983, the Administration
proposed a zero budget for 033DP. In each year, Congress nevertheless
appropriated $70 million. For FY13, the Juvenile Justice Act provides for
a $42 million formula grant program In which fifty-one of fifty-seven
eligible states and territories currently participate. The Act further
provides for a categorical, research and demonstration, training and
statistical program at a cost of about $23 million.

The FY '84 budget again proposes zero program funds, but requests
an administrative phase-out budget of $1.7 million. The Administration's
position has consistently been that the Act has largely achieved its primary
goals and that funding was not consistent with federalism or Department of
Justice functions. Despite the fact that this is essentially correct,
Congress will probably appropriate $70 million again.

The Act funds programs In six major areas:

(1) Deinstitutionallzation of status offenders;
(2) Separation of juveniles from adult criminals in secure Institutions

and facilities;
(3) Removal of juveniles from adult jail! And lockups;
(4) Serious and violent juvenile offender programs;
(5) Delinquency prevention programs
(6) Improvement of the juvenile justice system.
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Of these, only the first three have measurable statutory goals which are
imposed on the states. By the end of 1983, the first two goals will have
been achieved and the states should be in a position to maintain those
goals. The third goal, jail removal, need not, under the Act, be
accomplished until 1985. The remaining serious offender, prevention, and
system improvement functions have no deadline. Numerous programs under
these categories presently are funded or under development.

Under the terms of the Juvenile Justice Act, OJJDP has a
Presidentially-appointed Administrator subject to the advice and consent of
the Senate. This structure is not consistent with the proposed Justice
Assistance Act of 1983 which provides for the program offices (13313, ND,
and 133S) to have their directors appointed by the Attorney General and who
would report to the Presidentially-appointed Assistant Attorney General,
Office of Justice Assistance.

Recently, CJJDP has shifted direction to focus more of Its efforts
on serious and violent offender activities, state and local training
programs, and research programs which are consistent with the Attorney
General's Violent Crime Task Force recommendations. In fact, over 40% of
all OJJDP funds are currently directed to serious and violent offender
programs.

III. Alternative Courses of Action

We believe the Administrati5(n has essentially four option's:
.-.

A. Do npthirgl . Submission c4no reauthorization legislation coupled
with a fiscal year 1983 phase-out plan would be consistent with the
Administration's past position. However, the submission of no bill
assumes that Congress will not prOVIde an appropriation for fiscal
year 1984 and that phase-out operations could begin and be completed
in fiscal year 1984. This is probably unrealistic.

B. Submit a phase -out proposal bill. Submission of phase-out
legislation would be consistent with the Administration's past
budgetary views on the Juvenile Justice Act and provide fOr a
responsible phase-out. However, there would be strong opposition to
such an approach in Congress.

C. Propose limited research, statistics, training and demonstration
functions. Consistent with Victim and Violent Crime Task Force
recommendations, an authorization of about $20 million could be
proposed to conduct research, statistics, and training activities to
develop and test programs to combat serious and violent juvenile
crime, and to assist juvenile victims and victims of juvenile crime.

D. Restructure the office. New legislation could be developed to
restructure the office to assist state and local governments to deal
with serious juvenile crime. Such legislation could design the office
to deal directly and practically with the problems of juvenile
delinquency and youth crime, particularly the threats they present to
the public, the victim, the family, and the schools. Its focus should be
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relatively narrow and well-defined, and it should be presented not as a
promise to cure these problems over the next ten years, but as a plan
to assist state and local governments, as well as the private sector, in
dealing with a difficult and serious problem on a limited basis.

IV. Recommendation. We believe the most realistic approach would be to
propose new legislation restructuring the office as stated in section III.D.

V. Reasons for Recommendation. We believe that because juveniles
commit nearly 40% of al' felonies, and because the public has such an
overwhelming fear of juvenile crime, It is important for the Department to
add an initiative concerned with juvenile crime to its overall fight against
crime. Such an Initiative should de,,elop and conduct effective programs in
the areas of prevention, investigation and apprehension, prosecution,
judicial processing, disposition and corrections of juveniles, and should
independently evaluate these programs so that information on their success
or failure may be distributed to the states. Programs should be emphasized
that focus on maintaining and strengthening families, dealing with serious,
chronic and violent juvenile offenders, providing restitution, dealing with
drug, alcohol, and other substance abuse, assisting victims Of juvenile
crime, and providing programs dealing with child molestation, sexual
assault and pornography.

Many states have already adopted procedures and programs which
attempt to deal with the serious offender (such as reduced age of criminal
culpability, modified waiver to adult criminal court, and fixed or
determinate sentences in juvenile court). Reliable, credible research
should be conducted with a view to determining what programs and
procedures work best 'with what offenders under what circumstances.

Revenue sharing funds could be provided to state and local
governments for use in meeting juvenile delinquency and youth crime
problems without cumbersome federal intervention, costly monitoring, and
bureaucratically imposed mandates. Since such a program now exists with
bureaucratic controls, it might be politically unwise to propose complete
termination. Juvenile justice is a state problem; the states should be able
to use such money without strict federal controls.

This option would be consistent with the Violent Crime Task Force
and Victims Task Force recommendations including the view that "the
Federal Government can play an important and cost-beneficial role as a
program catalyst to State and local jurisdictions..." (Recom. 61).
Submission of such a proposal would take the initiative from the
congressional committees which will propose reauthorization legislation
that bears no resemblance to Administration policy and priorities. k
addition, this option is consistent with the 03JDP National Advisory
Committee's public recommendations. For the Administration to opt for
yet a third approach, would sufficiently fracture our position as to give
proponents of reauthorization of the existing structure a greater
advantage.

I look forward to discussing this matter with you more fully, but
suggest that we do so as quickly as possible.
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U.S. Deportment of Justice

Office of Juvenile Justice an PI 2 2 +:443
Delinquency Prevention

Weahinston, D.C. 10331

2 0 APR 1983

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

It is my pleasure to transmit to you a copy of the "Seventh
Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention". This is submitted in
accordance with Section 207(e) of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended.

This Report descrioes the activities and findings of the Advisory
Committee for Fiscal Year 1982. The Committee intends to issue a
special report concerning its legislative recommendations for the
reauthorization of the JJDP Act and future priorities. As soon
as that report is available, you will be provided a copy.

_ trust you will find the Committee's Seventh Annual Report both
useful and informative.

Sincerely,

47 "4-7

Alfred S. Regnery
Acting Adainistrater

Enclosure
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SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT

TO THE PRESIDENT AND THE CONGRESS

OF THE

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR

JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Submitted Pursuant to Section 207(e)

of the Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-415),

as Amended Through December 8, 1980

Washington, D.C.

March 31, 1983
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINOUENCY PREVENTION

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE
JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20631

The President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

I have the honor to transmit herewith, pursuant to the
provisions of Section 207(e) of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-415), as
amended, the Seventh Annual Report of the National Advisory
Committee for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Respectfully,

. .

Washington, D.C.
March 31, 1983

Charles B. (Bud) Wilkinson
Chairman
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR

JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Chairman

Charles B. (Bud) Wilkinson
Chairman of the Board
The Public Employees

Benefit Services Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri

Joseph G. Bertroche
Bertroche, Cunningham,
Abendroth, & Russell

Des Moines, Iowa

James C. Dobson, Jr.
Associate Clinical Professor

of Pediatrics
University of Southern

California
School of Medicine

Arcadia, California
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SUMMARY OF THE YEAR

This report presents a concise account of the
activities of the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention for Fiscal Year 1982.
It contains a brief account of the two meetings that the
Committee held during that period (on June 28-29 and
September 20-21, 1982) and a section on the general
activities and findings of the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Deliquency Prevention, part of the U.S. Department of
Justice, in relation to which the Committee has certain
statutory responsibilities.

The remainder of the report nonsists of descriptions
of four subject areas of particular interest to the
Committee: Juvenile Justice Standards, Federal Liaison
Activities, Illegal Immigrants, and Probation.

This report contains no policy recommendations. The
Committee intends to issue a special report on: (1)
legislative recommmendations for reauthorization under the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
(Pub. L. 93-415); and (2) future priorities.

SUMMARY OF MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS OF
THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEE

Meeting of June 28-29, 1982

On June 28, the Attorney General administered the oath
of office to the Chairman and members of the Committee,
whereupon the Chairman called to order the first meeting of
the Committee. All appointed members were present;
however, a statutory quorum (10) was not possible. The
Committee received briefings in a number of areas and
expressed a consensus view in regard to a solicitation for
the National Juvenile Justice Standards Resource and
Demonstration Program (see the section on Juvenile Justice
Standards, herein, for details). The Committee also
discussed its future agenda and long-range goals.

Meeting of September 20-21, 1982

On September 20, the Committee opened its second
meeting. All appointed members were present, but a
statutory quorum (10) was not possible. The Committee
received briefings in a number of areas, and discussed the
establishment of subcommittees. It passed two motions
regarding the National Juvenile Justice Standards Resource
and Demonstration Program (see the section on Juvenile
Justice Standards, herein, for details). It adopted a
motion to invite to each of its meetings members
(preferably chairs) of one or two State Advisory Groups.
The Committee also advised the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention on its 1983 program plans.

37 681 0-- 84 214
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ACTIVITIES AND FINDINGS UNDER THE JUVENILE JUSTICE
AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF 1974

--,

The Office of Juvenile Justice and elinquency
Prevention (the Office), acting with the advice of the
Committee, is responsible for the following four major

functions:

o Assistance to States and local communities to
enhance juvenile justice and reduce delinquency..

o Special Emphasis prevention and treatment program
initiatives of critical importance that are
developed, tested, and demonstrated as successful
programs.

o The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and
Deliquency Prevention (the Institute), which
conducts research, evaluates programg, provides
specialized training, and disseminates information
of value to concerned agencies.

o Coordination of Federal efforts in the area
through the interagency Federal Coordinating
Council, which is chaired by the Administrator of
the Office and staffed by the Office. (See the

discussion of the activity in the section on
Federal Liaison Activities, below.)

ASSISTANCE TO STATES AND COMMUNITIES

Formula Grants

The Office provides grants to participating States
according to a formula based on their population of
juveniles under the age of 18. During fiscal year 1982, 45
States and Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust
Territories, the Virgin Islands, and the Northern Marianas

received formula grant awards totalling $42,665,000. The

minimum allocation to each State was $225,000 and to the

latter, $56,250. The total funds allocated amounted to
almost two-thirds of the Office's budget and were dedicated

by the States to the development and maintenance of
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention programs.

-5-
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Technical Assistance

More than 440 instances of technical assistance and
more than 2,300 work-hours were provided by the Office to
State and local agencies in fiscal year 1982. Assistance
was given in a number of areas, with the emphasis on
alternatives to the juvenile justice system, removing
juveniles from adult jails, serious and violent juvenile
crime, the Foster Grandparent program, restitution, and
delinquency prevention. Almost $2 million was committed to
technical assistance in fiscal year 1982 in contracts and
grants.

Technical assistance has supported the following three
major goal areas:

o Prevention: To preclude the initial occurrence of
all types of juvenile offenses, including minor,
serious, violent, and status offenses.

o Alternatives to the system: To establish
alternative responses to delinquent behavior for
those juveniles who have had some official contact
with the system.

o Improvement of the system: To develop and assist
the implementation of policies and procedures by
the agencies of juvenile justice that promote
future law-abiding behavior, insure effective
allocation of system resources, and otherwise
enhance administratioci.

In addition, technical assistance supported those
sections of the Act that corroborate' the high value of
least restrictive confinement and community-based treatment.

SPECIAL EMPHASIS

The following major demonstration programs were
continued in fiscal year 1982:

o Restitution by Juvenile Of fenders4rovided the
courts with the alternative sanction of requiring
offenders to render monetary or victim or
community services restitution through appropriate
work.

o Project New Pride provided specially designed
intensive, comprehensive, community-based
treatment for serious offenders; it reduced
recHivi sm, increased school and social
achievements, and provided employment
opportunities.

-6
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o The Alternative Education Program reduced
drop-out, truancy, and suspension rates through
special modification of ineffective and adverse
school policies and curricula, and provision of
special educational options for youths whose needs
were not being met in traditional classrooms.

o The Removal of Juveniles from Adult Jails and
Lock -ups program assisted communities in
accomplishing this self-explanatory goal.

o Delinquent), Prevention Through Capacity Building
was designed to increase the capacity of public
and private groups to prevent delinquency through
a variety of programs, including crisis
intervention, peer counseling, and job training
and placement. Programs to improve the
administration of justice were included in this
initiative.

o The Violent Juvenile Offender program is a major
research and development effort with two
subprograms. Part I used the most effective known
approaches, which included development of
performance contracts with young offenders that
specified services to be provided, the
responsibilites of the youth, and the penalties if
contract terms were not met. Medir_al, dental,
psychological, and psychiatric analyses and
complete family, social, and criminal histories
were done, as well as vocational and other skill
assessments, and remedial services were provided.
Part II tested the ability of community
organizations to mobilize residents for the
purpose of controlling youths' behavior and to
encourage local institutions to exercise more
effective control and supervision of youths.

The preliminary evaluation report for the Restitution
program during the first two years, 1979-1981, showed the
following major accomplishments:

o Of the 15,427 closed Restitution cases, 83 percent
of involved juveniles had no further contact with
the juvenile court prior to case closure.

o Program costs averaged approximately $1,000 per
youth, while incarceration costs ranged from
$24,000 to t43,000 per year.

436-
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o Some 17,300 youths participated in the first 2
years, paying $1,532,966 in monetary restitution,
working 259,092 hours in community service, and
performing more than 4,060 hours of direct victim
services. More than 18,390 victims and
$9.5 million were involved in the offenses
committed by these youths.

Results for Project New Pride showed that many serious
juvenile offenders who failed in traditional programs made
considerable progress after enrollment in Project New
Pride. Some of these results follow:

o Through September 1982, 1,448 youngsters were
referred to New Pride;there ware 877 active
clients, and 238 youngsters completed the 12-month
program. Many who did not complete the 12 months
left under positive circumstances.

o The average monthly percentage of clients charged
with committing offenses dropped from 22.8 percent
prior to admission 'to New Pride to 9.2 percent
after admission. The avera& number of offenses
per month dropped from 91.4 before New Pride
admission to 24.8 after admission.

o Two-thirds of clients were school dropouts; durlu,..
enrollment, the average percentage otRanexcused
school absences dropped from 58 percent to 36
percent.

o The average testing gain in mathematics was one
year; the average gain in reading was
approximately two years. These preliminary
findings of gains in scores were highly
significant statistically.

o The average cost per child (all serious offenders)
in New Pride was approximately $6,000; the average
cost per child for incarceration was $24,000 to
$43,000.

The Alternative Education program also showed
encouraging results, including the following:

o More than 10,000 students have participated with
more than 1,000 teachers and school administrators
receiving training in alternative education
techniques.
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o Projects resulted in some level of system change
at 85 percent of the project sites. Changes range
from specific procedural modifications to the
adoption of an alternative way of dealing with
expulsion and suspension by an entire school
district.

n Attendance improved significantly in project
schools, with considerable academic improvement in
some places. Referrals for disciplinary action
also decreased at some sites.

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE .FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELIQUENCY
PREVENTION

Specialized Training and Information Dissemination

During fiscal year 1982, the Institute supported 23
training projects that were carried out by specialized
public and private organizations and institutions concerned
with improving juvenile justice. Approximately 2,000
juvenile court judges and other court-related management
personnel and professionals, educators, administrators of
juvenile correctional institutions and community -based
alternative-programs, law enforcement personnel, and
persons associated with employment and family counseling
programs participated in and benefited from the training.

More than $2,000,000 was awarded to eight information
dissemination projects. One project, the National Criminal
Justice Reference Service, responded to approximately 2,900
information requests from researchers, judges, legislators,
and others involved in criminal justice.

In addition, the Office concluded an agreement with
the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Georgia for
seminars addressed to law enforcement administrators on
current issues in juvenile justice and on presentations of
modern police management strategies to improve police
juvenile services.

Research and Evaluation

Data and analyses supplied by the Institute indicated
that relatively few juvenile offenders continued criminal
behavior as adults; however, research also confirmed that
some of these youths become career criminals who are
responsible for the majority of serious and violent crimes
through late adolescence and early adulthood. Development
and testing of new prevention and intervention programs for
these youths included the following activities:

- 9
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o The extent, characteristics, and trends of
delinquency were bring assessed.

o Justice systems for processing juvenile offenders
were being analyzed.

o Longitudinal studiep were being pursued to improve
understanding of delinquent careers and the
capability to predict future involvement in crime.

o Research nn justice system organization policies
and practices was being designed to determine the
most effective and efficient methods of handling
juvenile offenders.

o National evaluations of Office Special Emphasis
demonstration and research and development
programs in the areas of prevention, restitution,
and more intensive correctional programs for
serious juvenile offenders were being conducted.

A major share of funds was being devoted to a
special program of research on serious juvenile
crime.

Projects focusing on the development of safe and
effective alternatives to traditional correctional
institution programs were also continued.

The highlights of the preliminary and final results of
research were

o National rates of juvenile crime appeared to be
leveling off; however, the seriousness of crimes
committed by juveniles increased in several urban
centers.

o The results of a national survey of self-reported
delinquency and drug use indicated an increase in
drug use, including alcohol, among juveniles. A
clear association was found between frequency And
number of drugs used and delinquency.

o Learning disabilities increased the frequency of
self-reported delinquency an the probability of
Atresc and adjudication.

10
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JUVENILE JUSTICE STANDARDS

Standards for the juvenile justice system were a subject
of interest and action by the National Advisory Committee for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (the Committee)
during fiscal year 1982. Under Section 207(d)(4), the
Committee has special responsibilities to "make refinements in
recommended standards for the administration of juvenile
justice at the Federal, State, and local levels ."

At its first meeting in fiscal year 1982, held on June
28, 1982, the Committee considered a proposed solicitation by
the Office for applicants to conduc a demonstration of
juvenile justice standards. Expendi,ures totaling $800,000
were contemplated and the program included proposed standards
covering five areas:

'revention.o

o Aministration.

o Intervention.

o Adjudication.

o Supervision.

Committee members expressed concern out timing,
cost, format, scope, and application of a ogram and
requested additional information on the ns. The draft
solicitation, which had been issued on ne 15, 1982, was
cancelled on June 28, 1982, in order give Committee members
the opportunity to become acquainted w th the issues involved
and to study optional actions. The sulting delay also
provided the opportunity for public comment on the
feasibility, desirability, and utility of pursuing alternative
strategies, includiag the development of a model State
juvenile code.

The next meeting of the Committee was held on September
20, 1982. In preparation, the Office had provided each member
with relevant review materials that included:

o Standards that had been prepared by the predecessor
Committee.

o Comparative analyses.

o Correspondence from national, State, and local
respondents.

o An options paper discussing nine possible options.

- 11 -
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The Committee discussed the matter and listened to a panel of
experts ia juvenile codes and standards and representatives
from State and from other national advisory groups. These
addressed the merits of the various proposals.

The Committee then advised the Administrator not to
proceed with any standards:initiative or implementation at
this time.

The Committee requested the Office to draft, for
presentation at its next meeting, several methods of
continuing the availability of documents on standards. It also
requested the Office to propose additional means of
disseminating information to State and local governments.
Finally, the Committee advised the Office to prepare a plan
for the development of a model code incorporating minimum
legal constitutional requirements for State and local
governments.

To oversee activities in the area of juvenile justice
standards between meetings, a Subcommittee to Develop a Model
Code Incorporating Constitutional Standards for Juvenile
Justice was designated. Its members were Judge Healey
(Chairman), Judge Milligan, and Judge Wright.

- 12 -
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FEDERAL LIAISON ACTIVITIES

The National Advisory Committee (the Committee) for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention was informed of
liaison and coordination activities among Federal agencies
concerned with juvenile justice and delinquency prevention at
its meeting on September 20, 1982. Under the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-415), as
amended (the Act), responsibility for the coordination of "all
Federal juvenile delinquency programs" rests with the
Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, an independent, Cabinet-level organization within
the executive branch, created by Section 206(a)(1) of the Act.
Tlie members of the Council include:

Attorney General
Secretary of Health and Human Services
Secretary of Labor
Secretary of Education
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
Director of the Community Services Administration
Director of the Office of Drug Abuse Policy
Director of the ACTION Agency
Director of the Bureau of Prisons
Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Director for the Office of Special Education

and Rehabilitation Services
Commissioner for the Administration for Children, Youth,

and Families
Director of the Youth Development Bureau
Director of the Office of Justice Assistance, Research

and Statistics
Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention
Deputy Administrator of the National Institute for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Director of the National Institute of Justice
representatives of such other agencies as the President

shall designate (Section (206)(a)(1)).

The Committee appointed one of its members, Jnseph
Bertroche, to serve as liaison with the Council. He attended
all Council meetings.

Program Plan

In 1981 the Council began work on a program plan that is
intended to guide the work of the Cnuncil to 1984. Development
of the plan led to hearings conducted by the Council in the
District of Columbia and in Denver, Colo., during March 1982.
The Council invited comment on four areas that it had selected
for further research and discussion. The 58 State and local

13-
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governments, private agencies, and organizations that
responded to the Council's invitation indicated that the areas
should be ranked in the following order:

o Schools and deliquency;

o Treatment alternatives (especially for serious
juvenile offenders);

o Youth development; and

o Substance abuse.

The hearings were followed by a working session of the
Council in May 1982. Five recotnmendatinns were selected for
concentrated attention and a workplan was developed for each:

o Facilitating sohool-related approaches to
delinquency prevention;

o Facilitating the development of alcohol and
drug abuse prevention;

o Developing treatment alternatives for drug-
and alcohol-abusing juveniles;

o Encouraging youth involvement in the community
through private sector and government programs;
and

o Assisting Federal and State decisionmakers in the
appropriate placement of juveniles.

The effort had a three-part objective:

o To develop consistent and implementable
Federal policies;

o To provide technical assistance and training,
replicable program models, and research,
development, and evaluation strategies; and

o To disseminate timely and relevant information.

Youth in Federal Custody

The Council continued Its examination of the policies of
Federal agencies that may hold youths in custody to insure
that these policies were in agreement with the mandates of the
Act. Particular attention was given to the policies of the
Bureau of Prisons (U.S. Deparment of Justice).

-14-
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Native American Youth

A 1981 study commissioned by the Council and the Office,
Children in Cuatody, yielded no information on the statue of
Native American youth in Federal cuatody; consequently, the
Council directed its staff to collect and diaseminate the
needed data. An initial report, containing preliminary
information on tribal entities, legit and law enforcement
structures, and available detention and other facilities, was
completed in February 1982.

State Coordination of Youth Services

An interagency agreement between the Office and the
Administration for Children, Youth, and Families (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services) resulted in the
initiation of a atudy of State mechanisms for coordinating
youth-serving programs and policies. The survey was begun in
the fall of 1982; results were expected early in 1983.

Survey of Programs

The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention had begun a survey of residential and
non-residential programs for children and youths. The Council
assisted in this project by developing and sending a letter,
signed by official. of the Office, the Administration for
Children, Youth, and Families, and the National Institute of
Mental Health, that urged program directors to complete and
return the survey form. The survey was intended to supply
national information about facilities and programs that served
children and youths who were in need of help because they are
dependent, neglected, and abused, delinquent, emotionally
disturbed, mentally ill, pregnant, users of illegal
substances, statu- offenders, or without shelter or care.
Preliminary reports were scheduled for December 1982; final
reports were scheduled for 1984.

Interagency Agreements

The Office and the U.S. Department of Labor developed an
interagency agreement that resulted in formation of Act
Together, a national corporation whose purpose was to promote
the development of model programs for youths with multiple
problems. Act Together's demonstration program began in March
1982; its first quarterly report was submitted in October 1982.

In August 1982, the Otfice also contributed funds to two
projects that accept and use as volunteers youths who are
status offenders or under the jurisdiction of the juvenile
justice system. These projects, directed by the ACTION
Agency, were intended to reduce the likelihood that these
youths will be further involved with the criminal justice
system. Their results could also h.lp to test the feasibility
of the Council's fourth area of concentration, encouraging
youth involvement in the community. On behalf of the Council,
the Office agreed with the National School Board Association
to undertake the production of a source book on school-based
delinquency prevention programs.
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ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS

The National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention directed its attention in Fiscal Year
1982 to certain problems of illegal immigrant juveniles, part
of the larger problem of illegal immigration into the United
States, particularly across the Mexican border.

American and Mexican officials identified the following
specific problems concerning alien juvenile offenders:

1. 3,000 to 6,000 juveniles were estimated to enter the
United States illegally each year and commit criw.s.

2. Dispositional alternatives that were applied once
these juveniles were apprehended were not
satisfactory.

Immigrant juveniles who were apprehended by law
enforcement officials were either taken to court (if the
offense was serious or if the youth was a repeat offender), or
transferred to the Immigration and Naturalization Service for
disposition. Youths taken to court were sometimes detained in
a county detention center if additional court appearances were
required. Approximately 675 youths were processed through
this arrangement. These alien juvenile offenders were causing
consternation among officials of the border States as well as
to Mexican officials.

In April 1982, the United States and Mexico approved the
following recommendation related to alien juvenile offenders:

"That when (recommended Mexican Government) studies are
concluded and a (Mexican Government) position arrived at,
a meeting be held by the responsible authorities of both
countries in urder to determine if joint preventive
measures might be agreed upon."

In September 1982, the Mexican Government se t

1

a letter
to Assistant Secretary of State Thomas D. Enders, tating that
their studies of the issues had begun and, when th studies
were complete, they would call for a bilateral Knee ing.

Major Issues '

The major issues in this area included the following:

1. Illegal juvenile aliens:

a. For those who committed crimes, the issues
included the amount of crime, appropriate
punishment, the matter of their incarceration in
a country foreign to them, and the expense
involved for State and county governments.

- 17 - 445
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b. For those who were apprehended for something
other than committing a crime (usually for an
immigration offense), the issues included the
appropriate role for Federal agencies such as the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, the U.S.
Marshals Service, and the Bureau of Prisons, and
the question of whether the holding of such
juveniles in facilities was inconsistent with
Federal law.

2. Legal juvenile aliens: Regarding those who
committed crime, the issues included the amount of
crime and the response of the jurisdictions in which
the crimes were committed.

446
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PROBATION

During 1982 the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile
J:Istice and Delinquency Prevention (the Committee) reviewed the
past and current program activities of the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (the Office). The review
was designed to determine what attention was being given to
thnse areas of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention in
which the Federal Government should be active.

Juvenile probation was one such area. The Committee
observed that very little attention was given to juvenile
probation between 1974 and 1982. In addition, the Committee
noted, it was difficult to determine the status of juvenile
probation at the State and local levels, because relevant data
had not been developed or examined as extensively as had data
on adult probatinn. Consequently, decisionmakers at the
Federal, State, and local levelsfoperated without assistance or
accurate information in an area that affected an estimated
445,000 juveniles throughout the country (1979 figures).

The Cnmmittee noted that the development of a juvenile
protation classification system might help to accomplish the
following:

Provide a ratinnal framework for supervising serious
juvenile offenders in a community.

n Allow State and local agencies to allocate their
juvenile probation resources in the most
cost-effective manner.

Supply each State and local juvenile justice system
with informatinn essential to planning, evaluation,
research, budgeting, and staff accountability.

The Committee was aware that the Office had begun work on
the development of a consensus on probation and on the
develnpment of varin,s models for probation systems. The
effort to develnp, refine, and test various models for juvenile
prnbatinn systems through the use of existing contractual or
other resnurces was continuing.

19
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Delinquency Prevention:
An Overview for Policy Development

I. The Need for Preventing Juvenile Crime

Statement of the Problem

During the past ten years, the public has focused increasing attention on a
nationally recognized and serious social problem, juvenile crime. The
nature of juvenile crime is complex. It resists quick judgments or
sensational conclusions. Numbers and percentages alone do not tell the
whole story. Still, by any standard, the numbers and percentage; are
startling. Official crime statistics dramatically illustrate the problem:

Young people under the age of 17 account for over one-third of all
felony crimes nationwide.

The cost of school vandalism iswell over 200 million dollars a
year. For youths, ages 12 to 15, 68% of the robberies and 50% of
the assaults againct youngsters of this age occur in school.

During recent years, there has been over 200% increase in arrests
for young men and young women. It is estimated that well over a
half million youth are currently incarcerated. In 1979, youth,
ages 12 to 20, accounted for 38% of all violent crime arrests, 62%
of all serious property crime arrests and 57% of all overall
serious crime arrests.

When these alarming statistics are combined with other information sources,
it )s disturbingly clear that juvenile delinquency is a pervasive and
epidemic problem. It cuts across all class, race and sex lines. There is
no demographic or socioeconomic group that can be eliminated from the "at
risk" categOry. Furthermore, other forms of youthful misbehavior such ds
drug and alconol abuse, school truancy and status offenses are closely
connected to the incidence of delinquency. Juvenile ,:rime wastes one of
the nation's most precious resources, the young, who are vital to the
ovpansion of national productivity. In total. the Social and economic
iAisl% of delinquency are enormous.

Clearly, the prevention of juvenile delinquency compels national
attention. Preven,ion, however, is not simply a local problem. Because
juvenile crime is inextricably Intertwined with local, state and national
conditions, laws and policies, strategies to reduce and prevent delinquency
-equire coniertod action by cinemunities, States and the Federal government.

'0,Initt(Aril Federal, state and local resources have been focused on the
iii-ious problem of juvenile delinquency. Most of these resources have been
dirm.ted to the treatment and rehabilitation of youthful offenders rather
than to the prevention of youth crime. There have been several reasonk for
LIIe emplidsiy on treatment.

Olingoency prevention has been an elusive concept, not amenable to easy
program development, implementation, or evaluation. Traditionally, many
state and local juvenile justice professionals have had difficulty in

448.
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understanding and defining prevention approaches, and even greater problems
in assessing the impact of these approaches. Past attempts to focus on
prevention proyrenming have suffered from one Of three impediments:

Many prevention efforts have been based on explanations of
delinquency causality that have no defensible baSitS. Casework,
individual psychotherapy, and group counseling are but three
approaches that presume personality differences or biological
differences as causes of delinquency. Evidence indicates that none
of the above approaches are effective In reducing delinquency.

Other efforts represent the inappropriate ur ineffective
unplementation of defensible explanations of delinquency. These
include recreation programs, behavior modification confined to
treatment settings and wilderness programs without follow-up in the
client's comewnity.

-Some programs do show promise, but fur limited numbers of youth and
at substantial costs per client, An example would be noncoercive
programs to teach parents social learning theory and monitor their

ot it.

Mo'.l. of the above programs exhaust the usual repertoire of delinquency
prevention strategies of many organizationS.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended in
19/I and 198U, clearly mandates the Office of Juvenile Justice and
HollOquoeLy PrvvvollOo LO:

"provide the necessary resources, leadership and
coordination...to increase the capacity of state and local
governments and public and private agencies to conduct
effective delinquency prevention groves and to provide
research, evaluation and training services in the field of
ioveoil.. delinquency prevention." (Section 10? h).

the Congressional intent was that OJJUP Serve as the focal point for the
Loordindtion of prevention efforts within the Federal government.

Definition of Prevention

dne ut the early problems faced by the Uffice and by delinquency prevention
prditioners was defining prevention. Historic4lly, what has passed as
delinquency prevention within the juvenile juStice system is basically
delinquency control, simply because it has been implemented after the
illegal behavior and often a juvenile justice system reaction has
oc,:urred. If societal action is motivated by an offense that has already
taken place, we are dealing with control; if the offense is only
anticipated, we are dealing with prevention," (Lejins, 1967).

449
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After years of research and program testing under the leadership of OJJOP,
researchers and practitioners are distinguishing delinquency prevention
frmn other forms of delinquency programs, such as diversion or probation:,

"Delinquency prevention" refers to activities designed to
reduce the incidence of delinquent acts and directe0 to
youth who are not being dealt with as a result of contact

. with the juvenile justice system (UJJOI), 1911).

This definition presents three criteria: First, the activity should he
"designed" versus "hoped" or "directed at." Seco .d, the activity should he
de-iillood to roduLe delinquent. acts. While rates a Lunt/ILL and arrest
should be affected, the first purpose is to reduce the commission of actS,
from which the first and main social costs flow. The third criterion
specifical exludes probation, incarceration, forms of diversion and other
activities in which youth are being dealt with as a result of contact with
the juvenile justice system. These activities are a reaction to actual or
alleged delinquent acts.

Prevention can be further differentiated into two categories: corrective
and preclusive. Corrective prevention seeks to identify predelinquents ur
youths who are high risks for delinquency and to correct their behavioral
tendencies or crtminugenic circumstances before delinquency results. In

contrast, preclusive prevention does not seek to correct individuals or
'jroups who are identified as on the path to becoming delinquent. Rather,
it attempts to preclude the initial occurrence of delinquency, primarilY at
the organizational, institutional, social structural and cultural levels of
intervention.

Corrective prevention has been the traditional approach to delinquency
prevention. There are three types of corrective prevention:

e tertiary corrective prevention typically within the juvenile
justice system focused on delinquents;

o secondary corrective prevention within the juvenile justice system
focused on predelinquents; and

o secondary corrective prevention outside the juvenile justice system
focused un high risk youths.

All three type,, seek to identify and curreLL delinquents or potential
delinquents.

Tertiary corrective prevention within the juvenile justice System has been
primarily used to "correct" identified delinquents in order to change their
future behavior. The objective is to change delinquents into
nondelinquents. This individualized corrective approach reflects the
r..11.fl.11114tivp ide.rl of the traditional juvenile justice system.

'wcoodary Corrective prevention within the juvenile justice system is aimed
at individuals who are identifieraTredelinquent. These are youngsters

1-3
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whose behavior, environment, or other attributes are identified as
predictive of more serious involvement in crime and, perhaps, a delinquent
career. The object, then, is to prevent an identified predelinquent from
becoming a delinquent. Outside of the juvenile justice system it is aimed
at high risk youths who ra11771% had any contact with the juvenile justice
system or at least are not selected for a prevention program for this
reason. This type of corrective prevention is based on the Identification
uf behdviur ur attributes that place a population uf juveniles at risk for
delinquency.

Priuldryor oreclusivepreventityl has been identified WI the mus0t prum,ing
prevention appri75-ailmLausu icfuLuses un prucludlnu the initial uccurence
of delinquency, specifically at the organizational, institutional, social
and cultural levels of intervention.

Each type of prevention has its own logic, limitations, and special
relationship to prediction. Prevention is logically dependent on
prediction which can llebaSed on extrapolation and/ur causal prediction.
Prediction is involved botb,at the beginning and end of any intervention
effort: to justify interventrattedeettion is made that some kind of
prevention is necessary to avert a predicted undesirable outcome; once
Intervention is completed, the actual outcome is observed to determine
whether the intervention was successful. Without clear definitions, and
valid and reliable measurement of outcomes, there cannot be vigorous
assessment of either prediction or prevention efforts.

keLent theories indicate that delinquent behavior is a product of social
processes bound up in the institutions Wallin.' with youth, namely the

st.huul, peers, and work. Therefore, the reduction of delinquent
acts requires systematic changes in these institutional domainS to create
inure effective socialization, stronger bonding, increased opportunity for
success and/or reduced negative labeling.

Under the leadership and coordination of OJJDP, recent initiatives are
ovo-t °ming the vagueness and lack uf results of past prevention efforts.
deseorch and demonstration efforts are providing a firm basis for the
development, implementation, and evaluation of promising program efforts to
prevent and reduce delinquency.
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II. Delinouency Prevention. Theory and Practice

State of the Art in Delinquency Prevention

Programs that effectively prevent delinquency require a base in empirically
supported theories. Contemporary theories with empirical supOort have been
demonstrated to be complementary. An inteyratiun of several theuries has
been acconplished by Hawkins and Weis (1980) and by Elliott, Ageton and
Canter (1979). Hawkins and tis have constructed the Social Development
Model while Elliott, Ageton and Canter have proposed a Strain-Control
Paradigm. flie following brief analysis highlights the correlates and
causes of delinquency and suggests specific programs for successful
intervention.

The Social Development Model (Hawkins and Weis, 1980) results from a
synthesis of bonding and social learning theories. The model specifies
that social development is a process through which the primary units
(family, school, peers and conmunity) and the elements (attachnent,
commitment, involvement and belief) interrelate in a causal order to
sequentially influence the behavior of a developing individual. Figure 1

presents the Social Development Model. (The arrows and valonces indicate
the direLlion la the relationship, the causal chain moving from lett to
right with "+" indicating a positive association and "-" indicating a
negative association between variables.)

Three independent variables influence youths toward law-abiding behavior
and away from delinquent activity:

opportunities for involvement in conforming activities;
skills necessary for being involved successfully; and
consistent expectations and rewards for participatiori.

Different "causes" of delinquency have different effects at different
points. An example of the interrelationship of the tenets of this Model is

as follows: The development of attachment to parents will lead to
conmittrnent to educatiun and attachment to school, and to belief in and
commitment to the conventional moral order and the law. These attachments,
commitments and beliefs are intercorrelated and in turn directly prevent a
yllilufraor from ongoing in dolin quent hphavior and indirectly prevent
delinquent behwitur by insulating a younyster against delinquent peer
influence. Involvement with and attachment to nonconforming peers
encourages delinquent behavior and reinforces the inclination to engage in
crime among those youngsters who have low stakes in conformity.

A secund recent theoretical model, the Strain-Control Paradigm (Elliott,
Ageton and Canter, 1977), synthesizes strain, control, social learning and
labeling theories. Predicated on the presence of strong bonds or weak
hullo% ni early %ouluill,alon, It trdti", two ffldln pdths to dellnqw.hl
behdviur. In one, initially strong bonds are weakened by factors such as
"failure in conventional contexts" and "negative labeling experiences,"
which lead to involvement in delinquent peer groups and often delinquent
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behavior. The second path begins with initially peak bonds which remain
that way, thus increasing the young pe:son's Liiauces cf involvement with
delinquent peer groups and the liAelihood of engaging in di_ inquent
behavior patterns. Figure 2 presents an overview of the Strain-Control
Paradigm.

In the Strain-Control Paradigm, factors which strengthen or 'weaken bonds
include:

Success ur failure in conventional contexts,

lukrod..iny vor.us smial P.olation,

Positive ur negative labeling experiences.

The and Weis Model describes the concepts of opportunity, skill dud
reinturLemiint dS follows:

Opportunities for involvement in conventional activities are
necessary structural conditions for the development of commitment.

Skills must be possessed by both youthful participants and by
others (such ds parents or teachers) with whom youths are involved.

Utfterent actors in youths' social environment must be consistent
in their expectations for and responses to behavior if confocny
behavior is to be continually reinforced.

In teeth el Lhw theeroLical bonding plays a central rule, the

pathway to bonding proceeds from opportunity/intergration, skill/success,
dnd voielocomontbaheliny to psycholoyical bonding. A combination of
these two models suggested by Bird (1981) stresses that these factors are
mediated by the level of the organization/disorganization within a Oven
environment. (See Figure 3.)

Ihe degree to which social settings are "organized" or "disorganized" can
mediate Lho etfects of opportunity, skill and reinforcement in such a way
as, to enhance ur attenuate bonding (Elliott, Ayeton, and Canter, 1979).
I ur pmph.:

Opportunities ire less discernable and less reliable in
11%er.holliod ilintp.. Ono ddy there t a Job, and the next there
:s nut, or the definition of the job shifts.

When settings are dioryanized, there is less assurance and less
chance of dttdininy needed skills and information; e.g.,
disorganized teachers have difficulty making their expectations fur
performance clear and are inconsistent in providing the necessary
instruction.

4J1,,t a.,otyaelied, relolurcumentb are less likely to
!to ,o1P,11vOt. A0 OtIVO WW1 as whims1Cal ur arbitrary,
w.umutiny di5ucltet in their validity.
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In general, the more organized the setting, the more influential thevariables of opportunity, skill and reinforcement. The less organized the
setting, the less impact they will have.

Bird (1981) emphasizes that given the evidence, these variables
(opportunity/integration, skill/success, reinforcement/labeling, and
organization/disorganization) should be the logical and direct components
of delinquency prevention programs. Organizational change strategits
specifically aim at altering the structure and practices of institutions
which directly or inadvertently generate alienation and thus delinquent
behavior, to practices that ivcrease the successful involvement of youth
and promote law abiding behavior. These strategies can increase
upporluilay/Ilauurdt.lun; develop skill/suLLest6 and prumoLe positive
reinforcement/labeling.

The program implications of these theories for preventing juvenile
delinquency can be summarized as follows;

Institutional and organizational change of the family,, the school,(ano
the commuitl provide a-key to delinquency prevention throw h those\
institutions primaries responsible for the socialization and controlpt. youth.

The effectiveness of these institutions must be improved to create
more adequate outer and inner containment of potentially antisocialbehavior.

Efforts to improve the effectiveness of the family should be directed
at enhancing its direct control function and its ability to develop
siTT:a.ntrol among children.

A family's direct Control can be enhanced by organizing parents in
supportive interaction networks. A family's ability to develop
self-control in a child can be enhanced through more effective
timid-rearing practi(es, particularly those which affect tne child's
wit-tminAwt.

Attachment to the school and commitment to education must be developed
and sustained for as many students in as many ways as possible.

Schools should organize their programs in order to improve the
possibility of educational success, the relevance of curriculum t.)
utimpatIonai careers, the commitments of youth to education and to
t.ommunity standards of behavior, and the means of integrating students
Into Curricular and extracurricular activities.

the expansion and e ualization of access to le itimate o portunities
to achieve are necessary o preven e nquency.

1,110.4t1Ondl and employment opportunities, in particular, must he made
aLLeoble, regardless of socioeconomiL status ur race. Educational
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opportunities are most crucial since school performance determines
employment prospects, and employment opportunities become most salient
when formal education teeminates.

Access to ille itimate o O ortunities should be restricted.

The community cultural milieu should be reorganized to remove the
supports of the illegitimate opportunity structure. Community social
control should be encouraged and directed at reducing t,ae availability
of delinquent adaptations.

ihe jrustraled_youth should be directed into leyitimate
expressions of discontent.

Those youngsters who are discontented with their social position and
who believe it is a consequence of the social injustices of class and
race privilege may express this alienation in conventional or
delinquent ways. Society must provide legitimate expression of
alienation and opportunities for the appropriate communication
discontent.

Enhancing the self-concept of youngsters should be part of all
institutional changes directed at delinquency _prevention.

Good self-concepts are essential to effective self-control. Family,
school, and juvenile justice system should encourge positive feedback
in the socialization of youngsters.

community control of prevention efforts and of other services for
youth should be encouragW.

Community residents should have primary responsibility for the
coordination of existing social services and the development of new
programs. Indigenous leadership is invaluable since it reflects a
sense of responsibility for the welfare of the community and
youngsters respond more positively to community leaders than to
outsiders.

The participation of youngsters, as well as adults, should be
encouraged.

Increased community control should mean increased participation and
power fur all members of the community, particularly for the
historically disenfranchised youth population. Self-help and
other-help by youngsters is an effective preventive which is only
possible through participation.

Delinquent groups should be coopted or disbanded.

One of the primary sources of criminal associations, the groups of
delinquent peers in 'he community, should be directed into
conventional behavior patterns; if change is not possible, groups
should he dispersed.
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Ties to conventional groups should be encouraged and developed.

The community should actively support traditional social, religious,
and fraternal groups for children within the community as a source of
anti-criminal associations. Less traditional civil rights, political,
and nationalist groups.should also be utilized, especially for older
youngsters who may be seeking ways to express their alienation and
discontent.

Examples of these theoretical principles are presented in the second
section of this chapter on promising program models.

Promising Delinquency Prevention Models

As discussed in the previous section, the most promising delinquency
prevention theories suggest that those interventions likely to prevent or
reduce juvenile involvement in illegal activity are those that increase the
productive involvement of youth in our Society. Prevention programs
shouldaddress the elements of the child's environment which most directly
affect his or her future: education, employment, community, family and
peers. Promising strategies in each of these areas are provided as
examples.

Practitioners and researchers who have attempted these strategies caution
that no one strategy by itself can be expected to alter a child's
environment sufficiently to preclude delinquent behavior by those children
already alienated and who have little sense of self-worth. Comprehensive
programs which seek to alleviate many of the conditions which have
nooltive influence on youth would be more productive and cost effective.

Education

The impact of the educational system on children haS been more fully
ancnawnted than any other of the five prevention areas. Research indicates
that, during the years when children are most likely to become involved
delinquent activities, the school is the single most influential setting.
Unfortunately the organizational structure of most schools is such-that It )
often contributes to, rather than prevents, troublesome behavior among
students.

Interventions must likely to increase law abiding behavior among students
are:

e Changing the orientation of the curriculum to provide more students
with experience and skills-that wilt he useful to them after their
schuul years. The most promising models emphasize increased
student participation in work experiences, increased teacher and
student partnerships in learning, and increased commitment to the
community. Examples of such strategies are community service
programs, experience based career education, and law related
education.
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e Changing_ Instructional Practices to increase the proportion of
students who experience acadee success and provide opportunities
for all students to develop clet. sion-making and participation
Skills. Examples are mastery learning, student team learning, and
cross-age tutoring.

e Creating school-family prdgrams to increase the consistency between
parents ' and teachers' expectations of the student, 'improve parent/
child and parent/school connunication, and provide parental problem
solving skills. Examples of promising interventions are home-based
reinforcement for school behavior, parent training, family crisis
intervention, parent-teacher aide programs, home /school
Luurdinaturs, and hume/shuul cuuncils.

Improving school climate by identifying the negative and positive
elements of given schools that contribute to the overall Climate
for learning and social development. The process should include
school administration, teachers, parents and a cross-section of
students.

Creating schools-within-schools to divide larger schools into
smaller units to encourage better teacher/student relationships and
mure positive .tudent self-concepts.

Employment

There appears to be a strong correlation between reduction of delinquency
and increases in opportunities for jobs that have meaning and status, ari
provide youth with chances for learning and advancement. Employment

related prevention strategies which provide increased access to meaningi'ul
work and which engage families, employers, students and schools in
partnerships offer the most promise for success. Examples of such

strategies are:

Integrating school and work programs such as vocational job
placement serviceiMhe sCeools and vocational Job training for
high school students.

o Forming_school/work councils which involve participation of
community-busineiiiiiTri, public employment agencies, local
Department of Labor prime sponsors and school representatives.
These councils oversee and coordinate school employment efforts,
idvntily and (.1-vdtv pidLtmient, opportunities tor students, and

develop and maintain linkages between the school-based employment
programs nd the private sector.

Providing relevant vocational/technical training in communities,
espectalTy whose with high rates of delinquency. Truancy and drop
out rates at vocational/technical centers are significantly lower
than those of traditional high schools.
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Communities

Research data shows that delinquency is MOF' !ikely to occur in
neighborhoOds that are highly disorganized and transient, where informal
social controls are generally ineffective, and where there is less
opportunity for youth to demonstrate skills .tnd receive rewards for
positive, productive behavior. Strategic- that have been tried which
incorporate elements to increase commur,: ties and provide positive
opportunities are:

Using_community crime prevention programs (block watches) with a'such network strategy. Neighborhood members, including youth,
participate shared activities around the common goal of crime
prevention.

Providin community youth development programs which organize
commun ty mem ers to assess and mobilize the community's resources
and use these resources to provide positive youth development
ypportunities.

Organizing community committees which coordinate and plan youth
services, and support community crisis intervention projects.

o Forming youth committees which involve neighborhood youth,
including gang members, to perform functions similar to those of
community committees.

Providing community advocates forjouth who assist and instruct
young people in finding constructive solutions to conflicts and
disputes, and seek fair treatment for youth by service and control
agencies.

o Planning community improvement prolects which involve youth in
planning and implementing activities to physically improve their
neighborhoods and make them safer and move livable.

Families

Family problems formerly attributed to individual inadequacies are now
Leing viewed as environmentally caused. Family strategies which show t(ne
most promise do not attempt to change individuals, but rather emphasize
reducing stress, providing organization and helping with economic relief.

Examples of such interventions are;

Organizing parent training so that families will acquire more
effective child-rearing skills. Promising parent training programs
are those that encourage participatory roles among all members of
the family, improve parent/parent and parent/child communication,
suppurt fairness and impartiality in discpline, and provide
positive reinforcement for a child's positive behavior.
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Providing family crisis intervention.

Forming parent support groups to organize families with similar
problems into networks.

Providin9 surrogate families to provide a family-like environment
within the community for children and adolescents laFking or unable
to live with their natural families.

Organizing, community services to provide supervision for
adolescents and children before and after school while the parents
are not at home.

Peers

Peer yroup associations are the strongest correlate between law-abiding and
non-law-abiding behc;vior among juveniles. This element, however, is
related to the other elements since families, schools and communities are
the strongest influences upon the nature of the juvenile peer group.
Schools are likely to be the strongest association determinant.

iniArvntions that Pncourage positive peer group associations are:

Forming peer leadership groups involving leaders of informal .

"cliques" of students who meet daily to identify and discuss school
policy issues and to work with the school administration to develop
reasonable solutions; such groups establish ties between
delinquency-prone groups and more conventional peers.

Providing gang crisis intervention to encourage long term
resolution of inter-gang conflict and redirection of gangs into
non-delinquent objectives and activities.

Forming youth gang councils in order to create alternative
objectives and activies fur existing gangs.

Organizing peer tutoring or counseling to involve students in
providing support to students with problems. These programs
include special training for the tutors or counselors.
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III. History of Delinquency Prevention Efforts

Development Prior To The Juvenile Justice Act

Concern about juvenile delinquency aS a national problem was expressed by
the first White House Conference on Children in 1909. Three years laterthe U.S, Children's Bureau studied the effects of wartime conditions on
delinquency, but this pioneering

Federal efturt was hampered by severely
restricted funds and limited staff. It was not until 1936 that a separatedelinquency division of the Children's Bureau was established to assistJale. le planninq for thild

widlary qratit% authuriivil by the Social
!)eLtil ILy Act. ul 19J5.

In the 1940s other Federal agencies joined the Children's Bureau in thedelinquency field. For example, in 1946 the Department of Justice convened
a National Conference on the Prevention and Control of Juvenile
Delinquency. By 1948, amendments to the Public Health Services Actpermitted the National Institute of Mental Health to administer grants tostates for improved community mental health programs which were often aimedat delinquent youth. Also, in 1948 the Interdepartmental Committee onChildren and Youth was created to foster close ties among various Federalalien( les, working with youth. The committee, however, failed to meet until

Increasing public alarm about the apparent increase in youth crime in theearly l95Ds led to the establishment of a United States Senate Subcommitteeto investigate juvenile delinquency. Congress allocated only $44,000 to%lie!), eve Pelle dvlinquyncy nationwide. In 1954 the Secretary of theDepartment ut Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) convened a national
conference on juvenile delinquency and the Children's Bureau's activitiesin the delinquency field. By 1955 President Eisenhower envisioned
grants-ii -aid to states for training and special projects, but Congressfailed to mss requested legislation in 1955, 1956 and 1957.

Until the end of the 1950s prevention programs were generally small-scale,highly fragmented and supported primarily through private funding. Private
wrviLe agencies working with low paid, part-time staff and large ;numbers of volunteers carried the bulk of community-based prevention,,rforts. Funds were usually supplied by wealthy benefactors, locally

uryantted charities, and private foundations. This picture changed
radically in the 1960s. Beginning with the President's Committee on
Juvenile Delinquency created by Executive Order 10940 in May 1961, therederal government began to invest ever increasing funds for improvingdelinquency prevention practice.

the United States government's involvement grew to five agencies and 15programs by 1965. By 1971 there were 16 Federal agencies administering 197
deltnquency programs with annual expenditures of SI1.5 billion.

%latistics collected for the Fifth Analysis and Evaluation of FederalJuvenile Delinquency Prevention Programs showed that $4.34 billion wasobligated for youth-related activities in 33 programs.
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The President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime was a
primary vehicle for expansion of the Federal effort. The Committee helped
enact the Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Offenses Control Act of 1961 which
was designed to demonstrate new methods of delinquency prevention and
control. Over a three year period $19.2 million was appropriated for
delinquency prevention programs. .The most famous of these were the
Mobilization for Youth (MFY) and the Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited
(Haryou Act), hoth developed in New York City. The MFY received about $2
million d year; the Haryou Act received aboutla million d year;- dnd 14
similar projects received over $7 million from the Federal government.

Pp7h.111 Lilo must. striking feature of those now progrdms was their focus on
Oldnyiny the soLial conditions affecting Lhe lives ut inner-city yuulh.
These programs stressed the importance of empowering the poor, as well as
encouraging maximum community participation in the planning and execution
of social welfare programs. Moreover, the MFY and Haryou Act programs
assumed the necessity of conflict with established bureaucracies as part of
their advocacy for the needs of youth. Despite intense resistance to these
efforts 4n most cities, the basic models of MFY and the Haryou Act were
incorporated into the community action component of the War on Poverty.

By 19b/ when social scientists and practitioners reviewed theories of
dvlinquenLy prevention for President Johnson's Crime Commission, the MFY
and Haryou Act were basic to their thinking. The President's Crime (

Commission underscored the need for broad social reform to prevent
delinquency. Further, the Commission articulated the need to encourage
diversion from the justice system as a prevention approach. As a result,
the Youth Service Bureau incorporated the joint objectives of diversion and
dvoLdcy on behalf of troubled youth.

Shortly after the report of the President's Crime Commission, Congress
further expanded the Federal role in the delinquency field by enacting two
H aor pioco,, of legislation in 1968; the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act to be administered by the Department of Justice, and the
luveni le nelimpioncy Prevention and Control Act to he administered by HEW.
Amyryl,t, alqiitld to IILW the primary responsibility for national leadership
in developing new approaches to the problems of juvenile crime and
coordinating all governmental efforts in the area of juvenile delinquency.
IILW WdS expected to help States and local Communities strengthen their
Juvenile justice programs through broad-based assistance to courts,
L orrectiondi systems, police agencies, law enforcement and other agencies
which deal with children.

Cungrnss hoped that placing this program in HEW would lead to a major
commitment to finding solutions to the problem of juvenile crime. However,
very few stdtes looked to HEW for leadership in he delinquency prevention
dreg. With d much larger appropriation, a more efineo planning process
ond ,,trunq administration LEAA emerged as the dorhinant delinquency
prevention agency.

it
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In 1971, Congress passed a one year extension of the Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention and Control Act of 1968. The Act was not supposed to be
extended again unless HEW showed a marked improvement in its efforts to
provide national leadership in dealing with the problems of juvenile
delinquency. However, despite assumptions that HEW had not improved its
performance, a two year extension with limited programming options was
given in 1972. HEW was to fund preventive programs outside the traditional
juvenile justiLe sy.:Lem, while LEAA was Lu combat. delinquency within the
juvenile justice system. HEW received $10 million per fiscal year during
the extension period, but its role in delinquency prevention diminished as
(.FAA's role expanded. LFAA hecame involved in a sweeping rdnge of Juvenile
lrl 111.1110Ii..y 1 I till 131.1)1Jrd1111. (lit I ./ I/ pert.errl iii 1.111. I I AA
appropriation went towards ,juvenile delinquency programs. In FY 72 this
figure rose to 21 percent.) Prevention efforts included alternative
education programs, training programs for parents of delinquent children,
drug education, police/juvenile relations programs and recreation
programs. Primary prevention programs were negligible.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974

the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (The Act)
established the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(UJJUP, The Office) within the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

The Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency stressed the need fur
more coordination and less confusion. They felt that placing the program
in HEW would only further fragment, divide, and submerge the Federal
juvenile delinquency effort and delay the development of needed programs.
further, the Conunittee felt that since the serious juvenile offender
merited more focus, LEAA was an appropriate managing agency since they
provide substantial Federal assistance to the police, the courts, and the
corrections agencies in their efforts to deal with juvenile crime.

The Office was to provide leadership and coordination for all of the
juvnniln proqrams sidttered throughout the federdl government. A Natrunal
Advi..u!y Lommiapi. lur Juvenile 4u.tiLe and UelinguenLy Prevention WdS

Lredted to advise LEAA and represenLation on State and regional LEAA boards
was broadened to assure input from knowledgeable and experienced persons
dud private agencies regarding juvenile delinquency prevention and control
pollOS. The Act further provided fur modified block grants to State dud
loLdl yuvernMCntS and grants to public and private agencies to develop
iovonilo protraMS with special emphasis on the prevention of delinquency,
diver;lun truer the juvenile justice system, and cmmnunity-based
alternatives to traditional incarceration.

All ul 1110%o thrust:. were faNhioned to stem the hiyh incidence of juvenile
crime and recidivism. Similarity, the Act provided that status offenderS
mn,t not hp pidLed in juvenile detention or correctional facilities dud
that j

)4

uveniles should not be detained in any stitution in which they have
regular contact with adults.

465
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Tu assure proper coordination of Federal effort, the 1974 act estaLlished a
Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. While
OJJDP was responsible for implementing overall policy and developing

%Vectives and priorities for all Federal juvenile delinquency programs and
a tivities, the Coordinating Council, composed of the heads of the major
agencies concerned and chaired by the Attorney General, helps assure these
objectives were met.

As evidenced by the title of the 1974 Act, prevention came to be looked
upon as a viable strategy for forestalling anti-social behavior among
adolescents and young adults. The specific provisions of the Act are
t.ont4invd In IL.; slated "purpose," and include the following:

(1) to provide for the thorough the prompt evaluation of all
Federally assisted juvenile delinquency programs;

(2) to provide technical assistance to private agencies,
institutions, and individuals in developing and implementing
juvenile delinquency programs;

to establish training programs for persons, including
professionals, paraprofessionals, and volunteers who work with
pelinquents or potential delinquents or whose work or .activities
relate to juvenile delinquency programs;

(4) to establish a centralized research effort on the problems of
juvenile delinquency, including an information clearinghouse to
disseminate the findings of such research and all data related to
juvenile delinquency;

(5) to develop and encourage the implementation of national standards
for the administration of juvenile justice, including
recommendations for administrative, budgetary, and legislative
action at the Federal, state and local level to facilitate the
adoption of such standards.

(3)

(u) to assisj,sldtes and local communities with resources to develop
and imprement programs to keep students in elementary and
secondary schools and to prevent unwarranted and arbitrary
suspensions and expulsions; and

to establish a Federal assistance program to deal with the
problems of runaway youth.

(7)

10 accomplish these activities, the Act further states that:

it is therefore the further declared policy of Congress
to provide the necessary resources, leadership, and
coordination (1) to develop and implement effective
methods of preventing and reducing juvenile
delinquency; (2) tJ develop and conduct effective
programs to prevent delinquency, to divert juveniles
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from the traditional juvenile system and to provide
critically needed alternatives to
institutionalilation; (3) to improve the quality of
juvenile justice in the United States, and (4) to
increase the capacity of state and local
governments and public and private agencies to
conduct effective Juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention and rehabilitation proyrams and to
provide research, evaluation, and training services
in the field of juvenile delinquency prevention.

Althooqh the ALL Livorly vmphoNi/N Lho linpurtauLo of privitluu in
turestalling and Controlling the onset and persistence ut delinquency, It
does not at any time provide a definition of prevention. In fact, nowhere
in the separate legislative bills, the debate record, the committee and
Conference Committee reports, or the 1977 amendments is prevention clearly
defined.

A review of the Congressional debate on thc 1974 Act reveals a deep concern
among legislators for the problems of juvenile delinquency. The prevention
of delinquency stands out ds the Single most important concern. A number
of Federal legislators recognized the broad social issues involved in
delioquemy LdWtion and some identified those issues. Nowhere however
doe5 a comprehensive definition of the con-t of prevention emerge.

Representative Hawkins, the floc .er of '.ne Bill in the House. noted:

Lu b., L. my i,r vtqltatIv dool with
the strengths of the youths and those of their
families and the communities in AniLh they live.
(CR-H, July 1, 1974, P.H6U49)

co-manager of the Act In the douse, Representative Steiger, stated:

(17 ardor t') accumplisn onythlog thruoyh p:eventA
`d01-% that cause delinquency ffluSt be

addrsed. (CR-H, July 1, 1974, p. H6050)

:nu speecn that must directly addresses the nature of delinquency
it ventiun 1 inot of Representative Chisholm who argued for the need to
,appurt ,ummuhiL-howd groups tu du advocacy and counseling, She
-peificallf identified the school as a key social institution in creating

1 ;1loquncy throuyti "pw.hinq out" students:

LI 'he dush Out is the student who through
lis(riminatory treatment and arbitrary actions of
hoof aqthUrlit I, xcludod from school, or else

dllenoted I,y t.'te hostility ut h1s ur her

scnoel environment On he or she leaves school.
July 1, 19/4, p. li6U57)

conpletely left open the direction of Federal policy In the
p"eventiun field. While some Sections of the 1914 Act as well as the 1977
dmehdments offet listinys of "advanced techniques," including a wide range
Jt youth services, tf.aSe diverse services were not integrated into a
conesive strategy of del,nduenCy prevention.
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IV. Delinquency Prevention Activities by 0.111DP

Strategy Development and Evolution

In the 1974 legislation, the office was divided into several major
components, each one charged with spe.ific respcJsinilities in the area of
delinquency prevention. NIJJUP faced th. task of oeveloping a body of
knowledge regarding the causes and correlates of delinquent behavior,
knowledge which could be translated into promising strategies. The Special
Emphasis Division was to develop action programs which would help the
statos anti local public and privdto agencies develop ,rod imploment
sucLessful prevention programs. the Office was required to offer export
techni'Al assistance both to Special Emphasis prevention programs and to
the states receiving OJJDP funds through the Formula Grant program.

At this time, the stateJf-the-art in deliniJency prevention offered a
diverse array of theories And strategies, ranging from psychological
theories to social disorgani Lion theories. The immense body of

('information on causes and cr;relates of delinquency had not been
synthesized to the point that 0JJDP coulo adopt an Office-wide po!icy and
strategy as a base for legislatively- mandated delinquency prevention
responsibilities.

One of the first tasks of NIJJDP, therefore, was to develop a better
understanding of the factors related to juvenile delinquency. Their
studies would provide the evidence crucial foe guiding future successful
prevention programs.

fherefure in 19/h, NIJJDP sponsored a nationwide assessment of oelinquency
prevention approaches and theories entitled Prevention of Juvenile
Delinquency. They st6died programs which nad evaluat'ln designs that would
yield data on project impact.

At the same time, a plan for delivery of technic.. assistance in the dred
of delinquency prevention was being formulated by UJJDP. Although
NIJJUP-generated knowledge was not yet available, the technical assisW,e
staff prepared a request for proposals to provide technical assistance\to
promising prevention activities. In 1977, the Office awarded the first
delinquency prevention technical assistance (TA) contract.

During this same period the Special Emphasis Division (SED) was charged
with the task of developin9 dnd implementing d -national delinquency
prevention program. In the fall of 1977, SED awarded sixteen grants to
private not fur profit agencies to develop delinquency prevention programs,
at a cost of over $20 million. Funded agencies were to develop and
noplonent new prevention techniques in communities where youth were
perceived to be in the greatest danger of becoming delinquent. The
projects were, of ncessity, exploratory in nature as the program had to be
developed prior to Pvailability of assistance from NIJJDP and TA
assessments. The national program supported such strategies as direct
services, community development, and improved delivery of services to

Iv -1
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youth. Both the program guidance and the definition of delinquency
prevention offered by this Initiative lacked clarity. The iefinition
presented was as follows:

Prevention is the sum total of activities which create a

constructive environment deSigned to promc e positive patterns
of youth development and growth. The process includes, direct
services to youth and indirect activities which address
community and institutional conditions that hinder positive
youth development and lead to youth's involvement with the
juvenile justice system.

this tirsl nationdl program gunuratud d 90dd dudl of crititism ruydrding
UJJDP's prevention efforts. The National Evaluation Final Report
swmnarized some of the difficulties which had hampered positive results.

Federal program planners had faced a difficult task in drafting
clear and precise guidelines for delinquency prevention programs.
0JUDP's national prevention program must be placed within o

context of an ambiguous history of prevention efforts, ill-
defined Federal policy, and competing claims about virtually
all theoretical and practical aspects cf prevention programming.

In 19//, dl thu same time of Lhu award of Chu IA contract, NUJUV hdd
awarded a grant to the University of Washington as part of its Assessment
Center Program. The purpose of this Center was to collect, assess,
synthesize and disseminate information on delinquent behavior and its
prevention. its major objectives were to

identify and describe promi5ing proyranunutic approaches fur
practitioners, OJJDP anc' ()thes;
synthesize data and the result; of studies;
provide information for use in OJJDP planning and design of action
programs; and
provide a base for training.

liecdill,e the Wdshington I\ sessment Center had nut finished It Lumpilat.lon.
the TA contractor, in fulfilling it obligation to provide technical
assistance based on the most promising strategies, undertook a review of
the state-of-the-art of delinquency prevention. A review of the literature
and evaluations of prevention programs conducted over the last 25 years was
complemented by assistance and guidance of the Washington State Assessment
Center. The result was a monograph published in 1979 entitled Delinquency
Prevention: Theories and Strategies, which became the guidance fir OJJUIP's
delinquency prevention technical assistance programs and the State
Inititives Program.

Uaring the late 19 /U's, NIJJUP sponsored other studius which added to the
state-of-the-art knowledge regarding delinquency prevention. These
included the following:
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The Dynamics of Delinquency and Drug Use
Youth Gang Violence
Use of Victimization Survey Data to Assess the Nature, Extent and
Correlates of Serious Delinquent Behavior

s Delinquency in American Society
Learning Disabilities and Juvenile Delinquency

s High Risk Early School Behavior for Later Delinquency
s Transition to Junior High and the Deviance Process
s Law Related Education

In 198(1 UJJUP made its first attempts to systematically develop programsthat tested assumptions and strategies related to delinquency prevention
through the Delinquency Prevention Research and Development. Project.
initiative was designed to test promising strategies for preventing
delinquency. It consists of two parts:

A comprehensive project in one site, which addresses the most
important units of a young person's socialization--families,
schools and peers--as they influence youthful behavior sequentially
throughout the social development process; and

The School Enhancement Projects, which consist of a test in siA
conmunities of the school-based strategies identified thorugh the
Westinghouse Technical Assistance Program which are consistent with
the Social Development model being tested in the comprehensive
site.

the delinquency Prevention Research and Development Project was developedjointly by the Technical Assistance
Division and by NIJJDP with the

assistance of Westinghouse and the Assessment Center. Because of its
potential for guidelines for implementation and rigorous evaluation design,it can yield important results about the impact of selected strategies ondelinquency behavior.

Iwo ufhr prevontion
programs wore implemented in 1980 that were censiv:entwith the theoretical assumptions embodied in the program described above:

Alternative Education - Preventing delinquency through the
development of alternative education options ror youth whose
ducational and social development needs are not being met in
traditional classroom settings.

Youth Advocacy - Preventing delinquency through school enhancement
activities (13 of OJJDP's 22 youth advocacy projects).

iho latter programs, however, were not strict research and development
orograins, and thus did not have the same potential for evaluation. Between1980 and 1982, several working

papers were produced to assist states and
communities to develop prevention programs relative to schools, employment
and communities. In addition, the State Initiatives Program wasestablished to:
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Transfer clear, concise information on the most promising
developments in delinquency prevention theory and practice; and
Improve and strengthen the capacity of state and local
organizations to support sound delinquency prevention programs,

This initiative, worked with State officials and agencies as well as withlocal youth-serving agencies in 24 States to foster a variety of successful
developmental patterns fur the State and local prevention 4fforts. Some ofthese efforts have been documented in Five Cafe Studies of State PreventionApproaches: Colorado, Connecticut, Maine, New Mexico and Wisconsin.

the Coordinating Council established in the original Act, began to play an
inLra..ingly significant role in the PM's. (WV, with the as111dfll;! 01the Council, began to analyze delinquency prevention programs and resourcesin other Federal agencies

to assess their relationship to OJJDP's
conceptual framework and programs. Both the Council and UM) hoped that
this process would lead to a common Federal delinquency prevention nolicyand to the joint funding of local demonstrations programs. By providing
staff resources for the Council, OJJDP was able to initiate efforts thatwould eventually lead to the development of a program plan for theCoordinating Council. The program plan attempts to coordinate Federal
activities relative to delinquency prevention.

19U1, NIJJDP ised the first major Washington State Assessment Center
findings on the most promising strategies for preventing juveniledel.:;guency. !his document described a "Social Development Model" which
provided the basis for the delinquency prevention research and developmentwork. Strum that time, the Assessment Center I s issued numerous
publications which further describe and refine delinquency prevention
Strategies in terms of social development.

Thu. model also served as the basis for the development of d delinquency
prevention program targeting serious juvenile offenders. Planning for this.initiative was meticulous. It was designed ar a research and developmwit, w r,r luir .1 1 Intl .111 111111.1. I 1" .1 1 11 .1 1 Ion w. ,1 11 Thi protiram vho, :'Curlytut implumilLaLiou by the end 01 1.91Q.

By the end of /962 considerable
progress had been made in the development

of file Ifato-of-tn,!-art in delinquency prevention. A conceptual framework
or deli4quenCy prevention programming had been adopted by NIJJDP, the
TetinilLal Assistance Branch and die Special Emphasis Division. Althoughthe framework was commonly shared by these Office Divisions, it was neverhirmdlly adopted as 0J4DP policy. The framework is evident, however, in(Wow, delinquency prevention programs developed since 1980, in acceptanc..
of .ertain elements of the growing body of knowledge re5arding the causesadd fw-roldl.W. of Juvenile delinquency and the translation of this
knowledge unto OJJ011 prevention strategies.

!rum 191!1 through 1182, 0JdUP spent approxwately $62 million to supportwlinquency preventiur. (See Chart - Table IV) A note of caution is f.
necessary in reference to these expenditure. Many of the programs that
have been included were not targeted at delinquency prevention, but did

IV-4
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TABLE I

OJJDP

PAST EXPENDITURES FOR DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACTIVITIES 1975-1982
BY FUNDING TYPE

YEARS

SPECIAL

7.MPHASIS

NATIONAL

INSTITUTE

TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE CFE
L--

LEAA
TOTALDISCRETIONARY BLOCK

1975 388.922 480,967 869,889

1976 6,737,690 724,126 251,322 149,951 7,863,089

i
1977 9,001,463 1,286,597 153,450 204,230 965,457 11,611,217

1978 10,899,064 2,157,706 445,932 13,502,702

1979 9,200,045 1,136,094 500,000 10,836,139

1980 8,26,1,049 449,182 1,i05,000 250,000 10,064,231

\
0981 5,216,128 749,861 639,342 6,605,331

1982 55,000 647,396 49,976 752,372

TOTAL 49,369,459 7,539,884 1,794,318 849,382 1,436,519 1,115,408 62,104,970

1- I 472
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Include elements that have been determined to be consistent with the
"conceptuel framework" promoted by OJJDP. Second, the amounts included for
the formula grant program are only estimates; it is not known tf such
programs, although described by the Stater: as prevention efforts, would be
defined as prevention if assessed relative to OJJDP's definition.

Current OJJDF Delinquency Preeentton Activities

0JuDP is eontinuing itc corvette 'c to deeelop knowledge and strategies in
delinquency prevention. The Office has moved away from support of action

), (ion onfrafing on bosic qpplipd resourch; demonstritinn
nroidrum.s, lruining/tehnital assistuncc; and tuurtlinutiOn ul lederul
delinquency prevention efforts. The experiences and the know;edye galled
through research arid evaluation have enahluu tne Office to fulfil; its
leadership roledarectile the Federal juvenile delinquency effort,
dpeeloping information fur prectitione,'s, and testing new strateeiec. An
agency Wilth TespuusfUility fur leadership in the fipld of Jo7e:111v
delinquency cannot exert tnat leadership 4r1 a manner which is productive
unless is can provide answers to cicestiuns regarding what worksand the
direction in wnich the field should be moving.

In 1982, with the dSiiSL3ACO of OJJDP, the Federal Coordinating Council
adopted its first proyrem plan. It is a significant attempt to assess and
synthesize information relative to the myriad of Federal programs and
policies that have an impact on juvenile delinquency. Council members have
agreed that there are duplications of effort, gaps in activities, and
problems associated with oissemination of useful program information to
I.ates. Implmentation Gf this plan is expected to begin In 1983. Other
3elinquency oreventioe efforts are currently receiving 0,1JUP support.

NIJJDP

I .")or dt,impliOimpmt.% of NIJNIf in Inc program development Ind
oydiudi,ion of the lh!linquenty kesearch acrd DemoiAvution vroJet l.
and the Serious Violent Offender Project Part Il. These are described
elsewhere in ttiis paper. Other efforts are notea here.

law Related Cdv.ation (1.RC; projects continue to receive support. LRE is a
School/community targeted approach to the prevention and deterrence of
delingliency, LIU. Is defined by Congress as "education aout the law, the
leqp! and Icqal '..yitvm, and thrr fundammtdi principles and valan.;

h Ls p6r130;e i; 10 Oildbll! youth to IILMOMV UCV
infurmed, ettetlyo and responsible participants in society.

NIJJOP is also uportiog an evaluation of the School Crtme Reduction
nrqq;d01 with was started by the >perlal Emphasis DIvision IA 1976. The
pi 0v4:4 h.s beer. a cooperative venture between OJJDP and the Department
fdocAtion. ihr zyAluation Is assessing the affect of selected
foteryentions end school practices on the incidence of school crime.
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NIJJUP has been studying the link between juvenile delinquency and learning
disabilities since 1976. The major hypothesis of the LD efforts is that
learning disabilities can cause school failure which, in turn, can lead to
juvenile delinluency. NIJJDP's work in this area represents a complete
cycle of initial state-of-the-art assessment, research-based program
development, implementation and testing, and the application of results in
training and program replication. Initial results of this process have
shown that learning disabilities have a direct positive effect on
delinquency. The results of these studios have been applied to the
learning disabilities component of the Project New Pride Replication.

Additional studios presently supported by NldJDP are:

High Risk and Early School Behavior and Later Delinquency
Choice of Non-delinquent and Delinquent Careers Among Puerto Rican
Dropouts

School Discipline and Justice System Involvement
Transition to Junior High and the Deviance Process.

Formula Grants and Technical Assistance Division

Thu Formula Grants and Technical Assistance Division has developed a

techrical assistance strategy which incorporates research findings,
evaluation results and practical application strategies. Delinquency
prevention technical assistance is targeted; its purpose is to assist state
and local governments in the systematic formulation of strategies and
program development which is based on the most promising theories of
delinquency causation.

The elements of the TA prevention program are:

Development of implementation strategies for the Delinquency
Prevention Research and Development Program. TA staff and the
Westinghouse National Issues Center participated with NIJJDP tc
develop and implement this experimental program in 19110. Through
the life of the six local projects, the TA branch has managed these
projects and delivered intensive technical assistance.

Direction and assistance to the States, through the State
Initiatives Program and to state and local prevention programs
identified through OJJDP's technical assistance request process.
Assistance has been given via publications on prevention theories
and strategies, working papers on school, community and employment
prevention strategies, and on-site technical assistance.

The Formula Grants Branch of FGTAD developed and implemented the Foster
Grandparents/Delinquency Prevention Program, which culminated in three
interagency agreements between OJJOA and ACTION. Cooperative Foster
Grandparents programs were implemented in Louisiana, Georgia and Washington
State. This program gives foster grandparents and retired senior
volunteers the opportunity to serve as role models for young people,

IV-7
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reinforcing law-abiding behavior and providing guidance and companionship
to juvenile offenders and non-offenders. The program is intended to result
in the development of stronger social bonds in juveniles and their
families.

Special Emphasis Division

UJJDI, has awarded funds to eight cities that will implement UJJDN's
"Violent Offender, Part II" Initiative. This program has been designel to
test strategies for preventing and reducing juvenile crime through
community organization. The program's primary objective is to test the
LunLepl that neighborhood-bad urgani/atiuns can mobillzu neighborhood
residents to improve the effectiveness of institutions responsible for the
socialization and control of youth, reduce the opportunities for commission
of juvenile crime, and increase legitimate opportunities for youth to
become productive members of their community. Special attention is being
directed at the families of violence-prone youth. The evaluation of this
program which is being supported by NIJJDP, calls for measuring the impact
of the Interventions at six month intervals. Data analysis will attempt to
determine which youth engage in violent behavior despite apparent positive
social development, and which youth are able to avoid delinquency and
violent crime despite problems assosciated with residence in high-crime
neighborhoods.

Concentration of Federal Efforts

A major priority for the Concentration of Federal Effort is the
implementation ut the federal Coordinating Council program plan which would
facilitate the coordination of Federal delinquency prevention programs. As
stated pr-nriously, coordination only one aspect of this plan. The
Council is also planning to disseOnate the wealth of information that has
been developed by the various agencies in the Federal government. The
Council is exploring ways to synthesize this information, formatting it so
that it 1. most useful to its target audiences, and provide a way to make
It accessible to the public.

In 1982 a cooperative agreement was signed between OJJOP and the National '

school Boards Association which will enable the NSBA tt ..yethesize Federal
school-based prevention strategies and publish of this information in a
mann - useful to school board members and other school leaders throughout
the nation. This resource document will he published in 1984.
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V. Federal Role in Delinquency Prevention
l' )

Rationale tar Federal Role in Delinquency Prevention

As discussed in the historical review, the private sector played a major
role in delinquency prevention activities prior to -ie early 604. However,
a ri.,1114 youth (-rime r6te called into question the ability or the
willingness of local communities to canbat delinquency (and provide other
social service needs) and brought the Federal government into the field of
delinqueAcy prevention. New federal policies were iustified by referencelu lipporl will/ theory, whif.li as'Imiivil that del inquency atiqht he prevented or
diminished by removing impediments to upward mobility. the ledurdl
commitment to delinquency was crystallized by the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquern.y Prevention Act of 1974. Unfortunately the 1974 legislation and
subsequent amendments have nut clarified the scope dnd nature of prevention
activities.

Today, the Fbderdl role in delinquency prevention is one of leadership and
coordination. A purely "Federal solution" to the juvenile delinquency
problem is no .inuer feasible. The large extravagant delinquency
prevention pro, ams of the past have been or need to be replaced with
mechaniis and uLedures that encourage states, localities, and private
organizations to adapt proven, effective programs and systems. The Federal
government's rule is to coordinate, as originally planned, the resources of
the multitude of Federal agencies with responsibility for youth programming
related to delinquency prevention and to carry out research that
demonstrates effective processes for preventing delinquency.

The Role of Other Federal Agencies in Delinquency Prevention

Congress created the Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention to facilitate the coordination of delinquency-
;,1111.0 pingram... riivn the Administration'', direction to consolidate and
maxim ite the use of Federal monies for human service programs, the need tur
the mandated coordination has never been greater. To provide an overview
of the complexity of such task, a brief summary of involvement by other
loth.ral aqenc.ios in delinquency programs follows.

The proyrdins discussed are classified as "delinquency-related" dad not
delinquency prevention, per se, since Fede-al agencies other than OJJDP use
Jifferent categories for their youth service programs. For example, in
MO the Fifth Analysis and Evaluation of Federal Juvenile Delinquency
Proirams reported that:

v of the 45 programs studied, only 9 (20 percent) have the reduction
or prevention of delinquency explicitly stated in their
legislation. Five others refer to juvenile delinquency in their
et)nlat ton,, qoidelives, or other official documents. These 14

p0o..traw, are adm. ilered by Six Labinet.-level departments Lind one
independent aioncy.
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Only five programs outside of OJJDP indicated any significant
involvement in efforts to deinstitutionalize status offenders and
dependent and neglected youth, a specific mandate contained in the
JJDP Act. Those programs involved in deinstitutionalization
indicated that a major obstacle to success has been the scarcity of
alternative direct'service programs at the community level.

Nine Federal programs reported spending approximately S225 million
on institutional services for youth, or less than 5 percent of the
total amount expended on services to youth by the 45 programs.

In lite period 1)1 VOS1-1411?, twenty of the 41) kogralm, discu.;w0 in ow
iith Analysis and Evaluation were included in the nine block grants
created under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (P.L.97-35).
The budget for these programs was reduced by $3 billion, a reeuction of
approximately 22 percent between FY 1981 and FY 1982. Twenty programs "ld
their budgets reduced. Although total appropriations were reduced from
$13.5 billion in FY 1981 to $10.5 billion in FY 1982, nine programs
received'illtreased allocations and one remained the same. (See Table II).

Of the twenty delinquency-related programs placed in block grants, six were
education programs, and six were programs in the areas of alcohol, drug
abuse, or mental health. The Social Services Block Grant, the Child
Welfare Services Block Grant, the Maternal and Child Hearth Block Grant,
and the Community Services Block Grant each absorbed one
delinquency-related program. In addition, the Jobs Training Partnership
Act (JTPA), the successor to the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act,
dhsurbed four protpams. The JTPA does not become effective until the
beginning of FY 1984.

Fuur programs were eliminated in 1981. They were:

10.661--Youth Conservation Corps--Grants to States;
10.663- -Youth Adult Conservation Corps--Grants to States;

o Urban Initttives Anti-Crime Program; and
u Urban Crime Prevention.

Table ill summarizes the FY 1982 status of Federal delinquency-related
programs. In addition to listing the programs the table indicates whether
these retained their categorical status or were included in block grants.
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FEDERAL

CAT, NO.

Iwo

Fiscal 1981-1983 Program and Budget Changes, Delinquency-Related Programs

FROCRAv

PROPOSED STATUS

FY 63

ACTION

72.001 The Foster Wandiarent Program

DEPARTMENT OF AMICULTIIRE

FY LEVEL

APPROPRIATINE

02 j SI NOTES

111.44 .1111.4446.9e I Continuing Resolution

10.661 Youth Conservation CorpsWants to States 0 0 ille e No funds appropriated for FY 82, 83, Or 84

10.681 Coopritivo Extension Service 4-H 83.9e 315.7e 303,7*

10.663 Young Adult Conspvetion Corps -- Grants

to States 0 0 200e Eliminated In 1941

10 Port.oa of cY 41 funds Mrred to FY 82 for

schduled obaseout

Phaseout Ads 9/30/82

IMPARTMENT OF UMW ION

64.008 Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Progrie

Education For All Mendicopl Children Act

of 1973 .P.L.94-1421

*Me

0

2.9e

931e

2.9e

Slits

Authorise, tor Inclusion to the Education

consotipp,ion and Improvement Act of 1981.

Cheater II.

i Reflect* continuing resolution at FT 82

!evil, Program caueetS 2.6e of

Discretionary finds for FY 83

The Mouse Education and Labor Committee

voted unalirsously In favor of 8111 H.J. Res.

$98, idlich celled on the full Congress to

veto the it +-oiled pp regulations for P.L.

9S-142.

T Continuing Aesolutlons tunes at current

(FY 821 bporeting love!.

%a
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FIVERAL

CAT. M3. PRO6nAM

DEPARTIIFJUI OF COMM ION - O0M11

Taw H .c-anar-
1:

PROPOSED STATUS

FY 83

EY LEvEL

NPPR0PRIAT1065_1

82 01 HMS

84.010 Educationally Deprive] ChildrenLocal

Educational Agencies 2.66 2.6b 2.36

84.011 Educationally DeprIvad Children, Migrants--

B*0c State Formula Grant 256m 256.1t 266m

84.015 Educationally Deprival Children In State

Adelnlift.frd Institutions Serving

Neglected ce Delinquent Children 32.6. 32.60 33.9m

$4.047 Upward Bound 24.8' 63.6m 66.5.

$4.040 Vocational Education-Basic Grants to

States IGOs 496.6. 918m In the FY 83 twoposal 'nth the Vocational

Education e.2 Adult En..ntIon Programs will

be towed n block yrent. (Pm amount
rettects tot% progransf

84.0so tmeryoncy School Aid Act-Basic Grants

to local Educational Agencies
33.4m terminated 6'30/82

Program authevIted tOr Inclusion In the

Education and loprowe,ent Program, Chapter 2

84.0.51 Eavageocy School hld Act--Grants to Sm Program euth:-Iced for Inclusion In tfte
Non -Profit OrganlEations Education ell ImpfOrdnomf Act Program.

Chapter 2
84.060 Indian Education-Grants to loco)
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FEDERAL

CAT. NO. PROGRAM EILOCx GRANT

RETAINED

CATAGORICAL
STATUS PHASED OUT

72.001 The Foster Grandparent Program

10.661 Youth Conservation Corps-Grants to States X

10.881 Cooperative Extension Service 4-H

10.663 Young Adult Conservation Corps-Grants
to States X

84.008 Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program X

84.010 Educationally Deprived Children-Local
Educational Agencies X

84.011 Educationally Deprived Children. Migrants-
Basic State Formula Grant

Education For All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142)

84.013 Educationally Deprived Children in State
Administered Institutions Serving
Neglected or Delinquent Children

84.04? Upward Bound

84.048 Vocational Education-Basic Grants to
States X

84.056 Emergency School Aid Act-Basic Grants
to Local Educational Agencies x

84.05/ Emergency School Aid Act-Grants to
Non-Profit Organizations



[110fRAL

CAI. NO. PROGRAM BLOCK GRANT

RETAINEJ

CATAGORIM
STATUS PHASED OUT

84.060 Indian Eolcation-Grants to Local
Educational Agencies (Part A-Title IV)

84.061 Indian flotation- Special Programs and
Projects

84.012 Indian E3 cation- Grants to Non-local
Educational Agencies

84.088 Instructional Materials and School
Library Resources x

84.089 Improvement in Local Educational Practice

Office of Domestic Violence Program X

13.235 Drug Abuse Community Service Programs

13.252 Alcoholis-i Treatment, and Rehabilitation/
Occupational Alcoholism Service Programs x

13.254 Drug Abuse Demonstration Programs

13.25/ Alcohol ;ormula Grants

13.215 Drug Abuse Prevention/Education Programs

I3.?95 Communitf Mental Health Centers-
Comprehensive Services Support

11.623 Administration for Children. Youth.
and Families-Runaway Youth

13.628 Child Irwse and Neglect ?revention and
Treatment
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FEDERAL

CAT. NO. PROGRAM BLOCK GRANT

RETAINED

CATAGORICAL
STATUS PHASED OUT

13.640

13.642

Administration for Children. Youth,
and Families -Youth Research and
Demonstration

Social Services for Low Income and Public

X

Assistance Recipients X

13.645 Child Welfare Services -State Grants X

13.652 Administration for Children, Youth,
and Families- Adoption Opportunities X

13.975 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention and
Services X

49.002 Community Action X

Urban Initiatives Anti-Crime Program K

15.103 Indian Social Services-Child Welfare
Assistance K

16.144 Indian Child Welfare Act-Title II Grants X

15.130 Indian Education-Assistance to Schools
(Johnson O'Malley Act)

16.516 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention-Formula Grants X

16.517 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention-Special Emphasis X

16.537 Urban Crime Prevention X

.7.211 Job Corps X
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FEDERAL

CAT. NO.
[ ..........

PROGRAM BLOCK GRANT

RETAINED
CATAGORICAL

STATUS PHASED OUT
.

CETA-Titles II, 9, C X17.23?

17.232 CETA-Title IV-STEP X

17.232 CETA-Title IV-YETP, YCCIP, and VW X

17.234 Employment and Training-Indians and
Native Airerlcans X
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v1. Deli .uenc Prevention indyyastLp_iyidards.rotaul .ated by the National
Any sory dew e! Tcn, gum e Just ice am wri nquency rmention on

In accordance with provisions of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, the National Advisory Committee for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (NAC) issued standards in 1900
relative to the administration of juvenile justice. Chdpter 1 of that
report, entitled "The Prevention Function," discusses and makes
recommendations in areas such as prevention strategies, program
administration, and responsibilities of three levels of qnvernment -
rederil, State and local - relative lo the preveotiun ut juvenile
deliquenLy.

For pUrposes of the 1960 Scandards report, the NAC adopted the following
definition of delinquency prevention:

A process and the activities resulting from that
-process directed at encouraging law-abiding conduct
and reducing the incidence of criminal activity of
all youth under eighteen years of aye except those
who are receiving services on other than a
voluntary basis as a result of contact with the
juvenile justice system.

A document prepared for NIJJDP by the American Justice Institute in 1981,
. entitled A Comparative Analysis of Juvenile Justice Standards, states that
there are two primary policy considerations attendant to this definition:

It views delinquency prevention in the context of an overall
process of planning, coordination, service delivery and evaluation;
and

It restricts consideration of social service programs to those
where the services are provided un a voluntary, noncoercive basis.

the NAC standards place substantial emphasis on delinquency prevention; its
commentary and recommendations are organized around the following
t-dmework,

o theoretical focal points - the individual, social institutions and
social interaction.

e Type of prevention - corrective, mechanical and redefinition.

Are of emphasis - family, health, eduction, employment,
recreation, religion, the justice system, housing and the media.

No NAL standards were developed with the recognition that the
state-of-the-art fur delinquency prevention is less well developed than
tw quiet' juvenile justice areas. The NAC, therefore, took great care in
a-ticJlating its views on the proper framework and procedure for

V1-1
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formulating prevention strategies and emphasized the need for carefully
designed experimentation to enhance knowledge on the effectiveness of
particular types of programs. The NAC process and framework assign Various
reponsibilities to Federal, State, and local levels of government.

Federal Government

fhe NAC emphasizes that the Federal agency most responsible for juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention should plan, organize and coordinate all
relatod federal services/programs

and coordinate all federal direct siipplirt.
Altininlh the NAC stipulates Chat leadership and dire,..tluo should

1.01110 Crum the Federal government, it recognizes that most dacisicns
regarding allocation of Federal funds are made at the state and local
levels. Thus, the NAG recommends an integrated Federal/State/local
approach.

The Federal responsibilities involve providing "leadership to facilitate
efforts of the intergovernmental

structures at the State and local level."
The Federal government, according to the NAC, should develop criteria for
defining the characteristics of juvenile delinquency and its prevention.
Utilizing these criteria, th) Federal government shouTridentify the
relevant Federal agencies, analyze programs and policies, and develop a
comprehensive plan for expenditure of Federal prevention funds. The NAC
standards are very explicit in describing

what the NAC believes to be the
critical elements of thi.; leadership role:

Une of the most critical roles of the federal
agency would be provision of support for research
and evaluation . . (so that) programs can be
designed which are based on theory and knowledge
that have been strenuously tested and reviewed by
independent researchers and practitioners....There
should also be methods and procedures for training
imsod on the findings of the research and

as well as methods fur the
dissemination of information to the general
public,

%poLitil ut Federal guvernment activities that fulfill its
leadership role are numerous, and include:

o Setting Federal policy and priorities;

Removing obstacles to implementation of programs at the State andho.11 lvci%;

Advao, tog the stab(' of knowledge in juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention through standards, research, training,
technical assistance, monitoring and evaluation;
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Initiating and maintaining coordination among all Federal programs
related to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention;

Improving information dissemination capabilities relative to
theories, successful programs and improved methods of program
development and administration;

Allocating of Federal funds for State and local effurts;

Monitoring and evaluating all levels of program development.

A'. staled In th NAC report, "it is Lilo view of the National Advisory
Committee that the Federal Govermnent can best assist in improving juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention by concerning itself less with the
direct provision of services and more with the development of an
organizational process at the State and local level and the provision of
necessary financial and other resources."

The MAC suggests that the decisionnaking responsibilities be assigned to
the local cumrunity and that the State agency assist the local communities
in the "initiation, maintenance and evaluation of their planning and
Lourdination responsibilities" . . . "giving considerable latitude" . . .

"to the local authorities to fulfill their responsibilities in accordance
with their needs and resources and established standards and guidelines."

The NAC's recommendation for the proper organizational structure for local
prevention efforts is as follows:

The local community, in c.njunction with the state
agency described in Stand, rd 1.121, should develop
a juvenile justice and dtnoency prevention
planning and coordinating authority. The planning
authority should be responsible for identifying and
assessing all of the local juvenile service needs
and should process the capability for developing
strategies to meet those needs according to
established state standards and guidelines.

Ihv NW.. view un the state's role in delinquency prevention is outlined
in its Standard 1.121, which states that:

The state government should establish an executive
agency for juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention with the responsibility for leadership
and coordination of the local and state juvenile
justice system. The state agency should be
empowered to:

a. Plan, coordinate and facilitate the
implementation of all state juvenile
justice serves related to juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention;

b. Assist local agencies upon request to perform
such services;

c. Monitor all services provided directly by the
state; and

d. Advocate for the development of supplemental
services us necessary at the state and loCal
levels.

49:0
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VII. State and Local Role In Uelinqudtcm Prevention

As already noted, delinquency prevention programming was until the early
1960's the primary responsibility of the private sector. As youth crime
started to increase not only did the Federal government become more
involved but so did the State and local governments. Today, delinquency
efforts aimed at prevention, as well as at treatment and control, are the
primaty -esponsibtlity of Stdtb and local government. ihe private sector
and Federal government, while playing very important roles in this effort,
nu longer have primary responsibility. CUmmunities and states make
,,,aistintial expenditures to deal with they' responsibilities. Ilen.e.vr,

lmaln tru..traled hy some ul the same obstacles laced by those charged
at the Federal level witn delinquency prevention programming, that is lack
it e.otutt,us un definition, elements fur an effective delinquency
prevention program, methods of evaluation, and coordination techniques.

The four haste.: theme., of tn. lministratiOn's present program
consoliddti its have clear imp.lcdtionS for the states. The Federal
lovermnent has already begun to;

o Icansttr more authority to State and local guvernments;

o the federal tinanClal assistance system;

Reduce Federal funding tu State and local governments and private
agencies; and

Inr human ,vice program, by involiing
sector expertise in pldnniny, tundiny, and implementing

t hem,

diden tnese changes, states will have to assume much of the policy-setting
previou,ly natniled by the Federal government, assess youth needs,

Jev?lop new strategies, generate resources, establish allocation formulas,
and dev,lop eff.uire e.ommuNicatpot channels. They will also have to
1111.-.W,0 Caeir reounsibility and their capacity for both policymaking and
coordination,

Alt-teuih ,tales are presumed to spend considerable funds for delinquency
it 1 oittir.ult to accurately determine how much IS actually

c.x.e.ehe.d oy any agency other than the State Juvenile Justice and Deliquency
t in I ,on, 11, itittiR4 I OH utter inC utiett w Lb youth
n- .vitn youth development. Although many programs nay have

1mevent:n ,.omponents, this element mdy not be identified as
nary ablective or may not he noted at all. Table IV gives a breakdown

r,ut tlnds expended for prevention.

, 4 ,'pt.wit. ,.arofy Lunducted by the Juvenile Justice
wi,n alstAnment, drill reported by FGrAD (190) further

1 . droblem, The into-vial survey ascertained the amount of

it:

4 91
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state dollars (non-Federal) invested in delinquency prevention for the
years of 1981, 1982 and 1983. Some states reported unusually high
expenditures, i.e., Louisiana, West Virginia, District of Columbia, while
others, Alabama, Georgia, Colorado and New Jersey, reported zero
expenditures. There is wide divergence among States as to what constitutes
delinquency prevention. Many states view all services for youth as
delinquency prevention, while others define prevention as a societal actionweelude behavior. New York indicated $70,000,000 per year for
delinquency prevuntion, but accurding to the New York Juvenile Justice
Planner only a part of the funds listed under the broad category of
juvenile prevention are actually used for prevention. The larger part of
1.11 flIfl+. 4n. fur general services for youth.

At this juncture it is difficult to assess just what effects the changes inFederal programs and Federal funding have made at the State and loca;
levels. Both the number and site of programs have been decreasol in some
drP41%. Mdny State and local governments are in the midst of reassessing
their total jivenile services and of reevaluating priorities. Although
commitment to.prevention has been strong in some states such as Maine,
Connecticut, Vermont, Florida, and Wisconsin, in others efforts have beenMt,h tor, intatIve, Whether cutbacks in funding and efforts to increase.
LuufAmiltion alter turtlier development, of prevention plans and prevention
programming remdins to he Senn.

As noted in the Sixth Analysis and Evaluation and in other chapters of this
Paper. many agencies at all levels of government deal with prevention
activities ilthough these may not be identified as such. The sources ofhinding nomvrow, ,end varied, The comprehensive study by the Academy
lur Contemporary Problems, Major Issues in Juvenile Justice Information and
irainiriT; Grants in Aid of Local Delinquency Prevention and Control
%rvices.-YAIJJIT), identified 41 states using Federal JJOPA grants and 30
states wong Omnibus Crime Con trol and Safe Streets Act funds fur
deliquency prevention as well as control activities. Most also used
Title XX, Social Security Act funds, child welfare, mental health and
11111 aid rands. The MIJJIT study did not look at private funding sources
')Jt when !he are added, the difficulties in charting funding for
prevention activities as separate from other activities become even more
pronounced.

The MWir study also found that States had invested significant funds in
la, Al Imo- nm,n1 6plingoenLy prevention programs. As the study notes, 'It
dadeari from the findings that states are ,:tempting to prevent and control

/ ;yStems, .o increasingly likely place to
anal miLn delinquency prevention." Indeed, the survey found 11 states with L_

/ prevention or contrl suhsidieS in the education field
tunneling $60,5 to local governments. New York's Youth
Jeveldpment/OefInquenLy Prevention Subsidy, which requires a SO/SU local
'latch fur State dollars, sent $16.4 million in state funds to local
governments during the year of the subsidy study.

Ovall, the study identified 101 subsidy
programs targeted for delinquencyveventl.in and control. It should be remembered that these funds weresteictly fiscal transfers to local governments

not monies the state spentto deliver direct services or contracted with private or other vendors.

4,1



V111. Private Sector Role in Delinqueeci Prevention

Historically, the private sector has played a major role in advocating for
and delivering services to youth. Religious and philanthropic
organizations fought for juvenile justice codes, and improved working
conditions for young people. The:: provided homes and services for homeless
And wayward youth, led the fight for protection against child abuto and
were instrumental in securing mandated youth services. Uelingueniy
prevention in its broadest interpretation has always been one of their
goals, although the specific vocabulary of primary prevention rarely
appears until very recent years.

As the Federal govermnent's role in the 60s became one of more direct
intervention, the traditional private nonprofit agencies (e.g., YMCA,
Girls' Clubs, flays' Clubs) and the voluntary nonprofit organizations (e.g.,
Junior League, League of Women Voters) began to expand their delivery
efforts. A private sector economy arose which was dependent upon Federal
funding. At this same time, the alternative" private, nonprofit agencies
such as the runaway youth programs, began to emerge to serve the youth
states and localities could not serve.

Throughout the 70s, Federal spending for community youth service programs
increased to $15 million for a total of 45 programs. Now in the 80s,
significant changes are being made in funding mechanisms due to the general
state of the economy, the desire of states and localities to have morestate

over funding decisions, and the Administration's move to reduce
federal tundInq and Lonsulidate categorical funds into block grants.
With the direction of the Federal government to reduce their direct role
in funding youth services, there is still a need to provide leadership and
practical technical assistance, in order to encourge effective planning and
coordination by the public/private partnership.

Although the general direction for both funding and decisionmaking is now
clear and some of the roles and responsibilities laid out in legislation,
the poblic/private altymnent varies according to local priorities and
circumstances. Once private agencies lose their "set apart" status, tney .

will be forced to compete for local funds and at that level priorit'es may
change frequently. The difficulties inherent in defining delinquency and
in measu'iny the success of delinquency prevention programs may hamper
their funding chances if officials view programs as non-essential and staff
as adversaries at the planning table.

Nonprofit Agencies

Regardless of funding, it is likely that the private agencies will continue
to make an important contribution in both planning and delivery of youth
service programming because they have both experience and capacity which
goverment cannot ignore or replace. Given the present financial
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const^aints, government alone cannot hope to plan and deliver effective
service.

Nonprofit, ,Iso have the ability to mount effective fundraising and
resource di 'elopment efforts, an ability which has become more crucial as
public funcis diminish. If they wish to continue their essential advocacy
functions, which will not be !upported by public funds, they will have to

'support for this aspect of their work as well as for direct service.

New roles and relationships, refined planning and coordination mechanism,
consistent standards of accountability and improved funoing patterns to
idiom lho poiditiprivato partnership to do more with Inss mu St emerge.ihi Hill IPA prevention and youth service., conlinin. to counter
existing adverse social conditions. So far the effort to eliminate
duplication and overlap has been 'a dismal failure. Given the often
cunflicting goals of commitment to youth service improvement and the desire
to preserve programs and jobs, the present question is whether the long
sought coordination can be achieved.

There are few clear predictions that less funding will be the catalyst that
-,oh -Los duplication and fragmentation. One study currently being conducted

uddoP grantee indicates that private agencies are withdrawing from
interapniy relationships in order to protect their own funding and
'Yogi draining approaches and to concentrate un what they do hest.

'lotions for Funding

Ps programs evolve and Federal funding decreases, new approaches may be
necessary to guarantee adequate and continuing funding. Although not
qiecifically delinquency prevention directed, the President's Task Force on
P-Ivate Sector Initiatives is seeking to motivate corporations, foundations
and private agencies to work with both government and the private sector to
develop programs and incentives.

Ihe current economic and funding climate may make it unrealistic to place
the existing match requirements on local service providers. Many
variations on the match requirement and on the public/private partnership
d'P possible if foundation and corporate resources can be made available.
Moot, In-kind contributions by volunteers and corporate officials night be

part of match requirements. In one state, the State Park Service
is maiitaining buildings used by a private, nonprofit as a delivery site.
Vlaot iedally owned properties could be used on a larger scale by
nonprofit groups for youth service programs in a way similar to that now
lutny proposed by HUD cur emergency shelters. Urban enterprise zone and
tax reduction incentives could be increased to encourage participation.

Nonprofit agencies have fewer incentives although some might be provided
through increased funding for Joint endeavors. The allocation of
discretionary funds is crucial. Clearly the private sector must develop
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new relationships with both state and local governments and the public

sector must continue its responsibility with respect to the private sector.

Role of Foundations

Although opinions vary about the future role of the private sector, it is

becoming increasingly clear that foundations and corporations will of

necessity be called to expand their funding levels in order to suppurt bulh

public and private efforts.

Documerting contributions made by foundations to the delinquency prevention

eltus.t. is dIttlCUIL dt. best.. (Jetting any ndtional sLupe un foundation

activity is limited by lack of available compiled data. Organizations such

as the Council on Foundations in D.C. often cover only large foundations or

those making grants in excess of $5,000. Many grants to prevention

programs are small and would not be included. Those foundations which

contribute to youth activities usually do so on brOad-based categories of

youth education, youth service, juvenile justice or child welfare. Titles

from grant application or organizational prbgram listings may not give an

accurate clue to the real nature of the project. In addition, foundations

and corporations usually have not formulated a limited definition for

deliquency prevention and do not use the specific vocabulary or philosophy

of primary prevention programming. All youth development, recreational,

and educational activities may be included.

A recent study in Indiana attempted to survey folndations and to single out

those funding youth services. Of the listed foundations in the State they

found eight which mentioned youth services. Determining the actual dollars

allocated to each type of activity was extremely difficult and necessitated

individual review of financial statements and personal interviews.

Some major foundations such as Ford have for many years supported

alternative education programs which have included "at risk" and special

needs youth. The Clark Foundation in New York City has supported child

welfare and criminal Justice programs. City Foundations in Columbus and in

Cleveland, Ohio have funded family strengthening programs, alternative

education programs, group homes, and advocacy programs.

Role of Corporations

No comprehensive compendium is available for corporate contributions or

efforts so that any discussion can give only examples. orogram definitions

and organizational structure also vary greatly, so that determining the

level of funding available from corporations according to OJJDP accepted

categories is virtually impossible.

The involvement of corporations has been Strongest in the youth employment

area. Training youth for the work place is crucial to prevention and
benefits both schools and industry. Corporate participation also builds a

4 96
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constituency for youth among those who have clout. Henrietta Schilit and
Richard Lacey in The Private Sector Youth Connection document 55 successful
models in which the private sector and schools have cooperated in providing
both training and specific work opportunities. Most of the programs began
with a single company participating, some are over 10 years old. The
mushroom effect is evident in that a total of 7,146 companies now
participate in the 55 model programs chosen for discussion. In almost
every Study prJfiled, the programs started small and one good program led
Lu another. Must uf the programs reviewed are local business-education
initiatives and only a few relied on federal dollars as an inducement.

A woo variety of programs are outlined. Successful models include claSsas
le busiou.-. and industry, creation ul new Ini%iness t.hools, curriculum
revitalization, teacher internships in business and industry, business
adopting a school programs, work-study programs, %mimer youth employment,
and career egeloration. The authors of the study have concluded that those
programs work which do the following:

Obtain commitment of both school ane business leadership;

Mobilize city-wide resources;

Provide for ample planning time prior to start-up;

Start as small, manageable pilot efforts and then grow;

Provide for an evaluation design with timely feedback;

Hire quality staff;

Involve employees and carefully screen participating youth;

Structure training to address local business needs and
expectations;

Guarantee at least temporary jobs;

Corporations have also been involved in meeting prevention objectives
through more general development programs. Corporate officers can serve on
hoards of agencies to provide technical assistance for management
napruvomont. Ihey Ldfl help with LumputeriidLiun ut equipmnt dull
procedures or donate computer time. An obvious needs is for development of
deprupridLe software packages. RCA works with inner city development in
Camden, New Jersey. Control Data is now working in Minneapolis with a
Lunglomerate uf 12 curporations on a massive urban development project
which includes improving education and youth services as well as providing
vmployment traininy and upportunities.

Unc Liege. private Sector efturt is lucated in New Yurk City where
corporations, lead by the Rockefellers, have organized the New York CityPartnership. The Partnership has a full-time, senior level staff and
operates through a task force structure utilizing corporate executives
loaned to the Partnership. The 119 person Board of Directors includes
executives from many of the Fortune 500 Corporations. The task forces canrespond to a variety ofneeds. The Public Safety Task Force has provided
technical assistance to courts, probation departments, police and transit
systems to improve their efficiency and management systems. The EmploymentTask Force, lead each year by a different corporation, provides summer jobsfor youth. In 1982 over 14,000 jobs were identified, most of which werefilled. The Partnership is now seeking funding to cover the operating
expense ut $1hU,000 fur this years' program. Other task forces deal with
education, management, and economic development research. The Partnershipalso forms collaborations, works with all levels of government and givesrants, ',n:10 of which rvci,ntly involved a youth oscorl for Lho
olderly Lumpunont..
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Ix. Summary: Issues nor Consideration

Efforts by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to
develop sound effective delinquency prevention programs have been
successful In identifying interventions in the areas of community, school,
work, family and peers. Theories have been formulated to explaiin the
proiesles through which youth develop, and define the iondiLiuns which load
them Lo anti-social activities. Many of these theories are being tested in
field programs. Now, however, the Federal We in the field of delinquency
prevention, :eduction and control is changing. There is less emphasis on
peuviding fhhuu !al rwaturt. f.ir experimentation and
pruvidiny technical assistance and information dissemination.
The need to transfer the available technology of proven program models to
State and local governments and private sector organizations is rapidly
increasing, as these assume the major responsibility for policy-setting and
funding youth programs.

Decisions must be made regarding future activity by the federal government
in delinquency prevention. These decisions should be based on the current
knowledge and tempered fly the reality of fiscal resources availability.
The Federal role needs to be philosophically compatible with the

pruqram to aruaden responsibility for and transfer
authority to State, local and private sector entitities. The salient facts_
to be considered are:

While it is still unclear exactly what one strategy will prevent
Uifinquency, research is Identifying promising_practices thaiiTlow
Kulrap planners to be more consistent and focused.

Research activities sponsored in part by the National Institute for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention have resulted in a body of
knowledge that address the variables influencing youth toward law-abiding
behavior and provide direction for designing programs that can prevent
delinquency. The advances made in research and development regarding
Delinquency prevention must be considered in the development of a Federal
strateyy.

Delinquency prevention is a complex phenomenon that requires a
Lumprehensive response in order to insure effectiveness.

Delinquency prevention, in order to be effective, requires the irwolyement
ut many social institutions: families, schools, employers, communities, as
well as youth themselves. The nation's productivity, continuity, and
stability is to a large part dependent on the successful development of its
young people. This suggests that increased opportunities for successful
and meaningful involvement in society are mandatory if youth are to develop
lie) ief .1nd to the

4 8
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The Federal role in delinquency prevention has stimulated change.

Seventy years of Federal effort has resulted in a body of knowledge, a
variety of approaches to working with youth and resulted in more
opportunities for youth. It has been unable, however, to stem the risingtide of juvenile delinquency.

The possibilities for coordination if the Federal effort in delinquency
has not been adequately explored.

Cooperation among Federal agencies has been limited to ad-hoc projects dnd
iporddic attempt'. to OvY010p policy consistency. Thu Courdinf.on Cunncif
pruyrdm plan attempts to focus on facets of delinquency prevention
particularly through schools and by increasing opportunities for
involvement of youth in their communities. Those approaches should be
considered, and discussions with various Federal agencies undertaken to
determine the degree of commitment and resources available to implement the
workplan.

The cooperation of State and local governments, community groups and
the private for and non-profit

sectors must be sought in the design of
Federal programs.

the involvement of a wide range of actors is vital both for the planning ofany Federal effort and the implementation and continuation of promising
activities. Only with the advice and counsel, as well as commitment, of
the other major actors in the area delinquency prevention, can effective
programs be expected to succeed and continue.

A Federal strategy in delinquency prevention is both necessary and vital.
The commitment of Federal resources and assistance in the past twenty years
has resulted in the growth of programs and knowledge. However, the Federalrole should be refined and made to complement and support the State andlocal governments, community groups and the private sector. Planning forsuch a role should be considered in the framework of the Coordinating
Council, Udd011 and the National Advisory Convnittee.
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the offense for which he or she is presently before th
court.

Recommend& ton A.2

KEEPING INAPPROPRIATE
POPULATIONS OUT OF JAILS.

The Commission finds that in recent years local
Jails have been used to house persons charged with
no crime or simply petty violations. The results for
both the jails and such people have generally been
adverse. Juveniles, detained mainly for minor and,
at times. even nonviolations of the law, are often
subject to physical, sexual and mental abuse. More-
over, youth in jails have been found to have a high
susceptibility to suicide. Many mentally ill and re-
tarded persons once under the purview of traditional
social service providers and institutions, thanks to
-deinstitutionalization" reforms, are now found in
great numbers in the nation's jails; yet most jails
quite understandably have no expertise in dealing
with this group's problems. Public inebriates also
make up a significant portion of the population of
jails. Hut the problems of these individuals are
poorly served by jails. Indeed, these detainees often
pose real risks to themselves in such a setting.

Various state and federal judicial and legislative
initiatives have attempted to keep some or all of
these groups out of jails. but the frequent absence of
real alternatives undermine these efforts. The Com-
mission is convinced that, in general, jail is the
wrong place for juveniles. the mentally ill and re
tarded, and public inebriates and that relevant state
and local social service agencies have a basic role in
reducing the extent of this practice. Therefore,

The Commission recommends that all states,
after consultation with affected local govern.
menu, adopt guidelines ill for removing, where
practicable, juvenile, mentally ill and retarded,
and publicly inebriated detainees from jails and
(21 for ensuring in the future that people within
these categories are not detained in jails. The
Commission further recommends that the states,
in conjunction with their localities, develop bet-
ter coordination among their social service and
related agencies for dealing with such actual or
potential detainees. Where resource constraint,
render these proposals impracticable, the Com-
mission recommends that people within these
categories who are detained In jails be housed

separately from other detainees and be given
particularly close attention throughout
stays.

One of the more unfortunate roles that the local
jail has had to play is that of "social agency of last
resort." For a variety of reasons many troubled peo-
ple have not benefited from relevant social service
agencies. Such agencies, when they do exist, often
lack resources sufficient for serving these population
group*.

AU too often the people who fall through the gaps
in the social service system end up at the local jail
an institution whose ultimate purposes are to detain
the accused and to punish less serious offenders. The
Commialion finds that three groups of people are
particularly ill-served by this state of affairs: juve-
niles, the mentally ill and retarded, and public ine-
briates. Individuals in each of these groups are high-
ly vulnerable and sometimes subject to serious harm
when placed in jails, even when only incarcerated for
brief periods of time.

Juwnlies

Numerous national groups are on record as oppos-
ing the jailing of juveniles, including the National
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stan-
dards and Goals, the American Bar Association, the
Institute For Judicial Administration, the National
Sheriff's Association, the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, and the National Coalition for Jail
Reform.

Even though many states have laws prohibiting
the practice, juveniles are often housed with adults
in jails. The federal JuvenileJuatice and Delinquen
cy Prevention Act has as two goals: first removing
from, and keeping out of jails all juvenile status
offenders and then doing the same for all juvenile
offenders. These efforts notwithstanding, the hous-
ing of juveniles along with sditits still occurs in great
numbers, including in those states with laws to the
contrary. Estimates of the number of juveniles in
jails at any time during a year range from 100,000 to
over 1 million.

The problem here is three-fold. First, society loses
in the long term; a major concern is that juveniles
can and do 'learn crime" from adults with whom they
share cells.* High recidivism rates have been found
among formerly jailed youths, posing long-term
problems for those individuals and for society-1' Sec-
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ond, the experience of residing in a jail may mar
normal growth and adjustmentaand cause long-run
psychological harm. Finally, jailing juveniles,
whether with adults or separately, seriously exacer-
bates what is already a national problem of great
dimensions: suicide. The rate of suicide among chil-
dren held in adult jails and lockups Dal significantly
higher than that among children in juvenile deten-
tion centers and children in the general population of
the United States7

Effects such as these are hard to justify with
respect to any group of people in the society let alone
persons In years of age and younger. The Commis -
sion believes that jailing juveniles with adults be-
comes more indefensible given the offenses for which
most are jailed.

A 1976 study that entailed visiti. to jails in nine
states found the following:

children were in adult jails in every
state visited:

11.7% of the children found in adult jails
were alleged to have committed se-
rious crimes against persons:

nn 3% were being held in jails, often
with adults, for property or minor
offenses,

the sx.3% does not tell the whole story:
17.9% of the total were jailed for having
committed "status offenses." that is.
acts that are only crimes when com-
mitted by children, but not by adults.
including truancy, running away and
incorrigibility. Moreover, 4.3% were
being jailed not for having committed
any offense, but rather because there
was simply nowhere else to put them.°

The commission recognizes that juveniles who
commit crimes, whether major or minor, may war.
rant ponehment. However, the Commission be-
lieve that as a general rule this punishment should
not be meted out in adult jails.

Mentally I l and Retarded Persona

The mentally ill and retarded are another special
group who are poorlyeven adversely served by
Incarceration in jails. Unlike juveniles, however, the
mentally ill and retarded are often difficult to recog
nine; few police or jail personnel have the training
and expertise required to identify a person as having

such problems, especially in the heat of the moment
when responding to a call.

Even if police and jail personnel had such .skiPs,
many people with severe emotional problems still
would be found in our jails given the absence of
viable alternatives. Recent studies indicate that any-
where from 20 to 60% of all individuals confined in
jails are mentally ill or disordered.° According to
the National Coalition ForJall Reform about 600,000
mentally ill or retarded persons pass through Amer-
ica's jails each year.

The dangers to mentally ill and retarded persons
placed in jails are similar to those suffered by juve-
niles. They too are vulnerable to physical, mental
and sexual abuse by other detainees. Most impor-
tantly, their condition is liable to deteriorate further
while in jail, increasing the risks to themselves. For
example, the Los Angeles jail medical program is
considered one of the best in the nation, but even it is
the subject of a lawsuit charging that "'the mental
health of mentally disordered prisoners deteriorates
during their incarceration.: "a

The jails in this nation were never intended to
provide services for these people. Yet, one authority
believes that Itlhe jail is turning into a second-rate
mental hospital."' while another comments that
Tin all but the major metropolitan areas. very few
jails provide any psychiatric care at all."

The situation tends to differ between large and
small jails. Large jails are more apt to have some
sort of mental health care just as they are also likely
to have more inmates requiring that care. But set-
ting aside space to house and treat these people may
exacerbate the strain on already overtaxed jail
resources.

Small jails often do not have the -luxury" of crest.
ing a separate ward for mental patients; the numbers
simply do not justify such arrangements. The only
way to remove these people from the general popoli.
tion may be to isolate them. Isolation, however,
tends to create fear and suspicion among mentally ill
detainees, further undermining their mental state
and sometimes leading to suicides.°

Jails appear to be less a cause than a recipient of
the problems. Numerous well-intentioned laws were
passed within the last 20 years making it harder to
commit and keep a person in a mental hospital.
During the same period many of these facilities were
closed due to a shortage of resources and a belief
among mental health planners that the problems
should and would be handled in the community The
envisioned community-based alternatii :1.aieier.
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human interminglingthe problem of pretrial de-
tainees mixing with convicted offenders is com-
pounded by introducing serious grade felony
cruninals.

Juveniles and Adults

A population dilemma of bong-term duration that
continues to plague load jails is the commingling of
adults and juveniles. The problem is twofold. First,
and most obvious, is the effect of the commingling
itself. When in direct contact with adult offenders
and defendants, young people risk being prime tar-
gets for physical, sexual, and mental abuse: More-
over, the special stress that incarceration places on
the immature has resulted in `the rat, of suicide
among children held in adult jails and lockups [being)
significantly higher than that among children in ju-
venile detention centers and children in the general
population of the United States."'

A second and equally disturbing problem lies in
the nature of the allege(' crimes for which juveniles
are detained in jails. Thus, based on a 1976 site visit
and study, the Children's Defense Fund (CDF) found
that 119% o f j a i l e d children . . . had committed
'status offenses,' i.e., actions which would not be
crimes if done by adults, such as running away or

truancy." In addition to status offenders, CDF
identified 4.8% djailed youths as having committed
no crime at all. Rather, these were children who
literally had no place else to go or were being held in
jail for their own protection. Indeed, only 11.7% of
youths in jell were found to have committed serious
crimes." (Sur nide 1-4.)

Diverse correctional groups, spanning the politi-
cal spectrum, have called either for the removal of
juveniles from jails or, at the very least, for the
separation of :Ault& and children when complete
removal is impossible:

The National Advisory Commiulon on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals
states that `Jails should not be used for
the detention of juveniles."

The American Bar Association and the
Institute Fix Judicial Administration
stated that `the interim detention ofac-
cused juveniles in any facility or part
thereof also used to detain adults (should
be) prohibited."

The National Sheriffs' Association
stated that "in the case of juveniles when
jail detention cannot possibly be avoid-

Table 1.4

OFFENSES OF JUVENILES FOUND IN JAIL ON DAY OF SITE VISIT
Charge Number Percent of

Known

Serious Crimes Against the Person* 19 11.7
Property Crimes" 45 27.8
Minor Assaults 6 3.7
Minor Property Crimes 11 6.8
Behavior Crimes*" 20 12.3
Children's Status Offenses

(Noncriminal) 29 17.9

Runaway 17
Delinquent 8
'Truant 4

Protective Custody 7 4.3
Hold for lPansfsr 25 15.5

Total Known Offenses 162 100.00
'FBI Mao ci Want Crimes Murder. Rape. Rotabsty

Fel mall 01 P100C11Y CdrnO Burglary. Uaromny, Auto The
'"Prosalullon. Drugs. Oruraannoaa. Vagrancy

SOURCE Crildint Doknos Fund. Chanan n Muff Jales (WmPongton. DC CruldrenV Defense Fund. 1976). p 20
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Table 1-5

JL ENILES IN LOCAL JAILS, JUNE 30, 1982
All Inmates White' Black' Hispanic Other"'

_

Total 1,729 956 882 82 49

Male 1,577 859 835 47 36
Female 152 97 27 15 13

'Excludes poison 01 Hisparic origin
American Indians shove Massans Asians and Pacific islanders

sOuncE u S Department 01 Justice Bureau of Justice Statistics. Jail Inmates 1982 Bulletin NC..1-87161. February 1983 p

ed, it is the responsthility of the jail to
provide full 4egregation from adult in.
mates, constant supervision, a well hal-
anced diet, and a constructive program
of wholesome activities. The detention
period should he kept to a minimum, and
eery effort I made I to expedite the dis-
position of the juvenile's

The American Correctional Associa-
tion >t ipulates that -juveniles in custody
'should bed provided II% ing quarters sep-
arate ernrn adult inma te-4. alt houkhthest.
may be in the same ructure ""

Moreunr. the National (.4oalition fur Jail Reform.
an unthrella organization that speaks to jail prob
lems for a large and varied set of associations." is
categorically opposed to "the placing of juveniles in
adult jail. and lockups ""

Recent years have witnessed a number of state
and federal Judicial and legislative initiatives aimed
at remco ng juveniles from adult institutions "
Numet heie,s. their numbers remain high. Estimated
by earonis sources at between lusi.non and 1 million

one nport put the number of juveniles in
adult :a.I at 1.7'29 on June 30. 1952 or an estimated
anti,ono per year (See Treble 1 )

The Mentally III, Retarded and
Substance Abusers

If any group of inmates has given rise to the
rharacteriziit ton of the jail as the "social agency" of
last resort. It is that afflicted with some mental or
behavioral disorder Unfortunately, they are a per

group a fact which has lest the American
Medical Asa ciatum's correctional program head to
assert that "it lhe jail is turning into a secondrate
mental hospital.'

Fairly recent studies indicate that anywhere from 20
toting- of all individuals confined in jails are mentally
ill or disordered."' Specific site studies underscore
those findings:

A study of the Denver County Jail show.
ed that 22% of 545 inmates were diag-
nosed as psychotic, and 23% had a histo-
ry of long term or multiple hospitaliza-
tam for mental illness."'

Research conducted in March and April
of 1979 at the Milwaukee Kruse of Con
rectums showed 17'1 of the total jail pop-
ulation had been diagnosed by the facili-
ty's consulting psychiatrist as mentally
UV'

A survey of 150 inmates in the 'Fairfax
County. rAljail on a typical weekday lin
December of 1950 revealed that minre
than a third of t he inmates whose records
were checked . . . hail had serious alco-
hol, drug, nr mental problems.'''

Al any given time, WO of tne roughly *II
inmates at the Montgomery County
(MI)1 Detention Center are mentally ill.
emotionally disturbed, or mentally re-
tarded, a situation that frequently plays
havoc with the corrections system!"

Moreover, the problem has worsened in recent years
due to state policy decisions:

One of the most serious problems in the
I.. A. County Jail is a backlog of mental
health cases waiting for transfer to state
mental health facilities. In California. as in
most other states. the closing of -tate men.
till hospitals. wet her ith a general nth!
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practice of .-orreet sons at the state and local levels.***
Recent programs and activities have included:

Jails area resource centersa network
of advanced jail systems that are funded
by the institute to provide practical
training. technical assistance and infor-
mation to other jailers in their geograph-
nh

Standards dere:opment and implemen-
tationa project where state agencies
are funded to develop, revise and imple-
ment jail standards for local jails in those
states.

Small fails assistancean ongoing pro-
gram that enables state jail inspectors,
sheriffs' associations. and other relevant
parses to deliver technical assistance
and training to small, often rural jail sys-
tems. . . alaining and assistafics are
brought to them.

planning no institutions --a program
pro% Iding training and technical assis-
tance in architectural design. chrrec-
t tonal standards. systems planning,
community involvement and relevant
legal cinsiderations to jurisdictiOns
planning construction or renovation of a
jail. . . .

D-oi»ing of 'nil authoritiesprograms
specifically designed to meet the training
nets' 4 of sheriffs, jail administrators and
others responsible for the operation of

County commissioners and state
jail inspectors also participate in select
Programs.

Budding state rapacity to serve jails
an ongoing program where the institute
works with organizations and agencies
within the states to build the state long-
term capacity to provide training and
technical assistance to its jails."

While N IC does maintain a modest grant program
for research and development purposes," its major
direct link to individual jails is in training, technical
assistance and information dissemination."'

In addition to those N IC programs obviously
aimed at jails and local corrections. 2:N federal pre
grams in widely disparate fields have been identif l
as sources or potential sources of aid for correct, and

organizations, staff and clientele." Running the
gamut from the price support and Irian activities of
the Department of Agriculture to the Community
Development Block Grants of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to the Aerospace
Education Services Project of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Adminiatration, the programs
tend to be only peripherally (if at all) related to
corrections. Consequently, they are little known to
or sought out by corrections officials.

THE REGULATORY APPROACH:
MANDATES, STANDARDS AND

PRISONERS' RIGHTS

The federal approach of providing finan-
cial lisources, technical assistance and
useful research is on the wane, In its place
the federal government is tilt/Swing signs of
shaping a new role for itselfthat of
regulator.

The remarkable aspect of this develop-
ment is that this transformation in the
federal role is taking place without an artic-
ulated policy. The LEAA program is the
casualty of the push for a balanced budget.
No federal policy has been articulated to
explain its phase-out, and equally little at
tention has been paid toward rationalizing
the emerging federal regulatory role. In
fact, recent developments leave the impres-
sion that the new direction is being gener-
ated because of specific federal interven-
tions into state and local criminal justice
operations: activities are generating policy
rather than the reverse."

Indeed, while federal assistance to local ilsand
state-local criminal justice generallyhas ed, at
least three federal laws and one executive branch
document continue, to some degree, to influence
their operation.

The Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act

In 1974. Congress passed the Jure,/ Justuy
Delinquency Prevention Art (JJDPA). Originally
designed as a broadly based formula grant with the
goal of increasing 'the capacity of state and local
governments for the development of mom' i'"
education, training, research, pmention. al%en,ion.
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gram med., pre% iou.lc mentioned. itri).wner from
1101.14/11 t,/ I million jti% elides jailtql annually nation-

1,1, 14`," anicryhtsynt rpresent it tall order
tie or.tuerns as.ociatcd a ith incarcerating juve

noes along-dile adults are not to be lightly ritsmtsted.
nor reic WhIen Pl their removal from such
in ions Indeed. man practitioners and non-

hyr- Amtlit at,n'tt t nat current methods in
child111, It. seelitt- iaeilitit an

-h.. tot: mac he dangerous
sod .10.1111,11in1 he ,..tiths Involved and, as
hr. .-1.11 the chapter totcl. are being

turt 'let in
p. I tawre. }t iog jue

f-1: It .111verult .1usdire and

1111,1.1,1a Pry%ytitl..h ,(1.1.11 indicatt'd that the
r.r,- nnotal date might

t i." ...sate I LI.WP Cited the

. i et.ti.d ied.tcies t c.dtiplete removal

:. : 4;1 :td, altyntat y

.11 y, Iti,ludIng

: ,th, .0 lietam criteria
: . reeihitg

.., hint; 4111% Inc enforce
Ito 1.' atit ti.t"II youth Pre.
!.. 1, ii I ,nook Ir. end' 1.0e..

.tl Art: ; tale

y: h11.1,,11 it. tat:

;,..it h a, ty.td, hy ,/ur when
,t yfit-t and rl

I ...1rm t

: ' ,..1 ifferyth- r,g.trling thy

I:, lie and scale of alternatives needed /for
example. secure detention perceived as
the tngle-solution alternative to adult
jail

In the absence of more substantial federal finan-
cial and technical a.ssistance, such impettimnts may
doom the nearby attainment date to the status of a
legal pipetirearn in SUMP staves. Moreover. ateording
to uric observer:

The amendments) could not only co.t state
and local governments more munej to par-
ticipat in the program. but !they) Mild
alto be counterproductive. The adverse
effect could come about as a result of rutin°.
my of scale. Building separate facilities for
juveniles potentially creates mare bed -
spare for juveniles. This increase in bed
space would create pressure to fill the beds
in order to justify the facility.

The problems with an approach like that
of the Jai 'rile J tstict and PrIttomf,o-4

Art are not with the goals but
with the implementation strategy. A na
tional mandate is enunciated and backed up
with specific substantive regulations. this
placing the partnership approach with on.
that seeks compliance "

Alcohol "haft Safety and
National Driver Register Act

In the full ni 1982. Congress passed the Alcohoi
Thithe Sajety a nd Nalm.tal Driver ffruiarrr Act rhe
act does not directly affect local jails but it may
eventually have an indirect impact

Tale 1 of the act authorizes the Secretary of Trans-
portation to "make grants to thl,st states chit -h
adopt and implement effective programs to reduce
traffic safety problems resulting from persons drk
mg while under the influnceof alcohol Although
the rulemaking process i/still going on. the lekoshe
thin itself suggests suph changes in state laws as

li providing that a person with a blood
alcohol concentration of t) ur greater
when driving shall be deemed to be driving
while intoxicated,

raising the perceived threat of apprehen
tun through greater enforcement h the
police and highway patrol and more warn-
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Drvately Operated Juvenile CuStOdy faCii..
ties housed slightly fewer residentS nationwide
at yearend 1979 than I years earlier- in eontratt
to an AN:reelable increase for the 1975.77 per..

livi the -umber of facili%,es also declined.
about 1 percent. the deer, 'se in res-

lents oft...Fri..1 alougs.de a S'o'lar reduction
within facilities opeeated directly by government
agencies. AS in the Put liC Sector. the drop in
./..en, le-, centered those held 4% status" of.
fenders whose fondyet would not be an nffense
if ener..tter1 by an ATM' (e.g., runaways ruffew
rieiatOTS. and uantsl. Peduetion I" the Vie
o f th'S group waS an indiCation Of COntinlied rar
OrtS to deinsti4tionalite status offenders.
rey onietti re Of the Juvenile JuSt'ee and Del.,

.rerentium Act of 1974. the decrease in
rar.ies .4, pr..rply among girls, whereat. the
.4.n. ni 'opt snowed a Small .nefraie. the r on-f ar 'es dropped 1 :er!e"! in S.W.:.

,rantras a ".5 0,.1.ent growth ;Inlinir IP Cot,
..ase rnup homes and other 'Open' fat..

.rl 'hr preyed,...) 'mrpreenSal period.

.'.,,,nary lea from he 1479 Senses to
, 1, en' ln r I, ' ...ras re.ea'ed :ha! .11.;,:v

.14.,, , 11111 res. lertS were housed in 1.559 fa
. I. . ,.,, . I., ...Ora,. Ip. Country nn !ie.-weber il
; . / Al I NJ, S i.ei.ent of these fartlities were
..... , tat., ,I, P.N. . ' At errIvnt . v..: al. 1 ishewnts As

I he st It .,S -4 rran.le ....Poi l' Iqh drelned during
;. .. tn.. amour r Ins held r,,r usher reasons
..,reasrd 40t4.e .herf. waS 3 ??-percent rise
in rn!.nt try Om's% nrs ,,Cn'leS whit had fp
reved I tit i -../ -. ...we own accord or were re-
re... r i :.a.' 1 .1 s( hovl iv'hOpt fee.
n'id. : iliiiOn ''i, ' r,,;rart'On 1 1 .,aehiie
is,. i I r lei niNen.... ' e onl r 'hal WWI n to ff.
Orli ! i% ,e'e!9.11 , CneVitte4 iy al. Its. tn

I h '.ran Iral In OChaiel at nne-teird -4 .
1. 4...1 ;...1,1,e fac'''t 'es. by contrast. th.s

., ;dr. .. in, rease.t troy. rat. ... I' :erterat raver

... ; 'vat ;or..! !he ray' ,. corn' (PA tr. rle!a ..! .'. 'h..Se i'lra I 1, .la-et .rsos itsse
awa.:T-. 41 'ol.r..lt ' .. -!i . '.. eras, nse frwra -4,

.n ;a': tr, ,...,per---m-n,. f.oither r'Tha
s.y.m; .1.. rr,reliecter a primeipa! role of pen
. i ; ; -.. ai,. ...at.jn -are comnittm J.,.e

-, *tout 4 of ear, S tyvOn.IeS residAt'"
fi, 'Ht..% :r'er.lY 'if,;!..e 'T.eS. and only

; ' l.fet 9 l"S's!,:'.^0l eStabl'Aneft, Hr
...-l-jr Sr." ." ''r-V'''''"'s '. the llel,f Se( lr

.. nrary the rravrarn sp;res.11.1.!r !Of every
I ....,,, .m,t,t,, ..a; arrandeinehts and 1 in 4 in

r e "won,. r
. ...le 'at " ra c !.....^e'f share If the ,..,, I. . 1. or(tr, ;97' fo

ore ;9 re, , . he. r the, ,uren ..e Vetles MCO,n'e.1
t.e sf the .e'ali Iecrease, reduet

try. %mot., of feI'ntS also rnntritromd. .wer,t1 the nta I an ..1.earon of PrOOreSS
'he I..., e e Ae. goal of separating

fr'n. admits. As .0 19' blaexs'If, th,. 'n private 14(',,,, ."4In roe,' 'on than .n the
hp. Stili in e'(r's% of the,

;4 :erten! ;"'S.` 3' the 19 year '11P
Inf. Jenefal Toothy of Ils

panic origin were 7 Percent of the ),,,eniles
fall litres, nearly the same as their

share of the agerelevint population at large.

Admissions to and departures from private fa-
eilltieS totalled 134,000 transactions in ;WI, 4
percent more the,. in 1977. DeCauSe Of the s1nuer
resident turnover i n long-tern care fat 11 tt +es.
the ,oluee rat.1 'mach below that of the public
sertor, roughly one tenth as large in 1.1" and
one eighth In 19,9 (,ring the laSt years of
the decade. the arerade length Of Stay of a J..ve-
nt le in residente declined erns to 21.1 days.
the average age of pireeiles remained iin(hanged
at 14.4 years for hops and (5.4 years for girls,
'm eaefi case reeling off alter dropping poAr.
ly half a year during the pre'.dimg intercensal
penod. the average number of yveniles !r es-
tablishment at the end of 19?'' was .1 tor lost,-
tytrnal foci 1 n irs and 17 fn, open reSlenCeS
if,f of I ly the Sara* as 2 years earl ler. Only
refrent of private. facilities were being used at
Tore than 11') t-erernt of .1r% '9' Calla( ity. srarl

,rast a fifth were lets than rt erarCent r,vr 4.11.O

Private faC.I.ty Staff expanded 4 percent
fr, yearend 1971 to 1919, With gains tn both
'ul -t !me and part-time employees, as well as in
eaffnunity volurteefS. In combination with the
nre'eI1 decline in residents, the Increase in
staff resulteu In a continued dry in the ratio
Of persons in custody employees. which stood
at 1.5 to 1 at tid-1974, compared with 1.1 to I

at yearend 1979, Ref tea Ind mainly personnel
growth and inflation, total private facility .7.-
penditv'eS <tinted approximately Onef.' I (turn,'
I91'79, from 5384 million to SCA million, but
lawer than the rate of increase (two.fifths) for
the Previous Census period. the annual operating
cost perjeSident rose IrrOM 511.269 in 1917 tO

fn 19/9.

%II MI:: more than half of all States de-
creased he number of res,dents held in private
t.,,enilr facilities during 197719. in contrast

to gain in about threefifths during 19/5.71,
sores J .tt iOns with the largest decreases-
Illinois fa:111. aastingtun ON. and minnesota
(:.1 I) -t ',get her were responsible for nearly two.
fifths of the nationwide decline. Among States 1
with increases. ? accounted for half the total..
Pennsyl,ania (444), Arkansas (215). and Tennessee.
111:1.

As the deeafe ended, the n.oheSt numbers cf
private smell Sty resident: per 120,000 populatidr
were rnsinA in Alasli (5t.). Oak Ota 3?). and

ThllehraSlia UM, also among the nioiltrilyit yearend
trcludind lelaware. whir?, Wad nn prat,dt.

df 1 lt IPS the lowest' rat .1 Of re% Ideni S o'er
:91!...!(70 general t3DOlai n. pas shared by ildodi.

VIerpold (VI, OW ?). followed by Ala -
iya II. and missjo,sippi io Virgin:a (4 each).
the total h,,per, 41 residents in private fee, h.
tout Pte !.911,1 n the ol It Se( tOr Ir, about
a third, the Statts-

heilrly I of ..very 5 States recorded a de
Crease in the ny.ntveT of p.i.ate'y operated fatal
,tees during the ?yea. PeriOd 410 nY December II.

5 C

41.
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9. 4' ;.!'y .0 1:e ,..,un that Pa.
1i 1e, 't,ts, as for the reSt.

.,e
Cac71.t1eS 11, 19 and the

in 1. 'all'ornia led t..e reduction
..A rsefices, followed by Washington

1 .?5). A transfer Of at least
e.s fr,M ;L 1,( to private operation

o,' ..fed to hem TOWS 38 facility increaSe,
.f. 1 'n 1e :rad of Jurisdictions showing

4

..,ed n g',. faPely three
,!ts of all 11.1s! fel 4%!WA led the9 794 ,1C17 ,a1 ',el. 10,,a by

with Sa. he ladng coanteltiend
were Illinois and 1.:ash.ngton, with reJoc-

t,ts .f 408 and 300 ear:cry, re3ec11,ely. Near-
ly 40 .eery S States .cod ,..efditures due-
.) :11.14, 10 of :h0T by .we thah 50 percent.

',e -.s. fi,reda of the conducted the
'.1 and ;WI fr'54seS of public and Private Jo-
".l' :!etalled results of those

!vac:her with State and national
aC.'es, lesciption of data collection methods.

and facsimilies, will be
c .^tained in a forthcon.ng report. Information

his advance report is prelicfnary and subject-,..,'on

15,0, Children in Custody Advsore Airport on
,the 1915 recasts of Public 7uvsni1e facilities
(October 190v). Final results of thir enumerationOf ,sate and :Ore 901,ruerlt fC13 I 1*/ 46,11
Out higher than the reported preliminary totals.
The comber of re...lents la approalmetely 44,400
(2 pr,ent fem., than in 1917), housed in 1,115
facilitieS.

'Is, attics ersersred In the 2977 and 1919corn
erre r:s.s.fied as either on or instftu-

rpoul, lted on relipcses to Questions on degree
to She ,c,munIty and the extent of in-

. e shysica1,sd staff controls. The great MA-
:.+flty of Ia.:tittles 1,Ientsfied In earn*: can-Aufel as detention centers, diagnostic centers,
or training s,hools and Significant proportion
of ranches fall into the institution). category,
whereas most of those identified es shelters
or g cup bores, as well as some ranches, can be
classified as open. Additional details on thie
classification procedure will appear In follow -
up report.

' led 447411, * 9t41 197411 ,UArl residents and 147,11to, 1974, 1974, 1977 sod 179

41.41w, .1 rIlslool

VV.
nilf.

4 . , 5 .5 r .

fon1111
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ante S. %el. led chra teristics of private juvenile custody facilnies--States, December )1, 1977 and 1979
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General Findings
The total number of residents

in public juvenile custody facilities
across the Nation declined slightly
between late 1977 and late 1979, while
growth in the stock of public facili-
ties virtually cams to m halt for the
first time in a decade. Indicative
of continued progress toward a key
objective of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974,
the decline in population centered
on "status" offenders, those whose
conduct would not be an offense if
committed by an adult (e.g., curfew
violators, truants, and runaways).
The decrease during the 2-year peri-
od was entirely among girls, wh
there was a small increase in the num-
ber of boys in custody. The leveling
oft in the rustier of facilities op-
erated by State end local government.
was related, at least 0 part, to an
increased role by small, community-
belied facilities in the private sec-
tor and the use of foster homes as a
means of diverting status offenders
from the juvenile justice system.'

The 1979 Census of Public Juve-
nile Facilities revealed that approx-
imately 45,300 residents were housed
in 991 public facilities nationwide
at yearend, or 1 percent fewer than
the 45,900 counted in nearly the same
numher of establishments (992) 2

years earlier. In contrast to the
sharp drop in status offenders during
the 2-year period--from about 1 in
10 to nearly 1 in 20 of all juveniles
in custody--the number held for de-
linquency (those whose conduct would
be regarded as criminal it committed
by adults) increased by 4 percent.

'Highlights of the 1979 Census of

Private Juvenile Facilities will be
presented in a forthcoming report.
Foster homes, private residences for
the placement of fewer than 3 juve-

niles, were outside the scope of the
Juvenile facility censuses.

The ratio of committed to detained
youthsthose already placed versus
those awaiting adjudication or place-
mentremained at roughly 3 to 1.

Lone -term facilities, those housing
mainly adjudicated youths, outnum-
bered short-term, or pre-placement,
residences by roughly 5 to 4. Al-
though there was a slight decline in
the number of long-term 'open' res-
idences, they comprised 3 of every
S long-term facilities.'

As a result of the 1977-79 de-
cline in the number of girls in cus-
tody, their share of the total juve-
nile population was reduced from 16

to 14 percent - -a continuation of a

trend noted in the 1977 census. As
in 1977, black youths comprised
about a third of all juveniles held
in public sector facilities, or about
2.5 times more than their relative
number among the general U.S. popula-
tion age 10-19. The proportion of

juveniles in custody who were of His-
panic origin rose from 9 to 10 percent
between 1977 and 1979, as compared
with their 6-percent contribution to
the age-relevant population at large.

For the first time during the de-
cade, the annual resident turnover
rate at public facilities was well
below the 600,000 level for both ad-

2Pacilities enumerated in the 1977
and 1979 censuses were classified as
either open or institutional, based
on responses to questions on degree
of access to the community and the
extent of in-house physical and staff
controls. The great majority of fa-
cilities identified in earlier cen-
suses as detention :enters, diagnos-
tic canters, or trmiiing schools, and
a significant proportion of ranches,
fall into the institutional category,

most of those identified as
shelters or group homes, as well as
some ranches, can be classified as
open. Additional details on this
classification procedure will appear
in a follow-up report.

513
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misstuna and departures -a 2eelop-
nent consistent with a tendency in

some jurisdictions to divert statue
and nonoffenders from the juvenile
justice system. As a result of this
tendency, there was a continued in-
crease in the average age of juve-

niles held, which from 1973 on moved
upward from 15.2 to 15.5 years for
toys and from 14.9 to 15.1 years for
girls. The average length of stay
for juveniles in public facilities
showed no significant change between
1977 and 1979, remaining st about half
month for the detained population

and 6 months for the committed. In

contrast to the seriously crowded
conditions in many adult correctional
institutions, only about 1 in every
10 public juvenile facilities was
being used at more than 100 percent
of design capacity in 1979, and
approximately a third of the total
were less than 70 percent occupied.

While the population in public
facilities declined slightly during
the latest (ennui period, staff airs
was leveling off. This abatemeit in
personnel growth--the first during
the 1970's--resulted from a 6-percent
decrease in parttime staff that off-
set continued expansion in the number
of full-tine workers. The latter
maintained a 1 to 1 ratio with juve-
niles in 1979, the same 42 2 years
earlier and s notable improvement
over the 1.4 clients for each full-
time staff member at the beginning
of the decade. Total expenditures
within the public sector increased
by nearly a fifth, from $708 million
in 1977 to $840 million in 1979--about

the same relative increase as oc-
curred between 1975 and lt'77--while

operating costs per resident rose
from $14,123 to $16,512.

Approximately 3 out of every S

States shared in the decline in the
number of residents held in public
facilities between yearend 1977 and
1979, the largest absolute decreases
occurring in Oklahoma (301), Texas
(239), and Wisconsin (741). In con-

treat, California, the leader among
jurisdictions showing a countertrend,
reported en 896-resident increPde
over 1977, followed by New Jersey
(294) and Alabama (164).. The highest
ratios of joreniles per 100,000
resident population in 1979 were
found in the District of Columbia
(61), Nevada (50), and California
(48) - -the SAM jurisdictions as in
1977. The lowest ratios were exhib-
ited by Connecticut (8), New York (8).
and Massachusetts (2), also among
the lowest in 1977.

Because of its large, 40-facili-
ty drop (including at least 27 group
homes that were contracted out to
private operators), the State of New
York contributed importantly to the
poet-1977 leveling off in public fa-
cility growth. Overall, there were
facility decreases in 15 States, no
change in 15, and increases in 21; by
comparison, from mid -1915 to yearend
1971, jurisdictions gaining public
residances outnumbered decliners by
nearly 3 to I. Fewer States also re-
ported net staff growth during 1977-
79, about half showing increases,
as compared with the two-thirds that
registered gains between 1975 and
1977.

Inflation helped push up total

expenditures for public juvenile fa-
cilities in every State during the
last 2 years of the decade. Cost
rises of 30 percent or more took

place in 17 jurisdictions.

The U.S. Bureau of the Census
conducted the 1977 and 1979 Censuses
of Public Juvenile Facilities. De-
tailed results of those enumerations
will be published together with State
and national tables, a description of
data collection methods, a glossary,
and questionnaire facsimiles in a

forthcoming report. Information in

this advance report is preliminary
and subject to revision; preliminary
results of the Census of Private
Juvenile Facilities will be released
in a report similar to this one.

mwaaar Murnmarurvar imrInweirsur 111111X, 1111111,1r TB MP tin
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1411,1. set... Oed ,naracte s of public juvenile custody residents and facilities, 1971, 1973, 1974, 1973. 1977.
and 1479

tcrI 1971 1973 1974 1975 1977 1979

Number of roe Went' 57,239 47,983 47,266 49,126 43,910 45,251
Ice.cnite 54.729 45.694 44,922 46,980 44,096 43,019

Mato 41,7111 35,057 34,7111 37.326 36,921 37,01,3
1 enule 12,948 10,631 10,139 9,034 7,175 6,026

Ansa? 2,510 2,269 2,146 2,146 1,124 2,162
Average age lyers1 . NA NA NA NA 13.3 15.4

Male NA 15.2 15.) 15.3 15.4 15.31 rehlo NA 14.9 14.9 IS.0 15.1 13.1
Vutrth. r .4 a4mitairma! 616.766 600.960 647,173 611,189 614,365 564,675
'It...Abet '.1 departures' 614,604 594,207 640.4013 632,963 622,151 336,613
Average daily number of relidanta. 58,429 47,345 46,753 41,794 41.032 47,642
Numb., ,,,i la, iIiiies 122 794 625 374 992 991Short term 7311 '355 371 367 441 451longterm 3414 439 4571 467 S44 535
I an , ill y Otf upon( y rue !pert .0,11 100 100 100 100 100 100

Occupied less than 70 percent 36 44 42 36 32 34
no-, upted 70-100 percent 411 44 46 51 S9 SS
tk g up.od mnr than 100 percent 16 12 12 13 9 11

Number of porionnet 43,372 44,145 46,276 52,534 61,060 60,119
Sum time 39,52! 09,216 39.191 41,136 43,322 44,234Part Imo 3.851 3,625 6,885 11.3711 17,731 16,635

Juveniles per toil -time matt member 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0
{ apendalurea !thousands of dollars) 456,474 461,941 5011,130 394,146 707,732 639,355

I spiral 47,165 30,127 24,3)6 34,510 29,366 53,242
Operiing 409,109 433,814 484.094 559,636 676,366 716,633

Per c apna operating . an Idollarsl' 7.002 9,377 10,354 11,469 14,121 16,513

NOTF: Oat/ for 1971-75 are as of June 30 and foe 1977 and 1979 ar of December 31, except for figura' on admissions
and departures, average daily number of residents, facility occupancy rats, oxpendituras, and operating costs,
which are for an annual period, either calendar or fiscal year.

NA Not Yilabliv.
!Baited on juvnilat residents only.
'Hated on all residents 1,1uvantle and adult).
'Based on average daily member of residents,
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. r, o19.1, n.l 410 11.18111., 61 1)1. 11
I. .7.1) 14" And 1919

t Ishe

sa
11.1
) 19

A qv. li -r/

All 7r1411re;
1777. 19791

44,8196 41.089

44,096 41,089
16,911 77,063

7,175 6,016

IC I IS 4

1)1A. uI I1 thIy
Ch,-r1 t,,m

1927 1974

11,929 12,141

11,929 11,141

9,511 9,916
2.408 2,165

I; 2 15.1

1977

32,167

32,167
27.400
4,767

15.6

ns 1. tn1
1979

. .

50,948

10,448
47,087
1,861

15.6

44,096 41,10,9 11.429 11,141 12,167 30,948
j 7,96 :5.475 7,897 7..04 :0,7270

71114
cutler

14,865
1,049

11,111
948

1,609

:04

1.411

203

11 ,.'56
841

-.11.881-49k,
745

F.1nrind' 22S 1,419 221 1,223 0 1,496

eh... 44.096 41,089 11,429 12,141 12.167 10,946

111, nu 4,009 4, 741 1,116 1,419 2,671 2.9541 40.087 18,696 (0,991 10,302 /9,494 27,994

Adj,h a1t n sa1.1 44,096 41,089 11,429 12,141 12,167 10,948

/19,,,,ed 11,190 11,508 10,679 10.816 571 692

nndInd )1,477 11.284 I, SOS 1,278 11,172 50,006

Volontri 429 297 47 414 250

n 44.096 41,089 11,929 12,141 12 467 10,948

.1. i .t: 17.846 /9.45% 10,074 10.787 21,112 28,668

..14. 11,,,, 4,916 1,714 1,540 1,010 1,876 8,704

Ike,' 1.114 900 11S 124 1,019 576

l'hi t,..1 ,..re ,9nt 44,096 41,089 11,949 12.141 12,167 10,948

al 12,197 S1,817 11.161 11,255 10,814 20,562

rsprn lal 11,699 11,172 566 886 11,317 10,366

. r,8e. .48.) .I ,141 106 14 184 181

12 14
12

13 18

119 )78 76 69 188 189

r .11 a- or 992 991 448 458 544 535

,.1 1., 1,08 195 400 400 208

195 185 Sj 58 144 127

1 .1". ...Asa. I eft 041 993 448 458 ;44 515

II I 281 54 68 254 219

r I,aa Ireq.u.nr), :64 101 51 71 211 228

Ne.er 41% 409 318 117 77 88

ut 1 e1 991 991 448 458 544 535

.trol 228 290 202 214 26

..1,
1 .,

Pan

714

108
195

192

54

163

61

148
110

145
314

J^.14-1 pi ra..r1 71.060 60,889 2,,150 2.',517 18,910 18,172

1'.a'''II 46,040 47.841 16.861 17.542 29,911 30,301

Sonpasr n11 1,014 2.960 1,648 1.544 1.166 1,111

11,206 10.086 5.619 1.126 7,40 6,760

If All Aa. arr 01 Isn. 9.89.r 11 r ...rage kr.g.h v)
I n 1419 1A,a , ,n' !Ard 1,476 j.e.nller 1772 Iss,i, ,erm and 1
e dal net, not repurted.

'In 1477 MI. orpt) in. Iuded 706 nunolfenrIert 1191,11., deproden
h e t 'flre11 relalo..n. 419 juentlet Ihern39Ies In
. 1-0. .06- ,71.e.ng 4.1,..117704 fur an n111, and 114 uhu .ere n.. I,

4 14, 4..A 44, ,9,....1.91)
. . . .

wow 041,. IMAr 4.1.11111A

mho h air for the .19111 1.91.
.204 lung 1. 14,1 o. SI 1,41411 14, 11,1191 Itlr whom

5i

negle I or eb.r. and I IS Iot rmoto.nal dIshr7-
1.0 On. u trb-,rd 23) a pIent, Ivor,. or

31.61e. in 1419 15, numb.r

-TM in.& 9;7, satt "in +7



Table 3. Selected char act* ttttt c o of psablIc juvenile custody Ieet1111e,. Metes, yearend 1977 and 1979 .

Mato
Rea ;dents Sos1111144 61411_

Expenditures'

itt4irs °dire1977 1979 10 1979 1977 1979

tin,ted States 45,920 49,291 992 993 61,060 60,449 707,712 419.495

Alabama 474 618 21 22 694 812 6,250 8.310
aialka 131 142 2 2 129 127 3,541 4,024

Ann.. 651 574 17 I8 327 772 7.854 10,104
Arkansas 421 311 10 9 397 424 4,767 5,465
Lahlornia 10.031 10,927 114 111 15.941 16,516 162,046 142,05
(.191,06 779 627 13 14 513 580 4046 8,227
, comet I le ut 110 245 4 4 377 372 4.433 6,098
IMIolore 213 206 5 S 241 169 3.405 3,583
DIAITItt 01 (Al kambi 567 414 13 14 446 421 7.644 7,991
flormla 4,026 2,012 SO 12 1,892 1,807 26,815 31.131

(marlin 1.194 1.156 26 21 1.213 1,199 13,585 16,244
Naomi 101 124 3 4 116 133 2,170 2,625
14,60 128 195 2 2 156 165 2.470 3,347

Illinuis 1.208 1.175 21 24 1.426 1,944 24.397 29.391
Indiana 1.008 1,094 17 16 1,206 1,015 11.966 15,195
lure 409 180 14 . 11 553 545 7,465 4,248
K 627 664 14 13 801 823 10,544 14.259
Kentoety 635 691 23 14 1.061 677 7.071 8.897
1.1oloiona 923 1.017 13 11 1,415 1.031 12.144 14.059
Main. 157 181 I I 230 269 2,601 3,656
Maryland 972 977 IS 14 1,144 1.083 14,119 14.593

H000lPhosous 140 114 9 10 283 291 3,642 4,104
K hi en 1.484 1.795 49 49 2,216 2,339 34,503 42,912
Minnesota 626 746 21 21 952 976 12.410 15,327
Mississippi 364 351 7 9 143 594 3,194 8,161

Katsina, 1.130 1.002 SS SO 1.523 1.256 12.879 11.631

Montana 264 176 8 7 289 199 3,829 4,247
N.braaos 242 231 4 s 256 292 3,244 4.116
Nevada 147 361 6 7 283 111 5,471 7,500
No, Itintiptinire 164 142 1 I 154 180 2.356 3.111

New iersey 1.094 1,368 43 50 1.860 2.294 21.205 28.656
N.* Mean n 171 312 4 7 267 294 3,628 7.476
Nen inrk 1,545 1.197 9S 55 3,011 2,721 17.054 43,878
North. arhna 668 729 IS 22 934 1.190 9.760 13,317
.nirin Dakota 116 102 6 6 128 130 1,547 1.956
,,,,,, 2.717 2.541 49 SO 3.752 4,336 41.641 43,453
.11.1an.irrts 914 617 10 11 1,086 1.053 12.945 16.470
,r.m., 769 825 II 13 955 767 10,218 14.249

Prnr.riania 1.087 1,124 31 27 1,640 1,686 28,959 30.030
Nhitte Island 91 86 2 2 208 174 2,657 3,407

,nuih. arnlina 595 621 8 9 866 ?SO 5.976 7,143
',win fiiik 181 141 s 5 149 116 1,987 2,675
Inn ...... 1.121 1,115 I? 27 1.142 1.372 12,410 16.514

:etas 1,05: 1,713 10 30 2,443 1.734 29,356 21,231
. Ian 211 227 9 10 472 296 4,492 5.153
%pm.,' 98 0 I 0 104 0 1.42$ 0

..,110. 1.144 1.400 40 SI 1,745 1.933 18.247 26,337
riiiinintinn 1,111 1,025 12 10 1,797 1,581 22.477 29.607

wsi ,rom.a 160 296 10 9 141 290 3.967 1,543
1147 676 10 10 775 731 11.873 12,877

wy,,m,ng 140 Ise 2 2 102 109 1.010. 2,023

.1,-..! ap,tal and perting espe.nittieeS during either the 1977 or 1979 [local years. Dcat1 dot, not add to total
het sus. .1 tinridtnit

5
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Rethinking. Juvenile Justice
fra 1 hv.artt Hntor FL110%. and Nowa 1)1ro:tor (612) M-47M

N1.11 I(1111.1111); I 111%1111% .1 111111tN01.1 MI1111,31%41. \leel,,efasciss

THE JUVENILE .,UST ICE SYSTEM AND YOUNG WOMEN

NATIONALLY

According to F81 statistics, there were 359,131 Juvenile females
.arrested in 1982 for all typps of offenses (i.e. statue offense*,
misdemeanors and fel'Onles). 7,565 were arrested for Part I violent
crimes an4.110,631 were arrested for Part I property crimes.

Females accounted for 2141. or 86,535 of the admissions to detention
centers and 14% or l,921 of the commitments to training schools.

The rates' of serious violent and property crimes. committed by
female Juveniles to 1979 and 1982 were;

1979

Part I Violent 27.67
Part 1 Property 451.49

1982

27.53
402.64

In 1982, 25% of the total Juvenile female arrests were for status offenses
as compared to only 9% for Juvenile males.

The operating expenditures for training schools and detention centers were
rearly $900 million in 1982.

MINNESOTA

According to FPI statistics, there were 7,703 Juvenile females arrested in
1982 for all types of offenses(i.e. status oftenses, misdemeanors and
felonies). 64 were arrested for Part I violent crimes and 3,141 were
arrested for Part I property crimes.

41P

The retest of serious vio.ent and property crimes committed by femal
Juveniles in 1979 and 1982 were;

Fart I Violent
Part I Property

1979
15.79

592.31

1912
10.0

580.0

In 1982, 16% of the total female Juvenile arrests were for status offenses
as compared to only 5% of total arrests for Juvenile males.

Females accounted for 27% of the admissions to detention centers and 14% of
the commitments to training schools.

Total operating expenditures of training schools and detention centers
were nearly $17 million in 1982.

Sig
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In 1 I vta r d 1 h in ..e11.11 per ,-.1.11 aditures for
r),..tr.t n Ciursii r4) d ilth in annual vie ynuth Training School

MIW4E...uiA JAILS AND Ft-MICE turjups

In I Ytil, 4,163 juveniles ...ere held in county Jails and police lockups.
Of the total, 247. were juvenile females:

County Fa,Ilitieu.(411s). Pplice Lockups fetal__
Males 2,337 (787.) 838 (727.) 3,175 (761.)

^ _ _ . ^ ^ ^ _ - A _ y _

Females 666 (22%) 322 (287.) 988 (24Z).....___ _ _ _-__.____._ ________-- ---Totals-----__ 1,160 4,163

16% of females admitted to county jails in 19)13 were arrested for serious
violent and property crimes. 387. were arrested for status offenses. For
juvenile males admitted to Jails, 237. were at rested for serious violent and
property crimes and 13% for status offenses.

607. of the female's admitted to county jails were held for less than one
days another 261. were held less than 2 days; and only 147. were held longer
than 2 days.

91% of the females admitted to police lockups were held for less than one
day.=

Nudes:

' Rates bai.vd on 100,000 ::Aven:les.
The Jail data was generously provided by the Minnesota

Depart ment of Corrections.
-Detention .nd training schrinl data furnished by the U.S. Census Bureau:
Children In Custody Series.
-Arrest dat a fur n stied by t he F.B.I.: lint f or m Crime Report Der i es.
Funding for thus research was provided by the Northwest Area Foundation

and The blandin Foundation.

_An otRoac.A
909 Social Science Building
26719th Avenue South
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 5455
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THE ACLD -R &D PROJECT:

A STUDY INVESTIGATING THE LINK BETWEEN

LEARNING DISABILITIES AND JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

DOROTHY CR/WFORD

PROJECT DIRECTOR

ACLD-R&D PROJECT
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C. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. CONCLUSIONS

Historical Summary: The remediation program was implemented to
test the value cf diagnosing and treating LD as a tool to prevent delin-
quency and/or as a rehabilitative treatment program. The ultimate pur-
pose of the project was to provide information to assist in the develop-
went of informed policy with respect to learning disabilities and juve-
nile delinquency. The purpose of the remediation program was to create
a vehicle (a) to measure the impact of remediation on the educational
performance of school related attitudes of LD juvenile delinquents; and
(b) to assess the effects of remediation on subsequent delinquency. The
program model was based on the hypothesis that LD plus school failure
plus social stress equals juvenile delinquency. Therefore, the remedia-
tion program had three majc,r objectives for int sample population: (1)

increase academic achievement; (2) change school attitudes; and (3) re-
duce delinquent activity.

The results of the effects of the remediation program and research
data hive been thoroughly documented in a series of reports by Broder and
thinivant. Two of the reports are: An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of
the ACI.nRemediation Prgaram in Improving the Educational Achievement of
tarhing. Juvenile Delinquents, National Center for State Courts,
Williamsburg, Virginia, May 1981; and Preventing Delinquency Among. Learn-
ing Di!;abledJuvenilyDeljnquents: Evaluation of the ACLD Remediation
Program, National Center for State Courts, Williamsburg, Virginia, July
1.181.

Some extremely important results of the remediation program and
rarch data ro new evident. First, the data indicate there is defini-
tive evidence that LD youth engage in significantly more delinquent be-
havior than nonLD youth. Second, the school failure hypothesis was
pretty much confirmed. Third, the remediation improved reading and
arithrt thievement test performance. The point of dramatic gains
W.; where at least 55-65 hours of remediation had been received. Over-
ll gain: were found for written language expression skills. Remedia-
tien was rost effective for younger delinquents with low performance
ahtlity and for older juveniles with high performance ability. The de-
linquents with high pre-test arithmetic achievement scores gained more
than did those with low pre-test scores. Overall, the remediation pro-
gt en was more effective for the LD delinquents than the non-LD delin-
clents. Fenrth, change in school attitude was minimal. Fifth, the
t pt,.gtx participants evidenced in post-tsti:; a signifi-
,.milt ,,Ilne In delluqnent activity compared to the control group.
Mete ,as a thrhld effect when the juveniles received at least 35
11.ut!: of tmedtatinn. Finally, the program was conducted as designed.

Po, Ac1D P'.> t,-edtation ptogram rllts indicate that certain
A .1.1, int-tv,ntt.,n wtll ttiAbilitate LD delinquents. Additional
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results suggest that with early identification and the same type inter-
vention future delinquency could be prevented among children with LD.

The conclusions are of significant import in relation to the
continuing increase of juvenile crime; the incidence of LD in both
officially non-delinquent and adjudicated delinquent populations;
and the serious social and economic costs of crime which could be
drastically reduced by appropriate remediation programs.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS

Remediation Program Recommendations:

Evaluate to determine specific learning disabilities and the
adolescent's primary learning modality.

Develop individualized learning plans.

Develop a plan that focuses on the strengths of this modality,
teach to the strength and not the weakness.

Develop a plan that allows for at least 50 houri of remediation
work in a school year.

When possible, have remediation relate to school subjects and
school activities.

Provide lots of structure. Design a highly structured environ-
ment for the youth.

Work in a neutral environment that is free of distractions.

Work in short 20-minute sessions rather than in longer blocks
of time.

Design a variety of program modifications to the ACLD model
such as social skills training, motivational development,
vocational skills training and, where possible, work experi-
ence/on the job training.

Develop techniques to avoid teacher and student "burn-out."

Polity Recommndations

The establishment of adequate psychooducational testing programs
in the lower school grades in order to diagnose learning disa-
bilities at the earliest possible age.

Pi.,vigion of appropriate individualized programs in the school
:yst,ns that will correct or minimize the problems of learning-

yo Igsters.
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Demonstration, evaluation and refinement of the ACLD remediation
model.

The development within court systems of clinical services which
can detect learning-disabled children who have escaped earlier
-detection.

The development of insurvice training programs far law enforce-
ment, courts and institutional staff to detect learning disa-
ailities and problems.

The development of uniform policy and programs between the educa-
tional and juvenile justice systems.

In sum, looking at our national school drop-out rate and recidi-
vism rate in the juvenile justice system, we seem to be compounding
failure rather than building on success. In short, the old attitudes,
cliches, myths, and dogmas are not working. Clearly, we need to take
a new look at those factors that lead youth into trouble, failure, 0,c1
an verincreasing drain on their collective potential and on society's
ability to foot the costs.

To effectively serve the LD youth, there must be a combined co-
operative effort of staff and public officials who can create, imple-
mnt, conduct, and fund an appropriate service delivery program for
this high risk group of youth.
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IN THE FOREFRONT:

REMOVAL OF JUVENILES FROM ADULT JAILS

Illinois Department of Children and Family Services

Division of Youth and Community Services

Juvenile Justice Section

July, 1983
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STATE OF ILLINOIS

ORZOORVL COLEP
DIRECTOR
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DEPARTMENT OF
CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES
ONE NORTH OLD STATIC CAPITOL PLAZA
sPRiNcet(Lo, ILLINOIS stios

July, 1983

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act requires participating
states to develop alternatives to jail for delinquents being held in county
jails and municipal lock-ups by FFY 1985. This report summarizes the
history of the "removal amendment", describes the juveniles who are being
held in jails nationally and in Illinois and discusses options for addressing
these youth while also meeting the needs of their communities.

The material which is presented should be viewed more as an introduction
than a definitive work. A list of references is appended for those who
wish add'bional information. Interested persons should also feel !me to
contact a member of the Department's Division of Youth and Community Services
at (312) 793-7100.

Thank you.

1Gr
11(;ak

S ierely

ol er
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NO JUVENILES IN ADULT JAILS

WHEN THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT WAS

REAUTHORIZED IN 1980 AN AMENDMENT WAS PASSED WHICH ADDED A

NEW SECTION, 223(A)(14), TO THE ACT. THIS SECTION REQUIRES
THAT EACH STATE IN ITS ANNUAL PLAN:

"PROVIDE THAT, BEGINNING AFTER THE 5-YEAR PgRIOD
FOLLOWINQ THE DATE OF TMLENACTMENT OF THE JUVENILE
JUSTICE AMENDMENTS OF i9 O, NO JUVEN:LE SHALL BE
DETAINED OR CONFINED IN ANY JAIL OR LOCKUP FOR
ADULTS, EXCEPT THAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SHALL PROMUL-
GATE REGULATIONS WHICH kA) RECOGNIZE THE SPECIAL
NEEDS OF AREAS CHARACTERIZED BY LOW POPULATION
DENSITY WITH RESPECT TO THE DETENTION OF JUVENILES;
AND lb) SHALL PERMIT THE TEMPORARY DETENTION IN
SUCH ADULT FACILITIES OF JUVENILES ACCUSED OF
SERIOUS CR AGAINST , TO THE
PROVISIONS OF

IMES
PARAGRAPH k157, WHERE NO

SUBJECT
EXISTINg

ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT IS AVAILABLE;

A NEW PARAGRAPH WAS ALSO ADDED TO SECTION 223(C) TO PROVIDE
THAT:

"FAILURE TO ACHIEVE cOMPW6NCE WITH THE,REQUIRE-
MENTS OF SUBSECTION (A)(14) WITHIN THE D.-TEAR

§ILITY
TIME LIMITATION SHALL TERMINATE ANY STATE S ELIGI-

FOR UNDER THIS MPART
ADMINISTRATOR

FUNDING
DETERMINES THAT (1) THE

,

STATE
UNLESS

IS
THE
IN

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE WITH SUCH REQUIREMOTS
THROUGH THE ACHIEVEMENT OF NOT LESS THAN /D PERCENT
REMOVAL OF y FROM AND LOCKUPS FOR
ADULTS; AND

J

lL)
ypILEs

THE STATE HAS
JAILS

MADE, THROUGH APPRO-
PRIATE EXECUTIVE OR LEGISLATIVE ACTION, AN UN-
EQUIVOCAL COMMITMENT TO ACHIEVING FULL COMPLIANCE
WITHIN A REAS9NABLE TIME, NOT TO EXCEED TWO ADDI-
TIONAL YEARS.'
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NATIONAL OVERVIEW OF JUVENILES IN ADULT JAILS

A 1976 survey conducted by the Children's Defense Fund, Children in Adult
Jails, estimated that 500,000 juveniles were held in aduTiliils in the
Unliid States during 1975. Precise national information on the numbers and
characteristics of those youth held were, and are, unavailable because of
different definitions of "juvenile" used by various states, differences in
sample sizes and the confidentiality of juvenile records. In addition, facil-
ities holding persons less than two days, such as Illinois' 252 municipal
lock-ups,were not polled in the survey. Of the 500,000 youth identified in
the survey it was estimated that approximately:

. 9% were charged with committing crimes against persons;

. 18% were status offenders;

. 4", had committed no crime;

. 9-,", were 13 years or younger;

. 83' were male, 17% were female;

. 81-, were white, 19% were non-white.

The U. S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, completes a
periodic census of the nation's "local jails". This census consists of a
one-day poll that profiles the country's jail population. The results of
the last three census are listed below:

Date Census Conducted Number of Juveniles Jailed

March 15,1970 3,857

February 15,1978
1,611

June 30,1982
1,729

Thpse results indicate a rise in the number of juveniles held in adult jails
over the last four years. This increase is even more dramatic when one
considers the success of the movement to deinstitutionalize status offenders.
(Illinois has been successful in "removing" or deinstitutionalizing status
offenders from all secure facilities.) That is, the 1975 and 1978 figures
include status -Offenders in the number of juveniles detained in adult
jails; since most states have met the deinstitutionalization mandate since
1975, the 1982 total should not include a significant number of status
offenders. it therefore seems reasonable to infer that jailing of juveniles
is on the rise - while the rate of juvenile crime between 1975 and 1981
showed a steady or declining pattern (See Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1

ILLINOIS ADULT AND JUVENILE ARRESTS: 1975-81
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Aside frnm the large numbers of youths for whom detention in an adult facility
is obviously inappropriate, the need to remove juveniles from adult jails
(and municipal lock-ups) is underscored by the conditions of the jails them-
selves. The National Coalition for Jail Reform, in a bulletin entitled "Facts
about America's Jails," reported that:

. There are 3,493 jails in the U.S., 2,900 of which are operated
by counties with the remaining 593 run by municipalities (no
estimate is available of the number of lock-ups in the U.S.);

. 35% are more than 50 years old;

. 55% of all jail space is rated as maximum security, though
only 30% of all inmates are charged with serious crime;

. 77% have no rehabilitation or treatment services;

. 11% are under court order to improve jail conditions;

. 20% of the jails are involved in a pending lawsuit for over-
crowded conditions, lack of recreational programs, outdated
facilities and inadequate medical care.

The reasons for jailing juveniles pale even more in the light of other argu-
ments which support removal of delinquents from adult jails as summarized
below.

REASONS FOR JAILING SUPPORT FOR REMOVAL

Prevent juveniles from commit-
ting further delinquent acts.

Protect juveniles from a harm-
ful home environment where they
may become victims of child or
sexual abuse.

:17 fix 1 1) H4 34

Further delinquent acts may be
prevented for the time a youth
is jailed. There is no assurance
that future delinquent acts will
be prevented. Further, a 1982
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
decision held that "crime pre-
vention" is not an adequate

justification for detaining a
juvenile.

The harm resulting from holding
a juvenile, the victim of a
crime, in a secure setting
(frequently in isolation in a
drunk tank or padded cell) may
outweigh the psychological or
physical harm of abuse. Other
less drastic measures, which
are supportive of the youth,
should be utilized.

5 2 9
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REASONS FOR JAILING SUPPORT FOR REMOVAL

Assure the appearance in court
of those youth who are likely
to flee the j6risdiction or just
not show for a court hearing.

Protect juveniles from doing
harm to themselves or from
becoming victims of others.

Teach the juvenile a lesson.

Help parents who are claiming
to have problems controlling
their children.

53u

A federal judge ruled in 1982
that jailing a juvenile who
is alleged to have committed a
crime in an adult jail was a vio-
lation of that child's rights
under the Fourteenth Amendment.
According to studies done by
the Community Research Forum,
when youth are properly
screened based on offense and
history, only a very small
percentage fail to appear for
the court hearing.

Twelve out of every 100,000 juv-
eniles held in adult jails
commit suicide. This figure is
8 times the suicide rate for
juveniles in detention centers
and 5 times the suicide rate of
juveniles in the general popu-
lation.

Research shows that incarcerating
youths does not deter deliriquency
and may, given recidivism rates,
actually promote delinquency.
Further, jails do not provide
the specialized education and
treatment services needed by

youth.

Other, more appropriate alter-
natives are available to parents
who are having problems with
their children. Rather than
trying to "fix" a youth , those
programs engage all members of
the families in addressing
the presenting problem.
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REASONS FOR JAILING

Save money. It's cheaper than
sending a youth to a specialized
juvenile secure facility.

Protect the community from
being victimized by the acts
of juveniles who have a his-
tory of committing serious
offenses.

SUPPORT FOR REMOVAL

Since only 10% of the Juveniles
presently being detained have com-
mitted crimes against persons,
most youth can be effectively
dealt with in community-based ,

services without jeopardizing the
safety of the community. The
American Justice Institute
estimates that merely jailing
a juvenile without providing
the necessary services costs
$24 per day. Community alter-
natives range from $14 per day
for home detention to $17 per
day for small group and attention
homes. Secure detention in a
juvenile center with full ser-
vices costs $61 per day.

Studies indicate that juveniles
charged with violent offenses
to persons generally account
for less than 10% of all juveniles
in jails and 4% of all juveniles
who are arrested.

PASSAGE OF SEC. 223(a)(14)

The number of children in jails and the consequences of their jailing were
much discussed by Congress prior to the passage of Sec. 223(a)(14). Thus
the intent of the removal amendment is well documented in the discussions
preceding its adoption:

Removal of juveniles from adult jails and lock-ups was first
'discussed in a hearing on reauthorization of the JJDPA before
the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the House Education
and Labor Committee. Deputy Attorney General Charles Renfrew
strongly recommended the amendment in his remarks:

"It has long been recognized, Mr. Chairman, that children
require special protections when they come into contact
with the criminal justice system . . . One area where
we have failed to provide the necessary protection, is
the placement of juveniles in adult jails and lock-ups.

lowPerhaps
the general lack of public awareness and

low level of official action is due to a low level of
visibility of juveniles in jails -- but they are there." 4

The House Education and Labor Committee clarified the definition
of adult jails and lock-ups in its report to the full House:

531
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"For the purposes of this provision, a jail for adults
is defined as a locked facility, adminstered by state,
county, or local law enforcement and correctional
agencies, the purpose of which is to detain adults
charged with violating criminal law, pending trial.
Also consid ed as adult jails are those facilities
used to hold convicted adult criminal offenders
sentenced fo less than one year. The new provision
is intended to require the removal of juveniles from
such facilities. A lock-up for adults is similar to
a jail for adults except that it is generally a
municipal or police facility of a temporary nature
which does not hold persons after they have been
formally charged."'

The Committee indicated that the intent of the amendment was not to
prohibit secure detention for juvenile delinquent offenders but only
to prohibit their detention in adult fails and lock-ups.

Juveniles formally waived or transferred to criminal court were
excluded by the Committee from Section 223(a)(14). It qualified
this exception by stating that " . . . the new provision is not
intended to encourage increased waivers of juveniles to criminal
court, a decrease in the age of original or concurrent criminal
court jurildiction, or a lowering of the age of juvenile court
jurisdiction for specific categories or classes of offenses com-
mitted by juveniles." It was also reiterated that any juvenile
held in an adult facility, as a result of transfer, was to be
kept "sight and sound" separate in accordance with Sec. 223(a)(13)
of the Act.

. The Committee spoke to the implementation of the removal provision
stating that it expected a "rule of reason" to be followed:

"For example, it would be permissible for OJJDP to permit
temporary holding in an adult jail or lock-up by police of
juveniles arrested for committing an act which would be a
crime if committed by an adult for purposes of identification,
processing, and transfer to juvenile court officials or
juvenile shelter or detention facilities. Any such holding
of juveniles should be limited to the absolute minimum time
necessary to complete this action, not to exceed six hours,
but in no case overnight. Section 223(a)(13) would prohibit
such juveniles who are delinquent offenders from having
contact with adult offenders during this brief holding period."4

SUPPORT FOR REMOVAL

National support for the removal amendment developeJ quickly. The President
of the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges testified that

f) e)kJ ,,
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the first priority of the JJDPA "ought to be to get children out of Jails."
The 36 member National Coalition for Jail Reform adopted a policy that,
"No juveniles should be held in adult jails." Members of the Coalition,
which has remained active in the nationwide removal effort, are:

. American Bar Association

. National Street Law Institute

. American Correctional Association

. National Sheriffs Association
. American Jail Association
. National Legal Aid and Defender Association
. John Howard Association
. National Council on Crime and Delinquency
. National Association of Counties
. National League of Cities
. National Criminal Justice Association

In addition, the following groups have supported removal and/or have per-
formed significant volunteer service to assist in removing Juveniles from
adult jails:

. Children's Defense Fund

. Council of Jewish Women

. Boys Clubs of America

. Jaycees

. League of Women Voters

. Kiwanis

. Association of Junior Leagues

JUVENILES IN ILLINOIS JAILS

Illinois law permits the detention of Juveniles in municipal lock-ups and
county jails. Further, state standards for detention of juveniles in
county jails permit the holding of delinquents under 16 years in "locked
rooms." At least 12 counties are holding youths pursuant to this standard.

The general characterstics of Juveniles held in Illinois' 252 municipal
lock-ups and 90 county jails during 1982 are summarized in Figure 2. It
shows that, while any youth may be detained in a jail, those who are most
often tend to be male and between 15 and 16 years of age. While white
youth are more frequently detained than black youth, blacks, which repre-
sent 14.6% of Illinois' total population, are over-represented in the
detained population.

Although only 1451 of the 6184 juveniles held in Illinois' adult jails and
lock-ups were held in county jails, 1291 (89%) of these youth remained
over 6 hours (See Figure 3). As shorn below, this sharply contrasts with
municipal lock-up practice, where 4146 (88%) of the youth are released in
less than six hours, and suggests that initial efforts to effect the removal

53.3
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FIGURE 2: CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUTH DETAINE: FOR ALL OFFENSES IN

ILLINOIS' COUNTY JAILS AND MUNICIPAL LOCK-UPS: 1982
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FIGURE 3: TOTAL DETENTION OF JUVENILES,

AGES 10-17', IN JUVENILE DETENTION CENTERS,

COUNTY JAILS AND MUNICIPAL LOCK-UPS:

1981 AND 1982
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of juveniles from jails should be concentrated on those county facilities
which are holding the most youth.

87%

13%

LENG r OF

DETENTION

6 HRS
OR LESS nz

OVER

6 HRS
39%

Given the 6 hour "rule of reason" such an approach seems most likely to
enable Illinois to demonstrate a 75" decrease in the numbers of alleged
or adjudicated delinquents detained by the beginning of FFY 1985, the date
set for compliance with Sec. 223(a)(14).

It should be noted, too, that while this report focuses on those alleged
or adjudicated delinquents being held in municipal lock-ups and county
jails, approximately 13,000 alleged or adjudicated delinquents are held
annually in Illinois' thirteen detention centers. The holding of these
youth does not jeopardize Illinois' compliance with Sec. 223(a)(14). This

does not mean, however, that many of these 13,000 youth might be addressed
as effectively in a non-secure setting.

The number of juveniles held for selected offense categories by the length
of time they were held in county jails in 1982 is included in Table 1.
Table 2 depicts similar information for municipal lock-ups. An analysis
of these tables indicates that:

. While 88: of the juveniles held in municipal lock-up
less than 6 hours (See Figure 4),only 12% of the juveniles
detained in county jails are released in that time. 14%

of the youths detained in county jails remain there over
two weeks (See Figure 5).

. 25, of the youth detained in county jails are held for a
relatively minor charge (See Figure 6). All of these
youths could be served by community-based programs.
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FIGURE 4

DETENTION LENGTH FOR JUVENILES IN MUNICIPAL LOCKUPS
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FIGURE 5
DETENTION LENGTH FOR JUVENILES IN COUNTY JAILS! 198;
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. Half of the youth detained in county jails are held pursuant to somesort of court action - a warrant was issued Tor their arrest, acourt order hasteen violated,
some youths have .been sentenetd to

weekends, other youths were detained for another jurisdiction or
the Department of Corrections (See Figure 6 and Table 0>

. 91% of the youths held in county jails are detained because of
offenses other than crimes against persons. Many, if not most, of
these youth could be programmed for in the community - thereby
either greatly reducing or eliminating the need for housing these
youth in a secure facility (see Figure 7).

ie 61% of the youth held in municipal jails over 6 hourS were beingheld for minor offenses or status or non-offenses and could havebeen dealt with effectively in community-based alternatives
(See Figure 8 and Table 2.)

. Of interest, and consistent with research on youth involved with the
Juvenile justice system, is the disproportionate number of black
youths detained for committing a serious offense against a perscn -
36.8% of the juveniles in municipal jails in 1982 and 36.5% of the
Juveniles held in county jails in 1982. This finding will be more
closely analyzed on a site-by-site basis as program development
is undertaken.

Given the nature of the offenses with which youth are charged, it seems
reasonable to assume, pending on-site assessment, that many of the youth who
are presently held in municipal lock-ups and county jails might have instead
been referred to community-based programs. Those youths who require secure
detention for their safety or that of the community may be referred to
nearby detention centers or other staff-intensive programs which have been
developed to meet the needs of these youth. To achieve these ends staff
follow a six-step process:

. Sites where youth are being held in jails are identified and a
profile of the youth in detention by site developed.

. Staff visit selected counties and work with key actors (judge,
states attorney, sheriff, probation staff, police, local
government officials) to determine which youth ih detention
must be held in a secure facility and which youth in detention
could be referred to and addressed by a community-based program
or no program at all.

. Existing community resources are identified - screening units,
secure detention facility such as a detention center, alternative
programs for delinquent youth.

. If no resources exist to address these youth, program development
is undertaken to frame and gain support for a project which will
meet the needs of the youth who would otherwise be detained and

v;1
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FIGURE 6

JUVENILES DETAINED IN COUNTY JAILS: 1982
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TABLE 1: JUVENILES, AGES 10-17',DETAINED IN ILLINOIS' COUNTY JAILS BY OFFENSE TYPE
AND LENGTH OF DETENTION: 1982

LENGTH OF

DETENTION

OFFENCE

TYPE

b "Rs'
OR
LESS

6-24

NRS

1-2

DAYS

2-4

DAYS

4-9

DAYS

9-14

DAYS

14-19

DAYS

OVER

DAYS TOTAL

SERIOUS OFFENSES

AGAINST PERSON 5 33 20 16 11 5 12 . 22 126

SERIOUS OFFENSE

AGAINST PROPERTY 6 22 47 26 42 22 21 21 31 232

COURT ACTION

DELINQUENCY 7 31 87 183 131 71 45 27 45 620

NON-SERIOUS

DELINQUENCY6 100 95 52 37 34 15 15 16 364

OTHER 9
14 27 28 13 10 5 7 5 109

TOTAL
174 289 309 239 143 91 82 119 1451

Source: Juvenile Monitoring Information System
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TABLE 2: JUVENILES, AGES 10-17', DETAINED IN MUNICIPAL LOCK-UPS BY OFFENSE TYPE
AND LENGTH OF DETENTION: 1982

LENGTH OF

DENTENTION
OFFENSE

TYPE

6 HRS.
OR

LESS

i

.

6-24

HRS.

1-2

DAYS

2-4

DAYS

.

4-9

DAYS

9-14

DAYS

14-19

DAYS

OVER

19
DAYS

TOTAL

SERIOUS OFFENSE AGAINST

PERSON 5
393 52 11 7 1 0 0 1

--

465

SERIOUS OFFENSE AGAINST

PROPERTY 6 374 90 17 10 1 0

.

0 0 492

.,

COURT ACTION DELINQUENCY 56 20 8 6

,

1 2 0 0 93

NON-SERIOUS

1DELINOUENCY8 2955 227 45 15 3 2 0 2 3249

OTHER 9
368 58 4

0

1 2

.

1 0 0 434

TOTAL 4146 447

.

85 39 3

p

5 0

_
3 4733

.

Source: Juvvnile Monitoring Information System 5 4 :3
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FIGURE 8

JUVENILES DETAINED IN MUNICIPAL JAILS: 1982
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JUVENILES. DETAINED

IN COUNTY JAILS FOR

ALL OFFENSES BY COURT

CIRCUIT : 1982
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maintain the safety of the community.

. Working agreements are devploped among the key actors to assure

a common understanding of their roles and mutual expectations.

. Programs are monitored on-site and through monthly progress,

evaluation, and Juvenile Monitoring Information System reports.

POSSIBLE REMOVAL PROGRAM SITES

When the number of juveniles detained in county jails is plotted on a

map of the state, the number of court circuits which /al potential pro-

gram sites is narrowed (See Figure 9). Categorizing circuit totals by

type of offense further defines the population to be assessed; and

addressed on-site by estimating the number of youths in the circuit who

may.require some form of secure detention (See Figure 10 and Table

2 CURRENT PROGRAMMING EFFORTS TO EFFECT 'EMOVAL

Alternatives to detention are already under development in those counties

which have a history of detaining significant numbers of delinquent youth.

These alternatives will divert all but the most serious youth to community-

based programs. Other options will need to be developed for that residual

population of youtn who must be held, flat. their own protection or that of

the community, in a secure place.

On-site interviews with key actors in the juvenile justice system clarify

impressions gleaned through data analysis. These interviews confirm or

negate the need for alternative services. They also bring to light any

factors which may be influencing detention practices in the community and

enable a more precise definition of the population in need of service.

Concept papers have already been accepted by the Department of Children

and Family Services, approved by the Director and the Illinois Juvenile

Justice Commission and applications for funding invited from:

. Kankakee County: An application for funding of crisis interven-

tion services and a juvenile intake screening

unit has been received and is being processed.

It is anticipated that this program, by using

community services and foster homes instead

of detention, will provide an alternative to

detention for delinquents in the county.

. Macon County: An application for funding of a public service/

restitution project for 80-100 juveniles ad-

judicated or placed on supervision for property
crimes has been awarded. This project should

not only address Macon's problem with serious

offenders but its need for alternatives to
detention for delinquents as well.

5 4 6'
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JUVENILES DETAINEV

IN COUNTY JAILS FOR
SERIOUS CRIMES AGAINST

PERSONS BY COURT CIRCUI

1982

FIGURE 10

N = 126
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. Vermilion County:

. Whiteside County:

540

An application has been received to fund counsel.

ing and educational support services to court -

referred delinquent youth. It is anticipated
that this program will provide the court with an

alternative to detention. Additional prugramning

may be warranted if detention continues at a

high level.

An application for funds to recruit and train
foster homes for delinquents has been awarded. It

is anticipated that these homes will provide ar
alternative for youths who would otherwise be dt-

tained.

All program development efforts to date have been directed toward Illinois'

achieving 75% compliance with Sec. 223(8)(14). Yet to be undertaken is pro-

gram development for those youth who must be held in a physically secure or

staff-secure setting.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES AND TABLES

Juveniles Detained for all Offenses In Illinois'
County Jails and Municipal Lock-ups by Age and
Sex : 1982

Figure B: Juveniles Detained in Municipal Lock-ups by
Age and Sex : 1982

Figure C: Juveniles Detained in County Jails by Age and
Sex : 1982

Table A: Juveniles Ages 10-17 Detained in County Jails
and Municipal Lock-ups by Sex, Offense and
Facility Type : 1981 and 1982

Table B: Juveniles Ages 10-17 Detained for all Offenses
in Illinois' Couhty Jails and Municipal Lock-ups
by Sex and Race : 1982

Table C: Juveniles Ages 13-16 Deatined for Serious Crimes
Against Persons and Property in Illinois by
Facility Type : 1981 and 1982
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FIGURE A : JuvENILES DETAINED FOR ALL OFFENSES IN ILLINOIS' MUNICIPAL

LOCK-UPS AND COUNTY JAILS BY AGE AND SEX: 1982
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FIGOEC

JUVENILES DETAINED IN COUNTY JAILS: BY AGE AND SEX
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TYPE

MALE I FEMALE

SERIOUS OFFENSES
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660
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Ar
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446

05
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TABLE A : JUVENILES, AGES 10-17*, DETAINED IN COUNTY JAILS AND MUNICIPAL LOCK-UPS BY SEX,

OFFENSE AND FACILITY TYPE : 1981 AND 1982

Source. Juvenile Monitoring Information System
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FACILITY 'MALE FEMALE
TYPE

RACE WHITE BLACK OTHER WHITE BLACK I A :

COUNTY
AILS

916

76,0%

275

22,8%

15

1,32

210

85,8%

33

13,3% ,8%

NIMAL
NCK-UPS

2517

68,62

997

27.2%

157

4.2%

678

63,8%

351

33,1%

33

3.1%

TABLE B: JUVENILES AGES 10-17* DETAINED FOR ALL OFFENSES IN ILLINOIS' COUNTY JAILS

AND MUNICIPAL LOCK-UPS BY SEX AND RACE: 1982

Source: Juvenile Monitoring Information System
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'81 CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTYFACILITY

TYPE
'82 13 YRS, 14 YRS 15 YRS, 16 YRS, 13 YRS, 14 YRS, 15 YRS, 16 YRS,

MUNICIPAL LOCK-UPS

34 5781

121
..

6144 917:1 132124

COUNTY JAILS
7

6

18

24 27 66 12 27 66' 125

234 552 1001 1305 250 477 708 855
DETENTION CENTERS

317 716 1299 1504 248 427 745 966

270 627 1106 1509 341 607 941 1181
TOTAL

357 821 1443 1747 304 545 935 1276

TABLE C: JUVENILES, AGES 13-16, DETAINED FOR SERIOUS CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS AND PROPERTY
IN ILLINOIS' BY FACILITY TYPE: 1981 AND 1982
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NOTES

1. Testimony of Deputy Attorney General Charles Renfrew to the
Subcommittee on Human Resources of the House Education and
labor Committeem March 19,1980.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.

5. "Serious Crimes Against Persons" includes all murder and
attempted murder, rape and attempted rape, all robbery and
attempted robbery, all battery, all aggravated assault and
simple assault, unlawful use of a weapon, deviate sexual
assault, indecent liberties with a child, intimidation,
kidnapping and aggravated kidnapping.

6. "Serious Offenses Against Property" includes burglary and
attempted burglary, burglary to motor vehicle over $300,
theft over $300, all vehicle theft, arson, aggravated arson,
and attempted arson.

7. "Court Action - Delinquency" includes contempt-delinquency,
probation violation - delinquency, parole revocation, held
on warrant, held for DOC and some post adjudicatory
dispositions.

8. "Non-serious Delinquency" includes all offenses related to
cannibis, manufacture or possession of controlled substances,
all liquor violations, all reckless driving, disorderly
conduct, phone threats, false fire alarms, mob action,
false police reports, resisting an officer, escape, bribery,
illegal alien status, mail theft, trespass, unlawful sale or
possession of a weapon, prostitution, defacing an ID card,
pimping, obscenity, all gambling, curfew and others.

9. "Others" includes all status and non-offenses and court
action - MINS.
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RUNAWAY YOUTIlt GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO A NATIONAL !MOSLEM

by

Michele R. Magri
NCSL Youth Services Project

This Josue brief on runaway youth details federal efforts in this field, summarizes the
service delivery system, and highlights the states' involvement.

HISTORY

Community-based runaway youth program@ emerged in the mid-1960'e in response to the
needs of thousands of youth who left home and were on the move across the mantry.
Concerned with the potential exploitation and victimization of young people while on
the streets, the early programs provided neutral ground and protection unconnected with
the "established systeme." Emergency shelter, food, medical cure, and immediate
assistance were offered by volun 00000 , churches, and community groups through these
centers.

,unaway programs provided home-like atmospheres and were located to old homes,
apartments, or storefronts with open access 24-hours a day. Although their primary
objective was to keep youth off the streets, these early shelters made ovary effort to
put youth in touch with their parents and to help them return home.

A humanistic philosophy of youth's rights to self-determination and involvement guided
the evolution of these centers. Program staff were committed to the concepts of trust,
non - judgmental and supportive interaction, and responsiveness in service delivery to
youth and to the needs of the community. Prevention end early intervention were the
cornerstones of their work.

By the early 1970's, youth problems had begun to take on new dimensions For example,
the number of delinquency cases brought into the juvenile courts i d from 280.000
in 1970 to 1.112.300 in 1972, and the ratio of cases to the youth population (11 years
to 1S years of age) rose from 1.62 to 3.42.111 Truancy and school drop-out rates also
climbed dramaticelly, Ry spring 1972, the issue of runaway youth grew from a
collective concern of parents and residents in certain communities to a concern of
federal policymokers. Running away had become a common response to family and social
pressures, reaching what a Senate Committee in 1973 called "epidemic proportions," The

1976 National Statistical Survey on Runaway Youth estimated that 733,000 young people
annually leave home at least overnight without the permission of their parents or legal
guardians.

TEE EMERGINCI OP mem LRCISIATIONt TN! RUNAWAY YOUTH AT

In the latter part of 1973, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare established
en Intro -Departmental Committee on Runaway Youth in response to the growing national
concern about the problems of runaway youth. Senator Stroh la*, then the chairman of
the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, wee firmly committed to developing alternatives
that would divert runaway youth, labeled as 'status offenders, from arrest, detention,
and involvement with law enforcement and violent offenders. Many runaway program stafi
members testified before Bayh's Committee that the swelling number of runaway youth had
begun to overwhelm their volunteer staffs and limited operating budgets.

Aa a result of these effort*, The National Runaway Youth Program was initiated under
the authorization of Title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 (PL 91-415).
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x Alt of the R.o,..ay Y.uth Act, 44 mandated by section 315, are:

(I) to meet the needs of youth during the runaway incident;

(2) to reunite youth with their families and to encourage the resolution of family
prnblems;

(1) to strengthen family relatiunahips and to r:ourage stable living goals for
youth; and

(4) to help youth decide upon a future enuree of action.

The Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act has been emended twice since its
enactment, expanding the legislative scope of the Runaway Youth Act in two areas. The
first set of amendments in 1971 expanded the definition of runaway youth to include the
previously unidentified and unserviced population of homeless youth. The amendments
4140 Specified that family reunification be encouraged when appropriate -- recognition of
the fact that many of these youth were homeless because of parental abuse or neglect.
The aernnd set of amendments, in 1980, changed the 'grant funding process to s direct
state allocation based on population to ensure services in each state. (See Table 1).

The Youth flevelnpment Bureau (yna), located within the Administration for Children,
Youth. and Families, Office of Human Development Services, has administered the Act
since its passage. The Act Authorizes grants, technical assistance, and short-term
training rn public and private non-profit agencies within the community. (rent@ are
mate to develop and strengthen community-based programs that provide the core services
of r,m .rary shelter, counseling, and after-cars (follow -up services) to runaway,
homeless youth and their families.

Those services are provided both directly by the programs and through contracts
established with other service providers. In addition to these grants, support is also
being provided through the National Communications System, designed to serve as a
neutral channel of communication between runaway youth and their families. This system
also refers youth to needed services within their communities.

even with the bipartisan support this legislation received, appropriation difficulties
have plagued the program. However, in 1975, the appropriation was set at $5 illion,
and gradually increased to $11 million to 1978 where It remained through 1981. The
appropriation for 1982 halt not been without difficulty, as several proposals have been
considered by both the Administration and the Department of Health and Human Services,
including the Incorporation of the Runaway Youth Act into a b lck grant to the states
and the transfer of the progress to the ACTION agency. As of ctrly February, however,
the federal Cnucurrent Resolution, effective through Harch 1982, set": the appropriation
level at $10.5 million. It is anticipated that the program will remain a categorical
operation within the Youth Development Bureau of Health and Human Services for FY 83,
althnugh 4 reduced appropriation level may he considered as the Federal role dee eeeeee .

IMPORTANCE OF THE. LEGISLATION

The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act to regarded as an important social service
initiative for several reasons:

(I) Framed within the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act, the Runaway and
H,.meleas Youth legislation provides an impetus for the development and expansion of

pr,grams designed to serve status offenders. Thus, non-violent, lees
sv,t""s otteeders arc diverted from the courts and inappropriate institutional
Ar,,o,e,enrn.
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(2) It Is comprehensive is mandating the istesratlos of the family into a yids
outwork of comaumity-based services designed to meet family needs. It requires
attempts at family romalficatiom and stabilisation through Individual and foully
counseling, and after-care services.

(3) The Runaway Youth Act provides recognition of the fact that the runaway youth
problem in a national and interstate issue.

(4) The Act provides towline to ensure that programs exist in each state. These
programa are linked together on a state, regloaal, sad oatlosel level, providing
mechanism that Islets youth le returning to their families. Acting under authority of
the het, the YDS facilitates and encourages intonation and resource sharing among the
various prOVAS.

(3) The Act provides YDS with the capability to collect dots. This collection is
the only source of eatloowide statistical information on runaway, homeless youth and
their !sallies.

(6) Itandard model regulations, developed by TDR, provide for program quality and
consistency while allowing program flexibility and Innovation.

(7) Programs funded by the Act era able to use YDO funds to establish credibility as
recognised, federally-funded programs, using such funds as "seed massy" to gather
additional, broad-based support.

CMARACTRRISTICS OF ROOTS SIRVISO

Why do youth runt There era many explanation for why youths rum away from hams.
Although the research oe this topic is fairly recent, the most comprehensive studios

hat runaways ere not a hamoseasous group, and they examine throe envirormeote
that constitute most of a youth's life experiences home, peer, and school.

A 1974 study coscluded that the laterectioe of interpersonal, family, and school
factors some to precipitate ruining away from home. The most often cited factors
Include the frequency of disruptive family activities, such es frequent moves, parental
alcoholic, 'Dome of one parent, little communication in the family, and physical or
sexual abuse. Purther studies demonstrate a correlation aeons alcohol abuse, drug
abuse, and running away.

In short, it Is important to 00000 s that runaway and bowleg. youth represent two
distinct catesorlest the former who run from family situation that has the potential
for reconciliation, and the latter in which reunification say not be possible because
of family ladiffereoce.

Runaway Youth Center ars serving aix distinct youth populations.

(1)Runaway Youth. Youth who are 'way from home without porelselon of their parents
or legal guardians.

(2)Push-out Youth. Youth who leave home with parental encouragement.

(l)Throwaways. Youth who leave home with knowledge and approval of parents or legal
guardians, and who desire to loses hoot.

(4)Potential Runaway Youth. Youth who are still living at hoot but are considering
leaving holm without permission.

(S)Non -crisis Youth. Youth who are living in an unstable or critical situation, but
who are not plannTiy to leave.
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(t)tuhr. Y uth oar tic prnj.cts for various other purpose*.

n,KrAphicat The 1979 data belie established by YDS reveals that runaways are the
largest ,attgory (422), followed by pushoute and throwaway* (262) and non-crisis youth
(202). More females than males run away in each category, with the exception of the
push nota where males predominate. The 14-17 age group represents R32 of the youth
served, although prove,* also serve youth between the ages of 9 and 13 years (13.32).
While 722 of youth served are white/caucasian,.minority youth also use these program*
(162 black; 62 Hispanic).

situations. Of the youth who come to these shelters as runaways, the largest
proportion (AlAy had been living at home. However, the family had been typically
(61.72) headed by a single parent or stepparent.

Referrals. Youth come in contact with the runaway centers through a wide variety of
refeiiali7 The majority (192) refer themselves for services. However, the police,
courts, probation, and other juvenile justice agencies initiate 272 of all
referrals--indicating that these programs, as a result of the implementation of
deinstitutionalisatton laws, are serving as alternative service programs for status
offenders. Protective services, mental health, and other public or private agencies
account for 212 of the total referrals, demonstrating that these programs fill
community service gaps.

PROCRAN DeSCRIPTION

It is important to note that the 169 programs funded by the Runaway Youth Act do not
constitute all of the runaway youth service programs in the country. The YDS programs,
however, offer a successful demonstration effort which can be viewed as model.,

Runaway youth centers are diverse in terms of structure, ranging from free7standxng
emergency shelters to multi-purpose youth service agencies. Some have developed in
response to specific community needs, while other programs have been selected as
demonstration-sites to test their ability to deal more comprehensively with numerous
youth problem*. Examples of such problems include teenage pregnancy, school drop-outs,
prostitution, youth employment, and adolescent abuse.

Despite this diversity, some common denominators exist in terms of key service
components for all runaway youth programs. (All services are provided at no cost and
have no eligibility requirements.) Emergency shelter is the cornerstone of the runaway
program. Temporary housing is provided at the client's request on 24-hour,
7-day-a-week basis through residences maintained by the programs, or through temporary
foster homes, "host homes," and other community-based resources.

Crisis intervention counseling is another key component that assist the youth in
thinking about family dynamics and the reasons for running away. This service
attempts to avofi breaking point in family communication and encourages family
reunification. Other key services include outreach, information and referral, medical
assistance, legal services, transportation, placement, advocacy, and after-care
services. In addition o providing services directly, the projects have established
solid working relationships with other institutions in the local communities, including
welfare departments, juvenile justice agencies, social services programs, schools,
police, and other runaway programs and crisis intervention units.

In a 1979 study, a sample of Y136 funded runaway youth programs revealed that programs
were operating highly complex and diversified service programs. In fact, the average
vDR grant provided funding for leas than half the cost of these programs. Other funds
used by the programs included contracts from the Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency
prevention, National institute of Mental Health, Title XX, state agencies, local
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agencies, and private foundations. (Sae Table 2.) A cost analysis demonstrated that
the projects generated an additional 83,000 worth of resources par month through the
use of volunteers, donated resources, and in-kind services.

THE STATES' RESPONSE

The States have entered this arena by providing services to runaways, homeless youth,
and their families through variety of techniques, including specific legislation,
line-item appropriations in general fund categories, and purchase of service contracts
on the local level.

because state involvement is a fairly recant activity, this section of the report is
limited in scope and offers only a sample if state involvement. Purther rah in
this area will continue through NCSL's Youth Services Project.

State Legislation. To date, New York, is the only state to have passed specific
legislation related to runaway and homeless youth. Two key factors played a role in
the legislation's development. (I) In 1976, Assemblyman Howard Usher, chairman of the
Assembly's Child Care Committee, held hearings to examine New York's runaway problems
in light of the federally funded runaway youth programs Oath he perceived as useful.
(2) Also In 1976, the state moved to keep status offenders out of institutions in order
to comply with the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act. Through joint
hearings, committee members, police officer*, and community groups developed a

consensus that the best way to deal with runaways was through treatment rather than
detention.

Passed In 1975, New York's law follows the Federal Runaway Youth legislation, and is
administered by the Division of Youth. The statute entrifies the lapel status of
runaway youth and establishes both procedures and funds to expand services through the
development of new program's. This provision restricts support to existing federally
funded programs.

Ohio has passed legislation, H15440, that balances the goals of fair treatment for youth
end protection for the public. (See "Juvenile Justice in the States: Which Way is it
Heading?" State Legislatures, January, 1982, pp. 19-24.) Administered by the Division
of Youth,-als legislation created two-part, formula-based grant of state aid to
counties. The grants may be used to support prevention, diversion, diagnosis,
counseling, treatment, foster care, and rehabilitation programs for "alleged or

adjudicated unruly or delinquent children, or children at risk of becoming unruly or
delinquent." The juvenile courts and county commissioners jointly establish an annual
plan of services needed at the local level.

Following an unsuccessful attempt to obtain line-item appropriation from the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Wisconsin passed legislation that earmarks
Title IVS (the Federal Child Welfare Program) funds for runaway youth programs. For

each of the next two years, $100,000 has been made available to support existing
federally-funded programs. This funding replaces lost federal appropriations.
Additionally, the law provides $100,000 per year for two-year period to nonfederal
programs that serve runaway youth as a portion of their overall client population. The

selection of the Title IVS legislation as a potential revenue source for runaway youth
Programs was appealing to the legislature and to runaway programs, because the sone-
remains administered by a state agency.

onnecticat has taken a unique approach in passing a no-cost bill that sets a framework
within which the family say be considered In need of services. This law grew out of
i"nne.ticut's efforts to deinstitutionallso statue offenders.

Florida, which last year created a 5107,0nn line-item appropriation for runaway youth
programs to replace lost federal dollars, also appointed an interim committee on statue
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t. I. A.. 1.41 Conttfttra, is esvelt.d to1 . d A parioership in providing ,ervl,ea to t,flAwdy.,1 at Ch irIng ,4 ...',e4 In hoth the Florida 5,nate and Hooaa fur shelterthe state share used to purchase beds and support one half of the.f these programs,

dnnttatrd its support by calling for a "sole source" 11% across the4.1 . to runaway youth programs. The Governor, whose approval is required, isespeted to support this action.

other A, tiun. Several states have re,:. ed to federal cutbacks In funding for
runaway youth programs and to arguments for

the cost-erfertiveness of these prog.ama byproviding line-Item appropriatimas. These states Include Wisconsin, Maryland,Minnesota, California, /ermont, ;wide, nhio, and H,wali. Other optlo s for statesupport that will require review and study include: using state - formula Offle ofJ,,entle list," Delinquency Prevention
grants; using funds available under the Social

colSireS Rlork trants; and creating
various pass-through mechanisms from the state toIota( level that could result in purchase-ef-contract services or fee-for-servicetelmh,reements.

POOTIoilES

IC:VI-NICE STATISTICS, ('1 (i of Youth Development, 1972, p. 415,

REEERtNCYS

'H,mo.1,41 f".01. The CASA of 'Poshoota' and 'Thr.wuways' in America," Report of thecoh."mmifie on the Constitution of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States
Ni.olf mach Cungreas, second motion, December, 1980.

19/9 ANN1thl kfPosT ON THR STATUS AND Arr,,mpusomEN7s OF RUNAWAY YorTH PROGRAMS,Delatlueot of Health I Homan Services, nrfIce of Human Development Ser'iret,Administration for rhtldren, 7onth & Families, Youth Development Rureau, nrt. 1980,

,as1171VH ..e9MARY, NATiONAL EVACUATION oF
Tilt. RINAwAY YoUTO PROCRAM, nCT. 197) TO MAY1979, Rerke 1 ey Planning Aasorlate., October, 1980.

H'NAWAY h ,THtRWISY HoMEIESS 'MUTH FCSCAL YEAR 1918, ANNUAL REPORT oN THE RUNAWAY YOUTH
ACT, bepartment of Health, Felmation & welfaro, October, 1929.

NA71 "(Al CORE, rmy OF RUNAWAY PROGRAMS, National Youth Work Al ante, vourth Fdit ion,19R0.

At.olImr-NT LIEF ZIRF04 AS A PRFD11TION OF ALce4m. ABUSE SIINAWAY REHAVOIR,Thtese von Nuuten b ,ary Golemblewski, Naiional Youth Work alliance, 1918.

N(C.. STATE LFeltiAllVP. RFP0RT--b
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TABLE 1

RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH CENTERS
FY '81 ALLOCATIONS BY AREA

AREA ALLOCATION
NUMBER OF
PROGRAMS

Alabama $179,484 2

Alaska 21,445 1

Arizona 120,11h 2

Arkansas 101,980 2

American Samoa 2,040 0
California 990,222 18

Colorado 127,475 6

Connecticut 110,514 3

Delaware 26,515 1

DC 26,515 2

Florida 154,889
Georgia 247,610 4

Guam 9,178 0

Hawaii 43,851 1

Idaho 46,911 1

Illinois 514,997 5

Indiana 253,929 4

yowa 130,514 2

Kansas 102,999 2

Kentucky 166,227 1

Louisiana 205,999 2

Maine 50,990 2

Maryland 182,543 4

Massachusetts 241,692 6

Michigan 435,453 6

Minnesota 185,603 2

Mississippi 128,494 1

Missouri 214,157 4

Montana 17,712 1

Nebraska 71,386 2

Nevada 12,633 1

New H. Ipshire 40,792 1

New Jersey 118,176 5

NPw Mexico 64,247 1

New York 756,689 In

North Carolina 256,989 1

North Dakota 10,594 1

Northern Marianas 1,020 0

Ohio 491,542 6

oklahoma 129,i14 1

oregon 111,158 2

Pennsylvania 495,621 7

puerto Pico 205,999 2

Rhode Island 18,752 1

couth Carol' 1'4,791 1

South Dakota 12,611 .

Teinemsee 198,86o 1

Texas /,51,65n 12

Trost Terrltor'es 10,198 0

Ptah R0,S64 1

Vermont 22,416 1

-irginii 22g,454 1

V1r0n 1-.1.4mic f,,Ilg 0

Washiowton 17'4,385 7
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,
t kSh61 2

itT
4

.

714,157
72,416 2

TOTALS
SI Af.45

. . -4-11/!.5E11.1" 173

w. Et Frdr41 Register, Feb. 24, 1981, Part VII, Department of Health 6 Human
5urvi..s, cifi,o of Pooan Development Services, Runaway 4 Homeless Youth program;
Availability of Financial Assistance.

TABLE 2

IWNAWAY AND HoMFLESS YOUTH PROGRAMS RF"ORT1NG "OTHER SOURCES OP INCOME"e

SOURCE PERCENT OF PROGRAMS
REPORTING

FEDERAL FUNDING
Youth Development Bureau 44.7;
Lev Enforcement Assistance Adminiatration/
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preve :ion Act 142
comprehensive Employment and titan', act 242
National Institute on Drug Abuse 7!
g,,Inoal Inatitute on Alco'rol Abuse 52
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
Title XX of the Social Security Act 21.52

STATE FUNDING
Dpt. of Poblic Welfare/Social :lervices 342
held. of Chtldron and Youth 152
i.ep(. of Mental Health 122
State Criminal/Juvenile Justice Commission .1.52

CITY/TOUHRWHIY
PRIVATE FUNDS

Way 402
11^for leagoe 12
F000dations IRI
in Kind services 82
rogani rat Inn/Rusiness/Corporation 122
il.or,her/f11.)re.Pa 122
YM(A/YWCA
Member.hip Drives/Dt tirns/Yolunteer 302

148 prostates rportin4

Sq.lier! yy leAl Annoel Report to the Congress on the Status Accomplishments of the
CentF6 Forded Pnder the Runaway Youth Art; U.S. Dept. of Health 6 Rumen Services,
Offhp of Doman Development Services, Administration for Children, Youth 4 Families,
Youth Development Kureao.

I rhis isque brief won made possible through a .'ant from the
I Youth hvelopopnt bateau

. irtment of Health and Human
0 tirry..es, of Dos.an Development 5elvtres.
I e-"tf..,t Ogo,y10/4/n1

f

femomemmosimormemmumptsstioriscomemmoomm
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TOMB SERVICES roam.

oncl maitylni

In September, 1981, the Youth Development Bureau (YDS) in the U.S. Department of
Health and Num.!, Services entered into a cooperative agreement with the National
rnnferehce of State Lettimlaturee tNCSL) under which NCSL would provide information
desistance to the nation's state legislature.. The goal of the NCSL's Youth Services
project is to support the decision-emking capacity of @tite legislatures in the area of
Youth service.. In addition, chi, project complements the program activities currently
underway through the YDS-funded Conrdinated Networking Projects. These youth service@
networks deliver services at both the state and local levels, and have successfully
created fnrnal linkages to state, local, public, private and voluntary agencies. Their
program experience will provide such of the technical expertise for this project.

The project will focus on a broad range of youth services polies !smug. including
runaway and homeless youth and their families, child abuse and neglect, substance
abuse, juvenile justice (status offenders and non-institutional arrangements), and
foster rare.

PPOJRCT ofinCT IVES

The project has three primary objectives:

fl) to *her. interdiciplinery informitton on services for vulnerable youth with
orate legislature., *tato and local gcvernment agencies, and private and voluntary
.risnizstionn:

12) to provide linkage, between programs meriting vulnerable youth and the state
legislatures; and

(11 to entnblie a mechsnimm for systematically gathering and diseeminsting
information on exemplary, coat - effective, and repllcable models for delivering ervic4s
to vulnerable youth.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

The project will be carried out thrauxh:

Cyneral resource infor ition anatntsnce on youth service.. NCSL maintains files of
tate activity concerning youth services and request. that state legislator and
legislative staff send bill copies, updated informatinn end relevant reports and
articles on this subject to our Denver office c/o Michele Magri.

on site technical astilatence to grate leginlaturea. Formal insistence may take the
form .t esp.. testimony during oitinent hesrtuts, while lees formal desistance may
include briefing meetings with legialatord and legislative staff.

A quarterly issue brief, feature article, and legislatot's guide. These
publIrdtl'aim will pr -ovide general and specific information on youth services.

rnncorrent sessinn on yourh moryleos at the 1982 NM Annual Meeting. Federal,

state and local .eprrsentatives will discuss intergovernmental cooperation cr.j model
programs necessary tl meet the needs of youth and their families.

s.ontrY 9TOIFF

manager lft -1,1,4,1. R. Magri. who co', b. contacted in HeSL's Denver office

C.
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- 4 and, if ao, 3:,111 e vi v these is '-itittg
h 'stIr .3, were they Inapkre.p:strt in the fl :It p`ne? Are youth who

h toit togs lilely to be dist..el,e4, 3 ,4 :special note
Onn of 1 3 ri thry lase .0 he p I 4nk I,, e t )r l, etitutionftl
lug"

w o i 04..4 to the .,:e 4' e .Ays ore:ly 3- .3 sch etber to n . '.. T'co

It i ..11.Kr,up which r,.nc Aviv end re pr,e3ts 1. lly
irorlie, this amid e -toted and used to :i.e. Lai 1

r.,r A,tal attrition when they first present.

er i.ectilna of a ,r,re general 4o 'way
.1 . . n `3y 3re . y 1T Toy . ny ,-3rt

1 st :-^, ;hy, c.r ,..? relny ohtais help fcs
1.1 P 14' ,,rt vit.ts? Wh3r. is of 'heir Myst, 1

lire Vie homeless and toinavay y..th found ;. w Tu.k City drawn to the
3 4.1.P ,1 it, reputation or are they Reis'Y t1 r ters?

I -33 Veg.* 1.1stl ns we needed to study a re.f1,-nab*,y representative
; , .; lealiv, we would have wanted ,nfor-Atton shout ell

.11 y ty rcith in e per ifie se-graphical r.4 luring a 3psciftc
-e., yr, t"is ustli have "rant interviuwing liAirg on the streets

3:1 is 4P ,umber Inforlial pads and hangouts, as well as those In
A ..ettera. This task is possible bu was beyond our resources. The

33: ..3t. a'...ty .11 have been to atiglx lc' 3h1 tants 11%1 ng in al 1 shelters at a
in tt. lioaever, that errild h ptoIid e distorted picture. The'r ylith vh.) `.-ge '..--%5 ra: 1.y mild be under r, r
. Ay t -' ".r ...kt emlel over-rpr
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1,./1 e.1 Pt1,- le

research ds'gn 14 a ;.remise. t,'..ericve-1

c,,ti 1. "n and r sl- srente who prssnted at of f',*'1,y recognized shelters over a

iwirtod, We did not iitervi,v ,n the streets or in pads, and

they /4,1 Ind,i let dirflent, hnr.vr, s:.elter rntl lien are accessihle for

"iy dsfinit.,-n they .ant end presmbly nt1 ,:tr.. We have tried to

the ,,un:em of Qv, r repr long-ste,y shelter ees'en's by Ai, trig to

,jan111.r all rh11.11.1111 and edol, -nts rho exam, to a 9heiter et a ,e ..flee

t-ete prenentsti in, We 11d not ige to do this ca A y, .esers

they be e within the offieiril i
rare ',stem very rapidly, but hal II- .;ed from it by the t.we that our

I 44.1-% tried to c th up wn a. .re d,e know which youths were

end so we feel t t we can ?1.' s how ro,):.:;itative our find.ngs ..'h

.. we 'pied to interv:ew the yr...h. . re to a large extent

%tin i .,c1 designed to re iuce di fferent pe, apt Ws, that el! ght Le (1!

by dill-rent t.... v1. wars, All of our interviewers in re clinically killed -for

the St ;wet workers w' th experience in a and Lelping troubled

-e i'..t the questions in theand ',seri their Kills to

nter ley were II le, It /,e/ by the youngsters and inter-vie+, was not too

Their u.,..111 In this difficult venture can 'ie judged by the fact that

walked out of any interview, and there were army who so,oed to welcome

,.,i.ieunity to talk about their complicated lives and vrobie-ss. We hope this

will fake it possible for such help to reach a larger propr.rtion of these

young people.
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p sly h a..i ^lArni no,d nuh:e.-ts

terts.1.-g 4,51 ..1%,%4 `.1.(or 4, 41- f-r nttatIng beiver
var'%11.ri lflet.!.e. v111, for -o.sol le, aignificantly effr't

!1, er.1 rAt The Pf")bl:A has born a.tlreaeed by legin:ators.
,- ao,o.lt I, 1918, 9.--r York Late Se.v1ree

.0 4, 1,",V P>,Lh "ft ;rrr-)n or the age of 1P, f .r% vho
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4, t .. 1. at ,n 't.t.. vel'ate

1. % f n n4 1.1% of j .,: is. ".'s.e 0..r1:latIve

-03 or .1.- ,r,.. r -n of to . 'is. had v.r
-; 4 ..n-tway event was tted to be S.:: r s. a La if

.. :a.i.,nwt.ie being effected.

. I ..Ve, n all rana.sys make ..t.;e of r u.tty

;.'.er rith ,'._t,.:1 or frien.:1 '.'r I' to t!.. att,t t, re lc

or s..rvice It is ,11:!eult to pi.-'e
t a 11°r.., .r.t s over as fet,nt t ::se p...i. in, 9. :1 .iy of

1 ..f as the one J., ' t outroll:4
! -it e.a to

".. ' 1 r.,.ar.nt r Health And ", St-.-v,t es (...,-JUl) 1.1',e3)

r-.;.1"0,1 ttlftt in flaeal year 1981, 3`),832 youths were served by 127 of :69

Larget-.1 eu,away ani he-r.less youth acrossrthe nation. these,

,1 i were f..male. 130,000 more :,--Juth were se.-ved on a one-time

dscat extent these f' 'ire,' take anenInt of the problem

I y 1th who ,..:-.-Fent at re t'an ne n:-elter. Even If

*.), 11-ited vv.1,e ena ns in 1-..ter.nining

:f shelter use are not tied to

, 4: -.-41 There Ilatir.n site is "1,wn, af,r1 there are

'-. ..

, In 0, rilat -.hirh are ht.t. 14trt of Cl Feder/II

. 1. .ht. f ,F .r valerre of r.---e.ay 1:,1,av:or and

.. a y tr. Nt-w l'Ity in `.it was proi,a:-ed by the Dtviai -.n

PCP\ D
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t ,:ces (Ti.ny.sy keel Yrtith Net, Yort.'n

7.01 .r.ilen):y eq r..04,. ':I.e est. Ate'S
.r.2 (!f. .:17UT (7. .52.) of y 18 ;,,..-s
...0 . 1.0- ric'a".y , 7: . ..s,y Pod .' v Of.

.:?, :,37 =.-a And 3,3115 t. ht-. -e, -.0..4 the Yoeit

1.0.1 ..t.:r's NA edditic..,a1,1t0 '.,

..! .tt ' is it ",y
.,;, /JO ,,...utt, run alday or .s r. v ty 4ch carruct -4
the in the -1-1 ,f.yen an ihei;:nee of

I zed 12-17. j id nut ...e..cifj J,Ither It;
L . ! .t,rvice re:rats .' -.. Tt ...et ht in to

of n Y4,11,14.0. .4. .
.,:e -s. A single inci:viln.s1 d . r.int for -..rr: !hrtn eee

p..okram.s. It sppli. s no daration criteria to Lhe :;;.; le
and does nzt *..? herieIr:!;$ or rrnsysy status of the lart.;e ..-.Ler .ho .ore

.the:tered s I -he .ti-ate or indiriductle is thc.refore likely to
t tted.

Ic

: ho a, i.:srs ...rr with -rt. . .ong

-t', i ' in the O.R.C. (19T6) 3tt1y of . ...sys .1.0 did t...Ite-c..st-,,rily

Ales es were 6:4C:of the Shellov (1976) tralple rtrted
to the C.'. tMS (1983) .,;-4.cf of 1.reg-Alt

L...t 1-.4t ti-t t rls Are
to lest' t ..^,:ves of t.;.e:t .-s.'4

37 risi 0-K4-- -37
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:A 1

Statis ics, 19 t5) most runaway episodes have been r,ported to take place in

mid-adolescence. /n the 0.H.C. study (1976) of children and adolescents under rge

17, the modal age was 16 years, with adolescents over age 15 ncounting for 80% of

*11 runaways. Shellou et al.'s study of adolescents reporterd eissing to the

,0,tre (1961) nd the DhHS survey of service users (1983) both report that the

..t . her of sway youth vvre aged fifteen and sixteen years.

v. its:

!ha Opinion Research Corporation (1976) t-rdy ro4nd no sitnificant

in rates of running away -Dion& whites (2.9%) end b',cks (3.3), but

the 1 ,te among Hispanic youth vas higher (4.6%). The leHS. (1983) ...dolt on use of

,::vice for rd h-enolens youth indicates that nationwide 10% of users in

1)81 wrrP dhite, eeee rack, t% were Hispanic, and 4% of other ethnic groups.

Tn refore, sheAter qsers cmopared with national census data., whites are

9e nnrhat under .rep.:."qentod and blacks over-represented (U.S. 11.....-au of Census,

iH?).

,cial 17%5s

Cpinion :1:3careih Corporation (1976) study found identical rates of

s,/ for yngsters of blue and white collar workers. Similarly, Shellow

-t al. (1467) four that 78i of runaways cane from families at the low end of the

ale, a similar proportion as found for the country as a whole.

The riiings here are inconsistent. The Opinion Research Corporation's study

f e..01 the lowest rates of running away in the period frral February throrgh

"ay, dl'. only slight variation from June to January. By contrast, Shel ow et

'.n!) f ,nd t'...at the si-4 in; -nnths had *he highest rates of running away,

for girls.

F11rT:n mr0.11
r"

BEST C
:

OP/
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The op.. ion Redearch Corporation (1916) study fo»nd that four out of ten

vu.., epi$(.ies of at least it hours lasted a day or lesc, 10% of any ways

bo, in less than a week. Similar findings were reported by Shellow et
(19'7) ".Tind ts- sry runaway episodes were impulsive and poorly plAnned,

left iv. 4.1 Only ono.-third in..!.at ,r., I r:

study ..ft s,ith -ore t .n a ici"ar it 45; not clear
whethr such 1,rief and ill-prepared are wino .'s! ?c of shel.er

ulers Noy be criking .ic!lods end.a.ors.

N..winer

' Shellow et al. (1967) found that :-83 of

..in .w4y two or -ore ti. s in a one year

. nt -?rs :r tt tht.;, s'..Fsi(!d ,ot rum

.r.. :ere 1ss ' !hely to .-i.i...rn e vo!t.:.tortly; thug were corer
el,y to rat,: fr:ws troubled homes; they had more difficulties at school. te.g.

4 , lore often retained to repeat a grade nd more often

in more trouble with the law (charges, court appearances.

-. .

4ras or disturbance ha been identified in existing studies of

andw y icth: erix)tional problems, antisocial behavior which ray or
be ft:, with nt:,or evii»ce of ..sychiatric slid school

.s.

-' ..! ..d )nal factors in a standardized
: 1.3 i::) .t'gt1 on of 41 rim.iways admitted to

.i.h -s with a group of non-rude.-4

r
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"!.14,Aerh.o.

controls matched for :ge, se., and neighborhood. Runaways showed s i defensive,

self-doubting and less trusting responses on the Adjective Oheck List (Gough,

1966), a yersonality test which evrluatee self perceptions of adjustment and

achieve:.tnt, but which cam,' easily be equated with the concept of psychiatric

disturtance. Also the sampl . was reported from a sileciml center and its

representativeness is Mel), to.be questiA Ottershle. Oer contro1!ed studies which

have not used any standardized assessment of yuechoystholoty distil-stash runaways

from non-runaways as having lover self esteem (B(.ndon, 19Th; Geyer, 19Th); being

more depressed (Beyer, 1974); having more neurotic anxiety (Williams, 1977); and

having poorer interpersonal lelationnhips with peers and teachers (ORC, 1976).

In an introduction to a single case report, Jenkins and Stable (1972)

cv..trl...ttrtzed runs. .8 p8 i8,cu..e, unhappy and impulsive youth who are likely to

arty their problems v!th thos. into adulthood but provided no documentation for

these assertions. Robey et el. (1965) in an uncontrolled study without

standardized assessment proccurts characterized 42 runaway girls referred from a

court as having poor impulse control.

In a long-term follow -up of runaways who had attended a child psychiatric

clinic, Robins and O'Neal (1969) found that over the course of time they had high

juvenile arrest rates. 18% of boys with no juvenile arrest records had been

runaways, but 36% of all boys arrested but not brought to court were runaways as

were 641 of boys arrested and brought to court.

School difficulties were noted in the Opinion Research Corporation's study

(1916), runaways having verse relationships with teachers and lever academic

aspirations than controls. Adams and Munro (1979) report that the school

difficulties had been present before running away had started. Shellov et al.

(1967) noted that although in Lelligence scores of runaways did not differ

r.r
It :".';!'

. a 1

BEST.COFY LIABLE
,
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';! f n) national nolets. aysr gas of C or below for. the

trading cloost to tne runaway with only 32% of a

c...;.)rtn Ftd,..tways also rhe.wed hic,hr r. !s abnenteeism and

their tn '11e grade expected.

in 7.)b'ns and 0"cR1'13 (19ee9) folleiup of 96 runieways, sociopathic

ir. .. c: n in r i,j.:hi.teic patients who had been

v.14:1 tlan i n t i , 0 I" 4'10 il . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..y s adults, to be

involvi in crier.., to have 1.e-en and -c :` s with dri»king

And impulsive or.wirital disorder.

F:nylro.,,,e,t; It is improbable that the runaway rasp.nse dc.:ives solely

fen) the 1
..-aevristics of the youth. It is likely to be heavily

nf 1 . ,1,1 environ.ent (lo'd Ater and DAn, 973).

t'ke is at home with

the ftf.tly. The 'ttlifl I 1:rt t')at cbilir.)a Kdolescents

who reeeived runaway and hor1ss :.1. .vices in the year prior to the runaway

Ppi swie were living at home with their parents or a legal guardian.

r;se: Aranion (1977) found an associaV )n between running away

4..1 )r mc re .lily members) family size. :Mellow at al. (1967) found an

...r r .c f)nily size of from four to six persons for both runaways and for a

control group. most runswAys in that study (51%) were the oldest

.y.leiron in the h-1-clllds. However. only 52% of runaways lived with both natural

;hr,*nts co- Tared with ,2% or con rots. For runaways, the excess of broken or

reconstitut4 or 1J..r t rati.ed by ,triun tj;es of soiarations, has also

in se 4,5 ni, ins mui ';tahle, 1912; Wolk and Brandon, 1977).

v 1-,4e fGund to have serious difficulty in

...:Ating with r."Its awl to ftve ,in.:0Ltisfactory family relationships. Using

FILMDihe F i i
!

U.,
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15'"- %..

t
;Met to oiplore support, punishoent and Controlhe Cornell Parent Behavior Ch

in ^firefly relationships, Wolk
B.ndor. (19(7) in a controlled study of runaways

who had lived with both inrv chilAood e1.trd that the chief problm

ineveys were peob1.. "ontrol and
e i-rienced by the parents of

to a col rolled t/st used no stAnistrd .-.asnres, Williams

(1:P(9) f.und
,rp n o'

ec'itit.hhii.s with the same- sex parent of

rte. r.ys than non-ruce.sys. lotta (1978) in a paper without original data

s +:, .;rated that family conflicts among runaways center on ifiSta.3 of control

rearding friends, s,..11,01ings ronming, etc. He suggests that "thre .vays" (i.e.

yfuog people who do rot willinglY choose to leave home but are for whatever

reftons placed out of their hom- by their parents with the intention that they not

eeturn) are Dore likely to have been the nhject of exual and physical abuse.

dynamics have been implicated in .ausing the runsway response. Roby

et al. (1964) eurAcnd that ninaoaY girls are rseonding to family stresr,

pre !I .stated by ne,solved cifficulties. Modes of interaction between

fArily therapists to deriverunaway youth and th/ir pa:ents "ve

,:c.prnsation (Stierlin, 1973).appruaches f.,proving family

11I'innt1521111

It is a nem/1y thought that sou seling of runaways should include an

aA....iment of the family siti.ati xi and its appropriateness as a living setting for

the ranavay youth (Wiesner, 1981; Palmer and Patterson, 1981). The general view

is that reunification with famil ies is °retires, but not always appropriate

(Ort "n and Soll, 1980). When re nification with f. flies is thought possible

(i.e., when there is no serious use or neglect and when receptive and

res;nssible adults are pi-lent), a family therapy approaci has been used

(Ost isen, 1981). A stud) using an intervention 1-sed on parent-child
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theor;es :7.-.od and '10 t.ts, 1977; 0! -!en, 1981) tr,,ated 60 -Ill,

Ind PC male cunawa.'s in two to six nr...ninnn, at which bith ps..entn and youth

participated. The goals of the intetven gn ,.n -.oloe the tmediate crisis

while at, the n. t4 tn.nhing problesisolving ror the future. In s,,fol

c 4 .'.:d w 'Ono offered foster care placclent.

w,re i -,,,C.ing.ninsa families. Thirty were first-time

-n for ft t.i'us offcnne nuch

:inn' g -Jay or !Lcorrigthility. 411 .,n1-,.cts a:re off. r.d R !..nily

;Dtn-vention and com,Art9ons ade -cnn °,.1111..1 oe:pl.tee. and

who did hot ,,,,plete the ne of nt. Th. a .mnths after completion

of train., roily 7 of the 28 D-mines who
tn ',Twee or ',ore fnmily.

youth who ran away again, c. , d with 28 of the 45

. a. I'vnn ttop design of the study it is pon%ihle that only

!;w's and thcae with a gond progoonis rc,nined in treatrent, i.e.

that "..rn .3 uft.4u-ting between :P.mily characteristics and treattoent, but the

fts are vromihtts; and need to be replic ted.
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STUDY METHODS

The Setting for the Present Study

There are number of places in Rev York City where runaway and homeless

youth can be foune. An undetermined number 'hang out' at train stations, bus

depots, arcades, and all-night movie theatres in midtown Manhattan, and can also

be found at the docks and in public parks in every New York City borough. Some of

these young people come to the attention of staff of outreach progress operated by

the'New York City Police Department or the Port Authority Police. Others seek

refuge at one of the youth shelters registered with the City which together can

provide crisis housing and meals to 322 youngsters. Registered shelters must

comply with Minimal health and space standards. In turn, they are eligible for

certain public funding programs. Our study was carried out in these shelters.

Exi!tinsphelters for_young_reomle;

Seven of the registered youth shelters we studied are located in the borough

of Manhattan, with two shelters in the Bronx and one in Queens. At the time of

our study, Brooklyn and Staten Island had no youth shelters. The largest youth

shelter is church affiliated institution in Manhattan that provides legal,

medical, social, and vocational services on site in addition to crisis housing and

meals. Psychological counseling and case management is available to all

adeescents who accept en orderly discharge. In practice a significant proportion

will discharge themselves from the shelter without availing themselves of these

services. Long-term family counseling is available for very small pi.oportion of

cases. It has over 200 beds and serves over 12,000 admissions per year. The

average length of ate), is said to be 2 weeks. In our study it served more than

75% of the runaway and homeless youth seeking shelter. Other shelters have bed

capacity in the 8 to 20 range, and tend to keep youths for longer periods of

time. The smaller shelters provide housing and food and staff work to arrange for

rtr
.. I,
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"+

t,"

od/or s:vicvm a.e vtth offsite gancias or

ho!tals. In contrast to the all.g:dly d,plottble It.Oitions In public shelters

for ,Oult eop.ilttions, Lbws sictl thvir:1.,.,nts of y.aitb th.11t.prs are reektOahly

el. in. .4 s.a..ioqs. For ,fA the ls:&est youth shelter hma t

on with :;:a ...-liaure of a resort hotel. 7..,re is no dcxabt that for ,rich

ts well As the social 0Alit0' nt is far st:porior to vhitt tl.ey

Lave ex,eri,acd at

s!,r.trgemcy housing placeoents for runaway and ht....less youth are also lade to

foster grasp homes on a contractual basis by the City's child welfare agency.

Children and aolescents ay present theezelves to this egeucy but ost children

svr0.4 by it are court ir"e.red ;;Jth on rrr,e,n.':1 d of.Su.orvision (FINS)

petitiors.

When children or aiolescents are - !:fitted to n :setter ;here is usually a

brio intike interview and a deliberate effort is rade to rake the youth as

comfortable as possible by offering him or her an opportunity to rest or obtain

fooi. A mare detailed intake interview is conducted when the youth is felt able

to , .rtic!;ate in a lengthy conversation. Most shelters ti, to accept are' young

/r;on in :0.-4 of their srvlces. They have difficulty handling those who are

overtly psychotic, intoxicated. violent or out of control. those who are known to

be actively suicidal, or serious substance abusers. Such young people are not

..wally kept at the shelters but instead. once they ate assessed. are referred to

hospital merge zy rooms for approp late care.

Po:warekt Pesiant

The general aims of the study :ere to (1) determine the incidence of

iroetat!on at New York youth shelters in a specified period of time; (2)

;-r;110 the iemographic, social and clinical characteristics of young people
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prebnting at shelters; (3) identify thair stated ...:tans for .etnirg z'-ay! Prid

(4) czaine the patterns of their eteetuay behavior, i.e. it 14d begun, hoar

oft n it hap;ened, s!te

The target -extt to tote:view all new intakes, 17 awl :-rder, to inuth

in .he 5 3orc.ughs of New York du:Ing p.airon, few Aeail

%.,!A. Y. -1' ,4; t1,- A. :her of yvi%hs aow vs to to i ate the

' -..lae of sheltar use in the in ,deez.h vi. ra ..nu1d yield tta for

tte other questions.

A standardized interview schedule was develcv,d '41ch t./' p.s.sed qaestic s

about the current episode of hooelessness. including ts for ..vnning hay or

being without a and family and social r.lntionship . -.Atom

was also obtaied .,..--!vIcus living ar -..nL,emInts, including f..Ler bo?:. and

child care ins. histo I of 10,vi ng houe and using . halters; currant

physical and rontAl scs.00l .ierfor.,Anee -Mc! school ,blesm; and

involvement in cri.e and !llesal activities. The adolencent'a reading ability vas

ssessed through tne word recognition subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test

(Jestak and Jastak. 1918).

One subject-cart of every five was targeted for a diagnostic inter+lew which

included a more detailed evaluation of ;:,ychopathology. The results of that

evaluation will be described elsewhere.

At the end of the interview the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist, a

tahavloral assess:writ inventory designed to record in a standardized format the

behavioral probleps and social cc rpetence of children aged 6-17, was presented to

all youths to fill out. The Child Behavior Checklist has three versions, one

devised to be com;:leted by parents, another by teacher-, and oue by the youth

themselves (self-; -port) ( Achenbach, 1918, 1979; Achenbact and Edelbrock, 1979,
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'? ). it ^,:sists of a *.tst or 112 st it. -rts lilt problem elution* and
r:;)or,.1:nt is to trti.c ;ht t.- :racy of the stateixtnts wit.h

..'et to ; :te child or under ''.-i'on on a tiiroe point scale
pp: :ea tt; o ;1y). .1tnrig the 112 iters aoe 16

t.e .s in. thp ii:vonery.
1 "".ie ns" ..")e ;er to .1 V-, ve ;3 izt nc,y ith

he .A Tide. hvs b. o'nsithe in
Vc I:Ir.:Mug between norr.s1 ,hildren and those wth ' ,t clinical
;,y prA.Inas (A-benbach, 1918; Achon) ....ch I9S1).

to this study we ;1.1 a self-report version answered by the youth an' not a

Arent in a ;.,rx.vioas study (Gould and Shaffer, unubliatusi) this firs
, i . .t . 1 . e r, to fl. cciolocents Abed sazto.e.cn 12 And 16 ,

; a ohild ; clinic.. tri that ;1;:lat.ion the ,.:an score for he

the H' itoots) 5?.or (S.D. 78.45). The uteitan value ..as

qsa .t)% of the clinic sample had a score above 87.

tp.^,,.stic interviews were administered by clinical social woriers and social
'k . etLs was had experience in interviewing troubled adolescents. They were

t-: :..o ;he ent n to ail day session that
:.. ,r1 rAt!--4 of inte.v:es r-,1e ;:',,y!::g rehears,`..

of '.he tntrN1ew -as !..ay'r.g two eaters asress the
:- .; in t.h.,ut 101 of ra3es. Findings from he rnlahllity study will he

"..t were interview i at ',e youth -,heiters ithin 1.1:urs after
a; . ;i )orth .helter 51.aff had determined that they were physically and

co-fortatle n.-;:t;h to tolerate the inter-vied procedure. At the
j- :)halter, the interview .43 (inlayed Latil the day following
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.1 ..ether s-:It.e..s the delay .ts -",at 11.fi

I : ztti in proportion (3%) of or.`42.ts Ither dit.charted!..:

thoeiel..es. le *IA -.)pt,d to c.;..1...1. h tebZqcts 1)y

..... .,:Articipatian in tl.e iy, .d .a
? ::taas

a t e .1 ^ 71..-ee

of the
,,r.re aid 1..:n eel? trs foe t:!ir x on in t'-.e ,o,',

ore joeth refuted to co.sp'.ete int.:rv.v eft. ,,,.-:r.:etng to ,ertici,,,te
t.% Five yonths failed to provide any infur -et ton for the Aehrni.tch

"r.

n .cd

or ...le LIS to .r.,rth of the tItuly,
115 .,q.0 5 1 (1.:1%). Of the 57 40 (F41) had i.r..sertod at the

shelt...r and 9 (1S%) had preJented at New Yo..k City t'....ga.nc,y

11.4:-vtce. :'he reasons for minsitg :aies :ere diffetent at each site.
-1 et ' h. arger Ahe:ter had nearly al:ays discharged thenselves very

, rt o1. axes ricsed at. the F.e.arg.ncy service had
;.,14 1...en n.,re,-rec1 to a Krerup hone within a short period after

Ion. By the t!`le. the research staff attr;:pted to them at the
-.10,4 they had a ready left and they failed to cake contact with the research
wry I

: r '1d r ....cr.rds of .s .4" re examined by. staff. r,11,,.01.7 1.4sc.gr...phic and other data were then provided

7.4t tt.ie of the I ntervi...wed s,..nple could be assensed
) Th-e d,ore afe.nifictot differences between interviewed end

FILMED rRomi
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...,.ts on age, n.:x, rate, re.:::At. Or yolice re':.-.
in.as.vn.ent in p.rund,r-tehy or ,-ros..it..tion, pree,aa. dy,

,d e..aol dn., giniri-Nntly -let or ..- .ed nubjecta /;?1,1, l'
n 1.'fre 1* .e `.n.iicated that t1.4

.. . .e of ,r,:h*niir. A ..'1-9"

ri -e ")...

s .ea) I' . .'

o'th hGne a4 , lens Ove,...r1

..11,1e, swIver, '0.At the relatively briefer :

ti r, abuse than our much lan..-ttier. -t 1

ts It
tare

-.re.
NOT

".:t:i4V..D -.hi
(N018) So 1,":*.e.. I

N S

14 40i l.6/51 P.!:s 34.47 .001

3/51 61
15/114 13% 0 0%

13/114 ?9% 3/51 6%

30/105 26% 3/44 % 6.06 .02

32./115 23% 36/47 70% 30.61

2 .. C. et ton of 4,,b,),Icts .1-bo /4..r int i ri

r t ,ho not
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.. If et1I1M.:.: t . ,it

.ring t'e k period of April 10-24, 1983, th:ve ere 175

Attons of childr .d ti,1 ,to _d 1.7 ..,1,.r at the
. i.ng

101trn. :h Ind .his eeriod ..0 yoth zed IT or ,I x s tueurd away

'.'ch torticipoted in this In%euti_l.tion. An inco:isl

,.r to the largest shelter s :wets '.''at there

4 .ni C. A.

"el ri.:n1

s'. vs in New Yoek

" r !ring tte
t'd

-.lotions in rate of admissions to youth in

, .' r",re, there 4...r;'..d 1:e 4,...,1,0 1,!lcsions to youth

v. er, 21 of V)e. 1'3 v ses (18%) i sought

4.U.s. A.. ''.e

1or n.r. 'nt...v: trod t'r.t

. : i 1,:11 4,:fe.ent children i.renent' to New York City thelte:., each

.ty p,:oort of the yot.r.gsters were from New York City. Correcting for

resentations. 3. -i*.y residents can be projected to ?resent
"- ?60 Nr4 York

in a 1" nth period. New York city 1.1s a 12- to 17 ,ar old ?;-:lotion of

incidence of 1..elter pr.-...ot`.1r..ou:d be 515/100,000

". '1--!s is p, si mtelsy one -third of the cv:rnight incidence -ate rev..rted

lrpoeation's Study 1976), suizizntir.g that fewer than one

), run will present at a youth shelter. Projecting in, e overnight

si we can "t' te that in Nev York City there are approzinately

r,..1,ays er yu.r, oe about half of a frequently estievite of 20,000.

Ps. FILMED FROM
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..id bes of the 1-.elter users are o td in Table An

r of ),,,th procont in each fidr"I' fear of adolelcence, a

'h %on ...1-s `n 'eh tl.e aierrge op for oinning

,A 15 .r 15 Fr.'. a 1.-tA41e1 .11 :c 1/:4,en 4.)13er and

, ort

.;., /-.8 .11,0.'-d AL.s -les (see

..!). This was 1.-.1.,14 in accord w.th 1 '..11:gs stddies in which

s 1';..,r i.:d2rtton of ,-ter ..-,ers are feriae as compared to the proportion

g -.c,..Ays in ,....arral.

Mr les

N-

F, 111.e9

4 7 0 0
. 5 9 5 9

'.. 6 :C. 8 14
15 .0 i 13 22
16 14. 75 15 25
.7 19_ 32 18 31

ToTAT, )9 100 59 100

TABLE .3 =pm And of Shelter Users

.4: 4,r,),,or:ion of the runways (93%) using the she' .!rs
. Tnble 1.) T's with a :ate of apprcsiniately

Cr tr,t. 1..pu'.1.tion of 5-14 )ear olds in New York City as a whole. We cannot

,e1 le Cr in this thAt Clack or 14131/Ante adolescents are rrAre likely to run away

..r, '1:ov-11 he ds:gn of 3Jr ..ucly. it is likely that a greater

of -. 7-.7.'1.. lyS than whites, who reLy have better

s r pf, of *00.13 given by shelters.
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Males Fesales
2; it

Etl..nicity
White 4 7 6 10
Si elt ,?S! 49 32 54
4'..anic 75 hie 21 36_

.

'70?AL 5' 100 59 100

el ACC Di

P6 a of F

vighty-eisht kereel . of tl.3 girls were mean in one of Self

York City's five boro..hs T-Os'e 51. .rt is no evidence tat ...he shelter

using population includes a sizeable ,:,:c,sorticn of outsiders d Nvn to the

Metropolitan ars. This finding has iiportant inplications for sei,sibility of

-.g -.6 nt f9elli es. the !ti of h 1 le1. en ere

at 1.4st 8,...:.d...,.:callty .,.;.csble to the r,nctes who ,....%ile hvip.

?al .s.
N 1_

Fr.tsles
14 -%

New York Cit., 50 38 49 92
Nev York Sti,te 1 2 0 0
Nev York Me.ropolitan

region (N.J. , Conn. ) 2 4 2 4

ether U.S.., 4 2 4

TOTAL

ii.E5

57.

PlaceottItttlit

..7-
100 53 100

RellOon:

Forty-five percent of both girls and bays were Foran Ceolic, which was the

largest des,,tir.a..iun r p;..res..r:t.,d in V.,e This ;r.t-,1-ly reflects the high

i.rApt..rtion of 9i..janies us! g 0.elters, a higher rroportion of blacks use

shelte.'s.
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Wiles .

I'N

Protestant 15 27
Catholic 24 44
Music 4 7
Agnostic/Atheist 4 . 7
Other : e 15

TOTAL 55 100

TAILt 6 - Religion

1!]4X120 AWAY

Female*
I I

17 31
24 his

1 2
4 7A 16

55 100 .

Previous !knave txverience

We defined previous runaway experience as having, on at tenet one previous

occasion, left leaving hone with no plans of returning, or havi ng sieved away for

at least one night without the parents' knowledge or permission.

1, Ninety-two percent of the boys and 82% of the girls who presented at

shelter had run way before, 1though we do not have details about the duration of

these runaway incidents (see Table 7).

2. Between one-third and one -half of the shelter users hod had more than

five previous runaway episodes.

Male Pena,
-1----IIX I

0 4 8 9 18
1-2 11 23 14 29

3-4 11 23 9 18

5, 21 45 Ian
TOTAL t 100 49 100

TABU 7 - Nulaber of PreviouivNuntvey bisodes

3. Only 8% of the boy and 18% of the girl first time shelter users had never

run away before (see Table 7).

4. Boys are more likely to start running away earlier, and one-third had run

away to the first time before the age of 12 (see Table 8).

5. A comparison between Tables 3 and 8 show that although nearly 60% of

shelter users are aged 16 and over, only 20% of runways has their first runaway

epinnde after 16. In other words, most adolescents start running away some years

before they start to use shelters.

i7 681 0 .84 -344 593
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one -third of th boyo and one-fifth of the girls started running away

twfor. their teens and ra 4t
of the rest started Letwoen the ages or 13 and 15 (see

Table 8). Mare much of the burd.n for shelter tare amen from youth vho ran avay

1 yens earlier, it would seem to make sense to focus
ior the first ti.le nevera

prevn.tive interventions
eith the younger runaways.

Male Female
B

3-6 1 2 1 3

7-9 5 8 3 5

10-12 15 25 e 14

13-15 27 46 36 61

16-17 11, 19 11
TOTAL 59 10 59 100

TABT 6 - Age at First Runs,, Episode

TIM PROUST SPISODS

Where the Children
Ran From!

where the young people spent the night before their admissiwi to the shelter

is indicated in Table 9. From this it can be seen that

1. N..ny children
vho run away from home do have a parent or parents living in

the metropolitan area.
Data presented below reveal that a substantial number of

them remain closely
tied to their home and family.

P. Although only one out of five ran away from an institutional setting In

thin episode. half have
spent some time in foster care (see pages 57 and 58).

Running avaY from
Institutional placement (most commonly foster parent or group

hoses) Is a problem of some
magnitude and requires further investigation.

N, child in our study had run awki from a mental institution.

4. Brfore going to a shelter only a small proportion of shelter users had

spent the previous
night on the streets. This could indicate that for caw there

in an intermediate or
transition phase between being on the streets and entering a

',better; that
proportionately not many runaways spend their nights on the street;

or else that youth
who live on the streets represent different population who do

not use the xhelters extensively.

Males
%

Females
/1-----iN

Family
i,ost..r ("sr., ,Iroup

25 44 20 35

Hose or Other 11 19 10 18

.Areets 10 18 5 9

Other 11 A 22 2.9.

TOTAL 51 100 57 100

TABLE where YounKsters Spent liabtA Before Entering Shelter
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Findings...

Reasons for Leaving:

We asked the young people wfiet had made them leave where they were living

before the current episode of running away or being homeless.

1. 25% said they had left beteaute people there had hurt them or because of

other violence (see Table 10). This under-represents the amount of violence and

abuse in these young people's homes. In separate questions we ascertained that

501 of the study subjects had experienced significant abuse (see below).

2. Thirty-three percent of the boys and 25% of the girls left hone because

of a variety of interpersonal problems, usually an argument with parent or

sibling. most commonly over house rules, disagreement with parent's boyfriend.

!AC

3. Thirty-one percent of the boys and 37% of the girls left their lost

recent living arrangement because it was temporay one, and they felt they had

to leave.

Hale female

Temporary Rome Setting 18 31 21 37

Unable to Contribute Roney to
Household 1 2 5 9

Neglected or hurt or victim of
violence or sex 15 25 16 27

Interpersonal problems 19 33 13 23

TABLZ 10 - lessons int Leslanalest Residence

Which Shelter:

Seventy-five percent of intake' (131 out of 175) to shiliere during the time

period of the study were at the largest shelter. Seventy-five percent of the boys

and 66% of the girls who were intetvieved were seen at this facility. The next

595
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Findings...

largest group of interviewed study subjects, 17% of both girls and boys, COM to

an emergency shelter located in Manhattan' east Village area. Seven percent of

the boys and 8% of the girls were seen at the City crisis placement service.

How telex Learned About the Shelters:

We asked the youths who had directed them to the shelter (see Table 11).

1. Other adolescents were the most important source of information leading

to. entering a shelter. Thirty Mgt p rcent of the boys and 17% of the girls went

to e youth shelter at the suggestion of peer.

2. Social agencies and other shelters were sources of referral for 14% of

the boys and 28% of the girls.

3. Police referrals accounted for 10% of the admissions for boys and 9% of

girls.

4. Holline services were not a significant source of referral to youth

shelters.

Hales Females

Another Adolescent Runaway 16 27 7 12
Another Adolescent Non-Runaway 5 8 3 5
Social Agency 7 12 9 16
Another 'Ihelter 1 2 7 12
Police 6 10 5 9
Adult Friend 7 12 4 7
%iterAture l 2 0 0
Telephone Directory 1 2 5 9
Found it by self 0 0 1 2
Knew but it before 3 5 5 9
Other . 12 20 12 20

TOTAL 59 fro 511 no
?MR 11 - Baurte of Referral to Shelter
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F .dugs...

PSYCHS/411C MOSLEMS

we inquired about the mental state and
aymptoes of the shelter users in

several differ dnt ways. We asked all of the youth
we interviewed whether they had

ever felt so ddP d or so anxious that it had
interfered with their being able

to get on with life; whether they had over attempted
or contemplated suicide; if

they Ltd ever rteeived tare for a psychiatric
condition; if they had ever been

t cc el with yeychotropic drugs; and whether
or not they desired help at present

for an emotiondl problem. We also inquired about trouble with the law and at

school, and we asked about drug and alcohol use. Finally. at the end of the

interview, the adolescent completed the Child Behavior
Checklist which has been

described boas. Our findings from these evaluationsares

Nov manishikken_are Disturbed

1. The aaaaa 8° score for runaways on the Child Behavior
Checklist was 55.2

(S.D. 26.6). A previous study (Shaffer and Gould, in
preparation) found that the

mean score on this form of the Checklist for adolescents
attending a child

psychiatric clinic is 57.07 (SD 28.45), i.e. not
significantly worse than for the

ranavays.

2. Other foram of the Checklist have been standardized
in a number of

differ.nt normal and disturbed groups. A total score of 40 or greater has been

found to represent a value above which uost children
and adolescents will be

ronstetered to have a significant psychiatric disability.
Eighty-two percent of

the shelter %more had scores above 40.

Trig ear actually under-estimate the
amount of disturbance because we did not

adopt any statistical weighting or substitution
procedure to compensate for

si%ping data and. as fair proportion of youth failed to complete all of the

its's% on the questionnaire we can assume that
their scores would have been

597,
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s,mexhat higher.

In summary shelter users have a psychiatric profile largely undistinguishable

from adolescents attending a psychiatric clinic.

3. Thirty-eight percent of the youth stated that they needed help for

emotional problems.

4. The'high proportion of high scores and respondunts vho said they wanted

held enuld simply reflect the degree of disturbance and upset associated with the

runnvay incident itself. R , 20% had ,revicusly received psychiatric

treatment (see Table 12), and coupled vith the high rate of school problems,

previous court-related difficulties and uicida.1 behavior listed below suggests

that much of the psychiatric disturbance vas present before the runaway episode.

Males Females

59
%

511

ever on Psychotroptc Medication 12/48 25 45 13

Ryer in a Mental Hospital 2 1 8 14

TABU 12 - Previous Psychiatric Treatment

Ty.ies of Psychiatric Problem

We used a number of the key indicator* described above to differentiate

children into those with primarily: a) depressive and suicidal features

!,in10.....nts vho had previously male a suicide'attempt and/or vho ha4 felt so

depv!vied that they *ere unable to get on with things and/or those vho currently

;dnn...4 help for depressed feelings or suicial ideas): b) antisocial features

(previously charged with an offense or suspended or expelled from school); and c)

a mi.t.ire of both.
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1. ;events perce" of the group fulfilled criteria for one or another of

these 'etegories see fable 13). This figure is close but soiewhat below the(

proportion of "violence who scared 40 or more on the Achenbach Child Behavior

Checklist.

P. Girls were significantly more likely to be in the Depressed Only
drool),

bays in the Antisocial Only group and in the mixed group.

%ales females All

Depressed only 9 15% 26 44% 35 30%
Antiso,:lel Only 6 27% 5 8% 21 18%
Both Depressed end Antisocial 27 45% 22 37% 49 41%
Neither 7 12% 6 105 13 11%

TABU I) ?mopes of Playetiatile Disorder

Mood pisorders_... nore,sion,_Ansiett and Suicide

1. No fewer then 33% of the girls and about 15% of the boys had previously

attempted suicide. A further 33% of the girls had thought about suicide and about

how they would commit it. Thirty-three percent of the boys had bad contemplated

or thr.etened suicide !see Table 14). This compares with reports indicating that

about 11-12% of psychi,tric outpatients have at some point made a suicide attempt

(Mattson. 1969; Pfefte'. 1980; Lukiencetic;. 1968).

No Suicidal "heeler
Suicidal Tho.. ghts

or Threats Only
Suicide AttelAS

TOTAL

II

37

13

_2
59

Males ?PIN

23 kL

16 28

12 33
58 100

%

63

22

155

10T

TABLE lk - Suicidal Behavior

.x.99
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2. Youth who requested counseling for depression or other psychiatric

problems Airs more likely to have-had academic difficulties at school and to

complain a physical symptoms such as limidaches. However, they were less likely

to have imdtted to stealing.

3. There was a strong relationship between requesting help for depressive

symptom ond having suicidal-preocc.ipations. Nearly 90% of the Children who

wanted su-'h help
had suicide/ thoughts or preoccupations.

h. Thirty-three percent of the boys and 50% of the girls stated that they

wanted heiP for their anxiety or depression. Twenty-nine percent of the boys and

44% of th 0 girls stated that they desired help in relation to thoughts about

suicide.

p.alres Help for Anxiety

sires Help for Depression

vsires Help for Suicide
p 4ential

TABU 15 - Adolescent VantingHelP for Hood Symptoms and Suicidal Concerns

Males

1
Females

11 1

13/35 37 17/38 45

11/38 29 23/43 54

10/35 29 16/36 44

Antisoeia I Behavior,:

1. ebirty seven percent of the boys and 19% of the girls had previously beer

charged with an offense. most cosSonly for assault or robbery.

2. qwenty-two percent of the boys and 10% of the girls had been in

detention center at some time, and 12% of the bqys and 2% of the girls had been in

a workcoor or prison.

3. in addition to crimes which hid led to conviction or arrest, 28% of the

boys mod i21 of the girls, when asked directly. admitted to having stolen in the
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last 3 months.

Differences between girls and boys were significant on all of these indices

and are reported in greater detail on page 52.

EWE females

I X 1

Assault 3 6 0 0

Armed Robbery 2 4 0 0

Robbery 5 10 1 2
P ing Drug's 0 0 1 2

Other 2 4 0 0

TABU 16 - Convictions Svc°jr, Punt

4. Three-quarters of the boys and half of the girls have been expelled or

suspended from school at some time, ssis1Y for fighting or drug use (see Table

17).

Males Females, chi level of
scuart tanificance

Ever suspended or expelled
from school for any cause 72/59 71 26/59 44 7.8

Ever suspended or expelled
for fighting 25/52 48 19/41 46

Suspended or expelled for
drug or alcohol Ise 27/52 52 20/41 49

17 Dtsciplimmy Problems at School

.005

n.s.

n.s.

Psychosis: Only two of the children we interviewed had a psychotic diagnosis

(schizophrenia and schizaaffective psychosis). We do not believe that this is en

underestimate. While the psychotic youngsters were hospitalized shortly after

presentation, records of such transfers were kept by the shelters and followed up

by the research team.

5. Seventy percent admitted to using drugs. Thirty percent had used three

601
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,a,r* firnigs; 17% two drugs; and 23% one type of drug only.

6, Only thr "e youths admitted that they thought they had ever used drugs to

such an extent that the, couldn't stop, but more than half of those whwad ever

used drugs indicated that someone objected to their use of drugs.

RESMNDENTS

Males

1-60

Teralea

58 100%59

Marijuana 1.2 71 40 69,
Hashish 19 32 20
PCP (Angel Dust) ? 10 12 21
Psychodelics 1 12 12 '21
Cocaine 14 25 20 34

"Uppers" (i,ti.mulants) 5 8 8 14
Quaaludes \ 7 12 3 5
"Downers" (Soporifics) 1 2 7 11
Tranquilizers 3 5 6 10
Heroin 2 3

Va rcot Ins 5 9 2 3

Alcohol to Intoxication
')nee a Week or More 11 19 10 17

Drua_Uae in 112e32eyell

scHOOLAsoACADMIC A'111'IM4113

1. Fifty-five percent of the boys snd LIT% of the girls had ever repeated a

brad..

P. he -vie standard . ading score on the Reading Ac..;racy Test of the Wide

p,g. A-V. lent Te,t was 89.76 (S.D. 20.03), em,p.,red with the average value for

the g.re. ; *A di of '00.

3. Fifty nine percent of the boys and 54% of the girls are ore than one

staniari ieviatim lvhind on their reading tests.

4. ',Illy 16% of the boys and 10% of the girls were functionally illiterate

dih a rRding age at a fourth grade level or less.

Q 'esti ,na et,. -atinal goals of the study youth revealed that ietny

)r wr, T.s. kel how far they wsluld like to go in school, 69%

tIy w 111 )Ike to finish high school, and 41% extresned the wish

rr ..)11.-ge.



Their Families:

1. Most of the

595

ii

THE ROME LIFE 0? RUNAWAYS

.hildren lived with their mothers. only 25i lived with both

parent'', and an even Waller proportion lived With their fathers (see Table 19).

Males Females
S % n 1

Mother 35 59 37 63
Father 8 14 6 10
both Par,nts 16 27 16 27

TOTAL 59 100 59 la

TAILS 19 - Parent Last Lived With

2. Twonty-seven percent of boys and 29% of girls came from homes .th tour

or more Louth. There dos an association between large families and miming away

v.peate44, with nearlY three times as many repeaters as new intakes coming from

familiet with 4 or more young people at home.

Lixing.Arrangetrents in the Past Year:

W" .:eked the youths where they had been living during the year before

presentsion at the shelter.

1. About 25% had had no change in living arrangement during those 12

months. Forty-one per.!ent experienced from one to three changes. while nearly a

platter :I' the sample (23.75) had four or more changes.

2. Those vith past history of foster care placement (50%) had

slgnifiesntly more changes in living arrangements than youth without experience in

the fostr care system (a mean of 4.06 changes in contrast to a mean of 1.88;

t14.36. ;.<.001).

3. Adolescents who had used shelters before had had significantly mare

gas :n their living arrangements than rrst-time shelter users (an average of

603

.
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orj.ared to' ?.291 (t -3.39. pa .001).

Poverty 80.4 Homelesaneset

1.
Adoleseenia On use nhelters are not the children of homeleJs adults.

Nofie of the parents of study youth were
currently homeless or living on the

stl.nta.

P. Forty- rout percent of the adolescents had mothers who were on public

s-,iatance.

It! Iler's Age:

Twenty-nine percent of the bays and 20% of the girls mere bon when their

mrithe:s were aged 1? or younger (see Table 20).

Male Female
%

11 n4 ander
l'-24

ani older

14 29
21 44

1.3 27

TOTAL Lg 1135

10 20
23 46
1, 34

50 .00

TABU 20 - Mother's Age sit Childbirth

Ruhhinkfiym.in Other Family 'Umbers:

Half of the ealdren
had 4 featly member who had run maw previously. This

my indicate that t ,ere
is some specific factor, such as modeling or imitation,

which predisposes rinAva$ behavior.
The siblings of runaways may therefore be

re. trded as a high-risk 6:0144

Male Female

N f 1---7!
Mother eier run away or in shelter 9/47 19 9/55 16

Father e4er runaway or in shelter 6/40 15 4/33 12

Siblings ever runaway or in t;.elter 21/55 38 23/57 40

?Mt 21 itunninnly mad Shelter Use in The nail!
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2cental Mental Illness AW

1. Only 8 adoles,ents (7%) had a mother or father who had ever been in

msoitl hospital.

2. ?Emily sociopethy vas prevalent (see Table 22).

Male PenileII It

Mother ever in Jail T/57 12 8/55 14
?ether ever in Jail 15/48 33 15/38 40
Either Mother or rather Uses
Alcohol or Drugs to Excess 26/59 44 27/56 47

TABLE rg - Parental Weinality and Substence Able&

3. More than boil( of the parents were reported by their children to be

al,oholin, substance ai.asers. or convicted criminals, or sone combination of these

(see Table 23).

Parent alcoholic only 18 15%
Parent uses drugs only 6 5%
parent has a conviction 13 11%
Any 2 of these 14 12%
Any 3 of these 13 115,

None
TOTAL

51
115

43%

TABLE 21 Alcohol, Substance Abuse dad CrialmalitT
Is the remits or Runaways

?otter Care:

About half of the runway youth (495 of boys. 51% of girls) had been in

foster care at some tire in the past. The characteristics which distinguish those

vbc had been in care are presented on pages 57 and 58.

605
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Fir Jiro...

Retitrn inAHorse

Near the end of our Interview we asked study youth if they would like to

return home to live with their pa.rents. One half of the beys and one-third of the

girls indicated that thin was their with,

2, `Me desire to live with a parent or parents vas present among youth from

very deviant homes. Thirty-three percent of those with parent who were

frequently drunk or a sulatance ftbser and 40% of those who had been abused said

they would like to return home.

3. Forty-six percent of adolescents who had been in fostei care vented to

live with parent, compared with 31$ of those who had not. This difference is

not statistically significant.

4, when allied if tircould live with their parents it they wanted to, 48%

of the boys and 41% of ti.e girls answered affirmatively.

5. Forty-three ent of the boys and 55% of the girls who felt they could

return home were living with the .other only, 29% of the buys and 24% of the girls

with both parents, and 29% of the boys and PIS of the girls th the father only.

These proportions are not significantly different from those who felt they could

not return home.

6. More first-time shelter users (60%) felt they could go home compared with

241 of re1eaters

6 C
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SEXUAL BERAVIORAIR URIERAL_Unapel

Sexual Activity

1. Approximately three-quarters of each sex had had nexual intercourse.

2. Only 6% of the sexually active boys and P3% of the girls had used some

form of contraceptives in the past 3 months.

Male Female

11-1
Ter Mai Internoqrse 115/59 76 43/511 711

Adolescents Who have had
Intercourse in Last
Three Months who
Used Birth Control 2/33 6 6/26 23

?ABLE 21 - Sexual Activity and ContraceOlot

3. One-third of all the girls have been pregnant, but only halt of those

ever pregnant now have a baby.

4. The girls vho had been pregnant did not differ fro' those vho had never

been pregnant with respect to psycPlatric problems, history of suicidal behavior,

etc.

5. 8y contrast there was a strong relationship _.song boys who had fathered a

baby (19%) and antisocial behavior. Fathers had significantly more court

appearances (10/11, x2 13.95, pm .0002), and convictions (6/11, x2 7.73, p

.D05).

6. Twenty -five percent of the girls stated that they had been raped at rose

time in their lives, but only 2% admitted to have been molested by a family

nember.

7. Approximately 10% have had homosexual experiences, but vs 4o not know how

P : r i I 1-1

t i "0' el
,

I Ni 1.01
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ler ....ft 'clay.'

9. Vey few of the youngpecple--2 1....ya end 2 gt?.1t v'titted to

,-.n1.t ;. ng for ,,ln. It is -mesible that

banne of Its crt!.!...al nt.,re nni the -.1 of thoir . Oalp with the

intrvioders, thin was Jnier and n in ,rg.o. era acre ..ouetant to talk

fecely. In he oher. hang. all r^ . %An .1...4 that th-qr

held in strict confidence Ind NA, to thtm. Th aria 0.o told that

..ty had a 'Certifliate of r qifidentialite from the .11.stiee

pr toil files from ad:pwria by a court or administrative body.

Health

of the girl; and 591 of the buys had e.prl wed flu

,1.5 wtth!n a .r twine tr.tcrvirwed. it taaky be that we carried out c-r

e- of a viral IIIness erideetc. On the other and, the hie,

rcvnlence of ar....toms ray also have been indicative of lowered disease resistance

luring a ;..eriod of at: min. or that loweredstrens resistance ddring or following a

period of ainor physical i'lness may have vide the youngest rare likely to run

away in renonne to a fribtratien.

''. One-nixth of the chi' Iran d ho had not had a fever complained of

hen 14e.1.

1. The ,:rva:ence )1' a number of health proble,s unlikely to be related to

an interarent inenction ie listed in Table 25.

,.,t ran -he
...r ,yeitight

;^,bleel

Male f *ale
R % N

7 12 11 19
10 17 15 25

1 2 3 3

o 0 6 10

0 0 2 3

TABLE 23 EraltbProble

-if ii 4 .ere ' .f " , - to

r.. n' ant of the 1 ,ys 4 -3 the

. "ey Nt n a .nist. In the past year.

yftr .-drtY LtKCt

It is of Inter.-at t!.at when asked what thw wanted when gning to the shelter,

boni the red41remects for road and shelter.

virty six ;J., cot indicated tent they w help in getting a sob.

y vrnt c.,i,ce`Ing For J.r-A-:-e. with thogbte and

t. %.....y-fy r.!.. -.Ill ttt !INI rn-a

ti.;t, , tb -y were

f.

4

FILMED FROM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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MJIAVAT 06 NOWIELESSt

One of the goals of the study was to determine who among shelter users were

runsweys end who were homeless. The problems of'defining these groups has been

referred to in the introduction.

We looked at it in 1 ways.

a) Our first approach was to ask the youth if his biological of adoptive

mother and father were currently homeless. None of them were. Inasmuch as all of

the youth were in the_cars of parent or a welfare ageney, none could be

considered legally homeless.

b) We .eked them if they knew the whereabouts of their parents. Eighty-nine

percent indicated that they knew where their motheis were, and 64% where their

fathers were living. Only seven youth did not know the whereabouts of either

parent. Using this criterion 6% were homeless.

c) We asked where they intnded to go when they left the youth shelter.

Twenty-four percent stated that they planned to return to their family setting,

17% to foster cart. and 20% to independent living. The remaining 39% did not

know. This reflects the uncertainty and confusion that characterises these

children. but does little to answer the question of who is homeless.

d) We asked the youth if they could or would go home to live. Firty-six

percent said they could not. When asked if they wanted to live at home, 60% said

they did wt.

e) We asked the youth what they considered to be their permanent home.

Pwenty percent said that they had no home, and about 14% stated that home vas a

youth shelter. yielding a homelessness rate of 34%.

f) we finally asked the youth how they saw themselves. Did tlja consider

thesp!lves to be runaway or homeless? We did this by posing the following

87-641 0- 84 -39
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quetton: 'The people doing this study think of a runaway as someone who has run

away from where the/ were
living without the permission of the adults there, and

homeless youth as someone who has no place for shelter where there is a

responsible adult. Would you call yourself a runaway? or homeless? or both?"

Forty-four percent classified themselves as runaways. k0.(3119) as homeless. end 26

(22%) indicated that they were both runaway and homeless.

Answers to this Question were strongly related to age. Ninety percent of

chose who identified themselves sir homeless were age 15 or older. and most of

those aged 14 and younger said they were runakay (see Table 26).

Self ..DesimnateA

twitmAweless
Total Samplal 52 hO

Chi Level of

Wariable 1.1.111. Stuart Sienifieanca

Age
14 and younger 19/52 31 , kik° 10 7.1k .01

15 and older 33/52 63 36/40 90

TAMS 26 - Ame Ditfereices to Self 0001,1Mated As Runaway or Ilemeleea

Me can say that .fro youth can legally or administratively be homeless. If

they have no parent available or willing to provide home, society is under a

stmtutory obligation to do so. Wowever, this does not reflect bow these

youngsters, most all of whoa initiated the running away tfiemmelves, see

themselves. Between one-third and one- half --no matter what the law ay say- -feel

that they have no home to go to.
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SPACIAL MOO

In the sections which follow we describe the
characteristics of certain

subgroups: the young; the girls; those who have used
shelters repeatedly; those

who have been abused; those who have been in foster care; and those who are

psychiatrically disturbed. We have also compared the children who regard

themselves as homeless with those who consider themselees to be runawsys. In each

case we compare the subgroup in question with the rest of the young people we

studied. After defining the two groups we 1Sst in a table the significant and

near significant differences between them (re.1). We have exmined differences on

a total of 99-variables (see Appendix) and
therefore we might expect to find

differences on 5 variables by chance alone. We are listing differences which may

have occurred with a chance probability of between 5 and 10% because in a

preliminary study such as this, differences which might have occurred by chance or

which sight be meaningful eould indicate useful study for other groups.

Variables not listed can be preumed not to differentiate between sub-groups.

TU Y00110

We compared the 28 children (aged h to 14) with the 90 adolescents aged 15 to

17 (see Table 27).

1. In general, the younger group seemed more stable. They had run away

significantly less often in the past, and had more substantial links to school and

home. These findings suggest that they may be the most suitable group for

preventive intervention.

2. Fewer in this group had ever repeated s grade in school.

3. Fewer of them were sexually experienced or had been pregnant.

611
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Total Sample

Variable

lb and unde"r 1) end older
Chi
lutm

Significance
Level

28 90

Living Arrangement
For last full year

family/kin 25/25 too 59/73 81 5.59 .06

institution 0 10/73 14

other 0 4/73 5

Lived With parent
in Last 3 Months 13/20 65 28/70 40 2.98 .08

Attended School
Since September 26/27 96 67 74 4.82 .03

Ever Repeat a
Grade in School 9/27 33 50/89 54 3.46 .06

Ever had Sexual
Intercourse 13/27 48 .75 83 11.97 .0005

Pregnancy Result 't
Sexual Intercourse 0/14 0 11/42 26 3.05 .08

Ever Pregnant
(girls only) 1/12 8 19/46 41 3.24 .07

Rave at least
one Child 0 0 14 16 4.94 .08

TAALE 2t Significant sad Isar Sisnificast Differences Betimes
Younger and Older Rummers

612
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The main difference between buys and girls was in the nature of their

psychiatric syru;ioce (eve Table 281. These differences are eteilar to those found

in the general opulat.n in that the males show more ..ntisocitl behavior and the

females show more sympt,..ms Of mood disturbance, including suicidal behavior.

Probably because of the excess or uicidal bPhsvior girls were sIgnifi antly more

likely to have i.td a yuichiatrie hospital adutealon in the peat snd,to curren'.ly

want treatment 'r a.. T3snive aysptoma. Rays, on the other hand, were more likely

to have had confect with the law by having had charges brought against them, made

court appearar:e, or )..sving been convicted or imprisoned. They were also more

likely to have ten lie*1 nded or expelled from school.

Total Sample

_oylis

59

Girls

59

Chi
Evart

VartDle II 1 ! I

Sad or Down 28/50 56 39/46 85 8.10

Anxious /Scared 20/50 40 28/k6 61 3.38
Suicide Attempt 9 15 19/50 38 6,19

Desires Counselling
for Depression . 11/38 29 23/43 53 4.03

Ever in a Psychiatric
Hospital 2 3 8/58 IL 2.81

C ntact with Lay 46 78 27/58 47 10,999
Stealing in Last

Three months 16/58 28 7/58 12 3.0
Court Appearances 22 37 11/58 19 3.99
Number of Charges Leading

To Court Appearance 12 20 5
11.79

Convictions 12/58 21 2 3 6.10.

Took Downers 1 2 7/58 12 3.45

In Workeamp/Prison 7 12 1 2 3.35

Tali 28 - Differences Setwees Poe and Girl flunaysys.

Significance
Level

.004

.07

.02

00;09

.o6

.05

.03

.01
.06

.07
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RgFMAT SITITIR mpg

Our figures indicate that at any one time approximately WS of the

adolescents present at shelter had been in one previously. No fever than

one-third had been in shelter fors than twice before. For number of reasons

it is important to study this group. The help that they received previously must

be regarded as having been inadequate. They use more than half of the available

shelter resources, and therefore contribute disproportinnately to the cost of

assistance targeted to runaways. They have shown themselves to have a poor

prognosis during adolescence. It 'is therefore reasonable to predict that this

poor outcome will persist into adult life. They say be part of the group that

will eventually beton* homeless adults (although we have no direct evidence to

e
support thit hypothesis).

We compared the characteristics of 73 first-time and h5 repeat shelter

users. The differences between them are presented in Table 29.'

1. Repeaters had run away wore often and had had significantly more changes

in their living arrangements than first time shelter users (xe2.29):

2. Repeaters can be viewed as having fewer connections with their home

background than first time users. Fewer had spent the night before in family or

kin living arrangements, fever had lived with parent for more than three months

in the past year, snd fewer felt that they could- live with their parents if they

wanted to. Fewer had attended school in the past 7 months.'

3. More repeaters had had serious legal problems leading to incarceration,

and e higher proportion had lived at some time in a foster care setting.

h. Although repeaters and first time attenders do not differ in the number

of psychiatric symptoms, they do differ in the extent to which they Want help.

More repeaters wanted help for anxiety, depressed mood, and suicidal potential.

614
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Since the repeaters were not more symptomatic. th it need for help emy an

reflect their greater isolation and weaker support systems.

Her Intakes Rekraters
Total Sample T3 115

Chi
Variable- I % I 1 Bquare limificance

Where Spent Right Before Shelter
Family 34/71 48 11/44 25 7.3 .10
Institution 9/73 12 12144 27
Streets 8/71 11 7/44 16
Other 19/71 27 14/44 32

Recently Lived With Parent
for at Least 3 Months in the
Pest Year 31/53 58 10/37 27 7.47 .01

Ever in a Oroup Hose 15 21 29 64 21.1 .001

Number of Young People in
Adolescent's Home

3 or fever
4 or more

5 769
12//69

8 3

17

22/41
19/41

5 4

46
9.27. .01

Attended School Since September 65/72 90 28/45 62 11.7 -.001

Ever in Detention Center 8 11 11 24 2.82 .10

Desires Counseling for Anxiety 14/44 32 16/29 55 3.03 .10

Desires Counseling for
Depressed Mood 15/49 31 19/32 59 5.45 .02

Desires Counseling for Suicidal
Potential 11/42 26 15/29 52 3.78 .05

Aw...ncent Feels he/she Can
Live with Parents 31/52 60 9/38 24 10.01 .01

TABLZ 29 - Comps:ism Seteres First Timm Admissions sad repeaters
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Itssctly half (59) of the adolescents hod bees abused by one or both parents.

Child slue' ise defined as repeated assault, 10, a parent that resulted in welts

and bruises 2E, even if it repeated, had led to treatment is a hospital.

Significant aM sear significant differences between non - abused youngsters are

presented in Table 30.

1. Slacks were over - represented and Sloveniae were under-represented is the

abuse group.

2. Abused adolescents were more likely to have parent who had used drugs

or alcohol to excess.

3. More of the abused youth had run away free home previously.

4. More of the abused girls had been pregnant.

5. Abused youth showed greater disturbance in several areas; they were more

likely to have ever felt nen/cue or anxious and to have either threatened or

attempted suicide.

Totai#Barpl

Variable

Seam Abused V_IP_Abused

ChiWO Level of

212nific4n40a I E. I
Sacs

Shit* 6 10 . 4 7 6.23 .04
black 23 40 37 63
Hispanic 29 50 16 30

Either Parent Abused
Drugs or Alcohol

ever Pregnant

20/58 35 33 60 4.6 .03

(Girls Only)

ever Felt Kervoue/

3/30 10 8/26 31. 2.6 .106

Anxious 20/49 hl 26/46 61 3.06 .06

Suicidal behavior
Attempt 9/57 16 19/59 32' 9.04 .01
Threat 11/57 19 18/59 31

!vim in Mental Rospital 2 3 6 14 2.74 .098

Ever an Avay Retort 34 59 45 75 3.97 .05

Less than 0th Grade
Reading Level 11/56 20 4/58 7 3.01 .06

TABLZ_30 - Comparison of Tama Praia* no Rad Been Abused mad Mose Who lad Vol

6.1

. , ,
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TOUT! WOO AD BIUM if POSTER CAMS

Half of the .oung people (N59) vho came to shelters had previously lived in

a setting provided by the Child Walfaee system,
either with a foster family, or in

a group home or other child care institution.
Differences between those who had

been in foster care and those vho had not were:

1. They present s. picture of considerable instability. They had experienced

significantly more changes in their living
arrangements in the year prior to the

present runaway episode, had run away gore often,
and had used youth shelters in

the past more frequently than runaways vho had
never be :n in care.

2. Fever felt that they Gould ret6rn to live with a parent, but more of them

(a non-significant difference) wanted to live with their parent than those who had

never been in foster care.

3. They shoved more deviant behavior.
Three times as many had been

prescribed psychotropic drugs end nearly 5 times as many had had a psychiatric

hospitalization. They had significantly higher scores on the Aehenbach Child

Behavior Checklist. More had been arrested, had committed
serious crimes, and had

used variety of drugs, More of them were sexually experienced.

4. The question arises, did the welfare
care experiences contribute to this

instability or are unstable children more likely to receive assistance from

welfare and foster serv,ceet Insofar as our data can be used to answer this

question, the latter seems more probable.
The care group shoved a number of

differences. More were younger when they started
running sway (39% had run away

for the first time before t.e age of 13, cornered with 17% of the group that had

not been in care) and there were significant
differences in their parents. The

care group mothers were nearly three times as likely to &hue* drugs or alcohol and

they were more likely to have run away from home themselves in the past.
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Newer In
Poster Caro

Ever In
Poster Cut

Total Sample 59 59
Chi Level of

yariahle , II I 1 I Sonars, Significance

Where Spend light Before Shelter
Entry

family/Rill 27/56 ha 18/58 31 14.56 .002

Institution 3/56 5 18/58 31

Streets 6/56 11 9/58 16

other 20/56 36 13/58 22
Number of Tines in Shelter
(Recidivists Only)

One 20/32

Two 8/32
63
25

19/50
9/50

38

le
9.5 .02

3-5 4/32' 17 18/50 36

6 or More 0 . 0 4/50 8
Number of Previous Runaway
Episodes
None 9/44 20 1/52 2 25.79 4.0000
1 or 2 17/44 34 11/52 21

3 or 4 12/44 27 8/52 15

5 or more 6/44 14 32/52 62
Mother or.en Intoxicated 6/55 11 18/59 31 5.45 .02

Mother ever Pun Away 5/53 9 13/49 27 4.01 .05

Subject Could Live

With ParOnts 27/44 61 13/46 28 8.68 .003

Ever had Intercourse 38/59 64 50/58 86 6.33 .01

Ever Had Contact with Lay 29/59 34 41i/58 76 7.79 .005

Ever Had Court Appearance 8/59 14 25/58 43 11.19 .0008
Ever Convicted of Cries 1/58 2 13/58 22 10.06 .001

Used Marijuana 32/59 54 50/58 86 12.77 .0004

Used Psychodelica 5/59 8 14/58 24 4.19 .04

Used Cocaine 12/59 20 23/58 40 4.32 .04

Used Quaaludes 2/59 3 8/58 14 2.83 .09

Used Uppers 2/59 3 11/58 19 5.69 .02

Ever Prescribed Psychotropic
Medication 5/49 10 13/44 30 4.39 .04

Ever in a Mental Hospital 2/59 3 8/58 14 2.83 .09

AchenbaLh Score Compared to

> 57.06 (Clinic Median Score) 20/57 35 31/56 55 3.9 .05

TABLE 31 - A Cowparisoms of Touth With sad Vithoet
Histories of foster Care Placement

JAMMU 12, 1984 - 58 -

61s
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PfIY PSYCNINTRICALLY DiblUe:10

As ve helm already indicated an overwhelming majority of the

children -- between 80 and 90S -- appeared to have significant mood and behavior

problems.

e were interested in examining the distinguishing features of those who

,Aryl .imptoms or fc, sympteAss or signs of poychiatr'c disturbance. To do

this we compm eed that quarter of the study group with the highest Carnet deviant)

scores on the Child Behavior Checklist () f4) vith the quarter vith the lowest

(most healthy) score (e 34). There were 29 adolescents in each group.

1. Not surprisingly, significantly more of the group vith the highest scores

reported beivii anxious, sod or depressed and more had made previous suicide

threat or atl-mPt; more toil appeared in court and had been convicted or

Incarcerated, more used alcohol, marijuana, hamhish and uppers; more of them had

had psychotrplc drugs prescribed for them in the past; and more desired help for

current emotional difficelties.

2. me greater interest are the differences in the background of these two

groups. The more disturbed group included more children vho had experienced

family viole"ce (including abuse by mothers and father?), and more of them had

been raped (although this involved only small number). More had lived with

their father and fever with their mothers, and more had had a residential

placement in the welfare Osten'.

3. More of the disturbed children had run z4ay frequentlY, although they had

not started earlier.

4. The disturbed group were most likely to present at the largest youth

shelter in m'itown Menhatisn. This may reflect the more restrictive and selective

access to th, smaller shelters which emphasize long-term stays. This finding
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Pindi-;e...

.."ierlines how iN)rtant it is for psychiatric staff to be available at such

facilities.

ffumber1

t ast
Disturbs l

Mb
Disturbed

29 29
Chi Level of

Variable k N .8quare, Significance.

Number of 2..vious Mulaway
Episodes

None 7/22 32 1/26 4 7.53 .051
1 or 2 5/22 23 7126 27

3 or. 4 5/22 23. 6/26 23
5 or more 5/22 23 12/26 46

Abuse t. Mother 2/22 9 9/22 41 4.36 ..04

Als:se by Father
..

2/22 9. 10/23 4'3 5.15 .02
,

Family
No vlolque 14/22 64 7/2? 32 6.79' .03
VJrbal Violence but no Hitting 6/22 27 6/22 27
Hitting 2/22 9 9/22 41

Parental Living Arrangement
4oth,tr 21/79 72 16/29 55 6.74 .03
Feithqr 0 0 6/29 21

Both parents 8/29 28 7/29 24
.

.

Ever Raped 1/23 4 7/25 28 3.27 .07

Desires Counseling for
Depression 2/13 15 14"33 61 5.24 .02

At Largest Shelter 16/29 55 24/29 83 3.05 .05

Felt Sad/Down 12/23 52 20/24 83 3.91 .05

Felt Nervous/Anxious 7/23 30 16/24 67 4.8 .03

Suicidal Behavior
No 11,reet or Attempt 25/29 86 5/29 17 27.63 (.0000
Threat Only 2/29 7 13/29 45

Attempt 2/29 7 11/29 38

TABLE 32 -Coverlets: of Ptieblatrleally Most %paired (Aeb iamb score is blithest
quartile) and Unimpaired (Aebeabweb score is lowest quartile)

1The middle two quartiles (N..58 subjects Fere
eliminated from this analysis.
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UniliMiEd Tualrit
T.its1 Salplel 29 29

Chi Level of
Vriable II % 2 % plattt Significance

Desires Counseling for
Weryous/Ansious 2/12 17 14/21 67 5.77 . .02 .

Desires. Counseling.for
Uptight/T1nse 0 0 16/23 70 10,66 .001

Elver had Psichotrnplc Drugs 2/21 10 '10/24 42 4.39 .04

Ever Had Contact with the Law 13/29 45 23/29 79 5.93 .01

Court Appearances 1/29 3 8/29 28 4.73 .03

ConVictions 1/29 3 8/28 29 5.00. .03

Wurkcamp/Prison 0 0 5/29 17 3.5
.

:06

Used Marijuana 16/29 55 25/29 86 5.33 .02

Used Hashish 6/29 21 13/29 45 2.82 .09

Used Ul.pers 1/29 3 7/29 24 3.63 .057

Oets Drank
Not at All/Less thin 1/Week 27/29 93 18/29 62 6.35 .01
Once Weekly or More 2/29 7 11/29 38

Ever in Foster Care 9/29 3' 20/29 69 6.90 .009

Desires Counseling for any
Problems 3/14 21 18/24 75 8.21 .004

TABLE 32 -.4Covariens or Psy..,liatricallt Most Impaired (Achenbaeh acre in highest
Nutrtlisersind Unimpaired (Achenbach score in lowest quartile)

(Continued)

1The middle two quartiles (N=58 subjects) were
eliminated frog this analysis.
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A._ We.Did:

This report presents the finding, of an interview survey that we undertook

with all children and adolescents aged 17 and under who presented at the

differnt shelters 'Mob are officially regiitere. with the City of Rev York

during a two week period April 0-24, 1983.

8. 21cv.Many.Ch,'dren. Use Shelters:

1. 175 different youth prevented at the shelters during this tide.

2. A single New York institution serves bout 75% of all youth shelter

users.

3. Projecting frog the number vs counted and correcting for youth who

prenem at a shelter more '.fian once in year, we conclude that approkimately

3.700 youth der age 17 .111 seek help at Rev York City shelters each yiar. Of

these 90% or 1.360 vill be local New Yorkers.

L. The incidence of seeking shelter anon& Sew York City residents aged 12

to 17 can therefore be estimated to be 0.5% per annum.

.5. braving comparisons from other studies it zeees likely that

approximately one in three episodes of running away vill result in presentation

to a shelter, i.e. that 10.000 Rev York City youth run away each year. This

figure is tentative because it involves a number of indirect extrapolations.

E. This is half the figure of 20,000 runaways for Rev York that has

previously been estimated. This may be because the previous estimates included

large number of youth who used a City resource but did not receive overnight

shelter. Also the larger estite did not take into account repeat presentations

by a single individual. As the details of how the data that led to the City

estimate have not been published. we cannot provide more specific analysis of

the discrepancy.
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lu try of Pirdi..0.

7. 3.360 youth is nevert Bless a v4.1 large number. ?he ..agnitude of the

problem does not /ill solely in numbers. The young people we studied were neely

group And mares hail already had extensive contact with his.an service systems.

A, We find It difficult to differentiate between runaway and homeless

youth. All youth ader the age of 17 are the responsibility of an adult whether

it be their bioloeical parent or a designated .gency, and none were the offspring

of homeless adults. Consequently, none of the.chIlJr..n are ho,elens in the sense

that is deackbed in legislation. However. using a variety of Jiff rent

criteria, between one- and too- thirds "feel" they have no hume to to to.

9. Among yo.mg people the difference between being homeless and being

runaway lies larg,ly in how the youth perceive themselves. This perception is

strongly related to se with older youth being the most likely to consider

th ttelves honelens and younger Lime being more likely to see themselves as

runaways.

C. Which Children? Where Do They Come From?

1. The number of youth who present at shelters increases with age. No

youth under the Nie of 12 presented during the study period, the least number

were Aged I?, hnd the greatest were aged 17.

YO..nder I xavays, those aged 15 and under, are score likely to have

attAc .cents to ho:c And school. They are more likely to have been at parent's

hone on the r. ;ht before running away and are more likely to have attended school

regularly during Ole previous six rJonths and less likely to have repeated a grade

than 16 end 17 year olds.

3. As many girls es boys present to the Nev York City shelters.

Boys and girls di'fer 'mainly in their patterns of psychiatric

i:it..rtance. Girls sr. "lore Uncoil to have a history of suicidal behavior and to
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Su Ary of findiwill

have been hospitalised
because of that. ?hey are less likely to have shown

anti-social behsvi.r
and to have encountered problems with the law.

S. A great esjority
(over 90%) of New York City shelter users are Black or

.Witaanic. We do rot know '.ether this reflects a disproportionate :1Nount of

.Inning away noong Minority
youth (this has not been a finding in s different

rstiolvide study) 'r
whether when Stack and Hispanic adolescents run away they

Are .re likely to go
to a shelter, perhaps because thw. cannot call on other,

more p. rsonal rescvecelle

6. Most sheler users were hoe and had their hciies within the five

bo. .ughs of New yoek City or the i_uaedisto metropolitan area. We did not find

that shelters are
iced to any appreciable extent by out -of -toners.

D. pid 11,0 .Howes Often Dq They Do It?

1. sunning 440 behavior is a chronic problem among many she:ter users.

Ninety percent of ..he
boys and 80% of the girls had rA away before.

2. About 38% of all the young people had been to shelter previously.

Clearly consider %ble part of shelter activity is given over to youth who run

awe* repeatedly.

1.
Youth who have been to a shelter previously are older and are '.ems tied

to their hones that first time users. This was shown by the fact that fewer of

m had lived with either parent.An the last three months and fewer had attended

%rhool in the previous six months. More repeaters than first timers had been in

a group holm or in foster care.

F. W?tet Have They_ Run From?

1. Home life is stressful for most of the youth who use shelters and family

!.....p:teS are reS poSible for
initiating most r,Naway episodes.

p. Fifty percent of the children had experienced abuse from ,i,trents such
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fh. 'my of Findings...

that they had repeatedly sustained bruises, cuts or welts or else had had to

receive treatment in hospital on at least one occarion.

3. Two thirds of all of the runaways had moved home at least once in the

previous 12 months and.one -quart:I.-had moved at least tame times.

4. Only one-quarter of the youth came frost a home in which both biological

parents wore present. Most of the others lived with their mothers, and a moll

proportion lived with their fathers. This group proved to be more disturbed.

5. Many of the youth cane from homes characterized by social dqviance.

Approximately 60% of the young_ ten had parents who had either been convicted of

crime, or who drank or took drugs excessively.

6. Approximately one-quarter of the youngsters were born When their

mother's were aged 17 or less.

7. Runaway behavior is common in other family members. Thirty-nine percent

had brother or sister who had run sway. One in six had a parent who had run

away. This raises the possibility that running away behavior is in some fashion

a learned behavior.

6. Despite the very significant amount of family pathology present,

surprising proportion (40%) said that they could and would like to live at home.

This applied even to youth who had been abused or whose parents drank to excess

and used drugs. Our research design does not enable us to state whether or not

this group will have a better prognosis than others.

9. Eighteen percent had run away directly from a foster care or a group

home.

10. Approximately 50% of the youth had been in foster care at some time.

Youths who had been in foster care were more impaired psychiatrically and

socially. This did not seem to be a result of foster care, for these youth had

37-681 0-84--40
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,j of .J1 :S...

.ay other adverse background factors which were likely to have antedated theit

entry into foster care.

F. Puchiatric and Educational Peoblems and nuncinit

1. !'sing a of different criteria it ae.r.4 that .!ntal health

vrobl,.na Are pr's -ant in between 70% and 90% of the youth. The scores of runaways

on a r4%..re of Sn%sviorel and eotional symptoms were almost identical to those

of) , ch attending a child psychiatric clinics.

2. Three types of psychiatric problems predominate among the r%;,;swayas a)

depression and suicidal behavior (30%); b) antisocial behavior (18%); and c) a

combination of these (41%).

3. No foer .hen Inn-third of the girls and a sixth of the boys had

r.ev'o sly vie R

4. lane of t!.e y.:Jth had -e :ntly run away from or been discharged from a

rental he lth iostitution. Only two of the runaways were psychotic. Thele

*ndings contrast with the h4gh rate of psychosis and recent hospital discharges

or elo;wnts among the adult hz.meless.

5. It seems likely that the psychiatric disturbance that we found in the

:..-nwAys is not solely a conso4uen. : of the distress that they are carrently

e.:!ricncing. Macy of the disturbed youth had a history of earlier psychiatric

:,)10...tle as evil need by getting into trouble with the law, being expelled fro

s:hool and earlier psychiatric treatment.

6. Most r4raweys had been in trouble in school, mainly because of fighting

or eg uie. lewelty7one ?erzent of boys and 44% of girls had either been

4%:,;.eocied or expelled fr..a school at s,,ne time.

7. Pk,- oays re not a strikingly backward amp academically, althc gh many

had 1nen held ba,k at school. Ten percent were seriously delayed in reading

BEST
riV 6; f.! ALEvdt
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(. taing at below fourth brads level).

And Prziancy.nnd the Run .wIt

1.

619

RI.r.F.sys as a group are sexually active.

I

2. Ue f,..und little ovidnce from our interviews that they are engaged to

any 1partant extant in po.nc.gr..phy or prostitution. It .sy be that juvenile

vrostitetes do-not n r to 4se shelters or that if they do, they did not reveal

this tart of their hec%ground to our .15te.viters. This finding dues not

preclude the atIggestion that shelters prevent InvolveNent in prostitution.

3. Most sexually active runaways do not. use contraceptives.

k. Not surprisingly, the girls have a high pregnancy rate (36%).

5. Girls who have been abused are less likely to use contraceptives and, if

,.regnant, has 1(1.ly to seek an abortion than non-abused girls.

6. '',!re Is rols:derahle variation in the avairability of on-site

coanselling at different shelters.

FILMED FROM

BEST COPY IWAILABLE
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n" r uf New York youth find the'nmelves unable
or unwilling to live

Doter or group hoze each year. More than half of the. r

,S 3..,:teriLd by violonre, drug and alcohol use

. e r ie 1 e! nit.stion to anothor id willd

'NI :r 1.)nt beLhvior at home,

tin iCting it ern 'tic 'no itc,:d difficulties with

emotionally truubled and a very h:gh proportion of them havehr

At .1% .0,t,..r%el 0 end their llves or hive thought of doing so.

It be that running way soaletimet serves an adaptive purpose, and that

r.na:ay ei.inude will bring stoat a resolution of a family crisia and lead to more

It %hle r 'hit tioon. !,.,...ever, our n:..)dy Was n3t deei2ned to ilivasti te this and

)f any sort that it was. Yoong people who had run away

.c likely ' ) have any connection with their homes, they were

to te in with any educational system, and even though they Irere

no "lore disturbed .n,.n non -repeaters, they felt more in need of help for

y)t tonal difficuI -11. It is not improbable that at least some of these'

Wulties are szcniary con: -,y.ence of aWay and that running away

increased 1.olation from familiar support nystens which is not easily

prated for.

ve are tie! Led that psychiatrists or other mental health
professionals

ve key role tr jay in the problem of the runaway youth. Most of the'A

..1Lhough frequ.sr,tay personable and empathic, gave an

44,t of rear i3 disturbed behavior or emotions. The chaotic circumstances fl

.Ae ple find thensel.es do not lend themselves to the orderly use

cl 'nice' frilitles. CHF_ cal services need to be brought to

TIMED FROM

BEST. CO?'( AW,LABLE
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This st.,dy has revealed 4 krevioueLY undocumented rental health problem, and a

suitable ,ublic sntal I.atth o.:rvtce response is indicated. The needs of theT

young homeless are as a for skilled psychological services as for bricks and.

mortar shelter.

The ).etiiia pra,tice aong 3helte s is to p:ovide counseling for a

proportia of youth on ineir own. Only ve.1 few releive help along with their

f,a.liea. yet oat are pattering from family p..oble..s. 3o-Ati.es these are

acute, but perhaps not atrctable. In other cases the relationship with the

tardily has essentia'ly terminat.d but no adequate substitute has bsen found. The

welcome acceptance give', to individual youth is 14 the best tradition of re uge

and shelter. Hovcier. yts psychological consequences n. ad examination. Are

.here c:1:-.0 -.thelte.i by their very welcome inadvertently reinforce runeray

behavior with art A:lec.otag its root cause*?

The burden of prvvyttng shelter for t',oae youth falls lrgely on one humane

and effininnt organizati-m at a single site. It receves most of its support

contributions.from voluntary ions. The standard of care that it provides contrasts

markedly and favorably with what is available for the adult homeless. The

concentration of such large group of needy youth at a single location provides

an o, .ort.intty for effic tent mental health screening and triage.

Alth,,,dh the care pod services povided at the largest she'ter are in most

respects csatatanding the e are potential probi ms which follow frog such degree,"

of centralization. It PAY limit access for those youth who are in need of help

but who are anxious about- v:nturing into mid -town Manhattan; any single

institution soon develols a culture of its own and this may also serve to inhibit

its use by youth who are in need of help but who may not feel that they belong in

y: en shelter. The ci dation of satellite shelters in other areas of New York

on the 'see of it a edsirable goal.

FILMED FROM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Ther,. is no evidence in the scientific literature that arc/ one wethod of

t ,dent of runaways is either eare effeetivek4 lie zconoleital than any

0. ,r. it benefits folluv frog te.a 'u..)lring both the yOuth

the r#, eilyt is such tr.t.st...ent only in :`,g1.ws such as those who'

h. 1.00 ntial tins to hod school and who he just stafted to run away?

it t 11 evonps es well or i.ould it not help any? Lie urller
s'ftlters v 'Lb th.tir ie/itebly .sore Personal appiosch or large shelters with

ty.. rich v triIty of ancillary services List this can offer more effectlie

ally? What is the right po'.ey on N-adotisision? Would selectively

is Sting , ft.! iiseion add to the youth's burden of striess and disability or might

it t*.g 1:avlors7 These and saw other important' questioiss cannot be
!

R. d w L'oitt the .; .o;..tnt of pilot progress& coupled with cs.,-efsfl - ;

sv .1st ion str&ip,ies id reth-Pis.

IT01\11
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Recommendations for Mental Health Services

As indicated above. the high Fete of psychiatric disorder in runaway youth

and their concentration at relatively few sites offers ioportant opportunities

for psychiatric intervention.

The goals of such intervention would be:

1. To relieve irmediat psychological distress.

2. To identify individuals at risk for suicide an. to treat them'

3. Where possible to negotiate some accpoodation et.t,.'n the youth and

their family to reduce the problem of repeated runaway ti.!sndec..

h. To facilitate stable placement for youth who run A.Ay repeatedly and who

have few links with home.

Our data gave .o.e clues about different subgroups that might benefit from

differ'. rrventions. Yonnger, first time runaways, who still have ties to

the familv say benefit.from brief, focussed. family therapy intervention in which

the overall goal is resolution of the family conflict vhirh led to the runaway

episode. Preservation of family ties throughout early adolescence has economic,

social And psychological benefits which cannot easily be replaced.

Organisation and Placement of Services: Psychiatric services should be

available on-site at the major brief-stay shelters, or in the fora of mobile team

for She smeller, intermediate or longer-stay units.

There would be advantages to linking on-site services with an outside

institution such as a University, Hospital or public funded community psychiatric

service with expertise in the area of child psychiatry. Such links might

facilitate recruitment of skilled personnel, bringing to the site trainees who

would acquire skills in the management of this pro 'em and assist, at low cost,

in service delivery. They would also provide the necessary backup services for

631
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youth who need long term or specialised psychological care, and light provide the

necessary research barkup that should accoailany the introduction of any new

program.

Screening: Given the volume of new referrals, brief screening procedures

wwtif:ted by existing intake staff should be instituted to id.,litify cases with

-rectal pSyrhololsies1 needs who could then re( ive w .ore intrstve evaluation at

a second stage.

Such cases wou:d include:

a) Youth with substantial links to their families and a very -ecent onset of

runaway behavior. This group should be evaluated in detail to determine thei

suitability for an intervention which includes the fPmily. In order not to

overload the sysPre with long-term easel, family work would le-ed to be of ;Led

diratlon.

b) Youth who Are ately deolwised and who pose a duicidal.risk. These

phe:imena say not be readi4 apparent at the time of interview and special

qu.stlons or questionnaires need to be used at the intake stage. When such cases

are identified, they vnuld appropriately be referred to mental health staff for

iMM"11,0P evaluation and intervention and if necessary be referred to an

affiliated psychiatric clinic.

c) Youth whose runaway behavior has become "chronicTM. Older youth,

particularly those with histories of foster care placement and repeated runaway

ec!,(cAeS, are less likely to have family support in place. The appropriate

:Jr there youth will vary and my include some form of sensitive case

-:anngement or longer term treatment daring which residential care, apart from

family or kin, Is provided. These "chronic" runaways ,spy be the very cases that

*-e unmet Ukely to dis,h+rtie therAelvos prematurely from a shelter before case
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arniagenent can be offered. Developing.intervention units whose activity is

focussed on this group may improve outcome. Sos models have been developed for

the long term management of these youngsters. tiorer there is room for more

innovation and experimentation coupled vith Leticulous evaluation in devising

effective residential care for homeless adolescents to prepare them for the

teanlition into independent living as they "age-out" on the child welfare system.

for Other Services!

1. During the period under study no youth under 17 was turned away. If we

were only to use that criterion we sight conclude that there is no need for en

expansion of basic shelter ser'tces. However, this ray have been s function of

the considerable cuncenteation of crisis shelter service at a single site. This,

way affect access to so. vices for youth who, for various reasons, are reluctaut

to enter midtown Manhattan to receive care. The provision of additions/ shelters

located in other areas rsAy reveal previously unserved croups.

2. Given the high rates of sexual activity and pregnancy and the by rates

of contraceptive use we would also urge that appropriate synecological or family

planning services be made available where this is consonant vith the religious

practices of the service providers and the runaways themselves.

further Research:

0-4r research project was carried out relatively inexpensively and consisted

of a simple survey at one point in time without a non-runaway control group. It

provides useful information about the incidence of :helter use and the problem

of rinsway youth that was not previously available. However, further research is

nAc.nsary tc address the following questions:

1. li.r often are re-idiable psychiatric problems present in the families of

nm4emys h ni in runaways themselves? This is s basic question which could help

%h.qe the form of any new services that r Olt be planned.
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2. What distinguishes families where many ombers run away?

3. What factors distinguish the individuals and their families who will

only run away once from those who will run away repeatedly?

4. Does the status of repeat runaways gradually deteriorate or do the youth

aatre out of their earlier problems, learning now ccping ak111a th each

e *rienee?

5. To what extant is the adult homeless population eciviie.s of former

youth rnrawaysl

6. What is the mortality rate in these youth? How many will die in the

future from ncWnts. suicide or homicide?

7. To Oat 4, lt nre the individual and family problems encountered by

t'se ;oith r P1'We if existing mental health treatIstnt proerams? For example

h.d ef.tive would a cane manement approach be c,nnecting those in need to

existing servirc?

8. How would such a case ran. .oment approach compare with focussed

treatment established on-site or otherwise in close affiliation with the

shelters? What treatments would be most cost-effective, e.g., short term fami /

rvention; management in small units compared to large centers; limiting

lration of stay or extending it?

We ,annot urge strongly enough that no new treatment programs should be

ishod without the simultaneous establishment of a research evaluation

element. Only with good research can we determine whether expensive and

..tienrently hppenling treatments are really effective. The high recurrence rate

llown in this atudy reveals, if nothing else, that we do not yet understand how

help many of the Jour-Asters with this prol'em. We may only learn to do no by

'I. 0!-)-1 of :en ,n'1 colpl,.4 with enreful
.
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P. tles

John

4

John is 16 year old ndmitted after running sway for the second time, after

as argument. We first ran Imlay two

but only fc four hours.

John dresses sloppily and is poorly groomed and ove)sefdlit, but he is

intelligent and has s fine (if tomewbat selfdispareging) sense of bolo?. We is

interested in acting es scarcer, and seemed to base a wry active t,ssination.

John attends special education e/asass tor nnurolNicelly ivpairedin.mtions117

handicapped children at a Manhottan public high 40001.

You* sgo, attar an orepi,Int .'ith his parents,

Pas 4 Sirs is qui streestul for John. -lie considers bitmelt a Egotist but

his parents are Catholic. Mother does not allow him to so to the Raptit. Church.

rather drinbe a sc(at deal and is verbally ebusive. John trek Oust no one,

except his acting teacher end his beet friend, understand him.

School has also been stressful. John is tea. d for being in special class

and he is overveight and not physically attractive. Re thinks iseesant4 about

girls, but does not date. Me eclair's Latin, macho type actors like Al patine and

Robert de Niro. We feels that one day he'll outgrow hiS "adolescent awkwardness"

(his term), and base lots of girlfriends.

At present, he is lonely and occasionally depressed. John adaitted to a one

instance of auditory end ono of visual hallucinations, ,both episodes occurred over

a year ago and have not recurred. John has mad. one suicidal gesture; be

svallcwed some liquid soap after an argument mitb his father. Despite these

problems be has never had any Pay chiatric or psychological help and pays that he

does not vant am,. Re feels that he will 'arms out of hie prob'ems. Despite

this he related well to the interviever and seemed pleased and relieved to discuss

his situation.
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Case taMpleil

Donna

Donna is an attractive, pleasant sixteen year old who ran away from her

parent's home because she vas afraid of what her father's response would be when

he 1 erned that she vas pregnant. She ran nvey two years ego when her father ride

unwanted sexual demands on her while intosicnted. It vas Donna's expectation that

her father would behave in violent manner that led.her to a youth shelter.

Donna was calm while reports g the details of her history. She said that her

best friend- ego 21-.vas the father of her baby. She hed seen hie en both days of

her curreat 2-day stay at the youth illelter.

Donna was well-orgainised in her thinking, is good 10th grade student

reading at just under 1Pth Grade level. Her only impaireent in functioning dur'ig

the past three months vas related to her concerns over htr preaneney and her

f.th,r's reaction to it. She vents to be sent to Maternity Shelter, have her

baby, and hopefully go on to finish high school and attend college. She would

like to become a social writer because "I know vhat I've been through and it would

be very interesting to help others with these problems."
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cane 111:4 .ples

Riciard

Richard is a 16 1/2 year old Texas born Rispanic youth who experienced his

first shelter admission at the tine of the study, even though his first runaway

episde was et age fourtten. he bee s histoly of .wry different living

arrange elite in both taaily and institutional ett4cgal, including a group home,

resiiential sLhuol, and a detention ecnter. .t ecetly, he vas living with his

grandfather because he does not get along with hit Richard vent to a

youth shelter when his grandfather decided to return to r .-to Rico.

This youth has long history of autistical behavior which includes stealing

(he once stole a ca.) and vandalism. Re has Outer! alcohol (drank daily beginning

in the rorning) in the past but denies any health irohlems. OtLer than

girlfriend vhom he -rt while in a group home, R hard states Vat ho has no close

fri-. in. Richard states that hO is occassionally depeased (never for more then

three days at a time) and has thoughts about suicide, elt:ough he has not planned

it in any way. Despite the unhappiness he has experienced, he is very concerted

about making something of himself. Ris standard reading score is Above average

and he states that he likes school and wants to attend college to study computer

technology.
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How Florida
Took the

eform Out
arm

APR 1U 1984

BOOBY M. v GRAHAM

Behind this innocent-looking picture,
crowded conditions are forcing a Mode!
juvenile justice system to fall back on the
fearful institutions it had hoped to change

&Cade ago, Florida was to
be the model. Troubled
children, the legislature dc .
cided, would no longer be

shunted off to "training schools" to
leant criminal skills. Instead, Florida
would defilstitutionalise youth set.-

ekes. All youth programs were
brought together in a new agency, the
Department of Health and Rehabilita-
tive Services, which would make sure
kids got help close to home. The
distinction between child welfare and
juvenik justice systems was abolished;
children in trouble would be offered a
continuum of services, from occa
*ionsl counseling to confinement. The
program would be tailored to he
child's mdil ittual needs, the !cremes
provided so hi . home community.

While youths accused of crimes would
still be adiudicated in juvenile courts,
an HRS useworker, rather than a
judge, would generally be responsible
(or finding the most appropriate set'
sing (or the child.

Ten years later, the bubble has
burst. While Florida may still oiler
more alternatives for troubled youth
than any other state, it's not model
anymore. From its troubled detention
centers to the training schools now
under court suit. Florida hat learned
that youth corrections and adult cor-
rections share at least one character.
istic in commons in the face of soaring
populations, the best intentions fall
quickly by the wayside.

'We still have population pressures
in the system even with all these pro-

By Marc Levinson
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1.141111/ %)CVOOIS were

charged with physical abuse,
inappropriate use of isolation cells,
and 'hog-tying) of children

grams," says RichardCrimm,directot
of children, youth and family services
for HRS. "Juvenile arrest rates ate
down, but communient rates are up.
What that means is the public and the
judteial system and the district at-
torneys want these kids to spend some
time in residential placement."

Rencieutial placement used to mean
one of the four training schools uper-
ated by HRS, minimumsecurity in-
stitutions where youths would live
and sttend academic and vocational
Classes for six months to several years.
Counseling and social services were
minimal: essentially, the training
schools kept the child away from his
family and environment, but substi-
tuted art environment as rough and
crime ridden as the one left behind.

Under the new approach, one of the
training schools is as actually closed as
increasing number, of youths were di.
vette,. to the programs set up in cities
throughiat the state. By 1982, less
than one-third of :he y ourlts commit-
ted to the care of the division of chi'.
dren, youth and families ended up in
training schools. The rest were placed
in seniogc ranging from halfway
houses to small group homes to non
residential academic and vocational
prowanis. At the same time, the train-
ing school population dropped from
1,700 to below S00 as more and more
children were diverted from the sys-
tem. Plans to close an additional train-
ing school were acusely discussed.

But the deinstitationaliration cu.
phona of the 1970 quickly g..se way
to the reality of the 1980s. By 1979,
the prrccnrage of jukrule eases hen.
diet! thro.igh the ludic ial stem began
t" ris The folios% lag year, due to the
feet that a hither proportion of cases
is errs; nog to pis rude court iudges,the
woporownrifiases ins (demi, ommil
resent to .1 irate instio.:Ion brgan to
s.,ar. Whde tt,r nunhci of ((bitty ;use
Wile c ises chopped Ds re 23 percent
f,.rn 197') to 19S ?, the number of

11 n is .1 Nts, /tart Lured
nu

felony juveniles committed to HRS's
custody increased nine percent.

The resulting overcrowding led to
disaster. "The atmosphere. which was
improving, has retreated," says at-
torney antler of the.7Youth
Law CeirTSirFi
been a reversal of that direction, both
b }IRS and by judges. There was a
:teal move to deuntitutionalite. Now
the traiiiing schools are more crowded
than ever.

Under Florida lasej when a child's
commitment hearing -is pending in
juvenile court, the H,RS placement
coordinator for the child's home coun-
ty researches possible placements; and
presents the judge with at least :hem
options. Once the judge approves the
plan, the placement coordinator then
seeks a slot for the child according to
the priorities approved by the judge.
But as part of the legislature's efforrto
reform the juvenile system, a child may
be confiried in the. county juvenile
detention center for no more than five
days slier the judge has ordered him
committed. If the program of the
placement coordinator's choice does
not expect a vacancy within the five-
day period, the placement coordinator
must look elsewhere.

"If there's no vacancy there. then the
kid can end up at the training school,"
says Donna Ness some, HRS place-
ment coordinator in West Palm Beach.
"There's always a vacancy there. They
can't say they've got no room."

Adds Jack Levine of the Florida
Center for Children and Youth,
"Community-based placement has
translated into a Miami child getting
sent to a ct.-nmunity program in Tana
hassee, and a Tallahassee child being
sent to a community program in Sara
son There's a commitment to com-
munity based plascrnent, but it comes
&mit to is here a Slot is.
fit y ou look at who actually is in the

training schools. it is not the most
serious offenders. It is the Lid iiho's
had bad Ili t. on that fifth day "

In addition, all of tic "altr rnative"
rot:tants base the right to refuse
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client, they feel are inappropriate.
Those clients, often those with the
most severe mental or emotional prob.
!emit also end up at the training
schools. Services for special groups are
few. Says Donna Newsome, "If the
kid's retarded, we can send him to the
Hillsboro Alternative Residential pro-
gram, but usually we have to send him
to the training school to wait for an
opening. I think every placement
counselor sends some kids to the train-
ing school who they don't think should
be there. Sometimes when lean bring a
kid back and put him into anoth er pro.
gram, I will, but, it's hard to do,
because there are more kids coining
down the pike who ace just as needy as
he is."

PUIViS, a 171tifOld from ton
Lauderdale, is one of the lucky ones.
When he was committed to HRS last
January after getting into fights and
being expelled from school, there was
a slot available at one of the statel
SII0WeaSe programs, the Palm Reach
House, about 30 miles from his home.

Housed in two former apartment
buildings in a prosperous neighbor-
hood one block from an oceanfront
park, Palm Beach House is the model
of an alternative residential program.
A large ficus tree gross's in the well-
trimmed front yard, and the sign iden-
tifying the home is planted in a neat
display of palm fronds. No one loiters
in the front courtyard.

Thirty boys, aged 14 to 18, live here
the number was recently increased
from 1S by stare orderin four-bed
rooms with access uncontrolled by the
staff. In the morning, most of the boys
go to high school or vocational school;
for those who do not, two teachers and

teacher's aide offer classes at the
home. In the afternoon, there is physi-
cal education class, followed by two
hours of group counseling sessions.
After dinner, two remedial education
teachers come to tutor some of the
boys, while the others study, attend
cou nseling sessions, or visit communi
ty programs such as Alcoholics Anon-
ymous. Residents are responsible for
the upl.cep of theirlrooms and for one
other maintenance task, a rule en-
forced to the point that Palm Beach
House is one of the bestkept hal fu ay
houses anywhere. As rewards, resi-
dents earn such prestigious dories as
Wars, manager, grounds manager
sod manager of the soh drink
ntAkilinc.

The emphaso, is on reality therapy,
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,n thy house, and we'd taunt him.
e counselor told me 1 should just

.arn to by quiet and not sly anything.
e en ill don't lite hint, cut l don't need
to start sontething. I had trouble con-
trolling my temper. I always got angry
too quick, but I've learned to control
is."

There are, according to students at
Palm Beach House, few fights or
distutbances, and considerable peer
pressure to behave. Students need to
earn points to be allowed home visits,
trips to the store and, eventually, re
lease. if somebody is smoking in the
spartmatt, which is against the rules,
or if somebody doesn't clean up,one of
us is gaing to tell the counselor," one
resident says. 'Otherwise, if they ca tch
him, we'll ad lose points."

For those with conflicts or problems
to wort, out, counselors are always
close at hand. The program is, by
general agreement, intense. Says
st.penniendent Donald Haley, ~While
l'icy're Ate. they get the tools they need
us get .long in the community. We
s-: en it's their responsibility, not our
tetponsibility."

But even the alternative residential
programs are facing problems due to
Florida's overcrowding. A few miles
south of Palm Beach House, in a black

n.!ighborhood rn Boyn.
sun Beach, Jeff and (aria Tinstinan
run a small group home for seven boys,
ages 12 to 14. The Tinstmans, both
t rained in child psychology and expert-
n.:ed in running group homes, believe
in the normalization approach. "If you
treat 3 kid as normally aspossible, he's
gcing to be as normal as possible,"
Carla explains. But growing budget
conrraints have forced the Tinstmans
io .r w.th children who are inap-
proonate for such an informal op-
p. oath.

"We used to take voluntary corn
tniatents and status offenders," says
Cask 1 in .man. Not any more.
Now, we only get delinquents, be

sex or the budget cuts. It has become
on: of a f_cality than a home with a

sit: :agate father and mother to take
ca:c of (herr. What they need now are

oftwn. Is. lather than mommies
Jaik.e... W: hare kids here whoi I zelled 'inertly emotion Illy dis

tud: :e! tinuse parentsnonproies
sior.:tsca.i'i deal wish that."

Hers stay at the group treatment
.rre an average of six to eight
.i.in:lis, ti.cts re.u.n to their homes.

Is- I
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tne training SCI2001S, its
not the worst offender. It's
the kids who had bad luck'

Jeff Th.stman, recalling that the
average stay in a group home they ran
in New York was twice as long, says
the time is not adequate to get many
residents In a position to live at home.
"There's a big push to get them out,"
he says with frustration in his voice.
"Here, the group treatment model
doesn't work as a home. It's a facility
orientation."

In 1982,111 children were placed in
small group homes like the Tinst
mans', and 860 were committed to
halfway houses like Palm Beach
House. Nearly twice that many,
1,705, went to one of Florida's three
juvenile training schools, sending the
schools' population 11:3 percent
above that expected by budget writers.
At the schools, major maintenance
had long been deferred in expectation
of eventualclosind, and staff shortages
were chronic. The results were pre-
dicable.

On January 3,1983, attorneys from
the National Prison Project, the Youth
Law Ccn ter and a Florida group filed
class action lawsuit on behalf of . all
children in the schools, claiming that
conditions in all three training schools
were unconstitutional. In Florida's
much-celebrated juvenile system, they
charged, dormitories housed twice as
many students as they were built foe,
with tome students forced to sleep on
mattresses on the floor. They charged
that conditions in dormitories and in
kitchen areas were unsanitary, health
care and counseling inadequate, and
the use of isolation and shackling com-
mon. Most of all, the suit charged,
"Defendants fail to design and imple
ment an adequate treatment plan for
each child at the training schools. As a
result, defendants fail to provide
children with appropriate rehabilita-
tion or treatment."

The suit followed an extensis e in
vestigat ion, in: luding %vats to all three
schools. The attorneys findings, given
to HRS last fall, included ester's's e
allegations of ph) sical abuse of

children, inappropriate use of "adjust-
ment unit " isolation cells, use of larger
children so control the behavior of
when, and "hog-tying" of children,
with hand and ankle cuffs locked to-
saver behinshe child's back, to con-
trol unruly youths.

. An interoal.HRS investigation con-
firmed most of the charges. At the
Arthur G.. Dozier School, which
housed 390 boys in the Florida pan-
handle, the HRS inspector 'general's
office found that most of the oys put
into the adjustment unit were there In
violation of HRS rules, because they
had "put shaving (-seam in skid's face"
or "refused tb obey order to get in line
in dining hall." Locked in smalJisola-
don cells, they had been hog-tied for
breaking furniture, flooding their
cells, beating on the walls and cursing
the tuff. During the last threeweeksof
September 1982, boys had been hog-
tied eight times, all an violation of HRS
reguletioni.

The investigators concluded: "There
is an Immediate need for a viable treat-
ment program at Dozier School. One
symptom of this need is found in the
use of the adjustment unit as the
primary control mechanism on cam-
pus. The use of guided group inter-
action, long the cornerstone of the
training school treatment program, no
longer functions effectively et. Dozier
School." HRS, they recommended,
should reconsider the mission and
philosophy of training schools, and
develop programs to provide different
ilPes of treatment within the schools.

The suit is still pending in U.S. Dis-
trict Court, matting certification of
the class. In May, after agreetnent be-
tween the parties, Florida seas per.
manently enjoined from hog-tying
students in its training schools.

After the investigation, HRS sum
manly transferred the long-time
superintendent of the Dozier School.

At the same time Florida was show-
ing another of its training schools, the
McPherson Schein' for Juveniles in
Ocala, to a team of auditors from the
Commission on Accreditation for Cot.
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sages. "The group is awa kened slue ly,
quietly. on time and with a posit.se
tone,"the training manual advise's. In
the morning, students quickly pick up
on the counselor's attitude, and if
positive and optimistic, they. also will
tend to be positive attd optimistic."

Adds another passage,"Students
are not punished by staff actions .
but rather arc shown a positis e correc-
tive fashion of altering unacceptable
behavior."

That philosophy is mars away from
the more punitive approach Okeecho-
bee took under state management, and
many long-time employees dislike it.
Little of 'the new philosophy has
trickled &As n to the vocational and
acade.inc c;assrooms Eckerd runs.
Teachers especially have a litany of

complaints so serious that they tried to
form a union earlier thIS year, only to
have their election petition cued by
the National Labor Relations Board.

he- kind of kids We have need a
mole cructured environment than
Eckerd is providing (or them," says
Jerry Johnson, a 12.years eteran of the
vocational education programs.
.-Their philosophy is meant to deal
with scared little kids out in the woods.
These kids ace oat Many of these kids
committed felonies. These arc hard
kids. and you have to deal with them
differently."

Larry Hach it, director of the voca-
tional pn.i..rains. agrees tha
tiot.'s philosophy hasn't yet made the
trans: ..in from a small group to a large
list..ution. "At this point, we're
nowhere near putting a concept to-
gethei ," Hackett says. "The re:.ult is a
lot of frustiation, because people are
told to do it this w ty, but they don't
have any tools." Icarhers report fre-
quent Incidents of disruption in class,
but say they hive never received any.
training, (Ai dealing with such incidents
the Eckerd %say.

Even supporters of the Eckerd phi-
losophy ail ntm le 4e the problems.
Guillermo Gar rasco, a Mexicanborn
social worker, sits in his office out
side the (rnce and laments the fact that
with a caseload of 120 boys, ..o time is
2vail.,hle for ccunselinp, Says Carras
cc', t,Ve're working with papers, not

kil!;c",p.te the official philosophy ie
pi::1strinerit, as many children

Iii .1,11,ianient unit wider Eckerd
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kin i -dies, are licriiiently violated
`Kids nu; appropttate for this facially
shualdn't be here," he says angrily.
"They're here I've got to violate the
regulations, because I shouldn't have
to take a knife from a kid who's
psychotic I do it. When I see that the
State of Florida is doing something
with the child who's inappropriate,
then follow the rules "

It is that lack of alternatises, the
connnuing inability to provide help for
the problem child, that frustrates
Eckerd at Okeechuhre, just as it has
frustrated Florida at its other raining
schuols. "They just send anybody over
;live, whether they're retarded, men.
tally III, or what have you," says
'Wte:ht of the National Prison Pruiect,

Unisersity of Illinois ctimmologist
P is id Fu.iel, who visited all tire:

tramnig schools lase winter,
1.15 s some of the blame on the founda
non. "These are not evil and
ma:0°km prople,"he say of Eckerd.
"I think theOe getting into an area
ssiie: they believe that if they take
social services and run them as
t!L %int.., they'll do all right But !don't
th,:.' they rralls have any business
with :tateraise kids."

I ...rola afloat% disagree. Recently,
the statc's (nit ras t with the jack and

I oundatinn was renewed
fot an..ilier >eat AL( ording to S,Mices
III state gui crw.ent, the, e continues:.
be drys us; An about putting seche, of

147::WilMIEZ _NT .1..7-7

Vherc does or.e go from the a 1:ef
math of "Worm"? I lorola State
Senator Gerold S Rehm, a former es
ecotive detector of :Ise Eckerd Founda-
tion, says the next step is to phase out
the training schools and substitute
small programs. To overcome politi
cal opposition to closing the schools,
he says, they should be turned into
prisons for the young adult offenders
who are flooding Florida's prison
system; that would preserve the jobs in
the small ccmniunities where the in
stituticuis are located, and would also
sase the state money that could be used
to build s;attered facilities for
juveniles. 1 hat, the senator suggests,
would enable the state to provide bet.
ter core fit &cella iren who are now in
its training schools, and could allow
specialized prowams lot children with
special pioblems. Says Rehm, hase
not found anybody yet who can sir
doivn and disagree with anything we
want to do here Flotida."

That's the course many critics of
Florida's system would like to sec. "It's
very clif:icult to see how you can
achieve any kind of cons: r uctn e treat.
went in a population of COO children,"
says Youth Lass Cettter's Carole
Schauf ler. Nit transfouning Florida's
juvenile institutions will be I' sed to (10
In the 1.1.c of rising puralathns and
h..rslier sentences And there air
rut 1.0n. that tre,h! %sill abate. CI
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Ose4. JIM NM Te11N Deer T be

pinion
Editorial

We shouldn't let
runaways down
Something terrible is about to happen to this

community.
Through some kind of bureaucratic foul up, the

highly touted Tahoe Youth Runaway Service Is
going down for the count.

The reason? The federal government has
withdrawn tondo for the sevenyearidd program
aimed at reuniting runaway youngsters with their
families. The withdrawal was based on a low
rating by a regional board.

Its success rate is so glowing it was even
singled out by a national committee for
excellence. Tahoe Human Services, Inc., was
specifically selected by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services as one of 13 agencies
nationwide to run the program.

And, it served as Me model tor a Rune County
program that oca4ve %dorsi money.

Obviously, a malor error has been committed.
like THS Director John Mann said, "The review
panei apparently fell salmon the fob...."

It, indeed, does not make sense for a program,
so highly rated for seven years, to suddenly lose
its funding without so much as an explanation or
official notice.

We cannot believe the St= cost to maintain
the 24our crisis line, youth and family
counseling and emergency shelters through a
foster parent network is too much.

Especially when we realize the very youngsters
this program tries to help are the victims.

Certainly, TRYS Is not always going to be 100
percent In resolving the problems that lead
youngsters to run away from home in the first
place, but its successes cannot be overlooked.
There are too many kids who have been turned
around by the program.

THS is appealing Me ruling that was based On
review by a regional panel of "experts" In youth
services. Mann has enlisted the support of a
number of local, state and federal repro.
sentatives.

We shoulo get behind the effort, too.
As much as we don't like to admit it. our own

youngsters could one day need what TRYS
provides.

THS has vowed to continue the program until
Aug 1. but. after that, it's up to concerned
citizens like ourselves.
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rahoe runaway service seeks capitol help
Seam youth b kith Lake

Tahoe may sot have the rapport of
reglad review board, but U.S.

eagreemes add bed satellite are
melds( every diet to dad hiding
locution the realm pupas.

"We've beet leseeed there is se
appeal process," said Tahoe
Heron Services Director John
Hum refining le the district peel
that defied THS' request for head
by for Tahoe Really Youth
Service; bat math.

"U there tall ea, there dame
weU ought to be," Mum said. "The
weU beteg of a program like dila
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review Noel.
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taat. Secretary of Human Develop
-111111 Services Dome Hardy In
Wasidagtoa D.C. to plead for the

r11 Rudy has the authority to
grant us hod* free the depart-
ment euretary's dieeretbaary
hod," Haas said. Caormem au
Norm Ihealway, 114tektoo, has
said be will also meet with In.
Dorcua when 1101 pee to
Wathiestoe.

Other ecogremmes and senators
hare pledged their support to the
effevi, Hass aid.

Tip flu also requested three
maths of fading from gl Donde
Comity Supervisors, led V the
county cued provide Meat the
South Lake Taboo City Cowell will
be approached.
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sod Yes* dervisse, famed
Moss a. raw Teeth SIMMS.
The people at CRYII vat lad get
her sod *eh ler * ems of their
skate loom Nor 111101Mittilie.

This tame the hard part.
They esarlassil her is IN

*e tali hot mem* dad dry
* led as Misters la Irybd le
mita kr NM el*
die %otters et my sad
yeestbstbsi WM*

tovestillid Wady
Ni rw.wsta..M..Aidla y
wore tot*eseal. Net soly 1114 the
jkt Mali la bee bat
miss had es wasp to report
the freaked= nod ts ponce sad
Is testify la NM agate* the
pep* 'be vas It.

mall's the Herf et ass head
n rway. There are maw them
1,1111othare is mil Mt yowls the
Reisapris area.

The really locks toss Ned
diets war C Wel or are referred

authorities a wily wades
WM Pay pl Wis. the UN d
esommlesee del yield yid had.

*ovamal payees ia eel
** ste reets," *Id CRY.

direct* Debbie Keemede.
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Fm pss I

Ri.ieways
two day. Is It'. dsya, there. a - SM... they
mit ilium. iaviived with PSISShISM - per.
topapity or shaft. And that pee. as top at whit
Ih aWeady desliul with JuN iris bells a

VMS is, teasul, wsasauav, 51C P INS

N their llwhtles, s.d west SISS help,
th we're try to eus'sy," Isasady

ssastosd, "is that because a ShIl rea away that
desss't mesa that the paluate we bad pwesla,"

?tIe.yes"eld lassie tea sway swip this year
after meatbe at osMSst ibber ps'esu eve, his'

CIYS is the PeawSy ShellS? to ?Ieweda. is help temperi
IN iisfl wasis S. pet the word sat says Ks.. "biew ea'

N bath psuasis satilde that they Gas provide Pby, SM
is's CRYS' IT

theltor N, masawipi Ii *ree. as their way N
other IOVSLL ether stuNs. Misty pereast at lbs
rmsawayi CRYS .ervee we lisal kids aid tRYS'
peal is to rennils them .it tsr uihise.

Thai mak.s CKYS salss, sue .1 sly I,. os
-dews .1 Its kind In the ciry.

C*Y$ wout aeeept iw.ps SM. its prepia
imlias those cisiidc.si api. is allow a esasester te
contact diii, perpati within *4 boor.. And C*YI
won't simply seal a rasaway back home withest

c.im.elln for the parent. sad the ekild

'P. d.elis.d oar prosrea is be a
prop'am, to Nrv$ce Ismills. Is the eernausiiy'
Ksi,nedy upislned. 'We west lbs permits I. knew
that were his', Iii them Just as machas for the kids.
Ow perpess is wiry ii rusts that lastly, or eVes N
keep this kid trim ruimils in the Ilrsi pl.W, SI it's a
real preventative ps'sp'om, tea."

Generally CRYS csw&s masage to realS
runawaya with *11* parses. within a doy, with
toliow.up cmmaeiuns .eeeieas ast'aoped,

Pat sarnetimel usa or beth parde. m's is upset
or angry that a "coolIng off" ported Is tesded a
time when they can romalsi separated while a
cosareetor works with each to prepare them for
petting beck together.

in those cesse. the nucawsy Ii placed In a
"sheller home" - the boss. 01 1 voluntoer family
within liii cosnmwtity whose member. are willIng to
embrace that ronaway asa part of their family for
awhile, ueaally op to two weeks.

Such shelter komia make a eke altarestive to
juvenile halt.

Keith Aahby Is use .1 C*Y$'sheltev parentS. "We
have to be very ll.sIble and adaptable to difisrint
situations he said. "Each child has a isdsct
personality and different problems. They have very
special needs and beiuig sensitive to those needs ii
vary Important.

whole idea is to iry to cosnionnicata with
thst child, to get him to open op a little, hecaw.. I
would say probably 75 percent of netawsy, don't
commtmleate at home. And if you can pet them to
start communicating. then yre on Ike way N
rolving their probient...it iskee a lot 01 patIence
because the child can be rude to you. They cost be
reel short with you And you Mv, to just rem ember
mar they're 5olng through a time that Ii net easy for
them and put yourself in their situation, A lot of them
handl. it with real defense mechanism because
they'r. not sure what the Nitire holds for them.
They're not even sure where they're 101*1 N be
tomorrow."

Such defenoivenese should not be mistakes for
the kind of hardcore Street.wlU pereouaiisy depicted
in ionic nrnawsyi In large cities like New York.

Most of the ruNways In the Ken. area are isot
.trt.wI5l. are nOt hardcore. They are "typical
kids," said Kennedy, from "typical famiilee.'

They're also very )'o.ng meet we middle
school sgs - 11. i3 aid it. And most are girls.

They run from family conflict. That's the msIn
reason, Kennedy said. And echcoi problems. That's
sili, high on the list, particularly when repoci cards
coin, out. "When thoee grades come cal. these
phone. start rifling," said Kennedy.

'Sunning .wsy is uivaliy a cry for help," she
continued, "espacisily when that child knows thet we
are goinS to c.ii their parents, and they're still
willing to stay her. That's what's been real in-

tere.tIn5. Most of the kid. r..iiy do want to $0 beck

r ii0 -

undsuisad. S has.

a intel.. her paint.
bl wheel. ft seemed

SM there wee onethe,

aid beebsea,
I psrtielpstllg

but it was a
hem p.1w hId
Ishe a." !he

'as
least. Iide't ss Isme sy way at CSYI. SIe was

oppukiuisl by law ulIstoesual authorities sad
prw.s.d theewib thsjuveide eewt system,

1W she west I. CKYS for eestNttog alter her
meters. And new ski attisde SM issuing easter at
CRYI as a. alternative Is essvsatlel M school.
CRYI' learsiug ceator operates tbaeK Wsthos
high liheel as skied ii asisWts sehesi where the
students scores credits as lidhvIdeaUssd, cas .

met basIs. ft allow. SM kids is west at , .r

pace, making op 1w selisel Use that was lest
thiwugh previesa treeselee sad wells they wets on

The itM.sØsN Is easy study resm perfect
tsr leash who, it has bees disoousrsd, has an:
unusual hoarts$ lea. problem in Situation. shire-
there Is background aslas.

Is sdlitlosl to helpl.g kids like Issue, CRYS is
very scilve with the National aid Weetarn stats.:
Netwerke for Kusawsy aid tesmelees Youth 5
coordinate due rears of eut.of'etate runaway. to
their hailS.. and to help locate leGal runaways In

s Just sew Ming em a ew ooaeaeler to:
Ively with families at missing chilies.:
ptwsldin coasselag, CRYS can help:

sa by seeding pItais of the mls.lng:
s the eestry to .1W liucawsy sad:
death Programs and by appearIng or:
television iikiuii the mleelaa child to:

phone
CEYS also oft.,, mere intumive, Iasg4.rm:

counseling to families of musawayl aid of mieeln:
ctdldren through Its "aseoclals sheller helper.,
profeeslcuai therapists in the community who have:
offered to work with such families on a sliding i":
scale.

CRYS' owe stall runaway esseselers musher''
Just two. They can handle only about * families per -
year. So far, In CKY$' year and a bail at eaistence, It:
he. served 373 familIes, with a P1 percent sucoese.
rate lit retli'SMp the ,wsy. to their pas.te 5id:

there are more then 1,555 runaways In the
orbs ares each yew.
i that is why Ke.aedy said CIVI Is:
ngtobecusestoflycosumsltyfluidet Ma
ht program, CRYS careatly receives seme:
mosey, ease messy from local govsrnmest:

and some private donations, each as the:
sldp .1 use essiseler's pastasa by It. Mary's:

wili come through from pear to Just and ste want.
to upend CEYS' pregram signlficr'ntly. Evis If
orgenliation. withIn the community would oposisot
just two more cosrnaahi"s poaltions, sh. said, and
provide donated office space, CEYS could helps lot
more kida end their families.

In it. cerrunt situation. Kennedy said, CRYI
ironlcaily Can't afford to have an ouireach prc'am.

"We ii In a dob4e bind," she said. "We can't go
out now and let au those kids know about us, and let
the famIileø know about se, because we would be
overloaded. We co'' 't handle them."
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FIRESEDEr+ I'S MESSAGE

Removal of

JUVENILES .

From Adult Jails
T'1, ut sing and mixing if

um ennes with adults in our
urns anis and municipal

an. ic Ars las nee,- J situation which Is
.ntsersails :ec,sgnited AS ,niurioUS
1.a soh o the indim 'dual south but to

cn ii J %hole Efforts nave been
nade ri ir,ent eat i eliminate this

aniern Ill !Ai leder 11 !ay' applies
.resstire 'he .,1Mplete MI71(1%114
,...bles . rtt .4,1Ult Decem

gem means separa
'1,A1 'r 1,1,111 f!enP.r, ,l(ir re
.T11 :unish mein r supervt

n n%,,.us ilternatts e
ei.m irate em atternatimes

!- is .,per .s)11 info itu
,1.111/e: Ierns Fits %it

it :ed
m .aken n 1 -') ms One Chit

:te Deiense Fund estimated that at
m.rnim um emirs mere neld r.

''urns ads ,r ,-1,.nts :pal
am 'hr r.nriem

s. ' t f4:,
t-r A rr-ra,;in tiesear eie

-!! ! Ae11 '1,to. trAl'3! is ,- .4
;r r r'.., 1:1

I! ir ), .1'r .re.
: ..e s 'er altret

t .o-..1u .,rI
t,e.fl

. it. .m - mon RN, iser ear. . f

r. it .I C

.11-14 TJ, ,,:!' .t.!.11!rlees

- !!'e

46: a. .1:14

1
%

J.:PV ,

r

Pet

&wort
Sheriff Richard J. Elrod

NSA President
Cook Counry. Ullnots

against persons Snits nine percent
mm ere -harged with propern tfenses
:4 percent were status Menders

unams s truants etc and our
:er ent .i'mmiited nq , rime

Pate er feat .pawn to arise...Ls NI
ne, her ,1 ) t% ,r41 per ent .1 'he

..senne lees: `/e ontined all
n ar. Is:sin 'ii slits

e 'hat 31,' tate
-as ernos et: Laus (tenses 'r.

.51 .1 1...5 !.r
^-e alle: But ne arers reinan1 e

m,.st re: ent Department It e

nal per, ent 14

sins elite trusts are NI status. ittenses
Those who argue 'nit we snould

n. coddle me delinquent are quite
rsthi Hones er 'heir :mpt;sonmern

narslene..1 s not 'fie
iss Let 'he punisnment
j,. os,- `aid me CCM
1J1` `s. er .imetimr

. I 1 00.11

cause a lack it adequate facilities
laderS are forced to treat luvernies
more sem erels than adults In order to
separate mouths from adults his sight
and sound as has been the rule :n
mans states ailers are sometimes
forced to put !twenties in the only
space available such as solitary con
tenement or padded cells

Perhaps the most telling statistic IS
that tus emit. suit ;des According to
1 studs bs the Communit Research
*.:enter the rate of tusenile suicides in
adult detention facilities is eight times
higher than those detained in a sepa
rate secure ?us ende detention center
This statiStIC-1.1 3 per 100 000 ver.
`us in per 100 000 is also five times
greater than the dreads frightening
nigh :figure -it 2 per 100 )00 in the
general umenile population

rtin ;ugh the "c atonal Coalition :or
:ail Retorrn %animal sheritfs
"'nation has tuned with 'Met' pro.
!resmii mai and t ins It Ira:minions uch
is he Vnern,;an Bar kssociatin
lameris an rreoinai Assom..:ation
\r!erim ay 'ail 5.s-A!1t1..n Jtnai
m , JE:..r .Bette`

.i,e 411 .egai std
t.h.! aee-s:er :a1:..n ars: '11e

It ,1 Jr,: 5 .JI: n .171,rn;
11,113 fliers J "'Jr

rode. %,..0 hC field .n adult
.111

sheriffs name more Man J
interest in iii +r. ,plc In most cases we
are managers cur nun's. oils We

411% 'use 1 statiit,0 concern but
..rsonal .fie as -se:1 In al :ram ,ne

Ise It rginta J -ner.tf neIc.
pers. :larde r e !ant J

usenite it ills ail Re.entim ne ase
.aseinle .r in :1.11.- an 'as

657



also made National news Other rases
around the country are pending with
the possibility of similar results It is in

sheriffs own best interest that he
address this problem immediateiv

In many- states. the local shertth
assot tau, m has assumed leaders/up in
implementing the federal regu
!Atkins In Illinois And Colorado for
instance committees have been
formed to work with various interests
in the criminal justice system A very
successful program Is already in place
in Colorado

1,, some this task might seem
either too nermissive or too difficult
to implement But when considering
these kinds of problems these words
of encouragement come to mind. 'To
give up the task tit reforming society is
to give up one s responsibility' as a
tree man

Again let me emphasize that per
mining juveniles to escape retrtbu-
lion or punishment is not being oily'-
laced What is being advocated is the
eh m mats , if unnecessary. detenuon.
especially detention in the same jail
with adult prisoners

In recent District court det
Thin in oregon D R et al t

rtnottsbusg. C46 F siopp 896 I 1982)
the o..urr found A tail is not
place where the state can constitu
nonalls lodge its children under the
guise paresis parriae To lodge a
.hild in an adult ail pending achudica
tion of criminal charges against that
hilo is a violauon , if that child s ,lue

pr, Aess rights under the Fourteenth
Amendment to the I n nett 'states clin
stInalt .n

A similar ruling WAS made in .Sfar
run i srrustnarg I A Fx Red s13 r
yore 441 , 19H l: I sy [wand court.

I) %lea 'fork And you wit! have to
g had to I a's in Suarisey is Elrod
ott) F supp l ) I Distrgl

N I) Illinois F. I) when at my
-yehesi a wit was hroughi in

4, IM% Ilhn. I ystily h reStilted
ihr agree+i uri rler u. rem, sr

tit ininiles from the i ok County
In: Her- the court referred to the
F iamb Amendment

:n 1040 reauthorired
tin: atnrt *ir1 'he 1, mar hush( and

: it-; die aee-lyneisi, vore new

650

provisions regarding juvenile re
moval from adult Jails The law
provides that by December 8. 19'85.

no luventle shall be detained or
confined in any all or lockup for
adults However. if a program is in
place and the proper state executive
or legislative action has been taken
and. providing also that the state has
achieved not less than '5 percent re-
moval. a two year extension to 198'
could be awarded. The penalty for not
meeting these goals would be loss o'
federal funding for juvenile lusuce
and delinquency prevention Time is
short to meet these deadlines

However, loss of federal funding
should not be the reason for support.
ing this idea We should he behind
juvenile removal because it is the
right thing to do

What are the alternatives' As Walter
Lipprnann once said, "Unless the re-
former can invent something which
substitutes artracuve virtues for attrac-
tive vices, he will fail

Isn t it a common practice in our
tails that inmates are classified' Don't
we separate the violent criminals
from the non-violent. the males from
the females. the suicidal. escape risks.
the homosexuals from the general
population, gang members from their
leaders' Why not separate the most
vulnerable youth from the adult
population'

There are two basic Alternatives to
adult/itivende codetention One is
the secure luverille detention SIttla
lion and the other is nonsecure
supervision for less serious offenses

A juvenile could be held in a secure
detention tenter. separate from at
least the main body of the adult tail
preferably a reasonable distance
Away Here specialized programs fit
ted to the n reds of these juveniles
could he conducted Perhaps some
future criminal prevention could take
plase The American !tome Institute
estimates a program such as this i OSI
$61 per day This as an expensive bui
pr. ',furtive alternative although not
the onlv one A close look must also
he taken AI these institutions Are the
rigm luveniles in them' Dm the) all

belong Mere. There are those who
wilt argue Mat haskalh 'ink those
langer)u., to so) lets .1 e those

-----.-

6 Jr- cJ

charged with crimes against persons
and retain property offenses) need
secure detention

Another form of secure detention is
a secure group home These are
homes for a small number of
juveniles which provide total rest:te-
non in a residential and homelike at-
mosphere Washington. D C and
Massachusetts have such programs
among others

The vast matorib of cases need not
require secure detention There are
several ideas that are being tried that
would de-institutionalize juvenile
supervision and at the same time save
the taxpayer huge amounts of money
One idea is what has become known
as "Home Detention Kids today
would probably call this being
"grounded The Juvenile is ordered
to remain at home except for daily
duties such as school, doctors suns.
attorneys visits and the like Home
detention counselors oversee youth
through daily visas and calls

Milwaukee. Wisconsin has a pro-
gram like this called The Outreach
Home Detention Program Mil.
vraukees experience has been that it
costs only $8 r per day per youth to
conduct this program

Judge Lindsay G Arthur, of Henne-
pin County. Minnesota has this to sac
about his county's success "Public
safety has not been endangered by
this (home detention ) program
kids recognize that home detention is
a credible program because it holds
them accountable for their actions

Ames. Iowa has Yowl, and Shelter
Services Inc. which provides
emergency care to youths referred by
their parents the courts and social
service agencies This type of service
is known as a shelter care facility

Foster homes are vet another alter-
native In these efforts families take in
troubled youths who need to be re-
moved from their own homes tem
porarily The Proctor Program ,tf Neu
Bedford. Massachusetts tar example.
pays single women to take one girl at a
tame into their homes for 23-hour
care and supervision

The nnprehensive juvenile
)ice center conce is used in Bir-
mingham :Wham.; Innovarrye Re.
sources Ins operates two co

HE NATIONAL SHERIFF
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M0T2 spent on centers
for our troubled youth

More than 5899 mil on was spent on pubic detention cen-
tors and reformatory tra.n.rg schools in 1982 a 37 per-
cent increase from 1979. The District of Corumbla spent
the most per inrnre on detention centers. while Rhode
Is'ancl spent the most on reformatory training
Wnat each state spe.its per inmate (Story. 3A):

Slate
DentenUon Training

centers schools
Dentenbon

State
Training

centers schools
A.1 $13633 517 397 Mont *. $32,432
A!aska 552.876 545.572 Nob 527.176 $19.793
Ni . $27 525 320 559 Nev. 533,819 516,235
Ark $23371 $21,489 N ti $28.274
Ca:f $20 047 S21 in N J. $30.191 $16.1138
Colo 528.041 521.353 N M. $41,369 520.451
Conn 575.(S3 S50 C59 N.Y. $64,044 $50,620
Del. $18,607 521205 NC $30906 520.351
D C 5114.877 523 707 N D $20,453 $19,935
Fla $15223 $11,184 Ohio $20.981 517.116
Ga 517.544 513.737 Okla. 517.658 551.062
Hawaii 522,428 523,463 Oro 526.308 $20,196
Idaho $67.869 $20 670 Pa. $33.325 544.606
111. $13589 $21,123 H l - $54,237
Ind $15516 515 439 S -C. $25240 $24,515
Iowa 540.874 524.685 SD. $55,/33 $16,261
Kan 534.680 523 73 Tenn $22.5C8. 516.897
Ky $32.570 521.437 Teas S19289 518.662
L a $24.447 5156-52 Utah 522.703 544.552
Maine S22.294 VI
I.',1 $24 312 S13 Y.4 Va. 572.791 521.952
Mass 536.5W 531,443 Wash S19 796 527.655
vial $31 27? $31 °51 W Va $22.893 $25.701
t.. $15 ;9$ $ ."9,3 I 2 W,5 $41.680 $29,104
Uss 513 $13181 Wyo $17,161
MO S21.124 520.110 Average 523.432 $22,534

:..enTV.4.-set Or " V=COM". C. 11, "," -71 UMM.11
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The 'Benefits' pf jailing Kids
"Preventive detention," axe es lamention-

able subject In American law, sow awes out to be
seal for childrea. Me Supreme Cain, uphoidteg
New 'fort 's pretrial detention law for juveslas.
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e. PHYSICAL PUNISHMENT AND
DELINQUENCY:
A Research Note

ROBERT AGNE
Department of Somlop,

Emory tMoottsoy

Much data indicate that the use of physical punishment by
parents is positively associated with official and self-reported
delinquency (Glueck and Glueck, 1950; Bandura and Walters,
1959; McCord et al.. 1961; Gold, 1963; Hirschi, 1969; Welsh.
1978). The work of Nye (1958) and McCord et al. (1959),
however, is an exception. Nye found no relationship between

physical punishment and self-reported delinquency, and

McCord et al. found that the consistent use of punitive
discipline (beatings, displays of violent anger, aggressive
threats) was associated with the lowest rate of official delin-
quency. I'cterson and Becker (1965) explained these contra-
diciory lindings by arguing that only McCord ct al. (1959)
controlled for the consistency of physical punishment, finding
that when physical punishment is consistently applied it does
not promote delinquency and may even reduce it. Children
may simply be afraid to misbehave they know that every
transgression will be met with a heating. Because ti)e (195X)

10t 114 A N( WI! 1 V Vot t S No 2. Iktlxmbef 19111;22S1M
:46 Nye Vi,11.4.1.041, hi(
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did not control for the consistency of discipline in his analysis.
it is not clear why he failed to find a relationshi7 between
physical punishment and delinquency. It is possible, however.
that many of the people who employed physical punishment in
Nye's sample did so in a consistent manner. There is no direct
evidence for this, but Nye's sample was biased tow, rd the
middle class and data in this study indicate that middie class
people are somewhat More likely to use consistent discipline
(p < .01).

While Peterson.and Becker's resolution of the contradictory
findings is plausible, it has not been accepted by most
criminologists. Certain criminologists continue to state that
physical punishment promotes delinquency, making no
mention of the possible interaction between physical punish-
ment and consistency of discipline (Gibbons, 1981; Welsh,
1978). Other criminologists state or imply that the relationship
between physical punishment and delinquency is unclear
(Thornton et al., 1981; Rodman and Grams, 1967). Still other
criminologists make no mention of physical punishment in
their discussions of parental discipline, sometimes imply;ng
that method of discipline is not an important variable (Jensen
and Rojek, 1980; Cavan and Ferdinand, 1981; Griffin and
Griffin, 1978). This unwillingness to accept Peterson and
Reeker's thesis is not surprising when we consider that McCord
et al. (1959) is the only study to examine the interactive effects
of physical punishment and consistency of discipline on
delinquency. Thcir study was based on a sample from two
economically depressed eine.; in New England, only 14 indi-
viduals in the study were physically punished in a consistent
manner. and official measures of delinquency we. e used. The
the Of 4,f fictal measures may have exaggerated the deterrent
effect of consistent physical punishment as the police may have
been less likely to process individuals they thought would be
beaten at home. Additional studies are clearly needed to
determine if Peterson and Becker's thesis is correct.
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The present study replicates the work of McCord et al.

(1959) ilsir.g data from a national sample of adolescent boys
and sell-repo1 measures of delinquency. In particular, this
study ~ attempts to determine tl physical punishment and
consistency of discipline interact in their effect on delinquency,
with the erratic use of physical punishment promoting delin
quency and the consistent use inhibiting delinquency,Given
the recent interest in child abuse and the debate over the use of
physical punishment by parents and school officials (Welsh,
1978), such a replication is important in that it will more clearly
specify the relationship between physical punishment and

delinquency.

DATA AND METHODS

Data are from the Youth in Tr 1. sition survey; a national

survey of adolescent boys conducted by the Institute for Social
Research, University of Michigan (Bachman et al., 1978). The

survey took place in the fall of 1966, a time when respondents
were beginning the 10th grade of high school, A multistage
sampling procedure was used to select 2213 boys who,
according to the researchers, constitute an "essentially unbiased
representation of 10th grade boys in public high schools
throughout the contiguous United States" (Bachman et al.,

1978: 3).

MEASIIILS

Adolescents in the survey were asked about the consistency

and method of their discipline. While one might question the

validity of adolescent reports, data from Handura and Walters

(1959), Gold (1963), and McKcnry et al. (1981) indicate hat
adolescent reports of discipline produce largely the same

tesults as parental reports.

.1
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Ph t-sif al punishment. The parental use of physical punish-
ment was measured by asking adolescents how alien their
parents actually slapped them. Responses could range from I

:r) to 5 (always), with the mean score being 1.97. Of the
sample 34(4 said their parents never slapped. 32% said their
parents "seldom" slapped, and 29% said that their parents
slapped "sometimes," "often," or "always." Physical punish.
ment may assume forms other than slapping but data indicate
that slapping is the most common form of physical punishment
among adolescents (Genes, 1979: 87). Most other forms of
physical punishment such as kicking, hitting with an object.
and beating upare relatively uncommon in this age group.

Consistency of discipline. McCord et al. (1959) did not
provide a precise definition of inconsistent or erratic discipline,
but a careful reading of their work suggests that erratic
discipline has two dimensions. Fit. erratic discipline refers to
discipline that is intermittently applied. h particular, it refers
to a situation where a deviant act is punished at one point and
then ignored or only mildly punished at another point. It may
be the case that one parent punishes the deviant act while the
other does not, or a single parent may alternately punish and
ignore the deviant act. This interpretation corresponds with
vicCord et al.'s (1959: 77) definition of the two types of erratic

discipline most strongly related to delinquency: lax.; punitive,
and love-oriented!lax ' punitive. This type of erratic discipline
will he called intermittent discipline. It is measured by ..tsking
respondents how often their parents "disag.ec about punishing
you." Responses range from 1 (never) to 5 (always), with a
mean of 2.47. If parents disagree often, it seems likely that
punishment will he intermittent. While one parent may be
dominant and always win out in the disagreements. there are
likely to be many disciplinary situations where only one parent
is present. Tnis measure does not. unfortunately, measure
whether 4 single parent alternately punishes and ignores
deviant acts. No measures of this type were ziailable.
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Second, erratic discipline ref. rs to a situation where parents

do not eiearly indicate that certain behaviors are wrong and

will elicit punishment (although perhaps intermittently) and

that certain behaviors arr proper and will not be punished for

one parent may provide guidelines that are inconsistent with

those of the other parent, or a single parent may provide

inconsistent guidelines. This type of erratic discipline refers to

what McCord et al. (1959: 79) call "inconsistent demands." It is

distinct from the first type of erratic discipline in which pitrents

may provide ecnsistent standards aright and wrong ye only

intermittently punish deviations from these standards. Par-

ents, for exAmple, may administer a number of warnings

before inflicting punishment, or they may withhoid punish-

ment until the adolescent has committed asufficient number of

violations. This type of erratic discipline will be called Inc on-

sistent demands and it is measured by asking respondent's how

often their parents "disagree with one another when it comes to

raising you." Responses range from 1 (never) to 5 (always),

with a mean of 2.24. This measure does not deal with situations

where a single parent makes inconsistent demands.

Distinguishing between the two dimensions of erraticism is

important since there is reason to believe that only one

dimension will interact with physical punishment. Evidence

suggests that the intermittent use of punishment particularly

on the variable-ratio schedule that parents are likely to

employ is almost as effective in suppressing undesired be-

havior as the continuous use of punishment (Baldwin and

Bald.% in. 19X I: 239-240). 1 he intermittent use of punishment

may also reduce from some of the unpleasant side-effects

associated with punishment, such as the modeling ofaggressive

helias ler and escape behavior. Therefore the intermittent use

of physical punishment should he almost as effective in

controlling delinquency as tht continuous use, and we would

not expect physical punishment to interact with "intermittent

puni.hment- in its effect on deliquency. We would, however,

expect an interaction between r hystcal punishment and "in-
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consi.itent demands." When parents make inconsistent de-
mands on their child, they create a situation wherc the child is
not sure how to behave. The administration of physical
punishment may therefore strike the child as unfa r and breed
the hostility/ resentment that McCord et al. (1959) say is a
factor in the production of delinquency. The distinction
between the two forms of erratic discipline, then, builds on the
work of McCord et al. and modifies the prediction of Peterson
ard Becker (1965) by stating that only one type of inconsistent
discipline will interact with physical punishment.

Delilquency. Delinquency is measured by a self-report scale
called "Seriousness of Delinquency." Respondents were asked
how often they had committed a delinquent act from a list of 10
over the past three years, regardless of whether these acts had
been detected by the police or resulted in adjudication. The 10
questions in the scale were adopted from Got' :966) and deal
with minor and serious theft, fighting, arson, and robbery (see
Appendix A for a copy of the scale). Responses on each
question could range from 10 (never committed the act) to 50
(committed the act 5 or more times). Scale scores range from
100 to 500, with a mean of 139. Variation in scores is due
mainly to the minor theft (larceny under $50, shoplifting) and
fighting items.

MEI HODS

First, block regression was used to estimate the main effects
of the discipline measures on delinquency. In particular,
delinquency was regressed on physical punishment and the two
measures of inconsistent discipline: intermittent discipline and
inconsistent demands. Next, two interaction terms were created
by multiplying physical punishment by each of the measures of
inconsistent discipline (see Kim and Kohout, 1975, and
Allison, 1977, for a discussion of this method). These inter-
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action terms were then added to the regression equation. :his
allows us to test for the interactions while controlling for the
main effects. If our predictions are correct, the interaction
involving physical punishment and "ineonsisteni demands"
will he significant and of such a nature that physical punish-

ment increases delinquency when demands are inconsistent
and has no effect on or reduces delinquency when demands arc

consistent. The interaction involving physical punishment and

"intermittent discipline" should not be significant as the

intermittent use of physical punishment is assumed to be as

effective in controlling delinquency as the continuous use of
physical punishment.

RESULTS

I shows the main effects of the discipline measures on
delinquency. Delinquency increases when parents make incon-

sistent demands on their children, use physical punishment,

and punish intermittently. The standardized betas reveal that
"inconsistent demands" has the largest effect on delinquency,

with "intermittent pun ishment" having the smallest effect. This

conforms to predictions and suggests that the intermittent use
of punishment contributes only slightly more to delinquency

than the continous use of punishment. These data also indicate

the importance of distinguishing between the two dimensions

of inconsistent discipline.
The positive effect of physical punishment on delinquency

parallel's the findings of many other studies. According to

Peterson and Becker (1965). these positive relationships stem

from the fact that most parents who use physical punishment

do so in an erratic manner. The data from this study indicate
that physical punishment is, in fact, positively correlated with
"inconsistent demands"(r = 40) and "intermittentpunishment"

(r = .28). Peterson and Becker contend that if we distinguish

between the erratic and consistent use of physical punishment,
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TABLE 1

Delinquency Regresred on Physical Pun!shment and
the Two Measures of Inconsistent Discipline

B Beta

Physical Punishment 3.53 .07*

Intermittent Discipline 2.99 .06**

Inconsistent Demands 5.95 .12*

*p< 01; ..p< OS

we will find that the first promotes delinquency while the other
does not. The interaction terms were added to the regression
equation to test this idea.

The interaction term involving physical punishment and
"inconsistent demands" was significant at the .05 level. Table 2
shows the effect of physical punishment on delinquency when
"inconsistent demands" is at its lowest, mean, and highest
levels. When parental demands are consistent (i.e., "incon-
sistent demands" is low), physical punishment has a slight
negative effect on delinquency. The effect is not as strong as
that found in McCord et al. (1959), but this may be due to the
fact ..at McCord et al. employed official data. As indicated
earlier, the deterrent effect of physical punishment may be
exaggerated in official data. When "inconsistent demands" is
at its mean level, physical punishment has a small positive
effect on delinquency. Finally, physical punishment has a
moderately large positive effect on delinquency when Incon-
sistent demands" is at its highest level. These findings support
Peterson and Becker (1965). When parents provide very clear
standards of conduct to their children, physical punishment
has a slight deterrent effect on delinquency. When demands are
inconsistent, however, physical punishment promotes de-
linquency. As McCord et al. (1959) state, the use of physical
punishment in such circumstances may create much hostility
and resentment.
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TAILS 2
Unstendardixed Effect of Physical Punishment

on Delinquency when "Inconsistent Demands" Is at
Its Lowest, Mean, and Highest Levels'

Effect of Ph,sical Punisirlent

hconsistent Demands. Lew -1.0'

Mean 1.42

High 6.75

For rations thiourea! by Albion (111771. tt Is not rosetWo to ostontato the standardized

effect of 'Aiwa punishment.

The interaction term involving 'physical punishment and
"intermittent discipline" was not significant at the .05 level.
This indict es that the intermittent use ofphysical punishment

is no more likely to promotedelinquency than the steady use of

such punishment. This finding conforms to earlier predictions
and, once again, it indicates the importance of distinguishing
between the two dimensions of inconsistent punishment. This
distinction is not mentioned by Peterson and Becker and it is

only implicitly referred to in McCord et al.
In order to ensure that the above results were not spurious,

the regressions were run again with controls for socioeconomic

status (S ES), race, and fairness of discipline (the third major
dimension of discipline along with method and consistency).

The data indicate that SES has a slight negative correlation
with physical punishment and the two measure! of inconsistent

discipline. SES is not significantly related to delinquency, a

common finding with self-report measures. Race vts not
significantly related to delinquency or any of the discipline
measures. Fairness has a slight negative correlation with
delinquency ( r = -.13, p < .01), and a moderate negative
relationship with physical punishment (r = -.25, p < .01) and

the two measures of inconsistency (r = -.35, p < .01 in each
case). Controls for these variables did not have an appreciable

effect on the above regression results.
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CONCLUSION

The data are important for two reasons. First, the data
suggest that there are two types of inconsistent discipline:
"intermittent discipline" and "inconsistent demands." These
two types were confounded in prior research, which-is a serious
problem as the 4ata suggest that they are differentially related
to delinquency.! Second, the data indicate that the effect of
physical punishMent on delinquency interactions with "incon-
sistent demandi." When parents make inconsistent demands
on their children, the use of physical punishment promotes
delinquency. When parents make consistent demands, how-
ever, physical punishment does not promote delinquency and
may even reduce it. This supports the thesis of Peterson and
Becker (1965) and the central hypothesis of this study. The
reason that most prior studies found a positive relations%ip
between physical punishment and delinquency is because they
failed to control for the consistency of parental demands.

It is important to note that the above findings shouldnot be
interpreted as a recommendation for the use of physical
punishment. First, physical punishment only reduces delin-
quency when parental demands are highly consistent. Few
parents reach such a level of consistency. When demands are
inconsistent, physical punishment promotes delinquency. Sec-
ond, the deterrent effect of consistent physical punishment on
delinquency is very slight. Finally, as Peterson and Becker
point out, physical punishment may have certain adverse
consequences for the adolescent. For example, physical punish-
ment may lead to increased neuroticism in the child (Peterson
an-' Becker, 1965: 85).

Future studies should examine (1) inconsistency on the part
of one parent, (2) the effect of physical punishment and
inconsistency on females, (3) additional variables that may
interact with physical punishment (see Peterson and Becker,
1965), and (4) additional types of physical punishment. It is
possible that more extreme forms of physical punishment, such
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as beatings, would have a greater deterrent effect on de-

linquency because they would inspire more fear in the child.
More extreme forms of punishment, however, would also have
a greater potential for psychological and physical harm. In any
event, the data in this study suggest that physical punishment is

an important variable although its relationship to delinquency
is more complex than was previously believed.

APPENDIX A

SERIOUSNESS OF DLUNQUENCY

(I) Taken something not belonging to you worth under $50.
(2) Set fire to someone else's property on purpose.
(3) Got something by telling a person something bad would happen

to him if you did not get what you wanted.
(4) Hurt someone badly enough to need bandages or a doctor.
(5) Taken something from a store without paying for it.
(6) Taken a cai that didn't belong to someone in your family

without permission of the owner.
(7) Taken an expensive part of a car without permission of the

owner.
(8) Taken something not belonging to you worth over $50.

(9) Taken an inexpensive part of a car without permission of the

Owner.
(10) Used a knife or gun or some other thing (like a club) to get
something from a person.
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JOHN H. LAUB
Northeastern University

Throughout the past decade, serious juvenile crime has been the focus of considerable
attention by legislators, law enforcement personnel, academic criminologists, media, and
the public. Despite this attention, however, misunderstanding, misperception, and
confusion still exist and, in some instances, seem to dominate both research and public
polity. Utilising National Crime Survey (NCS) victimisation data as an alternative to
official and telf-report data, this analysis focuses on the patterns of juvenile offending is
serious personal crimes from 1973 to 1980. The NCS data do not upport the contention
that serious juvenile crime has risen dramatically over the last I years. Moreover, the types
of personal crime' committed by juveniles has not changed suhstantially over the 1973 to
1980 period. To the extent that recent legislation calling for more severe handling of
juvenile offenders is based on substantial upswings in juvenile crime in recent years or
changes in the types of crimes committed by juveniles, NCS data cannot provide support
or such policy changes.

In the past decade, serious juvenile crime has been the focus
of considerable attention by legislators, law enforce-

ment personnel, academic criminologists, media, and the public.
Desp.te this attention, however, misunderstanding, mispercep-
tion, and confusion still exist and, in some instances, seem to
dominate both research and public policy. In order to formulate
sound public policy regarding serious juvenile crime, it is

nt.cessary to establish a body of systematic empirical research on
the nature and extent of the problem over time. Moreover, this
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research should he based on the best available and most timely
data.

Recently, the Bureau of Justice Statistics, in cooperation with
the Bures a of the Census, has produced a large body of
information about serious crimes in the United States. These data
are generated by surveying large probability samples of the
general population in order to ascertain the nature and extent of
criminal victimizations that may have been suffered by respon-
dents. The availability of the National Crime Survey (NCS) data
on personal victimization offers an important opportunity to
examine a third source of data that avoids many of the problems
and limitations inherent in official and self-report data.'

When survey respondents indicate that they have experienced a
criminal victimization, they are asked a series of detailed
questions relating to every aspect of the offense: exactly what
happened, when and where the offense occurred, whether any
injury or loss was suffered as a result of the offense, who was
present during the offense, whether it was reported to the police,
and what the victim perceived to be the offender's sex, race, and
age group.2

On the basis of these offender data, it is possible to pose many
important questions regarding the basic facts surrounding the
offenses of various subgroups of offenders. .For a variety of
reasons (such as the potential biases in police data and the lack of
serious crimes in typical self- report studies, and soon), victimiza-
tion survey data are likely to provide more adequate answers to
these questions than either self-report or arrest data. This is not to
say, however, that victimization survey results as a source of data
about offenders are without problems. There are four interrelated
h;nitations regarding the use of NCS data in connection with
studying offender characteristics. First, because the source of the
data is the victim's report, only a small number of visible offender

Research Center in Albany. New York by the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Office of Justice Assistance, Research and Statistics.
U.S. Department of Jusi ce. Points of view or opinions expressed in this ankle
are show of the author and do not necessarily represent the official position or
policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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characteristics are availablesex, race, age group, number of
offenders, and relationship (if any) to the victim. Second, little
systematic work has been done to date on the accuracy of the
victim's reports of these offender variables (but see Buckhout,
1974, and Loftus, 1981). Third, because these data depend on
reports of victims, the data include only offenses in which the
victim sees the offender: rape, robbery, assault, and personal
larceny with contact between the victim and offender. Fourth,
questions related to incidence versus prevalence cannot be
resolved with these data. For example, the question of whether
the disproportionate number of males among offenders is due to a
small proportion of males repeatedly offending or due to a large
proportion of males rarely offending cannot be resolved with
these data. Even within these limitations, however, the NCS data
hold potential that is not sound in self-report or official data
(McDermott & Hindelang, 1981).

There is growing national concern regarding perceived changes
in serious juvenile crime over the last decade. The overriding
perception among many is that juvenile crime has sharply
increased: juveniles are committing more seriou., violent crimes,
like robberies and rapes; younger age groups are becoming
involved in serious crimes: more females are becoming involved
in serious crimes; and juveniles are using weapons more often in
committing their offenses and are ;, us increasing the likelihood
of injury to their victims. These n' .ms are often reflected in the
popular media.1 Moreover, impo, tant policy is being introduced
on the basis of these notions. Legislative action in the form of
potentially harsher penalties for juveniles who commit serious
crimes continues in virtually every state legislature in the United
States (see Smith, Alexander, Kemp, & Lemert, 1980b, for more
details regarding legislative trends).

The issues stated above are empirical questions and it is of
c itical importance to examine this phenomenon with the most
comprehensive and timely data available. National Crime Survey
data will be utilized in this article to assess the extent to which
patterns of offending in personal crimes by juvenile offenders
have changed over the 1973 to 1980 period. For example, have
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changes in the rate of offending occurred in the United States or
are changes evident only in select urban areas, as some researchers
have suggested (see "Preliminary Analysis," 1981-1982, and
Shannon, 1982)? Have the types of crime committed by juveniles
changed? For instance, is the proportion of theft offenses dur. to
robbery (in contrast to personal larceny) changing over time?

Throughout this article three age groups of offenders will be
examined. The first major group, juvenile offenders, are those
offenders perceived by their victims to be under 18 years of oge.4
In order to provide finer age breakdowns, three subgroups of
juvenile offenders will be differentiated: those under 12, those 12
to 14, and those 15 to 17 years old. The second major group,
.vouthful offenders, are those offenders perceived by their victims
to be 18 to 20 years old. The third major group, adult offenders,
are those perceived by their victims to be 21 years )f age or older.
The use of these three major age groupings or offenders will
permit analyses of age-related differences in ofi ding. Before
turning to the findings, however, it is necessary to give some
at:cntion to the data to be used in this analysis.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA

The data presented in this article -e from the NCS national
sample. collected by the United States Bureau of the Census, in
cooperation with the Bureau of Justice Statistics. In the national
survey, probability samples of housing units were selected on the
basis of a stratified, multistage, cluster design. The data used in
this article cover the period from 1973 to 1980.5

The total annual sample si4e for the national surveys is about
60,000 households containint about 136,000 individuals. The
total interviewed sample is composed of six independently
selected subsamples of about 0,000 households with 22.000
individuals. Each subsample is int rviewed in successive months
about victimirations suffered in the preceding 6 months; each
subsample is interviewed twice per year. For example, in January
22.000 individuals (in 10,000 households) are interviewed. In the
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following monthand in each of the next 4 succeeding months
an independent probability sample of the same size is interviewed.
In July, the housing units originally interviewed in January ar'
revisited and interviews are repeated; likewise, the original
February sample units are revisited in August, the March units in
September, tend so forth. Each time they are interviewed in the
national survey, respondents are asked about victimizations that
they may have suffered during the 6 months preceding the month
of interview.

Thus, the national surveys conducted using a panel design; the
panel consists of addresses. Interviewers return to the same
housing units every 6 months. If the family contacted during the
last interview cycle has moved, the new occupants are interviewed.
If the unit no longer exists or is condemned, it is dropped from the
sample, but new units are added to the sample periodically. For
household units, this is accomplished by a continuing sample of
new construction permits. No attempt is made to trace families
that have moved.6 Housing units in the panel are visited a
maximum of seven times, after which they are rotated out of the
panel and replaced by a new, independent probability sample:
maximum time in the sample for any housing unit, then, is 3
years.

This article will be concerned with the personal crimes Or rape,
robbery, assault, and personal larceny (pocket picking and purse
snatching). Although the survey, also collects data on the
household crimes of burglary, larceny frOm the household, and
motor vehicle theft, as well as on the commercial crimes of
burglary and robbery for selected years, these crimes will not be

included here.' As indicated above, the analysis requires reports
from victims regarding what transpired during the event
pa r t icularly regardingcharacteristics such as the perceived age of
the offenderand hence only those crimes generally involving
contact betwetn victims and offenders will yield this information.
The details about what happened during the event are gathered by
means of personal interviews with the victims themselves."

Since its inception, the NCS has utilized personal visit
intery iewing and has allowed telephone interviews only for
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callbacks. In February, 1980, a major change was initiated in the
NCS interviewing procedure that entailed an increased amount of
telephone interviewing. Now households who are in the sample
for tl.e second, fourth, and sixth time are interviewed primarily by
telephone (see Walsh, 1981; Paez & Dodge, 1982). The effects of
this change in data collection procedure on the 1980 data are not
totally known at this time and caution must be exercised when
comparing the 1980 data with results from previous years.
Preliminary analysis reveals that telephone interviews are less
productive in eliciting reports of victimizations compared with
the standard NCS face-to-face interviews, particularly for the
crimes of personal larceny without contact and assault (see
Wo Oman & Bushery, 1977; Walsh, 1981; Paez & Dodge, 1982).

Depending on whether one or more than one offender is
reported by the victim to have been involved in the incident,
victims are asked one of two series of questions relating to
offender characteristics.' If a lone offender victimized the respon-
dent, that offender's characteristics are simply recorded. If more
than one offender was involved, it is, of course, possible to have
offenders of different ages, sexes, and races. In general, the tables
and figures shown in this article in which both lone and multiple-
offender incidents arc included, use the age of the oldest of the
multiple offenders. Prelimin ./ analysis shows that more often
than not, multiple offeno fall into the same age group; for this
reason, whether the you. . or the oldest of the multiple
offenders is used has little ... 'act on the results (see Laub, 1982,
for more details).

PATTERNS OF OFFENDING

One of the most general questions to be asked is whether the
number of personal victimizations committed by juveniles has
increased substantially in the 1973 to 1980 period. Or, one could
ask whether the rate of personal victimizations committed by
juveniles increased from 1973 to 1980. A related but distinct
question among all personal crimes occuring has theproportion
of offenses attributable to juveniles increased mat kedly?
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Figure I shows that for the 1973-1980 period, the trend lines
representing the total raw number of estimated personal victimiza-
lions (rapes, robberies, assaults, and personal larcenies) attribu-
table to each age agroup are relatively flat. The data reveal a
gradual increase in the total raw number of personal crimes
attributable to adult offenders from 1973 to 1979 (about 21%,
then a slight decline appears from 1979 to 1980 (about 7%). It is
important to note, however, that changes in the data collection
procedure may have affected the 1980 estimates..Thus, although
from 1973 to 1980, the raw number of personal crimes attributed
to adult offenders increased by 12%, the 1973 to 1979 data reveal
an increase of 21%.

A smaller increase appears in the total raw number of personal
crimes attributable to youthful offenders (about 7% for the 1973
to 1980 period and 9% for the 1973 to 1979 period). Nevertheless,
in contrast to the other age groups, there was a decrease of about
27% in the total raw number of personal climes attributable to
juvenile offenders from 1973 to 1980. Although revealing a less
dramatic decline, the data from 1973 to 1979 show a 13% decrease
in personal crimes committed by juveniles.

However, because the number of potential offenders in each of
the age groups shown has not remained constant over the 8-year
period and juvzniles in particular are the only age group to show a
steady decline over the period in question. data on age-specific
rates of offending provide a more meaningful portrait .of the
phenomenon in question. In addition, due to the fact that there
arc, fur example, far more adults than persons aged 18 to 20 and
12 to 17 in the population, it is important to recast the data in
Figure I into age-specific raves of offending.

In Figure 2, the data presented in Figure I have been converted
to rates of offending per 100.000 of the general population in each
age group, by dividing the raw number ofestimated victimiiations
attributed to a given age group by the number of persons in the
general population who fall within that age group, times 100,000.Ic

The data in 1-igure 2 show that in the 1973 to 1980 period, the
age-specilic rare of offending for adults and }outhful offenders
evidences a slight decline (1.6e;, and 1.4% respectively). However,
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as noted above, the estimates for 1980 may have been affected by
changes in the data collection procedure. Thus, it is important to
contrast 1973 to 1980 changes with changes appearing curing
1973 to 1979. In this case, the age-specific rate of offending for
adults and youthful offenders reveal a slight increase (8% and 1%,
respectively) for the 1973 to 1979 period. In contrast, the
comparable rate for juveniles aged 12 to 17 shows a sharp
decrease for the 1973 to 1980 period (about 20%) and a slight
decline for the 1973 to 1979 period (about 6%). For all three age
groups, the percentage changes in the rates from year to year are
also presented in Figure 2. Although the 1980 estimates must be
viewed cautiously, one can conclude that the rate of juvenile
offending in personal crimes did not increase substantially for the
period in question.

Overall, then, the rate of juvenile offending in personal crimes
in the United Slates, as shown in these data, is down, not up. But
we also know that serious juvenile crime tends to be concentrated
in urban areas (see Zimring, 1977, p. 18). One can ask then
whether the above pattern is maintained when the data are
disaggregated by extent of urbanization and/or size of place? In
other words, perhaps the perceived increases in the rate of
juvenile offending are evident only in urban areas or in places
whei e a large number of persons reside. The data in Fgure 3
display rates of offending in personal crimes in urban areas
(defined here as the central cities of SMSAs) by age of offender
and year.n The rates of offending for youthful offenders and
adults increased over the 1973 to 1980 period by 14% and 3%,
respectively. At the same time, however, for the 1973 to 1979
period, the rate of youthful offending shows a decline of 2% and
razp of adult offending evidences a 14% increase. Again, it is
important to note that the 1980 estimates should be viewed
cautiously. This is particularly true when examining the rate of
juvenile offending in urban areas, which reveals a substantial
decline (about 25% from 1973) to 1980 and virtually no change
from 1973 to 1979. Notwithstanding, one can conclude that the
rate of juvenile offending in urban areas for personal crimes did
not increase substantially for the period in question.
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In a similar fashion, Figure 4 presents rates of offending in
personal crimes in places with 1,000,000 or more inhabitants by
age of offender and year. These data reveal a great deal more
fluctuation compared with the data appearing in the previous
figures. Therefore, it is difficult to discuss any concrete patterns in
the data. Overall, the rate of juvenile offending does not show any
pattern of dramatic increases (with the possible exception of the
1978 data). The rate of adult offending seems to reveal a slightly
increasing trend for the period in question. In contrast, the rate
for youthful offenders shows a decre:ice for the 1973 to 1977

period, but an increase from 1977 to 1980 and 1978-1980.
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Thus, overall, the rate of juvenile offending in personal crimes
in the United States, in urban areas and in places with 1,000,000
or more inhabitants, shows a steady or declining pattern over the
1973 to 1980 period. At the same time, the rate of offending in
personal crimes for youthful offenders awl adults in the United
States, in urban areas, and in places with 1,000,000 or more
inhabitants, reveals a steady or increasing pattern ever the 1973 to
1980 period. In addition, the data show that each year the rate of
offending for the 18 to 20 year old group is substantially higher
than that for the li to 17 year old group, whose rate in turn is
higher than that for adults.
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As is evident from Figure I, the aggregate raw number of rape,
rcitouy, assault; and personal larceny victimiiations attribu-
tal,:z to adult offenders every year was more th.n that for
offenders in the other age groups combined. Juvenile offenders
ac. 'tinted for almost o"e-quarter of the raw number of total
personal vietimitations for 1973 to 1980; youthful offenders
accounted for one-sixth and adult offenders three-fifths of these
incidents. The data in Table 1 are disaggregated by type of crime
an,' year as well as displaying a detailed age of offender
hi, *down. For the most part, the proportion of incidents of
each crime type (rape, robbery, assault, and personal larceny)
accounted for by the respective age groups is similar across years.
Therefore, there appears to be little support for tate notion that
the proportion of robberies, aggravated assaults, and rapes
committed by juveniles is increasisag in the period from 1973 to
1980.

There are some important age variations across crime types
that ought to be noted. For instance, the age distribution for
personal larceny shows substantial involvement of the younger
age groups, but the distribution for tape is skewed toward the
oldest age group and this has remained the case for the 8-ycar
trend period. More specifically, in the 1973 to 1980 period
(aggregate data not shown) juvenile offenders accounted for 29%
of all personal larcenies compared with 9% of all rapes, whereas
adults account for 40% the former and r 5% of the latter. It is
also interesting to note that the proportion of personal crimes
attributable to offenders less than 12 years of ag: remained stable
over the period in question. Thus, these data seem to cast doubt
on the supposition that the proportion of serious personal crimes
attributable to younger juveniles has increased over the last
8 years.

In summary, with respect to aspects of the data presented to
this point, they suggest generally steady or declining patterns in
the rate of juvenile offending in personal crimes by year for the
United States as a whole, as well as is urban areas and places
with i4 I MONO or mare residents. Moreover, there appears to be
littie change in the types of personal crimes juveniles become
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s. Includes perceived age of lone and poi calved age of oldest multiple offender.
b. Excludes incidents (*bout of the total) in which the victim did not know
whether there was one Or more than 0114. Offender.

involved in. Specifically, these data indicate that the vast majority
of rapes reported to NCS interviewers are committed by adults,
whereas the majority of personal larcenies reported to survey
interviewers are committed by juvenile and youthful offenders.
Thus, to the extent that recent legislative and policy changes are
premised on the assumption that juvenile involvement in personal
crimes has increased substantially, or on the assumption that
juveniles constitute an increasing proportion of those committing
personal offenses, particularly violent offenses, the data presented
to this point simply do not support such changes.

The question arises as to what extent are the trends in the NCS
victimization data on serious juvenile crime in agreement with
data generated from self-report studies or official sources of data.
Our research comparisons focus primarily on self-report results
from the National Youth Survey and research using official data
from the National Juvenile Justice Assessment Center and the
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National Center for Juvenile Justice. It is important to note that
preliminary comparisons from the national survey of self-
reported delinquency show that "the level of delinquent behavior
has remained about the same over the past decade (1967-1977).
This finding contradicts the popular misconception that juvenile
delinquency has been increasing over this period." (Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 1980, p. 13).
Furthermore, in regard to more recent self-report data from 1976
to 1978, Knowles, & Canter (1981) state that "in general, the
longitudinal trends for any of these age cohorts on these offenses
could not be characterized as smooth monotonic increases or
decreases" and "examination of these trends across different
cohorts did not reveal simple linear or curvilinear functions"
(1981, p. 321).

In addition, preliminary analysis using official data indicate a
similar trend. According to analyses of UCR data,

These [official] data help put serious-violent juvenile crime into
the proper perspective. Contrary to current popular misconception
in the U.S.: violent youth crimesconstitute a very small proportion
of all criminality; such crimes do not appear to be increasing
significantly . . . (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, 1980, p. 35).

Moreover, Smith, Alexander, Halatyn, & Roberts (1980a) write
of their extensive analysis of UCR data,

the second topical question, i.e., "Is serious crime among juveniles
increasing?". [should] be answered with a cautious "no." To the
extent possible, UCR arrest rate information suggests a decrease
in juvenile arrest rates for both the violent and property indexes
[for the recent period, 1974-1975 to the present] ( I 980a, p. 110).

Interestingly, juvenile court statistics also reveal that the estimated
number of cases handled by juvenile courts has decreased each
year from 1975 to 1979 (Snyder, Finnegan, Smith, Feinberg,
Hutzler, & McFall, 1982, p. 2). Therefore, three diverse national
sources of data NCS victimization, self-report, and official
(arrest and court) dataseem to be in agreement that serious
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juveni:e cri Je over the last decade has remained stable or has in
fact, declined: this is quite contrary to numerous reports of
substantial increases during this period."

CONCLUSION

Over the last decade, serious c :minal behavior by juveniles has
been portrayed by the media as increasingly common, particularly
in urban areas, and possessing a malicious. violent character. For
example, Time magazine writes,

people have always accused kids of getting away with murder.
Now that is all too literally true. Across the U.S. a pattern of crime
has emerged that is both perplexing and appalling. Many young-
sters appear to he robbing and raping, maiming and murdering as
casually as they go to a movie or join a pickup baseball game. A
new, remorseless, mutant juvenile seems to have been born, and
there is no more terrifying figure in America today (Youth Crime
Plague," 1977, p. 18).

Furthermore, law enforcement officials have expressed similar
views; for instance, Deputy Police Commissioner of New York
City, Kenneth Conboy, recently stated that the crimes for which
these youngsters are being arrested are "more ruthless and
remorseless and criminally sophisticated than ever before" (Bier-
man, 1982, p. 2).

The past decade has also been characterized by a growing
public concern with crime (sec Flanagan, van Alstyne. &
Gottfredson, 1982: pp. 178-182), along with legislative action,
some of which has resulted in potentially more severe penalties
for juveniles who commit serious crimes (see Smith et al., 1980b,
for more details regarding legislative trends). Because of this
groundswell of concern and controversy regarding juvenile crime,
it has become imperative to investigate empirically the nature and
extent of this phenomenon with the best and most timely data
available. The National Crime Survey data analyzed in this report
shed important light on the trends and patterns of juvenile,
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youthful offender, and adult crimes from 1973 to 1980. In many
ways, this investigation fails to support empirically the popular
presentations of the media and the public, and, perhaps more
importantly, seems to contradict current legislative policies and
trends.

The NCS data do not support the contention that, for the
personal crimes of rape, robbery, assault, and personal larceny,
juvenile crime has risen dramatically over the last 8 years. 43n14)
data show that the rate of juvenile offending in personal crimes in
the United States as a whole, in urban areas, and in places with
1,000,000 or spore inhabitants, has remained stable, or has
declined, over the 1973 to 1980 period! To be sure, juvenile
involvement in the personal crimes of rape, robbery, assault, and
larceny is substantial. However, the NCS data are not consistent
with the growing national alarm regarding serious juvenile crime.

Yet, numerous state legislatures have passed or are con-
templating passage of legislation that would in effect dramatically
change juvenile justice systems as they are presently constituted.
Some of these changes include lowering the maximum juris-
dictional age of the juvenile court, legislathe exclusion of certain
offenses from the juvenile court jurisdiction, making waiver to
adult court less restrictive, and redesigning sentencing schemes in
juvenile court to allow for the possibility of longer sentences for
juvenile offenders (see Smith et al., I980b).

At the foundation of these critical policy changes is the belief
that serious juvenile crime has become rampant and is ever

creasing, and that juvenile justice systems are no longer in
control of their clientele (see Schuster, 1982). It is hoped that
empirical data on serious juvenile crime, rather than perceptions
and media accounts, inform public policies I ,:garding juvenile
offenders. This being fir: case, in sharp contrast to the widespread
%weeping charges no-.v being considered for handling serious
juvenile offenders, the NCS data for the 1973 to 1980 period
suggest a more cautious and moderate approach (see Schuster,
1982. for additional support for this position).

Moreover, in the future, every effort should be made to subject
the assumptions of critical and fundamental statutory changes in
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juvenile justice to the empirical tests that are possible with data
sersitich as the National Crime Survey. For example, researchers
should continue to document trends in serious juvenile crime
both at the national level and for selected cities in the United
States. These kinds of analyses are essential for the formulation of
rational public policy regarding serious juvenile crime.

NOTES

I. For a complete discussion of the problems of official and self-report data. see
Hindelang. Hirschi. and Weis (1981).

2. For more information on the NCS data, see Laub (1982).
1. See, for example, "Youth Crime Plague," (1977, pp. 18.30); Basler (1981. p. 67):'

Castillo (1981, pp. A. 1. B-4). For more discussion on these general issues. see Zimring
(1981, 1979).

4. In order to present more accurate offending rate data in Figure 2, it was desirable to

restrict the age range of juvenile offenders to 12- and 17-year-old offenders. Because
Figure 2 was designed to parallel Nutt t. the juvenile offender data there too were
restricted to 12. to 17-year-old offenders. Incidents in which the offender was perceived by

the %morn to be under 12 years of age account for about Ice of the total number of

ictimirai ions
5 See Garofalo and Hindelang (1977) and U.S. Bureau of the Census (n.d.) for

additional detail about design and collection. The data reported in this article represent
estimates of crimes occurring in the United States, based on weighted sample data. It is

possible to make these estimates because a probability sample of respondents were

sum eyed. The interview completion rate in the national sample is about 95% or more of

those selected to be interviewed in any given period.
6. This procedure may not completely ignore mobile families. Although no attempt is

made to trace families that move away from an address in the sample, a similarly mobile

family may move into that address and will be included in the survey. For more disclission
on this important point, see Fienbcrg (1980) and lehnen and Reiss (1978).

7. Series crimes are also excluded from the ai,alysis. For a full discussion of series

crimes see Garofalo and Ilindetang (1977) and Peer and Dodge (1982).

If On the basis of the details of precisely what transpired whether force or threat of

force was used by the offender, whether some theft was attempted orcompleted, whether

serious injui was sustained. and so on - f.nmes are classifiedaccording to definitions used

In the I.Iniform Clime Reports (Webster, 1978) In a small proportion acmes (victims 12
and 11 sears of age and Alms who for sortie physical or mental reason are unable to

respond for themselves), 'met-% tests are completed by proxy with another household

member.
9 ln January of 1979, the Bureau of the Census began using a revised questionnaire in

the household surscy. In order to insure comparability across years. changes were made

such that responses from the new questionnarre could be reformatted tocomeide with the

old sursey questionnaire. Thus, our data are based on the format of the old survey

quesiumnaire
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10. Population estimates for the denominators of the rates shown in Figure 2 are
derived from t he National Crime Survey itself. Because respondents under 12 years of age
are not interviewed in the survey, their estimated number in the general population cannot
be obtained Iron the survey and hence the youngest age group is from 12 to 17 years of age,
rather than under 18 as in subsequent tables. Offenses attributable to the offenders
perceived to be under 12 years of age (about 1% of the total) have been excluded from the
numerators of the rates for 12- to 17-year olds.

I I. See Laub (19301 for a complete discussio. the definition of urban areas and
problems therein. For more information on urban-rural patterns of victimization, see
Laub and Hindelang (1981).

12. For more discussion and support for the leveling off" of the juvenile offending
rates, see Dua bury (1980), Ziniri ng(1979), and Snyder and Hutzler (1981). For an analysis
of crime trends from the 1960s to the early 1970s, see Skogan (1979).
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Current trends suggest that after many years of increase there is a
significant downturn in the level of delinquency. However, much of the
current public debate is based CO an assumption of a continued rise In youth

crime.
It is crucial that such trends be clearly understood. For example, a decline in

the rates of juvenile crime does not indicate that these levels are law" in some
absolute sense. The 19111 rates are considerably higher than those of twenty
years ago. During the 1960s and early 1970s the rates rose rapidly;
however, since the mid-1970s they have declined (see Figure 1). While this
decline may be the direct result of public policy initiatives, it may also be
accounted for by proportionately fewer young persons et risk of becoming
delinquent.

Is delinquency declining because the programs of the last decade have
worked? Or is the problem simply taking care of itself, declining because of
proportional decrease in the youth population and in the importance of the
"youth problem" in the public's mind? These two alternative explanations
demonstrate the need for assessing. our efforts in juvenile justice. The
contributors to the current volume Suggest six additional questions that are
important to rethinking juvenile justice policy.

1. Are the proposed new Policy initiatives to deal with serious violent youth crime
relcted to juvenile delinquency rates?

The rater of serious violent delinquency have remained virtually
unchanged for the last ten years (see Figure 1). Yet there is an increasing call for
"get tough" policies aimed at young offender& especially "chronic" or
"violent" offenders. Similar policies are also directed at adult offenders and the
result has been a sharp upturn in the levels of institutionalization of both
juveniles and adults in many states. This trend has created massive problems of
institutional crowding. Increased reliance on incarceration and incapacitation
has become a major component of our juvenile justice policy.

any Krisberg and Ira Schwartz, in their article "Rethinking Juvenile
Justice," discuss this problem in some detail wial regard to admissions to
detention and training schools. They point out that the state variations in such

ilM GALVD4t Vice President Resent:It and Information, Negated Council on Crime and
Delinquency, San Falcisco. Califomla. taax tot & Profesooe of Sociology, University of Oregon.
Eugene. Orepn.

git_mE & DELINQUENCY, July 1983 p. 325-332.
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Figure 1

J. Galvin, K. Polk

The total delinquency rate has dulisted
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rates are not necessarily linked to youth crime rates nor to the allocation of
OJJDP funds intended to help change incarceration polides.

2. Is the relative sirimuness of most delinquency accurately portrayed?
lurid discussions of juvenile corrections in the popular media consistently

attack "kiddie courts" and the permissive dispositions that permit hardened
youthful criminals to run free in our city streets. Such accounts ignore the true
nature of delinquency and the purpose of the juvenile courts Most juvenile
delinquency involves property crimes, status offenses, and other public order
offenses (see Figure 2). Serious violent juvenile crime is a small fraction of total
delinquency. Despite recent alterations in juvenile law, juvenile courts
continue to spend much of their time on status offenses, which would not be
considered criminal if committed by an adult.

One of the controversies of the last decade has to do with the extent to
which status offenders differ from juvenile felons and misdemeaiants.
Thomas M. KeUey, in "Status Offenders Can Be Different" provides evidence
that status offenders are distinguishable --that they are less likely to repeat that
their offense CANON are different, and that the seriousness of their careers may
be aggravated by legal processing, as the labeling theorists contend.

Young persons do commit serious crime. Policy proposals for juvenile
justice must respond to the public's demand in the 1980s for safety and
protection from such crime or be seen correctly as wrong and foolish. But
delinquency includes a variety of behaviors, and courts must provide a range of
services. Protecting or advocating for young persons in difficulty is as much a
part of the courts' role as punishing and controlling young criminals. Youth
development, delinquency prevention, advocacy, and treatment, as well as
control, must be part of juvenile corrections policy. Exclusive emphasis on the
custodial or other control of the exceptionally serious delinquent will warp the
public policy debate.

3. What are the results of the initiatives begun in the 1960s and early 1970s tc
stem increasing delinquency?

The 19603 and 1970s saw a mandate for action that made available
resources at levels unthinkable in previous decades. A non-intervention theme
dominated much of what was attempted. While this theme manifested itself in
many ways (e.g., diversion, deinstitutionalization, decriminalization, and a
concern for delinquency prevention and restitution), an obvious intent was to
alter and reduce the role of the traditional juvenile justice system in the total
pattern of juvenile justice policy and procedure. The writers of the present
volume argue that it is time for us to assess what has been accomplished by the
expenditure of these resources.

As Krisberg and Schwartz point out, the deinstitutionalization of the status
offender is one of the reforms of the 1970s that has achieved some resultsfar
fewer status offenders are being incarcerated. The juvenile arrest rates (see
Figure 1) also suggest that arrests for such offenses are either declining or they
are being handled informally or both. However, status offenses are still
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Figure 2
J. Galvin, K. Polk

High incidence delhquency Includes
property, status, and public order offenses;
the serious violent crime are a small part
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processed by the justice systemin 1981 the status offense arrest rate is more
than two and a half times that for serious violent crime.

Rosemary Sarri in her paper on gender issues points out that the
achievement in deinstitutionallzing status offenders had much more impact on
females than male' Sarri also suggests that the popular contention that female
crime has become more serious is not supported by the available evidence
although it is clear that if status offenses are excluded, female incarceration
rates are rising more quickly than those for males.

Schlosunan and Sed lak's fascinating review of the Chicago Area Project suggests
that it may have achieved its goals much more successfully than did the various
intervention programs of the 19704 despite their often quite similar goals.
Their paper presents evidence that, if the more recent experiments are found
without useful result, the work of an even earlier era may be very relevant to
public policy in the delinquency area. They point out that one of the most
recognized of all delinquency programs, the Chicago Area Project is best
known for its role in the struggle of ideas over intervention approaches but that
its results, which are very instructive, are not widely circuktted.

4. How accurate is public opinion on the delingitericy issue and what role should
pubic fear of crime play in developing public policy?

Lloyd Ohlin, in "The Future of Juvenile Justice Policy and Research,"
suggests that public opinion about delinquency is widely divergent from the
facts. A recent poll (Hauger et al, 1982) underscored this point and also
demonstrates the conflicting directions that public opinion can take (see Figure
3). The public, despite the FBI's figures on official delinquency, clearly believes
that juvenile delinquency is rapidly increasing and very serious. The public
sees the juvenile court as too lenient bot still believes in rehabilitation through
court intervention. Yet the public sees solutions to both preventing serious
youth crime and treating the status offender as occurring outside of the
juvenile justice system. Ohlin argues that it is only through organized
community programming involving youth and adults alike, that the public fear
of crime can be overcome and the energy behind it translated into positive
social benefits

5. Can we identify and preserve the valuable elements of policy that have emerged in
recent years?

The past twenty years have changed our thinking about juvenile delinquency
and delinquency prevention, treatment, and control. Prior
to 1960 the predominant response to delinquency was psychological treatment
such as counseling, therapy, or group work, carried out within closed
institutional settings (there were important exceptions? such as the Chicago
Area Project discussed by Schlossman and Sedlak which helped inform the new
policies of the 1960s and 1970s). From 1960 onward social structural interpreta-
tions of delinquency, became influentiaL Questions were raised about the role of
juvenile justice process in aggravating delinquent behavior. Proposals
emerged emphasizing work within natural community settings as the context
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Firm 3

The public sees the youth crime problem
as serious and on the inmate

There has been a steady and
alarming increase in the rate
of serious juvenile crime.

'The juvenile crime problem is
not really as serious as
most people are saying it is

yet the public's views on the
juvenile court are in conflict,
seeing too much leniency but
supporting rehabilitation .

Juvenile courts are too
lenient on juveniles found
guilty of serious crimes.

The main purpose of the
juvenile court system should
be to treat and rehabilitate
rather than punish.

15% agree

6% strongly agree

73% agree

45% strongly agree

78% agree

52% strongly agree

and finally, the public sees
solutions to the problems as lying
outside the juvenile justice system.

increasing employment oppor-
tunities for youths could prevent

lot of serious crimes.

Runaways, habitual truants,
and youths in conflict with
their parents should not be
handled by the juvenile court
system, but by othei commun-
ity agencies.

61% agree

30% strongly agree

Source: Hausen et al, 1982.
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for delinquency programs (and implicitly or explicitly criticizing closed
institutional 'lettings).

Few of these program ideas were implemented as initially visualized.
Nonetheless the theorists and planners, including several of the authors in the
prawn! volume, have the responsibility of describing the failures of
implementation and defending the basic ideas that are worth umber. Put another
way, this volume isnot of the "nothing works" variety. In particular both Ohlin
and Schlossman and Sedlak argue for preserving approaches that either have
been shown to work in the past or have never been adequately tested despite
their conceptual appeal. Some ideas are of potential importance, end some
programs worthy of expansion. If some policy leads following in the past are
found to be of questionable value (and perhaps destructive), other paths
deserve consideration.

6. Where do we go from here?
The contributors to the present work share a common concern for the

shaping of public policy. The questions raised often lead to negative findings,
but the intent is to discover useful direction for future policy. While this is
perhaps dearest in Lloyd Ohlin's discussion of the future of juvenile justice,
that same concern for the future is shared by the other authors to this volume.

The next two decades will present new conditions for youth and
delinquency policy. What took place in the influential 1960 to 1980 period, as
well as in the earlier period of the Chicago Area Project, should provide lessons
which will had to more edective directions for public policy. That is the
common intent of these authors.

This issue marks a new era for Crime and Delinquency. It is the first issue
produced from start to finish in our San Francisco offices. IMAM Hill and Rebecca
McGovern, Associate Editors, and Brenda Logan, Editorial Assistant,
of the publications staff, have put in long hours over the past six months
in preparing for this issue and in establishing the publications program on the
West Coast. This program, includes not only Crime and Delinquency but also the
Criminal Justice Newsletter, the journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency and
the other NCCD publications.

Foi Crime and Delinquency, this issue inaugurates an approach we plan to
follow regularly in the future, that is, the selection of a common theme for the
articles appearing in a given issue. This issue on "Rethinking Juvenile Justice"
will be followed in the fall by one on adult prisons. In future years, we plan to
devote a minimum of two of the four issues each year to a single theme. In this
way we hope to give special focus to the concerns that are of particularly strong
interest in the field ate given time. At the same time, those issues of the journal
that are less narrowly focused will permit us to continue to reflect the full range
of interest throughout the field.
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merit is inherently wasteful." be said. "It has agencies
on top of agencies overseeing everything. and compkx
political processes You as spend two or three years
and millions of dollars and still not have a prison.
CCA, on the other hand. can build In a matter of
months," be said. "We can also get better prices from
ontractors. Contactors always charge the lovers-
meat more money." Hutto points out that CCA is fns
to rapidly expend or rodeos the amber of Its
employees without being restricted by Civil Service
ndes, and that it can pay Ins than goverment agen-
cies do by hiring r.onertion belppractices that char-
acterize the existing private Institution.

CCA officials say they are negotiating with about a
dozen state, Federal, and local agencies for possible
contracts. but Hum would identify only a few of
than. saying that the rest are "still IN the more sensi-
tive stages"--maning tint he doesn't want the one-
petition to ken where the action M.

He is probably right not to show his cards, for be has
number of energetic competitors who probably

would like very mooch to en them. Thu Bursae of Pris-
on' men for bids on iu eke prison has drawn a
tremendous response, according to one high oft 1,
and some of the companies that have bid have link co
no experience in working with offenders. Rids hors
can la from manufacturing firma, ledustrialtrzurity

24
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companies, halkray-house companies sad architectur-
al concerns that have designed fails and prisons.

RCA has bid on the contract. "We plan to actively
pursue this type of business using Weavereville as a
model." said Al Androlevkz. an RCA vice president
in charge of Mention and human services. "Weavers-
elle was once viewed as a one-shot dee,. but we see
now that times are changing."

Control Data Corporation, a conglomerate that
deals mainly In covnletteni, also has been pursuing the
prison badness. In 1,112, the company was one of a
half dozen bidden on a contract tonnes women's pris-
on for the state of Minnesota. Control Data raised $15
million to build and staff the institution, but state of
nab eventually backed down on the Mee and decided
to run the prison themselves. Company spokesmen say
that Control Data is actively involved in proposals to
run private pilaw but they will not discuss sped&
nagoilatkes. Control Data now holds a largo interest
in City VItatitell, a company that sells vocational.
training programs to prime systems.

7,7111dirrit as then pro *- making comma may be,
-An intitutioses they run are booed to rasa to

mere extent the sink the limitation, and perhaps the
alms of the govenment mum of which they
become a part. Nothing demonstrates this more clear-
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"The question is whether
business can bring real

improvements elnd new Ideas
to an outmoded system,' says
a prison-reform advocate."
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Florida Eckerd Nu than one-liatf the moneyper resident at Okeechobee that Pennsylvania gives toRCA for Weaversville. Juvenile - Justice experts saythat Florida imprisons too many delinquents in train-ins schools to begin with, and that all the schools iretoo big for their own good. Okeechobee alone is morethan twice the sits of the Pennsylvania institutionalsynem, which virtually guaranties that few inmateswill motive individual attention. Because of a shortageof qualified staff, some educational programs havewaiting lists; the lawsuit charges that the programs areinactmaste and poorly orgsnited in any case.
One major factor contributing to the problems at allthree schools is the disparate mil of residents who aresent there. The state does Arm a variety of alternative,

nonresidential programs for young offenders, but there
are not enough slots to go around. so the runoff is sentto places like Okeechobee. For many who are wet, the
setting is completely inappropriate; the Eckerd Foun-
dation reported to the state in October that it wasreceiving a 'large and increasing number" of retarded
and severely disturbed offenders, foe which the school
has no programs, and who are disrupting the institu-
tion. In addition, an astounding 32 percent of those

26

71 6

sent to the training schools last year were up on their
Ant commitment to the Milt no other, less drastic
alternative had been tried. These first-tinter. aremined in with the tougher,more experienced offenders.

"Okeechobee is just a dumping ground," said state
senator Oen Childers, whose district includes theschool. "I don't think there's anything Eckerd can do
that will have a vrteminsful effect it they don't coning
the budget end they don't control who gets sent tothem. I thick they thought they could turn that
place around overnight, but they've found they ain't."

Echoed omcials arm with most of the critics. Wil-
liam Ross, the foundation's director of administration,
says the worst problems

are the overarrodine and the
uncontrolled mit of psychotics, kerdmwe delinquents,and &siles offenders, which be says creates "ha-
voc." He alma the school's sheer sits and momeness
(it is le the swampy, rural interior of central Florida)
are also problems, led that many of the residents don't
belong to a trailing school. 'The ACLU suit hashelped bring attention to the problem," be said. "We
hope that now the legislature «ill become more awareof the mods."

Welters familiar with the school say that Eckerd has

stroll Me board
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the fall in suicide mortality in England. Wales. and Scotland
since the mic1.19601 was related to the change in the domes-
tic gas supply from toxic coal gas to nontoxic oi based gases
and subsequently to natural gas!, " Boor mentioned HMI a
reduction in the tenacity of domestic gas in Vienna was also
paralleled by a reduction in the overall sum& rate.' Brown
noted that the decrease in Oast Bntain's suicide rates in the
19tins was associated with a substantial increase in the rate
of unsuccessful suicide attempts." Oliver and Heusi found
that a substantial Increase over the penod I953-1968 in total
suicide rates for young women in Australia was associated
with a iwnod of reined prescribing standards for sedative
thugs. and concluded that the availability of a means of
inflicting fatal selimuty !sedative drugs) bean direct rela-
tionship to the incidence of such selinjury. without much
effect on other modes of seiinjury."

Thus a relation appears to exist between changes in the
availabilny of three different agents Ifirearnis. tom gas. and
drugs) and changes in suicide rates. Boor concluded that

the physical availability of the more culturally accepted
method of suicide is a major determinant of suicide rates and
that suicides may be presented by decreasing the availability
of the most common methods IA suicide to suicidal tridivid-

There may be some benefits to Warms to balance
wino the hypothesized excess in suicide deaths. Bruce-
Onus has pointed out that Southern and Southeastern cities
winch have high rates of gun ownership have low rates of
burglary and that. In rural areas and small towns. a boy's
introduction to guns and hunting is an Important rite of
rolw Some of the variation m gun prevalence may
relate to the proportion of the population involved in agricul
tune. where guns may be needed for animal and pest con.
uol., For these reasons. it may be necessary to further
quantify both the costs and the benefits of the Arturo* in our
households.

Cultural factors seem to influence the choke of suicidal
agent " Hanging, for example is a common tutorial meth.
oil in Germany and Belgium. when it contributes to excess
suicide mortality when compared to England and Wales.)
even though it has s fatality rate in suicide attempts of 71 per
cent and can be considered almost univerally available."
High suicide rates seem to occur where highly lethal suicidal
methods are not only available but also when they are
culturally acceptable.

A relation has been suggested between bunion violence
at the individual level and violence at international levels."
Increasing rates of self-destruction from Increased individual
arming seem to be paralleling increasing risk of mass self-
deszniction from increased international taming. particularly
racket MON. Owe wooden whether the two levels of self-
eleunktive arming may share some etiologic factors. Fac-
tors toweled for the internationel level include selfile-
susetive reaction to unconscious fear." iiiseisitivity to
terror.* and Inappropriue levels of anxkty." Many euhund
leaden have warned that. "Nothing is to be so much feared
ea FeM."4

We suggest. therefoee. that three factors-namely. the
statistically signikant regional correNtion of gun and pistol
prevalence with US suicide rates. the correlation of these
factors across nations and years. and the Increases and
decreases In suicide rates associated with changes in the
availability of lethal and customary suicidal ageing - indicate
the need for more definitive nudist and pilot programs.
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